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Overview

Unconventional warfare
Unconventional warfare (abbreviated UW) is the opposite of conventional warfare. Where conventional warfare is
used to reduce an opponent's military capability, unconventional warfare is an attempt to achieve military victory
through acquiescence, capitulation, or clandestine support for one side of an existing conflict.
On the surface, UW contrasts with conventional warfare in that: forces or objectives are covert or not well-defined,
tactics and weapons intensify environments of subversion or intimidation, and the general or long-term goals are
coercive or subversive to a political body.

Objectives
The general objective of unconventional warfare is to instill a belief that peace and security are not possible without
compromise or concession. Specific objectives include inducement of war weariness, curtailment of civilian
standards of living and civil liberties associated with greater security demands, economic hardship linked to the costs
of war; hopelessness to defend against assaults, fear, depression, and disintegration of morale.
The ultimate goal of this type of warfare is to motivate an enemy to stop attacking or resisting even if it has the
ability to continue. Failing this, a secondary objective can be to emasculate the enemy before a conventional attack.

Methods and organization
Unconventional warfare targets civilian population and political bodies directly, seeking to render the military
proficiency of the enemy irrelevant. Limited conventional warfare tactics can be used unconventionally to
demonstrate might and power, rather than to substantially reduce the enemy's ability to fight. In addition to the
coercive use of traditional weapons, armaments that primarily target civilians can be used: atomic weapons, urban
incendiary devices, white phosphorus or other such weapons.
Special Forces, inserted behind an enemy's front line, can be used unconventionally to spread subversion and
propaganda, to aid native resistance fighters, and to ultimately build environments of fear and confusion. Tactics of
destroying non-military infrastructure and blockading civilian staples are used to decrease the morale of civilians
and, when applicable, also the soldiers in the field through concern for their families. Globalization dissenters
broadly criticize the managed-trade system as a planet-wide version of the blockading tactic of unconventional
warfare.

Definitions

Unconventional warfare structure by guerilla
organizations.

The United States Department of Defense defines UW as a broad
spectrum of military and paramilitary operations, normally of long
duration, predominantly conducted through, with, or by indigenous or
surrogate forces who are organized, trained, equipped, supported, and
directed in varying degrees by an external source. It includes, but is not
limited to, → guerrilla warfare, subversion, sabotage, intelligence
activities, and unconventional assisted recovery. Organization varies
by culture and type of conflict.
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In the People's Wars conflicts of Vietnam and China, a clear structure of rural bases, different troop types and
leadership by a strong centralized political group or party prevailed. In other conflicts the pattern is more
fragmented, and unconventional warfare need not rely on rural bases at all. Generally, organization is divided into
political or military wings.

See also
• → Asymmetric warfare
• Coercion
• Conventional warfare
• Fourth generation warfare
• Operation Gladio
• → Guerrilla warfare
• Irregular military
• Irregular Warfare
• → Low intensity conflict
• NLF and PAVN strategy, organization and structure
• NLF and PAVN logistics and equipment
• NLF and PAVN battle tactics
• Operation Phantom Fury
• Partisan (military)
• → Psychological warfare
• Resistance movement
• → Special forces
• → Terrorism
• Unrestricted Warfare
• → Special Activities Division
• A seminal work on unconventional stay-behind warfare is Major Hans von Dach's Der Totale Widerstand (Total

Resistance (book)).

External links
• Insurgency Research Group [1] - Multi-expert blog dedicated to the study of insurgency and the development of

counter-insurgency policy.
• Allied war terminology (File #5a) [2]

• goarmy.com/special_forces/unconventional_warfare [3]

• Unconventional Warfare: Definitions from 1950 to the Present [4]

• Instruments of Statecraft: U.S. Guerrilla Warfare, Counterinsurgency, and Counterterrorism, 1940-1990 [5]

• Pentagon plans cyber-insect army [6]
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Irregular warfare
Irregular warfare (IW) is warfare in which one or more combatants are irregular military rather than regular forces.
→ Guerrilla warfare is a form of irregular warfare, and so is → asymmetric warfare.
Irregular warfare favors indirect and → asymmetric warfare approaches, though it may employ the full range of
military and other capabilities, in order to erode an adversary’s power, influence, and will. It is inherently a
protracted struggle that will test the resolve of a nation and its strategic partners.[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Concepts associated
with irregular warfare are not as recent as the irregular warfare term itself.[6] [7]

History

Regular vs. irregular
The word "regular" is used in the term "regular armed forces" which comes from the Third Geneva Convention of
1949. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) is a non-governmental organization primarily
responsible for, and most closely associated with, the drafting and successful completion of the Third Geneva
Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War (“GPW”). The ICRC provided commentary saying that
"regular armed forces" satisfy four Hague Conventions (1899 and 1907) (Hague IV) conditions.[8] In other words,
"regular forces" must satisfy the following criteria:
• being commanded by a person responsible for his to a party of conflict
• having a fixed distinctive emblem recognizable at a distance
• carrying arms openly
• conducting operations in accordance with the laws and customs of war
On the other hand, Irregular Forces is a term in international humanitarian law referring to a category of combatants
consisting of individuals forming part of the armed forces of a party to an armed conflict, international or
non-international, but not belonging to that party's regular forces and operating in or outside of their own territory
even if the territory is under occupation.[9] As such, it is implicit that irregular warfare is warfare where a major party
in the conflict is part of Irregular Forces.

Early use
One of the earliest known uses of the term irregular warfare is in the 1986 English edition of "Modern Irregular
Warfare in Defense Policy and as a Military Phenomenon" by Friedrich August Freiherr von der Heydte. The
original 1972 German edition of the book is titled "Der Moderne Kleinkrieg als Wehrpolitisches und Militarisches
Phänomen". Curiously, the German word "Kleinkrieg" is literally translated as "Small War".[10] The word
"Irregular", used in the title of the English translation of the book, seems to be a reference non "regular armed
forces" as per the aforementioned Third Geneva Convention.
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US DoD use
Within United States Department of Defense, one of the earliest known uses of the term IW is in a 1996 Central
Intelligence Agency document by Jeffrey B. White.[11] Major military doctrine developments related to IW were
done between 2004 to 2007[12] as a result of the September 11 attacks on the United States.[13] [14] A key proponent
of IW within US DoD is Michael G. Vickers, a former paramilitary officer in the CIA.[15]

US CIA use
The CIA's → Special Activities Division (SAD) is the premiere unit for unconventional warfare, both for creating
and for combating irregular warfare units.[16] [17] [18] For example, SAD paramilitary officers created and led
successful irregular units from the Hmong tribe during the war in Vietnam in the 1960s[19] from the Northern
Alliance against the Taliban during the war in Afghanistan in 2001[20] and from the Kurdish Peshmerga against
Ansar al-Islam and the forces of Saddam Hussein during the war in Iraq in 2003.[21] [22]

Activities
Activities and types of conflict included in IW are:
• Insurgency/Counter-insurgency (COIN)
• Counter-terrorism
• Stabilization, Security, Transition, and Reconstruction Operations (SSTRO)
• → Unconventional warfare (UW)
• Foreign internal defense (FID)
• Civil-military operations (CMO)
• Military Intelligence and counter-intelligence activities
• Transnational criminal activities that support or sustain IW:

• narco-trafficking
• Illicit arms trafficking
• illegal financial transactions

• Law enforcement activities focused on countering irregular adversaries

Irregular wars
Some conflicts considered to be within the scope of irregular warfare are:[6] [11]

• Afghan Civil War
• American Indian Wars
• American Revolutionary War[23]

• Arab Revolt
• Chinese Civil War
• Cuban Revolution
• First Chechen War
• First Sudanese Civil War
• Iraq War
• Kosovo War
• Lebanese Civil War
• Portuguese Colonial War
• Rwanda Civil War
• Second Boer War
• Second Chechen War
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• Second Sudanese Civil War
• Somali Civil War
• Philippines War
• Vietnam War
While sometimes portrayed as an "irregular war" the American Revolutionary War was in fact fought by regular
forces using regular methods for most of its duration.[24]

Wargames and exercises
There have been at least two key military wargames and military exercises associated with IW:
• Unified Action [25]
• Unified Quest [26]

Modeling and simulation
As a result of DoD Directive 3000.07[3] , United States armed forces are studying irregular warfare concepts using
modeling and simulation.[27] [28] [29]

Other definitions
• IW is a form of warfare that has as its objective the credibility and/or legitimacy of the relevant political authority

with the goal of undermining or supporting that authority. IW favors indirect approaches, though it may employ
the full range of military and other capabilities to seek asymmetric approaches, in order to erode an adversary’s
power, influence, and will.[30]

• IW is defined as a violent struggle among state and non-state actors for legitimacy and influence over the relevant
population(s)

• IW involves conflicts in which enemy combatants are not regular military forces of nation-states.[31]

• IW is "war among the people" as opposed to "industrial war" (i.e. regular war).[32]

See also

• Arms trafficking • Friedrich August Freiherr von der
Heydte

• Michael G. Vickers

• → Asymmetric warfare • → Guerrilla warfare • Military intelligence
• Center for Irregular Warfare and Armed

Groups
• Hague Conventions (1899 and

1907)
• Network science

• Che Guevara • Illegal drug trade • Psychological operations
• Chinese Civil War • Information warfare • Robert Rogers' 28 "Rules of Ranging"
• Civil-military operations • Insurgency • Siege
• Clarence Ransom Edwards • Irregular military • Small Wars Journal
• Counter-insurgency • John R. M. Taylor • Strategic Communication
• Counter-intelligence • Law enforcement • Stabilization, Security, Transition, and Reconstruction

Operations
• Counter-terrorism • T. E. Lawrence • Third Geneva Convention
• Endemic warfare • Long War (21st century) • → Unconventional warfare
• Foreign internal defense • → Low intensity conflict
• Fourth generation warfare
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Asymmetric warfare
Asymmetric warfare is war between belligerents whose relative military power differs significantly, or whose
strategy or tactics differ significantly.
"Asymmetric warfare" can describe a conflict in which the resources of two belligerents differ in essence and in the
struggle, interact and attempt to exploit each other's characteristic weaknesses. Such struggles often involve
strategies and tactics of → unconventional warfare, the "weaker" combatants attempting to use strategy to offset
deficiencies in quantity or quality.[1] Such strategies may not necessarily be militarized.[2] This is in contrast to
symmetric warfare, where two powers have similar military power and resources and rely on tactics that are similar
overall, differing only in details and execution.

Definition and differences
The popularity of the term dates from Andrew J.R. Mack's "Why Big Nations Lose Small Wars" article in World
Politics, in which "asymmetric" referred simply to a significant disparity in power between opposing actors in a
conflict. "Power," in this sense, is broadly understood to mean material power, such as a large army, sophisticated
weapons, an advanced economy, and so on. Mack's analysis was largely ignored in its day, but the end of the Cold
War sparked renewed interest among academics. By the late 1990s new research building on Mack's insights was
beginning to mature, and after 2004, the U.S. military began once again to seriously consider the problems
associated with asymmetric warfare.
Discussion since 2004 has been complicated by the tendency of academic and military communities to use the term
in different ways, and by its close association with guerrilla warfare, insurgency, terrorism, counterinsurgency, and
counterterrorism. Military authors tend to use the term "asymmetric" to refer to the indirect nature of the strategies
many weak actors adopt, or even to the nature of the adversary itself (e.g. "asymmetric adversaries can be expected
to...") rather than to the correlation of forces.
Academic authors tend to focus more on explaining the puzzle of weak actor victory in war: if "power,"
conventionally understood, conduces to victory in war, then how shall we explain the victory of the "weak" over the
"strong"? Key explanations include (1) strategic interaction; (2) willingness of the weak to suffer or bear costs; (3)
external support of weak actors; (4) squeamishness on the part of strong actors; (5) internal group dynamics [3] and
(6) inflated strong actor war aims. Asymmetric conflicts include both interstate and substate wars, and over the past
two hundred years have generally won by strong actors. Since 1950, however, weak actors have won a majority of
all asymmetric conflicts.

Strategic basis
In most conventional warfare, the belligerents deploy forces of a similar type and the outcome can be predicted by
the quantity of the opposing forces or by their quality, for example better command and control of their forces. There
are times where this is not true because the composition or strategy of the forces makes it impossible for either side
to close in battle with the other. An example of this is the standoff between the continental land forces of the French
army and the maritime forces of the United Kingdom's Royal Navy during the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic
Wars. In the words of Admiral Jervis during the campaigns of 1801, "I do not say, my Lords, that the French will not
come. I say only they will not come by sea",[4] and a confrontation that Napoleon Bonaparte described as that
between the elephant and the whale.[5]
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Tactical basis
The tactical success of asymmetric warfare is dependent on at least some of the following assumptions:
• One side can have a technological advantage which outweighs the numerical advantage of the enemy; the decisive

English Longbow at the Battle of Crécy is an example.
• Training and tactics as well as technology can prove decisive and allow a smaller force to overcome a much

larger one. For example, for several centuries the Greek hoplite's (heavy infantry) use of phalanx made them far
superior to their enemies. The Battle of Thermopylae, which also involved good use of terrain, is a well known
example.

• If the inferior power is in a position of self-defense; i.e., under attack or occupation, it may be possible to use
unconventional tactics, such as hit-and-run and selective battles in which the superior power is weaker, as an
effective means of harassment without violating the laws of war. Perhaps the classical historical examples of this
doctrine may be found in the American Revolutionary War, movements in World War II, such as the French
Resistance and Soviet and Yugoslav partisans, and in the Irish Republican Army. Against democratic aggressor
nations, this strategy can be used to play on the electorate's patience with the conflict (as in the Vietnam War, and
others since) provoking protests, and consequent disputes among elected legislators.

• If the inferior power is in an aggressive position, however, and/or turns to tactics prohibited by the laws of war
(jus in bello), its success depends on the superior power's refraining from like tactics. For example, the law of
land warfare prohibits the use of a flag of truce or clearly-marked medical vehicles as cover for an attack or
ambush, but an asymmetric combatant using this prohibited tactic to its advantage depends on the superior
power's obedience to the corresponding law. Similarly, laws of warfare prohibit combatants from using civilian
settlements, populations or facilities as military bases, but when an inferior power uses this tactic, it depends on
the premise that the superior power will respect the law that the other is violating, and will not attack that civilian
target, or if they do the propaganda advantage will outweigh the material loss. As seen in most conflicts of the
20th and 21st centuries, this is highly unlikely as the propaganda advantage has always outweighed adherence to
international law, especially by dominating sides of any conflict.

• As noted below, the Israel-Palestinian conflict is one recent example of asymmetric warfare. Mansdorf and
Kedar[6] outline how Islamist warfare uses asymmetric status to gain a tactical advantage against Israel. They
refer to the "psychological" mechanisms used by forces such as Hezbollah and Hamas in being willing to exploit
their own civilians as well as enemy civilians towards obtaining tactical gains, in part by using the media to
influence the course of war.

The use of terrain in asymmetric warfare
Terrain can be used as a force multiplier by the smaller force and as a force inhibitor against the larger force. Such
terrain is called difficult terrain.

The contour of the land is an aid to the army; sizing up opponents to determine victory, assessing
dangers and distance. "Those who do battle without knowing these will lose." ― Sun Tzu, The Art of
War

The guerrillas must move amongst the people as a fish swims in the sea. ― Mao Zedong.
For a detailed description of the advantages for the weaker force in the use of built-up areas when engaging in
asymmetric warfare, see the article on → urban warfare.
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War by proxy
Where asymmetric warfare is carried out (generally covertly) by allegedly non-governmental actors who are
connected to or sympathetic to a particular nation's (the "state actor's") interest, it may be deemed war by proxy. This
is typically done to give deniability to the state actor. The deniability can be important to keep the state actor from
being tainted by the actions, to allow the state actor to negotiate in apparent good faith by claiming they are not
responsible for the actions of parties who are merely sympathizers, or to avoid being accused of belligerent actions
or war crimes. If proof emerges of the true extent of the state actor's involvement, this strategy can backfire; for
example see Iran-contra.

Asymmetric warfare and terrorism
There are two different viewpoints on the relationship between asymmetric warfare and → terrorism. In the modern
context, asymmetric warfare is increasingly considered a component of fourth generation warfare. When practiced
outside the laws of war, it is often defined as → terrorism, though rarely by its practitioners or their supporters.[7]

The other view is that asymmetric warfare does not coincide with terrorism. For example, in an asymmetric conflict,
the dominant side, normally as part of a propaganda campaign, can accuse the weaker side of being bandits, pillagers
or terrorists. Others argue that asymmetric warfare is called "terrorism" by those wishing to exploit the negative
connotations of the word and bring the political aims of the weaker opponents into question. A problem associated
with such a view is that the distinction between a terrorist and a freedom fighter is not clear cut. An example of this
is over Kashmir: the Pakistanis claim that a war of freedom for the Kashmiris is being fought with the Indians, who
in turn, label them as terrorists. The Iraqi insurgency is similarly labeled as terrorism by its opponents and resistance
by its supporters.[8] . Similarly the use of terror by the much lesser Mongol forces in the creation and control of the
Mongol empire could be viewed as asymmetric warfare. The other is the use of state terrorism by the superior Nazi
forces in the Balkans, in an attempt to suppress the resistance movement.

Representative list of asymmetric wars
Below is a representative list of interstate asymmetric wars fought between 1816 and 1991:[9]

Franco-Spanish War, First Anglo-Burmese War, Second Russo-Persian War, War of the Cakes, First British-Afghan
War, Uruguayan Dispute, Austro-Sardinian War, First Schleswig-Holstein War, Second Anglo-Burmese War,
Anglo-Persian War, Italo-Roman War, Two Sicilies, Franco-Mexican War, Second Schleswig-Holstein War,
British-Abyssinian War, Anglo-Egyptian War, Tonkin War, Franco-Siamese War, Second Italo-Ethiopian War,
Second Boer War, Sino-Russian War, Tripolitanian War, Franco-Turkish War, Polish Revolution, Italo-Ethiopian
War, Sino-Japanese War, German-Polish Confrontation of World War II, German-Danish Confrontation of World
War II, German-Norwegian Confrontation of World War II, German-Belgian Confrontation of World War II,
German-Dutch Confrontation of World War II, Italo-Greek Confrontation of World War II, German-Yugoslav
Confrontation of World War II, Korean War, Himalayan War, Vietnam War, Second Sino-Vietnamese War
For a more comprehensive listing, including outcomes, see Arreguin-Toft.[10] .

Examples of asymmetric warfare

The American Revolutionary War
From its initiation, the American Revolutionary War was, necessarily, a showcase for asymmetric techniques. In the 
1920s, Harold Murdock of Boston attempted to solve the puzzle of the first shots fired on Lexington Green, and 
came to the suspicion that the few score militia men who gathered before sunrise to await the arrival of hundreds of 
well-prepared British soldiers were sent specifically to provoke an incident which could be used for propaganda 
purposes.[11] The return of the British force to Boston following the search operations at Concord was subject to
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constant skirmishing, using partisan forces gathered from communities all along the route, making maximum use of
the terrain (particularly trees and stone field walls) to overcome the limitations of their weapons- muskets with an
effective range of only about 50–70 metres. Throughout the war, skirmishing tactics against British troops on the
move continued to be a key factor in Patriot success; however, they may also have encouraged the occasional
incidents, particularly in the later stages, where British troops used alleged surrender violations as a justification for
killing large numbers of captives (e.g. Waxhaw and Groton Heights).
Another feature of the long march from Concord was the urban warfare technique of using buildings along the route
as additional cover for snipers, which provoked the logical response from the British force — destruction of the
buildings. When revolutionary forces forced their way into Norfolk, Virginia, and used waterfront buildings as cover
for shots at British vessels out in the river, the response of destruction of those buildings was ingeniously used to the
advantage of the rebels, who encouraged the spread of fire throughout the largely Loyalist town, and spread
propaganda blaming it on the British. Shortly afterwards they destroyed the remaining houses, on the grounds that
they might provide cover for British soldiers. On the subject of propaganda, it should be borne in mind that, contrary
to the impression given in the popular American film The Patriot, British forces never adopted a popular response to
partisan-style asymmetric warfare; retribution massacres of groups selected on a semi-random basis from the
population at large.
The rebels also adopted a form of asymmetric sea warfare, by using small, fast vessels to avoid the Royal Navy, and
capturing or sinking large numbers of merchant ships; however the British responded by issuing letters of marque
permitting private armed vessels to undertake reciprocal attacks on enemy shipping. John Paul Jones became
notorious in Britain for his expedition from France in the little sloop of war Ranger in April 1778, during which, in
addition to his attacks on merchant shipping, he made two landings on British soil. The effect of these raids,
particularly when coupled with his capture of the Royal Navy's HMS Drake — the first such success in British
waters, but not Jones's last — was to force the British government to increase resources for coastal defence, and to
create a climate of fear among the British public which was subsequently fed by press reports of his preparations for
the 1779 Bonhomme Richard mission.
From 1776, the conflict turned increasingly into a proxy war on behalf of France, following a strategy proposed in
the 1760s but initially resisted by the idealistic young King Louis XVI, who came to the throne at the age of 19 a few
months before Lexington. France also encouraged proxy wars against the British in India, but ultimately drove itself
to the brink of state bankruptcy by entering the war(s) directly, on several fronts throughout the world. The later
entry of Spain (and the Dutch Republic, providing a lesson on the limits of neutrality which the Americans had to
learn for themselves in 1812) into the war, against Britain but not for America, effectively reversed the asymmetry
— most obviously from August to October 1781 — and an interesting aspect of this war is what might be described
as an asymmetric peace, in which America and Spain received almost everything they demanded, but were forced
into conflict with each other, while France and the Dutch Republic both did so badly that they suffered total state
collapse within a few years.
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20th century asymmetric warfare

Second Boer War

Boer Commandos

Asymmetric warfare feature prominently during the Second Boer War.
After an initial phase, which was fought by both sides as a
conventional war, the British captured Johannesburg, the Boers' largest
city, and captured the capitals of the two Boer Republics. The British
then expected the Boers to accept peace as dictated by the victors in the
traditional European way. However instead of capitulating, the Boers
fought a protracted guerrilla war. Between twenty and thirty thousand
Boer → commandos were only defeated after the British brought to
bear four hundred and fifty thousand troops, about ten times as many
as were used in the conventional phase of the war. During this phase
the British introduced internment in concentration camps for the Boer
civilian population and also implemented a scorched earth policy.
Later, the British began using blockhouses built within machine gun
range of one another and flanked by barbed wire to slow the Boers'
movement across the countryside and block paths to valuable targets.
Such tactics eventually evolved into today's counter insurgency tactics.

The Boer commando raids deep into the Cape Colony, which were
organized and commanded by Jan Smuts, resonated throughout the
century as the British and others adopted and adapted the tactics used
by the Boer commandos in later conflicts.

World War I

• Lawrence of Arabia and British support for the Arab uprising against the Ottoman Empire. The Ottomans were
the stronger power, the Arabs the weaker.

• Austria-Hungary vs. Serbia, August 1914. Austria-Hungary was the stronger power, Serbia the weaker.
• Germany vs. Belgium, August 1914. Germany was the stronger power, Belgium the weaker.

Post-World War I

• Abd el-Krim led resistance in Morocco from 1920 to 1924 against French and Spanish colonial armies ten times
as strong as the guerilla force, led by General Philippe Pétain.

• TIGR, the first anti-fascist national-defensive organization in Europe, fought against Benito Mussolini's regime in
northeast Italy.
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World War II

• Winter War - Finland opposed an invasion by the Soviet Union
• Warsaw Uprising - Poland (Home Army, Armia Krajowa) rose up against the German occupation.
• Germany in Yugoslavia, 1941–45 (Germany vs. Tito's Partisans and Mihailovic's Chetniks).

Britain

• British Commandos and European coastal raids. German countermeasures and the notorious Commando Order
• Long Range Desert Group and the → Special Air Service in Africa and later in Europe.
• South East Asian Theatre: Wingate, Chindits, Force 136, V Force
• Special Operations Executive (SOE)

United States

• Office of Strategic Services (OSS)
• China Burma India Theatre: Merrill's Marauders and OSS Detachment 101

Post-World War II
• United States Military Assistance Command Studies and Observations Group (US MAC-V SOG) in Vietnam
• United States support of the Nicaraguan Contras

Cold War

The end of World War II established the two most powerful victors, the United States of America and the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR, or just the Soviet Union) as the two dominant world superpowers.

Cold War examples of proxy wars

See also proxy war
The war between the mujahadeen and the Red Army during the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan has been claimed as
the source of the term "asymmetric warfare"[12] - although this war occurred years after Mack wrote of "asymmetric
conflict," it is notable that the term became well-known in the West only in the 1990s.[13] The aid given by the U.S.
to the mujahadeen during the war was only covert at the tactical level, the Reagan Administration told the world that
it was helping the "freedom-loving people of Afghanistan". This proxy war was aided by many countries including
the USA against the USSR during the Cold War. It was considered cost effective and politically successful,[14] as it
gave the USSR a most humiliating military defeat and that defeat was a contributing factor to the implosion of the
Soviet Union.

21st century

Israel/Palestinians

The battle between the Israelis and some Palestinian organizations (such as Hamas and Islamic Jihad) is a classic
case of asymmetric warfare. Israel has a powerful army, air force and navy, while these Palestinians organisations
have no access to large-scale military equipment; instead, they utilize asymmetric tactics, principally cross-border
sniping and rocket attacks,[] but also including suicide bombing.[15]

Iraq

The victory by the US-led coalition forces in the 1991 Persian Gulf War and the 2003 invasion of Iraq, demonstrated 
that training, tactics and technology can provide overwhelming victories in the field of battle during modern 
conventional warfare. After Saddam Hussein's regime was removed from power, the Iraq campaign moved into a 
different type of asymmetric warfare where the coalition's use of superior conventional warfare training, tactics and
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technology were of much less use against continued opposition from the various insurgent groups operating inside
Iraq.
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• Fourth generation warfare
• → Guerrilla warfare
• Irregular military
• List of guerrillas
• Lawfare
• Long War (21st century)
• → Low intensity conflict
• Military use of children
• Partisan (military)
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• → Unconventional warfare
• Unrestricted Warfare
US organisations:

• Center for Asymmetric Warfare (CAW)
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• → Special Activities Division
Documents:

• Management of Savagery
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Jungle warfare
Jungle warfare is a term used to cover the special techniques needed for military units to survive and fight in jungle
terrain.
It has been the topic of extensive study by military strategists, and was an important part of the planning for both
sides in many conflicts, including World War II and the Vietnam War.
The jungle environment has a variety of effects on military operations. Dense vegetation can limit lines of sight and
arcs of fire, but can also provide ample opportunity for camouflage and plenty of material with which to build
fortifications.
Jungle terrain, often without good roads, can be inaccessible to vehicles and so makes supply and transport difficult,
which in turn places a premium on air mobility. The problems of transport make engineering resources important as
they are needed to improve roads, build bridges and airfields, and improve water supplies.
Jungle environments can also be inherently unhealthy, with various tropical diseases that have to be prevented or
treated by medical services. Likewise the terrain can make it difficult to deploy armoured forces, or any other kind of
forces on any large scale. Successful jungle fighting emphasises effective small unit tactics and leadership.

History

Nicaragua Guerrilla

World War Two
The real pioneers who methodically developed it as a specialized branch of warfare - the unconventional,
low-intensity, guerrilla-style type of warfare as it is understood today - were probably the British. Examples of such
early jungle-warfare forces were the Chindits, f Force and Force 136, who were small bodies of soldiers, equipped
with no more than small arms and explosives, but rigorously trained in guerrilla warfare-style tactics (particularly in
close-quarter combat).
Formed in the later stage of the Pacific War in support of conventional forces, these were the true jungle-warfare
experts whose unconventional combat skills and tactics were specially developed for use in the jungle environment.
The very beginning of it all probably traces back to immediately after the fall of Malaya and Singapore in 1942.
A few British officers, such as the legendary Freddie Spencer Chapman, eluded capture and escaped into the central
Malaysian jungle where they helped organize and train bands of lightly armed local ethnic Chinese communists into
a capable guerrilla force against the Japanese occupiers. What began as desperate initiatives by several determined
British officers probably inspired the subsequent formation of the above-mentioned early jungle-warfare forces.

Cold War

British experience in the Malayan Emergency

After the war, early skills in jungle warfare were further honed in the Malayan Emergency, when in 1948 W.W.II
guerrilla fighters of the Malayan Communist Party (MCP) turned against their In addition to jungle discipline, field
craft, and survival skills, special tactics such as combat tracking (first using native trackers), close-quarter fighting
(tactics were developed by troopers protected only with fencing masks stalking and shooting each other in the jungle
training ground with air rifles), small team operations (which led to the typical four-man special operations teams)
and tree jumping (parachuting into the jungle and through the rain forest canopy) were developed to actively take the
war to the Communist guerrillas instead of reacting to incidents initiated by them.
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Of greater importance was the integration of the tactical jungle warfare with the strategic "winning hearts and minds"
psychological, economic and political warfare as a complete counter-insurgency package. The Malayan Emergency
was declared over in 1960 as the surviving Communist guerrillas were driven to the jungle near the Thai border,
where they remained until they gave up their armed struggle in 1989.

Singapore Army Combat Trackers, a little known
elite four-team jungle warfare unit, in Brunei

during the early 1980s.

American experience in Vietnam

The British experience in counter insurgency was passed onto the
Americans during their involvement in the Vietnam War, [1] where the
battlegrounds were, again, the jungle. Much of British strategic
thinking on counter-insurgency tactics in a jungle environment was
passed on through BRIAM (British Advisory Mission) to South
Vietnam headed by Sir Robert Thompson, a former Chindit and the
Permanent Secretary of Defense for Malaya during the Emergency). [2]

The Americans further refined jungle warfare by the creation of such
dedicated counter-insurgency special operations troops as the Special
Forces (Green Berets), Rangers, Long Range Reconnaissance Patrols
(LRRP) and Combat Tracker Teams (CTT).

During the decade of active US combat involvement in the Vietnam War (1962-1972), jungle warfare became
closely associated with counter insurgency and special operations troops.
However, although the American forces managed to have mastered jungle warfare at a tactical level in Vietnam, they
were unable to install a successful strategic program in winning a jungle-based insurgency war.[3] [4] [5] Hence, the
American military lost the political war in Vietnam even though U.S. forces, especially special operations troops,
won almost every major military battle against the Viet Cong guerrillas and the North Vietnamese Army.

U.S. Marines training in the jungle

With the end of the Vietnam War, jungle warfare fell into disfavor
among the major armies in the world, namely, those of the US/NATO
and USSR/Warsaw Pact, which focused their attention to conventional
warfare with a nuclear flavor, to be fought on the jungle-less European
battlefields.
US special operations troops that were created for the purpose of
fighting in the jungle environment, such as LRRP and CTT, were
disbanded, while other jungle-warfare-proficient troops, such as the
Special Forces and Rangers, went through a temporary period of
decline, until they found their role in counter-terrorism operations in
the 1980s.
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Development after the Cold War
The collapse of USSR in the early 1990s marked the beginning of the end of a number of proxy wars fought between
the superpowers in the jungles of Africa, South America and Southeast Asia. In the euphoria at the end of the Cold
War, many Western nations were quick to claim the peace dividend and reinvested resources to other priorities.
Jungle warfare was reduced in scope and priority in the regular training curriculum of most conventional Western
armies. [6] During this time, the nature of major military operations in the Middle East and Central Asia saw the need
to put an emphasis upon → desert warfare and → urban warfare training - in both the conventional and
unconventional warfare models.

Jungle units
At present the following armies have specialised jungle units or Jungle Troops:
• Argentina Cazadores del Monte
• Brazilian Army has four Jungle Infantry Brigade: 1st, 16th, 17th and 23rd Jungle Infantry Brigades and others

units, divided in two division, and Jungle Warfare Training Center (CIGS).
• British Army has various Gurkha brigades.
• Colombia Brigada de Fuerzas Especiales
• France has the 3rd Foreign Infantry Regiment of the → French Foreign Legion, based in Camp Forget, Kourou,

Guyane and various jungle postings.
• Malaysian Royal Ranger Regiment
• The Netherlands the → Korps Commandotroepen and the Netherlands Marine Corps are jungle trained
• → Philippine Army Scout Rangers and → Philippine Army Special Forces
• USA Special Forces ("Green Berets"), Rangers, Long Range Reconnaissance Patrols (LRRP) and Combat

Tracker Teams (CTT).
• Suriname "korps speciale troepen"
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Further reading
• Jungle, Japanese and the Australian Army: learning the lessons of New Guinea [8]

• Combat Tracker Teams: Dodging an Elusive Enemy [9]

• Jungle Survival tips [10]

• U.S. WWII Newsmap featuring Jungle Warfare [11], hosted by the UNT Libraries Digital Collections [12]

• Counter Insurgency Jungle Warfare School (CIJWS)India [13]
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Arctic warfare

Soviet Offensive in the Battle of Moscow,
December 1941

Arctic warfare or winter warfare is a term used to describe armed
conflict that takes place in an exceptionally cold weather, usually in
snowy and icy terrain, sometimes on ice-covered bodies of water. One
must note the distinction between alpine and Arctic warfare - Arctic
war does not always take place in mountainous terrain, and mountain
warfare does not always take place in the cold.

History

Most winter battles have taken place in northern and eastern Europe.
In 1242, the Teutonic Order lost the Battle of the Ice on Lake Peipus to
Novgorod. In 1520, the decisive Battle of Bogesund between Sweden and Denmark occurred on the ice of lake
Åsunden.

Sweden and Denmark fought several wars during the 16th and 17th centuries. As a great deal of Denmark consists of
islands, it was usually safe from invasion, but in January 1658, most of the Danish waters froze. Charles X Gustav of
Sweden led his army across the ice of the Belts to besiege Copenhagen. The war ended with the treaty of Roskilde,
the most favourable Swedish peace treaty ever.
During the Great Northern War, Swedish king Charles XII set off to invade Moscow, but was eventually defeated at
the battle of Poltava after being weakened by cold weather and scorched earth tactics. Sweden suffered more
casualties during the same war as Carl Gustaf Armfeldt with 6000 men tried to invade Trondheim, and 3000 of them
died in a blizzard on a snowy mountain named Öjfjället.
During the Finnish War, the Russian army unexpectedly crossed the frozen Gulf of Bothnia from Finland to the
Åland Islands and, by 19 March 1809, reached the Swedish shore within 70 km from the Swedish capital,
Stockholm. This daring manoeuvre decided the outcome of the war.
Another famous example is the use of ski troops by the Finnish Army during the Winter War and the subsequent
Continuation War, where the numerically dominant Soviet forces had a hard time fighting mobile ski soldiers.
In Operation Barbarossa in 1941, both Russian and German Soldiers had to endure terrible conditions during the
Russian winter. Petsamo-Kirkenes Operation conducted by the Red Army against the Wehrmacht in 1944 in
northern Finland and Norway. In the Lapland War, Finland turned against Nazi Germany under the Soviet Union's
pressure, their former cobelligerents. While use of ski infantry was prolific in the Red Army, Germany formed only
one division for movement on skis.
Operation Rösselsprung and Operation Wunderland were Arctic naval battles in World War II.
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Equipment
Arctic warfare is very dependent on equipment. For survival, troops need warm clothing and footwear, extra
nutritious food, white camouflage, tents with sleeping bags, heaters and fuel.
Weapons can be fitted with an arctic trigger which permits firing while wearing heavy mittens.
Individual mobility can be increased by skis, ice cleats, and snowshoes.
Motorized vehicles are often unfit to stand freezing temperatures. Special procedures can be used to ensure they
perform in the cold, such as running them continuously or starting them at regular intervals. Studded tires or tire
chains are useful equipment for maintaining traction of wheeled vehicles. It is also possible to design special
vehicles for operation specifically in arctic conditions, such as the BvS 10, M29 Weasel or Aerosan.

See also
• Ski warfare
• Siachen
• Arctic survival/winter survival
• → Mountain warfare
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Mountain warfare
Mountain warfare refers to warfare in the mountains or similarly rough terrain. This type of warfare is also called
Alpine warfare, named after the Alps mountains. Mountain warfare is one of the most dangerous types of combat as
it involves surviving not only combat with the enemy but also the extreme weather and dangerous terrain.
In combat, high ground gives a great advantage in both defense and offense. Attacking a prepared enemy position in
mountain terrain requires a greater ratio of attacking soldiers to defending soldiers than would be needed on level
ground.[1] Mountains at any time of year are dangerous – lightning, strong gusts of wind, falling rocks, extreme cold,
and crevasses are all additional threats to combatants. Movement, reinforcements, and medical evacuation up and
down steep slopes and areas where even pack animals cannot reach involves an enormous exertion of energy.

History

Early history
The term mountain warfare is said to have come about in the Middle Ages after the monarchies of Europe found it
difficult to fight the Swiss armies in the Alps. This was because the Swiss were able to fight in smaller units and took
vantage points against a huge unmaneuverable army. Similar styles of attack and defence were later employed by →
guerrillas, partisans and irregulars who hid in the mountains after an attack, making it challenging for an army of
regulars to fight back.
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World War I
Mountain warfare came to the fore once again, during World War I, when some of the nations involved in the war
had mountain divisions that had hitherto not been tested. The Austro-Hungarian defence repelled the Italians as they
took advantage of the mostly mountainous terrain, where more people succumbed to frostbite and avalanches than to
bullets. During the summer of 1918, the Battle of San Matteo took place on the Italian front, this battle was fought at
the highest elevation of any in the war. In December 1914, another offensive was launched by the Turkish supreme
commander Enver Pasha with 95,000-190,000 troops against the Russians in the Caucasus. Insisting on a frontal
attack against Russian positions in the mountains in the heart of winter, the end result was devastating and Enver lost
86% of his forces.

World War II
• Battles of Narvik
• Operation Renntier
• Operation Gauntlet

Kashmir conflict

The Siachen Glacier area is the smallest orange area.

The most dangerous and volatile of all mountain
conflicts involves the ongoing one between India and
Pakistan over the Kashmir region. Since the partition in
1947, both countries have been constantly locked in
skirmishes and wars mainly in this Himalayan region
with the highest mountains in the world. The first
hostilities between the two nations in the
Indo-Pakistani War of 1947 showed that both were
ill-equipped to fight in biting cold, let alone on the
highest altitudes in the world.

During the Sino-Indian War of 1962, hostilities broke
out between the Republic of India and People's
Republic of China at some of the highest altitudes over
the Himalayan mountains.

Later wars between India and Pakistan were mainly fought on the valleys rather than in the mountains, although
several major mountain battles took place in all these conflicts. This changed in the Kargil War when Indian forces
were faced with the huge task of flushing out intruders and disguised Pakistani soldiers who had captured high
mountain posts. This proxy warfare became the only modern war that was fought exclusively on mountains. Since
Pakistani forces held the high ground and battles took place in peaks as high as 7,000 metres, it proved an immensely
costly task for the Indian Army, supported by massed artillery and the Indian Air Force, to vacate the Pakistani
troops. As a result of its experiences in Mountain Warfare in Kargil, the Indian Army now conducts courses on
specialized Artillery use in the Mountains, where ballistic projectiles have different characteristics.

On a related note, the Siachen Glacier was named the highest battleground in the world with both the countries
holding their respective positions at nearly 7000 m above sea level. Over ± 3000 Pakistani troops have died in this
inhospitable terrain, with weather extremes and the natural hazards accounting for higher casualties than combat.But
the Indian number of casualties were less due to a step ahead in technological advancement & mountain warfare
experience.
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Falklands War

Landscape of South Georgia

Although most of the Falklands War took place in the Falkland
Islands themselves, on hilltops in semi-Arctic conditions, during
the earlier stages of the war, there was some action in the bleak
mountainous island of South Georgia. South Georgia is a
Peri-Antarctic Island, and since the War took place during the
southern winter, Alpine conditions prevailed almost down to sea
level. It was unusual, in that it combined aspects of deep water
long range expeditions, Arctic Warfare and mountain warfare.

Operation Paraquet was ordered by British Admiral Fieldhouse on 12 April 1982. It was to involve Mountain Troops
from D Squadron SAS in Ascension, 150 Royal Marines on the tanker Tidespring, 2SBS on Plymouth and 6SBS in
the submarine Conqueror. Conqueror was first on the scene and carried out a survey of key areas of the South
Georgia coast. The operation was originally supposed to involve both → SAS and → SBS forces being infiltrated
onto South Georgia by helicopters from the Tidespring and Antrim, but the plan had to be changed when the two
Wessex helicopters transporting the SAS troops to an ambitious location on the west coast crashed in atrocious
weather conditions on Fortuna Glacier; the troops and aircrew were rescued by Antrim's Wessex helicopter, the last
remaining to the expedition[2] .

Mountain warfare training
The expense of training Mountain troops precludes them from being on the order of battle of most armies except
those who reasonably expect to fight in such terrain. Mountain Warfare training is one of the most difficult and
arduous there is and in many countries is the exclusive purview of special forces, elite units or commandos who are
as part of their remit supposed to be able to fight in difficult terrain, (for example the Royal Marines in UK) though
regular units may occasionally undertake training of this nature.
This is however not the case with other armies.

Austria and Germany
Gebirgsjäger is the German word for mountain infantry (Gebirge meaning "mountain range", and Jäger meaning
"hunter" or "ranger"). The word Jäger is the traditional German term for light infantry.
The mountain infantry of Austria have their roots in the three "Landesschützen" regiments of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire. The mountain infantry of Germany carry on certain traditions of the Alpenkorps (Alpine corps) of World
War I. Both countries' mountain infantry share the Edelweiss insignia. It was established in 1907 as a symbol of the
Austro-Hungarian Landesschützen regiments by Emperor Franz Joseph I. These troops wore their Edelweiss on the
collar of their uniforms. When the Alpenkorps came to aid the Landesschützen in defending the Austro-Hungary's
southern frontier against the Italian attack in May 1915, the grateful Landesschützen honoured the men of the
Alpenkorps by awarding them their own insignia: the Edelweiss.
Today the traditions of the Austrian mountain infantry (Gebirgsjäger) are maintained by the 6th Jägerbrigade in
Innsbruck, subdivided in three battalions (Jägerbataillon 23, Jägerbataillon 24 and Jägerbataillon 26)
Honouring tradition, upon the creation of the Bundeswehr in 1955, the mountain infantry returned as a distinctive
arm of the German army. Until 2001, they were organized as the 1. Gebirgsdivision, but this division was disbanded
in a general reform. The successor unit is Gebirgsjägerbrigade 23 which has its headquarters in Bad Reichenhall
(Bavaria). Battalions of these mountain infantry are deployed in southern Bavaria.
The soldiers of the mountain infantry wear a grey cap (“Bergmütze”) with an Edelweiss on its left side. This 
distinguishes them from all other German army soldiers who wear berets. The formal uniform, which is based on 
traditional skiing outfits, is also different from the standard German military uniform, and consists of ski jacket,
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stretch trousers and ski boots.
The “Kaiserjägermarsch” (March of the Kaiserjäger) from 1914 is the traditional military march of the German and
Austrian mountain infantry.

France
Until 1859, Italy wasn't yet a unified state but a sum of kingdoms and independent republics (Kingdom of Naples,
Republic of Venice, Papal States, etc.). The situation changed with the unification of Italy. France saw this
geopolitical change as a possible threat from the other side of the Alps border, partially as the Italians were the first
to have mountain warfare specialized troops.
The French solution was to create its own mountain corps in order to oppose a possible Italian invasion through the
Alps. By December 24, 1888, a law created a troupes de montagne ("mountain troops") corps. 12 of the 31 existing
Chasseurs à Pied ("Hunters on Foot") battalions were selected to be converted. These first units were named
Bataillons Alpins de Chasseurs à Pied ("Hunters on Foot Alpine Battalions"), later shortened to Bataillons de
Chasseurs Alpins ("Alpine Hunters Battalions").
Since 1999 they have been (with other units) part of the 27th Mountain Infantry Brigade (Brigade d'Infanterie de
Montagne), and are currently organised into three battalions:
• 7th Battalion, Bourg-Saint-Maurice
• 13th Battalion, Chambéry
• 27th Battalion, Cran-Gevrier (Annecy)
All three battalions are based in cities in the French Alps, thus the name of the units.
The Chasseurs are easily recognised by their wide beret (when not in battle uniform), named tarte (= pie). The
British Army adopted the the beret in the 1920s after having seen similar berets worn by the 70th Chasseurs Alpins
(now disbanded).

India
The Indian Army is among the most experienced in mountain warfare, having fought numerous conflicts in the
Himalayas in Arunachal Pradesh and Jammu and Kashmir. Major conflicts include the 1962 Sino-Indian War and
the Kargil War in 1999. Siachen Glacier is the world's highest battlefield, with about 3000 Indian troops on an
around the year deployment. For over two decades, India & Pakistan have fought numerous battles in one of the
most inhospitable mountain territories in the world, at altitudes over 6000 meters (20,000 feet) and the mercury
dipping to -50 Celsius.
Due to the instability in the region and need for permanent deployments in the mountainous regions, the Indian
Army has some of the most extensive and well developed Mountain Warfare capabilities in the world. India's
mountain warfare units were vastly expanded after the 1962 war, with the creation of 6 Mountain Divisions.[3] The
Indian Army presently has 10 Army Divisions dedicated to mountain warfare (8 Mountain Divisions and 2 Mountain
Strike divisions) and another infantry division earmarked for high altitude operations. Each division has a personnel
strength of 10,000-13,000 troops and consists of 3 brigades with 3,000 to 4,500 men each, including support
elements such as signals, provost, and intelligence units.[4]

In 2008, the Indian Army proposed plans to raise two additional mountain divisions, with goals to be operational in
five years. The two divisions will also have air assets, including Utility helicopters, Helicopter gunships and Attack
helicopters.[4]

Training:
The Indian Military Academy (IMA), Dehradun conducts preliminary mountaineering and mountain warfare training
for all Officer Cadets. Discontinued in the late 1980s, the Bhadraj Camp was revived in 1999 after the Kargil War.
The culmination is a course of a 40 km run and climbing a 5500 feet cliff with a fully loaded pack at night.[5]
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For more specialized training, the Army operates the Parvat Ghatak School (Hindi: पर्वत घातक, Mountain Strike or
Mountain Warrior) at Tawang, Arunachal Pradesh. This high-altitude commando school is the highest of its kind at
15,000 feet. With the mercury dipping to minus 20 degrees providing a freezing tougher terrain to impart training in
conditions similar to Siachen.[6]

Another school, the High Altitude Warfare School (HAWS) is located near Gulmarg, Jammu and Kashmir. Set up in
1948 as the 19 Infantry Division Ski School, HAWS has over the years become the Indian Army's nodal center for
"specialised training and dissemination of doctrines" in high-altitude, mountain and snow warfare. HAWS Mountain
warfare courses are conducted in the Sonamarg area, and snow-craft & winter warfare training in the Gulmarg area.
HAWS played an important role during the Kargil War by conducting crash courses for troops prior to their
deployment.[7]

Given the extensive experience of the Indian Army in mountain warfare, troops from other nations regularly train
and conduct joint exercises at these schools. Because of its experience in fighting wars in mountain regions for over
50 years, as well as its history of recruitment of natives from the Himalayan regions of India and Nepal (such as
Gurkha, Kumaon), Indian Mountain Warfare Units are considered among the best in the world. Numerous army
units across the world are now implementing training modules modeled after Indian Mountain Warfare training
systems.[7] These include forces from UK,[8] US,[9] Russia, etc. In 2004, US special forces teams were sent to India
to learn from Indian Army experiences of the Kargil War prior to their deployment for operations in Afghanistan.
Russian troops also trained at the High Altitude Warfare School in Gulmarg for operations in Chechnya.[10] [11] They
also visited Siachen and other Army posts.[12]

Italy

Italian Alpini

The Alpini, meaning "the Alpines", are the
elite mountain warfare soldiers of the Italian
Army. They are currently organised in two
main operational brigades, which are
subordinated to the Alpini Corps Command.
The singular is an Alpino (an "Alpine").

On June 7, 1883, the Alpini were awarded
the "fiamme verdi" (green flames) collar
patch. Also adopted was their distinctive
headdress; the "Cappello Alpino" with its
black feather, which led to them being
nicknamed "Le Penne Nere" or "black
feathers".
Originally formed in 1872, their mission was to protect Italy's northern mountainous borders. In 1888 the Alpini
were sent to their first mission abroad, in Africa, during the First Italo–Ethiopian War. They distinguished
themselves during World War I when they fought against Austro-Hungarian soldiers in what has since been called
the "War in snow and ice". During World War II, the Alpini fought together with Axis forces mostly on the Eastern
Front being tasked to hold the front in the Don river plains.

In the 1990s, after the end of the Cold War, three of the five Alpini brigades and many support units were disbanded
due to the reorganization process of the Italian Army. Currently, despite having some of the best trained and best
equipped mountain troops in the world, the military role of Alpines is seen in terms of peacekeeping missions and
minor disputes interventions.
The 4th Alpini Regiment is a SOF (Special Operations Forces) unit of elite mountain infantry specialized in the
airborne assault role. It originates from the Alpini Paracadutisti platoons of Alpini Brigade founded in the '50s, then
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merged, on the 1st of april 1964, in the Alpine Paratroopers Company.
The "CENTRO ADDESTRAMENTO ALPINO" Aosta (MOUNTAIN TRAINING CENTRE) is the Army school
responsible for the Alpini corp officers training and graduation.

Romania
The Vânători de Munte ("Mountain Hunters/Rangers", Romanian pronunciation: [vɨnəˈtorʲ de ˈmunte]) are the elite
mountain troops of the Romanian Land Forces. They were first established as an independent Army Corps in 1916
during World War I, and became operational in 1917 under Corpul de Munte designation.
Thought as of being elite troops, the Romanian Vânători de Munte saw action in World War II on the Eastern Front
in some of the harshest battles - including the battles of Sevastopol and Stalingrad - where their performance lived up
to their reputation: virtually all their commanders from brigade level and up received the Knight's Cross of the Iron
Cross. There are currently two brigades operational, one subordinated to the 1st Territorial Army Corps (the 2nd
Mountain Troops Brigade), and another one subordinated to the 4th Territorial Army Corps (61st Mountain Troops
Brigade). Often, mountain troops units are participating in peacekeeping missions in Iraq and Afghanistan.

Pakistan
In the Pakistan Army, mountain training is considered part of overall training and all soldiers and units are expected
to be proficient at it. Almost all units of all arms serve tours in Kashmir and Northern Areas, often in active duties on
the LOC or Siachin. The Pakistan Army’s High-Altitude School, at Rattu in Northern Kashmir,[13] is an ideal
location on the confluence of the Hindukush, Himalayas, and Karakorum ranges. The school conducts training
throughout the year and includes mountain climbing on peaks ranging from 15,000 to 20,000 feet and survival on
glaciated terrain and in snowy and icy conditions.[14]

Poland
Podhale rifles (Polish: Strzelcy podhalańscy) is a traditional name of the mountain infantry units of the Polish Army.
Formed in 1918 out of volunteers of the region of Podhale, in 1919 the smaller detachments of Podhale rifles were
pressed into two mountain infantry divisions, the 21st Mountain Infantry and 22nd Mountain Infantry Divisions, as
well as into three brigades of mountain infantry. Considered an elite of the Polish Army, the units were roughly
equivalent to the German Gebirgsjäger troops.

Former Soviet Union
The USSR maintained several thousand mountain troops and used them to good effect in the Caucasus and in
Afghanistan.

Spain
Spain has a Brigade of Mountain troop:
• Brigada de Cazadores de Montaña "Aragón" I (1st Mountain Brigade)
• Regimiento de Cazadores de Montaña "Galicia" 64 (64th Mountain Regiment)
• Regimiento de Cazadores de Montaña "America" 66 (66th Mountain Regiment)
• Grupo de Artillería de Montaña I (1st Mountain Artillery Battalion)
• Grupo Logístico de Montaña I (1st Mountain Logistic Battalion)
• Batallón de Cuartel General I (1st Headquarters Battalion)
• Unidad de Zapadores de Montaña 1 (1st Mountain Sapper Company)
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Sweden
Mountains constitute almost half the area of Sweden. Especially its northern border areas are mountainous. Winter
and mountain warfare skills were therefore always important to the country. Between 1945 and 2000 Sweden trained
and deployed several companies per year at the Army Ranger School and later the Lapland/Arctic Mountain Ranger
regiment (I22) in Kiruna (located some 150 KM north of the arctic circle in Lapland). From the start on the
school/regiment drew on experiences gained during WW II from guarding and patrolling the mountainous northern
borders and uninhabited inland mountain regions as well as from light infantry and ski fighting in Finland in the wars
against the Soviet Union. Later the army as a whole benefited from the regiments location for training of not only the
regiments own ranger units but also commanding and training officers and complete fighting units from brigades and
battalions all over the country as well as from the regiments co-operation and exchange on training and methods
development with similar units in for example Finland, Norway, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, France, the UK,
and the USA.
In recent years, after massive cut backs in the armed forces, Sweden have deployed troops to the Middle East and
due to experiences from there and after having identified it actually lacked the trademark Swedish winter and
mountain fighting skills and abilities available to it before the surprising political decision to close the Lapland
ranger regiment (I22) in Kiruna and to inactivate its several already trained and equipped battalion and company
sized field units in 2000, the army has (faced with its currently very limited resources, few remaining training
regiments/locations, and few more than company sized field units of any kind) had to again start up a dedicated
mountain platoon. This is, however, nowadays based at Bodens Infantry regiment's (I19/P5) ranger detachment in
Arvidsjaur (located 100 KM SOUTH of the arctic circle more in woodland terrain than in harsh northern
mountainous terrain). The daunting task for this single platoon is to guide other smaller units in the mountains
besides taking on own recon and limited fighting tasks.

Turkey
Turkish Army has a mountain warfare specialized brigade (Bolu Commando Brigade) located at the city of Bolu in
northwestern Turkey, which actually operates at the province of Hakkari and northern Iraq. The Hakkari Mountain
Commando Brigade mostly performs counter-terrorism operations in this extremely rugged region of south-eastern
Turkey, with an average elevation of 3500 meters and winter time temperatures below -30 degrees celcius. The
officers and soldiers of this brigade as well as other troops are trained in Egirdir Mountain and Commando School in
Egirdir, near the city of Isparta. The training and facilities offered by the school are utilized by other members of
NATO, and non-NATO countries such as Pakistan, Azerbaycan and some Eastern European countries.
Hakkari Mountain Commando Brigade has been at the forefront of counter-terrorism operations against PKK
terrorist organization since late 1980's, and has participated in several cross-border operations and incursions into
Iraq in hot pursuit of PKK militants. Most recently, in February 2008, the brigade has participated in the Operation
Sun, in which 10,000 troops Turkish Armed Forces has entered and temporarily seized Iraqi territory utilized by
PKK. The entire operation took part in the region of northern Iraq near Qandil Mountains in extreme winter
conditions.
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United Kingdom
In the United Kingdom the Royal Marines are the principal regular unit trained in mountain and cold weather
warfare and have a specialised instructor cadre: the Mountain Leader Training Cadre. The capability is fielded by 3
Commando Brigade. The British Army also have the Mountain Troops of → Special Air Service squadrons.

United States
The US has a history in mountain warfare, the 10th Mountain Division served in the Italian Apennine Mountains in
WWII. In the United States there are three training facilities dedicated to preparing for mountain and cold weather
warfare. The Army Mountain Warfare School located in Jericho Vermont, the Northern Warfare Training Center
located in Black Rapids Alaska and most notably the Marine Corps Mountain Warfare Training Center located in
Pickel Meadows California. These facilities offer challenging training in the most austere of training environments.
The men assigned to these training establishments are extremely fit and highly trained. American experience in
mountain warfare continues to the present: see Operation Anaconda.

Other countries
At present the following armies have specialised alpine units or Mountain troops:
• Argentina: Cazadores de Montaña , 8th Mountain Infantry Brigade , 6th Mountain Infantry Brigade
• Chile: Infantería de Montaña
• Greece: Evzones Regiments (historical), Mountain Raiding Companies (modern)
• Israel: Alpinistim
• Netherlands: Mountain Leader Reconnaissance Platoon, Netherlands Marine Corps
• Poland: Podhale Rifles
• Romania: Vânători de Munte
• Switzerland: Gebirgsinfanteriebrigade 9 , Gebirgsinfanteriebrigade 10 , Gebirgsinfanteriebrigade 12

Besides those mentioned above: Armenia, Bulgaria, Russia, Turkey and Ukraine are also among the nations that
field units specialized in mountain warfare.
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Desert warfare
Desert warfare is combat in deserts. In desert warfare the elements can sometimes be more dangerous than the
actual enemy. The desert terrain is the second most inhospitable to troops following a cold environment. The low
humidity, extremes of heat/ cold, and lack of obstacles and wild-life allows the increased use of electronic devices
and unmanned aircraft for surveilance and attacks.

Properties and tactics of desert warfare
One of the few times desert warfare can be desirable is against foreign armies that are not familiar with the area or
experienced in desert warfare. Knowing how to navigate in the desert is the desert fighter's best advantage.
Maps and intelligence personnel can not prepare a force for terrains such as small hills, rivers, and wells. There are
two ways to fight in the desert, like all environments, → guerrilla warfare and conventional warfare. The successful
defender or attacker will need to know how to maneuver around in this environment and use it as advantage.
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Camouflage and cover
From a small hilltop or a hole in the ground, one man with a scoped rifle can cause heavy casualties on armies due to
the lack of cover in the desert, which allows for clear vision of the enemy. A good sniper can be a major danger to an
opposing army in desert terrain.
The professional army is well trained and will be looking for the sniper, but one shot from a sniper is all that is
needed to kill someone, and it will surprise the troops, rendering them unable to respond. However, a second shot
may give away the sniper's position.
The sniper's advantage of little cover in the desert is also his disadvantage because the enemy will be looking for
where a sniper would hide, and there are not many choices. Another reason to keep snipers is that they can keep an
enemy from getting water as well as destroy their water supply. A small force can defeat a larger, "stronger", thirstier
force.

Mobility
Mobility is essential to a successful desert war. This explains the heavy use of armor in battles such as El Alamein in
the Second World War. It has been noted that mobility is so important in desert warfare, that battles can sometimes
begin to resemble naval engagements, where the actual possession of territory is less important than the positions of
ones tanks (or ships).
There are many enemies to the desert fighter. These include aircraft, and tanks, which can be extremely menacing to
desert guerrillas because there is little way to equal such force. Additionally, there are few places to hide from such
weapons in the desert environment where there is little obstruction.

Water scarcity
Lack of water and extreme heat can also cause complications when engaging in desert warfare. Another lethal enemy
is the landmine. Though not limited to desert use, it is a deadly device and underrated in its importance, as it is
difficult to detect and can deny mobility.

See also

Important battles involving desert warfare
•   First Battle of El Alamein (1942)
•   Second Battle of El Alamein (1942)
•   Battle of Asal Uttar (1965)
•   Battle of Longewala (1971)
•   Battle of Basantar (1971)

Important wars involving desert warfare
•   Crimean War (1853–1856)
•   War of the Pacific at Atacama Desert (1879–1883)
• World War II (1939–1945)
•   Sand War (1963)
•   Indo-Pakistani War of 1965
•   Six-Day War (1967)
•   Indo-Pakistani War of 1971
•   Yom Kippur War (1973)
•   Western Sahara War (1973–1991)
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•   Iran–Iraq War (1980–1988)
•   Gulf War (1990–1991)
•   Second Gulf War (2003-present)
•  Somali Civil War (1991-present)

External links
• Information site on Desert warfare, Iraq war [1]

• Desert warfare: German experiences in WWII - Combined arms Research library [2]
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Guerrilla warfare
Guerrilla warfare is the → irregular warfare and combat in which a small group of combatants use mobile military
tactics in the form of ambushes and raids to combat a larger and less mobile formal army.
The guerrilla army uses ambush and mobility in attacking vulnerable targets in enemy territory. Guerrilla warfare is
countered with counter-insurgency warfare.
This term means "little war" in Spanish and was created during the Peninsular War. The concept acknowledges a
conflict between armed civilians against a powerful nation state army, either foreign or domestic.
The tactics of guerrilla warfare were used successfully in the 20th century by, among others, the People's Liberation
Army in the Chinese Civil War, the Irish Republican Army during the Irish War of Independence, and Fidel Castro's
rebel army in the Cuban Revolution. Most factions of the Iraqi Insurgency and groups such as FARC are said to be
engaged in some form of guerrilla warfare.

Etymology

The Spanish guerrillero Juan Martín Díez,
known by his nom de guerre, El Empecinado.

Guerrilla (Spanish pronunciation: [ɡeˈriʎa]) is the diminutive of the Spanish
word guerra "war". It derives from the Old High German word Werra or
from the middle Dutch word warre; adopted by the Visigoths in A.D. 5th
century Hispania.

The use of the diminutive evokes the differences in number, scale, and
scope between the guerrilla army and the formal, professional army of
the state.
An early example of this came when General John Burgoyne, who,
during the Saratoga campaign of the American War of Independence,
noted that in proceeding through dense woodland:

‘The enemy is infinitely inferior to the King’s Troop in open
space, and hardy combat, is well fitted by disposition and
practice, for the stratagems of enterprises of Little
War...upon the same principle must be a constant rule, in or
near woods to place advanced sentries, where they may
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Statue of Juana Galán in Valdepeñas, Spanish
woman guerrillere

have a tree or some other defence to prevent their being
taken off by a single marksman.'

So conscious of hidden marksmen was Burgoyne that he asked his
men, ‘When the Lieut’t General visits an outpost, the men are not to
stand to their Arms or pay him any compliment’, clearly being aware
he would be singled out.[1]

The word was thus not coined in Spain to describe resistance to
Napoleon Bonaparte's French régime during the Peninsula War. Its
meaning was however broadened to mean any similar-scale armed
resistance.

Guerrillero is the Spanish word for guerrilla fighter, while in
Spanish-speaking countries the noun guerrilla usually denotes
guerrilla army (e.g. la guerrilla de las FARC translates as "the FARC
guerrilla group"). Moreover, per the OED, 'the guerrilla' was in
English usage (as early as 1809), describing the fighters, not only their
tactics (e.g."the town was taken by the guerrillas"). However, in most
languages guerrilla still denotes the specific style of warfare.

Strategy, tactics and organization

The strategy and tactics of guerrilla warfare tend to focus around the use of a small, mobile force competing against
a large, unwieldy one. The guerrilla focuses on organizing in small units, dependent on the support of the local
population.
Tactically, the guerrilla army attacks its enemy in small, repetitive attacks from the opponent's center of gravity with
a view to reduce casualties and become an intensive, repetitive strain on the enemy's resources, forcing an over-eager
response, which will both anger their own supporters and increase support for the guerrilla, thus forcing the enemy to
withdraw.
As a second part of the strategy, guerrilla fighters seek to become physically indistinguishable (e.g. Civilian
Camouflage) from the communities through which they stage their attacks. Thus, by adopting the general customs &
dress of the area they have infiltrated, they make it virtually impossible for an enemy force to distinguish friend from
foe.
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History

Boer guerrillas during the Second Boer War in
South Africa.

Since Classical Antiquity, when many strategies and tactics were used
to fight foreign occupation that anticipated the modern guerrilla. An
early example was the hit-and-run tactics employed by the nomadic
Scythians of Central Asia against Darius the Great's Persian
Achaemenid Empire and later against Alexander the Great's
Macedonian Empire.

The Fabian strategy applied by the Roman Republic against Hannibal
in the Second Punic War could be considered another early example of
guerrilla tactics: After witnessing several disastrous defeats,
assassinations and raiding parties, the Romans set aside the typical
military doctrine of crushing the enemy in a single battle and initiated a
successful, albeit unpopular, war of attrition against the Carthaginians
that lasted for 83 years.

In expanding their own Empire, the Romans encountered numerous
examples of guerrilla resistance to their legions as well.[2] The success
of Judas Maccabeus in his rebellion against Seleucid rule was at least
partly due to his mastery of irregular warfare.

The victory of the Basque forces against Charlemagne's army in the Battle of Roncevaux Pass, which gave birth to
the Medieval myth of Roland, was due to effective use of a guerrilla principles in the mountain terrain of the
Pyrenees. Mongols also faced irregulars composed of armed peasants in Hungary after the Battle of Mohi. The
various castles provided power bases for the Hungarian resistance fighters; while the Mongols devastated the
countryside, the Mongols were unable to take the castles and walled cities. The Hungarians eventually ambushed and
destroyed the Mongol rearguard troops, two toumens, at Carpathian mountains 1242, where light horse is at
disadvantage because of terrain.

The Third of May 1808 by Francisco Goya,
showing Spanish resisters being executed by

Napoleon's troops.

One of the most successful of the guerrilla campaigns was that of
Robert the Bruce in the Scottish War of Independence when using
strategies of ambushes, avoiding large battles, destroying enemy
strongholds and using a scorched earth policy, the Scots forced the
English out of Scotland without a single largescale battle until the
Battle of Bannockburn eight years after the start of the war.[3]

In the 15th century, Vietnamese leader Le Loi launched a guerrilla war
against the Chinese.[4] One of the most successful guerrilla wars
against the invading Ottomans was led by Skanderbeg from 1443 to
1468. In 1443 he rallied Albanian forces and drove the Turks from his
homeland. For 25 years Skanderbeg kept the Turks from retaking
Albania, which due to its proximity to Italy, could easily have served
as a springboard to the rest of Europe.[5] In 1462, the Ottomans were driven back by Wallachian prince Vlad III
Dracula. Vlad was unable to stop the Turks from entering Wallachia, so he resorted to guerrilla war, constantly
organizing small attacks and ambushes on the Turks.[6]

During the Deluge in Poland, guerrilla tactics were applied.[7] In the 100 years war between England and France,
commander Bertrand du Guesclin used guerrilla tactics to pester the English invaders. The Frisian warlord Pier
Gerlofs Donia fought a guerrilla conflict against Philip I of Castile[8] and with co-commander Wijerd Jelckama
against Charles V.[9] [10]
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During the Dutch Revolt of the 16th century, the Geuzen waged a guerrilla war against the Spanish Empire.[11]

During the Scanian War, a pro-Danish guerrilla group known as the Snapphane fought against the Swedes. In Balkan
tradition, the Hajduk was an outlaw who engaged in robbery and guerrilla warfare against the Turks.
In 17th century Ireland, Irish irregulars called tories and rapparees used guerrilla warfare in the Irish Confederate
Wars and the Williamite War in Ireland. Finnish guerrillas, sissis, fought against Russian occupation troops in the
Great Northern War, 1700-1721. The Russians retaliated brutally against the civilian populace; the period is called
Isoviha (Grand Hatred) in Finland.
In the 17th century, Marathas on the Indian peninsula under their leader Shivaji waged successful guerrilla war
against the Mughal Empire then founded the Maratha Empire which lasted until superseded by the British Empire.
In the 17th and 18th century, Sikh fighters in the Punjab region waged successful guerrilla warfare against Mughal,
Persian and Afghan invasions, until they founded the powerful Sikh empire under Ranjit Singh.
In the Irish War of Independence in 1919, Guerrilla warfare was used in a successful attempt to allow Ireland to set
up it's own parliament and to leave Britain.

World War II

Female Soviet partisans operating in Ukraine during
World War II.

Many clandestine organizations (often known as resistance
movements) operated in the countries occupied by Nazi Germany
during the World War II. The first guerrilla commanders in the
Second World War in Europe was Major Henryk Dobrzański
"Hubal". In March 1940, a partisan unit leaded by Hubal completely
destroyed a battalion of German infantry in a skirmish near the
village of Huciska.[12] [13] In the former Yugoslavia, guerrillas under
General Draža Mihailović, known as Chetniks, and communist
guerrilla under Josip Broz Tito known as Partisans, engaged the
Germans in a guerrilla war. By 1944 the Polish resistance was
thought to number 400,000.[14] The strength of the Soviet partisan
units and formations can not be accurately estimated, but in Belarus alone is thought to have been in excess of
300,000.[15]

On the other side of the world, guerrilla forces in Southeast Asian countries were a mill stone around the neck of the
Japanese. For example, tens of thousands of Japanese troops were committed to anti-guerrilla operations in the
Philippines. Not only did this cause a drain on Japanese military resources, but the guerrillas prevented the Japanese
from making the most effective use of the islands' resources (food, ore, civilian labor, etc.) in their war effort.[16] [17]

Current and recent guerrilla conflicts
Present ongoing guerrilla wars, and regions facing guerrilla war activity include:
Asia:

• Arab-Israeli Conflict
• India - Communist insurgency
• Taliban insurgency in Afghanistan
• Conflict in Iraq
• Islamic and Communist Insurgencies in the Philippines
• Insurgency in Baluchistan
• South Thailand insurgency in Southern Thailand along the Malaysia-Thailand border
Africa:
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• Ivorian Civil War
• Sudan
• Darfur Conflict
• Tuareg Rebellion (2007–present)
• Uganda - Lord's Resistance Army
Latin America:

• Zapatista Army of National Liberation, Mexico - have been relatively non-violent since 1994
• Internal conflict in Peru
• Colombian Armed Conflict
• Peru - Shining Path (Communist)
• Narcoterrorism Conflicts in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Europe:

• Kosovo War
• Provisional IRA in Northern Ireland
• Real IRA in Northern Ireland
• Euskadi ta Askatasuna (ETA) in Spain
Russia:

• Second Chechen War

Counter-guerrilla warfare

Principles
The guerrilla can be difficult to beat, but certain principles of counter-insurgency warfare are well known since the
1950s and 1960s and have been successfully applied.

Classic guidelines

The widely distributed and influential work of Sir Robert Thompson, counter-insurgency expert of the Malayan
Emergency, offers several such guidelines. Thompson's underlying assumption is that of a country minimally
committed to the rule of law and better governance.
Some governments, however, give such considerations short shrift, and their counterguerrilla operations have
involved mass murder, genocide, starvation and the massive spread of terror, torture and execution. The totalitarian
regimes of Hitler are classic examples, as are more modern conflicts in places like Afghanistan.
In Afghanistan's anti-Mujahideen war for example, the Soviets implemented a ruthless policy of wastage and
depopulation, driving over one third of the Afghan population into exile (over 5 million people), and carrying out
widespread destruction of villages, granaries, crops, herds and irrigation systems, including the deadly and
widespread mining of fields and pastures. See Wiki article Soviet war in Afghanistan.
Many modern countries employ manhunting doctrine to seek out and eliminate individual guerrillas. Elements of
Thompson's moderate approach are adapted here:[18]

1. The people are the key base to be secured and defended rather than territory won or enemy bodies
counted. Contrary to the focus of conventional warfare, territory gained, or casualty counts are not of overriding
importance in counter-guerrilla warfare. The support of the population is the key variable. Since many insurgents
rely on the population for recruits, food, shelter, financing, and other materials, the counter-insurgent force must
focus its efforts on providing physical and economic security for that population and defending it against
insurgent attacks and propaganda.
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2. There must be a clear political counter-vision that can overshadow, match or neutralize the guerrilla
vision. This can range from granting political autonomy, to economic development measures in the affected
region. The vision must be an integrated approach, involving political, social and economic and media influence
measures. A nationalist narrative for example, might be used in one situation, an ethnic autonomy approach in
another. An aggressive media campaign must also be mounted in support of the competing vision or the
counter-insurgent regime will appear weak or incompetent.

3. Practical action must be taken at the lower levels to match the competitive political vision. It may be
tempting for the counter-insurgent side to simply declare guerrillas "terrorists" and pursue a harsh liquidation
strategy. Brute force however, may not be successful in the long run. Action does not mean capitulation, but
sincere steps such as removing corrupt or arbitrary officials, cleaning up fraud, building more infrastructure,
collecting taxes honestly, or addressing other legitimate grievances can do much to undermine the guerrillas'
appeal.

4. Economy of force. The counter-insurgent regime must not overreact to guerrilla provocations, since this may
indeed be what they seek to create a crisis in civilian morale. Indiscriminate use of firepower may only serve to
alienate the key focus of counterinsurgency- the base of the people. Police level actions should guide the effort
and take place in a clear framework of legality, even if under a State of Emergency. Civil liberties and other
customs of peacetime may have to be suspended, but again, the counter-insurgent regime must exercise restraint,
and cleave to orderly procedures. In the counter-insurgency context, "boots on the ground" are even more
important than technological prowess and massive firepower, although anti-guerrilla forces should take full
advantage of modern air, artillery and electronic warfare assets.[19]

5. Big unit action may sometimes be necessary. If police action is not sufficient to stop the guerrilla fighters,
military sweeps may be necessary. Such "big battalion" operations may be needed to break up significant guerrilla
concentrations and split them into small groups where combined civic-police action can control them.

6. Aggressive mobility. Mobility and aggressive small unit action is extremely important for the counter-insurgent
regime. Heavy formations must be lightened to aggressively locate, pursue and fix insurgent units. Huddling in
static strongpoints simply concedes the field to the insurgents. They must be kept on the run constantly with
aggressive patrols, raids, ambushes, sweeps, cordons, roadblocks, prisoner snatches, etc.

7. Ground level embedding and integration. In tandem with mobility is the embedding of hardcore
counter-insurgent units or troops with local security forces and civilian elements. The US Marines in Vietnam
also saw some success with this method, under its CAP (Combined Action Program) where Marines were teamed
as both trainers and "stiffeners" of local elements on the ground. US Special Forces in Vietnam like the Green
Berets, also caused significant local problems for their opponents by their leadership and integration with mobile
tribal and irregular forces.[20] The CIA's → Special Activities Division created successful guerrilla forces from
the Hmong tribe during the war in Vietnam in the 1960s,[21] from the Northern Alliance against the Taliban
during the war in Afghanistan in 2001,[22] and from the Kurdish Peshmerga against Ansar al-Islam and the forces
of Saddam Hussein during the war in Iraq in 2003.[23] [24] In Iraq, the 2007 US "surge" strategy saw the
embedding of regular and special forces troops among Iraqi army units. These hardcore groups were also
incorporated into local neighborhood outposts in a bid to facilitate intelligence gathering, and to strengthen
ground level support among the masses.[19]

8. Cultural sensitivity. Counter-insurgent forces require familiarity with the local culture, mores and language or
they will experience numerous difficulties. Americans experienced this in Vietnam and during the US Iraqi
Freedom invasion and occupation, where shortages of Arabic speaking interpreters and translators hindered both
civil and military operations.[25]

9. Systematic intelligence effort. Every effort must be made to gather and organize useful intelligence. A
systematic process must be set up to do so, from casual questioning of civilians to structured interrogations of
prisoners. Creative measures must also be used, including the use of double agents, or even bogus "liberation" or
sympathizer groups that help reveal insurgent personnel or operations.
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10. Methodical clear and hold. An "ink spot" clear and hold strategy must be used by the counter-insurgent
regime, dividing the conflict area into sectors, and assigning priorities between them. Control must expand
outward like an ink spot on paper, systematically neutralizing and eliminating the insurgents in one sector of the
grid, before proceeding to the next. It may be necessary to pursue holding or defensive actions elsewhere, while
priority areas are cleared and held.

11. Careful deployment of mass popular forces and special units. Mass forces include village self-defence
groups and citizen militias organized for community defence and can be useful in providing civic mobilization
and local security. Specialist units can be used profitably, including commando squads, long range reconnaissance
and "hunter-killer" patrols, defectors who can track or persuade their former colleagues like the Kit Carson units
in Vietnam, and paramilitary style groups. Strict control must be kept over specialist units to prevent the
emergence of violent vigilante style reprisal squads that undermine the government's program.

12. The limits of foreign assistance must be clearly defined and carefully used. Such aid should be limited either
by time, or as to material and technical, and personnel support, or both. While outside aid or even troops can be
helpful, lack of clear limits, in terms of either a realistic plan for victory or exit strategy, may find the foreign
helper "taking over" the local war, and being sucked into a lengthy commitment, thus providing the guerrillas
with valuable propaganda opportunities as the stream of dead foreigners mounts. Such a scenario occurred with
the US in Vietnam, with the American effort creating dependence in South Vietnam, and war weariness and
protests back home. Heavy-handed foreign interference may also fail to operate effectively within the local
cultural context, setting up conditions for failure.

13. Time. A key factor in guerrilla strategy is a drawn-out, protracted conflict, that wears down the will of the
opposing counter-insurgent forces. Democracies are especially vulnerable to the factor of time. The
counter-insurgent force must allow enough time to get the job done. Impatient demands for victory centered
around short-term electoral cycles play into the hands of the guerrillas, though it is equally important to recognize
when a cause is lost and the guerrillas have won.

Variants

Some writers on counter-insurgency warfare emphasize the more turbulent nature of today's guerrilla warfare
environment, where the clear political goals, parties and structures of such places as Vietnam, Malaysia, or El
Salvador are not as prevalent. These writers point to numerous guerrilla conflicts that center around religious, ethnic
or even criminal enterprise themes, and that do not lend themselves to the classic "national liberation" template.
The wide availability of the Internet has also cause changes in the tempo and mode of guerrilla operations in such
areas as coordination of strikes, leveraging of financing, recruitment, and media manipulation. While the classic
guidelines still apply, today's anti-guerrilla forces need to accept a more disruptive, disorderly and ambiguous mode
of operation.

"Insurgents may not be seeking to overthrow the state, may have no coherent strategy or may pursue a
faith-based approach difficult to counter with traditional methods. There may be numerous competing
insurgencies in one theater, meaning that the counterinsurgent must control the overall environment rather
than defeat a specific enemy. The actions of individuals and the propaganda effect of a subjective “single
narrative” may far outweigh practical progress, rendering counterinsurgency even more non-linear and
unpredictable than before. The counterinsurgent, not the insurgent, may initiate the conflict and represent the
forces of revolutionary change. The economic relationship between insurgent and population may be
diametrically opposed to classical theory. And insurgent tactics, based on exploiting the propaganda effects of
urban bombing, may invalidate some classical tactics and render others, like patrolling, counterproductive
under some circumstances. Thus, field evidence suggests, classical theory is necessary but not sufficient for
success against contemporary insurgencies..."[26]
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Influence on the arts
• Che, a 2007 film
• Guerrilla Girls, a feminist artist group
• "Guerrilla Radio", a song by Rage Against the Machine
• Guerrilla burlesque, a style of burlesque performance that involves descending upon audiences, uninvited.
• Tomorrow series A series of books written by John Marsden (writer) about guerrilla warfare during a fictional

invasion and occupation of Australia.
• For Whom The Bell Tolls, a novel by Ernest Hemingway telling the story of Robert Jordan, a volunteer American

attached to an anti-fascist guerrilla unit during the Spanish Civil War.
• Chetniks! The Fighting Guerrillas (1943), a 20th Century Fox movie on the guerrilla resistance movement of

General Draza Mihailovich in German-occupied Yugoslavia during World War II.
• Underground Guerrillas (1943), a movie released by Columbia Pictures in the U.S., which was a re-release of the

British movie Undercover (film) produced by Ealing Studios.
• Red Faction: Guerrilla, a game where the player fights as a guerrilla against an entrenched enemy.
• The "Star Wars" trilogy (Episodes IV, V, and VI) which are partly about guerrilla war tactics in space combat (in

particular episode VI's attack on the second Death Star and the simultaneous attack against it's shield generator on
Endor).

• Season 3 of Battlestar Galactica which focuses on the guerrilla war against the Cylons by the former citizens of
the Twelve Colonies on New Caprica.

• The 1965 novel "Dune" features such warfare as conducted against House Harkonnen by the nomadic Fremen
tribe, led by Paul Atreides.

See also

• → Asymmetric warfare • Hans von Dach, a Swiss army major famous for his book Total Resistance:
A War Manual for Everyone, which teaches the readers in guerrilla warfare

• Central Intelligence Agency's → Special Activities Division • Irregular military
• Basil Henry Liddell Hart • Irregular Warfare
• Bushwhackers (Union and Confederate) and Jayhawkers

(Union) of the American Civil War
• List of guerrilla movements

• Cavalry in the American Civil War • List of guerrilla fighters
• Combatant • List of revolutions and rebellions
• → Commando • Lord's Resistance Army
• Counter insurgency • LRRP and sissi, regular army units using guerrilla tactics
• Directive control • Manhunt (military)
• Edmund Charaszkiewicz • Militia
• Fabian Strategy • Paramilitary
• Fictional resistance movements and groups • Partisan
• Fitzroy Maclean Disputed Barricade: The Life and Times of

Josip Broz Tito
• Petty Warfare

• Franc-Tireurs • Resistance during World War II
• Gladio • Resistance movement
• Guerrilla communication • Robert Asprey War in the Shadows: The Guerrilla in History.
• Guerrilla gardening is political gardening, a form of

nonviolent direct action, primarily practiced by
environmentalists

• Spaßguerilla

• Guerrilla Warfare, by Che Guevara. • → Special forces
• → Unconventional warfare
• Vietnam War
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External links
• Spanish Anthem of the traditional Guerrilleros unit (http:/ / es. youtube. com/ watch?v=Lk9zCmbIFAM&

feature=related)
• Tribute to Mexican Women Guerrilleras. On the Freedom Country (http:/ / es. youtube. com/

watch?v=uB_b_kfnc3M& feature=related)
• abcNEWS: The Secret War (http:/ / www. youtube. com/ watch?v=Xudmib4Posg) - Pakistani militants conduct

raids in Iran
• abcNEWS Exclusive: The Secret War (http:/ / blogs. abcnews. com/ theblotter/ 2007/ 04/ abc_news_exclus. html)

- Deadly guerrilla raids in Iran
• Insurgency Research Group (http:/ / insurgencyresearchgroup. wordpress. com/ ) - Multi-expert blog dedicated to

the study of insurgency and the development of counter-insurgency policy.
• Guerrilla warfare on Spartacus Schoolnet (http:/ / www. spartacus. schoolnet. co. uk/ VNguerrilla. htm)
• Encyclopaedia Britannica, Guerrilla warfare (http:/ / www. britannica. com/ eb/ article-9110197/

guerrilla-warfare)
• Mao on Guerrilla warfare (http:/ / www. marxists. org/ reference/ archive/ mao/ works/ 1937/ guerrilla-warfare/ )
• Relearning Counterinsurgency Warfare (http:/ / www. army. mil/ prof_writing/ volumes/ volume2/ march_2004/

3_04_1. html)
• Guerrilla Warfare (http:/ / www. insurgentdesire. org. uk/ warfare. htm)
• Che Guevara on Guerrilla Warfare (http:/ / www. freepeoplesmovement. org/ guwar. pdf)PDF (254 KiB)
• Counter Insurgency Jungle Warfare School (CIJWS)India (http:/ / www. sepiamutiny. com/ sepia/ archives/

002207. html)

Urban guerrilla warfare
Urban guerrilla redirects here. For the Hawkwind song, see Urban Guerrilla.

Urban guerrilla refers to someone who fights a government using → unconventional warfare in an urban
environment. During the Cold War, many were on the left-wing of the political spectrum. However, nothing in
armed struggle makes it inherently left or right-wing.

Theory and history of the urban guerrilla
The urban guerrilla phenomenon is essentially one of industrialised society, resting both on the presence of large
urban agglomerations where hideouts are easy to find and on a theory of alienation proper to the modern society of
mass consumption.
Historically guerrilla warfare was a rural phenomenon, it was not until the 1960s that the limitations of this form
were clearly demonstrated. The technique was almost entirely ineffective when used outside of the later colonial
environment, as was shown by the Cuban sponsored efforts in Latin America during the 1960s culminating in the
hopeless foco campaign headed by Che Guevara in Bolivia that culminated in his death. The need for the target
government to be simultaneously incompetent, iniquitous, and politically isolated was rarely met.
The failure of rural insurgency forced the discontented to find new avenues for action, essentially random terrorism
aimed at creating maximum publicity, provoking the targeted regimes into excessive repression and so inciting the
general population to join a wider revolutionary struggle. This movement found its mentor in the leader of the
ephemeral Ação Libertadora Nacional, Carlos Marighela. Before his death during a bank robbery in 1969 he wrote
The Minimanual of Urban Guerrilla Warfare which, between the polemics, gave clear advice on strategy and was
quickly adopted by others around the world.
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In action no urban guerrilla movement has managed to move beyond the first portion of its operations - creating
conditions where the government takes extreme repressive measures to limit the activities of the insurgents. The
formation of a number of brutal military regimes in Latin America is directly linked to the efforts of guerrillas.
However the next stage has never been achieved, a popular uprising to overthrow the government. Instead, the
guerrillas are killed, captured, forced into exile, brought into government, or sufficiently marginalized to render them
ineffective in achieving their stated goals.

Historical examples

Argentina
• The Ejército Revolucionario del Pueblo (ERP)

Belgium
• Cellules Communistes Combattantes (CCC)
• Front Revolutionaire d' Action Prolétarienne (FRAP)

Brazil
• The Movimento Revolucionario 8 de Outubro (MR-8)

Britain
• Scottish National Liberation Army
• The MAC
• An Gof
• Free Wales Army
• Cornish National Liberation Army

Canada
• The FLQ (Québec)
• Direct Action (organization)
• Wimmin's Fire Brigade

Chile
• The Manuel Rodríguez Patriotic Front (FPMR)
• The Movimiento de Izquierda Revolucionaria (MIR)
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Colombia
• 19th of April Movement (M-19)

France
• Action Directe
• The FLNC

Germany
• Movement 2 June
• Red Army Faction (RAF)
• Revolutionary Cells (RZ)

Greece
• Revolutionary Organization 17 November
• Revolutionary Struggle

Iraq
• The insurgent forces

Ireland
• The IRA
• The Irish National Liberation Army
• Saor Éire
• Irish Peoples Liberation Organisation
• The Official IRA
• Saor Uladh
• The Continuity IRA
• The Real IRA
• The IRLA
• Óglaigh na hÉireann

Italy
• The Red Brigades (BR)
• Barbagia Rossa
• Sardinian Fighting Movement

Lebanon
• The PLO
• Hezbollah
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Palestinian territory
• Hamas

Philippines
• Alex Boncayao Brigade (ABB)
• Red Scorpion Group
• Light A Fire Movement (LAFM)
• Sandigan army

Spain
• ETA
• Terra Lliure

Uruguay
• The Tupamaros

USA
• The Black Liberation Army
• The May 19th Communist Movement
• The Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA)
• The Weathermen
However, not all urban political violence can be labeled as urban guerrilla. The Black Panther Party might not
qualify, due to its public nature, although its policy of "self-defense" was interchangeable with a policy of armed
struggle in "militarily occupied" African American communities. Similarly the Italian Autonomia movement, and the
German Autonomen engaged in urban political violence, but not as urban guerrillas due to their policies of public,
mass and non-deadly violence.
In the 1970s BBC comedy "Citizen Smith" Wolfie Smith, the leader of the fictional "Tooting Popular Front"
described himself as an Urban Guerrilla.

See also
• → Guerrilla warfare and → unconventional warfare
• Insurgency and Counterinsurgency
• → Terrorism, Counter-terrorism and anti-terrorist legislation
• Propaganda of the deed
• Strategy of tension
• State of exception
• False flag attacks
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External links
• Minimanual of the Urban Guerrilla [1] by Carlos Marighella (1911-1969)
• The Concept of the Urban Guerrilla [2] by Ulrike Meinhof (1934-1976)
Suggested readings:
Greene, T.N. (ed) The Guerrilla—and How to Fight Him: Selections From the Marine Corps Gazette. Frederick A.
Praeger, 1964.
Molnar et al., Undergrounds in Insurgent, Revolutionary, and Resistance Warfare. Special Operations Research
Office, American University, 1963.
Oppenheimer, Martin. The Urban Guerrilla. Quadrangle, 1969.
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Urban warfare
Urban warfare is combat conducted in urban areas such as towns and cities.
Urban combat is very different from combat in the open at both the operational and tactical level. Complicating
factors in urban warfare include the presence of civilians and buildings of all sorts.
Some civilians may be difficult to distinguish from combatants such as armed militias and gangs, particularly if
individuals are simply trying to protect their homes from the attackers.
Tactics are complicated by a three-dimensional environment, limited fields of view and fire because of buildings,
enhanced concealment and cover for defenders, below ground infrastructure, and the ease of placement of booby
traps and snipers.

Military terminology
The United States military term for urban warfare is UO an abbreviation for Urban Operations. The previously used
US military term MOUT, an abbreviation for Military Operations in Urban Terrain has been replaced by UO,
although the term MOUT Site is still in use.
The British military terms are OBUA (Operations in Built-Up Areas), or FIBUA (Fighting in Built-Up Areas), or
sometimes FISH (Fighting In Someone's House) [1] , or FISH and CHIPS (Fighting In Someone's House and
Causing Havoc In People's Streets).
The term FOFO (Fighting in Fortified Objectives) refers to clearing enemy personnel from narrow and entrenched
places like bunkers, trenches and strongholds; the dismantling of mines and wires; and the securing of footholds in
enemy areas.[2]
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Urban Operations

JGSDF soldiers from 20th Infantry Regiment
practice MOUT tactics in the Ojojibara Maneuver

Area of Sendai, Japan during Exercise Forest
Light 2004 with American Marines.

Battle of Stalingrad fighting for a factory

Manila, the capital of the Philippines, devastated
during the Battle of Manila (1945)

Urban military operations in World War II often relied on large
quantities of artillery fire and air support varying from ground attack
fighters to heavy bombers. In some particularly vicious urban warfare
operations such as Stalingrad and Warsaw, all weapons were used
irrespective of their consequences.

However, when liberating occupied territory some restraint was often
applied, particularly in urban settings. For example, Canadian
operations in both Ortona and Groningen avoided the use of artillery
altogether to spare civilians and buildings.[3] [4]

Armies are bound by laws of war governing military necessity to the
amount of force which can be applied when attacking an area where
there are known to be civilians. Until the 1970s this was covered by
customary law and IV Hague Convention "The Laws and Customs of
War on Land" of 1907 and specifically articles 25-29. This has since
been supplemented by the "Additional Protocols to the Geneva
Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of
Victims of International and Non-International Armed Conflicts".

Sometimes distinction and proportionality, as in the case of the
Canadians in Ortona causes the attacking force to restrain from using
all the force they could when attacking a city. In other cases, such as
the Battle of Stalingrad and the Battle of Berlin, both armies
considered evacuating civilians only to find it impractical.[5]

When Russian forces attacked Grozny in 1999, large amounts of
artillery fire were used. The Russian Army handled the issue of civilian
casualties by warning the inhabitants that they were going to launch an
all-out assault on Grozny and requested that all civilians leave the city
before the start of the artillery bombardment.[6]

Fighting in an urban landscape can offer some advantages to a weaker
defending force or to guerrilla fighters. The attacking army must
account for three-dimensions more often,[7] and consequently expend
greater amounts of manpower in order to secure a myriad of structures,
and mountains of rubble.

Ferroconcrete structures will be ruined by heavy bombardment, but it
is very difficult to totally demolish such a building when it is well defended. While fighting for the Red October
Steel Factory during the Battle of Stalingrad, or in 1945, Soviet forces had to fight room by room to capture the
Reichstag, despite heavy bombardment with artillery at point blank range (including 203mm howitzers).[8]

It is also difficult to destroy underground or heavily fortified structures such as bunkers and utility tunnels; during
the Battle of Budapest in 1944 fighting broke out in the sewers, as both Axis and Soviet troops used them for troops
movement.
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Urban Warfare Tactics

Home Army soldiers assault a fortified house in
downtown Warsaw during the Warsaw Uprising

of 1944

The characteristics of an average city include tall buildings, narrow
alleys, sewage tunnels and possibly a subway system. Defenders may
have the advantage of detailed local knowledge of the area, right down
to the layout inside of buildings and means of travel not shown on
maps.

The buildings can provide excellent sniping posts while alleys and
rubble-filled streets are ideal for planting booby traps. Defenders can
move from one part of the city to another undetected using
underground tunnels and spring ambushes.

Meanwhile, the attackers tend to become more exposed than the
defender as they must use the open streets more often, unfamiliar with
the defenders' secret and hidden routes. During a house to house search the attacker is often also exposed on the
streets.

Battle of Berlin

A Soviet combat group was a mixed arms unit of about eighty men, divided into assault groups of six to eight men,
closely supported by field artillery. These were tactical units which were able to apply the tactics of house to house
fighting that the Soviets had been forced to develop and refine at each festung stadt (fortress city) they had
encountered from Stalingrad to Berlin.[9]

The Reichstag after its capture in 1945

Berlin apartment blocks.

The Germans tactics used for the urban warfare that took place in
Berlin was dictated by three considerations. These were: the
experience that the Germans had gained during five years of war; the
physical characteristics of Berlin; and the tactics used by the Soviets.
Most of central districts of Berlin consists of city blocks with straight
wide roads with several waterways, parks and large railway
marshalling yards. It is predominantly flat but there are some low hills
like that of Kreuzberg that is 66m above sea level.

Much of the housing stock consisted of apartments blocks built in the
second half of the 19th century most of those, thanks to housing
regulations, and few elevators, were five stories high built around a
courtyard which could be reached from the street through a corridor
large enough to take a horse and cart or the small trucks used to deliver
coal.
In many places these apartment blocks were built around several
courtyards one behind the other each one reached through the outer
courtyards by a ground level tunnel similar to that between the first
courtyard and the road. The larger more expensive flats faced the street
and the smaller less expensive ones could be found around the inner
courtyards.

Just as the Soviets had learned a lot about urban warfare, so had the
Germans. The Waffen SS did not use the makeshift barricades erected
close to street corners, because these could be raked by artillery fire
from guns firing over open sights further along the straight streets.
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A devastated street in Berlin city centre, 3 July,
1945.

Instead they put snipers and machine guns on the upper floors and the
roofs because the Soviet tanks could not elevate their guns that high
and they put men armed with panzerfausts in cellar windows to
ambush tanks as they moved down the streets. These tactics were
quickly adopted by the Hitler Youth and the First World War
Volkssturm veterans.[10]

To counter these tactics the Soviets mounted sub-machine gunners on
the tanks who sprayed every doorway and window, but this meant the
tank could not traverse its turret quickly. The other solution was to rely
on heavy howitzers (152mm and 203mm) firing over open sights to
blast defended buildings and to use anti-aircraft guns against the
German gunners on the higher floors.
Soviet combat groups started to move from house to house instead of
directly down the streets. They moved through the apartments and cellars blasting holes through the walls of
adjacent buildings (for which the Soviets found abandoned German panzerfausts were very effective), while others
fought across the roof tops and through the attics.

These tactics took the Germans lying in ambush for tanks in the flanks. Flamethrowers and grenades were very
effective, but as the Berlin civilian population had not been evacuated these tactics inevitably killed many
civilians.[10]

First Chechen War
During the First Chechen War most of the Chechen fighters had been trained in the Soviet armed forces. They were
divided into combat groups consisting of 15 to 20 personnel, subdivided into three or four-man fire teams.
A fire team consisted of an antitank gunner, usually armed with a Russian made RPG-7s or RPG-18s, a machine
gunner and a sniper. The team would be supported by ammunition runners and assistant gunners.
To destroy Russian armoured vehicles in Grozny, five or six hunter-killer fire teams deployed at ground level, in
second and third stories, and in basements. The snipers and machine gunners would pin down the supporting infantry
while the antitank gunners would engage the armoured vehicle aiming at the top, rear and sides of vehicles.[11]

Initially the Russians were taken by surprise. Their armoured columns that were supposed to take the city without
difficulty as Soviet forces had taken Budapest in 1956 were decimated in fighting more reminiscent of the Battle of
Budapest in late 1944.
Like their forefathers in Berlin, as a short term measure they deployed self-propelled anti-aircraft guns (ZSU-23-4
and 2K22M) to engage the Chechen combat groups, as their tank's main gun did not have the elevation and
depression to engage the fire teams and an armoured vehicle's machine gun could not suppress the fire of half a
dozen different fire teams simultaneously.
In the long term the Russians brought in more infantry and began a systematic advance through the city, house by
house and block by block, with dismounted Russian infantry moving in support of armour. In proactive moves the
Russians started to set up ambush points of their own and then move armour towards them to lure the Chechen
combat groups into ambushes.[11]

As with the Soviets tank crews in Berlin in 1945, who attached bedsprings to the outside of their turrets to reduce the
damage done by German panzerfausts, some of the Russian armour was fitted quickly with a cage of wire mesh
mounted some 25-30 centimetres away from the hull armor to defeat the shaped charges of the Chechen RPGs.[10]

[11]
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Close-quarters battle

US Marines fight in the city of Fallujah during
Operation Phantom Fury/Operation Al Fajr (New

Dawn) in November 2004.

The term close-quarter battle refers to fighting methods within
buildings, streets, narrow alleys and other places where visibility and
maneuverability are limited.
Both close-quarters-battle (CQB) and urban operations (UO) are
related to urban warfare, but while UO refers mainly to the
macromanagement factor (i.e. sending troops, using of heavy armoured
fighting vehicles, battle management), CQB refers to the
micromanagement factor—namely: how a small squad of infantry
troops should fight in urban environments and/or inside buildings in
order to achieve its goals with minimal casualties.

As a doctrine, CQB concerns topics such as:
• Weapons and ammunition most suitable for the mission
• Extra gear, such as bulletproof vests and night vision devices
• Accurate explosives
• Routines and drills for engaging the enemy, securing a perimeter, clearing a room, etc.
• Team maneuvers
• Methods and tactics

It should be noted that military CQB doctrine is different from police CQB doctrine, mainly because the military
usually operates in hostile areas while the police operates within docile populations.
Armies that often engage in urban warfare operations may train most of their infantry in CQB doctrine.

See also
• Military urbanism
• Mouse-holing
• Siege warfare
• → Urban guerrilla warfare
• Urban Warrior
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Psychological warfare

An example of a World War II era leaflet meant to be dropped from a
American B-17 over a German city. Click here for a translation.

The U.S. Department of Defense defines psychological
warfare (PSYWAR) as:

"The planned use of propaganda and other
psychological actions having the primary
purpose of influencing the opinions,
emotions, attitudes, and behavior of hostile
foreign groups in such a way as to support
the achievement of national objectives."[1]

During World War II the United States Joint Chiefs of
Staff defined psychological warfare more broadly
stating "Psychological warfare employs any weapon to
influence the mind of the enemy. The weapons are
psychological only in the effect they produce and not because of the weapons themselves."[2]

History
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The other side of the above leaflet. This is the text of a speech given
by Franklin Roosevelt, translated into German. Click here for a

translation.

Alexander the Great

Although not always accredited as the first practitioner
of psychological warfare, Alexander the Great of
Macedon undoubtedly showed himself to be effective
in swaying the mindsets of the populaces that were
expropriated in his campaigns.

In order to keep the new Macedonian states from
revolting against their leader, Alexander the Great
would leave a number of his men behind in each city to
introduce Greek culture, control it and oppress
dissident views as well as interbreed. Since this method
of persuasion did indeed influence loyalist and
separatist opinions alike, it directly altered the psyches
of the occupied people to conform.

The Mongols
Genghis Khan, leader of the Mongols in the 13th century AD, united his people to eventually conquer more territory
than any other leader in human history. Defeating the will of the enemy was the top priority.
Before attacking a settlement, the Mongol generals demanded submission to the Khan, and threatened the initial
villages with complete destruction if they refused to surrender. After winning the battle, the Mongol generals
fulfilled their threats and massacred the survivors.
Examples include the destruction of the nations of Kiev and Khwarizm. Consequently, tales of the encroaching
horde spread to the next villages and created an aura of insecurity that undermined the possibility of future
resistance.
Subsequent nations were much more likely to surrender to the Mongols without fighting. Often this, as much as the
Mongols' tactical prowess, secured quick Mongol victories.
Genghis Khan also employed tactics that made his numbers seem greater than they actually were. During night
operations he ordered each soldier to light three torches at dusk in order to deceive and intimidate enemy scouts and
give the illusion of an overwhelming army. He also sometimes had objects tied to the tails of his horses, so that when
riding on an open and dry field, would raise a cloud of dust that gave the enemy the impression of great numbers.
The Mongols also employed other gruesome terror tactics to weaken the will to resist. One infamous incident
occurred during Tamerlane's Indian campaign. Tamerlane, an heir to the Mongol martial tradition, built a pyramid of
90,000 human heads in front of the walls of Delhi, to convince them to surrender.
Other tactics included firing severed human heads from catapults into enemy lines and over city walls to frighten
enemy soldiers and citizens and spread diseases in the close confines of a besieged city. The results were thus not
only psychological since in 1347, the Mongols under Janibeg catapulted corpses infected with plague into the trading
city of Kaffa in Crimea. The dismayed Genoese traders withdrew, bringing the plague back with them to Italy and
beginning the European phase of the Black Death.
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Vlad Tepes
Vlad Tepes would physically and psychologically torture his enemies with brutality. His most well-known
psychological tactic was an incident involving impalement (thus earning him the title "Vlad the Impaler"), where the
bodies of thousands of Ottoman soldiers were suspended in the air, impaled through the heart or rectum on giant
wooden sticks.
This was so effective that it made an Ottoman army cancel their campaign to invade Romania. Vlad Tepes was
eventually captured and beheaded. His severed head was put on a stake then displayed in Istanbul as proof of his
death.[3]

World War II
One of the first leaders to inexorably gain fanatical support through the use of microphone technology was Nazi
Germany's Adolf Hitler. By first creating a speaking environment, designed by Joseph Goebbels, he was able to
exaggerate his presence to make him seem almost god-like. Hitler also coupled this with the resonating projections
of his orations for effect. British Prime Minister Winston Churchill made similar use of radio for propaganda against
the Nazis.
During World War II, psychological warfare was used effectively by the military as well. The enormous success that
the invasion of Normandy displayed was a fusion of psychological warfare with military deception.
Before D-Day, Operation Quicksilver created a fictional "First United States Army Group" (FUSAG) commanded
by General George Patton that supposedly would invade France at the Pas-de-Calais. American troops used false
signals, decoy installations and phony equipment to deceive German observation aircraft and radio interception
operators.
This had the desired effect of misleading the German High Command as to the location of the primary invasion, and
of keeping reserves away from the actual landings. Erwin Rommel was the primary target of the psychological
aspects of this operation.
Convinced that Patton would lead the invasion, Rommel was caught off-guard and unable to react strongly to the
Normandy invasion, since Patton's illusory FUSAG had not "yet" landed. Confidence in his own intelligence and
judgement rendered the German response to the beachhead ineffectual.

Modern psychological warfare operations
In Iraq and Afghanistan, U.S. troops used music, most commonly American heavy metal or rock music to confuse or
scare insurgents.
However, most uses of the term psychological warfare refers to military methods, such as:
• Distributing pamphlets, e.g. in the Gulf War, encouraging desertion or (in World War II) supplying instructions

on how to surrender.
• Propaganda radio stations, such as Lord Haw-Haw in World War II on the "Germany calling" station
• Renaming cities and other places when captured, such as Ho Chi Minh City
• Shock and awe military strategy
• Projecting repetitive and annoying sounds and music for long periods at high volume towards groups under siege.
• Use of loudspeaker systems to communicate with enemy soldiers.
Most of these techniques were developed during World War II or earlier, and have been used to some degree in
every conflict since. Daniel Lerner was in the OSS (the predecessor to the US CIA) and in his book, attempts to
analyze how effective the various strategies were.
He concludes that there is little evidence that any of them were dramatically successful, except perhaps surrender
instructions over loudspeakers when victory was imminent. It should be noted, though, that measuring the success or
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failure of psychological warfare is very hard, as the conditions are very far from being a controlled experiment.

British use of psychological warfare
The British were one of the first major military powers to use psychological warfare in World War II, especially
against the Japanese. The Gurkhas, who are Nepalese soldiers in British service, have always been feared by the
enemy due to their use of a curved knife called the kukri.
The British put this fear to great effect, as Gurkhas were used to terrorize Japanese soldiers through nighttime raids
on their camps. When the Gurkhas landed on the Falkland Islands, some Argentine troops abandoned their positions
and fled .

United States use of psychological warfare
See also Psychological Operations (United States)

The United States ran an extensive program of psychological warfare during the Vietnam War. The Phoenix
Program had the dual aim of assassinating Viet Cong personnel and terrorizing any potential sympathizers or passive
supporters.
When members of the VCI were assassinated, CIA and Special Forces operatives placed playing cards in the mouth
of the deceased as a calling card. During the Phoenix Program, over 19,000 Viet Cong supporters were killed[4] .
The CIA made extensive use of Contra death squads in Nicaragua to destabilize the Sandinista government which
the U.S. claimed was communist.[5] The CIA used psychological warfare techniques against the Panamanians by
broadcasting pirate TV broadcasts. The CIA has extensively used propaganda broadcasts against the Cuban
government through TV Marti, based in Miami, Florida. However, the Cuban government has been somewhat
successful in jamming the signal of TV Marti.
In the Iraq War, the United States used the shock and awe campaign to psychologically maim, and break the will of
the Iraqi Army to fight.
During the siege of the Branch Davidians in Waco, TX. The FBI played music loudly around the clock along with
bright lights in order to disturb them.

Lerner's categories of psychological warfare
Lerner divides psychological warfare operations into three categories:[6]

 White [Omissions + Emphasis] 

Truthful and not strongly biased, where the source of information is acknowledged.
 Grey [Omissions + Emphasis + Racial/Ethnic/Religious Bias] 

Largely truthful, containing no information that can be proven wrong; the source may or may not be hidden.
 Black [Commissions of falsification]

Intended to deceive the enemy.
Lerner points out that grey and black operations ultimately have a heavy cost, in that the target population will
sooner or later recognize them as propaganda and discredit the source. He writes, "This is one of the few dogmas
advanced by Sykewarriors that is likely to endure as an axiom of propaganda: Credibility is a condition of
persuasion. Before you can make a man do as you say, you must make him believe what you say."[6] :28 Consistent
with this idea, the Allied strategy in World War II was predominantly one of truth (with certain exceptions).
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See also
• Psychological operations
• Propaganda
• Lawfare
• Minor sabotage
US specific:

• Information Operations Roadmap
• Viet Cong and PAVN strategy and tactics
• Psychological operations (United States)
• Zarqawi PSYOP program
World War 2:

• Political Warfare Executive
• Psychological Warfare Division
USSR

• Active measures
Related:

• → Asymmetric warfare
• Fourth generation warfare
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Black operation
A black operation or black op is a covert operation typically involving activities that are highly clandestine and,
often, outside of standard military protocol.

Origins
Black ops missions often fit into the deniable category, a situation in which there is no claim of responsibility for the
action, and/or a false flag operation is used to give the appearance that another actor was responsible, or – most often
– black operations involve extensive arrangements so as to be able to hide the fact that the black operation ever
occurred. Black military operations, or paramilitary operations, can be used by various secret services to achieve or
attempt to achieve an unusually sensitive goal. The methods used in black operations are also used in →
unconventional warfare. Depending on the precise situation in a given case, and the level of authoritarianism of the
national government or other responsible party, some tasks will be conducted as black operations, while there are
usually other activities that can be admitted openly. Black operations may include such things as assassination,
sabotage, extortion, spying on allied countries or one's own citizens, kidnapping, supporting resistance movements,
torture, use of fraud to obtain funds, use of child soldiers, human experimentation, trafficking in contraband items,
etc.
In business any high-risk assignment proposed and funded by the employee using his own time on company
equipment with the manager's consent and understanding that the company owns the results, is also referred to as a
black operation, because no entries exist for said project in the company's task planning or scheduling. If the project
fails, then the employee pays the price of their failure. If the project succeeds, the employee is compensated and even
sometimes rewarded for initiative.

External links
• Mayer, Jane. "Outsourcing Torture" [1]. The New Yorker, 30 May 2008.
• Stephen Gray and Don Van Natta. Thirteen With the C.I.A. Sought by Italy in a Kidnapping [2] The New York

Times. 25 June 2005.

See also
• CIA's → Special Activities Division
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Low intensity conflict
Low intensity conflict (LIC) is the use of military forces applied selectively and with restraint to enforce
compliance with the policies or objectives of the political body controlling the military force. The term can be used
to describe conflicts where at least one or both of the opposing parties operate along such lines.

Low intensity operations
Low-Intensity Operations is a military term for the deployment and use of troops and/or assets in situations other
than war. Generally these operations are against non-state actors and are given terms like counter-insurgency,
anti-subversion, and peacekeeping[1] . Some, such as Noam Chomsky, view LIC as state terrorism.[2] The term "low
intensity operations" appears to have originated with a British soldier, General Sir Frank Kitson.[3]

Official State Definitions

United States
Low-intensity conflict is defined by the US Army as:

... a political-military confrontation between contending states or groups below conventional war and
above the routine, peaceful competition among states. It frequently involves protracted struggles of
competing principles and ideologies. Low-intensity conflict ranges from subversion to the use of the
armed forces. It is waged by a combination of means, employing political, economic, informational, and
military instruments. Low-intensity conflicts are often localized, generally in the Third World, but
contain regional and global security implications.[4]

The manual also states that "successful LIC operations, consistent with US interests and laws, can advance US
international goals such as the growth of freedom, democratic institutions, and free market economies.""US policy
recognizes that indirect, rather than direct, applications of US military power are the most appropriate and
cost-effective ways to achieve national goals in a LIC environment. The principal US military instrument in LIC is
security assistance in the form of training, equipment, services and combat support. When LIC threatens friends and
allies, the aim of security assistance is to ensure that their military institutions can provide security for their citizens
and government.""The United States will also employ combat operations in exceptional circumstances when it
cannot protect its national interests by other means. When a US response is called for, it must be in accordance with
the principles of international and domestic law. These principles affirm the inherent right of states to use force in
individual or collective self-defense against armed attack."[4]

Implementation

Weapons
As the name suggests, in comparison with conventional operations the armed forces involved operate at a greatly
reduced tempo, with fewer soldiers, a reduced range of tactical equipment and limited scope to operate in a military
manner. For example the use of air power, pivotal in modern warfare, is often relegated to transport and surveillance.
Artillery is often not used when LIC occurs in → populated areas. The role of the armed forces is dependent on the
stage of the insurrection, whether it has progressed to armed struggle or is in an early stage of propaganda and
protests.
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Intelligence
Intelligence gathering is essential to an efficient basis of LIC operation instructions. Electronic and signal gathering
intelligence, ELINT and SIGINT, proves largely ineffective against low intensity opponents. LIC generally requires
more hands-on HUMINT methods of information retrieval.

Stages
In the first stages of insurrection, much of an army's work is "soft" - working in conjunction with civil authorities in
psychological operations, propaganda, counter-organizing, so-called "hearts and minds." If the conflict progresses,
possibly into armed clashes, the role develops with the addition of the identification and removal of the armed
groups - but again, at a low level, in communities rather than throughout entire cities. (see also Counter-insurgency,
Divide and rule, Fourth generation warfare and Military operations other than war.

Examples

Britain
The British campaigns against the Mau Mau in Kenya in the 1950s, against the Malayan Races Liberation Army led
by the communist Chin Peng in Malaya during the "Malayan Emergency" from 1948 to 1960, Aden in the 60s,
Oman in the 70s, against EOKA in Cyprus in the 1960s, and "the Troubles" in Northern Ireland from the late 1960s
to mid-1990s. Since World War II, the British military has engaged in over fifty low intensity campaigns. The US
Rapid Deployment Forces were formed to deal with low intensity conflicts.

Israel
The Israeli Defence Forces have performed hundreds of low-intensity operations during the al-Aqsa Intifada,
including the creation by SHABAK of a large network of HUMINT agents to better enable Israel Defence Forces
identification and targeted killings of insurgent leaders.

Mexico
(see the Chiapas conflict)

See also
• Chiapas conflict
• Counter-insurgency
• Divide and rule
• Fourth generation warfare
• → Guerrilla warfare
• Irregular Warfare
• Michael G. Vickers
• New Wars
• VNSA
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Special forces

US Special warfare combatant-craft crewmen use a Gatling gun to lay down
suppressing fire during a practice "hot" extraction of forces on a beach.

Special forces (SF) and special operations
forces (SOF) are generic terms for elite
highly-trained military teams/units that
conduct specialized operations such as
reconnaissance, → unconventional warfare,
direct action and counter-terrorism actions.
In the United States, the term special
operations forces (SOF) is used instead of
special forces as special forces can refer to a
specific unit, the → United States Army
Special Forces, commonly called the →
"Green Berets". It also refers to units
classified as SOF units such as Civil Affairs
and Psychological Operations which are
separate from Special Forces.

Special forces units are typically composed of relatively small groups of personnel operating under principles of
self-sufficiency, stealth, speed, and close teamwork, Throughout the later half of the 20th century and into the 21st
century, special forces have come to higher prominence, as governments have found objectives can sometimes be
better achieved by a small team of anonymous specialists than a larger and much more politically controversial
conventional deployment.
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Nature of operations
By the terms of their definition, special forces are small-scale, clandestine, covert or overt military operations of an
unorthodox and frequently high risk nature, undertaken to achieve significant political or military objectives in
support of foreign policy.”[1]

Colombian army special forces doing a demonstration
drill at Tolemaida Air Base.

Some special forces operations, such as counter-terrorism actions,
may be carried out domestically under certain circumstances.
Special forces units are typically composed of relatively small
groups of highly-trained personnel equipped with armament,
operating under principles of self-sufficiency, stealth, speed, and
close teamwork, often transported by helicopter, small boats or
submarines, parachuting from aircraft, or stealthy infiltration by
land. Special forces are sometimes considered a force multiplier,
as when they train indigenous forces to fight guerrilla warfare.[2]

History
Special forces have played an important role throughout the history of warfare whenever the aim has been to achieve
disruption by "hit and run" and sabotage, rather than more traditional conventional army combat using large
formations of troops and motorized armor groups. Other significant roles lay in reconnaissance, providing essential
intelligence from close to or among the enemy, and increasingly in combating terrorists, their infrastructure and
activities.
In antiquity, Hamilcar Barca in Sicily had specialized troops trained to launch several offensives per day. Later,
during the Crusade wars, small, highly trained units of Knights Templar attacked individual Muslim units attempting
to forage or seize booty. Muslim armies had several naval special operations units, including one which used
camouflaged ships to gather intelligence and launch raids, and another which consisted of soldiers who could pass
for Crusaders who would use ruses to board enemy ships and then capture and destroy them.[3] In Tang Dynasty
ancient China and later feudal Japan, members of a class of mercenary Special Operations operators, called Ninjas,
were highly trained in the various forms of martial arts (i.e. Ninjutsu) and special tactics for both → guerrilla warfare
and → unconventional warfare. They were usually hired by rival leaders for covert operations such as espionage,
assassination, sabotage, and destabilizing the social, economic, political, and military infrastructure of a rival enemy
country or territories.
During the Napoleonic wars, rifle and sapper units existed who were not committed to the formal lines that made up
most battles of the day. They instead held more specialised roles in reconnaissance and skirmishing.
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British Army scouts in South Africa (1893):
Frederick Russell Burnham (middle); Hon.

Maurice Gifford (right)

For the British Army, it was during the Second Boer War (1899-1902)
that the need for more specialised units became most apparent.
Scouting units such as Lovat Scouts, a Scottish Highland regiment
made up of phenomenal woodsmen outfitted in ghillie suits and well
practiced in the arts of marksmanship, field craft, and military tactics,
best filled this role. This unit was formed in 1900 by Lord Lovat and
early on reported to an American, Major Frederick Russell Burnham,
the Chief of Scouts under Lord Roberts. After the war, Lovat's Scouts
went on to formally become the British Army's first sniper unit.[4]

Additionally, the formation of the Bushveldt Carbineers in 1901 may
also be seen as an early manifestation of a unit for unconventional
warfare.

World War I

During World War I Colonel Bassi of the Italian Army formed 27 battalion-sized "Reparti d'assalto" (Assault Units)
called Arditi. They were assigned the tactical role of shock troops, breaching enemy defenses in order to prepare the
way for a broad infantry advance. The Reparti d'assalto were successful in bringing a degree of movement to what
had previously been a war of entrenched positions. The Arditi were not considered infantry troops, but were seen and
organized as a separate combat arm and therefore received extended tactical training, the best and newest weapons
and a distinct new uniform. Thus they are some of the modern world's first special forces. On the German side, the
success of the Spring Offensive reflected on their successful employment of specially trained stormtrooper or
Sturmtruppen units, whose unconventional infiltration tactics made them de facto special forces.

World War II

British → SAS in North Africa (1943), in jeeps
with mounted heavy machine guns

During World War II in 1940 the British Commandos were formed
following Winston Churchill's call for "specially trained troops of the
hunter class, who can develop a reign of terror down the enemy coast."
The Commandos were selected from volunteers among existing
servicemen and went on to spawn a number of other specialist units
including the Long Range Desert Group, the → Special Air Service,
the → Special Boat Service and the Small Scale Raiding Force of the
Special Operations Executive.

In the Burma Campaign, the Chindits, whose long range penetration
groups were trained to operate from bases deep behind Japanese lines,
contained commandos (King's Regiment (Liverpool), 142 Commando
Company) and Gurkhas. Their jungle expertise, which would play an
important part in many British special forces operations post war, was
learnt at a great cost in lives in the jungles of Burma fighting the Japanese.

The United States formed the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) during World War II under the Medal of Honor
recipient William J. Donovan. This organization was the predecessor of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and
was responsible for both intelligence and Special Forces missions. The CIA's elite → Special Activities Division is
the direct descendant of the OSS.[5]

In mid-1942, the United States formed the Rangers. The United States and Canada also formed a sabotage ski 
brigade for operations in Norway who became known as the Devil's Brigade, officially known as the First Special 
Service Force, during their eventual service in Italy. Merrill's Marauders were modelled on the Chindits and took
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part in similar operations in Burma. The foundation date of No 2 Dutch Troop, 22 March 1942, is considered to be
the foundation date of the → Korps Commandotroepen (Dutch special forces)
In late November 1943, the Alamo Scouts were formed to conduct reconnaissance and raider work in the Southwest
Pacific Theater under the personal command of then Lt. General Walter Krueger, Commanding General, Sixth U.S.
Army. Krueger envisioned that the Alamo Scouts, consisting of small teams of highly trained volunteers, would
operate deep behind enemy lines to provide intelligence-gathering and tactical reconnaissance in advance of Sixth
U.S. Army landing operations. In 1988, the Alamo Scouts were individually awarded the Special Forces Tab for
their services in World War II and included in the lineage of today's U.S. Army Special Forces.
The German army had the Brandenburger Regiment, which was originally founded as a special forces unit used by
the Abwehr for infiltration and long distance reconnaissance in Fall Weiss of 1939 and the Fall Gelb and Barbarossa
campaigns of 1940 and 1941. Later during the war the SS- Jagdverbände, a unit within the Waffen SS commanded
by Otto Skorzeny, also conducted many special operations.
On October 21, 1944 Adolf Hitler — inspired by an American subterfuge which had put three captured German
tanks flying German colours to devastating use at Aachen — summoned Skorzeny to Berlin and assigned him to lead
a Panzer brigade. As planned by Skorzeny in Operation Greif, about two dozen German soldiers, most of them in
captured American army Jeeps and disguised as American Military Police officers, penetrated American lines in the
early hours of the Battle of the Bulge and sowed disorder behind the Allied lines by mis-directing convoys away
from the front lines. A handful of his men were captured by the Americans and spread a rumour that Skorzeny was
leading a raid on Paris to kill or capture General Dwight Eisenhower. Although this was untrue, Eisenhower was
confined to his headquarters for weeks and Skorzeny was labelled "the most dangerous man in Europe".
In Italy, the Decima Flottiglia MAS were responsible for the sinking and damage of considerable Allied tonnage in
the Mediterranean. After the division of Italy in 1943, those fighting with Germany retained the original name and
those fighting with the Allies retitled as the Mariassalto. Also there were other Italian special forces like A.D.R.A.
(Arditi Distruttori Regia Aeronautica). This regiment was used in raids on Allied airbases and railways in North
Africa in 1943. In one mission they destroyed 25 B-17s. The Z Special Unit was an Australian commando unit which
sunk several Japanese ships in Singapore Harbour as part of Operation Jaywick. In Finland, Long Range
Reconnaissance Patrols (Kaukopartio) were used extensively to perform reconnaissance missions deep behind Soviet
lines. Occasionally they were also used to destroy strategic targets.

Late 20th and early 21st century

Lt. Gen. S.S. Soin of → Para Commandos (India)
fires an M-4 at an U.S Army range.

Throughout the later half of the 20th century and into the 21st century,
special forces have come to higher prominence, as governments have
found objectives can sometimes be better achieved by a small team of
anonymous specialists than a larger and much more politically
controversial conventional deployment. In both Kosovo and
Afghanistan, special forces were used to co-ordinate activities between
local → guerrilla fighters and air power. Typically, → guerrilla fighters
would engage enemy soldiers and tanks causing them to move, where
they could be seen and attacked from the air.
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Polish → GROM during sea ops. training

NORSOF Task Group

American Special Forces at the Fall of Mazar i
Sharif, November 2001

The US-led invasion of Afghanistan involved coalition special forces
from several nations, who played a major role in removing the Taliban
from power in 2001-2002. Coalition special forces have continued to
play a role in combating the Taliban in subsequent operations. Special
forces involved in these operations, occasionally working together,
included US Special Operations Forces, UK Special Forces, the →
Australian Special Air Service Regiment, the Canadian → Joint Task
Force 2, the Polish → GROM, the German → KSK, the New Zealand
Special Air Service, the Netherlands → Korps Commandotroepen and
the Norwegian Forsvarets Spesialkommando and →
Marinejegerkommandoen. Special forces from other nations have
supported the parallel NATO mission in Afghanistan.

Special Forces have been used in both wartime and peacetime military operations such as the Vietnam War,
Falklands War, The Troubles in Northern Ireland, the first and second Gulf Wars, Afghanistan, Kosovo, Bosnia, first
Chechen War and second Chechen War, the Iranian Embassy siege (London), Operation Defensive Shield, Moscow
theater hostage crisis, Operation Orchard, 2006 Lebanon War, Japanese Embassy hostage crisis (Lima) and in Sri
Lanka against the LTTE.
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Special forces units
Many countries have military organizations which describe themselves as being special forces.

See also
• Ninja
• → Commando
• S.W.A.T (Special Weapons and Tactics) Team
• FBI Hostage Rescue Team (HRT)
• Secret Service Counter Assault Team

External links
• Vietnam Green Berets (headgear) Article [6]

• Professional Soldiers [7]
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Commando

The French Navy commando unit Jaubert storms a naval vessel in a mock assault.

The term commando, in English, means a
specific kind of individual soldier or
military unit. In contemporary usage,
commando usually means élite light infantry
and/or → special forces units, specialised in
amphibious landings, parachuting,
rappelling and similar techniques, to
conduct and effect attacks. Originally “a
commando” was a type of combat unit, as
opposed to an individual in that unit. In
other languages, commando and kommando
denote a “command”, in the sense of a
military unit.

In the militaries of most countries,
commandos are distinctive in that they specialise in assault on conventional military targets. This is in contrast to
other special forces units, which specialise in counter-terrorism, reconnaissance, and sabotage. However, the term
commando is sometimes used in relation to units carrying out the latter tasks (including some civilian police units).

History
The word commando originated in the Portuguese language (Comando in Portuguese), in which it means simply
"command". The modern sense of the word stems from the Dutch/Afrikaans kommando, which was derived from the
Portuguese word, as a result of contact between Afrikaans and Portuguese settlers in Africa (and in Dutch and
Afrikaans kommando still also means "command" including e.g. instructions given to computers).
After the Dutch Cape Colony was established in 1652, a system known as Commando Law was created. This
compelled settlers, known as Free Burgers, who had been released from their indentures with the Dutch East India
Company, to equip themselves with a horse and a firearm, in exchange for the right to a piece of agricultural land.
When required, a mounted militia force known as a kommando would be formed, to defend the colony. As the
European population at the Cape increased it was no longer practical to make every Burger comply with the
Commando Law and a voluntary militia system was introduced.
In conflicts with southern African peoples (such as the Xhosa and the Zulu during and after the Great Trek), Boer
communities and farmsteads formed self-equipped, mounted commandos among themselves.
In the final phase of the Second Boer War, 75,000 Boers occupied the attention of the 450,000-strong British Empire
forces. Because of the → numerical imbalance, the commandos (militias) adopted → guerrilla or raiding tactics, to
minimise their casualties and prolong the war. These tactics gave commando its modern sense of specialised raiding
forces.
During and after WWII in Britain, unexplained newspaper and radio news references to the deeds of "the
commandos" led to public misunderstanding about what the singular meant and thus to the modern common habit of
using "a commando" to mean one man of such a unit, or one man engaged on a raiding-type operation.
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World War II

Germany
In December 1939, following the success of German infiltration and sabotage operations in the Polish campaign, the
German Office for Foreign and Counter-Intelligence (OKW Amt Ausland/Abwehr) formed the Brandenburger
Regiment (known officially as the 800th Special Purpose Training and Construction Company). The Brandenburgers
conducted a mixture of covert and conventional operations but became increasingly involved in ordinary infantry
actions and were eventually converted to a Panzer-Grenadier Division, suffering heavy losses in Russia. Otto
Skorzeny (most famed for his rescue of Benito Mussolini) conducted many special operations for Adolf Hitler.
Skorzeny commanded Sonderlehrgang z.b.V. Oranienburg, Sonderverband z.b.V. Friedenthal, and
SS-Jäger-Bataillon 502, all SS commando units.
A report written by Major-General Robert Laycock in 1947 said there was a German raid on a radar station on the
Isle of Wight in 1941. [1] [2]

Italy
Italy employed specialist trench raiding teams to break the stalemate of statich fighting in the Alpine and Carsic
environment during WWI where it confronted the forces of Austria-Hungary. These teams were baptised "Arditi"
(meaning "daring, brave ones"), they were almost always men under 25 in top physical condition and, at first,
possibly bachelors (due to the fear of very high casualty rates). Actually Arditi (who were led to the lines just a few
hours prior to the assault, having familiarised with the terrain via photo-reconaissance and trained on trench systems
re-created ad hoc for them) experiences "less" casualties than regular line infantry and were highly succesful in their
tasks. Many of them volunteerd into extreme right formations in the turbulent years after the war (the fascist party
took proud in this and adopted the style and the mannerism of Arditi), but some of different political persuasions
created the "Arditi del Popolo" (People's Arditi) and for some years held the fascist raids in check, defending
Socialist and Communist Party sections, buildings, rallies and meeting points.
During the Liberation of Rome in 1944 u.s. troops broke in the Italian Ministry of Defence building in the Italian
capital and raided the archives of all the WWI materials and documents pertaining to Arditi units.
Italy's most renowned commando unit of World War II was Decima Flottiglia MAS ("10th Assault Vehicle Flotilla")
which, from mid-1940, were responsible for the sinking and damage of a considerable tonnage of Allied ships in the
Mediterranean.
After Italy surrendered in 1943, some of the Decima Flottiglia MAS were on the Allied side of the battle line and
fought with the Allies and renamed themselves the Mariassalto; and the others fought on the German side and kept
their original name but did not operate at sea after 1943 and were mostly employed against Italian partisans; some of
its men were involved in atrocities against civilians.
In post-war years Italian marine commandos were re-organised in the "→ Comsubin" (crasis of 'Comando
Subacqueo Incursori', or Underwater Raiders Command).
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United Kingdom
In 1940, the British Army also formed "independent companies", later reformed as battalion sized "commandos",
thereby reviving the word. It was intended that the British Army Commandos would be small, highly mobile surprise
raiding and reconnaissance forces. They were not intended to remain in field operations for more than 36 hours and
carried all they needed. Army Commandos were all volunteers selected from existing soldiers still in Britain.
During the war the British Army Commandos spawned several other famous British units such as the → Special Air
Service, the → Special Boat Service and the Parachute Regiment. The British Army Commandos themselves were
never regimented and were disbanded at the end of the war.
The British Special Operations Executive (SOE) also formed commando units from British and displaced European
personnel for the purpose of conducting raiding operations in occupied Europe. One example is Norwegian
Independent Company 1, which was responsible for the destruction of heavy water facilities in Norway during 1941.
The Royal Navy also controlled Royal Navy Beach Parties, based on teams formed to control the evacuation of
Dunkirk in 1940.[3] These were later known simply as RN Commandos, and they did not see action until they
successfully fought for control of the landing beaches (as in the disastrous Dieppe Raid of 19 August 1942). The RN
Commandos, including Commando "W" from the Royal Canadian Navy, saw action on D-Day.[4]

In 1942, the Royal Navy's nine Royal Marines infantry battalions were reorganized as Commandos, numbered from
40 to 48, joining the British Army Commandos in combined Commando Brigades. After the war the Army
Commandos were disbanded.
The Royal Marines form an enduring Brigade-strength capability as 3 Commando Brigade. [5]

The word 'Commando' also indicates the basic operational unit of the Royal Marines, equivalent to the British Army
Battalion. In 2009 just three Commandos remain - 40 (home base Taunton), 42 (Bickleigh, Plymouth) and 45
(Arbroath, Scotland), all part of 3 Commando Brigade.
In 1942 the Royal Air Force formed 15 commando units each 150 man strong, these units consisted of trained
technicians, armourers and maintainers who had volunteered to undertake the commando course. These RAF
commandos accompanied the Allied invasion forces in all theatres and their main role was to to allow the forward
operation of friendly fighters by servicing and arming them from captured air fields. However due to the forward
position of these air fields the RAF commandos were also trained to secure and make safe these airfields and to help
defend them from enemy counter attack.[6]

United States
In mid-1942, the United States Army formed its Army Rangers in Northern Ireland under William O. (Bill) Darby.
The Rangers were designed along the similar lines to the British Army commandos, who supervised their training.
The first sizable Ranger action took place in August 1942 at the Dieppe Raid, where 50 Rangers were dispersed
among the British Commandos. The first full Ranger action took place during the invasion of North West Africa in
(Operation Torch) in November 1942.
During 1941, the United States Marine Corps formed commando battalions, inspired by both the British commandos 
and the tactics used by Chinese Communist forces, from whom they acquired the war cry "gung-ho". The USMC 
commandos were known collectively as Marine Raiders. On orders from President Franklin D. Roosevelt through a 
proposal from OSS Director Colonel William J. Donovan and the former Commander of the United States Marine 
Detachment Major Evans F Carlson, directed the formation of what would become The Marine Raiders. Initially this 
unit was to be called Marine Commandos and they were to be the counterpart to the British Commandos. The name 
Marine Commandos met with much controversy within the Marine Corps leading Commandant Thomas J. Holcomb 
to state, "the term 'Marine' is sufficient to indicate a man ready for duty at any time, and the injection of a special 
name, such as 'Commando,' would be undesirable and superfluous." President Roosevelt's son James Roosevelt 
served with The Marine Raiders. The Raiders initially saw action at the Battle of Tulagi and the Battle of Makin, as
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well as the Battle of Guadalcanal, the Battle of Empress Augusta Bay, and other parts of the Pacific Ocean Areas. In
February 1944 the four Raider battalions were converted to regular marine units.

Canada
A joint Canadian-American Commando unit, the 1st Special Service Force, nicknamed the Devil's Brigade, was
formed in 1942 under the command of Colonel Robert Frederick. The unit initially saw service in the Pacific, in
August 1943 at Kiska in the Aleutians campaign. However most of its operations occurred during the Italian
campaign and in southern France. Its most famous raid, which was documented in the film Devil's Brigade, was the
battle of Monte la Difensa. In 1945, the unit was disbanded; the Canadian members were sent to the 1st Canadian
Parachute Battalion as replacements, and the American members were sent to either the 101st Airborne Division or
the 82nd Airborne Division as replacements.

Australia
Following the British example, the Australian Army formed commando units, known as Australian independent
companies in the early stages of World War II. They first saw action in early 1942 during the Japanese assault on
New Ireland, and in the Battle of Timor. Part of the 2/1st Independent Company was wiped out on New Ireland, but
on Timor, the 2/2nd Independent Company formed the heart of an Allied force which engaged Japanese forces in a
→ guerrilla campaign. The Japanese commander on the island drew parallels with the Boer War, and decided that it
would take a numerical advantage of 10:1 in order to defeat the Allies. The campaign occupied the attention of an
entire Japanese division for almost a year. The independent companies were later renamed commando squadrons,
and they saw widespread action in the South West Pacific Area, especially in New Guinea and Borneo. In 1943, all
the commando squadrons except the 2/2nd and 2/8th were grouped into the 2/6th, 2/7th and 2/9th Cavalry
Commando Regiments.
Later in the war the Royal Australian Navy also formed commando units along the lines of the Royal Navy
Commandos to go ashore with the first waves of major amphibious assaults, to signpost the beaches and carry out
other naval tasks. These were known as RAN Commandos. Four were formed — lettered A, B, C and D like their
British counterparts — and they took part in the Borneo campaign.
Z Force, an Australian-British-New Zealand military intelligence commando unit, formed by the Australian Services
Reconnaissance Department, also carried out many raiding and reconnaissance operations in the South West Pacific
theatre, most notably Operation Jaywick, in which they destroyed tonnes of Japanese shipping at Singapore Harbour.
An attempt to replicate this success, with Operation Rimau, resulted in the death of almost all those involved.
However, Z Force and other SRD units continued operations until the war's end.

Greece
The Sacred band (Greek: Ιερός Λόχος) was a Greek → special forces unit formed in 1942 in the Middle East,
composed entirely of Greek officers and officer cadets under the command of Col. Christodoulos Tsigantes. It fought
alongside the → SAS in the Libyan desert and with the → SBS in the Aegean, as well as with General Leclerc's Free
French Forces in Tunisia. It was disbanded in August 1945.

Japan
In 1944-45, Japanese Teishin Shudan ("Raiding Group") and Giretsu ("heroic") detachments made airborne assaults
on Allied airfields in the Philippines, Marianas and Okinawa. The attacking forces varied in size from a few
paratroopers to operations involving several companies. Due to the balance of forces concerned, these raids achieved
little in the way of damage or casualties, and resulted in the destruction of the Japanese units concerned. Considering
that there were no plans to extract these forces, and the reluctance to surrender by Japanese personnel during that era,
they are often seen in the same light as kamikaze pilots of 1944-45.
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After 1945

Weapons of the modern commando Jaubert are clearly visible

Australia

In Australia, the Army's commando
squadrons were disbanded at the end of the
war. In 1954, two Citizens Military Force
(reserve) units, 1 and 2 Commando
Companies, were raised. A joint regimental
structure for these, the → 1st Commando
Regiment (1CDO) was formed in the 1980s,
this included a previously independent 126
Signal Squadron (Special Forces). During
the 1990s, the Australian government
perceived the need for a permanent
commando capability; and the recently
re-raised 4th Battalion, Royal Australian
Regiment began the process of conversion for a commando battalion in 1997, using a cadre of 1st Commando
Regiment and → Australian Special Air Service Regiment (SASR) instructors. 126 Signal Squadron was reassigned
to 4 RAR and 301 Signal Squadron re-raised to support 1st Cdo Regt. 1CDO and 4RAR soldiers must complete
identical training and selection courses, before being awarded the coveted "Green Beret". One company of 4th
Battalion is responsible for counter-terrorism operations and response in the eastern region of Australia and is
officially known as → Tactical Assault Group-East (TAG-E). This company mirrors its sister unit (the original
Tactical Assault Group) in the West (TAG-W), which is part of the SASR. Commandos from 4RAR and 1CDO have
recently been deployed to several countries including East Timor, the Solomon Islands, Iraq and Afghanistan.

Brazil
Brazil created its special operations forces in the 1950s. There are commando units in the Brazilian Army and in the
navy. In Brazilian Army the main unit is the → Brazilian Special Operations Brigade.Brazilian Navy have the →
COMANF Amphibious Commandos of → Brazilian Marine Corps

Canada
Canadian commando forces were disbanded and recreated at various times in the post-war years, and in 1968 the
Canadian Airborne Regiment was formed. It was divided into three Airborne Commandos each of company strength.
This resulted in a ceiling of about 750 members in all ranks, organized into three smaller company-sized
commandos. The three airborne commandos took shape around the three regimental affiliations: 1 Commando with
the Royal 22e Régiment, 2 Commando with Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, and 3 Commando with The
Royal Canadian Regiment. The Canadian Airborne Regiment was disbanded after the torture and murder of Shidane
Arone, a Somalia civilian, in 1993, and other allegations of wrongdoing within the Regiment. Later, parliamentary
investigations would question why such an elite commando unit was sent on a peacekeeping mission. (The →
Canadian Joint Task Force Two, or JTF2, is also sometimes referred to as a "commando" unit, but it is technically a
specialist counter-terrorist unit.)
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Germany
The German Army currently operates the → Fernspähkompanie (Germany's elite long range reconnaissance
company), and the → Kommando Spezialkräfte (KSK). The KSK is stationed in Calw, in the Black forest area in
southern Germany. It consists of about 1,100 soldiers, but only a nucleus of these are in fighting units. Exact
numbers are not available, as this information is considered to be secret. The KSK is a part of the Special Operations
Division (Div. Spezielle Operationen - DSO).
The fighting units are divided into four commando companies of about 100 men each and the special commando
company with veteran members, taking supporting tasks. Each of the four commando companies has five specialised
platoons:
• 1st platoon: land insertions
• 2nd platoon: airborne operations
• 3rd platoon: amphibious operations
• 4th platoon: operations in special geographic or meteorologic surroundings (e.g. mountains or polar-regions)
• 5th platoon: reconnaissance, sniper and counter-sniper operations
• Command Platoon
There are four commando squads in every platoon. Each of these groups consists of about four equally skilled
soldiers. One of each group is specially trained as weapons expert, medic, combat engineer or communications
expert respectively. Additionally a group can contain other specialists, e.g. heavy weapons or language experts.
Another special unit, the → Kampfschwimmer (comparable to the U.S.N. SEALS) are operated by the German
Navy.

India
India created its commando force in the mid 1980s. India's National Security Guard (NSG) personnel are popularly
known as Black Cat Commandos. Besides that there are commando units of the army, mainly from the Parachute
Regiment of the Indian Army. Formed in 1966, these Para Commandos are an elite special forces unit of the Indian
Army. MARCOS (marine commandos) is a commando unit of the Indian Navy. The Indian Air Force Commando
unit is known as the → Garud Commando Force. Along with that, there is a Commando wing in every State,
comprising of the Union Territorial Police Force and Paramilitary Forces of India.

Pakistan
→ Special Service Group (SSG) is an independent commando division of the Pakistan Army. It is an elite special
operations force similar to the → United States Army Special Forces (the so-called Green Berets) and the British
Army's SAS. Official numbers are put at 2,100 men, in 3 Battalions; however the actual strength is classified.
Based out of Cherat and Attock, the SSG was created in 1956 with active support from U.S. Special Operations
Forces. That year the 19th Battalion of the Baloch Regiment (19 Baloch) was selected for conversion to a Special
Operation Force.
The SSG also has a unit in the Pakistan Navy modeled on the U.S. Navy SEALs and British SBS called the →
Special Service Group Navy otherwise known as SSGN. The SSGN currently maintains headquarters in Karachi
headed by Pakistan Navy Commander.
The SSG in 2001 created a special forces unit for the Pakistan Air Force called the → Special Service Wing
otherwise known as SSW. It was modeled on the US Air Force's 1st Special Operations Wing unit and the US
Army's Rangers. This new component to the Special Forces of Pakistan is still being trained and built up.
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Portugal
• Comandos
• Other "Commando" type forces used in the Portuguese Colonial War were the Caçadores Pára-quedistas

(Airborne Hunters) of the Portuguese Air Force, the Fuzileiros Especiais (Special Marines) of the Portuguese
Navy and the → Caçadores Especiais (Special Hunter) of the Portuguese Army.

United Kingdom
The UK now maintains a Commando Brigade formed around a core of Royal Marines and under the command of
Commander in Chief Fleet. All Royal Marines (other than the Royal Marines Band Service) are commando trained
on entry to the Corps, with supporting units and individuals from the other services undertaking the All Arms
Commando Course as required.
The Brigade is formed of The UK Landing Force Support Group (Headquarters Battalion) three Commandos (40, 42
and 45) roughly of battalion size , the Commando Logistic Regiment, 539 Assault Squadron Royal Marines, 29
Commando Regiment Royal Artillery, 24 Commando Regiment Royal Engineers and 1st battalion, The Rifles[7] .

Vietnam

NVA commando or sapper at work

The North Vietnamese produced some of the most effective
commando units of the post WWII era. Called sappers, these
units represented a force economy measure for the NVA
(North Vietnamese Army) and the Viet Cong. With large
scale conventional attacks increasingly untenable, small
commando operations came into their own, particularly after
the Tet Offensive, and at times inflicted severe damage to US
and ARVN troops and bases.[8]

Sappers were originally supporting adjuncts to regular
formations prior to 1967, but in time, independent formations
were created throughout the Vietnam arena. Sappers could
operate in support of a larger regular infantry formation, or

as the main spearhead themselves, with regulars as backup. In the spearhead mode, they represented their most
potent threat.[9] A typical raiding operation was divided into 4 elements: Assault, Fire-Support, Security and
Reserves. Assault teams were generally broken down into 3-5 man cells. Fire-support was critical, as it forced
defenders to keep their heads down, while infiltrating assault elements made their final penetrations. One of the most
devastating attacks was against the US Firebase, FSB Maryann in 1971.[10] See chart for detailed breakdown of a
typical sapper raiding party.

Typical sapper formation with 4 echelons:
Assault, Security, Reserve, and Fire-support

While small in terms of total men deployed throughout the Vietnam
theater, sapper attacks had a significant impact for the NLF/PAVN
effort. As one US Army history puts it:[11]

From the beginning of 1968 until mid-1969, sappers were
essential to the enemy's effort. Although they participated
in only 4 percent of all assaults, these made up 12 percent
of all significant assaults—those which inflicted serious
damage. In 1969, the average raid inflicted more than
$1,000,000 damage and accounted for more allied
casualties.
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See also

• → 1st Raider/Paratrooper Brigade (Greece) • Hakkari Dağ ve Komando Tugayı • Royal Netherlands Marine Corps
• 10 Paratrooper Brigade (Malaysia) • → Hærens Jegerkommando (Norway) • Sayeret Duvdevan (Israel)
• → 1st Scout Ranger Regiment (Philippines) • → Irish Army Rangers • → Sayeret Matkal (Israel)
• → 1st Special Commando Regiment • Jægerkorpset (hunter corps or ranger corps)

and Frømandskorpset (frogman corps)
(Denmark)

• Shayetet 13 (Israel)

• Malaysia 21 Gerup Gerak Khas • → Jagdkommando Austrian • Shivaji
• 3. Bolu Komando Tugayı • → Joint Task Force 2 (Canada) • → Singapore Armed Forces

Commando Formation
• → 601 Commando Company (Argentina) • KOMANDO • South African Commando System
• 72nd Reconnaissance-Commando Battalion

(Serbia)
• → Kommando Spezialkräfte German • → South African Special Forces

Brigade
• 11 Luchtmobiele brigade (Dutch) • → Korps Commandotroepen (KCT) Dutch • Special Boat Squadron of Sri

Lanka Navy
• → Amphibious Commandos(→ Brazilian Marine

Corps commandos.)
• Kostrad Indonesia Army Strategic Reserve

Command
• → Special forces

• Australian commandos • Kystjegerkommandoen (Norway) • → Special Service Group
(Pakistan)

• Bangladesh Army 1st Para commando Battalion • → Light Reaction Battalion (Philippines) • → Special Tasks Unit (Latvia)
• Bangladesh Army Commando • → MARCOS (India) • → Spetsnaz (Soviet Union)
• → Brazilian Army Commandos • → Para Commandos (India) • → Sri Lanka Army Commando

Regiment
• → Canadian Special Operations Regiment

(Canada)
• Marine Commando Regiment (Canada) • GSG9 German

• Comandos (Portugal) • → Marinejegerkommandoen (Norway) • Tiger ForcePart of the U.S.Army
101st Airborne Division

• COMSUBIN (Comando Raggruppamento
Subacqui ed Incursori) Italian Naval special
operations force

• Maroon Berets (Turkey) • Turkish Army Türk Komandosu
Blue Berets

• → Delta Force or the United States Army 1st
Special Forces Operational Detachment

• National Security Guards (India) • → Unidad Especial de Intervención
(Special Intervention Unit)
-Spanish Guardia Civil

• Forsvarets Spesialkommando (Norway) • NOCS (Special Operations Central Nucleus)
Italian State Police counter-terrorism unit

• United States Army Special Forces
(Green Berets)

• Grupo Especial de Operaciones (Special
Operations Group, GEO) is part of the Spanish
National Police

• Paracommando Brigade Belgian • Spanish Navy Special Operations
Unit (UOE)

• Grupo de Operaciones Especiales(Special
Operations Groups) Spanish

• → Philippine National Police Special Action
Force

• Malaysia VAT69/UTK

• → GIS or the Special Intervention Group (Gruppo
di Intervento Speciale) of the Italian Carabinieri

• Recondo US Army

• Rhodesian Selous Scouts and Rhodesian
Light Infantry

• Commando Ridge, Bosigran, Cornwall, used for training coastal attack forces in cliff assault techniques, in, and
after, World War II

• F&S Fighting Knife
• Philippe Kieffer
• Power Geyser purported clandestine United States counter-terrorism program
• Commando Order
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External links
• The SAS and their Commando roots [12]

• ShadowSpear Special Operations Community Website & Forum [13]

• Royal Engineers Museum - Commando Sappers [14]

• SCG International Risk provides training to US commando units [15]

• 30 Commando Assault Unit - Ian Fleming's 'Red Indians' [16]

• The Commando Veterans Association [17]

• History of the Airborne [18]
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Terrorism
Terrorism is the systematic use of terror especially as a means of
coercion.[1] At present, there is no internationally agreed definition of
terrorism.[2] [3] Common definitions of terrorism refer only to those
violent acts which are intended to create fear (terror), are perpetrated
for an ideological goal (as opposed to a lone attack), and deliberately
target or disregard the safety of non-combatants.

Some definitions also include acts of unlawful violence and war. The
history of terrorist organizations suggests that they do not select
terrorism for its political effectiveness.[4] Individual terrorists tend to
be motivated more by a desire for social solidarity with other members
of their organization than by political platforms or strategic objectives,
which are often murky and undefined.[4]

The word "terrorism" is politically and emotionally charged,[5] and this
greatly compounds the difficulty of providing a precise definition.
Studies have found over 100 definitions of “terrorism”.[6] [7] The
concept of terrorism is itself controversial because it is often used by states to delegitimize political or foreign
opponents, and potentially legitimize the state's own use of terror against them. A less politically and emotionally
charged, and better defined, term (used not only for terrorists, and not including all those who have been described as
terrorists) is violent non-state actor.

Terrorism has been practiced by a broad array of political organizations for furthering their objectives. It has been
practiced by both right-wing and left-wing political parties, nationalistic groups, religious groups, revolutionaries,
and ruling governments.[8] One form is the use of violence against noncombatants for the purpose of gaining
publicity for a group, cause, or individual.[9]

Origin of term
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Types and tactics

Agro-terrorism
Bioterrorism
Car bombing

Environmental
Aircraft hijacking

Nuclear
Piracy

Propaganda of the deed
Proxy bomb

Suicide attack

State involvement

State terrorism
State sponsorship

United States and state terrorism
Pakistan and state terrorism
Russia and state terrorism

Iran and state terrorism
Sri Lanka and state terrorism

Organisation

Terrorist financing
Terrorist front organization

Terrorist training camp
Lone-wolf fighter

Clandestine cell system

Historical

Reign of Terror
Red Terror

White Terror

Lists

Designated organizations
Charities accused of ties to

terrorism
Incidents

"Terror" comes from a Latin word meaning "to frighten". The terror cimbricus was a panic and state of emergency
in Rome in response to the approach of warriors of the Cimbri tribe in 105BC. The Jacobins cited this precedent
when imposing a Reign of Terror during the French Revolution. After the Jacobins lost power, the word "terrorist"
became a term of abuse. Although the Reign of Terror was imposed by a government, in modern times "terrorism"
usually refers to the killing of innocent people by a private group in such a way as to create a media spectacle. This
meaning can be traced back to Sergey Nechayev, who described himself as a "terrorist".[10] Nechayev founded the
Russian terrorist group "People's Retribution" (Народная расправа) in 1869.
In November 2004, a United Nations Security Council report described terrorism as any act "intended to cause death
or serious bodily harm to civilians or non-combatants with the purpose of intimidating a population or compelling a
government or an international organization to do or abstain from doing any act". (Note that this report does not
constitute international law).[11]

acts of terrorism are legally distinguished from criminal acts done for

 other purposes, and "terrorism" is defined by statute; see definition 

of terrorism for particular definitions. Common principles among legal 

definitions of terrorism provide an emerging consensus as to meaning 
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and also foster cooperation between law enforcement personnel in 

different countries. Among these definitions there are several that do 

not recognize the possibility of legitimate use of violence by 

civilians against an invader in an occupied country and would, thus 

label all resistance movements as terrorist groups. Others make a 

distinction between lawful and unlawful use of violence. Ultimately, 

the distinction is a political judgment.[12] 

Key criteria
Official definitions determine counter-terrorism policy, and are often developed to serve it. Most government
definitions outline the following key criteria: target, objective, motive, perpetrator, and legitimacy or legality of the
act. Terrorism is also often recognizable by a following statement from the perpetrators.
Violence – According to Walter Laqueur of the Center for Strategic and International Studies, "the only general
characteristic of terrorism generally agreed upon is that terrorism involves violence and the threat of violence".
However, the criterion of violence alone does not produce a useful definition, as it includes many acts not usually
considered terrorism: war, riot, organized crime, or even a simple assault. Property destruction that does not
endanger life is not usually considered a violent crime, but some have described property destruction by the Earth
Liberation Front and Animal Liberation Front as violence and terrorism; see eco-terrorism.
Psychological impact and fear – The attack was carried out in such a way as to maximize the severity and length of
the psychological impact. Each act of terrorism is a “performance” devised to have an impact on many large
audiences. Terrorists also attack national symbols, to show power and to attempt to shake the foundation of the
country or society they are opposed to. This may negatively affect a government, while increasing the prestige of the
given terrorist organization and/or ideology behind a terrorist act.[13]

Perpetrated for a political goal – Something that many acts of terrorism have in common is a political purpose.
Terrorism is a political tactic, like letter-writing or protesting, which is used by activists when they believe that no
other means will effect the kind of change they desire. The change is desired so badly that failure to achieve change
is seen as a worse outcome than the deaths of civilians. This is often where the inter-relationship between terrorism
and religion occurs. When a political struggle is integrated into the framework of a religious or "cosmic"[14] struggle,
such as over the control of an ancestral homeland or holy site such as Israel and Jerusalem, failing in the political
goal (nationalism) becomes equated with spiritual failure, which, for the highly committed, is worse than their own
death or the deaths of innocent civilians. One definition that combines the key elements was developed at the George
C. Marshall Center for European Security Studies by Carsten Bockstette: "Terrorism is defined as political violence
in an asymmetrical conflict that is designed to induce terror and psychic fear (sometimes indiscriminate) through the
violent victimization and destruction of noncombatant targets (sometimes iconic symbols). Such acts are meant to
send a message from an illicit clandestine organization. The purpose of terrorism is to exploit the media in order to
achieve maximum attainable publicity as an amplifying force multiplier in order to influence the targeted audience(s)
in order to reach short- and midterm political goals and/or desired long-term end states." [15]

Deliberate targeting of non-combatants – It is commonly held that the distinctive nature of terrorism lies in its
intentional and specific selection of civilians as direct targets. Specifically, the criminal intent is shown when babies,
children, mothers and the elderly are murdered, or injured and put in harm's way. Much of the time, the victims of
terrorism are targeted not because they are threats, but because they are specific "symbols, tools, animals or corrupt
beings" that tie into a specific view of the world that the terrorists possess. Their suffering accomplishes the
terrorists' goals of instilling fear, getting their message out to an audience or otherwise satisfying the demands of
their often radical religious and political agendas.[16]

Unlawfulness or illegitimacy – Some official (notably government) definitions of terrorism add a criterion of 
illegitimacy or unlawfulness[17] to distinguish between actions authorized by a government (and thus "lawful") and
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those of other actors, including individuals and small groups. Using this criterion, actions that would otherwise
qualify as terrorism would not be considered terrorism if they were government sanctioned. For example,
firebombing a city, which is designed to affect civilian support for a cause, would not be considered terrorism if it
were authorized by a government. This criterion is inherently problematic and is not universally accepted, because: it
denies the existence of state terrorism; the same act may or may not be classed as terrorism depending on whether its
sponsorship is traced to a "legitimate" government; "legitimacy" and "lawfulness" are subjective, depending on the
perspective of one government or another; and it diverges from the historically accepted meaning and origin of the
term.[18] [19] [20] [21] For these reasons, this criterion is not universally accepted; most dictionary definitions of the
term do not include this criterion.

Pejorative use
The terms "terrorism" and "terrorist" (someone who engages in terrorism) carry strong negative connotations.
These terms are often used as political labels, to condemn violence or the threat of violence by certain actors as
immoral, indiscriminate, unjustified or to condemn an entire segment of a population.[22] Those labelled "terrorists"
by their opponents rarely identify themselves as such, and typically use other terms or terms specific to their
situation, such as separatist, freedom fighter, liberator, revolutionary, vigilante, militant, paramilitary, → guerrilla,
rebel or any similar-meaning word in other languages and cultures. Jihadi, mujaheddin, and fedayeen are similar
Arabic words which have entered the English lexicon. It is common for both parties to a conflict to describe each
other as terrorists.
On the question of whether particular terrorist acts, such as killing civilians, can be justified as the lesser evil in a
particular circumstance, philosophers have expressed different views: while, according to David Rodin, utilitarian
philosophers can (in theory) conceive of cases in which the evil of terrorism is outweighed by the good which could
not be achieved in a less morally costly way, in practice the "harmful effects of undermining the convention of
non-combatant immunity is thought to outweigh the goods that may be achieved by particular acts of terrorism".[23]

Among the non-utilitarian philosophers, Michael Walzer argued that terrorism can be morally justified in only one
specific case: when "a nation or community faces the extreme threat of complete destruction and the only way it can
preserve itself is by intentionally targeting non-combatants, then it is morally entitled to do so".[23]

In his book "Inside Terrorism" Bruce Hoffman wrote in Chapter One: Defining Terrorism that
"On one point, at least, everyone agrees: terrorism is a pejorative term. It is a word with intrinsically negative
connotations that is generally applied to one's enemies and opponents, or to those with whom one disagrees
and would otherwise prefer to ignore. 'What is called terrorism,' Brian Jenkins has written, `'thus seems to
depend on one's point of view. Use of the term implies a moral judgment; and if one party can successfully
attach the label terrorist to its opponent, then it has indirectly persuaded others to adopt its moral viewpoint.'
Hence the decision to call someone or label some organization `terrorist' becomes almost unavoidably
subjective, depending largely on whether one sympathizes with or opposes the person/group/cause concerned.
If one identifies with the victim of the violence, for example, then the act is terrorism. If, however, one
identifies with the perpetrator, the violent act is regarded in a more sympathetic, if not positive (or, at the
worst, an ambivalent) light; and it is not terrorism."[5]

The pejorative connotations of the word can be summed up in the aphorism, "One man's terrorist is another man's 
freedom fighter". This is exemplified when a group using irregular military methods is an ally of a state against a 
mutual enemy, but later falls out with the state and starts to use those methods against its former ally. During World 
War II, the Malayan People’s Anti-Japanese Army was allied with the British, but during the Malayan Emergency, 
members of its successor (the Malayan Races Liberation Army), were branded "terrorists" by the British.[24] [25] 

More recently, Ronald Reagan and others in the American administration frequently called the Afghan Mujahideen 
"freedom fighters" during their war against the Soviet Union,[26] yet twenty years later, when a new generation of 
Afghan men are fighting against what they perceive to be a regime installed by foreign powers, their attacks are
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labelled "terrorism" by George W. Bush.[27] [28] Groups accused of terrorism understandably prefer terms reflecting
legitimate military or ideological action.[29] [30] [31] Leading terrorism researcher Professor Martin Rudner, director
of the Canadian Centre of Intelligence and Security Studies at Ottawa's Carleton University, defines "terrorist acts"
as attacks against civilians for political or other ideological goals, and goes on to say "There is the famous statement:
'One man's terrorist is another man's freedom fighter.' But that is grossly misleading. It assesses the validity of the
cause when terrorism is an act. One can have a perfectly beautiful cause and yet if one commits terrorist acts, it is
terrorism regardless."[32]

Some groups, when involved in a "liberation" struggle, have been called "terrorists" by the Western governments or
media. Later, these same persons, as leaders of the liberated nations, are called "statesmen" by similar organizations.
Two examples of this phenomenon are the Nobel Peace Prize laureates Menachem Begin and Nelson Mandela.[33]

[34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39]

Sometimes states which are close allies, for reasons of history, culture and politics, can disagree over whether or not
members of a certain organization are terrorists. For instance, for many years, some branches of the United States
government refused to label members of the Irish Republican Army (IRA) as terrorists while the IRA was using
methods against one of the United States' closest allies (Britain) which Britain branded as terrorism. This was
highlighted by the Quinn v. Robinson case.[40] [41]

For these and other reasons, media outlets wishing to preserve a reputation for impartiality are extremely careful in
their use of the term.[42] [43]

Types
In the spring of 1975, the Law Enforcement Assistant Administration in the United States formed the National
Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. One of the five volumes that the committee wrote
was entitled Disorders and Terrorism, produced by the Task Force on Disorders and Terrorism under the direction
of H.H.A. Cooper, Director of the Task Force staff.[44] The Task Force classified terrorism into six categories.
• Civil disorder – A form of collective violence interfering with the peace, security, and normal functioning of the

community.
• Political terrorism – Violent criminal behaviour designed primarily to generate fear in the community, or

substantial segment of it, for political purposes.
• Non-Political terrorism – Terrorism that is not aimed at political purposes but which exhibits “conscious design

to create and maintain high degree of fear for coercive purposes, but the end is individual or collective gain rather
than the achievement of a political objective.”

• Quasi-terrorism – The activities incidental to the commission of crimes of violence that are similar in form and
method to genuine terrorism but which nevertheless lack its essential ingredient. It is not the main purpose of the
quasi-terrorists to induce terror in the immediate victim as in the case of genuine terrorism, but the quasi-terrorist
uses the modalities and techniques of the genuine terrorist and produces similar consequences and reaction. For
example, the fleeing felon who takes hostages is a quasi-terrorist, whose methods are similar to those of the
genuine terrorist but whose purposes are quite different.

• Limited political terrorism – Genuine political terrorism is characterized by a revolutionary approach; limited
political terrorism refers to “acts of terrorism which are committed for ideological or political motives but which
are not part of a concerted campaign to capture control of the state.

• Official or state terrorism –"referring to nations whose rule is based upon fear and oppression that reach similar
to terrorism or such proportions.” It may also be referred to as Structural Terrorism defined broadly as terrorist
acts carried out by governments in pursuit of political objectives, often as part of their foreign policy.

In an analysis prepared for U.S. Intelligence[45] four typologies are mentioned.
• Nationalist-separatist
• Religious fundamentalist
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• New religious
• Social revolutionary

Democracy and domestic terrorism
The relationship between domestic terrorism and democracy is very complex. Terrorism is most common in nations
with intermediate political freedom, and is least common in the most democratic nations.[46] [47] [48] [49] However,
one study suggests that suicide terrorism may be an exception to this general rule. Evidence regarding this particular
method of terrorism reveals that every modern suicide campaign has targeted a democracy- a state with a
considerable degree of political freedom. The study suggests that concessions awarded to terrorists during the 1980s
and 1990s for suicide attacks increased their frequency.[50]

Some examples of "terrorism" in non-democracies include ETA in Spain under Francisco Franco, the Shining Path
in Peru under Alberto Fujimori, the Kurdistan Workers Party when Turkey was ruled by military leaders and the
ANC in South Africa. Democracies, such as the United States, Israel, Indonesia, and the Philippines, also have
experienced domestic terrorism.
While a democratic nation espousing civil liberties may claim a sense of higher moral ground than other regimes, an
act of terrorism within such a state may cause a perceived dilemma: whether to maintain its civil liberties and thus
risk being perceived as ineffective in dealing with the problem; or alternatively to restrict its civil liberties and thus
risk delegitimizing its claim of supporting civil liberties. This dilemma, some social theorists would conclude, may
very well play into the initial plans of the acting terrorist(s); namely, to delegitimize the state.[51]

Religious terrorism
Religious terrorism is terrorism performed by groups or individuals, the motivation of which is typically rooted in
the faith based tenets. Terrorist acts throughout the centuries have been performed on religious grounds with the
hope to either spread or enforce a system of belief, viewpoint or opinion. Religious terrorism does not in itself
necessarily define a specific religious standpoint or view, but instead usually defines an individual or a group view or
interpretation of that belief system's teachings.

Perpetrators
The perpetrators of acts of terrorism can be individuals, groups, or states. According to some definitions, clandestine
or semi-clandestine state actors may also carry out terrorist acts outside the framework of a state of war. However,
the most common image of terrorism is that it is carried out by small and secretive cells, highly motivated to serve a
particular cause and many of the most deadly operations in recent times, such as the September 11 attacks, the
London underground bombing, and the 2002 Bali bombing were planned and carried out by a close clique,
composed of close friends, family members and other strong social networks. These groups benefited from the free
flow of information and efficient telecommunications to succeed where others had failed.[52]

Over the years, many people have attempted to come up with a terrorist profile to attempt to explain these
individuals' actions through their psychology and social circumstances. Others, like Roderick Hindery, have sought
to discern profiles in the propaganda tactics used by terrorists. Some security organizations designate these groups as
violent non-state actors.[53]

It has been found that a "terrorist" will look, dress, and behave like a normal person, until he or she executes the
assigned mission. Some claim that terrorist profiling based on personality, physical, or sociological traits would not
appear to be particularly useful. The physical and behavioral description of the terrorist could describe almost any
normal person.[54] However, the majority of terrorist attacks are carried out by military age men, aged 16-40.[55]
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State sponsors
A state can sponsor terrorism by funding or harboring a terrorist organization. Opinions as to which acts of violence
by states consist of state-sponsored terrorism or not vary widely. When states provide funding for groups considered
by some to be terrorist, they rarely acknowledge them as such.

State terrorism

“Civilization is based on a clearly defined and widely accepted yet often unarticulated hierarchy. Violence done by those higher on the
hierarchy to those lower is nearly always invisible, that is, unnoticed. When it is noticed, it is fully rationalized. Violence done by those lower
on the hierarchy to those higher is unthinkable, and when it does occur is regarded with shock, horror, and the fetishization of the victims. ”

— Derrick Jensen [56]

As with "terrorism" the concept of "state terrorism" is controversial.[57] The Chairman of the United Nations
Counter-Terrorism Committee has stated that the Committee was conscious of the 12 international Conventions on
the subject, and none of them referred to State terrorism, which was not an international legal concept. If States
abused their power, they should be judged against international conventions dealing with war crimes, international
human rights and international humanitarian law.[58] Former United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan has said
that it is "time to set aside debates on so-called 'state terrorism'. The use of force by states is already thoroughly
regulated under international law"[59] However, he also made clear that, "...regardless of the differences between
governments on the question of definition of terrorism, what is clear and what we can all agree on is any deliberate
attack on innocent civilians, regardless of one's cause, is unacceptable and fits into the definition of terrorism."[60]

State terrorism has been used to refer to terrorist acts by governmental agents or forces. This involves the use of state
resources employed by a state's foreign policies, such as using its military to directly perform acts of terrorism.
Professor of Political Science, Michael Stohl cites the examples that include Germany’s bombing of London and the
U.S. atomic destruction of Hiroshima during World War II. He argues that “the use of terror tactics is common in
international relations and the state has been and remains a more likely employer of terrorism within the international
system than insurgents." They also cite the First strike option as an example of the "terror of coercive diplomacy" as
a form of this, which holds the world hostage with the implied threat of using nuclear weapons in "crisis
management." They argue that the institutionalized form of terrorism has occurred as a result of changes that took
place following World War II. In this analysis, state terrorism exhibited as a form of foreign policy was shaped by
the presence and use of weapons of mass destruction, and that the legitimizing of such violent behavior led to an
increasingly accepted form of this state behavior. (Michael Stohl, “The Superpowers and International Terror” Paper
presented at the Annual Meeting of the International Studies Association, Atlanta, March 27-April 1, 1984;"Terrible
beyond Endurance? The Foreign Policy of State Terrorism." 1988;The State as Terrorist: The Dynamics of
Governmental Violence and Repression, 1984 P49).
State terrorism has also been used to describe peace time actions by governmental agents or forces, such as the
bombing of Pan Am Flight 103. Charles Stewart Parnell described William Gladstone's Irish Coercion Act as
terrorism in his "no-Rent manifesto" in 1881, during the Irish Land War.[61] The concept is also used to describe
political repressions by governments against their own civilian population with the purpose to incite fear. For
example, taking and executing civilian hostages or extrajudicial elimination campaigns are commonly considered
"terror" or terrorism, for example during Red Terror or Great Terror.[62] Such actions are often also described as
democide which has been argued to be equivalent to state terrorism.[63] Empirical studies on this have found that
democracies have little democide.[64] [65]
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Tactics
Terrorism is a form of → asymmetric warfare, and is more common when direct conventional warfare either cannot
be (due to differentials in available forces) or is not being used to resolve the underlying conflict.
The context in which terrorist tactics are used is often a large-scale, unresolved political conflict. The type of conflict
varies widely; historical examples include:
• Secession of a territory to form a new sovereign state
• Dominance of territory or resources by various ethnic groups
• Imposition of a particular form of government
• Economic deprivation of a population
• Opposition to a domestic government or occupying army
• Religious fanatism
Terrorist attacks are often targeted to maximize fear and publicity, usually using explosives or poison.[66] There is
concern about terrorist attacks employing weapons of mass destruction. Terrorist organizations usually methodically
plan attacks in advance, and may train participants, plant "undercover" agents, and raise money from supporters or
through organized crime. Communication may occur through modern telecommunications, or through old-fashioned
methods such as couriers.

Responses
Responses to terrorism are broad in scope. They can include re-alignments of the political spectrum and
reassessments of fundamental values. The term counter-terrorism has a narrower connotation, implying that it is
directed at terrorist actors.
Specific types of responses include:
• Targeted laws, criminal procedures, deportations, and enhanced police powers
• Target hardening, such as locking doors or adding traffic barriers
• Preemptive or reactive military action
• Increased intelligence and surveillance activities
• Preemptive humanitarian activities
• More permissive interrogation and detention policies

Mass media
Media exposure may be a primary goal of those carrying out terrorism, to expose issues that would otherwise be
ignored by the media. Some consider this to be manipulation and exploitation of the media.[67] Others consider
terrorism itself to be a symptom of a highly controlled mass media, which does not otherwise give voice to
alternative viewpoints, a view expressed by Paul Watson who has stated that controlled media is responsible for
terrorism, because "you cannot get your information across any other way". Paul Watson's organization Sea
Shepherd has itself been branded "eco-terrorist", although it claims to have not caused any casualties.
The internet has created a new channel for groups to spread their messages. This has created a cycle of measures and
counter measures by groups in support of and in opposition to terrorist movements. In fact, the United Nations has
created its own online counter-terrorism resource.[68]

The mass media will, on occasion censor organizations involved in terrorism (through self-restraint or regulation) to
discourage further terrorism. However, this may encourage organizations to perform more extreme acts of terrorism
to be shown in the mass media. Conversely James F. Pastor explains the significant relationship between terrorism
and the media, and the underlying benefit each receives from the other.[69]
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There is always a point at which the terrorist ceases to manipulate the media gestalt. A point at which the
violence may well escalate, but beyond which the terrorist has become symptomatic of the media gestalt itself.
Terrorism as we ordinarily understand it is innately media-related.
—Novelist William Gibson[70]

History

Number of terrorist incidents 2009 (January–June)

The term "terrorism" was originally used to describe the actions of
the Jacobin Club during the "Reign of Terror" in the French
Revolution. "Terror is nothing other than justice, prompt, severe,
inflexible," said Jacobin leader Maximilien Robespierre. In 1795,
Edmund Burke denounced the Jacobins for letting "thousands of
those hell-hounds called Terrorists...loose on the people" of
France.[71]

In January 1858, Italian patriot Felice Orsini threw three bombs in
an attempt to assassinate French Emperor Napoleon III.[72] Eight bystanders were killed and 142 injured.[72] The
incident played a crucial role as an inspiration for the development of the early Russian terrorist groups.[72] Russian
Sergey Nechayev, who founded People's Retribution in 1869, described himself as a "terrorist", an early example of
the term being employed in its modern meaning.[10] Nechayev's story is told in fictionalized form by Fyodor
Dostoevsky in the novel The Possessed. German anarchist writer Johann Most dispensed "advice for terrorists" in the
1880s.[73]

See also

• Aircraft hijacking • Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
• Airport security • Insurgency
• Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) • International Criminal Police Organization (Interpol)
• Christian Terrorism • Islamic Terrorism
• Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) • Jewish Terrorism
• Communist terrorism • List of designated terrorist organizations
• Counter-terrorism • List of terrorist incidents
• Crimes against humanity • → Special forces
• Cyber-terrorism • Suicide attack
• Department of Homeland Security (DHS) • S.W.A.T
• Domestic terrorism in the United States • U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP)
• Eco-terrorism • United States Secret Service
• Extremism • War on Terrorism
• Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) • Narcoterrorism
• Federal Air Marshal Service (FAMS) • Patriot Act
• Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism • PDD-62
• Hijacking • Propaganda by deed

• Strategy of tension
• Terrorism Information Awareness Program
• → Unconventional warfare
• VNSA

State terrorism:

• Pakistani state terrorism
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• State terrorism by Iran
• State terrorism and Russia
• State terrorism and the United States
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• GTD, successor to the Terrorism Knowledge Base [93]

• Global War on Terrorism / Strategic Studies Institute [94]

• Terrorism Research Center [95] – Terrorism research site started in 1996.
• Terror Finance Blog [96] – Multi-expert website dealing with terrorism finance issues.
• Terrorism Research [97] – International Terrorism and Security Research
• Scale invariance in global terrorism [98]

• Security News Line: Global Terrorism and Counter-terrorism www.debriefed.org [99]

• The Evolution of Terrorism in 2005. A statistical assessment [100] An article by Rik Coolsaet and Teun Van de
Voorde, University of Ghent

• Terrorism/Anti-terrorism [101] – An analysis on the causes and uses of terrorism
• ["frontline: al qaeda's new front [102]". PBS. 2005-01-25. Retrieved 2009-08-10.] "Al Qaeda's New Front," PBS

"Frontline" January 2005. In the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks, the locus of the investigation quickly shifted to
Europe and the network of radical Islamic jihadis who are part of "Eurabia," the continent's expanding Muslim
communities. Since 9/11 America has been spared what authorities feared and expected: a second wave of
attacks. Instead Europe, once a logistical base for Islamic radicals and a safe haven, has itself become the target.

• Teaching Terrorism and Counterterrorism with lesson plans, bibliographies, resources; from US Military
Academy [103]

• Germany's contribution to the fight against global terrorism [104]

• Quantitative World System Studies Contradict Current Islamophobia: World Political Cycles, Global Terrorism,
and World Development. Arno Tausch, Innsbruck University – Faculty of Political Science and Sociology –
Department of Political Science, Turkish Journal of International Relations, Vol. 6, No. 1 & 2, Spring-Summer
2007, available at: http:/ / papers. ssrn. com/ sol3/ papers. cfm?abstract_id=976864

http://insurgencyresearchgroup.wordpress.com/
http://osint.isria.com/
http://www.jihadmonitor.org/
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• The Intelligence & Terrorism Information Center [105]

• Information Terrorism: Can You Trust Your Toaster? [106]

Papers and articles on terrorism and the United States
• Library of Congress [107] – Federal Research Division The Sociology and Psychology of Terrorism. by Robert L.

Worden, Ph.D.
• Leonard Peikoff on Terrorism [108] This article was published in the New York Times on October 2, 2001.
• Ivan Arreguín-Toft, "Tunnel at the End of the Light: A Critique of U.S. Counter-terrorist Grand

Strategy,"Cambridge Review of International Affairs, Vol. 15, No. 3 (2002), pp. 549–563.
• The Terrorism Index [109] – Terrorism "scorecard" from Foreign Policy Magazine and the Center for American

Progress
• The reality show: the Watch, the Fight [110]

• Most Wanted Terrorists [111]- Rewards for Justice
• Law, Terrorism and Homeland Security [112]. A collection of articles.
• "The Security Constitution," UCLA Law Review, Vol. 53, No. 29, 2005 [113]

• The Enemy Within, PBS Frontline October 2006 [114]

• Terrorist Network Operating Openly In The United States [115] by Jane Franklin, ZNET, April 30 2005

Papers and articles on terrorism and Israel
• Ariel Merari, "Terrorism as a Strategy in Insurgency," Terrorism and Political Violence, Vol. 5, No. 4 (Winter

1993), pp. 213–251.
• Israel Global Terror desk [116]

• Victims of Palestinian Violence and Terrorism since September 2000 [117]

• of Terrorist Analysis of Terrorist [118]

Other
• Terrorism Resources [119] from UCB Libraries GovPubs
• Terrorism [120] at the Open Directory Project
• START [121] National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism
• The European Union counterterrorism policy before and after the 9/11 attacks [122]

• Video: Dr Adam Dolnik: What makes a terrorist? [123] A Lowy Institute lecture on SlowTV, August 2008
• About the Qassam-sderot media center [124]

• Paradise Poisoned: Learning About Conflict, Development and Terrorism from Sri Lanka's Civil Wars [125] by
John Richardson

• Ontologies of Weapons of Mass Destruction and Terrorism [126]

• The Supreme Court of India adopted Alex P. Schmid's definition of terrorism in a 2003 ruling (Madan Singh vs.
State of Bihar), "defin[ing] acts of terrorism veritably as 'peacetime equivalents of war crimes." [127]

• Jack Goody What is a terrorist? [128] Published in: journal History and Anthropology, Volume 13, Issue 2 2002 ,
pages 139–142 DOI: 10.1080/0275720022000001219

• Schmid and Jongman (1988): "Terrorism is an anxiety-inspiring method of repeated violent action, employed by 
(semi-)clandestine individual, group, or state actors, for idiosyncratic, criminal, or political reasons, whereby—in 
contrast to assassination—the direct targets of violence are not the main targets. The immediate human victims of 
violence are generally chosen randomly (targets of opportunity) or selectively (representative or symbolic targets) 
from a target population, and serve as message generators. Threat- and violence-based communication processes 
between terrorist (organization), (imperiled) victims, and main targets are use to manipulate the main target 
(audience(s), turning it into a target of terror, a target of demands, or a target of attention, depending on whether
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intimidation, coercion, or propaganda is primarily sought"."Academic Consensus Definition of "Terrorism,"
Schmid 1988, United Nations website [129]". Archived from the original [130] on 2007-06-27.. For more detailed
information, see: Schmid, Jongman et al. Political terrorism: a new guide to actors, authors, concepts, data
bases, theories, and literature. Amsterdam: North Holland, Transaction Books, 1988. ISBN 1412804698

• Staff. U.S. Terrorism in the Americas [131] an Encyclopedia "on violence promoted, supported and carried out by
both the U.S. government and its servants in Latin America

• "Terror on the Streets of New York, Take One" [132] by David Wallace-Wells, Newsweek, February 16 2009
ckb:مزيرۆریت
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Special Operations Command (Philippines)

 Phil. Army Special Operations Command 

Unit insignia of the PASOCOM
 Active January 16, 1978 - Present

 Country  Philippines

 Branch Philippine Army

 Type Special Operations Forces

 Role Airborne operations, Direct Action, Reconnaissance, Unconventional Warfare

 Size 3 Regiments. Total is close to 15000 soldiers

 Part of Under the Philippine Army

 Garrison/HQ Fort Andres Bonifacio, Makati
Fort Ramon Magsaysay, Palanan City, Nueva Ecija (Main)

 Nickname SOCOM, PASOCOM, Special Operations Forces

 Mascot Arrow

 Anniversaries  16 January 

 Engagements Operation Enduring Freedom - Philippines
Anti-guerrilla operations against the NPA and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front

 Decorations  Presidential Streamer Award 

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Major General Daniel Casabar AFP

Notable
commanders

Gen. Dionisio Santiago AFP, Gen. Hermogenes Esperon AFP, MGen Victor Ibrado AFP

 Insignia 

 Unit Patch  SOCOM Patch/Tab 

The Special Operations Command in the Philippine Army is the single command responsible for maintaining the
various special forces units operating under the Army's wing.
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Re-organization during the 1990s
Re-organization and re-assignment of Operational controls in various units of the AFP also affected the structure of
the Special Operations Command. Currently the Scout Rangers were transferred to Camp Tecson in San Miguel,
Bulacan while the Special Forces and SOCOM Headquarters stayed in Fort Magsaysay.

Sub-Commands
The Philippine Army Special Operations Command (PASOCOM) is further divided into (3) Sub-commands or
Regimental Sized Units that function as both Quick Reaction and Unconventional Warfare Units as opposed to the
Philippine Navy and Airforce's Special Operations Units having a singular or centralized type of unit focusing on
special operations. The Modern Structure of SOCOM was established to be divided in Ranger, Special Forces, and
Psy-Ops Operational Regiments, having the later one transferred its operational control to Civil Relations Group, PA
and the Community Relations Service, AFP (CRS-AFP). Currently the PASOCOM is structured to 2 Regiments and
Quick Reaction Battalion namely:
• → 1st Scout Ranger Regiment
• → 1st Special Forces Regiment (Airborne)
• → Light Reaction Battalion

References
• The Philippine Army: First 100 Years - 1997
• History of the Armed Forces of the People
• The Operators - Mike Ryan
• Jane's: Special Forces Recognition Guide - Haper-Collins Publication 2004
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1st Scout Ranger Regiment

 First Scout Ranger Regiment 

Pin Badge of the Scout Rangers
 Active November 25, 1950 - Present

 Country  Philippines

 Branch Philippine Army

 Type Special Forces

 Role Airborne operations, Direct Action, Reconnaissance, Unconventional Warfare

 Size 4 Battalions, 20 Companies. Total is 5000 soldiers

 Part of Under the → Philippine Army Special Operations Command (PASOC)

 Garrison/HQ Fort Andres Bonifacio, Makati
Camp Tecson, San Miguel, Bulacan (Main)

 Nickname Musangs, FSSR, Strikers, Rangers, SR, Scout Ranger

 Motto We Strike

 March Scout Ranger Song

 Mascot Panther

 Anniversaries November 25

 Engagements Operation Enduring Freedom - Philippines
Anti-guerilla operations against the NPA and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front

 Decorations  Presidential Streamer Award 

 Commanders 

Current
commander

COL Noel Coballes PA (GSC)

Notable
commanders

LGen Rafael Ileto AFP, Gen Felix Brawner II AFP, BGen Marcelo Blando AFP, BGen Julius Javier AFP, BGen
Danilo Lim AFP, BGen Reynaldu Mapagu AFP

 Insignia 

 Unit
Patch/Tab 

 Scout Ranger Patch/Tab 

The Scout Rangers, known officially as the First Scout Ranger Regiment, is the Philippine Army's primary
Special Forces unit, and specializes in anti-guerrilla warfare. The regiment has been boasted as one of the world's
best anti-guerilla fighters.[1]
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History
The Scout Ranger Regiment was born on November 25 1950 under the command of former AFP Vice Chief of Staff
and Defense Secretary Rafael M. Ileto.[2] Named after both the Alamo Scouts and the US Army Rangers, the unit
was created due to a growing need to counter the Hukbalahap guerrillas with a force trained in small unit actions.[2]

Scout Rangers participated in the December 1989 coup attempt against the Aquino administration.[3] Led by Cpt.
Danilo Lim, Maj Abraham Purugganan and Lt. Col. Rafael Galvez, some 500 Rangers took over Makati in the most
destructive coup attempt against the Aquino administration,[4] [3] which left hundreds of civilians and soldiers dead,
and hundreds more injured.
They also figured in the July 2003 Oakwood Mutiny, with four Scout Rangers – Capt. Albert T. Baloloy, Capt.
Gerardo Orpilla Gambala, Capt. Milo Discutido Maestrecampo, and Capt. Laurence Louis Bumatay Somera –
tagged as plotters from a group of renegade 26 Scout Rangers.[5] 1st Lt. Lawrence San Juan, one of the four escaped
Magdalo soldiers who was recently arrested, is also a Scout Ranger.[6] During the first quarter of 2006, the scout
ranger name was again dragged into the lime light when its Commanding General, BGEN Danilo Lim AFP, openly
declared his withdrawal of support to the Arroyo Administration calling upon other units of the AFP to pull out their
support for the government.[7] [8]

With the rise of guerrilla and terrorist activities in the Philippines, the Scout Rangers have teamed up with the →
Light Reaction Battalion to take on more responsibility in internal security duties.[9]

Units

Scout Rangers after a successful operation in
capturing Camp Bilal from MILF forces in 2000.

The following are the units that are under the Scout Rangers:
• 1st Scout Ranger Regiment
• Scout Ranger Training Center (Scout Ranger School)
• 1st Scout Ranger Bn
• 2nd Scout Ranger Bn
• 3rd Scout Ranger Bn
• 4th Scout Ranger Bn
• 1st Scout Ranger Coy "We Dare"
• 2nd Scout Ranger Coy "Venceremos"
• 3rd Scout Ranger Coy "Terminator"

• 4th Scout Ranger Coy "Final Option"
• 5th Scout Ranger Coy "Salaknib"
• 6th Scout Ranger Coy "The Cutting Edge"
• 7th Scout Ranger Coy "In Hoc Signo Vinces"
• 8th Scout Ranger Coy "Destreure Hostis Deus"
• 9th Scout Ranger Coy "Angat sa Iba!"
• 10th Scout Ranger Coy "We Lead" (Ultimus Fortis)
• 11th Scout Ranger Coy "Pericoloso"
• 12th Scout Ranger Coy "Always Ready"
• 14th Scout Ranger Coy "Mabalasik"
• 15th Scout Ranger Coy "Mandirigma"
• 16th Scout Ranger Coy "Mabangis"
• 17th Scout Ranger Coy "Mabagsik"
• 18th Scout Ranger Coy "Makamandag"
• 19th Scout Ranger Coy "Dimalupig"
• 20th Scout Ranger Coy "Hellcat"
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N.B.: No 13th company officially exists.

See also
• → Special Forces
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1st Special Forces Regiment (Airborne)

 Special Forces Regiment (Airborne) 

Pin Badge of the Special Forces
 Active June 21, 1962 - Present

 Country  Philippines

 Branch Philippine Army

 Type Special Forces

 Role Airborne operations, Direct Action, Reconnaissance, Unconventional Warfare

 Size 4 Battalions, 20 Companies. Total is 5000 soldiers

 Part of Under the → Philippine Army Special Operations Command (PASOC)

 Garrison/HQ Fort Andres Bonifacio, Makati
Fort Ramon Magsaysay, Palanan City, Nueva Ecija (Main)

 Nickname SF

 Motto Anytime Anywhere

 March Special Forces Song

 Mascot Parachute/Arrow

 Engagements Operation Enduring Freedom - Philippines
Anti-guerilla operations against the NPA and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front

 Decorations  Presidential Streamer Award 

 Commanders 

Current
commander

BGen Arturo Ortiz AFP

Notable
commanders

Gen. Fidel Ramos AFP

 Insignia 

 Unit Patch/Tab  Special Forces Patch/Tab 

The Special Forces Regiment (Airborne) is an elite Philippine Army unit established in the 1960s by Fidel V.
Ramos (first Commanding officer of the Special Forces), primarily trained in both unconventional and →
psychological warfare.
Like the → Scout Rangers, the Special Forces Regiment of the Philippine Army is also highly trained in the art of
counter-insurgency operations. Each member of the SF Regiment may opt to undergo speciality courses as well after
finishing the basic special forces basic course. This includes undergoing training in demolitions and bomb disposal
(EOD), psychological warfare operations (PSYOPS), K-9 handling, prisoner and law enforcement management,
riverine operations, combat diving, as well as VIP security training in preparation for a re-assignment with the →
Presidential Security Group.
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Similar to the United States Green Berets, they are an elite unit established in the 1960s who are primarily trained in
unconventional and psychological warfare. One of their accomplishments was the formation of an army of
militiamen better known as the Civilian Home Defense Forces (CHDF) later re-named as the Civilian Armed Forces
Geographical Unit (CAFGU). While the regular army units engaged the insurgents in the field, the Special Forces
trains citizens as militiamen to distract communist rebels while at the same time conducting intelligence. They win
the hearts and minds of the community population through community work and mobilising them to defend
themselves.
When not doing any Special Operations Team (SOT) concepts, they can be called upon as strike forces by regular
army units when the communist rebels began giving them the run. They can re-capture places over-run by
communist rebels that regular army troops are unable to do, reconnoitre the front lines - the no man's land, and
destroy enemy bases with stealthy and surgical accuracy. The unit once a neglected and downtrodden unit has slowly
regained its reputation as the best. They have been blown out of the water in the 1960s when a national scandal
demoralised the troops and led them into ignominy. Today, the unit has been nurtured especially after the Scout
Rangers took part in the December 1989 Coup 'd' etat at the side of the rebels that shocked the nation in 7 days.

Notable Officers
• General Fidel V. Ramos - (first Commanding Officer)
• General Lisandro Abadia
• General Renato de Villa
• General Angelo Reyes

Headquarters
• Fort Magsaysay, Palayan City, Nueva Ecija
• Fort Bonifacio, Makati City, Metro Manila

Operations
• Anti-guerilla operations against the Moro Islamic Liberation Front and Moro National Liberation Front.
• Counter-Terrorist operations against the Abu Sayyaf Group, Jemaah Islamiyah, and Al Qaeda operating in the

Southernmost Philippine Island of Mindanao.
• Anti-guerrilla operations against the New People's Army.
• Anti-guerrilla operations against Communist Dissidents at height of the Vietnam War in support of the

PHILCAVG.
• Anti-Coup D' Etat Operations during the May 1 Riots (May 1, 2001)
• Anti Coup D' Etat Operations during the height of the 2003 Oakwood Mutiny led by LTSG Antonio Trillanes IV

PN.
• Anti Coup D' Etat Operations during the height of the 2006 Coup attempt led by BGen Danilo Lim AFP.
• COMELEC Marshalls during National and Local Elections.
• Provided force on force multipliers for government forces during the height of the 2008 Manila Peninsula Siege

led by Sen. Antonio Trillanes IV and BGen Danilo Lim AFP.
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See also
• → Scout Ranger

References
• Philippine Army History, The Philippine Army Museum

External links
• Philippines Army official website [1]
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Light Reaction Battalion

 Light Reaction Battalion 

 Active 2001 (Officially activated on February 1, 2004) - Present

 Country  Philippines

 Branch Philippine Army

 Type Direct Action, Counter-Terrorism Reconnaissance, Unconventional Warfare

 Size Known to have 3 companies in the past[1] [2]

 Part of Under the → Philippine Army Special Operations Command (PASOC)

 Garrison/HQ Fort Magsaysay, Nueva Ecija[3]

 Nickname LRB
Light Reaction Company or LRC (Former)

 Engagements Operation Enduring Freedom - Philippines
Anti-guerilla operations against the NPA and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Lt. Col. Danilo Pamonag 

Notable
commanders

 Jose Luntok, Lawrence San Juan 

The Light Reaction Battalion is the lead counter-terrorist unit of the Philippine Army. It was formerly known as the
Light Reaction Company. Its creation was primarily credited a grant permitted by the US Department of State with a
$25 million grant that had been used for the battalion's formation.[1]

History
The Light Reaction Battalion (LRB) can trace its origins back to the year 2000 when non-commissioned officers
from the → Scout Rangers and → Philippine Army Special Forces were trained by American military advisers from
the 1st Battalion, 1st Special Forces Group.[1] From February to July 2001[4] , American special forces trained and
raised the former LRC with further training during the 2002 Balikatan exercises[5] , whose members were first drawn
from the Scout Rangers and 1st Special Forces Regiment[4] . After days and years of training under American
instructors, the LRC was officially activated on February 1, 2004[6] and was tasked to be deployed into Mindanao in
order to combat Abu Sayyaf Group terrorists responsible for abducting several foreign hostages[4] , with the unit
conducting an operation to rescue Gracia Burnham from Abu Sayyaf terrorists[7] . Further exercises had been
conducted during the 2006 Balikatan exercises.[8] The LRB had been involved in a rescue operation conducted on a
kidnapped Italian priest by armed men in 2007.[9]

The unit had recently been involved in the aftermath of the Manila Peninsula rebellion, where they had been 
deployed to Manila to deter any other coup attempts.[3] [10] In addition, LRB forces have been deployed to Mindanao
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to conduct anti-terrorist operations in the region.[11]

The LRB been given its current name from the former Light Reaction Company, following an increase in men in
recent years so as to pursue Anti-Terrorist duties in the Philippines.

External links
• Unofficial LRC Website [12]
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710th Special Operations Wing

 710th Special Operations Wing 

Official patch of the 710th Special Operations Wing
 Active July 2, 1991 - Present

 Country  Philippines

 Branch Philippine Air Force

 Type Special Forces

 Role Airborne Operations, Explosive Ordnance Disposal, Domestic Counter-Terrorism, Raids

 Size 2 Groups, 4 Squadrons. Total is 8000 soldiers.

 Part of Under the Philippine Air Force serving as its Special Operations Arm.

 Garrison/HQ Clark Airbase, Angeles City, Pampanga (Main)
Villamor Airbase, Pasay City, Metro Manila

 Nickname 710 SPOW

 Mascot Knights Helm & Sword

 Anniversaries July 2

 Engagements Anti-guerilla operations against the New People's Army and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front
Anti-terrorist operations against the Abu Sayyaf
Operation Enduring Freedom - Philippines

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 BGen Jesus Fajardo AFP 

Notable
commanders

 BGen Romeo Alamillo AFP, BGen Eduardo Oban AFP, BGen Ralph Flores AFP, BGen Jose Reyes AFP 

 Insignia 

 Unit Patch/Tab  SPOW Patch/Tab 

The 710th Special Operations Wing is the rapid deployment force of the Philippine Air Force (PAF), which is
divided into ten-man airborne attack teams as most of its members are airborne qualified. [1]

The wing also controls the 772nd Explosives and Ordnance Squadron and the 773rd K-9s Kennels. [2]
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Tasks
The mission of the 710th Special Operations Wing include the following: [3]

1. Conduct contingency operations against hostile elements and civilian mass actions.
2. Co-ordination of air strikes
3. Explosive Ordnance Disposal operations; K-9 and handler training on explosives and bomb detection
4. Civil disturbance control
5. Honour/ceremonial functions of the Philippine Air Force.
Having proven its capability during times of crisis, this Villamor-based wing has been recently transferred to Clark
Air Base to assist the 600th Air Base Wing in its security requirements. [3]

Overview
The unit serves as the Air Force’s Workhorse in dealing with Special Operations and supports the AFP’s thrust for
intensified Internal Security Operations (ISO). In line with its mission, the elite group of combatants has
accomplished numerous ISO related tasks for the first quarter of this year. With the occurrence of bomb scares and
terrorist attacks heightening in the country, the Wing has conducted a total of 919 K-9 paneling operations to
different PAF bases and installations as well as routine paneling to different AFP installations including civilian
offices and agencies.
A total of 7 dispatches for Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) personnel responded to bomb threats as requested by
concerned citizens from Angeles City, to as far as Jolo, Sulu. The wing also conducted Interoperability Operations
with the elements from 202nd Bde and 15th Strike Wing last February, in the First District of Batangas. Also in the
same month, personnel from the 750th Combat Group conducted a joint ACTAF, NAKTAF, PACER and NCRPO in
Cubao, Quezon City which resulted to the rescue of KFR victim Kenshi Yu (also known as Ken-ken), and the
apprehension of Mitchelle Gumabao Yap a.k.a. Dennis Roldan. Aside from these operations, the Combat Groups of
the 710th SPOW, in an effort to protect the environment, conducted Anti-Illegal Logging Operations within the
AOR of Batangas, Cavite and Quezon. Strongly driven by the motto, “Train Hard, Fight Easy” the unit continues to
upgrade and conduct highly-specialised training for its officers and personnel to better address the pressing problems
related to internal security. To date, 29 classes of varied special operation courses have been accomplished.
The humanitarian side of the Wing was once again seen during the 710th SPOW 13th Foundation Anniversary last
02 July 2004 when the Wing conducted Military Civic Action Activities (CIVAC) which included administering
anti-polio vaccines which benefited 65 children from Brgy. Calumpang, Mabalacat, Pampanga; bloodletting; medical
and dental civic action programme (MEDCAP) which benefited a total of 1,628 residents from Calaca, Batangas.
Other civil-military operations which benefited thousands of residents from different areas in the country were also
conducted early this year. These operations bring the Wing closer to the people, and helps build trust and confidence
and respect for the AFP as a whole.
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Recent operations
The 710th SPOW has been recently involved in the Manila Peninsula Mutiny after being called in to rein in renegade
soldiers led by Senator Antonio Trillanes IV. It is now being headed by Col. Jesus A. Fajardo.
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Naval Special Warfare Group

 Naval Special Operations Group 

SWAG Patch
 Active November 5, 1956 - Present

 Country Philippines

 Branch Philippine Navy

 Type Special Forces

 Role Counter-Terrorism, Special Reconnaissance, → Unconventional warfare

 Size  less than 500 

 Part of the Philippine Navy, serving as its Special Operations arm

 Garrison/HQ Cavite Naval Base, Cavite City

 Nickname NAVSOG, NSWG, SWAG

 Mascot Shark

 Anniversaries November 5

 Engagements Operation Enduring Freedom - Philippines
Anti-guerrilla operations against the NPA and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front

 Decorations  Presidential Streamer Award 

 Insignia 

 Unit Patch/Tab SWAG Patch/Tab, UOG/ SEAL Team Badge

The Naval Special Operations Group (NAVSOG) is an elite unit of the Philippine Navy trained in special
operations, sabotage, → psychological and → unconventional warfare. It specializes in sea, air and land (SEAL)
operations ranging from reconnaissance, close combat, demolition, intelligence and underwater operations in support
of overall naval operations. The unit gained prominence in a number of counter-terrorism operations, most notably
against the Abu Sayyaf Group, and is known for its highly-demanding physical training program for prospective
members, which usually involves a week-long sleep deprivation exercise and a swim across Manila Bay from Manila
to Cavite City.
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History and organization

Philippine Navy SWAGs during a maritime
boarding exercise

The predecessor unit to the NSWG (the Underwater Operations Team
or UOT) was activated on 5 November 1956 as a special force of the
Philippine Navy. Patterned after the US Navy Underwater Demolition
Teams and the Italian Decima Flottiglia MAS with modifications for
Philippine conditions, the UOT was charged with conducting
underwater operations in waterways, beach areas and harbors in
support of Philippine naval operations. These operations included
underwater explosive disposal, mine countermeasures, salvage and
search and rescue. In 1959 the UOT was expanded and redesignated
the Underwater Operations Unit, then as the Underwater Operations
Group (UOG). The UOG was then finally renamed the Naval Special
Warfare Group. The unit's tasks were also expanded to cover all facets

of unconventional warfare in a maritime and riverine environment. This includes but is not limited to demolition,
hostage rescue, harassment, force protection and maritime tactical operations.

The Naval Special Warfare Group is headquartered at Sangley Point, Cavite City and has a complement of 450
officers and 3650 enlisted personnel. It has eight units located across the Philippines, from Naval Station San
Vicente in the north to Naval Station Zamboanga in the south. Each unit is attached either to a task force or a naval
force and has a complement that varies from 3 to 6 SEAL Teams, with each team consisting of an officer and seven
enlisted men. All team members "…are trained tactical divers, parachutists and demolitionists and in the execution
of Special Warfare Operations from the Sea, Air and Land.” To become a qualified Philippine Navy SEAL, officers
and enlisted men must successfully complete the six-month Basic Naval Special Warfare/SEAL Course[1] .

United States influence
There are similarities between the Philippine Naval Special Warfare Group and the → U.S. Naval Special Warfare
Command. Filipino NSWG operators are trained and operate in a manner similar to the → U.S. Navy SEALs. The
Filipino SEALs (actually called SWAGs) also wear a trident similar to their U.S. Navy counterparts.
The Filipino counterpart of the U.S. counterterrorist → United States Naval Special Warfare Development Group
(DEVGRU) is the Special Reaction Group (SRG), which operates under the direction of Naval Intelligence.[2]

The NSWG frequently train with their American counterparts.[3] [4]

External links
• Official Website of the Philippine Navy [5]
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Philippine Marine Corps Force Recon Battalion

 Marine Force Reconnaissance Battalion 

Official patch of the PMC Force Recon Bn
 Active April 18, 1995 - Present

 Country  Philippines

 Branch Philippine Navy

 Type Special Forces

 Role Airborne Operations, Explosive Ordnance Disposal, Domestic Counter-Terrorism, Raids

 Size  3 companies. Total is 800 soldiers. 

 Part of Under the Philippine Marine Corps serving as its Special Operations Arm.

 Garrison/HQ Marine Barracks, Bonifacio Naval Base, Makati City

 Nickname Force Recon

 Motto  Recon 

 Mascot Lightning & Dagger

 Anniversaries April 18

 Engagements Anti-guerilla operations against the New People's Army and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front
Anti-terrorist operations against the Abu Sayyaf
Operation Enduring Freedom - Philippines

 Decorations  Presidential Streamer Award 

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 LTC Ruben Candelario PN M (GSC) 

Notable
commanders

 ESGN Edgardo Espinoza PN (M), LTC Ariel Querubin PN M (GSC), 1LT Custodio Parcon PN (M), MAJOR
Natalio C. Ecarma PN (M), 

 Insignia 

 Unit Patch  Force Recon Patch 

Overview
The Philippine Marine Corps Force Recon Battalion (Marine Force Recon) is the Philippine Naval Fleet's/
Philippine Marine Corps' elite ground forces unit for unconventional warfare and special operations. It specialises in
sea, air and land operations, like its counterpart in the → Naval Special Warfare Group of the Philippine Navy,
ranging from reconnaissance, close combat, demolition, intelligence and underwater operations in support to the
overall naval operations.
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As the spearhead of the Philippine Armed Forces, Marines of the Marine Corps are "the first to fight" and elements
of the Marine Corps Force Reconnaissance Battalion lead the way.
What makes it different from the → Naval Special Warfare Group is that it utilizes strategies and tactics mastered by
the Philippine Army's → 1st Scout Ranger Regiment and Special Forces units.
They also make use of mechanised operations in support of other AFP combat operations as specially inclined with
the conduct of special and classified military actions.
All Force Recon Marines are usually airborne and Scout Ranger qualified and most importantly; must finish the
Force Reconnaissance Course to qualify.
Like most of the AFP special operations units, the best members of Force Recon Battalion are handpicked to
undergo VIP security training and is further assigned with the → Presidential Security Group.

History
The Recon unit saw intense combat actions alongside with the MBLTs during the Secessionist Movement of the
MNLF in Southern Mindanao in the early 1970s. Thus the four (4) - man team earned its fame.
From 1975 to 1985 the unit experienced a series of combined combat and administrative operations ranging from
recon missions to augmentation of the first activated Inshore Boat Company in the early 1980s.
On 15 Sept 1985, the 1st Recon Company was re-designated as the 61st Marine (Recon) Company. The 61st Recon
Company had most of its field assignments in Mindanao, particularly in the Zamboanga peninsula where they were
pitted against several dissident terrorists (DTs) and the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) lost command.
In 1986, the 61st Marine (Recon) Company was stationed at Marine Barracks Fort Bonifacio (MBFB). In June 1987,
the unit together with a large contingent of Combat Service Support Brigade (CSSBde) units and other MBLTs, were
sent to Jolo relieving the 1st Infantry Division of the Philippine Army. From there, the unit was sent to various
combat missions against several lawless elements in Basilan, Tawi-Tawi, and Palawan. In 1988, the company
returned to MBFB.
While at the MBFB, Recon Company was eventually deployed and utilized against the renegade soldiers in Metro
Manila and successfully apprehended several of these during different raids in their hideouts.
In 1989, the unit practically covered the entire archipelago. A Recon platoon was deployed in Central Mindanao,
specifically in Davao and Cotabato under operational control of the 3rd Mbde. Another platoon was deployed in
Palawan under 2nd MBde, while another platoon operated in Bulacan under the 1st Mbde. The company's operating
headquarters was under the GHQ Task Force Vulcan.
On 15 May 1989 the 62nd and 63rd Marine (Recon) Companies were both activated although their actual fill up
came up later in 1994 when there were three (3) independent Recon Companies.
In 1992 the 61st Marine (Recon) Company together with a weapons section from the 8th Marine Company,
MBLT-8, led the assault against the main Communist Party of the Philippines/New People's Army (CPP/NPA)
Headquarters in Sagada, Mt Province. The success of the operation was a strategic victory for the AFP against the
CPP/NPA not only in Luzon but all over the country.
In Sept 1992, the units maintained the same profile of deployment. It was intensely engaged against several
kidnap-for-ransom (KFRC) gangs in Central Mindanao. One of the most celebrated accomplishments of the unit
during this period was the rescue of Father BLANCO and Anthony BIEL from the Abu Sayyaf. The encounters by
the unit which preceded this rescue, together with other Marine units operating in Basilan were the first ever series of
encounters by the AFP against the ASG. The successful operation and rescue in Camp Almadina, Basilan earned for
the unit not only national prestige but the second Medal of Valor for the Marine Corps in the person of 1LT
CUSTODIO PARCON PN(M), who led the assault. This operation soon led to several intense but nonetheless
successful combat operations against the ASG and the MNLF Lost Command in Basilan and Jolo, which
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unfortunately escalated to alarming heights with the arrival of the Philippine Army in the area.
From 1993 to 1994, the Company was designated under the Marine Rapid Deployment Force and was sent to
Cotabato to face more combat operations.
On 18 April 1995, the Headquarters Service and Training Company were activated to form the Force Recon
Battalion (FRBn) with the three (3) Recon Companies, with its two (2) Companies deployed in Cotabato and
Zamboanga City, and one (1) company aboard MBFB.
In October 1998 the entire battalion, the Headquarters and the three (3) Companies were all deployed in Southern
Mindanao under the defunct Philippine Anti-Organized Crime Task Force (PAOCTF) - Mindanao. Here, the FRBn
took on various special operations ranging from direct actions against the ASG and KFRG's, to ship assault and raids
on built-up areas against big time smugglers.
In March 1999 the battalion was confronted with the war in Central Mindanao against the MILF. Again, the
headquarters went into action together with its three (3) Companies where three (3) of its men earning for the
Battalion their three (3) Medals of Valor.
On August 2001, the FRBn was once again deployed in Basilan to rescue the Dos Palmas hostages and to neutralise
the ASG, while one (1) Force Recon Company was committed for the Force Recon Course Class 07-01 which was
operating under Southern Luzon Command (SOLCOM) AOR. In the same year, and in accordance to Marine Corps
Table of Organization (TOE) 01-00 the 61st, 62nd, and 63rd Marine (Recon) Companies were re-designated as the
61st, 62nd, and 63rd Force Recon Companies, respectively. With the growing strength of the battalion, the 64th
Force Recon Company was activated on January 2003. The battalion is now under the Combat Support Service
Brigade of the Philippine Marine Corps.

The Scout Raider, The Forerunner
The forerunner of the Recon was the Scout Raider Platoon which was part of then the Weapons Company of the
Philippine Marine Battalion in the 1950s.
It was in 1954 that due to the formation of the Scout Raider Platoon the Philippine Marine Battalion then first
received formal instruction and training in combat parachuting. Thus, it officially became the first airborne unit of
the Philippine Navy in general.
On training, its first personnel received formal training at the PA Special Forces while conducting cross training with
the USMC Recon and other Special Operations units. Nonetheless, the Scout Raider Platoon was specialised in
amphibious raids and not on ground reconnaissance.
Officially, while the platoon was peculiar in itself but its activation was controversial, since it was the Weapons
Company of the then Philippine Marine Battalion which was activated and the Scout Raider was only one of its
platoons. In addition, the former Scout Raider had entirely different missions from that of the first Recon unit and its
bigger successors, particularly, the Force Recon Battalion.
Nonetheless, it was crucial though that when the first Recon Company was activated the Scout Raider personnel
were the first to fill up the unit. Thus, there was indeed a feeling of consanguinity and relationship between two
different units.
Likewise, the same feeling and confusion experienced among those recon personnel who filled-up the first Inshore
Boat Company, and various unsupported claims arose that the Recon at one time was deactivated which officially
did not occur, however, accidentally unfilled. Thus, the activation of the first Recon Company in 1972 was entirely
unique and unrelated to other claims of ascendancy or roots.
So far, since its inception the Recon unit garnered three (3) Medals of Valor and in two (2) counts it won for itself
the AFP Outstanding Personnel of the Year in 1985 and 2001 respectively.
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Not only in combat did the Force Recon proved its prowess, equally the unit has answered the call in countless
disaster rescue and relief operations.

External links
• Philippine Marine Force Recon Battalion Official website [1]

• Philippine Navy Official website [5]

• Philippine Marine Corps Official website [2]

• Philippine Marine Association USA website [3]

• [4] Pekiti-Tirsia
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Presidential Security Group

 Presidential Security Group 

Coat of Arms of the PSG
 Active March 6, 1897 - Present

 Country  Philippines

 Branch None[1]

 Role  VIP Security, Presidential Protection Service 

 Size 1 Brigade, 3 Batallions. Total is 4000+ soldiers, police and civilian personnel

 Part of Under the Office of the President

 Garrison/HQ Malacañang Palace, Manila

 Nickname The President's Guards,PSG, Presidential Guards, Filipino Secret Service

 Motto Integrity, Service, Excellence

 Mascot Eagle

Anniversaries
March 6

 Decorations Presidential Streamer Award,Philippine Republic Presidential Unit Citation Badge

 Commanders 

Current
commander

BGen Celedonio Boquiren Jr AFP

Notable
commanders

Maj Geronimo Gatmaitan PA,LGen Jose Calimlim AFP, BGen Delfin Bangit AFP,Col Rodolfo Diaz PA, Col
Hermogenes Esperon Jr. PA, Col Glen Rabonza PA, Col Voltaire Gazmin AFP, BGen Angel Atutubo AFP

 Insignia 

 Unit Patch  PSG Badge 

The Presidential Security Group, known officially as the PSG, is the lead agency tasked in providing security for
the President of the Philippines, Vice President of the Philippines, and their immediate families. They also provide
protective service for visiting heads of states and diplomats.
Unlike the other groups around the world who protect political figures, the PSG is not required by command to
protect presidential candidates. However, former president's and their immediate families received VIP Protection
service from the PSG.
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History

Fore Runners of the Service
The PSG and what it is today was derived from a ragtag squad of Filipino rebolusyonarios that Gen. Emilio
Aguinaldo created around March 1897, when he was elected President of the revolutionary government.
President Aguinaldo needed armed escorts because he was too wary of the Magdiwang faction of the Katipunan
whom his bloc, the Magdaló, had defeated in the election in the previous election. He felt that the President that time
should have armed guards to protect him against assassination attempts by the Magdiwang group who was still
unhappy with their lost in the current electoral exercises.
Aguinaldo’s bodyguards, called escoltas (escorts), were very loyal and always stood out because their rayadillo
uniforms. They always stayed with the president wherever he goes and assisted him with his day to day chores as
head of state and government.
Just eleven days after Aguinaldo declared independence on June 12, 1898, he established a War Department, the
forerunner of what is now known as the Department of National Defense. The department set up the El Cuerpo dela
Guardia Presidencial (Corps of Presidential Guards), commanded by then Army Major Geronimo Gatmaitan which
was then the very first commander of the Presidential Security Group.
And on May 22, 1938, President Manuel L. Quezon organized the Malacañang Guards, made up of two to three
platoons with a little over a hundred members. Quezon was forced to established such a group when three years
earlier there had been an assassination attempt on his life, and his aides wanted a security cordon around him to
prevent his foes from trying to assassinate him again.
When World War II broke out in the Philippines, the Japanese occupation forces installed José P. Laurel as
Philippine president. The Japanese provided security for their appointed president but Japanese soldiers found it
demeaning to guard a Filipino Official, so they later provided Laurel with an all-Filipino security escort.
After the war, when Sergio Osmeña took office as president, he organized his own provisional Presidential Guards
Battalion that remained in active duty until the time of his predecessor, President Manuel Roxas.
By August 1950 President Elpidio Quirino placed the presidential guards under the control of the Philippine
Constabulary and created a separate organization called Malacañang Secret Agents, modelling it after the US Secret
Service.
President Ramon Magsaysay changed the laters name to Presidential Security Force (PSF). Carlos P. Garcia then
reverted it back to its former name when he assumed the presidency.
During the time of President Diosdado Macapagal, the Presidential Security Agency (PSA)was formally activated,
composed of both uniformed and confidential agents. Then Major Petronio Lapena was the head of the unit.
When Ferdinand Marcos assumed the presidency, the Presidential Security Agency was expanded to the Presidential
Security Command, headed by General Fabian Ver. During the time of continuous riotous protests of the 1970s, the
Presidential Security Agency was often backed up by units from the Philippine Constabulary, Philippine Army,
Philippine Navy, Philippine Air Force and the Philippine Constabulary Metrocom (Metropolitan Command). These
units were organized to form Task Force Pasig.
After Marcos was ousted by the 1986 People Power Revolution Corazon Aquino deactivated the Presidential
Security Command in 1986 and replaced it with a leaner yet very sturdy Presidential Security Group with Army Col.
Voltaire T. Gazmin as its chief.
During those times the PSG had to start from scratch because the PSC’s headquarters had been looted during the
height of the People Power Revolution. All needed facilities needed for it to function were repaired and equipment
from various government offices were leased to the PSG so that they could establish their own office.
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By 1992 President Fidel V. Ramos appointed then BGen Ismael Villareal AFP as the current PSG commander.
Villareal served for four years and was later on succeeded by Col. Jose Calimlim.
Ramos, a former military general, improved the PSG facilities and structural capacities. Its headquarters became a
full-fledged military camp that boasted two chapels, their own gymnasium and physical fitness room, nursery and
children’s playground for the personnel's children, K-9 doghouse and kennel to house the PSG K9 Unit, apartments
for officers and enlisted personnel and beneficiaries and for his personal assistants that are active police and military
personnel, a tennis court and a rifle range.
After Joseph Estrada was sworn in on June 30, 1998, he briefly retained Calimlim as PSG Commander before
replacing him with Col Rodolfo Diaz PA during the later part of his term.
The Presidential Security Group played their part when renegade soldiers took foothold in the Oakwood Premier
Apartment complex in Makati on July 2003 and when a riotous group of Opposition supporters violently charged
into the Palace Grounds during the height of the May 1, 2001 riots.
Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo named Col Glen Rabonza PA to command the PSG. And on January 22, 2002, Col
Hermogenes Esperon Jr PA took post as commander. Col Delfin Bangit PA assumed the post on February 10, 2003.

The Best Among the Best
Elite - is an adjective often associated with the Presidential Security Group. They protect the seat of government and
should always receive the best training and equipage above all units in the AFP and PNP.
Unlike any other organization whether Police or Military in nature, The PSG has and will always have one primary
mission, it is so special in the sense that their job doesn't get a second chance. Their job requires no room for error
and that all their movements require perfection to the utmost level of expertise.
During the term of then President Marcos, the Presidential Security Command started their day with various physical
exercises. They held daily runs and the troops sharpened their skills in unarmed/ hand to hand combat. It also held
drills and practice parades at least once a week to hone their discipline and skill as honor guards.
But training did not stop there, for they were indeed elite. They conducted special training for handling firearms,
civil-disturbance control, urban guerrilla warfare, jungle warfare, mountain operations, small unit operations, air
mobility, amphibious operations and airborne courses.
The courses became even more rigorous after the PSC was downsized to the current unit which is the PSG by
President Corazon Aquino. Hurdling the most basic VIP Protection Course, its members advance to Counterterrorist
Action, Combat Assault, Defensive Driving, Basic and Advanced Practical Pistol Shooting, Security Advance Party
Procedures, Urban Combat, Special Weapons Training, Special Reaction Training, tae kwon do, Mechanized
Infantry Tactics and Crisis Management.
Continuous efforts to professionalize the Presidential Guards continue to this day. Guardsmen train regularly in such
specialized courses as Hostage Negotiation, Anti-terrorist Operation, Advanced Explosive Incidents
Countermeasures, Maritime Security Reaction, Bomb Detection and Dog Handling. They are trained here and abroad
by government agencies in various countries including the US FBI → HRT, British → SAS, US → Delta Force and
Israel's → Mossad.
All members must and is required to attend the PSG Training School that is situated Baguio City before they are
given special assignments in the various sub-units of the command.
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Mission
• Conduct Personal Protection and Close-in Security to the President, Vice President, former Presidents, former

Vice Presidents of the Philippines and their immediate families.
• To conduct and provide assistance to the AFP and PNP in its anti-organized crime undertakings as per orders

from the President.
• To conduct Community Service efforts to local communities and assist the government in raising the standard of

living for the Filipino people.
• Maintain and secure all facilities and transportation assets used by the Office of the President and Vice President

in doing its regular and non-regular functions.

Notable overseas deployment
This list is not complete and not in order. Please improve it by adding or putting it in order.
•   People's Republic of China: The PSG was deployed to Beijing, China to protect the Philippine President

Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo.[2]
•   People's Republic of China: On 2006 a small number of PSG units were sent to Nanchang, China.[3]
•   United States: On May 2003 a number of PSG units were sent to the White House to protect Gloria

Macapagal-Arroyo during a meeting between George W. Bush.[4]
•   United States: On June 24, 2008 a small number of PSG units were sent to the White House when Gloria

Macapagal-Arroyo met US president George W. Bush.[5]
•   United States: On 2008 the PSG was sent to the Willard InterContinental Washington when Gloria

Macapagal-Arroyo arrived at the Willard InterContinental Washington to meet US presidential candidate John
McCain.[6]

•   United States: The PSG was deployed to the Pentagon in, Washington DC during a visit from Joseph Estrada.
•   New Zealand: The PSG was deployed to Wellington, New Zealand during a meeting with NZ primeminister

Helen Clark.[7]
•   India: The PSG was deployed t India during a meeting between Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo and the Indian

President.[8]
•   Japan: The PSG was deployed during a meeting between the Japanese Primeminister and Gloria

Macapagal-Arroyo.[9]
•   Republic of Korea: There may have been some PSG units in South Korea during a visit.[10]
•   United Kingdom: A number of PSG units were sent to the United Kingdom during a visit from Gloria

Macapagal-Arroyo.[11]
•   Australia: The PSG was most likely in Sydney, Australia during a visit from Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo

during the 2007 APEC meeting.
•   Singapore: On 2007 The PSG was at Singapore during the East Asia World Economic Forum 2007.[12]
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Lineage of Commanding Officers
• Maj Geronimo Gatmaitan PA March 1987 - ?
• Col Voltaire Gazmin PA
• BGen Ismael Villareal AFP
• Col Jose Calimlim PA
• Col Rodolfo Diaz PA
• Col Glen Rabonza PA
• Col Hermogenes Esperon Jr. PA
• BGen Delfin Bangit AFP
• BGen Romeo Prestoza AFP
• BGen Celedonio Boquiren Jr AFP

Units
• Presidential & Vice Presidential Protective Company
• Presidential Protection Unit, Police Security and Protection Group, PNP
• GHQ Security & Escort Group, AFP
• Marine Security & Escort Group, PN
• Security & Escort Group, PA
• Philippine Air Force Security & Escort Group
• Naval Security & Escort Group, PN
• PSG K9 Company
• PSG Band
• Presidential Guard Battalion
• → PSG Special Reaction Unit (DSRRU)
• 250th Presidential Airlift Wing
• AT25 BRP Ang Pangulo

External links
• President’s guards: A ‘rayadillo’ tradition, Ma. Theresa Torres, Manila Times, June 20, 2005. [13]

• Official Site of the Presidential Security Group [14]
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Special Reaction Unit
The Special Reaction Unit is a part of the → Presidential Security Group. The unit was organized in 1988 after the
Counter-terrorist company ("E" Company)of the Presidential Guards and the 14th Scout Ranger Company were
trained by a detachment of British Army Training Team (BATT). The first commanding officer of SRU was Capt.
Jessie Dellosa, (PMA '79). Three Army and one Air Force officers were also assigned to SRU. The unit's initial
organization was based on the Hostage Rescue Team (HRT)and Immediate Reaction Platoon (IRP) of the British
SAS. Though most of the unit's operational deployment were officer led (O-1 to O-3),non-commissioned officers
were often given greater responsibilities during their deployments. They were highly trained in CQB, MOUT,
Hostage Rescue and counter-insurgency operation using the Scout Ranger type of operation. The unit's initial
weaponry are HK MP5A3, Colt 1911 cal. 45 pistol, UZI submachine gun, Benelli M1 shotguns, M16A1, M14, M60
GPMG, LAW and French made anti-tank missile. SRU successfully led a counter-attack against rebel soldiers that
were closing in the Presidential Palace (Malacanang)during the December 1989 coup de etat. The unit's motto is
"Swift Aggression".</ref>
The Special Reaction Unit is sometimes mistaken as the Special Reaction Group. [1]

See also
• → Presidential Security Group

References
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Special Action Force

 Special Action Force 

Special Action Force Official Insignia
 Active  May 12, 1983 - Present 

 Country  Philippines

 Branch Philippine National Police

 Type Special Forces

 Role Domestic Counter-Terrorism and Law Enforcement, Raids, Unconventional Warfare

 Size  Classified 

 Part of Directly under control of the Philippine National Police

 Garrison/HQ (Main) - Fort Sto. Domingo, Sta. Rosa, Laguna
(Camp) - Camp Bagong Diwa, Taguig, Metro Manila

 Nickname SAF, Tagaligtas (Saviors)

 Motto By virtue of skill, we triumph[1]

 Engagements Anti-guerilla operations against the New People's Army and formerly the Moro National Liberation Front
before taking on the Moro Islamic Liberation Front
Anti-terrorist operations against the Abu Sayyaf

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Police Chief Superintendent Leocadio Salcadeo SC Santiago Junior[2] [3]

Notable
commanders

See Commanders Section

 Insignia 

 Subdued PNP
patch 

SAF patch on black beret

Special Action Force C.T. Unit undergo CQB
training.

The Special Action Force is the primary → special forces unit of the
Philippine National Police. It is formed along the lines of the British
(SAS) → Special Air Service, but with different recruitment and
selection procedures.[4] [5] The SAF, over the years, has received
training from the → FBI's Hostage Rescue Team (HRT) and Critical
Incident Response Group, RAID and YAMAM.[4] [5] The
Anti-Terrorist Unit (ATU) of the PNP-SAF is responsible for
nationwide Police Counter-terrorism (CT) operations nationwide.
Meanwhile, the regions have specially-equipped and trained Regional
Mobile Forces (RMF) which used to be the Light Reaction Unit (LRU)
in Metro Manila and the Regional SAF (RSAF) in the provinces.[4]
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Special Action Force operators at attention during
a ceremony in Taguig on October 2, 2006.

Members or Police trainees who undergo SAF training undergo several
special military combat related training such as airborne forces
training, urban warfare and internal security.[6] [7] [8]

SAF members who are distributed either regionally or within Metro
Manila are furthermore assigned to → SWAT units or SWAT training
units. SAF operators are trained at their camp at Fort Sto. Domingo[9]

with its Air Unit stationed at the PNP Hangar in Pasay City.[1]

The SAF has an official magazine known as "Force and Valor".[10]

History

Created on May 12, 1983 by the former Philippine Constabulary as the Philippine Constabulary Special Action
Force[11] as a requirement of General Order 323 of Philippine Constabulary Headquarters, Fidel Ramos and Renato
de Villa were the founders of the unit. A training program, called the SAF Ranger Course, was used to train the 1st
generation of SAF operators, which had a number of 149 operatives. Out of them, 26 were known commissioned
officers. Later on, they changed the name of the course to the SAF Commando Course.

Initially formed to battle against NPA and former MNLF guerillas in the late 1980s and early 1990s, their tasks have
been expanded to battle against organized criminal groups, terrorists, guerrillas and common criminals.
During the days of the EDSA Revolution, Fidel Ramos was involved in planning an operation called "Exercise
Ligtas Isla" (Exercise Save Island) in case either Imelda Marcos or Armed Forces of the Philippines Chief of Staff
General Fabian Ver would take over ruling from Ferdinand Marcos, who had been ill during the last few days of the
Revolution.[12]

Following recent changes, the SAF will move to a permanent camp at Barangay Pinugay, Baras, Rizal under
Proclamation No. 1355 passed on August 2007[13] from their camp in Camp Bagong Diwa in Taguig.[14]

For the first time, SAF operators are involved in the Balikatan exercises in 2009 since American and Filipino troops
are usually involved.[15]

Functions
As designated by the Philippine National Police, the missions of the Special Action Force are the following:[12] [16]

• To develop, organise and train organic personnel in the furtherance of the assigned mission.
• To conduct Counter-Terrorist operation in urban and rural areas.
• To conduct commando type unconventional warfare (CUW) against lawless elements over extended periods of

time with minimal direction and control.
• To conduct search and rescue operations anywhere in the country during calamities and catastrophes.
• To conduct civil disturbance management (CDM) operations and address the requirements of stability and

security operations in times of civil disobedience on a national scale.
• To operate as a rapid deployment force ready and capable to strike anytime and anywhere in the country in

support of other units and other agencies as higher headquarters may direct.
• To perform other tasks as the Chief PNP may direct.
• To maintain a reasonable degree of law and order in the national highways and major thoroughfares
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Weapons

Assault rifles
• Colt M16 family (Some are outfitted with M203 grenade launchers)
• FERFRANS SSW (Squad Support Weapon)
• GIAT FAMAS G2
• Heckler & Koch G36
• IMI Galil
• M4 Carbine (Some with M203 grenade launchers)
• Special Operations Assault Rifle (SOAR)
• Springfield M14 rifle

Submachine guns
• FN P90[17]

• Heckler & Koch MP5 series
• IMI Uzi family

Shotguns
• Benelli M4 Super 90
• Mossberg 500
• Remington 870

Sniper rifles
• Barrett M82A1
• Heckler & Koch MSG-90
• IMI Galil ARM Sniper
• Remington M700
• Savage Model 10[18]

Machine guns
• FN Minimi LMG
• FN Minimi Para LMG
• ST Kinetics Ultimax 100 LMG
• US Ordnance M60 General purpose machine gun (GPMG)
• Vektor SS-77 GPMG (Mounted on Land Rover Defenders)
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Known operations

SAF commandos in the 1980s.

• February 1986: EDSA Mutiny.
• 1986-1989: Had conducted anti-coup operations against

anti-government rebels from the Philippine military.[19]

• Late 1980s/1990s: First deployed to battle against NPA and MNLF
rebels.

• July 27 2003: SAF EOD experts deployed during the Oakwood
Mutiny.[20]

• August 25, 2003: Several SAF units were deployed in Makati after
heavily-armed bank robbers attacked the headquarters of Citibank
Philippines.

• September 23, 2003: A joint raid by the SAF, the CIDG, the Intelligence Group (IG), the Traffic Management
Group, the Intelligence Service of the Armed Forces of the Philippines (ISAFP), the Army Intelligence and
Security Group (AISG) and the Marines assaulted Palar Village in Taguig, netting a bank robbery gang made up
of ex-AFP soldiers believed to be responsible for the Citibank Philippines robbery.[21]

• September 28, 2003: Protection for US President George Bush during his visit to the Philippines.
• October 2, 2003: Arrest of Jemaah Islamiyah terrorist, Taofek Refke.[11]

• March 10, 2004: SAF teams engaged NPA guerrillas in a gunfight alongside soldiers of the Philippine Army's
24th Infantry Battalion Sitio Caarosipan, Barangay Apostol, San Felipe town. 8 NPA guerillas were confirmed
killed. A single SAF officer was killed on the spot with 3 injured.

• April 28, 2004: Arrest of Abu Sayyaf terrorists in the Muslim community in Culiat, Quezon City.
• May 31, 2004: Protection of ballot boxes used in the May 10, 2004 presidential elections.
• June 11, 2004: SAF teams deployed in a resettlement area in Taguig, Rizal province after reports of snipers were

made to the Philippine National Police (PNP).
• June 20, 2004: A SAF officer was killed when the SAF and the Provincial Mobile Group engaged an NPA squad

in a gunfight in Zambales province.
• July 17, 2004: A group of phone hackers, consisting of Filipino and foreign nationals, were arrested in a raid

conducted by the SAF.
• July 28, 2004: Provided security for ex-Abu Sayyaf hostage Gracia Burnham, who testified against the terrorist

group in a local courthouse.
• September 27 2004: SAF teams deployed in the Cordillera in order to disarm various Partisan Armed Group

(PAG) gunmen in the employ of several local prominent politicians.
• January 30, 2005: Arrest of various kidnap-for-ransom gang members in Batangas City
• February 10, 2005: A bank robbery gang was arrested during a raid in San Fernando City, Pampanga.
• March 15, 2005: SAF and PNP SWAT teams raided the Metro Manila Rehabilitation Center of the Bureau of Jail

Management and Penology in Camp Bagong Diwa, Taguig City after it was captured by Abu Sayyaf inmates.
Among those killed were Alhamser Limbong alias Commander Kosovo, Ghalib Andang alias Commander Robot;
Nadzmi Sabdullah alias Commander Global; and Sadit Abdul Ganit Husim alias Commander Lando.[22] For a
short time, various human rights group in the Philippines and abroad have accused the SAF of police brutality and
were convinced that the PNP really wanted to kill them at the start of the crisis. PNP officials have denied all
charges.[23] Various foreign groups abroad (possibly other special ops units) have praised the SAF for bringing a
quick end to the 30-hour crisis. This was one of the SAF's publicly known operations to be on the headlines on
newspapers and on TV news reports worldwide, especially on CNN. PO1 (Police Officer 1) Abel P. Arreola was
the only SAF operative killed during the attack.[24]

• February 17, 2006: SAF units are deployed in Southern Leyte as part of a humanitarian contingent of the PNP.
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• February 21, 2006: SAF units patrol grounds of Malacañang Palace after an explosion occurred in the grounds of
the Palace, said to be from a trash can.

• February 24, 2006: SAF units on red alert after coup attempt was discovered.
• October 9, 2006: SAF units deployed in Negros Occidental after New People's Army rebels attacked the Silay

City airport.[25]

• January 11-14, 2007: SAF units had been present in Cebu during the 12th ASEAN summit in Metro Cebu.
• October 26, 2007: Senior Inspector Fermar Ordiz, a PNP SAF operative was shot and killed by robbers in Cubao,

Quezon City during a shootout despite wearing a kevlar vest.[26]

• November 29, 2007: SAF involved in the Manila Peninsula rebellion after several SAF officers had arrested
renegade soldiers, including Brigadier General Danilo Lim.[27] Earlier, the SAF had been summoned in to
barricade The Peninsula Manila.[28]

• June 13, 2007: Police Officer 2 Marlon Buslig, a PNP SAF operative was shot and killed by Abu Sayyaf firces in
Indanan, Sulu during a combat operation despite wearing a kevlar vest.

• Various anti-insurgent operations against the NPA.
• Various anti-terrorist operations against the Abu Sayyaf.

Support

SAF operators protecting US Embassy as
a high priority on protecting foreign

buildings from terrorist attacks.

The SAF could call on the support of the PNP and its own Air Unit as its
method of transportation via helicopter, as done under General Order
0405,[11] or via vehicles such as the M998 Humvee, mounted with a
Browning M2 machine gun on top, modified Ford F-150s, and the V-150
Commando APC as a form of armed support. Land Rover Defender jeeps are
also used by the SAF, modified to house a Browning M2 machine gun and a
Vektor SS-77 machine gun on the passenger seat for the former. Various
helicopters in service with the SAF's Air Unit are tasked with various duties,
from transportation to surveillance and reconnaissance.

New armored vehicles similar to those used by banks were introduced to the
SAF as a primary means of armored transportation in urban areas, and some
models are used as mobile command posts.

Commanders

The list are the directors who had commanded the SAF.[2]
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Name Rank Term

Reynaldo Velasco Lieutenant Colonel May 16, 1983 - February 13, 1987

Avelino I. Razon Major February 14, 1987 - August 1, 1989

Hermogenes E. Ebdane, Jr. Police Chief Superintendent August 2, 1989 - February 11, 1991

Enrique T. Bulan Police Chief Superintendent February 12, 1991 - March 8, 1992

Dictador L. Alqueza Police Chief Superintendent March 8, 1992 - June 5, 1992

Recaredo A. Sarmiento III Police Chief Superintendent June 6, 1992 - August 2, 1994

Edgar B. Aglipay Police Chief Superintendent August 2, 1994 - June 6, 1996

Ricardo S. Villarin Police Chief Superintendent June 16, 1996 - August 23, 1998

Jose O. Dalumpines Police Chief Superintendent August 14, 1998 - February 14, 2001

Rogelio B. Bathan Police Chief Superintendent February 14, 2001 - September 13, 2002

Servando M. Hizon Police Chief Superintendent September 14, 2002 - December 27, 2003

Silverio D. Alarcio Jr. Police Chief Superintendent December 27, 2003 - September 8, 2004

Marcelino F. Franco Jr. Police Chief Superintendent September 9, 2004 - February 26, 2006

Silverio D. Alarcio Jr. Police Chief Superintendent February 26, 2006 - May 18, 2006

Felizardo M. Serapio Jr. Police Chief Superintendent May 18, 2006 - March 2007

External links
• Philippine National Police Special Action Force (SAF) official website [29]
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Philippine National Police Aviation Security
Command
The Philippine National Police Aviation Security Group(PNP-AVSEGROUP) are responsible in Securing all the
country’s airports against offensive and terroristic acts that threaten civil aviation, Exercise operational control and
supervision over all D.I.L.G. agencies involved in airport security operations,and Enforce all laws and regulations
relative to air travel protection and safety to all domestic airports in the Philippines. International AIrports, however,
are governed by their own charters and have their own law enforcement arms (The Airport Police Departments of
NAIA and MCIAA) and are under the Department of Transportation and Communications.

History
Their duties were performed by the Philippine Air Force Aviation Security Command (Avsecom) in the past.
AVSECOM has ceased to exist, their responsibility has been turned over to PASCOM. PASCOM are well equipped,
trained and function in different aircraft counter-hijacking methods. This unit is better known for their assassination
of Sen. Benigno Aquino in Manila International Airport.

See also
• Philippine National Police
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 Special Operations Command 

Seal of the Australian SOCOM
 Active 2002—Present

 Country Australia

 Type → Special forces

 Part of Australian Defence Force

 Headquarters location Potts Point, New South Wales

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Major General Tim McOwan DSC, CSM

The Special Operations Command (SOCOMD) is a command within the Australian Defence Force (ADF).
Special Operations Command was established in May 2003, to unite all of the ADF → special forces units. As of
2007 Special Operations Command is fully operational.
Australia’s Special Operations Command is of equivalent status to Australia’s Maritime, Land and Air Commands.
All its constituent units are drawn from the Australian Army. It is modelled on the equivalent commands in the →
United States and → British militaries.

History
• East Timor (May 2006-)
• Security for the 2006 Commonwealth Games in Melbourne (March 2006)
• Afghanistan (2001- )
• Iraq (2003-?)
• Security for the 2003 Rugby World Cup (October-November 2003)
• Security for President George W. Bush's visit to Canberra (October 2003)
While Special Operations Command had not formally commenced operations at the time, it appears that the
headquarters may have overseen the boarding of the North Korean freighter MV Pong Su in April 2003 which
involved elements of the both the SASR and 4th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment (Commando) → Tactical
Assault Groups.
In 2007, the APEC Summit hosted in Sydney had Special Operations Command involvement regarding security as 
world leaders, including John Howard, George W Bush and other government and economic leaders were in
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attendance.

Structure

Soldiers from Special Operations
Command during a demonstration
held for the Media in May 2003

Order of battle

Special Operations Headquarters or SOHQ (Canberra and Sydney)
• Units under direct control of SOHQ:

• Special Operations Logistic Squadron (Sydney)
• → Special Air Service Regiment (Swanbourne, WA)

Incorporates the role of → Tactical Assault Group (West).

• 1 Squadron
• 2 Squadron
• 3 Squadron
• 152 Signals Squadron
• Base Squadron
• Training Squadron

• → 1st Commando Regiment a mixed Regular Army and (Army Reserve)Unit
(Sydney)

• 1 Commando Company (Sydney)
• 2 Commando Company (Williamstown, Vic)
• 301 Signals Squadron (elements in both Sydney and Melbourne with the commando companies)

• → 2nd Commando Regiment (Sydney, NSW)
• A Company
• B Company
• C Company
• D Company
• → Tactical Assault Group (East)
• 126 Signals Squadron
• Operations Support Company
• Logistics Support Company

• Incident Response Regiment (Sydney, NSW)
• Chemical, Biological and Radiological Response Squadron
• Emergency Response Squadron
• Scientific and Technical Organisation
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Special Operations Commander Australia (SOCAUST)
• Major General Duncan Lewis AO, DSC, CSC (May 2002 - October 2004)
• Major General Mike Hindmarsh AO, CSC (October 2004 - February 2008)
• Major General Tim McOwan DSC, CSM (February 2008 - )

See also
• → Canadian Special Operations Forces Command
• → United Kingdom Special Forces
• → United States Special Operations Command

External links
• Australian special forces in Afghanistan [1] - September 2006
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Australian Special Air Service Regiment

 Special Air Service Regiment 

Cap badge of the Special Air Service Regiment
 Active 20 August 1964–Present

 Country Australia

 Branch Army

 Type Special Forces

 Role Counter-Terrorism/Strategic Reconnaissance

 Size  One regiment 

 Part of Royal Australian Infantry Corps

 Garrison/HQ Swanbourne, Western Australia

 Nickname Chicken stranglers[1]

 Motto Who Dares Wins

 March Quick - The Happy Wanderer
Slow - Lili Marlene

 Engagements Indonesian Confrontation
Vietnam War
Operation Desert Thunder
International Force for East Timor
War in Afghanistan
• Operation Slipper
Invasion of Iraq
• Operation Falconer

 Decorations Unit Citation for Gallantry 
Meritorious Unit Citation 
Presidential Unit Citation 

 Commanders 

Notable
commanders

Major General Michael Jeffery
Major General Duncan Lewis
Colonel Rowan Tink
Major General Tim McOwan
Major General Mike Hindmarsh

 Insignia 
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 Unit Color Patch 

 Abbreviation  SASR 

The Special Air Service Regiment (SASR) is a → special forces regiment of the Australian Army and is modelled
on the original → British SAS, while also drawing on the traditions of the Australian 'Z' Special Force commando
unit, and the Independent Companies which were active in the South Pacific during the Second World War. Based at
Campbell Barracks, in Swanbourne, Perth, the motto of the regiment is 'Who dares wins' and it is widely regarded as
an elite infantry unit.

Role
The SASR currently has two primary roles, reconnaissance and counter-terrorism.[2] They also are responsible for
surgical direct-action missions, while the → 2nd Commando Regiment—formerly the 4th Battalion, Royal
Australian Regiment—conducts large-scale raids.

Reconnaissance
In the reconnaissance role the SASR typically operates in small patrols which have the task of infiltrating
enemy-held territory and providing intelligence on enemy troop movements. In this role the SASR generally seeks to
avoid directly engaging enemy units, though SASR soldiers will call in air and other support to destroy enemy units
whenever possible. SASR reconnaissance patrols can be inserted by air, land or sea (including by submarine) and
have proven capable of covering large distances in jungle and desert terrain.[3]

Counterterrorism and Special Recovery
In the counterterrorism and special recovery roles the SASR specialises in tasks such as direct action and hostage
rescue, including boarding moving ships (ship underway). In contrast with the SASR's reconnaissance role, when
operating in the counterterrorism role SASR units are only tasked with the mission statement "to rescue the
hostages". The SASR provides → Tactical Assault Group (West), while the 2nd Commando Regiment provides →
Tactical Assault Group (East). In contrast with this TAG (WEST) assumes additional roles in which TAG (EAST)
does not. TAG (WEST) is responsible for special recovery operations outside of Australia, whereas TAG (EAST)
provides a domestic counterterrorist capability.
The SASR's three 'sabre squadrons' rotate between the war/reconnaissance and Counterterrorism/Recovery roles.
Two squadrons are maintained in the war/reconnaissance role with the remaining squadron filling the
Counter-Terrorism/recovery role.[4] Rotations occur every 12 months, so each squadron fulfills the
counterterrorism/recovery role and configuration every three years. Reports that the squadron filling the
counterterrorism role is always designated 1 Squadron are incorrect as that practice ceased in the late 1980s.
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History

Members of the Queensland branch of the
Australian Special Air Service association during

the 2007 ANZAC Day march in Brisbane

Early days

The Australian Special Air Service was established on 25 July 1957 as
the 1st Special Air Service Company, Royal Australian Regiment. The
SASR was expanded to three 'sabre squadrons and gained Regimental
status on 20 August 1964 when the Australian Special Air Service
Regiment (SASR) was established.

The SASR first saw action in 1965 as part of the British
Commonwealth force stationed in north Borneo during the Indonesian
Confrontation. The Australian SASR troopers operated alongside their
→ British and New Zealand counterparts in operations aimed at
stopping Indonesian infiltration into Malaysia, taking part in Operation
Claret. Despite often being deployed in the reconnaissance role, SASR
units inflicted at least 20 kills on Indonesian forces in a series of ambushes and contacts, on both sides of the border.
Three SASR soldiers were killed during these operations, one gored by an elephant and the other two drowned
during a river crossing.[5]

Vietnam

An Australian SAS patrol during Operation Coburg,
South Vietnam 1968.

The SASR's participation in the Vietnam War began when 3
Squadron deployed as part of the 1st Australian Task Force (1
ATF) in April 1966. The SASR's role in Vietnam was to act as the
'eyes and the ears' of the Australian Task Force through
conducting reconnaissance patrols throughout 1 ATF's area of
responsibility. As in Borneo the SASR operated closely with the
New Zealand SAS, with a → New Zealand SAS troop being
attached to each Australian Squadron.

SASR Squadrons rotated through Vietnam on one year long
deployments until the last Squadron was withdrawn in October
1971. During its time in Vietnam the Regiment was extremely
successful in the reconnaissance role. To their enemies members of the regiment were known as the 'phantoms of the
jungle' due to their fieldcraft.
The Australian and New Zealand SAS killed at least 492 and as many as 598 and losing only two men killed in
action and three fatalities from friendly fire. The last remaining Australian soldier who went missing in action in
1969 after falling into the jungle during a suspended rope extraction was found in August, 2008.[6]

Australia's SASR also worked with U.S. SEAL Teams and U.S. Army Special Forces, and provided instructors to the
LRRP School. Some members also served with the highly secret MACV-SOG Units.
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After Vietnam

Members of the SASR's counter-terrorism
Tactical Assault Group in 1980

The Australian withdrawal from Vietnam brought to an end the
doctrine of 'forward defence' through involvement in South East Asian
wars. Instead, the Australian military's new focus was on the defence
of continental Australia against external attack. In line with this
change, the SASR took the lead in developing the Australian Army's
capability to conduct patrol operations in Northern Australia.[7] This
role is now filled by the Army's three Regional Force Surveillance
Units.

Following the Sydney Hilton bombing in February 1978 the SASR was
given responsibility for providing Australia's military counter-terrorism
response force.[8] In addition to being able to respond to terrorist attacks in Australian cities, the SASR
counter-terrorism unit was also required to be capable of boarding ships and oil platforms.

Peacekeeping
The SASR has been at the forefront of numerous peacekeeping missions in recent years. The first SASR units to
deploy on active service after the Vietnam War did so as part of Australian peacekeeping deployments. The first
major deployment of SASR troops occurred when a squadron sized group deployed as part of the Commonwealth
Monitoring Force in Rhodesia during the 1980 changeover to Zimbabwe. Small SASR units were attached to
Australian forces in Somalia to provide an elite response and VIP protection and security. Contrary to some reports,
SASR did not provide a security team for service in Cambodia although a number of SAS qualified signallers from
152 Signal Squadron were deployed as part of the Australian military contribution to the United Nations Advance
Mission in Cambodia (UNAMIC) and FCU UNTAC. SASR Patrol Medics were also deployed as part of the
contribution to the United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda, some of whom were present during the massacre
at Kibeo. The current SOCOM RSM earned a Medal for Gallantry in Rwanda. There is a dedicated Security
Sergeant's position within the Multinational Force and Observers (MFO) allocated to SASR and several SAS
qualified Signals Sergeants have also been deployed to MFO in Sinai. In addition, individual members of the SASR
have been attached to a wide range of Australian peacekeeping deployments where their high levels of technical
skills have proven invaluable.

The Blackhawk tragedy
Deaths during training accidents make up the majority of the SASR's fatalities. The worst accident in the Regiment's
history occurred on 12 June 1996 when two S-70A Blackhawks from the 5th Aviation Regiment carrying SASR
troopers collided during a live fire counter-terrorism/special recovery operation exercise at Fire Support Base
Barbara in the High Range Training Area at Townsville, Queensland.[9]

This activity was part of Exercise DAY ROTOR 96 and took place on the second day of the exercise sometime after
6:30pm in the evening requiring the pilots to use night vision goggles. Thirty seconds from the Landing Zone (LZ)
one of the helicopters veered to the right, clipping the tail rotor of a second aircraft. Both aircraft caught fire, with
one Black Hawk crashing immediately while the other was able to make a crash landing. The moments that followed
were marked by outstanding heroism as crash survivors and soldiers from the other helicopters risked the flames and
exploding ammunition to rescue their comrades and retrieve the bodies of the dead.[10]

Fifteen members of the SASR and three members of the 5th Aviation Regiment lost their lives in the accident while
14 personnel were given official recognition for their part in the rescue and evacuation operations. [11]
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Broader horizons
In 1998 the SASR's made its first squadron strength deployment since Vietnam when 1 Squadron, with an attached
New Zealand SAS troop, was deployed to Kuwait as part of the American-led Operation Desert Thunder. While this
crisis was resolved peacefully, if military action had been taken the SASR's role would have been that of rescuing
the crews of aircraft shot down by Iraqi air defences (CSAR).
The SASR played a key role in the Australian-led international peacekeeping force in East Timor between
September 1999 and February 2000. 3 Squadron spearheaded most operations conducted by the international force
during the early days of the intervention in East Timor and, as in Vietnam, served as the eyes and ears of the force. 1
Squadron replaced 3 Squadron in December 1999 and was subsequently replaced by 2 Squadron. During operations
in East Timor the SASR was involved in a number of significant contacts with pro-Indonesian militia, including at
Aidabasalala on 16 October 1999.[12]

Domestic security and controversy
The SASR formed a key element of the security force in place for the Sydney Olympic Games in 2000. During the
Games two SASR squadrons were available for Counter-Terrorist operations. The SASR's Counter-Terrorist role has
increased in prominence since the September 11 terrorist attacks, and the SASR has since formed part of the security
force for events such as the 2003 Rugby World Cup. The SASR currently provides one of Australia's two elite →
Tactical Assault Groups (designated TAG (West)), with the other TAG being provided by the 4th Battalion, Royal
Australian Regiment (Commando).
In August 2001, the SASR was involved in the Tampa affair when the then Counter-Terrorist squadron was ordered
to Christmas Island and to board the MV Tampa once it illegally entered Australian waters.[13] While the members
of the SASR involved did what they could to improve conditions on the Tampa, the use of an elite military unit to
prevent refugees (who the Australian Government had labelled as illegal immigrants at the time)[13] landing in
Australia was not supported by all members of the Regiment and remains controversial.[14] Less controversial,
however, was the SASR's involvement in the boarding of the North Korean freighter MV Pong Su in 2003.

Afghanistan and Iraq

A SASR patrol in Iraq in 2003.

In October 2001 the Australian government announced that it was
sending a Special Forces Task Group built around a SASR Squadron to
participate in the campaign against al Qaeda and the Taliban in
Afghanistan (designated Operation Slipper). After staging through
Kuwait, 1 Squadron arrived in Afghanistan in November 2001 with the
other SASR squadrons rotating in at approximately 6 monthly
intervals. Although various sources may claim otherwise, a troop from
the New Zealand SAS was not attached to each Australian SASR
squadron. The SASR's main role in Afghanistan was to conduct
surveillance of al Qaeda and Taliban positions, though SASR Troopers
also conducted a number of offensive operations. The SASR initially
operated in southern Afghanistan with the US Marines before moving to eastern Afghanistan where it played an
important role in Operation Anaconda. The SASR withdrew from Afghanistan in November 2002 after all three
SASR squadrons had served in the country.[15] One member of the SASR, Sergeant Andrew Russell, was killed
during this deployment when the vehicle he was travelling in hit a land mine.

The SASR provided the majority of the ground force element of the Australian contribution to the 2003 invasion of 
Iraq, moving in quickly and successfully, thus enhancing Australia's standing amongst its allies[16] . The Australian 
Special Forces Task Group was built around 1 Squadron, with a platoon from the 4th Battalion, Royal Australian
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Regiment and a troop from the Incident Response Regiment available to support the SASR. 1 Squadron operated in
western Iraq where it was successful in securing its area of operations, including the huge Al Asad air base.[17] 1
Squadron was withdrawn from Iraq without replacement shortly after the end of the war, though media reports have
claimed that elements of the SASR have subsequently conducted counter-insurgency and training operations in Iraq.
The SASR was re-deployed to Afghanistan in August or September 2005. The Australian Special Forces Task Group
in Afghanistan consisted of elements from the SASR, 4th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment (Commando), the
Incident Response Regiment and logistic support personnel. This task group was withdrawn in September 2006. A
Special Operations Task Group, including SASR, was redeployed to Afghanistan in April 2007.[18] On 16 January
2009, it was announced that Trooper Mark Donaldson was awarded the Victoria Cross for Australia, the highest
award for gallantry in the Australian Honours system, for gallant acts performed whilst serving with the SAS in
Afghanistan.[19]

East Timor
A SASR Troop was deployed to Timor Leste in May 2006 as part of Operation Astute.[20] In March 2007 SASR
personnel took part in the Battle of Same.[21] It was reported in October 2006 that a force of 20 SASR soldiers was
operating in the southern Philippines supporting Filipino operations against the Abu Sayyaf and Jemaah Islamiah
terrorist groups but this was denied by the Department of Defence.[22] [23]

Uniform and equipment
The uniform of the regiment is Australian issue camouflage (Disruptive Pattern Combat Uniform, or DPCU) and a
sand-coloured beret with metal gold and silver winged dagger badge on a black shield. This differs from the British
22 SAS, who have a woven cap badge of the same design. SAS 'Ibis' style parachute wings (rounded at the bottom
and straight on top) are worn on the right shoulder only on formal Summer, Winter or Mess dress. SASR qualified
Parachute Jump Instructors (PJI) on posting to the Parachute Training School wear the SAS hat badge on an airborne
maroon beret and may wear a locally purchased DPCU parachute badge on their Para Smock.
In Iraq and Afghanistan, SASR operators were distinguished by their long hair and beards. Generally, shaving is not
carried out whilst on patrol.
Basic patrol weapons are the M4 Carbine (designated M4A5 in Australia) with M203A1 40mm grenade launcher
and F89 Minimi Para light machine gun. Another popular patrol weapon is the 7.62mm SR-25 rifle. The main pistol
used in the CT role is the Heckler & Koch USP, in wartime roles however it is usually the ADF's standard issue
defence sidearm, the Browning Hi-Power that operators will carry. Many other weapon systems are used as the
mission dictates. Up to a third of SASR operators are qualified snipers. Operators are multi-skilled and all are
parachute-qualified, but they specialise in either Air, Water or Vehicle-mounted insertion methods.
The Regiment is organised into three 'sabre' squadrons, each of up to 100 'beret qualified' operators, and an
embedded signal squadron (152 Signal squadron), logistic support squadron, and Operational Support Squadron,
which conducts the selection and training courses.[3] Only a small percentage of the Regiment are 'beret qualified'
operators. The majority of the regiment personnel are highly trained specialist staff who are posted to the unit to
provide support for all operations. These include signallers, mechanics and technicians, medical staff, storemen, and
various specialists. 'Beret qualified' SASR members are known as 'Operators' and support staff are affectionately
known as 'Blackhats', due to the dark blue berets they wear. Infantry soldiers who are posted to the unit as storemen,
drivers, clerks etc wear the dark 'rifle' green Infantry Corps beret.
There are also a number of support personnel who are qualified to wear the sandy beret but have chosen or been
directed to remain serving in their particular specialist field. There are also beret qualified members who have been
injured and subsequently moved into a support related area.
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Signals Corps personnel undertake the same selection and reinforcement cycle training as the rest of the Army, but
are rarely released for Corps transfer to Infantry due to the requirement to provide SAS qualified Corps signallers to
the Regiment. Personnel from 152 Signal Squadron are encouraged to attempt selection, but as a rule, if successful
they remain in the signal squadron and do not transfer into a 'Sabre' squadron. However, in being 'Beret' qualified,
they receive a significant pay rise and increased posting longevity to SASR. Members of 152 Signal Squadron are
affectionately known as 'Chooks' and are often fully integrated into the 5 man SASR patrols. One member of 152
Signal Squadron was awarded an Infantry Combat Badge during service with the "Gerbils" in Somalia. This was
made on the basis that he held an Infantry Employment Code Number (ECN 353 SASR Trooper)and was deployed
as part of an SASR team.

Selection and training
Selection is open to all serving male Australian military personnel and involves a 3 week selection course which
assesses both individual attributes and the ability to work effectively in a small team.[24] Prior to selection SASR
candidates will face a paper board convened by the Special Forces Training Centre (SFTC) to check records and see
which part of the service they are vying for.[25] Candidates then have to pass the SFTC Special Forces Psych Test
and a Special Forces Med Board to assess their psychological and medical suitability for the SASR. [26] Around 80%
will meet the standard and continue to the Special Forces Entry Test that tests their physical fitness and includes
push-ups, endurance marches and swimming. 64% of applicants will pass the Special Forces Entry Test and continue
on to the three week SASR selection course.[27] Approximately 25 percent of the remaining applicants pass the SAS
selection course.[28] Following selection candidates must complete up to 18 months of further courses before they
join a squadron as a junior trooper or troop commander (Captain). Officers only complete the necessary basic
courses to qualify them for service in the unit. Their expertise is in planning and administration. In general, they do
not get the opportunity to complete all the specialist courses required of the ORs. A wide array of training and
courses are conducted throughout a SASR soldier's career to allow the regiment to have the most highly-qualified
soldiers in the Australian Defence Force.
A new troop commander is carefully mentored by both his troop sergeant and patrol commanders. Generally, a troop
commander will only serve in the unit for two or three years but may come back as a Major if he has performed well.
Soldiers may serve in the Regiment for their entire career, but this will usually include one or more two year external
postings to instructional positions on the east coast.
Promotion for soldiers is quite slow in the unit. On receiving their coveted sand-coloured SAS beret, all soldiers are
given the rank of Trooper, which may involve a reduction from their previous rank. They usually also change corps
if they are not already members of the Infantry Corps. Despite a possible reduction in rank, SASR soldiers receive
significant allowances, which make them among the highest paid soldiers in the Australian Defence Force. With
specialist allowances an SASR Trooper earns about $100,000 per annum.[29]

Since their beginnings in 1954, the SASR has lost more men in training than on combat operations, due to the nature
of their training regime.[29]
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Alliances
•   United Kingdom – → Special Air Service[30]

•   New Zealand – → New Zealand Special Air Service[31]

Organisation
Australian Special Air Service Regiment
• Training Squadron
• Base Squadron
• 152 Signal Squadron
• 3 Sabre Squadrons (1, 2 and 3 Squadron) -each of which contains 5 troops

• Headquarters(Smaller than the other Troops)
• Airborne
• Amphibious
• Vehicle Mounted
• Signals (contains Signallers which are assigned to the 5 Man Patrols)

See also
• → Special Air Service (which uses a similar abbreviation, SAS(R), for its Territorial Army regiments)
• Special Air Service of New Zealand
• → Joint Task Force 2
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 Country  Australia

 Branch  Army 

 Type  Special Forces 

 Role  Commando Infantry 

 Size  One battalion 

 Part of Royal Australian Infantry Corps

 Garrison/HQ Randwick

 Motto Strike Swiftly

 March Cockleshell Heroes

 Insignia 

 Unit Colour Patch 

 Abbreviation  1 CDO REGT 

1st Commando Regiment is a reserve commando regiment of the Australian Army with a contingent of full-time
cadre staff. It is part of the → Australian Special Operations Command (SOCOMD).

Organisation
The Unit headquarters is located in Randwick, New South Wales. 1 Commando Company (1 Cdo Coy) is located in
HMAS Penguin, Balmoral, NSW. 2 Commando Company (2 Cdo Coy) is located in the historic Fort Gellibrand at
Williamstown, VIC. 301 Signal Squadron (301 Sig Sqn) has its headquarters at Randwick and elements of the
squadron are located in Sydney and Melbourne with each Cdo Coy. 1st Commando Regiment is organised similarly
to 2nd Commando Regiment (formerly, 4th Battalion the Royal Australian Regiment), which is a regular Commando
unit also serving in SOCOMD. The commando companies are made up of a headquarters, three commando platoons,
a reconnaissance platoon, a training platoon and integral combat service support elements.
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History
The 1st Commando Regiment is a part of the Australian Special Forces. The term Commando is derived from the
South African/Dutch word used by the Boers identifying their irregular sized raiding forces employed against the
British during the South African Wars. The term commando was adapted by newly formed British raiding forces
during World War 2, and the name was subsequently used by Australian units raised to fight in the Pacific. These
centered around the Independent Companies and M Special Unit and Z Special Unit. 2 Commando Company was
raised in Vic on 24 February 1955. 1 Commando Company were raised in NSW on 25 June 1955. Both functioned
independently of each other until the forming of the 1st Commando Regiment on 1 February 1981. At the same time
126 Signal Squadron (Special Forces) were also brought under command of 1st Commando Regiment until in 1999
they were transferred to 4RAR(Cdo), 301 Signal Squadron was re-raised to provide communications support to the
1st Commando Regiment. All Australian commandos wear the Sherwood green beret adopted from the British
Commandos. It was first used by the Companies and later continued under 1 Commando Regiment. Prior to 1956,
the unit wore the traditional Australian Rising Sun Badge. It was then decided to have a competition in which both 1
and 2 Company members could enter for a new design. The Officer Commanding 2 Company decided on a design
by Warrant Officer Ronald Nordhoff, a dagger and boomerang, with the motto "Strike Swiftly".

Specialist equipment

Soldiers from the 1st Commando Company
parachute with their inflatable boats from an

RAAF C-130H into Shoalwater Bay

1 Cdo Regt is equipped with a range of weapon systems that allow it to
tailor requirements based on mission specifics. Key equipment are
Zodiac F470 inflatable boats, Australian Commando Operational
Watercraft (known as COWs - aluminium hulled jet boats) and other
small craft such as the Klepper folding kayak.

Reserve service

1 Cdo Regt is SOCOMDs only mixed Regular and General Reserve
unit. As such it fills a unique role in providing a surge capacity to the
Commando capability. Members of 1 Cdo Regt include lawyers, airline
pilots, police officers, firemen, paramedics, teachers, businessmen,
students and numerous other professions and trades. This wide range of occupations provides for a close relationship
between the Unit, local community and industry.

Alliances
•   United Kingdom - Royal Marines

See also
• 4th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment (Commando)
• Australian Commandos
• MV Krait
• Z Special Unit
• → Australian Special Air Service Regiment
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External links
• http:/ / www. diggerhistory. info/ pages-uniforms/ 1commando. htm
• Official army website [1]

References
[1] http:/ / www. defence. gov. au/ ARMY/ 1CDO/

http://www.diggerhistory.info/pages-uniforms/1commando.htm
http://www.defence.gov.au/ARMY/1CDO/
http://www.defence.gov.au/ARMY/1CDO/
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2nd Commando Regiment (Australia)

 2nd Commando Regiment 

Badge of the 2nd Commando Regiment
 Active 19 June 2009–

 Country Australia

 Branch Army

 Type  Special Forces 

 Role  Commando Infantry 

 Size  One battalion 

 Part of Royal Australian Infantry Corps

 Garrison/HQ Holsworthy

 Motto Foras admonitio[1] (Without warning)

 Engagements War in Afghanistan

 Insignia 

 Abbreviation  2 CDO REGT 

The 2nd Commando Regiment (2 Cdo Regt) is an Australian Army → commando unit, and is one of three
combat-capable units within the → Australian Special Operations Command.[2] The regiment was established on 19
June 2009 when it was renamed from the 4th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment (4 RAR).
The 2nd Commando Regiment requires members to undergo a one month selection and training course prior to
gaining entry. They then have eight months of → commando training before being posted to the unit.[3] Commando
training consists of several specialist schools including advanced CQB/Urban and commando amphibious operations
courses, climbing, special forces weapons, special forces parachute course and other specialist courses. After 12
months in 2 Cdo Regt, a commando will complete several more specialist courses, and possibly further training in
counter terrorism to become part of → Tactical Assault Group.
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Historical legacy
The 2nd Commando Regiment seeks to commemorate and reflect the traditions of the Australian independent
commando companies that served during the Second World War by including the distinctive 'Double Diamond' unit
colour patch shape[4] in the regimental badge along with the traditional commando knife.

Current role
Some tasks a commando may be required to perform include but are not limited to:
• Conduct Point of entry seizure,and complex clearances
• Direct Action Assaults
• Accurately employ a range of advanced weapon systems
• ISTAR (Intelligence, surveillance, Target acquisition, and Reconnaissance)
• Fight at close quarters
• Domestic Counter terrorism
• MCT (Maritime Counter terrorism)
• Participate in a Commando fighting patrol in both urban and rural operations;
• Destroy targets using explosives
• Beach Parallel and PLF (parachute load follow)
• Participate in Tactical Air Land Operations from both fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft
• Embark and disembark from Commando amphibious insertion craft in surf (beach and rocky landings) and from

parent craft
• Lead climbing/Mountain and Arctic survival
• Conduct entry to urban structures
• Conduct airborne rappelling and fast roping (including suspended extraction)
• Operate Commando amphibious boats as coxswain / bowman as part of a flotilla

Organisation
2 Cdo Regt
• Battalion HQ

• A Company
• B Company
• C Company
• D Company
• 126 Signal Squadron
• Operations Support Company
• Logistics Support Company

(Tactical Assault Group based on rotation)

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Australian_commandos
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Equipment
• Heckler & Koch MP5
• SR-25
• M4 Carbine
• M72 LAW
• Remington 870
• F89 Minimi
• Carl Gustav recoilless rifle (Carbon fibre light weight)
• FN MAG
• M2 Browning
• AW50F
• Heckler & Koch USP pistol
• Array of Glock pistols
• Blaser .338 sniper rifle
• SR 98 sniper rifle
• Mk 19 grenade launcher
• 81mm M252 mortar

Entry
To apply for entry into 2 Cdo Regt, the applicant must be fully and currently qualified up to 343-2 rifleman standard.
Applicants will not be allowed to undertake the Commando Selection Training Course until they are qualified
infanteers. Once the candidate has begun to undertake training, if they fail any part of the selection course they will
be transferred to one of the battalions of the Royal Australian Regiment (provided Infantry Initial Employment
Training has been completed). Reservists can and have had "get out" clauses written into their transfer in case they
fail, where they can return to their civilian lives and Reserve Units.[5]

Barrier Test: Usually conducted twice a year, candidates have to complete the following minimum standards over a
24 hour period (usually compacted into 6 hours): Run, Dodge, Jump test with webbing (7 kg) and weapon in 50 secs;
60 push ups in battle PT kit, less webbing and weapon; 100 sit ups (dressed as above); 10 chin ups (dressed as
above); 2.4 km run in 11.00min (dressed as per RDJ); 2 min tread water and 400m swim in 18:00 (full Disruptive
Pattern Combat Uniform); and a pack march, which the candidates must walk 15 km in 2hrs and 30min.[3]

Commando Selection Training Course: On successful completion of the SF Barrier, Test candidates are panelled
on the Commando Selection Training Course (CSTC), usually 5 weeks in length, conducted at SFTC (Special Forces
Training Center), Singleton. On successful completion the candidate will complete the following courses before
being awarded their Green Beret. Candidates must pass each separate course to advance onto the next course.[3]

• Special Forces Roping
• Signals or Medics Course
• Amphibious Operations
• Demolitions
• Special Forces Parachute Operations
• Unarmed Combat
• ACQB (Advanced Close Quarter Battle)
• Special Forces Heavy Weapons
Upon successful completion of all course soldiers are then posted into one of the Commando Companies. Further
training is conducted at team, platoon and company level dependent on upcoming exercises and operations, which
could include language, sniper, mortar or vehicle training, to name a few.
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References
• Department of Defence (4 June 2009). "4 RAR (Commando) to Become the 2nd Commando Regiment [6]". Press

release.
• Department of Defence (19 June 2009). "New Name for Sydney Commandos [7]". Press release.
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Incident Response Regiment (Australia)
The Incident Response Regiment (IRR) is an Australian regiment part of the → Special Operations Command. Its
mission is to provide specialist response to incidents involving chemical, biological and radiological (CBR) and/or
explosive hazards, including other hazardous material and situations including fire. As well as forming part of
Australia's counter-terrorism capability, the IRR used to provide emergency response and rescue support to
Australian Army bases and field exercises however this role has fallen to the wayside.
The IRR consists of about 300 military and civilian personnel (including Army reservists) and includes intelligence,
signals, medical, nursing, ordnance, transport, electrical and mechanical engineers, scientists and catering officers.
The regiment is defensive and protective by design and has no offensive capability. Like personnel of 171 Aviation
Squadron, members of the IRR do not have to pass through → special forces entry tests to join the unit but an in
house test has been developed.

Role
The IRR is able to respond to chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear or explosive incidents both domestically and
in support of Australian forces deployed overseas in high threat environments.
These could include:
• A threat which may also be a hoax
• An overt incident with immediate effects that is more likely to be a chemical or radiological incident, or
• A covert attack where the event is not known until affected victims begin reporting to medical facilities (this is

more likely to be a biological attack)
IRR personnel are able to conduct high risk searches with detection equipment and dogs, disarm and dispose of a
device, decontaminate and treat victims and the exposed area and analyse the hazardous material on site. They used
to be able to assist State and Territory authorities to respond to emergencies with fire fighting, aircraft and vehicle
crash rescue and urban search and rescue expertise however this capability has been lost due to the disbandment of
the Emergency Response Squadron, leading to high discharge rates, a lack of direction and in particular obsolete
equipment.
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As a rapid response organisation, elements of the regiment are maintained on short notices to move to incident sites
at all times.

History
The Incident Response Regiment can trace its history to the Army Fire Service and a number of specialist Royal
Australian Engineer organisations. The Emergency Response Squadron was initially formed in 1999 from the
existing Army Fire Service in response to the 1996 Blackhawk Helicopter disaster in the Townsville High Range
training area. The Chemical, Biological and Radiological Response Squadron was formed in 1998 by expanding the
existing Chemical Radiological Response Team.
The Incident Response Regiment is based on the Joint Incident Response Unit (JIRU) which was established in 2000
as part of the Australian Defence Force's security arrangements for the Sydney Olympic Games. The JIRU
incorporated the Chemical, Biological and Radiological Response Squadron and also included a High Risk Search
Squadron. When the JIRU was disbanded in March 2001 the Chemical, Biological and Radiological Response
Squadron was retained as an independent squadron.
Following the September 11 terrorist attacks the Chemical, Biological and Radiological Response Squadron was
incorporated into the newly established Incident Response Unit (IRU). The IRU was expanded and redesignated to
form the Incident Response Regiment in May 2002. This expansion involved the Emergency Response Squadron
joining the Regiment then was promptly disbanded in 2006, and the formation of a specialist Scientific and
Technical Support Organisation (which is staffed by civilian and military scientists).
The IRR provided a composite troop (designated 'D Troop') to the Australian contribution to the 2003 invasion of
Iraq. This troop formed part of the Special Forces Task Group and is reported to have operated with the →
Australian Special Air Service Regiment within Iraq. IRR personnel have also formed part of subsequent Australian
Special Forces deployments, including the current deployment to Afghanistan.

Organisation
Incident Response Regiment
• Regimental Headquarters (Located in Sydney, NSW)
• Chemical, Biological and Radiological Response Squadron (Sydney, NSW)
• Emergency Response Squadron(Disbanded and absorbed into IRR 2006) (detachments in Sydney and Oakey

Aviation School)
• Scientific and Technical Organisation/Cell (Sydney, NSW)

References
• Australian Army Newspaper, September 11 2002, Tagged for action [1]

• Australian Department of Defence, Operation Falconer Fact Sheet on the IRR [2]

• Australian Department of Defence, The War in Iraq - ADF Operations in the Middle East in 2003 [3]

• The Australian Journal of Emergency Management, Vol. 20 No. 2, May 2005 The Incident Response Regiment [4]
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Tactical Assault Group
The Tactical Assault Groups (TAG) are the premier counter-terrorism units of Australia. The two TAGs, East and
West, are structured to conduct offensive domestic counter-terrorist operations focusing on incident resolution and
the recovery of hostages. They maintain a short notice capability to conduct military operations beyond the scope of
State and Federal Police tactical teams. These aims are achieved through various highly specialised skill sets, niche
capabilities and supporting Australian Defence Force (ADF) units.

History

SASR from TAG (Now TAG West) during an
exercise in 1983.

The Sydney Hilton bombing on 13 February 1978 was the catalyst for
the Commonwealth Government to initiate an urgent review of security
procedures to combat the threat of international terrorism.

The anti-terrorist agencies (the Australian Federal Police and the
Australian Security Intelligence Organisation) were placed on
heightened alert and a Protective Security Coordination Centre was
established. The Prime Minister proposed the establishment of a
Standing Advisory Committee on Commonwealth State Cooperation
for Protection against Violence, which would be primarily responsible
for the coordination and funding of various organisations involved. He
also directed that police forces around Australia absorb the counter-terrorist role. However, a study by Sir Robert
Mark, at that time recently retired from the London Metropolitan Police, concluded that this was a task for
'sophisticated soldiery' and should not be given to the police but rather to the Army. Sir Robert’s advice was further
strengthened by the Ironbark Report, written by Colonel John Essex-Clark, in which he advised the urgent formation
of a special counter-terrorist force within the Army.

In August 1978, it was proposed to allocate the task of raising, training and sustaining the conter-terrorist force to the
→ Special Air Service Regiment to follow similar lines from the British Army with their counter-terrorist team from
within their SAS. The force was to be called the TAG and was to be commanded by the Commanding Officer SASR.
On 3 May 1979, the Government approved the raising of a dedicated counter-terrorist force in the SASR, with final
authorisation to raise the TAG given on 31 August 1979.
The tasks allocated to the group included:
• The neutralisation, including capture, of terrorist groups, which might include snipers, hijackers, kidnappers,

bombers or assassins, and the neutralisation of aircraft or ships;
• The recovery of hostages and property held by terrorists; and
• The recovery of buildings and installations held by terrorists.
The training began officially in March 1980 and the force became fully operational in the following May. In July
1980, the SASR was directed to develop an offshore (maritime) capability, concerned primarily with retaking Bass
Strait oil rigs in the event of terrorist capture. These operations were to be handled by a dedicated water operations
team which included 17 Navy personnel from the RAN’s Clearance Diving Teams, who were placed under
operational control of the SASR from 4 August 1980 as part of the TAG.[1]

TAG (East) was raised on 22 July 2002 in order to increase the ADF's domestic conter-terrorist capability. TAG
(East) mirrors the original Tactical Assault Group, which was redesignated TAG (West). The dual basing enables the
ADF to readily respond to simultaneous and geographically separate domestic incidents.[2]
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Organisation

TAG-East during training at Holsworthy
Barracks in 2003

At present there are two Tactical Assault Groups, East and West. Each
belongs to a different parent unit and each protect a different domestic
geographical area of Australia.

TAG East draws its members from the → 2nd Commando Regiment,
supplemented by a small number of subject-matter expert SASR
personnel and the Royal Australian Navy's Clearance Diving Teams.[3]
The Royal Australian Navy component consists of an Operations Officer,
a Clearance Diver (CD) assault platoon, one team of CD maritime
snipers, and an Underwater Medic.[4] TAG East has the primary response
to domestic counter-terrorism within Australia

TAG West on the other hand draws its members from the → Australian Special Air Service Regiment and rotates
one Squadron through the role for a pre-determined length of time. TAG West has the primary responsibility for
offshore recovery operations, such as ship boarding or incidents on oil platforms etc and also international/overseas
incidents.[5] .
Both have their own world class training facilities including advanced outdoor close quarters battle ranges, →
MOUT villages, urban CT complexs, full size aircraft mock-ups, and sniper ranges.[6]

Both participate in NATEX (National Anti Terrorism Exercise) throughout the year. Exercises of various types are
run and tested several times per year testing various elements of the Australian Defence Force including both the
Tactical Assault Groups, → Special Operations Command (Australia) and → Incident Response Regiment. Exercises
involve various elements of State/Territory Police Forces such as their respective Police Tactical Group and various
intelligence agencies and units such as ASIO.[7] TAG-West conducts annual training courses for Police Tactical
Group members from each state and territory.[8] Each year as part of the National Counter-Terrorist Committee
Skills Enhancement Course, each state and territory sends up to three members of its PTG to participate in a
concentrated three-week course to strengthen standards of policing in urban counter-terrorist tactics and ensure all
states are training consistently to the same codes and standards of counter-terrorism.

Operations
• 1982 Brisbane Commonwealth Games: [9]
• 2000 Sydney Olympics Security: Joint Task Force Gold [10]
• 2001 South Tomi boarding: [11]
• 2001 MV Tampa boarding: MV Tampa (see Tampa affair). [12]
• 2003 Pon Su boarding: [13]
• 2006 Melbourne Commonwealth Games: Operation Acolyte [14]
• 2007 Sydney APEC Conference: Operation Contego [15]
The Pong Su incident occurred during April 2003 when members of → Special Operations Command (Australia)
intercepted and boarded the Pong Su, a 4,000 ton North Korean ocean freighter in Australian territorial waters. The
ship was flying the flag of Tuvalu at the time, known as flying a flag of convenience[16] The boarding of the freighter
was carried out by members of both TAGs and the Incident Response Regiment whilst the ship was underway in
rough seas[17] The reason for apprehending the ship was that it was suspected of being involved in smuggling almost
125 kg (300 pounds) of heroin into Australia. The Pong Su was berthed in Sydney and the crew extradited to
Victoria for prosecution.[17]
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See also
• → Special Operations Command (Australia)
• → Australian Special Air Service Regiment
• → 2nd Commando Regiment (Australia)
• 4th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment
• 1st Commando Regiment

External links
• [18] ausspecialforces.com - TAG
• Tactical Assault Group East Treasure Hunting [19]
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New Zealand

New Zealand Special Air Service

 Special Air Service of New Zealand 

Cap Badge of the Special Air Service of New Zealand
 Active 7 July 1955–Present

 Country New Zealand

 Branch  Army 

 Type Special Forces

 Role Counter-Revolutionary Warfare
Close Target Reconnaissance

 Size  One regiment 

 Garrison/HQ Papakura, New Zealand

 Motto Who Dares Wins

 Engagements Malayan Emergency
Indonesia-Malaysia confrontation
Vietnam War
Operation Desert Thunder
INTERFET
Operation Enduring Freedom
Operation Anaconda

 Decorations  United States Navy Presidential Unit Citation

The New Zealand Special Air Service (NZ SAS) was formed on 7 July 1955 and is a Special Forces unit of the
New Zealand Army modelled on the British → Special Air Service (SAS). The New Zealand Government states that
NZ SAS is the "premier combat unit of the New Zealand Defence Force", is based in Auckland, and has the motto
“who dares wins”. The elite unit is "capable of undertaking → unconventional warfare". Its key roles are to undertake
overseas missions and respond to domestic terrorist attacks. The New Zealand SAS is held in high regard
internationally, as demonstrated by the United States Presidential Citation which was awarded to the NZSAS on 7
December 2004.
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History
In June 1955 it was decided that the New Zealand Army required an elite unit capable of → unconventional warfare,
to contribute to the British counter-insurgency effort in Malaya, and Major Frank Rennie was appointed to form and
command the unit. Modelled on the → British Special Air Service, the NZ SAS was quickly seen to be both effective
and professional. The very arduous selection process, as then, only has a success rate of approximately 2%. Even
after being "badged", the probationary period can see further applicants returned to their original units.

World War Two
Like the British → SAS, the NZ SAS can trace its roots back to the famous Long Range Desert Group (LRDG), a
British/Commonwealth army unit which fought in the North African desert in World War 2. This unit comprised
British, New Zealand, Australian and Rhodesian soldiers. The LRDG was nicknamed "the Mosquito Army" by
General Wavell. Special Air Service soldiers would refer to it as the "Libyan Desert Taxi Service."

Malaya and Borneo
In 1955 the 133-strong[1] NZSAS Squadron was attached to the British SAS in Malaya. It fought against Malaysian
Communists with great success, spending 18 of the 24 months it was in Malaya operating in the jungle[2] . As well as
being tasked with fighting the communist guerrilla forces they were also charged with collecting up and training
villagers to fight as well. In over a dozen major engagements only one NZSAS trooper was killed. Soon after the unit
was disbanded, having been operationally replaced by an Infantry Battalion. Still, it did not take long for the SAS
unit to be reformed.
The NZSAS was also involved in countering Indonesian Communist insurgents in Borneo. Here in the harsh jungle
environments the New Zealanders' tracking skills were called upon. Alongside their British and Australian
counterparts, "Hearts and Minds" operations were very effective here and are still a major element of Special Forces
operations.

Vietnam
Based in Nui Dat, Vietnam, the NZ SAS 4 Troop served under Australian command in November 1968, attached to
the Australian SASR. Here NZSAS was named 1st Ranger Squadron, NZSAS, the new name recalling the Forest
Rangers commanded by von Tempsky during the New Zealand Wars. Most tasks involved ambush of enemy forces
and conducting reconnaissance missions observing the enemy. The NZSAS troopers were involved in the South Asia
conflict from 1968 to the early 1970s.

Kuwait 1998
Operation Desert Fox saw US Special Forces and British, Australian and New Zealand SAS units prestaging in
Kuwait at Ali Al Salim Air Field in preparation for a 'snatch grab' incursion into Iraq. Ali Al Salim military airbase is
situated in Kuwait, approximately 23 miles from the Iraqi border. The airfield is owned by the Government of
Kuwait.

Afghanistan
Starting in late 2001, the NZ SAS began operations assisting in the War on Terrorism in Afghanistan. Three 6 month
rotations of between 40 and 65 soldiers from the NZ SAS served in Afghanistan during Operation Enduring
Freedom before the unit was withdrawn in November 2005.[3] On 17 June 2004, two NZ SAS soldiers were
wounded in a pre-dawn gun-battle in central Afghanistan. As a result a SAS trooper was awarded the Victoria Cross.
71 soldiers from the unit returned for a fourth deployment in September 2009.[4]
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Secrecy still surrounds much of the NZ SAS's operations in Afghanistan, although a Radio New Zealand news piece
claimed the service had maintained a mission success rate of 100%.
According to a New Zealand government fact sheet released in July 2007, the NZ SAS soldiers routinely patrolled
enemy territory for three weeks or more at a time, often on foot, after being inserted by helicopter.
There were "casualties on both sides" during gun battles, but no New Zealanders were killed.

Presidential Unit Citation

In December 2004, the United States Navy Presidential Unit Citation was awarded to those units that comprised the
Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force-SOUTH/Task Force K-BAR between 17 October 2001 and 30
March 2002 for "extraordinary heroism" in action. One of these units was the Special Air Service of New Zealand.[5]

The citation said SAS units helped "neutralise" Taliban and al Qaeda in "extremely high risk missions, including
search and rescue, special reconnaissance, sensitive site exploitation, direct action missions, destruction of multiple
cave and tunnel complexes, identification and destruction of several known al Qaeda training camps, explosions of
thousands of pounds of enemy ordnance."
"They established benchmark standards of professionalism, tenacity, courage, tactical brilliance and operational
excellence while demonstrating superb esprit de corps and maintaining the highest measures of combat readiness."

Victoria Cross

It was announced on 2 July 2007 that Corporal Willie Apiata of the NZ SAS, aged 35, had been awarded the Victoria
Cross for New Zealand for carrying a severely injured comrade 70 metres "under heavy fire" from machine-guns and
grenades after their vehicle was destroyed in an ambush and then joined the rest of his comrades in a counter-attack.
The announcement was unusual, because the NZ SAS is a very secretive organisation that almost never reveals the
names of its members. NZ Prime Minister Helen Clark said Apiata's name was revealed because it was only the 14th
time since World War 2 that the Victoria Cross had been awarded among the 53 nations of the Commonwealth, and
the first to a serving SAS soldier anywhere, and it would be almost impossible to keep secret. In addition to Cpl.
Apiata, three other SAS soldiers were decorated for actions during the same mission. Although not confirmed, it
seems that this action was the one on 17 June 2004, in which two New Zealanders were reported wounded.
In April 2008, Cpl. Apiata donated his Victoria Cross medal to the NZSAS Trust, so that "The medal is protected for
future generations". The medal remains available to Apiata and his family to wear.[6]

Current organisation
• 1 New Zealand SAS Group

• Headquarters Support Wing
• Training Wing
• A SAS Squadron (Air, Boat, and Mountain Troops)
• B SAS Squadron (Air, Boat, and Mountain Troops)
• CTTAG (Counter-Terrorist Tactical Assault Group)
• EOT (Engineer Operations Troop)

Note — Teams of about 4 to 6 soldiers, led either by a sergeant or, infrequently, by an officer (usually at
the rank of captain) are the basic operational elements of the NZSAS.
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Counter-Terrorist Tactical Assault Group
The Counter Terrorist Tactical Assault Group (CTTAG) was formed post 2000 in a bid to provide a dedicated
counter terrorist capability within 1 NZSAS and the New Zealand Defence Force.
The group consists of an undisclosed number of fully-badged SAS soldiers with a smaller cadre of CTTAG soldiers.
Though officially part of 1 NZSAS Gp, CTTAG soldiers do not pass through the full NZSAS selection course, but
complete an abridged 7 day selection which is more relevant to CT operational requirements. They do not wear the
SAS's 'winged dagger' cap badge or blue stable belt, though they do wear the sand beret with the CTTAG corp badge
and corp belt. The CTTAG has the role of responding to domestic terrorist and special recovery incidents in New
Zealand.[7] [8]

The CTTAG is composed of members of all three armed Services; NZ Army, RNZN and the RNZAF under the
control of CO 1NZSAS Gp. The assessment criteria is rigrous and involves a gruelling selection course in itself.
Even though the applicants are not required to attend the notoriously man breaking NZSAS selection course.[9]

Candidates must be at least 20 years of age to qualify for CTTAG training and of the highest calibre physically,
professionally and mentally. Once a CTTAG member completes selection and training they are ready to respond to a
domestic threat in a matter of hours. The CTTAG are based full time alongside the badged squadrons at the Papakura
Military Camp in South Auckland. CTTAG also use the Ardmore Military Camp to conduct their CQB urban,
dynamic entry and room clearing drills as well as their sniping skills.
The CTTAG is split into two teams, the sniping team and the assault team. It is also not uncommon to see the
CTTAG driving around Auckland conducting covert training sessions amongst civilians. They use a number of
Nissan Patrol 4WD vehicles, similar to the ones used by civil police's STG. They also use the Ford Transit van to
conduct covert surveillance and transport additional weapons.

Selection
To join the NZSAS, NZ Army, Navy, or Air Force personnel must successfully pass a fifteen-day (5 days
pre-selection, 10 days selection) selection course held in Waiouru. Selection as it is known to service people is
described to the Weekend Herald by a participant as "mental and physical torture".
Among the exercises is the notorious 'Exercise Von Tempsky' which is executed on the fifth day of selection course.
Von Tempsky consists of 24 hours of marching in either a swamp or sand dunes while carrying rifles and alternately
one or two 20-litre jerrycans and a 35 kg alice pack. The final exercise is a 60-kilometre endurance march, carrying a
35 kg pack, web gear and rifle to be completed in under 20 hours.
Officers undergo an additional 2 days of selection to test for the their suitability to lead NZSAS soldiers.
Even if candidates make it through the selection course, they must pass psychological, medical and academic tests
(plus others) to be chosen for the nine-month SAS training course.
Candidates do not receive the coveted SAS beret and Corps belt, until they have successfully completed the 9 month
basic cycle of training.
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Notable members
• Willie Apiata VC - first recipient of the Victoria Cross for New Zealand.
• Mike Coburn - later joined 22 SAS and was a member of the much publicised Bravo Two Zero patrol.
• Barrie "Baz" Rice - star of Treasure Island: Extreme.[10]

Alliances
•   United Kingdom - → Special Air Service[11]

See also
• → Delta Force
• SEAL Team Six
• → Special Activities Division

External links
• Army.mil.nz [12] - Official website of the New Zealand Army
• http:/ / www. scoop. co. nz/ stories/ PA0707/ S00013. htm
• http:/ / img. scoop. co. nz/ media/ pdfs/ 0707/ VCmediakit2jul07. pdf
• http:/ / www. nzdf. mil. nz/ at-a-glance/ forces-and-locations. htm
• http:/ / juni0r. orcon. net. nz/ nzsas. html
• http:/ / www. mch. govt. nz/ history/ making-history/ emergency-review. html
• Vince Smith [13] Vincent Thomas Charles Smith 337062 Sergeant NZ SAS 1934 to 1988.
• NZSAS Operational History [14] A brief article about the 1 NZSAS Group's 50th Jubilee
• SAS NZ - Roll of honour, awards and images. [15]

• ShadowSpear Special Operations- NZSAS. [16]
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United Kingdom

United Kingdom Special Forces

 United Kingdom Special Forces 

 Active  1987 

 Country United Kingdom

 Branch  Tri-service 

 Role Special Forces

The United Kingdom Special Forces (UKSF) is a UK Ministry of Defence Directorate which also has the
capability to provide a Joint Special Operations Task Force Headquarters. UKSF is commanded by Director Special
Forces (DSF), a Major General.

Formation
UKSF was formed in 1987 to draw together the Army's → Special Air Service (SAS) and the Special Boat Squadron
Royal Marines (SBS), which was renamed the → Special Boat Service at the same time, into a unified command,
based around the former Director SAS who was given the additional title of Director Special Forces. The Directorate
has been expanded by the creation of the Joint Special Forces Aviation Wing, the → Special Reconnaissance
Regiment and the → Special Forces Support Group.

Roles and tasks
UKSF assets undertake a number of roles, with a degree of interaction and interoperability:
• Counter-terrorism
• Covert reconnaissance
• Special reconnaissance
• Direct action
• Close protection
• Counter-revolutionary warfare
• Reconnaissance of the deep battlespace
• Offensive operations in the deep battlespace
• Battlespace preparation in transition to war
• Infrastructure disruption
• Capture of subjects of interest
• Human intelligence (HUMINT) collection
• Defence diplomacy

• Training of other nations' armed forces
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Insignia
The badge of each UKSF unit shares a representation of the Sword of Damocles (or Excalibur) in common.

Special Force units

United Kingdom Special Forces

Army

• → 22 Special Air Service
• L Detachment

• 21 Special Air Service (Reserve)
• 23 Special Air Service (Reserve)
• → Special Reconnaissance Regiment

Royal Navy

• → Special Boat Service
• → Special Boat Service (Reserve)

-

Support units

The UKSF is supported by a number of
units:

Special Forces Support Group

• → Special Forces Support Group
• 1st Battalion, The Parachute

Regiment
• F Company, Royal Marines
• RAF Regiment elements

Signals
• 18 (UKSF) Signal Regiment

• 264 (SAS) Signals Squadron, attached to 22 SAS
• 267 (SRR) Signals Squadron, attached to the Special Reconnaissance Regiment (SRR)
• 268 (UKSF) Signals Squadron, specialist sp to UKSF
• SBS Signals Squadron, attached to the Special Boat Service
• 63 (SAS) Signal Squadron, reserve unit attached to 21 and 23 SAS
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Aviation
The Joint Special Forces Aviation Wing provides fixed-wing and rotary-wing support to UKSF. Four units of the
Army Air Corps (AAC) and the Royal Air Force (RAF) are thought to have the task of supporting British Special
Operations[1] :
• 8 Flight Army Air Corps, which has four Eurocopter AS 365N Dauphin light utility helicopters[2] and two

Aérospatiale Gazelle helicopters. The aircraft are painted in civilian colours (which are regularly changed) and are
rumoured to be used in counter-terrorist missions.

• 47 Squadron (RAF), operating special forces versions of the C-130 Hercules. These are six Hercules C.1
(C-130K), modified after the Falklands War (an RWR and AN/ALQ-157 infrared countermeasures device were
added); three have been lost.

• Joint Special Forces Aviation Wing (JSFAW)
• 7 Squadron (RAF), uses Chinook HC.2 heavy-lift helicopters (equivalent to the CH-47D Chinook). This

squadron took part in Operation Barras in 2000, and is earmarked as the operator of the eight Chinook HC.3s
(intended to be equivalent to the US Army's MH-47E Chinook) ordered in 1995, but not yet operational.

• 651 Squadron (AAC), which uses Defender AL.1 fixed wing aircraft
• 657 Squadron (AAC), which uses Lynx AH.7 helicopters

Six Hercules C.3 (C-130H-30), upgraded in C.3A standard (with more countermeasures and navigation systems),
were added to the "SF Flight" because of SF needs after 11 September 2001 attacks.[3] [4]

See also
• United Kingdom Special Forces Selection
• British Army

• Structure of the British Army
• 16 (Air Assault) Brigade

• Royal Navy
• Royal Marines

• List of special forces units

External links
• Official UKSF (Reserve) website [5]

• Artists Rifles Advice & Training, a discussion forum for potential SAS Reserve (21 & 23) recruits [6]

• Royal Civilian Special Forces, an organization for teenagers hoping to join UKSF [7]
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Special Air Service

 Special Air Service 

Crest, Badge and Insignia of SAS
 Active 22 July 1941 – 30 November 1946

1 May 1947 – Present

 Country   United Kingdom

 Branch   British Army

 Type Special Forces

 Size  Three Regiments ~1000 

 Part of → UK Special Forces

 Garrison/HQ RHQ: Credenhill, Herefordshire
22 SAS: Credenhill, Herefordshire
21 SAS(R): London
23 SAS(R): Birmingham

 Motto Who Dares Wins

 Colours  Oxford and Cambridge blue 

 March Quick: Marche des Parachutistes Belges
Slow: Lili Marlene

 Anniversaries 22 July 1941,
21 September 1941,
17 November 1941,
1 May 1947

 Engagements Second World War
Malayan Emergency
Indonesia–Malaysia confrontation
Northern Irish Troubles
Falklands War
Iraq War
War In Afghanistan

 Commanders 

 Colonel-Commandant General Charles Guthrie, Baron Guthrie of
Craigiebank

Notable
commanders

Colonel Sir David Stirling
Lieutenant Colonel Robert Blair Mayne
General Sir Peter de la Billière
General Sir Michael Rose

 Insignia 
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 Arm Badge Parachute Badge with Wings SAS[1]

 Abbreviation  SAS 

WW II: SAS in their armed jeeps, during the
North African campaign

The Special Air Service (SAS) is a → special forces regiment within
the British Army which has served as a model for the special forces of
other countries.[2] [3] The SAS forms a significant section of → United
Kingdom Special Forces alongside the → Special Boat Service (SBS),
→ Special Reconnaissance Regiment (SRR), and the → Special Forces
Support Group (SFSG). The SAS gained fame and recognition world
wide after the Iranian Embassy Storming (or Operation Nimrod) in
1980 which was one of the first of its kind and was broadcast live all
over the globe.[4]

The Special Air Service is divided into two distinct parts:
• 22 Regiment Special Air Service, the regular regiment of the SAS,

which is the unit associated with most well-known SAS operations.
• Two Territorial Army units which are;

• 21 Regiment Special Air Service (Artists)
• 23 Regiment Special Air Service.

History
The SAS was a unit of the British Army during World War II formed in 1941 by David Stirling as a → commando
force operating behind enemy lines during the war in North Africa and Europe. It was officially disbanded on
November 30, 1946. In 1947 the Artists Rifles regiment was remodelled as the nucleus of the reformed Special Air
Service.

Function
Current SAS roles are believed to include:[5]

• Intelligence collection in the battlespace
• Battlespace preparation by sabotage and offensive raids in the enemy territory and within key enemy structures
• Counter-terrorism operations inside UK territory in conjunction with police forces
• Counter-terrorism operations outside UK territory
• Training soldiers of other nations, and training guerillas in → unconventional warfare
• Counter Revolutionary Warfare (CRW) activities in support of UK government Foreign Policy

Organisation
The Special Air Service is a Corps of the British Army under the United Kingdom legal system which authorises the
raising of military forces and comprises three battalion-sized units, one Regular and two Territorial Army (TA).
Each is styled as a 'regiment' in accordance with British Army practice; 22 Regiment SAS being the Regular unit
and 21 Regiment SAS (Artists) and 23 Regiment SAS being the TA units, known together as the Special Air
Service (Reserve) or SAS(R).
Each Regiment comprises a number of "Sabre" Squadrons with some supporting functions being undertaken within
22 SAS; Headquarters, Planning, and Intelligence Section, Operational Research Section, Counter Revolutionary
Warfare Wing, and Training Wing. ('Sabre' Squadrons are so called to distinguish the operational squadrons from
administrative or HQ squadrons.)
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22 SAS 21 SAS 23 SAS

'HQ' Squadron
(Credenhill)

'HQ' Squadron (Regent's Park) 'HQ' Squadron
(Kingstanding,Birmingham)

'A' Squadron 'A' Squadron (Regent's Park) 'B' Squadron (Leeds)

'B' Squadron 'C' Squadron (Basingstoke/Cambridge) 'G' Squadron (Newcastle/Manchester)

'D' Squadron 'E' Squadron (Newport/Exeter) 'D' Squadron (Invergowrie/Glasgow)

'G' Squadron[6]

The Squadrons also rotate through the CRW Wing (originally designated "Pagoda") and are relieved every six – nine
months. The squadron is split up into two combined troops, "Red" and "Blue", with each troop made up of an assault
group and a sniper team. Though the counter-terrorist teams are based at RHQ in Credenhill, a specialist eight-man
team is based within the outer London region (4, south London border & 4, north London border/Hertfordshire).
This team rapidly responds to any situation in London as required.
The three regiments have different roles:
• 21 SAS and 23 SAS - to provide depth to the UKSF group through the provision of Individual and collective

augmentation to the regular component of UKSF and standalone elements up to task group (Regimental) level
focused on support and influence (S&I) operations to assist conflict stabilisation.[7]

• 22 SAS - Medium and deep battlespace ISTAR and offensive operations, Counter Revolutionary Warfare (CRW),
Counter-Terrorism (CT), close protection and defence diplomacy.

Each TA Squadron and the Honourable Artillery Company, includes attached regular personnel as Permanent Staff
Instructors - a ruling established by the then Brigadier Peter de la Billière, as Director SAS, specifying that
promotion within the Regiment for any officer or senior NCO would be predicated on experience with the SAS(R)..
In the 1980s and 1990s the SAS provided the Commanding Officer and some directing staff for the NATO
International Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol School (ILRRPS)[8] based at Weingarten and then Pfullendorf[9] as
well as men for the British Army Jungle Warfare Training School in Brunei.
The SAS was formerly garrisoned at Stirling Lines (formerly Bradbury Lines) 52°2′20.85″N 2°43′10.67″W,
Hereford which was named after the founder of the regiment, Sir David Stirling. Stirling Lines relocated to the
former RAF Hereford station in Credenhill in 1999.

Sabre squadron
'Sabre' Squadrons in 22 SAS are organised as four specialised Troops, although personnel are broadly skilled in all
areas following 'Selection' and 'Continuation' training. Within each troop there is also a HQ element which comprises
of officers and support staff. The specialised troop provide a focus for particular skill sets and personnel may move
between Troops over the length of a career. 21 and 23 SAS do not so distinguish. Each sabre squadron contains
about 60 men and each troop has about 16 "troopers" who are led by a Captain.[10]
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Air troop

Air Troop personnel specialise in airborne insertion from fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft (although all SAS
personnel are somewhat trained in this area). Leaving the aircraft at high altitude personnel are capable of delivering
personnel and equipment into the deep battlespace far beyond the forward edge of battle area in support of their
ISTAR or offensive operations.
Personnel are trained in three principal forms of parachute infiltration; Basic static line, High Altitude, Low Opening
(HALO) and High Altitude, High Opening (HAHO). HALO insertions involve a long free fall followed by canopy
opening at low level, about 2000 feet (600 m), leaving the operator exposed to detection and fire for the minimum
possible period. The aircraft must overfly in the vicinity of the Drop Zone to effect delivery, risking a compromise to
the mission should it be detected. HAHO insertions allow the aircraft to deliver the operators from a significantly
greater range from the Drop Zone, thus reducing risk of mission compromise. Operators leave the aircraft and
immediately deploy a canopy which allows a long glide over great distance. To avoid hypoxia, the parachutists are
provided with an oxygen supply to survive the depleted air at high altitude and warm clothing protects from the
extreme environmental conditions.

Boat troop

Boat Troop personnel specialise in water-borne insertion techniques. Personnel are trained in diving using Open and
Closed Circuit breathing systems, sub-surface navigation skills, approaching the shore or vessels underway and the
delivery of maritime demolition charges. Much of this training is undertaken with the → Special Boat Service.
One of the main forms of transportation is the Klepper canoe. The first SAS folding boats were designed during the
Second World War for use by Commandos, based on existing designs. The German Klepper has been in service
since the 1960s. Other transportation methods include the Gemini inflatable, used primarily for sending small groups
of soldiers onto a shore undetected, and the fibreglass hulled Rigid Raiders - fast patrol boats which are larger and
can carry more personnel or cargo ashore. Entry to the water is also achieved from rotary wing aircraft and by
parachute drop. In case of the former, the helicopter hovers around 50 feet (15 m) above the water and personnel
simply jump out. Airborne entry to the water carries a significant risk to equipment with weapons and other
equipment sealed using a dry bag.
Deployment from submarines is also taught. Submarine egress bears a high risk given the effect of pressure at depth
(nitrogen narcosis and oxygen toxicity), the cold, and the risks inherent in the use of mechanical breathing aids while
underwater.[11]

Mobility troop

Mobility Troop personnel specialise in vehicle insertion techniques, similar to those of the Long Range Desert Group
of the Second World War and allows a more sustainable patrol in the medium to deep battlespace but create
logistical and force protection challenges.
Personnel are required to gain skills in vehicle maintenance across the range of vehicles used by the Regiment,
particularly whilst on patrol with limited opportunity for combat support. Vehicles include the Jackal (MWMIK),
Land Rovers, Supacat HMT,[12] Honda 350 cc Quad Bike, CRF450X, and the Honda 250 cc motorbike.

Mountain troop

Mountain troops' personnel specialise in the conduct of operations at high altitude and in mountainous terrain,
requiring advanced skills in climbing, ice climbing, skiing and cold weather survival. Training is conducted in
deserts and mountain ranges around the world. Those members that show particular aptitude are seconded to the
German Army where they undertake the 18-month long Alpine Guides course in Bavaria. A number of members
from the mountain troops have participated in major military and civilian expeditions to some of the world's highest
peaks although this has not been without loss.[13]
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Security
All UK military personnel are bound by the Official Secrets Act and undergo various levels of vetting. Special
Forces personnel are required to be cleared to higher levels than many.
Following a number of high-profile book releases about the Regiment, candidates for selection are required to sign a
non-disclosure agreement, in addition to their duties under the Official Secrets Act. Ex-members of the Regiment
who wrote exposés prior to the introduction of the agreement have used pseudonyms, such as Andy McNab and
Chris Ryan. Books in the genre include both non-fiction and fictional accounts based on the experiences of the
author.
The British Government has a standing policy of not discussing the SAS or its operations and makes few official
announcements concerning their activities. When reports of military operations are given there is usually no mention
of SAS, or other Special Forces, involvement. Since the inception of the British D-Notice system for the British
Press during the Second World War any mention of Special Air Service operations has been one of the cautionary or
non-disclosure categories of reporting.
Medals awarded to personnel are publicised in the normal manner and officially and formally via The London
Gazette. However the individual's original parent Corps or Regiment, if they have such, is attributed as a matter of
fact which sometimes provides security cover. The circumstances surrounding personnel killed in action are not
routinely disseminated. Before 2006 three officers have been recommended for the VC: two during the Second
World War and one during the Falklands. Only one has been awarded; to Major Anders Lassen, MC**, killed in
Italy in 1945 when he was commanding a squadron of the Special Boat Service. His grave marker bears the badge of
the Regiment because the SBS in which he served continued to wear this as their cap badge, and was considered part
of the 'SAS family' even though it was a separate regiment, commanded by a Lieutenant Colonel and formed out of
the Special Boat Squadron of 1 SAS.

Insignia

SAS cap badge.

The SAS, like every British regiment, has its own distinctive insignia.
• The cap badge is a downward pointing flaming sword worked in

cloth of a Crusader shield.[14] It was designed by Corporal Robert
Tait, MM and Bar, of the London Scottish following the usual
British Army practice of holding a competition to design the cap
badge for a new unit. The competition was held after the close of
Operation Crusader. The motto is Who Dares, Wins. It was
approved by the first Commanding Officer David Stirling, with the
proposed wording 'Descend to Defend' or 'Strike and Destroy'
disallowed. The sword depicted is King Arthur's Excalibur.
Erroneous references to it as the Sword of Damocles derive from an
article originally published in the regimental journal Mars and
Minerva, written by a respected veteran of both British Regiments
and the post-war re-raised Regiment. The author was subsequently proved to be incorrect, but the story has been
repeated by others.

• The sand-coloured beret. When the SAS was reformed in 1947 an attempt was made to match the original sand
coloured cloth beret from those still in the possession of veterans. This proved impossible to do from existing
approved cloth colour stocks held by the British authorities, so, as a compromise and with no authorisation for
expenditure on a new colour dye the nearest acceptable colour was selected and approved by an all ranks
committee of the Regimental Association. Personnel attached to the Regiment also wear this beret but with their
own badges in accordance with usual UK practice.
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SAS pattern parachute wings.

• The SAS pattern parachute wings were designed by Lieutenant Jock
Lewes and based on the basic British Army design approved in
1940 but modified to reflect the Middle East origins of the new unit
by the substitution of the stylised sacred Ibis wings of Isis of
Egyptian iconography depicted in the décor of Shepheard's Hotel in
Cairo.

Battle honours

Free French SAS Memorial in
Sennecey-le-Grand, France

• Second World War:
• North Africa 1940-43
• Tobruk 1941
• Benghazi Raid, 1942
• Sicily 1943
• Landing in Sicily, 1943

• Termoli 1943
• Italy 1943-45
• Valli di Comacchio 1945
• Greece, 1944-45
• Adriatic 1943
• Middle East 1943-44
• Normandy and North-West Europe 1944-45

• Malayan Emergency, 1948-1960
• Indonesia-Malaysia confrontation, 1962-66

• Falkland Islands 1982
• Western Iraq 1991
• Afghanistan, 2001-present day
• Western Iraq, 2003-2009
Note that these officially sanctioned honours, first published in 1957, are for actions by the original 'L' Detachment,
both numbered World War II British SAS regiments as well as the Special Boat Service regiment and the present
regiment. The World War II honours Benghazi Raid, 1942 and Middle East, 1943-1944 are unique to the regiment.
The odd dating for North Africa, 1940-43 is due to the fact that this is an omnibus theatre honour for units serving
between these dates.
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Order of Precedence

Preceded
by:

The Rifles

Infantry Order of Precedence Succeeded by:
Last in Order of

Precedence of the Infantry

The SAS is classed as an infantry regiment, and as such is shown in the infantry order of precedence. However,
because of its role, it is listed 'next below' the other designations (foot guards, line infantry, rifles). The expression
'next below' is utilised in British official publications as a form of 'grace note' to avoid the connotations of first/last
since, in spirit at least, no Regiment admits of the claim to being last and all are deemed equal in the scope of their
service under the Crown-in-Parliament.
In spite of being an infantry regiment, the SAS has always used cavalry nomenclature for its sub-units, e.g., troops
and squadrons.

Alliances
•   Australia - → Special Air Service Regiment[15]

•   New Zealand - → New Zealand Special Air Service[15]

•   Canada - → Joint Task Force 2 (also known as JTF 2)
•   United States - → Delta Force
•   Germany - GSG9

See also
• List of former Special Air Service personnel
• Artists Rifles
• Task Force 145
• Bulbasket
• List of SAS operations
Other nations:

• → Australian Special Air Service Regiment
• → New Zealand Special Air Service
• Rhodesian Special Air Service
• Canadian SAS Company
• → Special Service Group Commandos
• Task Force 121
• → Delta Force
• National Security Guards
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2007-08-11. . Retrieved 2008-07-06.

Geographical coordinates: 52°5.180′N 2°47.451′W

Special Boat Service

 Special Boat Service 

Emblem and Motto of the SBS[1]

 Active  1941-present 

 Country United Kingdom

 Branch Royal Marines since 1946

 Type Naval Special Forces

 Role Special operations / Maritime Counter Terrorism

 Size  One Regiment 

 Part of → United Kingdom Special Forces

 Garrison/HQ Royal Marines Poole

 Motto "By strength and guile"[2]

 Commanders 

 Captain-General HRH The Duke of Edinburgh (Captain-General, Royal Marines)

The Special Boat Service or SBS is the → special forces unit of the British Naval Service. Their motto is "By
Strength and Guile"[2] . It forms part of the → United Kingdom Special Forces (UKSF) group.[3]

The SBS is an independent unit of the Royal Marines[4] based at Royal Marines Poole, in Poole, Dorset, co-located
with 1 Assault Group Royal Marines and 148 Commando Forward Observation Battery, Royal Artillery.[5]

History
The Special Boat Service was the brain-child of an East African big-game hunter called Roger Courtney who had
spent much of the 1930s canoeing from Lake Victoria down the Nile and into Egypt. He came to England at the
outbreak of World War II determined to persuade the Royal Navy to use the flimsy, wood framed canoes. Although
the Royal Navy dismissed his idea, he was determined to prove that using the canoe can allow a small force to
infiltrate silently and plant explosives on ships.
The challenge they set was for him to paddle out to HMS Glengyle and plant a limpet mine on its hull. Courtney was
able to infiltrate the ship without being seen in his canoe and plant the limpet mine. This demonstration impressed
the Royal Navy and heralded the beginning of the Special Boat Service.
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The Special Boat Section was formed from the Folbot Troop of HQ Layforce in the Middle East and was sometimes
known as '1 SBS'. In 1942, the personnel were subsumed within 1 → Special Air Service Regiment and formed part
of 'D' Squadron, subsequently retitled the "Special Boat Squadron"; as such they adopted the cap badge and tan beret
of the SAS. A second Special Boat Section was raised in 1943 in the United Kingdom for service with the Special
Service Brigade (subsequently re-titled Commando Brigade) as '2 SBS'. As a British Commando formation,
personnel of 2 SBS wore the Commando Green beret. The Special Boat Squadron of 1 SAS became an
independently operating squadron and was subsequently expanded to regimental status as the Special Boat Service
continuing to wear their parent regiment cap badge and beret.
In 1946, the SBS, whether of Commando or SAS parentage, were disbanded. The functional title SBS was adopted
by the Royal Marines. It became part of the School of Combined Operations under the command of "Blondie"
Hasler.[6] Their first missions were in Palestine (ordnance removal) and in Haifa (limpet mine removal from ships).
In 1977, the SBS changed its name to Special Boat Squadron and in 1987 the SBS became part of the → British
Special Forces group alongside the → Special Air Service and 14 Intelligence Company. In March 2005, the
commanding officer of the SBS, Lieutenant-Colonel Richard Van Der Horst,[7] was killed in a training accident in
Norway.

Role and capabilities
The roles of the Special Boat Service are predominantly focused on, but not restricted to, littoral and riverine
operations. Activities include:
• Reconnaissance and Surveillance
• Covert beach reconnaissance (hydrographic survey) in advance of an amphibious assault
• Recovery or protection of ships and oil installations subject to hostile state or non-state (→ terrorist) action.
• Maritime Counter-Terrorism (MCT)[8]

• Support to British police forces and customs[9]

• Offensive Action[10] [11]

Elements from the British Special Boat Service has been part of Task Force Black working alongside their SAS
counterparts as part of Task Force 145 currently designated as Task Force 88.

Organisation
The Ministry of Defence does not comment on special forces matters, therefore little verifiable information exists in
the public domain. Memoirs suggest an organisation split into four operational squadrons and a training wing, with a
range of supporting personnel drawn from the Royal Marines, Royal Navy, Royal Air Force and the British Army.
The SBS is under the Operational Command of Director Special Forces, which allocates resources to the Permanent
Joint Headquarters, deployed forces or other tasks as required. Qualified personnel are known as "Swimmer
Canoeists" and are employed in one of the operational squadrons, training wing or elsewhere in the RM, RN, DSF or
MOD.
• C Squadron - Rotates along with X Squadron through three specialist roles. C Squadron are specialists in canoe

and small boat operations. Utilizing 2-men Klepper canoes and rigid-hulled inflatable boats for stealth insertion
and extraction, the SBS carry out reconnaissance and sabotage missions along coastlines, river networks and up to
40 miles (64 km) inland.

• X Squadron – A joint Army → SAS and Naval SBS unit made up of proven operators tasked fighting terrorism.
It is known as X Squadron and is led by a highly-decorated SBS officer and an SAS captain. The group, based at
Poole, Dorset, are on 24-hour worldwide alert. Rotates along with C Squadron through three specialist roles.

• M Squadron - The Maritime Counter-Terrorism and shipboard operations unit.
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Within M-Squadron is the Black Group, a counter-terrorism team that uses helicopter-borne assaults. They work
closely with the → United States Naval Special Warfare Development Group.
• S or Z Squadron – Specialises in small watercraft and minisub (Swimmer Delivery Vehicle) SDV insertions.

The divers of S squadron specialise in underwater attack using mini-submarines and swimmer delivery vehicles.
During a war, the SBS would sneak into enemy harbours and attach magnetic mines to ship's hulls

• Selection & Training Wing – Along with the British SAS conducts joint selection and training.
Personnel have previously been required to return to the main Commando force after the first three-year tour,
potentially returning again after a short period, however this requirement has now ceased.
The special forces element of 3 Commando Brigade is usually provided by the SBS, tasked from the Directorate of
Special Forces.
The SBS Reserve (SBS(R)), provides individual reservists to serve with the regular SBS rather than forming
independent teams.

Recruitment, selection and training

Unofficial 'subdued' version of SBS Wings

An SBS team linking up with a submarine during
an exercise

Historically SBS selection was only open to members of the Royal
Marines and the Royal Navy but with the re-brigading of → UKSF
force elements this has been opened to members of all three Armed
Forces. Candidates must have have served a minimum of one year as a
general duties marine[12] and have three years left to serve.

Until recently, the SBS had its own independent selection program in
order to qualify as a Swimmer Canoeist but has now been integrated its
selection program into a joint UK Special Forces Selection alongside
candidates for the → Special Air Service and the → Special
Reconnaissance Regiment.

Qualification as an SBS Swimmer Canoeist involves an extensive
training course, building on the skills gained during SF Selection at
Hereford. Training includes:

• 8-week boating and diving course Diving including underwater
navigation using closed and open circuit breathing apparatus and
underwater demolition, negotiating surf zones and navigating a
55 km (34 mi) course in a Klepper canoe, and infiltration via
submarine known as - "locking in/locking out".

• Parachuting - Including static line and High Altitude Low Opening (HALO) and High Altitude High Opening
(HAHO) freefall jumps often at night with their boats/Klepper canoes into the sea.

• Land and underwater demolition
• Infiltration of ships, in harbour and whilst under way, and oil platforms
• Canoeing - Use of the Klepper canoe during selection is extensive
• Further survival training in the wilds of Scotland
• Beach reconnaissance including photography
• Maritime Counter-Terrorism activities
Those who pass the selection course qualify as a Swimmer Canoeist (SC3) and are then probationers, advancement 
to Corporal and Sergeant are predicated on qualification as an SC2 and SC1 respectively. Advancement to Sergeant 
also requires completion of the Senior Command Course at Commando Training Centre Royal Marines, mandatory 
for all Royal Marines at this stage. Continuation and professional training will continue throughout the individuals
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career. They may go through further training in combat medicine, communications, counter-terrorist operations,
foreign languages, SDV "driving" and many other skills.
On qualification Marines of the SBS wear the branch badge on the left cuff of lovat green and blue uniform jackets,
the letters SC over a wreath, Officers wear no branch designators. On qualification as an advanced parachutist,
personnel are awarded the SBS variant of special forces parachute wings, worn on the shoulder of the right sleeve.
Marines continue to wear the commandos green beret.
For SBS Reserve (SBS(R)) selection, candidates must have previous military experience or before passing the three
main elements (Hills Phase @ 4 km/h / Ex Atap Hurdle / SERE) of regular → UKSF selection and gaining the
specialist qualification of swimmer canoeist.[13]

Operational deployments
• Their first missions were in Palestine (ordnance removal) and in Haifa (limpet mine removal from ships).
• 1950–1953: In the Korean War the SBS were in action along the North Korean coast. They gathered intelligence

and destroyed railways and installations. The SBS operated first from submarines, and later from islands off
Wonsan, behind enemy lines. They used two-man canoes and motorised inflatable boats.

• 1952: SBS teams were held at combat readiness in Egypt in case Gamal Abdel Nasser's coup turned more violent
than it did.

• 1956: The SBS were alerted during the Suez Crisis, but did not see action.
• 1959, September: The SBS were alerted during a coup against king Idris I of Libya, but did not see action.
• 1961: SBS teams carried out reconnaissance missions during the Indonesian Confrontation.
• 1961: The SBS primarily gathered intelligence and trained other special forces during the Vietnam War.
• 1961: Iraq threatened to invade Kuwait for the first time, so the SBS put a detachment at Bahrain.
• 1972: The → SAS and SBS came into the spotlight for a moment during their involvement with a bomb threat

(which later proved to be a hoax) onboard the Cunard liner RMS Queen Elizabeth II, in the middle of the Atlantic
Ocean.

• 1979: 5 SBS became part of the Comacchio Company, which protected North Sea oil rigs.
• 1982 March-June: In the Falklands War, 2 SBS took part in the liberation of South Georgia and 6 SBS

reconnoitered in East Falkland. Their only losses were to friendly fire from the SAS.
• 1991: During the Gulf War, the SBS made raids on the Kuwaiti coast to draw Iraqi troops away from the land

attack. The liberation of the British embassy in Kuwait was one of their most high-profile operations.
• September 1999: The SBS were involved in operations in East Timor. A small SBS team landed and drove out

the back of a C-130 Hercules transport aircraft in Land Rover Defenders with mounted machine guns at
Presidente Nicolau Lobato International Airport in Dili.[14]

• 2000: A small contingent of the SBS took part in Operation Barras in Sierra Leone when members of the West
Side Boys took nine British Army personnel hostage. It is believed that the SBS crossed a creek underwater and
opened fire as the SAS and Parachute Regiment were coming in by helicopter.

• 2001, November: The SBS had an extensive role in the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan. After the invasion of Iraq,
Afghanistan became the primary area of responsibility of the SBS and the SAS concentrated on Iraq. The SBS
were used in vital phases of the invasion of Afghanistan. A small SBS contingent secured Bagram Airbase prior
to the deployment of larger forces that would become the main staging area for allied forces during Operation
Enduring Freedom. Members of the Special Boat Service helped quell an Afghan prison revolt during the Battle
of Qala-i-Jangi near Mazar-i-Sharif, in November 2001. During the revolt, a CIA officer, Mike Spann, from the
secretive → Special Activities Division, was the first American killed in the Global War on Terror and Operation
Enduring Freedom.[15]
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• Late 2001: After British Intelligence services became concerned over a cargo ship approaching the English coast.
A tip off was received that the ship, the MV Nisha, may have be carrying 'terrorist material' along with its stated
cargo of sugar. This, combined with the fact that the freighter's route from Mauritius was preceded by a stop at
Djibouti, close to suspected Al-Qaeda havens of Somalia and Yemen, caused an unprecedented security operation
to be launched. Members of the SBS boarded the intercepted vessel. After being boarded, the vessel was searched
but nothing suspicious was found.

• 2003: The SBS took part in the invasion of Iraq in 2003. This may have included securing the various dams and
oil platforms to prevent sabotage by Iraqi forces. Corporal Ian Plank was killed when his patrol was engaged by
Iraqi insurgent during a house to house search for a wanted high ranking militia leader.

• 2006, 27 June: Captain David Patten PARA and Sergeant Paul Bartlett, Royal Marines, were killed and another
serviceman seriously injured in a Taliban ambush in Helmand province, southern Afghanistan.[16] It was reported
by some sources that the ambushed vehicle was part of an SBS patrol and further sources reported that it was a
special forces patrol.[17]

• 2007, 12 May: A joint British Special Boat Service (SBS) and → Special Forces Support Group (SFSG) team
killed Taliban leader Mullah Dadullah in Helmand province after a raid on a compound where his associates were
meeting.[18]

• 2008 - British SBS were involved in the rescue and recovery in Afghanistan of two Italians thought to be
members of the SISMI (Italian Military Intelligence and Security Service). However, one hostage was killed
(Corporal Lorenzo D'Auria) and the other two injured although not seriously during the operation.

• 2009 - The Special Boat Service were part of an assault element that was tasked in destroying an IED bomb
factory located in an old hill fort in Helmand Province, Afghanistan. Around 500 of the home-made devices and
killed 21 insurgents in an attack on a Taliban bomb factory in an old hill fort.

• 9 September 2009 A Joint UK Special Forces element were tasked to extricate former New York Times news
journalist Stephen Farrell and his interpreter Sultan Munadi who had been taken hostage by Taliban Militia and
being held in a house in Kunduz, northern Afghanistan. Farrell was successfully rescued but his interpreter Sultan
Munadi and a member from the → Special Forces Support Group Corporal John Harrison were killed during the
operation.

See also
• British Commandos
• → United States Navy SEALs
• Royal Australian Navy Clearance Diving Team

Notes and references
[1] " Col Richard Pickup - Obituary (http:/ / www. telegraph. co. uk/ news/ obituaries/ military-obituaries/ special-forces-obituaries/ 5309727/

Col-Richard-Pickup. html)". The Daily Telegraph. 11 May 2009. . "In the two years he commanded the SBS, Pickup relentlessly advanced its
role as the Royal Navy's major contribution to UK Special Forces. He installed renewed ambition and sense of purpose in the SBS, obtaining
for it an official cap badge, with a dagger on two undulating blue lines, in place of its unofficial emblem of frog, paddles and parachute."

[2] The motto was originally "Not by strength by guile", and is sometimes still reported as that. However the most reliable sources show that Not
by strength by guile was changed to By strength and guile at the same time as the name changed from Special Boat Squadron to Special Boat
Service. See (http:/ / www. thesun. co. uk/ sol/ homepage/ news/ article83043. ece).

[3] Ripley, Tim (25 February 2009). "Special Effects: UK SF unit comes into its own". Janes Defence Weekly 46 (8): 24.
[4] " Career Specialisations (http:/ / www. royalnavy. mod. uk/ royalmarines/ careers/ career-specialisations/ #f9)". Royal Marines. . "Swimmer

Canoeists are members of the Special Boat Service – the Royal Marines’ equivalent of the Army’s Special Air Service. To join this
specialisation, you will have to pass the UK Special Forces Selection Course. You will then be trained to the highest standards in surveillance,
reconnaissance, parachuting and survival skills."
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Special Forces Support Group

 Special Forces Support Group 

Shoulder Flash of the SFSG
 Active  3 April 2006 - Present 

 Country United Kingdom

 Branch UKSF

 Type Special Operations Light Infantry

 Role  Special Forces Support/Counter-Terrorism 

 Size One battalion

 Part of → UK Special Forces

 Garrison/HQ MOD St Athan

The Special Forces Support Group (SFSG) is a special operations unit of the British Armed Forces. A tri-service
formation, based around the 1st Battalion, The Parachute Regiment (1 Para), which was transferred from the line
infantry. Initially composed of personnel from the British Army's Parachute Regiment, the Royal Marines and the
RAF Regiment, the unit's selection process is now open to all infantry-trained personnel in the UK Armed Forces.
The SFSG was formed officially on 3 April 2006 to augment other → special forces units on large-scale missions,
and is part of the → United Kingdom Special Forces (UKSF) along with the → Special Air Service, → Special Boat
Service and → Special Reconnaissance Regiment.
Since the Parachute Regiment's Lead Airborne Task Force was stood down in late 2007 the SFSG has been the UK's
main parachute trained rapid deployment force[1] .

History
The unit's creation stems from the need to provide infantry support to the special forces, which became evident after
the Battle of Tora Bora during which two SAS sabre squadrons assaulted the al-Qaeda cave complex.[2] . Previously,
this support was carried out on an ad hoc basis, with infantry units assisted special forces teams when needed.
During Operation Barras in Sierra Leone, soldiers from 1 Para were deployed alongside troops from the → SBS and
D Squadron → SAS. This was successful, as the SAS soldiers attacked the encampment containing the hostages
while the soldiers from 1 Para attacked a second encampment.[3]

In December 2004, it was announced that a unit would be formalised for this role as part of the wider restructuring. It
was initially coined as a battalion of Rangers in reference to the similar → 75th Ranger Regiment of the US
Army.[4] The SFSG's formation was announced officially by the then Secretary of State for Defence John Reid in
Parliament on 20 April 2006. [5] Following the announcement, it was reported that a company of SFSG soldiers was
operating in Iraq as part of the US-led Task Force 145.[6] [7] [8]

As of late 2008 SFSG personnel have received two Military Crosses, one Queen's Commendation for Valuable
Service, two Mentions in Despatches and 12 Joint Commander's Commendations[1] . In August 2009, three soldiers
from the SFSG were killed by a roadside bomb while on patrol near Lashkar Gar, Southern Afghanistan. A fourth
soldier from the same patrol was injured in the explosion[9] .
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Formation and Selection
The SFSG was established to support UKSF units in battle overseas and on domestic counter-terrorist operations.
For this, it may encompass such roles as providing diversionary attacks, cordons, fire support, force protection, and
supporting training tasks.[3]

Most unit personnel are Parachute Regiment soldiers, Royal Marine commandos or RAF Regiment gunners. All
those selected for the SFSG have passed either the Airborne Forces Selection course run by The Parachute
Regiment, the Royal Marines Commando course or the RAF Pre-Parachute Selection course[1] . For Army personnel,
a tour with SFSG is regarded officially as an attachment to the Parachute Regiment. Army personnel can apply to
join straight from P Company irrespective of regimental affiliation; prospective recruits from the Royal Marines
undergo a selection process run by the Fleet Protection Group Royal Marines[1] .
Members continue to wear their own cap badge. In addition, they wear a new shoulder emblem that depicts a silver
dagger on a green background, with a red-lined black flash of lightning running through it.[3]

Organisation
The SFSG comprises four strike companies: 3 of these being primarily from 1 Para (with the RAF Regiment
providing a platoon in one of these companies) and F Company from the Royal Marines. The RAF also provides
Tactical Air Control Parties. There is also a support company comprising mortar, sniper and patrol platoons[1] . The
Patrol platoon operates vehicles including the Jackal and includes Fire Support Groups which include Parachute
Regiment, Royal Artillery and RAF Regiment personnel.
There is also a CBRN unit assigned to the SFSG to provide specialised knowledge and capability to military and
civilian agencies in detection and handling of chemical, biological and radiological/nuclear weapons and materials
.[1]

It is based at MOD St Athan near Cardiff, south Wales.[3] News reports of its strength have varied between
450-1,200 personnel.[1] [4] [10] .
• 1st Battalion, The Parachute Regiment

• Headquarters (HQ) Company
• A Coy (1 Para)
• B Coy (1 Para + a platoon of RAF Regiment)
• C Coy (1 Para)
• F Coy (Royal Marines)
• Support Company

• → RAF Regiment Tactical Air Control Party
• RAF Regiment CBRN unit

• 268 (SFSG) Signals Squadron
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See also
•   Australia - → 2nd Commando Regiment - equivalent unit
•   Canada - → Canadian Special Operations Regiment (CSOR) - equivalent unit
•   United States - 75th Ranger Regiment (also known as Army Rangers) - equivalent unit
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Special Reconnaissance Regiment

 Special Reconnaissance Regiment 

Cap badge of the Special Reconnaissance Regiment
 Active  6 April 2005 - Present 

 Country United Kingdom

 Branch  Tri-Service 

 Type Special Forces

 Role  Close Target Reconnaissance

 Size One Regiment

 Part of → UK Special Forces

 Garrison/HQ Hereford

 Abbreviation  SRR 

The Special Reconnaissance Regiment (SRR) is a Special Forces regiment of the British Armed Forces, which
conducts special reconnaissance, predominantly, but not exclusively, in a counter-terrorism posture. It was
established on 6 April 2005 at RMA Sandhurst and is a component of → United Kingdom Special Forces (UKSF)
alongside the → Special Air Service (SAS) and → Special Boat Service (SBS), supported by the → Special Forces
Support Group (SFSG).

Formation
It is believed that one of the main roles of the SRR is to support SAS/SBS special operations by providing close
target reconnaissance, surveillance and 'eyes-on' intelligence. The regiment employs state-of-the-art electronic
surveillance gear to eavesdrop on their targets.
Little is publicly known about the SRR's size or structure. Recent press reports have put the regiment at company
size - around 150 operatives. The SRR is believed to be based alongside the SAS at RHQ Credenhill, near Hereford
Thought to be based near Hereford,[1] the SRR is a tri-service unit administered by the British Army. The regiment
was established following a Strategic Defence white paper identifying a requirement for assets to engage in covert
special reconnaissance and surveillance in support of military activities worldwide.
It is the newest Special Forces regiment in the armed forces, announced by the then Secretary of State for Defence
Geoff Hoon in 2004.[1] The regiment was formed around a core of already existing assets, thought to be the Joint
Communications Unit (Northern Ireland) (JCU(NI)), known in popular culture as 14 Intelligence Company, which
played a similar role against Irish republican and loyalist terrorism in Northern Ireland since the 1970s.[2]

Few details are publicly available, but it is believed that the unit is less than half the size of the SAS.
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Regalia
Personnel retain the uniforms of their parent organisations with the addition of an 'emerald grey' coloured beret and
the SRR cap badge. The cap badge shares Excalibur (the sword of King Arthur) in common with the other SF
emblems, in the case of the SRR placed behind a Corinthian helmet surmounting a scroll inscribed
RECONNAISSANCE.[2] The stable belt of the SRR is similar in style to that of the SAS, however is darker in
appearance, being Royal Blue.

Recruitment and selection
Nothing has been released to the public domain regarding recruitment and selection, however predicated around the
JCU(NI) model the regiment recruits both sexes from throughout the British armed forces.

History
UK Government policy is not to comment on Special Forces activities, and personnel are bound by the same
confidentiality agreement as other UKSF operators, therefore no verifiable information exists regarding the activities
of the SRR.

Shooting of Jean Charles de Menezes
On 22 July 2005 Jean Charles de Menezes was shot by armed police officers on the London underground rail
system, at Stockwell tube station.
Three media reports carry assertions by unattributed UK government sources that SRR personnel were involved in
the intelligence collection effort leading to the shooting,[3] and on the tube train whilst the offensive action
occurred.[4] A partial Ministry of Defence response was reported by the Times. [5]

Iraq arrests
On 19 September 2005 two British personnel were detained by Iraqi police in Basra and later released via the use of
force by the British military.
Media reporting included unattributed comments which alleged a firefight with British personnel dressed in Arabic
fashion,[6] and that the two were members of the SRR. One early BBC report stated that the two men had explosives
in their car.[7]

In April 2006, the Sunday Mirror reported that the then Defence Secretary, John Reid, had ordered an inquiry into
the role of Special Forces during this incident, but had been overruled.[8]

Northern Ireland
In March 2009, Chief Constable Sir Hugh Orde informed the Policing Board that the Special Reconnaissance
Regiment had been deployed in Northern Ireland to help gather intelligence on dissident republicans. This was
condemned by Martin McGuinness and welcomed by the DUP.[9]

See also
• → United Kingdom Special Forces
• United Kingdom Special Forces Selection
• 14 Intelligence Company
• → Intelligence Support Activity a similar unit in → United States Special Operations Forces
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United States of America

United States Special Operations Forces
United States Special Operations Forces are active and reserve component forces of U.S. Military. They are
designated by the United States Secretary of Defense, and are specifically trained to conduct operations in an area
under enemy or unfriendly control or politically sensitive environments to achieve military, diplomatic,
informational, and economic objectives of the United States.

General information
While in the continental U.S., most special operations forces (SOF) units answer to the administration of their
assigned branch of the military, but organizationally under → U.S. Special Operations Command (SOCOM).
Operational control of deployed units falls under the respective SOCOM and its Special Operations Command
structure. However, the Secretary of Defense can place all special operations forces under the direct control of the
SOCOM, usually in time of active hostilities.
U.S. SOF units have the same basic role in warfare as the → special forces of most other countries, supplying small,
elite units that can operate far behind enemy lines on → unconventional warfare, foreign internal defense,
counter-terrorism, special reconnaissance, and direct action missions.
As of 2009, there were roughly 55,000 personnel in the United States special operations forces. [1]

List of United States special operations forces

Special missions units
• → 1st Special Forces Operational Detachment-Delta (SFOD-D) "Delta Force" (→ United States Army)
• → United States Naval Special Warfare Development Group "DEVGRU" (→ United States Navy)
• 24th Special Tactics Squadron - (United States Air Force)
• → Intelligence Support Activity "ISA" (→ United States Army)

→ Army Rangers on patrol

→ United States Army

• → Special Forces ("Green Berets")
• → 75th Ranger Regiment ("Rangers")
• → 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment (Airborne) ("Night

Stalkers")
• 4th Psychological Operations Group (Airborne)
• 95th Civil Affairs Brigade (Airborne)

→ United States Navy

• Navy SEALs
• → Special Warfare Combatant-craft Crewmen
• Navy Rescue Swimmers

• Navy EOD (Explosive Ordnance Disposal)
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• United States Navy Diver

→ United States Air Force
• 352d Special Operations Group
• 353d Special Operations Group
• 1st Special Operations Wing (Formerly the 16th Special Operations Wing)
• 27th Special Operations Wing
• Combat Control Team
• → Air Force Special Operations Weather Technician
• → United States Air Force Pararescue

United States Marine Corps
• Marine Special Operations Battalions
• MSOAG

Intelligence Community Special Units
• Strategic Support Branch (CIA/DIA)
• → Special Activities Division (CIA)
• Special Collections Service (NSA - CIA)

Disbanded or inactive units
In the modern U.S. military structure since World War II, dozens of special operations units have been formed and
later disbanded. Many were created for a specific, limited objective (such as Task Force 11), or for a specific
conflict. In some cases, a special operations unit is reconstituted under a different name, usually for reasons of
security, or evolves from a pilot project into a more permanent force. See Former United States special operations
units.

U.S. special operations centers, schools, and courses
• Joint Special Operations University - Hurlburt Field
• Ranger School - Fort Benning
• Ranger Indoctrination Program (RIP) - Fort Benning
• John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School - Fort Bragg
• Naval Special Warfare Center - Coronado, California
• USAF Special Operations School - Hurlburt Field
• Marine Special Operations School - Camp Lejeune
• Marine Corps Special Operations Training Group
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Commands
• → United States Marine Corps Forces Special Operations Command
• → United States Army Special Operations Command
• → United States Air Force Special Operations Command
• → United States Naval Special Warfare Command
• → United States Special Operations Command (SOCOM)
• → Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC)

See also
• Close Quarters Combat
• Counter-insurgency
• Counter-terrorism
• → Guerrilla warfare
• Hand to hand combat
• → Hostage Rescue Team (FBI)
• Krav maga
• Knife fight
• Light infantry
• List of special forces units
• Special reconnaissance
• → SWAT
• → Unconventional warfare
• → Urban warfare
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External links
• US Special Operation Forces - 2009 SOCOM Factbook [4]

• Special Operations Community Website [5]

• Learning to Fight a War [6]
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Joint Special Operations Command

 Joint Special Operations Command 

Emblem of the Joint Special Operations Command
 Active  December 15, 1980 

 Country United States

 Branch Joint activity

 Type Counter-terrorism

 Part of → U.S. Special Operations Command

 Nickname JSOC

 Engagements Operation Urgent Fury (1983)
Operation Just Cause (1989)
Operation Acid Gambit (1989)
Operation Gothic Serpent (1989)
Battle of Mogadishu (1993)
Operation Anaconda (2002)

 Commanders 

Current
commander

VADM William H. McRaven

The Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC) is a component command of the → United States Special
Operations Command (USSOCOM) and is charged to study special operations requirements and techniques to
ensure interoperability and equipment standardization, plan and conduct special operations exercises and training,
and develop Joint Special Operations Tactics. It was established on December 15, 1980, in the aftermath of the
failure of Operation Eagle Claw, the unsuccessful attempt to rescue the 53 hostages from the American embassy in
Tehran, Iran.[1] It is located at Pope Air Force Base and Fort Bragg in North Carolina, USA.
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Overview
The JSOC is the "joint headquarters designed to study special operations requirements and techniques; ensure
interoperability and equipment standardization; plan and conduct joint special operations exercises and training;
and develop joint special operations tactics"[2] . For this task, the Joint Communications Unit (JCU) is tasked to
ensure compatibility of communications systems and standard operating procedures of the different special
operations units.
The Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC) also commands and controls the Special Mission Units (SMU) of →
United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM). These units perform highly classified activities.[3] [4] [5]

So far, only three SMUs have been publicly disclosed: The Army's 1st Special Forces Operational Detachment -
Delta (Delta Force), the Navy's SEAL Team 6 or Naval Special Warfare Development Group (DEVGRU), and the
Air Force's 24th Special Tactics Squadron. → Intelligence Support Activity (ISA) which often operates under
various cover names such as Royal Cape, Granite Rock and Powder Keg were some, Centra Spike and Torn Victor.
However, its most recent known cover name was Gray Fox. The army once maintained the Activity, but after
September 11 attacks the Pentagon shifted direct control to Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC) at Fort
Bragg, NC.[6] If needed, Army Rangers and Night Stalkers can be transferred under the JSOC command. JSOC’s
primary mission is believed to be identifying and destroying terrorists and terror cells worldwide.[7]

USSOCOM/JSOC cannot conduct covert action operations, as the CIA is the only organization that has the authority
to conduct these actions.[8] However, USSOCOM has an excellent relationship with the CIA's elite → Special
Activities Division and the two forces often operate together with exceptional results.[9] [10] The CIA's Special
Activities Division's Special Operations Group often selects their recruits from JSOC[11]

Security Support
JSOC has provided support to domestic law enforcement agencies during high profile, or high risk events such as the
Olympics, the World Cup, political party conventions and Presidential inaugurations. Classified portions of PDD-25
are reported to exempt the JSOC from the Posse Comitatus Act, which makes it illegal for military and law
enforcement to exercise jointly.[12] Title 10 of the US Code expressly allows the Secretary of Defense to make
military personnel available to train Federal, State, and local civilian law enforcement officials in the operation and
maintenance of equipment; and to provide such law enforcement officials with expert advice.[13] Additionally,
civilian and uniformed military lawyers said provisions in several federal statutes, including the Fiscal Year 2000
Defense Department Authorization Act, Public Law 106-65, permits the secretary of defense to authorize military
forces to support civilian agencies, including the Federal Bureau of Investigation, in the event of a national
emergency, especially any involving nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons.[14]

In January 2005, a small group of commandos were deployed to support security at the Presidential inauguration.
They were allegedly deployed under a secret counter-terrorism program named Power Geyser. The New York Times
quoted a senior military official as saying, "They bring unique military and technical capabilities that often are
centered around potential WMD events," A civil liberties advocate who was told about the program by a reporter
said that he had no objections to the program as described to him because its scope appeared to be limited to
supporting the counterterrorism efforts of civilian authorities.[14]
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Operations in Pakistan
According to The Washington Post, JSOC's commander Lieutenant General Stanley A. McChrystal operates on the
understanding with Pakistan that US units will not enter Pakistan except under extreme circumstances, and that
Pakistan will deny giving them permission.[15]

That scenario happened according to the Islamic Republic News Agency (IRNA), in January 2006, JSOC troops
clandestinely entered the village of Saidgai, Pakistan, to hunt for Osama Bin Laden. Pakistan refused entry.[16]

Operations in Iran
On January 11, 2007, President Bush pledged in a major speech to "seek out and destroy the networks providing
advanced weaponry and training to our enemies in Iraq."[17] The next day, in a meeting of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, Chairman Senator Joseph Biden (Delaware), informed United States Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice that the Bush Administration did not have the authority to send US troops on cross-border raids.
Biden said, "I believe the present authorization granted the president to use force in Iraq does not cover that, and he
does need congressional authority to do that. I just want to set that marker."[18]

Sometime in 2007, JSOC started conducting cross-border operations into Iran from southern Iraq with the CIA.
These operation included seizing members of Al-Quds, the commando arm of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard, and
taking them to Iraq for interrogation, as well as the pursuit, capture, and/or execution of “high-value targets” in the
“war on terror”. The Bush administration allegedly combined the CIA's intelligence operations with JSOC covert
military operations so that Congress would only partially see how the money was spent.[19]

In mid-March of 2008, President Bush signed a secret finding authorizing a covert offensive against Iran. Bush’s
secret directive covers actions in a large geographical area in the middle east and is far more sweeping in the type of
actions permitted under its guidelines. The intent is to escalate covert operations against Iran to destabilize the
country's religious leadership, gather intelligence about Iran's suspected nuclear-weapons program and support the
minority Ahwazi Arab and Baluchi groups and other dissident organizations, and assassination of targeted officials.
The finding was swiftly approved with bipartisan support which included an initial outlay of $300-400 million to
finance its implementation.[20] [21]

List of JSOC commanders

Name and Affiliation Start of Term End of Term

MG Richard A. Scholtes December 1980 August 1984

MG Carl Stiner 1984 January 1987

MG Gary E. Luck 1989 1990

MG William F. Garrison 1992 1994

MG Wayne A. Downing September 1997 November
1997

MG Peter J. Schoomaker 1995 1996

BG Michael A. Canavan 1997 1997

LTG Dell L. Dailey 2001 March 2003

LTG Stanley McChrystal September
2003[22]

June 2008

VADM William H.
McRaven

June 2008[23] present
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See also
• → USSOCOM
• Operation Gothic Serpent ; Operation Enduring Freedom
• Central Intelligence Agency's → Special Activities Division
• Strategic Support Branch
• 1st Special Forces Operational Detachment - Delta (Delta Force)
• Naval Special Warfare Development Group (SEALs)
• → Intelligence Support Activity (The Activity)
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United States Special Operations Command emblem
 Active  April 16, 1987 

 Country United States

 Branch Joint activity

 Type → Special Operations

 Role  Provide fully capable Special Operations Forces to defend the United States and its interests and plan and
synchronize operations against terrorist networks 

 Size  48,000 

 Part of Department of Defense

 Garrison/HQ MacDill Air Force Base

 Nickname USSOCOM or SOCOM

 Engagements Operation Earnest Will
Operation Just Cause
Operation Desert Storm
Operation Restore Hope
Operation Gothic Serpent
Battle of Mogadishu
Operation Enduring Freedom
Operation Iraqi Freedom

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Admiral Eric T. Olson

The United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM or SOCOM) is the Unified Combatant Command
charged with overseeing the various → Special Operations Commands (SOC or SOCOM) of the Army, Air Force,
Navy and Marine Corps of the United States Armed Forces. The command is part of the Department of Defense.
USSOCOM is headquartered at MacDill Air Force Base in Tampa, Florida.
The idea of a unified special operations command had its origins in the aftermath of Operation Eagle Claw, the
disastrous attempted rescue of hostages at the American embassy in Iran in 1980. The ensuing investigation, chaired
by Admiral James L. Holloway III, the retired Chief of Naval Operations, cited lack of command and control and
inter-service coordination as significant factors in the failure of the mission.[1] Since its activation on April 16, 1987,
U.S. Special Operations Command has participated in many operations, from the 1989 invasion of Panama to the
ongoing Iraq War.[2] [3]
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USSOCOM conducts several covert and clandestine missions, such as → unconventional warfare, foreign internal
defense, special reconnaissance, psychological operations, Civil Affairs, direct action, counter-terrorism and War on
Drugs operations. USSOCOM's global performance in combat and noncombat areas has proven the value of a
mature, culturally attuned, properly equipped, and adaptive Special Operations Force (SOF).[4] Each branch has a
Special Operations Command that is unique and capable of running its own operations, but when the different
Special Operations Forces need to work together for an operation, USSOCOM becomes the joint component
command of the operation, instead of a SOC of a specific branch.[5]

History

Establishment of USSOCOM
The unworkable command and control structure, which led to the failure of Operation Eagle Claw in 1980,
highlighted the need within the Department of Defense to reform Special Operations Forces (SOF). The Army Chief
of Staff, General Edward C. “Shy” Meyer, called for a further restructuring of special operations capabilities.
Although unsuccessful at the joint level, Meyer nevertheless went on to consolidate Army SOF units under the new
1st Special Operations Command in 1982, a significant step to improve Army SOF.

Senator Barry Goldwater Former
Chairman of the Senate Armed

Services Committee

By 1983, there was a small but growing sense in the Congress for the need for
military reforms. In June, the Senate Armed Services Committee (SASC), under
the chairmanship of Senator Barry Goldwater (R-AZ), began a two-year long
study of the Defense Department which included an examination of SOF. With
concern mounting on Capitol Hill, the Department of Defense created the Joint
Special Operations Agency on January 1, 1984; this agency, however, had
neither operational nor command authority over any SOF.[6] [7] The Joint
Special Operations Agency thus did little to improve SOF readiness,
capabilities, or policies hardly what Congress had in mind as a systemic fix for
SOF’s problems. Within the Defense Department, there were a few staunch SOF
supporters. Noel Koch, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for
International Security Affairs, and his deputy, Lynn Rylander, both advocated
SOF reforms.[8]

At the same time, a few visionaries on Capitol Hill were determined to overhaul
SOF. They included Senators Sam Nunn (D-GA) and William Cohen (R-ME),
both members of the Armed Services Committee, and Representative Dan Daniel (D-VA), the chairman of the
United States House Armed Services Subcommittee on Readiness. Congressman Daniel had become convinced that
the U.S. military establishment was not interested in special operations, that the country’s capability in this area was
second rate, and that SOF operational command and control was an endemic problem.[8] Senators Nunn and Cohen
also felt strongly that the Department of Defense was not preparing adequately for future threats. Senator Cohen
agreed that the U.S. needed a clearer organizational focus and chain of command for special operations to deal with
low-intensity conflicts.[6]

In October 1985, the Senate Armed Services Committee published the results of its two-year review of the U.S. 
military structure, entitled "Defense Organization: The Need For Change."[9] Mr. James R. Locher III, the principal 
author of this study, also examined past special operations and speculated on the most likely future threats. This 
influential document led to the Goldwater-Nichols Defense Reorganization Act of 1986.[10] [11] By spring 1986, SOF 
advocates had introduced reform bills in both houses of Congress. On 15 May, Senator Cohen introduced the Senate 
bill, co-sponsored by Senator Nunn and others, which called for a joint military organization for SOF and the 
establishment of an office in the Defense Department to ensure adequate funding and policy emphasis for 
low-intensity conflict and special operations.[12] Representative Daniel’s proposal went even further—he wanted a
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national special operations agency headed by a civilian who would bypass the Joint Chiefs and report directly to the
Secretary of Defense; this would keep Joint Chiefs and the Services out of the SOF budget process.[7]

Congress held hearings on the two bills in the summer of 1986. Admiral William J. Crowe Jr., Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, led the Pentagon’s opposition to the bills. He proposed, as an alternative, a new Special Operations
Forces command led by a three-star general. This proposal was not well received on Capitol Hill—Congress wanted
a four-star general in charge to give SOF more clout. A number of retired military officers and others testified in
favor of the need for reform.[8] By most accounts, retired Army Major General Richard Scholtes gave the most
compelling reasons for change. Scholtes, who commanded the joint special operations task force in Grenada,
explained how conventional force leaders misused SOF during the operation, not allowing them to use their unique
capabilities, which resulted in high SOF casualties. After his formal testimony, Scholtes met privately with a small
number of Senators to elaborate on the problems that he had encountered in Grenada.[13]

Both the House and Senate passed SOF reform bills, and these went to a conference committee for reconciliation.
Senate and House conferees forged a compromise. The bill called for a unified combatant command headed by a
four star general for all SOF, an Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations and Low-Intensity Conflict, a
coordinating board for low-intensity conflict within the National Security Council, and a new Major Force Program
(MFP-11) for SOF (the so-called "SOF checkbook").[14] [15] The final bill, attached as a rider to the 1987 Defense
Authorization Act, amended the Goldwater-Nichols Act and was signed into law in October 1986. Congress clearly
intended to force DOD and the Administration to face up to the realities of past failures and emerging threats. DOD
and the Administration were responsible for implementing the law, and Congress subsequently had to pass two
additional bills to ensure proper implementation.[8] The legislation promised to improve SOF in several respects.
Once implemented, MFP-11 provided SOF with control over its own resources, better enabling it to modernize the
force. Additionally, the law fostered interservice cooperation: a single commander for all SOF promoted
interoperability among the forces assigned to the same command. The establishment of a four-star Commander in
Chief and an Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations and Low Intensity Conflict eventually gave SOF
a voice in the highest councils of the Defense Department.[14]

General James Lindsay the first
Commander in Chief, Special Operations

Command

Implementing the provisions and mandates of the Nunn-Cohen Act, however,
was neither rapid nor smooth. One of the first issues to surface was
appointing an ASD (SO/LIC), whose principal duties included monitorship of
special operations activities and low-intensity conflict activities of the
Department of Defense. The Congress even increased the number of assistant
secretaries of defense from 11 to 12, but the Department of Defense still did
not fill this new billet. In December 1987, the Congress directed Secretary of
the Army John O. Marsh to carry out the ASD (SO/LIC) duties until a
suitable replacement was approved by the Senate. Not until 18 months after
the legislation passed did Ambassador Charles Whitehouse assume the duties
of ASD (SO/LIC).[16]

Meanwhile, the establishment of USSOCOM provided its own measure of
excitement. A quick solution to manning and basing a brand new unified
command was to abolish an existing command. U.S. Readiness Command
(USREDCOM), with an often misunderstood mission, did not appear to have

a viable mission in the post Goldwater-Nichols era, and its Commander in Chief, General James Lindsay, had had
some special operations experience. On January 23, 1987, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to the Secretary of
Defense that USREDCOM be disestablished to provide billets and facilities for USSOCOM. President Ronald
Reagan approved the establishment of the new command on April 13, 1987. The Department of Defense activated
USSOCOM on April 16, 1987 and nominated General Lindsay to be the first Commander in Chief Special
Operations Command (USCINCSOC). The Senate accepted him without debate.[8]
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Operation Earnest Will

MH-60 landing on Hercules

USSOCOM's first tactical operation involved SEALs, Special Boat
Teams (SBT), and → 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment
(Airborne)("Nightstalkers") aviators working together during
Operation Earnest Will in September 1987. During Operation Earnest
Will, the United States ensured that neutral oil tankers and other
merchant ships could safely transit the Persian Gulf during the
Iran–Iraq War. Iranian attacks on tankers prompted Kuwait to ask the
United States in December 1986 to register 11 Kuwaiti tankers as
American ships so that they could be escorted by the U.S. Navy.
President Reagan agreed to the Kuwaiti request on March 10, 1987,
hoping it would deter Iranian attacks.[8] The protection offered by U.S. naval vessels, however, did not stop Iran,
which used mines and small boats to harass the convoys steaming to and from Kuwait. In late July 1987, Rear
Admiral Harold J. Bernsen, commander of the Middle East Force, requested NSW assets. Special Boat Teams
deployed with six Mark III Patrol Boats and two SEAL platoons in August.[8] The Middle East Force decided to
convert two oil servicing barges, Hercules and Wimbrown VII, into mobile sea bases. The mobile sea bases allowed
SOF in the northern Persian Gulf to thwart clandestine Iranian mining and small boat attacks.

On September 21, Nightstalkers flying MH-6 and AH-6 Little Birds took off from the frigate Jarrett to track an
Iranian ship, the Iran Ajr. The Nightstalkers observed the Iran Ajr turn off its lights and begin laying mines. After
receiving permission to attack, the helicopters fired guns and rockets, stopping the ship. As the Iran Ajr’s crew began
to push mines over the side, the helicopters resumed firing until the crew abandoned ship. Special Boat Teams
provided security while a SEAL team boarded the vessel at first light and discovered nine mines on the vessel’s deck,
as well as a logbook revealing areas where previous mines had been laid. The logbook implicated Iran in mining
international waters.[8]

One of two Iranian oil platform set ablaze after
shelling by American destroyers.

Within a few days, the Special Operations forces had determined the
Iranian pattern of activity; the Iranians hid during the day near oil and
gas platforms in Iranian waters and at night they headed toward the
Middle Shoals Buoy, a navigation aid for tankers. With this knowledge,
SOF launched three Little Bird helicopters and two patrol craft to the
buoy. The Little Bird helicopters arrived first and were fired upon by
three Iranian boats anchored near the buoy. After a short but intense
firefight, the helicopters sank all three boats. In mid-October, three days
after an Iranian Silkworm missile hit the tanker Sea Isle City near the oil
terminal outside Kuwait City. Seventeen crewmen and the American
captain were injured in the missile attack.[8] [17] During Operation
Nimble Archer, four destroyers shelled two oil platforms in the Rostam

oil field. After the shelling, a SEAL platoon and a demolition unit planted explosives on one of the platforms to
destroy it. The SEALs next boarded and searched a third platform two miles away. Documents and radios were taken
for intelligence purposes. Iran AJR, caught laying mines, was disabled by Night Stalker helicopters and boarded by
SEALs.[8]

On April 14, 1988, 65 miles east of Bahrain, the U.S. frigate Samuel B. Roberts (FFG-58) hit a mine, blowing an 
immense hole in its hull.[18] Ten sailors were injured. During Operation Praying Mantis the U.S. retaliated fiercely, 
attacking the Iranian frigate Sabalan and oil platforms in the Sirri and Sassan oil fields.[17] [18] After U.S. warships 
bombarded the Sirri platform and set it ablaze, a UH-60 with a SEAL platoon flew toward the platform but was 
unable to get close enough because of the roaring fire. Secondary explosions soon wrecked the platform.[8]
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Thereafter, Iranian attacks on neutral ships dropped drastically. On July 18, Iran accepted the United Nations cease
fire; on August 20, 1988, the Iran–Iraq War ended. The remaining SEALs, patrol boats, and helicopters then
returned to the United States.[8] Special Operations Forces provided critical skills necessary to help CENTCOM gain
control of the northern Persian Gulf and balk Iran’s small boats and minelayers. The ability to work at night proved
vital, because Iranian units used darkness to conceal their actions. Additionally, because of Earnest Will operational
requirements, USSOCOM would acquire new weapons systems—the patrol coastal ships and the Mark V Special
Operations Craft.[8]

Somalia
Special Operations Command first became involved in Somalia as part of Operation Provide Relief. C-130s circled
over Somali airstrips during delivery of relief supplies. Special Forces medics accompanied many relief flights into
the airstrips throughout southern Somalia to assess the area. They were the first U.S. soldiers in Somalia, arriving
before U.S. forces who supported the expanded relief operations of Restore Hope.[19] [20] [8] The first teams into
Somalia were CIA → Special Activities Division paramilitary officers with elements of JSOC. They conducted very
high risk advanced force operations prior to the entry of the follow on forces. The first casualty of the conflict came
from this team and was a Paramilitary officer and former Delta Force operator name Larry Freedman. Freedman was
awarded the Intelligence Star for "extraordianry heroism" for his actions. [21]

The earliest missions during Operation Restore Hope were conducted by Navy SEALs. The SEALs performed
several hydro-graphic reconnaissance missions to find suitable landing sites for Marines. On December 7, the SEALs
swam into Mogadishu Harbor, where they found suitable landing sites, assessed the area for threats, and concluded
that the port could support offloading ships. This was a tough mission because the SEALs had swum against a strong
current which left many of them overheated and exhausted. Furthermore, they had to swim through raw sewage in
the harbor, which made them sick.[8] When the first SEALs hit the shore the following night, they were surprised to
meet members of the news media. The first Marines came ashore soon thereafter, and the press redirected their
attention to them. Later, the SEALs provided personal security for President George Bush during a visit to
Somalia.[20] [8] In December 1992, Special Forces assets in Kenya moved to Somalia and joined Operation Restore
Hope. January 1993, a Special Forces command element deployed to Mogadishu as the Joint Special Operations
Forces-Somalia (JSOFOR) that would command and control all special operations for Restore Hope. JSOFOR’s
mission was to make initial contact with indigenous factions and leaders; provide information for force protection;
and provide reports on the area for future relief and security operations. Before redeploying in April, JSOFOR
elements drove over 26,000 miles, captured 277 weapons, and destroyed over 45,320 pounds of explosives.[8]

Bravo Company, 3rd Battalion of the → 75th Ranger Regiment in
Somalia, 1993.

In August 1993, Secretary of Defense Les Aspin
directed the deployment of a Joint Special Operations
Task Force (JSOTF) to Somalia in response to attacks
made by General Mohamed Farrah Aidid's supporters
upon U.S. and UN forces . The JSOTF, named Task
Force (TF) Ranger, its mission named Operation
Gothic Serpent was to capture Aidid. This was an
especially arduous mission, for Aidid had gone
underground, after several AC-130 air raids and UN
assaults on his strongholds.[22] [23] [8] The task force
arrived in the country, and began training exercises. TF
Ranger was made up of operators from → Delta Force,

75th Ranger Regiment, → 160th SOAR, Air Force special tactics units, and SEALs from the Naval Special Warfare
Development Group.[22] [8] During August and September 1993, the task force conducted six missions into
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Mogadishu, all of which were successes. Although Aidid remained free, the effect of these missions seriously limited
his movements.[23]

On October 3, TF Ranger launched its seventh mission, this time into Aidid’s stronghold the Bakara Market to
capture two of his key lieutenants. The mission was expected to take only one or two hours.[22] Helicopters carried
an assault and a ground convoy of security teams launched in the late afternoon from the TF Ranger compound at
Mogadishu airport. The TF came under increasingly heavy fire, more intense than during previous missions. The
assault team captured 24 Somalis including Aidid's lieutenants and were loading them onto the convoy trucks when a
MH-60 Blackhawk was hit by a rocket-propelled grenade (RPG).[23] [8] A small element from the security force, as
well as an MH-6 assault helicopter and an MH-60 carrying a fifteen man combat search and rescue (CSAR) team,
rushed to the crash site.[22] [23] [8] The battle became increasingly worse. An RPG struck another MH-60, crashing
less than a mile to the south of the first downed helicopter. The task force faced overwhelming Somali mobs that
overran the crash sites, causing a dire situation.[22] A Somali mob overran the second site and, despite a heroic
defense, killed everyone except the pilot, whom they took prisoner. Two defenders of this crash site, Master Sergeant
Gary Gordon and Sergeant First Class Randall Shughart, were posthumously awarded the Medal of Honor.[22] [23] [8]

About this time, the mission’s quick reaction force (QRF) also tried to reach the second crash site. This force too was
pinned by Somali fire and required the fire support of two AH-6 helicopters before it could break contact and make
its way back to the base.[8]

Map of the main battle sites during the Battle of
Mogadishu.

The assault and security elements moved on foot towards the first crash
area, passing through heavy fire, and occupied buildings south and
southwest of the downed helicopter. They fought to establish defensive
positions so not to be pinned down by very heavy enemy fire, while
treating their wounded, and worked to free the pilot’s body from the
downed helicopter. With the detainees loaded on trucks, the ground
convoy force attempted to reach the first crash site. Unable to find it
amongst the narrow, winding alleyways, the convoy came under
devastating small arms and RPG fire. The convoy had to return to base
after suffering numerous casualties, and sustaining substantial damage
to the their vehicles. Reinforcements, consisting of elements from the
QRF, 10th Mountain Division soldiers, Rangers, SEALs, Pakistan
Army tanks and Malaysian armored personnel carriers, finally arrived
at 1:55 A.M. on October 4. The combined force worked until dawn to
free the pilot’s body, receiving RPG and small arms fire throughout the
night.[8] All the casualties were loaded onto the armored personnel
carriers, and the remainder of the force was left behind and had no
choice but to move out on foot.[22] AH-6 gunships raked the streets
with fire to support the movement. The main force of the convoy
arrived at the Pakistani Stadium-compound for the QRF-at 6:30 A.M.[22]

Thus concluding one of the bloodiest and fiercest urban firefights since the Vietnam War. Task Force Ranger
experienced a total of 17 killed in action and 106 wounded. Various estimates placed Somali casualties above
1,000.[22] Although Task Force Rangers few missions were successes, the overall outcome of Operation Gothic
Serpent was deemed a failure because of the Task Force's failure to complete their mission statement, capturing
Mohamed Farrah Aidid.[22] Most U.S. forces pulled out of Somalia by March 1994. The withdrawal from Somalia,
was completed on March 1995.[8] Even though Operation Gothic Serpent failed, USSOCOM still made significant
contributions to operations in Somalia. SOF performed reconnaissance and surveillance missions, assisted with
humanitarian relief, protected American forces and conducted riverine patrols. Additionally, they ensured the safe
landing of the Marines and safeguarded the arrival of merchant ships carrying food.[17] [8]
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Current Role
United States Special Operations Command has played a pivotal role in toppling the former Taliban government in
Afghanistan and combating the insurgency since capturing Saddam Hussein in Iraq.[24] USSOCOM is now
developing plans to have an expanded and more complex role in the global campaign against terrorism.[25]

Afghanistan
In the initial stages of the War in Afghanistan USSOCOM forces linked up with CIA Paramilitary Officers from →
Special Activities Division to defeat the Taliban without the need for large-scale conventional forces.[26] This was
one of the biggest successes of the global War on Terrorism. [27] These units linked up several times during this war
and engaged in several furious battles with the enemy. One such battle happened during Operation Anaconda the
mission to squeeze life out of a Taliban and Al-Qaeda stronghold dug deep into the Shah-i-Kot mountains of eastern
Afghanistan. The operation was seen as one of the heaviest and bloodiest fights in the War in Afghanistan. [28] The
battle on an Afghan mountaintop called Takur Ghar featured Special Operations forces from all 4 services and the
CIA. Navy SEALs, Army Rangers 'pilots, Air Force Combat Controllers, Pararescuemen and a USMC Force Recon
Marine fought against entrenched Al-Qaeda fighters atop a 10000-foot (3000 m) mountain. SSgt. Robert E Lee'' US
Marine Force Recon; infiltrated the bunker area and proceeded to initiate Fire Control. Subsequently, the entrenched
Taliban became targets of every asset in the sky. According to an executive summary, the battle of Takur Ghar was
the most intense firefight American special operators have been involved in since 18 U.S. Army Rangers were killed
in Mogadishu, Somalia, in 1993.[29] [30] [31] During Operation Red Wing on June 28, 2005, four Navy SEALs,
pinned down in a firefight, radioed for help. A Chinook helicopter, carrying 16 service members, responded but was
shot down. All members of the rescue team and three of four Seals on the ground died. It was the worst loss of life in
Afghanistan since the invasion in 2001. The Navy SEAL Marcus Luttrell alone survived.[32] [33] Team leader
Michael P. Murphy was awarded the Medal of Honor for his actions in the battle.

Iraq
USSOCOM's 10th Special Forces Group, elements of JSOC and CIA/SAD Paramilitary Officers linked up again and
were the first to enter Iraq prior to the invasion. Their efforts organized the Kurdish Peshmerga to defeat Ansar Al
Islam in Northern Iraq before the invasion. This battle was for control of a territory in Northeastern Iraq that was
completely occupied by Ansar Al Islam an ally of Al Qaeda. This was a very significant battle and led to the
termination of a substantial number of terrorists and the uncovering of a chemical weapons facility at Sargat. These
terrorists would have been in the subsequent insurgency had they not been eliminated during this battle. Sargat was
the only facility of its type discovered in the Iraq war. This battle may have been the Tora Bora of Iraq, but it was a
sound defeat for Al Qaeda and their ally Ansar Al Islam.[15] This combined team then led the Peshmerga against
Saddam's northern Army. This effort kept Saddam's forces in the north and denied the ability to redeploy to contest
the invasion force coming from the south. This effort may of saved the lives of hundreds if not thousands of coalition
service men and women.[34]

At the launch of the Iraq War dozens of 12-member Special Forces teams infiltrated southern and western Iraq to
hunt for Scud missiles and pinpoint bombing targets. Scores of Navy SEALs seized oil terminals and pumping
stations on the southern coast.[35] Air Force combat controllers flew combat missions in AC-130 gunships and
established austere desert airstrips to begin the flow of soldiers and supplies deep into Iraq. It was a far cry from the
Persian Gulf war of 1991, where Special Operations forces were kept largely on the sidelines. But it would not be a
replay of Afghanistan, where Army Special Forces and Navy SEALs led the fighting. After their star turn in
Afghanistan, many special operators were disappointed to play a supporting role in Iraq. Many special operators felt
restricted by cautious commanders.[36] From that point, USSOCOM has since killed or captured hundreds of
insurgents and Al-Qaeda terrorists. It has conducted several foreign internal defense missions successfully training
the Iraqi security forces.[37] [38]
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Pakistan
U.S. Military and CIA Special Operations forces have recently begun training Pakistan's elite → Special Service
Group.

Subordinated Commands

Air Force

→ Air Force Special Operations
Command emblem.

→ Air Force Special Operations Command was established May 22, 1990,
with headquarters at Hurlburt Field, Florida. AFSOC is one of the major Air
Force commands, and the Air Force component of U.S. Special Operations
Command, a unified command located at MacDill Air Force Base, Florida. It
does not contain any numbered air forces and holds operational and
administrative oversight of subordinate special operations wings and groups
in the Regular Air Force, Air Force Reserve Command and the Air National
Guard.

AFSOC provides Air Force special operations forces for worldwide
deployment and assignment to regional unified commands. The command's
SOF are composed of highly trained, rapidly deployable Airmen, conducting
global special operations missions ranging from precision application of
firepower, to infiltration, exfiltration, resupply and refueling of SOF operational elements.[39] AFSOC's unique
capabilities include airborne radio and television broadcast for psychological operations, as well as aviation foreign
internal defense instructors to provide other governments military expertise for their internal development.

The command's core missions include battlefield air operations; agile combat support; aviation foreign internal
defense; information operations; precision aerospace fires; psychological operations; specialized air mobility;
specialized refueling; and intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance.[40] [41] [36]

Units

• The Twenty-Third Air Force (AFSOF) is located at Hurlburt Field, Florida. The mission of 23 AF is to provide
highly trained special operations command and control (C2), intelligence, and reachback support forces to
deployed air commanders for execution of assigned missions.

• The 1st Special Operations Wing (1 SOW) is located at Hurlburt Field, Florida. Its mission focus is
unconventional warfare: counter-terrorism, combat search and rescue, personnel recovery, psychological
operations, aviation assistance to developing nations, "deep battlefield" resupply, interdiction and close air
support. The wing's core missions include aerospace surface interface, agile combat support, combat aviation
advisory operations, information operations, personnel recovery/recovery operations, precision aerospace fires,
psychological operations dissemination, specialized aerospace mobility and specialized aerial refueling.[42]

Among its aircraft is the MC-130 Combat Talon, a low-flying transport/rescue plane that can evade radar
detection and slip into enemy territory at a 200-foot (61 m) altitude for infiltration/exfiltraion missions, even in
zero visibility, dropping off or recovering men or supplies with pinpoint accuracy. It also operates the AC-130
Spooky and Spectre gunships that provide highly accurate airborne gunfire for close air support of conventional
and special operations forces on the ground.[43]

• The 27th Special Operations Wing (27 SOW) is located at Cannon AFB, New Mexico. Its primary mission
includes infiltration, exfiltration and re-supply of special operations forces; air refueling of special operations
rotary wing and tiltrotor aircraft; and precision fire support. These capabilities support a variety of special
operations missions including direct action, unconventional warfare, special reconnaissance, counter-terrorism,
personnel recovery, psychological operations and information operations.[44]
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• The 919th Special Operations Wing (919 SOW) is an Air Force Reserve Command (AFRC) unit, operationally
gained by AFSOC, and located at Eglin AFB Auxiliary Field #3/Duke Field, Florida. The 919 SOW flies and
maintains the MC-130E Combat Talon I and MC-130P Combat Shadow special operations aircraft designed for
covert operations.

• The 193d Special Operations Wing (193 SOW) is an Air National Guard (ANG) unit, operationally gained by
AFSOC, and located at Harrisburg International Airport/Air National Guard Station (former Olmstead Air Force
Base), Pennsylvania. Under Title 32 USC, the 193 SOW performs state missions for the Governor of
Pennsylvania as part of the Pennsylvania Air National Guard. Under Title 10 USC, the 193 SOW is part of the Air
Reserve Component (ARC) of the United States Air Force. Its primary wartime and contingency operations
mission as an AFSOC-gained unit is psychological operations (PSYOP). The 193 SOW is unique in that it is the
only unit in the U.S. Air Force to fly and maintain the Lockheed EC-130J Commando Solo aircraft.

Air Force Special Operators on a training
mission.

• The 352d Special Operations Group (352 SOG) at RAF Mildenhall,
United Kingdom serves as the core to United States European Command's
standing Joint Special Operations Air Component headquarters. The
squadron provides support for three flying squadrons, one special tactics
squadron and one maintenance squadron for exercise, logistics, and war
planning; aircrew training; communications; aerial delivery; medical;
intelligence; security and force protection; weather; information
technologies and transformation support and current operations.[45]

• The 353d Special Operations Group (353 SOG) is the focal point for all
U.S. Air Force special operations activities throughout the United States
Pacific Command (USPACOM) theater. Headquartered at Kadena AB,
Okinawa, Japan the group is prepared to conduct a variety of high-
priority, low-visibility missions. Its mission is air support of joint and
allied special operations forces in the Pacific. It maintains a worldwide mobility commitment, participates in
Pacific theater exercises as directed and supports humanitarian and relief operations.[46]

• The 720th Special Tactics Group (720 STG) organizes, trains and equips Special forces worldwide to integrate,
synchronize, and/or control the elements of air and space power in the area of operations. It also provides
long-range operational and logistics planning, and deploys command and control elements during special tactics
force employment or deployment. The 720th STG is also the functional manager for AFSOC's two overseas STS':
the 320th under the command of the 353rd Special Operations Group, Kadena Air Base, Japan, and the 321st
under the command of the 352nd Special Operations Group at RAF Mildenhall, England.[47]

• The United States Air Force Special Operations School (USAFSOS) at Hurlburt Field, Florida is a primary
support unit of the Air Force Special Operations Command. The USAFSOS prepares special operations Airmen
to successfully plan, organize, and execute global special operations by providing indoctrination and education for
AFSOC, other USSOCOM components, and joint/interagency/ coalition partners.[48]
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Army

→ United States Army Special
Operations Command patch.

On December 1, 1989 the → United States Army Special Operations Command
(USASOC) activated as the 16th major Army command. These special
operations forces have been America's spearhead for unconventional warfare
more than 40 years. USASOC commands such units as the well known Special
Forces (SF) and Rangers, and such relatively unknown units as the
Psychological Operations Group (PSYOP) and Civil Affairs Brigade (CA).
These are one of the USSOCOM's main weapons for waging unconventional
warfare and counter-insurgency. The significance of these units is emphasized
as conventional conflicts are becoming less prevalent as insurgent and guerrilla
warfare increases.[49] [50]

Units

• The → 75th Ranger Regiment is the premier light-infantry unit of the United
States Army and is headquartered at Fort Benning, Georgia. The 75th Ranger
Regiment’s mission is to plan and conduct special missions in support of
U.S. policy and objectives.[51] The Rangers are a flexible and
rapid-deployable force. Each battalion can deploy anywhere in the world
with 18 hours notice. The Army places much importance on the 75th Ranger
Regiment and its training; it possess the capabilities to conduct conventional and most special operations
missions. Rangers are capable of infiltrating by land, sea, or air and direct action operations such as conducting
raids or assaulting buildings or airfields.[52]

• United States Army Special Forces (SF) aka Green Berets perform several doctrinal missions: unconventional
warfare, foreign internal defense, special reconnaissance, direct Action, counter-terrorism and
counter-proliferation. These missions make Special Forces unique in the U.S. military, because they are employed
throughout the three stages of the operational continuum: peacetime, conflict and war.[53]

Special Forces on a patrol in Afghanistan.

Foreign Internal Defense operations, SF’s main peacetime mission, are
designed to help friendly developing nations by working with their
military and police forces to improve their technical skills,
understanding of human rights issues, and to help with humanitarian
and civic action projects. Special Forces unconventional warfare
capabilities provide a viable military option for a variety of operational
taskings that are inappropriate or infeasible for conventional forces.
Special Forces are the U.S. military’s premier unconventional warfare
force.[54]

Foreign internal defense and unconventional warfare missions are the bread and butter of Special Forces soldiers.
For this reason SF candidates are trained extensively in weapons, engineering, communications and medicine. SF
soldiers are taught to be warriors first and teachers second because they must be able to train their team and be able
to train their allies during a FID or UW mission.[53] [55] Often SF units are required to perform additional, or
collateral, activities outside their primary missions. These collateral activities are coalition warfare/support, combat
search and rescue, security assistance, peacekeeping, humanitarian assistance, humanitarian de-mining and
counter-drug operations.[56]

• The → 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment (Night Stalkers) headquartered at Fort Campbell, Kentucky 
provides aviation support to Army special operations forces. The Regiment consists of MH-6 and AH-6 light 
helicopters, MH-60 helicopters and MH-47 heavy assault helicopters. The capabilities of the 160th SOAR (A) 
have been evolving since the early 1980s. Its focus on night operations resulting in the nickname, the "Night
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Stalkers."[57] The primary mission of the Night Stalkers is to conduct overt or covert infiltration, exfiltration, and
resupply of special operations forces across a wide range of environmental conditions.[58]

• 4th Psychological Operations Group (Airborne) Soldiers use persuasion to influence perceptions and encourage
desired behavior. The cornerstone of PSYOP is truth, credibly presented to convince a foreign audience to cease
resistance or take actions favorable to friendly forces.[59] [60] 4th PSYOP Gp supports national objectives at the
tactical, operational and strategic levels of operations. Strategic psychological operations advance broad or
long-term objectives; global in nature, they may be directed toward large audiences or at key communicators.
Operational psychological operations are conducted on a smaller scale. 4th PSYOP Gp is employed by theater
commanders to target groups within the theater of operations. 4th PSYOP Gp purpose can range from gaining
support for U.S. operations to preparing the battlefield for combat. Tactical psychological operations are more
limited, used by commanders to secure immediate and near-term goals. In this environment, these
force-enhancing activities serve as a means to lower the morale and efficiency of enemy forces.[61]

• 95th Civil Affairs Brigade (Airborne) specialists identify critical requirements needed by local citizens in war or
disaster situations. They also locate civilian resources to support military operations, help minimize civilian
interference with operations, support national assistance activities, plan and execute noncombatant evacuation,
support counter-drug operations and establish and maintain liaison with civilian aid agencies and other
nongovernmental organizations. In support of special operations, these culturally-oriented, linguistically-capable
Soldiers may also be tasked to provide functional expertise for foreign internal defense operations,
unconventional warfare operations and direct action missions.[62]

• Sustainment Brigade (Special Operations) (Airborne) (SBSO(A)) has a difficult mission supporting USASOC. In
their respective fields, signal and support soldiers provide supplies, maintenance, equipment and expertise
allowing Special Operation Forces to "shoot, move and communicate" on a continuous basis. Because USASOC
often uses Special Operations Forces-unique items, soldiers assigned to these units are taught to operate and
maintain a vast array of specialized equipment not normally used by their conventional counterparts. SBSO(A)
also provides the USASOC with centralized and integrated material management of property, equipment
maintenance, logistical automation and repair parts and supplies.[63]

• John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center (USAJFKSWCS) trains USSOCOM and Army Special Operations
Forces through development and evaluation of special operations concepts, doctrines and trainings.[64]

Navy

→ United States Naval Special Warfare
Command emblem.

The → United States Naval Special Warfare Command
(SPECWARCOM, NAVSOC, or NSW) was commissioned April 16,
1987, at Naval Amphibious Base Coronado in San Diego, California. As
the Naval component to the United States Special Operations Command
headquartered in Tampa, Florida. Naval Special Warfare Command
provides vision, leadership, doctrinal guidance, resources and oversight to
ensure component maritime special operations forces are ready to meet
the operational requirements of combatant commanders.[65] Today, SEAL
Teams, SEAL Delivery Vehicle Teams, and Special Boat Teams comprise
the elite combat units of Naval Special Warfare. These teams are
organized, trained, and equipped to conduct a variety of missions to
include unconventional warfare, direct action, special reconnaissance,
foreign internal defense, counter terrorism missions, and support psychological and civil affairs operations. Their
highly trained specialists are deployed worldwide in support of National Command Authority objectives, conducting
operations with other conventional and unconventional forces.
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Units

SEALs emerge from the water during a
demonstration.

• → United States Navy SEALs have distinguished themselves as an
individually reliable, collectively disciplined and highly skilled
maritime force. The most important trait that distinguishes Navy
SEALs from all other military forces is that SEALs are maritime
special operations, as they strike from and return to the sea. SEALs
(Sea, Air, Land) take their name from the elements in and from
which they operate. Their stealth and clandestine methods of
operation allow them to conduct multiple missions against targets
that larger forces cannot approach undetected. Because of the
dangers inherent in their missions, prospective SEALs go through
what is considered by many military experts to be one of the
toughest training regimes in the world.[66] [67]

• SEAL Delivery Vehicle Teams are SEALs who use the SDV MK VIII and the Advanced SEAL Delivery System
(ASDS), submersibles that provides NSW with an unprecedented capability that combines the attributes of
clandestine underwater mobility and the combat swimmer.[68] [69]

• → Special Warfare Combatant-craft Crewmen (SWCC) are trained extensively in craft and weapons tactics,
techniques and procedures. Focusing on clandestine infiltration and exfiltration of SEALs and other special
operations forces, SWCC provide dedicated, rapid mobility in shallow water areas where larger ships cannot
operate. Like SEALs, SWCC must have excellent physical fitness, highly motivated, combat-focused and
responsive in high stress situations.[70]

Marine Corps

→ United States Marine Corps Forces Special
Operations Command emblem.

In October 2005, the Secretary of Defense directed the formation of →
United States Marine Corps Forces Special Operations Command the
Marine component of U. S. Special Operations Command
(USSOCOM). It was determined that the Marine Corps would initially
form a unit of approximately 2500 to serve with USSOCOM. On
February 24, 2006, MARSOC activated at Camp Lejeune, North
Carolina. MARSOC initially consisted of a small staff and the Foreign
Military Training Unit (FMTU), which had been formed to conduct
Foreign Internal Defense. FMTU is now designated as the Marine
Special Operations Advisor Group (MSOAG).[71]

As a service component of USSOCOM, MARSOC is tasked by the
Commander USSOCOM to train, organize, equip, and deploy a
responsive U.S. Marine Corps special operations forces worldwide, in
support of combatant commanders and other agencies. MARSOC has
been directed to conduct Foreign Internal Defense, Direct Action and Special Reconnaissance. MARSOC has also
been directed to develop a capability in Unconventional Warfare , Counter Terrorism , and Information Operations.
MARSOC deployed its first units in August 2006, six months after initial activation. MARSOC reached full
operational capability in October 2008.[72]

Units
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DASR Operators from 1st SOB (Special
Operations Battalion) respond to enemy fire in

Afghanistan.

• Marine Special Operations Battalions (MSOB) are organized,
trained and equipped to deploy for worldwide missions as directed
by MARSOC. MSOBs consists of five Marine Special Operations
Companies (MSOCs) and is task-organized with personnel uniquely
skilled in special equipment support, intelligence and
fire-support.[73] [74]

• Marine Special Operations Advisor Group (MSOAG), formerly the
Foreign Military Training Unit train, advise and assist friendly
host-nation forces—including naval and maritime military and
paramilitary forces—to enable them to support their governments’
internal security and stability, to counter subversion and to reduce
the risk of violence from internal and external threats.[75]

• The Marine Special Operations Support Group (MSOSG) provides
specified support capabilities for worldwide special operations
missions as directed by MARSOC. The MSOSG specifically
provides combined arms planning and coordination, K-9 support,
special operations communications support, combat service support
(including logistics) and all-source intelligence fusion capability. The MSOSG can deploy tailored support
detachments as directed by MARSOC.[76]

• The Marine Special Operations School (MSOS) performs the screening, recruiting, training, assessment and
doctrinal development functions for MARSOC. It includes two subordinate Special Missions Training Branches
(SMTBs), one on each coast.
• The Special Mission Training Branch—East provide special operations training in tactics, techniques and

procedures, and evaluation and certification of MARSOC forces to specified conditions and standards for SOF.
The Marines of MSOS are operators with the training, experience and mature judgment to plan, coordinate,
instruct and supervise development of SOF special reconnaissance and direct action skills.[77]

Joint Special Operations Command

Emblem of the → Joint Special Operations
Command.

The → Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC) is the component
that controls the special mission units (SMU) of USSOCOM. These
units perform highly classified activities.[43] [78] [79]

USSOCOM cannot conduct covert action operations, as the CIA is the
only organization that has the authority to conduct these actions.[80]

However, USSOCOM has an excellent relationship with the CIA's elite
→ Special Activities Division and the two forces often operate together
with exceptional results.[81] [82] The CIA's Special Activities Division's
Special Operations Group exclusively selects their recruits to become
Paramilitary Operations Officers from the ranks of USSOCOM and
primarily JSOC tier one units.[83]

Units

• 1st Special Forces Operational Detachment-Delta (Combat
Applications Group (CAG), Delta Force) is the first of the two primary counter-terrorist units of JSOC and

SOCOM.[43] Modeled after the British Special Operations force → Special Air Service, Delta is arguably one of 
the best SOF in the world.[84] This is because of Delta's stringent training and selection process. Delta recruits
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primarily from the most talented and highly skilled operators in the Army Special Forces and the 75th Ranger
Regiment although CAG will take anyone and everyone that can pass their screening.[84] [22] Recruits must pass a
rigid selection course before beginning training. Delta has received training from numerous U.S. government
agencies and other tier one SOF and has created a curriculum based on this training and techniques that it has
developed.[84] Delta conducts clandestine and covert special operations all over the world.[84] It has the capability
to conduct a myriad of special operations missions but specializes in counter-terrorism and hostage rescue
operations.[43] [78] [22]

• Naval Special Warfare Development Group (DEVGRU) is the second of the two primary counter-terrorist units
of JSOC and SOCOM.[43] DEVGRU is the → Naval Special Warfare's counter-part to Delta. Like Delta
DEVGRU recruits the best operators from the best units in its branch, the Navy SEALs. DEVGRU is also capable
of performing any type of special operations mission, but trains especially for maritime counter-terrorist
operations.[43] [22]

• The → Intelligence Support Activity (ISA, The Activity) is the support branch of JSOC and USSOCOM. Its
primary missions are to provide Human Intelligence (HUMINT) and Signal Intelligence (SIGINT) mainly for
Delta and DEVGRU's operations.[43] [85] Before the establishing of the Strategic Support Branch in 2001, the ISA
needed the permission of the CIA to conducts its operations which sometimes caused it to be less effective in its
support of JSOC's primary units.[86] [43] [87]

• The 24th Special Tactics Squadron (24th STS) is the → AFSOC component of JSOC. The 24th STS operates
similarly to the 720th Special Tactics Group. The 24th STS usually operates with Delta and DEVGRU because of
the convenience of 24th STS ability to synchronize and control the different elements of air power and enhance
air operations deep in enemy territory.[22]

Portions of JSOC units have made up the constantly changing special operations task force, operating in the U.S.
Central Command area of operations. The Task Force 11, Task Force 121, Task Force 6-26 and Task Force 145 are
creations of the Pentagon's post-Sept. 11 campaign against terrorism, and it quickly became the model for how the
military would gain intelligence and battle insurgents in the future. Originally known as Task Force 121, it was
formed in the summer of 2003, when the military merged two existing Special Operations units, one hunting Osama
bin Laden in and around Afghanistan, and the other tracking Sadaam Hussein in Iraq.[88] [89]

Special Operations Command Structure (full resolution [90]).
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List of USSOCOM commanders

Admiral Eric T. Olson, current commander
SOCOM

No. Name Branch Start of Term End of Term

1 GEN James J. Lindsay USA April 1987 June 1990

2 GEN Carl W. Stiner USA June 1990 May 1993

3 GEN Wayne A. Downing USA May 1993 February 1996

4 GEN Henry H. Shelton USA February 1996 September 1997

5 RADM Raymond C. Smith,
Jr.

USN September 1997 November 1997

6 GEN Peter J. Schoomaker USA November 1997 October 2000

7 Gen Charles R. Holland USAF October 2000 September 2003

8 GEN Bryan D. Brown USA September 2003 July 2007

9 ADM Eric T. Olson USN July 2007 Present
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See also
• Central Intelligence Agency's → Special Activities Division
• Canadian Forces' CANSOFCOM
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United States Army Special Operations
Command

 United States Army Special Operations Command (Airborne) 

United States Army Special Operations Command (Airborne) shoulder sleeve insignia
 Active 

 Country United States of America

 Branch United States Army

 Type Special Operations

 Role  to organize, train, educate, man, equip, fund, administer, mobilize, deploy and sustain Army special operations
forces to successfully conduct worldwide special operations. 

 Part of U.S. Army
USSOCOM

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Lieutenant General John F. Mulholland Jr

The United States Army Special Operations Command (Airborne) (USASOC or ARSOC) is the command
charged with overseeing the various → Special Operations Forces (SOF) of the United States Army. The command
is part of the → United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM); a larger command overseeing all the
different SOF Commands of each branch of the U.S. military. The commander of United States Army Special
Operations Command is Lieutenant General John F. Mulholland Jr

Subordinate units

→ U.S. Army Special Forces Command (Airborne) (USASFC)
The United States Army Special Forces, also known as Green Berets, is a Special Operations Force (SOF) of the
United States Army tasked with five primary missions: unconventional warfare, foreign internal defense, special
reconnaissance, direct action, and counter-terrorism. These missions make Special Forces unique in the U.S.
military, because they are employed throughout the three stages of the operational continuum: peacetime, conflict
and war.
Special Forces Command's Unconventional Warfare capabilities provide a viable military option for a variety of
operational taskings that are inappropriate or infeasible for conventional forces, making it the U.S. military's premier
unconventional warfare force.
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Foreign Internal Defense operations, SF's main peacetime mission, are designed to help friendly developing nations
by working with their military and police forces to improve their technical skills, understanding of human rights
issues, and to help with humanitarian and civic action projects.
Often SF units are required to perform additional, or collateral, activities outside their primary missions. These
collateral activities are coalition warfare/support, combat search and rescue, security assistance, peacekeeping,
humanitarian assistance, humanitarian de-mining and counter-drug operations. [1]

United States Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School (USAJFKSWCS)
USAJFKSWCS trains USSOCOM and Army Special Operations Forces through development and evaluation of
special operations concepts, doctrines and trainings. [2]

→ 75th Ranger Regiment (Airborne)

75th Ranger Regiment Distinctive Unit
Insignia.

The 75th Ranger Regiment, composed of three Ranger battalions, is the
premier light-infantry unit of the United States Army. Headquartered at Fort
Benning, Georgia, the 75th Ranger Regiment’s mission is to plan and conduct
special missions in support of U.S. policy and objectives. The three Ranger
battalions that comprise the 75th Ranger Regiment are geographically
dispersed. Their locations are:

• lst Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, Hunter Army Airfield, Georgia
• 2nd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, Fort Lewis, Washington
• 3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, Fort Benning, Georgia
The Army maintains the Regiment at a high level of readiness. Each battalion
can deploy anywhere in the world with 18 hours notice. Because of the
importance the Army places on the 75th Ranger Regiment, it must possess a
number of capabilities. These capabilities include:

• Infiltrating and exfiltrating by land, sea and air
• Conducting direct action operations
• Conducting raids
• Recovery of personnel and special equipment
• Conducting conventional or special light-infantry operations
To maintain readiness, Rangers train constantly. Their training encompasses Arctic, jungle, desert, and mountain
operations, as well as amphibious instruction. The training philosophy of the 75th Ranger Regiment dictates the
unit's' high state of readiness. The philosophy includes performance-oriented training emphasizing tough standards
and a focus on realism and live-fire exercises, while concentrating on the basics and safety. Training at night, during
adverse weather, or on difficult terrain multiplies the benefits of training events. Throughout training, Rangers are
taught to expect the unexpected. [3]

→ 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment (Airborne) (160th SOAR (A))
Shortly after a failed hostage rescue mission, Desert One, in Iran, the Army formed a special aviation unit. The unit
drew on the best aviators in the Army and immediately began an intensive training program in low-level, night
operations. The unit became a battalion of its own on Oct. 16, 1981. Designated the 160th Aviation Battalion, the
unit was popularly known as Task Force 160 because of the constant attachment and detachment of units to prepare
for a wide variety of missions. Its focus on night operations resulted in the nickname, the "Night Stalkers." On May
16, 1990, the unit was reorganized, designated the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment (Airborne), and
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assigned to the U.S. Army Special Operations Command.
The 160th SOAR (A) actively seeks and assigns the best-qualified aviators and support soldiers available in the
Army. The unique mission of the unit requires that all members be three time volunteers, i.e. Army, Airborne, 160th
SOAR (A). Once assigned, incoming officers and enlisted soldiers go through Basic Mission Qualification. The
Officer Qualification Course lasts 20-28 weeks while the Enlisted Qualification Course is five weeks in duration.
Two other qualification levels exist, Fully Mission Qualified and Flight Lead. Associated progression through these
levels are 12-24 months and 36-60 months respectively. [4]

4th Psychological Operations Group (Airborne) (4th POG)
Psychological Operations are a vital part of the broad range of U.S. political, military, economic, and ideological
activities used by the U.S. government to secure national objectives. PSYOP is the dissemination of truthful
information to foreign audiences in support of U.S. policy and national objectives.
Used during peacetime, contingencies, and declared war, these activities are not a form of force, but are force
multipliers that use nonviolent means in often violent environments. Persuading rather than compelling physically,
they rely on logic, fear, desire or other mental factors to promote specific emotions, attitudes or behaviors. The
ultimate objective of U.S. military psychological operations is to convince enemy, neutral, and friendly nations and
forces to take action favorable to the United States and its allies. [5]

95th Civil Affairs Brigade (Airborne) (95th CA BDE)
Civil affairs units support military commanders by working with civil authorities and civilian populations in the
commander's area of operations during peace, contingency operations and war.
Used during both conventional and special operations, civil affairs forces have a vital role and are capable of
assisting and supporting the civil administration during operations. Civil affairs specialists identify critical
requirements needed by local citizens in war or disaster situations. They also locate civilian resources to support
military operations, help minimize civilian interference with operations, support national assistance activities, plan
and execute noncombatant evacuation, support counterdrug operations and establish and maintain liaison with
civilian aid agencies and other nongovernmental organizations.
In support of special operations, these culturally-oriented, linguistically-capable soldiers may also be tasked to
provide functional expertise for foreign internal defense operations, unconventional warfare operations and direct
action missions. [6]

Sustainment Brigade (Special Operations) (Airborne)
Sustainment Brigade (Special Operations) (Airborne), activated on 2 December 2005, is the newest major
subordinate unit in the U.S. Army Special Operations Command. Its activation realigned the command and control
organizational structure of the following units: 112th Special Operations Signal Battalion (Airborne), Brigade
Troops Battalion, Army SOF Support Cell, two Medical Level II teams and five five Special Operation Liaison
Elements. It also concentrates a dedicated, regionally oriented, combat and health services, communications
planning, coordination and liaison base to assure support for all Army Special Operations Forces units.
Specializing in advanced communications and resupply capabilities, members of the 112th SOSB (A) and the 528th
SOSB (A), have a difficult mission supporting ARSOF. In their respective fields, signal and support soldiers provide
supplies, maintenance, equipment and expertise allowing Special Operation Forces to "shoot, move and
communicate" on a continuous basis. Because ARSOF often uses SOF-unique items, soldiers assigned to these units
are taught to operate and maintain a vast array of specialized equipment not normally used by their conventional
counterparts. To meet the needs of ARSOF, the two battalions have developed logistical and signal packages that are
deployable on a moments notice. Soldiers assigned to these units are airborne qualified. [7]
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Chain of Command

OrBat of the Army Special Operations Command (full resolution [8]).

External links
• U.S. Army Special Operations Command [9] - official site.
• ShadowSpear Special Operations - USASOC [10]
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160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment
(United States)

 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment (Airborne) 

160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment distinctive unit insignia
 Active  16 October 1981 

 Country   United States

 Allegiance  United States of America 

 Branch United States Army

 Type → Special Operations

 Role Provide aviation support to U.S. Special Operations Forces

 Part of U.S. Army Special Operations Command

 Garrison/HQ Fort Campbell

 Nickname Night Stalkers

 Motto "Night Stalkers Don't Quit" (NSDQ)
"Death Waits in the Dark"

 Engagements Armed Forces Expeditions - Grenada
Armed Forces Expeditions - Panama
War in Southwest Asia
Armed Forces Expeditions - Somalia
Afghanistan Campaign
Iraq Campaign

The 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment (Airborne) is a → special operations unit of the United States
Army that provides helicopter aviation support for general purpose forces and Special Operations Forces. Its
missions have included attack, assault, and reconnaissance, and are usually conducted at night, at high speeds, low
altitudes, and on short notice. The 160th SOAR is headquartered at Fort Campbell, Kentucky. The 160th SOAR (A)
are also known as the Night Stalkers and their motto is Night Stalkers Don't Quit.
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Overview
The regiment consists of a training company, the Special Operations Aviation Training Company, and four
battalions: the 1st and 2nd at Fort Campbell, the 3rd at Hunter Army Airfield, Georgia, and the 4th at Fort Lewis,
Washington. This allows the 160th to quickly assemble mixed forces to meet short-notice special operations needs.
The 160th SOAR (A) consists of the Army's best-qualified aviators and support soldiers. Officers volunteer while
enlisted soldiers volunteer or are assigned by the U.S. Army Human Resources Command. All soldiers receive
intensive training upon joining the 160th and are required to pass the Green Platoon course.[1] The basic Night
Stalker course for enlisted soldiers lasts five weeks; the officer course 20 to 28 weeks. A new Night Stalker is
designated fully mission qualified after a year or two, and earns flight lead qualification in three to five years. The
160th recruits women, though only for staff positions.[2]

The Night Stalkers pioneered many of the techniques and helped develop much of the equipment now used at night
by other Army aviation units.

Equipment

U.S. Navy Sailors from the USS Bataan (LHD 5),
stand-by as two U.S. Army MH-60L Blackhawk
helicopters, 160th Special Operations Aviation

Regiment (SOAR) prepare to land in 2006.

An MH-6 Little Bird from 160th SOAR carrying
Special Forces Soldiers from the 5th SFG(A)

prepares to land during a SOF aeriel infiltration
demonstration Sept. 28 at NASCAR's Kansas

Speedway 400.

The 160th SOAR fly modifications of MH-47 Chinooks, AH-6 Little
Birds, and MH-60 Blackhawks.

History

After the failure of 1980's Operation Eagle Claw, the disastrous
attempt to rescue American hostages held in Tehran, Iran, President
Jimmy Carter ordered former Chief of Naval Operations Adm. James
L. Holloway III to figure out why it went wrong and how the U.S.
military could best mount another attempt. One key lesson: there were
no U.S. helicopter units trained in this kind of stealthy, short-notice
Special Operations mission.
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160th SOAR Insignia

The Army looked to the 101st Aviation Battalion, which had the most
diverse operating experience of the service's helicopter units, and
selected elements of the 158th Aviation Battalion, 229th Aviation
Battalion, and the 159th Aviation Battalion. The chosen pilots
immediately entered intensive training in night flying. Dubbed Task
Force 160, the new unit was quickly recognised as the Army's premier
night fighting aviation force, and its only Special Operations Aviation
force.

As the first batch of pilots completed training in the fall of 1980, a
second attempt to rescue the hostages was planned for early 1981. Dubbed Operation Honey Badger, it was called
off when the hostages were released on the morning of President Ronald Reagan's inauguration.

The unit was officially established on 16 October 1981, when it was designated as the 160th Aviation Battalion.
The 160th first saw combat during 1983's Operation Urgent Fury, the U.S. invasion of Grenada.
In 1986, it was re-designated as the 160th Aviation Group (Airborne); in May 1990, the 160th Special Operations
Aviation Regiment (Airborne). As demand for highly-trained Special Operations Aviation assets bloomed, the
Regiment activated three Battalions, a separate detachment, and incorporated one Army National Guard Battalion.
In 1987 and 1988, its pilots took part in Operation Earnest Will, the protection of re-flagged Kuwaiti tankers in the
Persian Gulf during the Iran–Iraq War. They flew from US Navy warships and leased oil barges in a secret sub-part
called Operation Prime Chance, and became the first helicopter pilots to use night vision goggles and forward
looking infrared devices in night combat.
In June 1988, the unit executed Operation Mount Hope III. Two MH-47 crews flew 490 miles (790 km) deep into
Chad to retrieve a crashed Mi-24 Hind medium-attack helicopter.
The Night Stalkers spearheaded Operation Just Cause, the 1989 invasion of Panama, and they were also used in
Operation Desert Storm in 1991.

The crew of Super 64 a month before the Battle
of Mogadishu. From left: Winn Mahuron,

Tommy Field, Bill Cleveland, Ray Frank and
Michael Durant.

In October 1993 in Somalia, Night Stalkers became involved in the
Battle of Mogadishu, which later became the subject of the book Black
Hawk Down, and its film adaptation. Two Night Stalker Black Hawks,
Super 6-1 (piloted by Cliff Wolcott), and Super 6-4 (piloted by Mike
Durant), were shot down in the battle. Five of the eighteen men killed
(not counting a nineteenth post-operation casualty) in the Battle of
Mogadishu were members of the SOAR(A) Night Stalkers team, who
were lost along with the two Black Hawks.

Afghanistan 2001: On 19 October an MH-47E carrying ODA 595
landed at Dehi. They flew over 150 miles from Karshi-Khanabad (K2)
in Uzbekistan. A few weeks later ODA 595 and ODA 555 along with
the Northern Alliance retook the city of Mazari Sharif from the
Taliban.
In December the same year Night Stalker crews were essential in resupplying over 150 Delta Force, British SBS and
CIA SAD commandos during their hunt for Osama bin Laden in the Tora Bora mountain complex.
Philippines, 2002: Chinook helicopter lost-4 killed.[3]

Afghanistan, 2005: Eight Night Stalkers were lost along with eight → Navy SEALs on a rescue mission for Marcus 
Luttrell, after their MH-47 Chinook helicopter was hit by an RPG (rocket propelled grenade). They were sent out to 
look for Luttrell after Operation Red Wing, which he was undertaking with three other SEALs, went horribly awry 
after their presence was revealed to the Taliban, presumably by goat herders. The Night Stalkers lost on the search
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and rescue mission included:
• Staff Sgt. Shamus O. Goare, 29, of Danville, Ohio
• Chief Warrant Officer Corey J. Goodnature, 35, of Clarks Grove, Minnesota.
• Sgt. Kip A. Jacoby, 21, of Pompano Beach, Florida
• Sgt. 1st Class Marcus V. Muralles, 33, of Shelbyville, Indiana
• Master Sgt. James W. Ponder III, 36, of Franklin, Tennessee
• Maj. Stephen C. Reich, 34, of Washington Depot, Connecticut.
• Sgt. 1st Class Michael L. Russell, 31, of Stafford, Virginia
• Chief Warrant Officer Chris J. Scherkenbach, 40, of Jacksonville, Florida
The 160th provided aviation support during numerous special operations raids during the invasion of Iraq in 2003.
One of them was the rescue mission of PFC. Jessica Lynch taken prisoner in 2003, the raid in Al Qadisiyah, as well
as the rescue of three Italian contractors and one Polish businessman held for ransom by Iraqi insurgents in 2004.
Night Stalker helicopters were present during the 2008 SOCOM counter-terror exercises in Denver.
On 24 April 2008, Company D, 3rd Battalion, 160th SOAR was inactivated at a ceremony conducted at Hunter
Army Airfield, GA, as part of an overall regimental transformation plan.[4]

The 160th SOAR also took part in the Abu Kamal raid in 2008.
On 19 August 2009, four Night Stalkers from D Company, 1st Battalion, 160th SOAR have lost their lives in a
MH-60 Black Hawk helicopter crash in Leadville, Colorado, during a mountain and environmental training.[5]

A unit helicopter which crashed during a training
operation is covered by a red tarp (center left) on

the Arctic after the accident.

On 22 October 2009, a 3rd Battlaion helicopter crashed into the USNS
Arctic during a joint training exercise involving fast roping about 20
miles off Fort Story, Virginia. The crash killed a soldier, Staff Sergeant
James R. Stright, 29, and injured eight others, three seriously.[6] [7]

Operations

The 160th SOAR (A) has provided air support to numerous US and
allied Special Operations missions.

Operation Country Year

Operation Urgent Fury   Grenada 1983

Operation Prime Chance Persian Gulf 1987–1988

Operation Mount Hope III
(recovery of Mi-24 Hind helicopter)

  Chad 1988

Operation Just Cause   Panama 1989

Operation Desert Shield   Iraq 1990

Operation Desert Storm   Iraq 1991

Operation Restore Hope   Somalia 1993

Operation Gothic Serpent
(operation that led to the Battle of Mogadishu)

  Somalia 1993

Operation Enduring Freedom   Afghanistan 2001 -
present

Operation Iraqi Freedom   Iraq 2003 -
present
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Boeing employees observe the company's newest
aircraft, the MH-47G Chinook helicopter, during

the aircraft's rollout ceremony 6 May 2007 at
Ridley Park, PA. The MH-47G is an updated
version of older MH-series Chinook airframes

and will be flown exclusively by the Night
Stalkers.

Organization

Commander: COL Clayton M. Hutmacher
Command Sergeant Major: CSM David L. Leamon
Regimental Warrant Officer: CW5 David F. Cooper Jr.

Unit Location

Headquarters

• Company HQ
• Company Maintenance
• Special Operation Aviation Training Company (SOATC)

Fort Campbell, KY

1st Battalion

• Company HQ
• Company A
• Company B
• Company C
• Company D
• Company E
• Company F

Fort Campbell, KY

2nd Battalion

• Company HQ
• Company A
• Company B
• Company D

Fort Campbell, KY

3rd Battalion

• Company HQ
• Company B
• Company C
• Company D

Hunter Army Airfield, GA

4th Battalion

• Company HQ
• Company A
• Company B
• Company C
• Company D

Fort Lewis, WA
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Notable Night Stalkers
• Donovan Briley
• Mike Durant
• Clifton "Elvis" Wolcott

Books and movies
• Black Hawk Down: A Story of Modern War (Mark Bowden)
• Black Hawk Down (Film)
• In The Company of Heroes (Mike Durant)
• Special Forces: War Against Saddam Hussein (Eric Micheletti)
• The Night Stalkers (Mike Durant & Steven Hartov)
• The Battle of Mogadishu (Matt Eversmann)
• Wise, Harold Lee (2007). Inside the Danger Zone: The U.S. Military in the Persian Gulf 1987-88 [8]. Annapolis:

Naval Institute Press. ISBN 1-59114-970-3.

See also
• Fort Campbell, Kentucky
• Hunter Army Air Field, Georgia
• Australian 171st Aviation Squadron
• 427 Special Operations Aviation Squadron
• Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron 84

External links
• 160th SOAR (A) Official site [9] at Fort Campbell
• ShadowSpear Special Operations: 160th Profile [10]

• 160th SOAR (A) fact sheet [11] at USASOC
• 160th SOAR Information [12] at I Am Army
• Photographs of 160th SOAR [13]

• http:/ / www. socnet. com
• SpecialOperations.com's unit profile [14]

• Night Stalkers roll of honour, awards and images. [15]
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75th Ranger Regiment (United States)

 75th Ranger Regiment 

Coat Of Arms
 Active 1974–Present

1st Battalion formed June 19, 1942

 Country United States

 Branch United States Army

 Type  Special Operations 

 Role  Direct Action 

 Size  Three battalions (2000 Total Personnel) 

 Part of U.S. Army Special Operations Command

 Garrison/HQ Fort Benning, Georgia

 Nickname Airborne Rangers
Army Rangers

 Motto  "Rangers lead the way" 

 Engagements World War II
*Operation Torch
*Operation Husky
*Allied invasion of Italy
*Operation Overlord
*Philippines Campaign
Korean War
Vietnam War
Operation Eagle Claw
Armed Forces Expeditions - Grenada
Armed Forces Expeditions - Panama
Gulf War
Armed Forces Expeditions - Somalia
Kosovo War
Afghanistan Campaign
*Operation Rhino
Iraq Campaign

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 COL Michael E. Kurilla 

 Insignia 
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 Shoulder Sleeve Insignia 

The 75th Ranger Regiment (Airborne) is a military unit of the United States Army. The Regiment, headquartered
in Fort Benning, Georgia, operates as an elite light infantry → special operations force of the → United States Army
Special Operations Command (USASOC) .
The Regiment is composed of rapidly-deployable light infantry forces with specialized skills that enable them to
perform a variety of special operations missions – airborne, air assault, and direct action operations, raids, infiltration
and exfiltration by air, land or sea in addition to airfield seizure, recovery of personnel and special equipment, and
support of general purpose forces (GPF), among other uses. Each Ranger battalion is expected to deploy anywhere in
the world within 18 hours notice.

History

Origin
American Ranger history predates the Revolutionary War. Captain Benjamin Church formed Church's Rangers,
which fought hostile Native American tribes during King Philip's War.[1] Major Robert Rogers formed a Ranger unit
to fight during the French and Indian War. They would become known as the "Rogers' Rangers." The Continental
Congress formed eight companies of expert riflemen in 1775 to fight in the Revolutionary War. In 1777, this force of
hardy frontiersmen commanded by Dan Morgan was known as The Corps of Rangers. Francis Marion, "The Swamp
Fox", organized another famous Revolutionary War Ranger element known as "Marion's Partisans."
During the War of 1812, companies of United States Rangers were raised from among the frontier settlers as part of
the regular Army. Throughout the war, they patrolled the frontier from Ohio to Western Illinois on horseback and by
boat. They participated in many skirmishes and battles with the British and their American Indian allies. The
American Civil War included Rangers such as John Singleton Mosby who was the most famous Confederate Ranger
during the Civil War. His raids on Union camps and bases were so effective, part of North-Central Virginia soon
became known as Mosby's Confederacy. After the Civil War, more than half a century passed without military
Ranger units in the United States.
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Early battalions

Rangers from 2nd Ranger Battalion demonstrate
the rope ladders they used to scale Pointe du Hoc.

The three battalions that comprise the modern Rangers were originally
World War II Ranger battalions. The 1st Ranger Battalion was
organized and activated on June 19, 1942, at Carrickfergus, Northern
Ireland. The 1st Ranger Battalion participated in the North African
landing at Arzeu, Algeria, the Tunisian Battles, and the critical Battle
of El Guettar. The 3rd and 4th Ranger Battalions were activated in
Africa near the end of the Tunisian Campaign. The 1st, 3rd, and 4th
Battalions formed the Ranger Force. They began the tradition of
wearing the scroll shoulder sleeve insignia, which has been officially
adopted for today's Ranger battalions. The 2nd and 5th Ranger
Battalions participated in the June 6, 1944, D-Day landings at Omaha
Beach, Normandy. It was during the bitter fighting along the beaches
that the Rangers gained their motto, "Rangers, lead the way!" They
conducted valiant missions to include scaling the cliffs of Pointe du
Hoc, overlooking Omaha Beach, to destroy German gun emplacements
trained on the beachhead. The 6th Ranger Battalion operated in the
Philippines and formed the rescue force that liberated American prisoners of war from a Japanese POW camp at
Cabanatuan in January 1945. The 6th Battalion destroyed the Japanese POW camp and evacuated more than 500
prisoners. It was during the campaigns in the China-Burma-India Theater that the regiment became known as
Merrill's Marauders after its commander, Major General Frank Merrill. The Ranger Battalions were deactivated at
the close of the war.

The beginning of the Korean War in June 1950 again signaled the need for Rangers. Seventeen Korean War Ranger
Companies were formed during the war. The Rangers went to battle throughout late 1950 and early 1951. They were
attached first to one regiment and then to another. They performed "out front" work – scouting, patrolling, raids,
ambushes, spearheading assaults, and as counterattack forces to regain lost positions.
The Rangers were reorganized once more on January 1, 1969, as the 75th Ranger Infantry Regiment (Airborne)
under the U.S. Army Combat Arms Regimental System. Fifteen separate Ranger companies were formed from this
reorganization. It is from this regiment that the modern 75th Ranger Regiment directly descends. Thirteen Ranger
companies served in the Vietnam War until inactivation on August 15, 1972.

Modern battalions

Current organization of the 75th Ranger
Regiment.

At the end of the Vietnam War, division and brigade commanders saw
that the U.S. Army needed an elite, light infantry capable of rapid
deployment, so, in 1974, General Creighton Abrams created the 1st
Ranger Battalion; eight months later, the 2nd Ranger Battalion was
created; and, in 1984, the 3rd Ranger Battalion and the regimental
headquarters was created. In 1986, the 75th Ranger Regiment was
formed and their lineage formally authorized. The 4th, 5th, and 6th
Ranger Battalions were also re-activated, becoming the Ranger
Training Brigade, the instructors of the modern day Ranger School. As
parts of a TRADOC school, the 4th, 5th and 6th Ranger Battalions are
no longer included in the 75th Ranger Regiment.
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In 1980, elements of the 1st Battalion participated in the failed attempt to rescue the American hostages held in
Tehran, Iran in Operation Eagle Claw. In October 1983, 1st and 2nd Battalions spearheaded Operation Urgent Fury
in Grenada by conducting a bold low-level parachute assault to seize Point Salines Airfield and rescue American
citizens at True Blue Medical Campus.
In 1989, the entire 75th Ranger Regiment participated in Operation Just Cause in Panama. Rangers spearheaded the
action by conducting two important operations. Simultaneous parachute assaults were conducted onto Tocumen
airfield and the adjacent Omar Torrijos International Airport, Rio Hato Airfield and Manuel Noriega's beach house,
to neutralize Panamanian Defense Forces. The Rangers captured 1,014 enemy prisoners of war and over 18,000 arms
of various types.
Elements of Company B, and 1st Platoon Company A of the 1st Battalion deployed to Saudi Arabia from February
12, 1991 to April 15, 1991, in support of Operation Desert Storm. Over three years later, in August 1993, Company
B of the 3rd Battalion deployed to Somalia to assist United Nations humanitarian forces as part of Operation Restore
Hope. On October 3, 1993, the Rangers conducted Operation Gothic Serpent with → Delta Force operators to
capture two of warlord Mohamed Farrah Aidid's lieutenants. For nearly 18 hours, the Rangers fought Somali
guerrillas in what became the fiercest ground combat for U.S. military personnel since the Vietnam War.
The 1st and 2nd Battalions and a Company of the 3rd Battalion were deployed to Haiti in 1994. The operation was
canceled within five minutes of its execution when a team of negotiators, dispatched by President Bill Clinton and
led by former President Jimmy Carter, was able to convince General Raoul Cédras to relinquish power. Elements of
the 1st and 2nd Battalions operated in-country while order was being restored. This is also the first operation where
the U.S. Army was the primary operating force on a U.S. aircraft carrier, the USS America (CV-66). The ship had
Special Operations Forces from USSOCOM composed of Rangers, Special Forces, and other special warfare groups.
On November 24, 2000 the 75th Ranger Regiment deployed Regimental Reconnaissance Detachment Team 2 and a
command and control element to Kosovo in support of Task Force Falcon.

U.S. Army soldiers of the 75th Ranger Regiment
conduct a security halt in Iraq on April 26, 2007.

After the September 11 attacks, Rangers were called upon to
participate in the War on Terrorism. On October 19, 2001, the 3rd
Battalion spearheaded ground forces by conducting an airborne assault
to seize "Objective Rhino" in Afganistan in support of Operation
Enduring Freedom. On March 28, 2003, the 3rd Battalion employed
the first airborne assault in Iraq to seize "Objective Serpent" in support
of Operation Iraqi Freedom.

Due to the changing nature of warfare and the need for an agile and
sustainable Ranger Force, the Regimental Special Troops Battalion
was activated July 17, 2006. The RSTB conducts sustainment,
intelligence, reconnaissance and maintenance missions which were previously accomplished by small detachments
assigned to the Regimental headquarters and then attached within each of the three Ranger battalions.

Honors
The 75th Ranger Regiment has been credited with numerous campaigns from World War II onwards. In World War
II, they participated in 16 major campaigns, spearheading the campaigns in Morocco, Sicily, Naples-Foggia, Anzio
and Leyte. During the Vietnam War, they received campaign participation streamers for every campaign in the war.
In modern times, the regiment received streamers with arrowheads (denoting conflicts they spearheaded) for
Grenada, Panama, Afghanistan and Iraq.
To date, the Rangers have earned six Presidential Unit Citations, nine Valorous Unit Awards, and four Meritorious
Unit Commendation, the most recent of which were earned in Vietnam and Haditha, Iraq, respectively.
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Mottos

Ranger motto: Rangers Lead the Way!
On June 6, 1944, during the assault landing on Dog White sector of Omaha Beach as part of the invasion of
Normandy, then Brigadier General Norman Cota (assistant CO of the 29th ID) calmly walked towards Maj. Max
Schneider (CO of the 5th Ranger Battalion) while under heavy machine gun fire and asked “What outfit is this?”
Someone yelled "5th Rangers!" To this, Cota replied “Well then goddammit, Rangers, lead the way!” From this, the
Ranger motto ("Rangers lead the way!") was born.

Regimental motto: Sua Sponte
Sua Sponte, Latin for "Of their own accord" is the 75th Ranger Regiment's regimental motto. Modern Rangers are
three-time volunteers: for the U.S. Army, Airborne School, and service in the 75th Ranger Regiment (although it was
previously stated that Rangers are four-time volunteers, Ranger School is not an immediate requirement of service in
the 75th Ranger Regiment for junior enlisted men).

Modern Rangers

Becoming a Ranger
To become a member of the 75th Ranger Regiment, prospective Rangers must be qualified in their Military
Occupational Specialty and be Airborne qualified.
New soldiers with Ranger contracts attend nine weeks of Basic Combat Training (BCT), followed by Advanced
Individual Training (AIT), the United States Army Airborne School and finally Ranger Indoctrination Program (RIP)
one immediately after the other.
Soldiers already Airborne-qualified transferring from other units are separated into two groups: grades E-5 and
below[2] will attend RIP, while grade E-6 and above (including officers) will attend the Ranger Orientation Program
(ROP). Upon graduation of RIP/ROP, the new Rangers will be assigned to one of the three Ranger Battalions, the
75th Regimental Headquarters or the newly formed Ranger Special Troops Battalion (RSTB), where they are now
authorized to wear the Ranger tan beret, the Ranger Scroll of their parent unit and the distinctive black physical
training uniform.

Continued training

Ranger Tab

Career development requires that all members of the 75th Ranger
Regiment successfully complete Ranger School, earning the Ranger
Tab. Rangers in direct combat MOSs are not permitted to become
leaders within the 75th Ranger Regiment without the Ranger Tab.
Rangers in non-combat MOSs are strongly encouraged, as well.

Throughout their time in Ranger Regiment, Rangers may attend many
types of special schools and training. Some of these schools include:
military free-fall; combat diver qualification course; survival, evasion, resistance & escape (SERE); jumpmaster;
pathfinder; Combatives Instructor; first responder/combat lifesaver; language training; Mountain Warfare School;
and many types of shooting, driving, and assault procedures training. Rangers with specialized jobs may also attend
various special schools and training related to their job scope. MOS 13F (forward observers) may attend naval
gunfire training and close air support courses; medics will attend the special operations combat medic course;
communications specialists attend joint communications courses.
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RFS/RFM
Being a USASOC unit, the Rangers maintain high standards for their personnel. If at any point, a Ranger is deemed
by his superiors to be failing to meet these Ranger Standards, he can be relieved and removed from the 75th
Regiment. This is commonly referred to as being RFSed, short for "Relieved For Standards". A Ranger can be
RFSed for virtually any reason; ranging from lack of motivation to disciplinary problems.
Similarly, a Ranger physically incapable of performing his mission through prolonged illness or injury can also be
removed from the Regiment through a process referred to as RFM or "Relieved For Medical reasons". Rangers who
were relieved typically end up either in non-combat units located on the same post or in airborne combat units
located elsewhere, such as the 82nd Airborne Division.

Controversies

The term Ranger

After the formation of the Ranger School the term "Army Ranger" became a point of some controversy which still
exists. While those that served within Ranger units tend to reserve the term exclusively for their peers who serve in
the Regiment, many outside of the Ranger units use "Army Ranger" to denote all servicemen who have successfully
completed Army Ranger School. Officially, such servicemen are referred to as being "Ranger Qualified" and are
allowed to compete in the annual David E. Grange, Jr. Best Ranger Competition.

Beret change

In June 2001, Army Chief of Staff General Eric Shinseki gave the order to issue black berets to regular soldiers. At
the time, black berets were being worn exclusively by the Rangers. This created a lot of discontent within the 75th
Ranger Regiment and even led to retired Rangers going on nationwide roadmarches to Washington, D.C. to protest
against the decision. Because there was not a Presidential authorization to the Regiment for exclusive wear of the
black beret, they switched to wearing a tan beret to preserve a unique appearance, tan being reflective of the
buckskin worn by the men of Robert Rogers' Rangers.

Ranger Creed
Recognizing that I volunteered as a Ranger, fully knowing the hazards of my chosen profession, I will always
endeavor to uphold the prestige, honor, and high esprit de corps of my Ranger Regiment.
Acknowledging the fact that a Ranger is a more elite soldier who arrives at the cutting edge of battle by land, sea, or
air, I accept the fact that as a Ranger my country expects me to move further, faster and fight harder than any other
soldier.
Never shall I fail my comrades. I will always keep myself mentally alert, physically strong and morally straight and I
will shoulder more than my share of the task whatever it may be. One-hundred-percent and then some.
Gallantly will I show the world that I am a specially selected and well-trained soldier. My courtesy to superior
officers, neatness of dress and care of equipment shall set the example for others to follow.
Energetically will I meet the enemies of my country. I shall defeat them on the field of battle for I am better trained
and will fight with all my might. Surrender is not a Ranger word. I will never leave a fallen comrade to fall into the
hands of the enemy and under no circumstances will I ever embarrass my country.
Readily will I display the intestinal fortitude required to fight on to the Ranger objective and complete the mission
though I be the lone survivor.
Rangers lead the way!
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See also
• 4th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment - equivalent special forces unit
• Battle of Mogadishu (during Operation Restore Hope)
• The book Black Hawk Down and the movie based on it.
• → Canadian Special Operations Regiment - equivalent special forces unit
• → Army Ranger Command
• Ranger Memorial Memorial dedicated to all Rangers
• Ranger (board game)
• Robert Rogers' 28 "Rules of Ranging" Major Robert Rogers' rulebook for his own Ranger units
• Saving Private Ryan (WWII 2nd Ranger Btn. 1998 film - fictional)
• → Special Forces Support Group - UK-based equivalent special forces unit
• The Queen's York Rangers (1st American Regiment) (RCAC) - A Canadian Army Reserve Armoured Unit that

traces back its roots to Roger's Rangers
• → United States Special Operations Forces
• → Iraqi 36th Commando Battalion
• 29th Ranger Battalion
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Special Forces (United States Army)

 Special Forces 

United States Army Special Forces shoulder sleeve insignia
 Active June 19, 1952 – present

 Country  United States of America

 Branch  United States Army

 Type Special Operations Forces

 Role Primary tasks: 
• Unconventional Warfare 
• Foreign Internal Defense 
• Special Reconnaissance 
• Direct Action 
• Counter-terrorism 
Other roles: 
• Counterproliferation 
• Information operations 
• Humanitarian missions 

 Size  ~4,500 

 Part of → United States Army Special Operations Command
(USASOC)
→ United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM)

 Nickname Green Berets, Quiet Professionals[1] , Soldier-Diplomats

 Motto De Oppresso Liber
(US Army's translation: "To Liberate the Oppressed")

 Engagements Vietnam War
Operation Urgent Fury
Operation Just Cause
Operation Desert Storm
Operation Enduring Freedom
Operation Iraqi Freedom

The United States Army Special Forces, also known as Green Berets, is a Special Operations Force (SOF) of the
United States Army tasked with five primary missions: unconventional warfare, foreign internal defense, special
reconnaissance, direct action, and counter-terrorism. The first two emphasize language, cultural, and training skills in
working with foreign troops. Other duties include combat search and rescue (CSAR), security assistance,
peacekeeping, humanitarian assistance, humanitarian demining, counter-proliferation, psychological operations,
manhunts, and counter-drug operations; other components of the → United States Special Operations Command or
other U.S. government activities may also specialize in these secondary areas[2] Many of their operational techniques
are classified, but some nonfiction works[3] and doctrinal manuals are available.[4] [4] [2]
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The original and most important mission of the Special Forces had been "unconventional warfare", while other
capabilities, such as direct action, were gradually added.
Their official motto is De Oppresso Liber (Latin: To Liberate the Oppressed), a reference to one of their primary
missions, training and advising foreign indigenous forces.[5]

Currently, Special Forces units are deployed in Operation Iraqi Freedom. They are also deployed with other SOCOM
elements as one of the primary American military forces in the ongoing War in Afghanistan. As a special operations
unit, Special Forces are not necessarily under the command authority of the ground commanders in those countries.
Instead, while in theater, SF operators may report directly to United States Central Command, USSOCOM, or other
command authorities.
The Central Intelligence Agency's (CIA) highly secretive → Special Activities Division (SAD) and more specifically
its elite Special Operations Group (SOG) recruits operators from the Army's Special Forces.[6] Joint Army Special
Forces and CIA operations go back to the famed MACV-SOG during the Vietnam War.[7] This cooperation still
exists today and is seen in the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.[8] [9]

History and traditions

1st Special Forces Regiment distinctive unit
insignia, bearing the motto de oppresso liber

Distinctive Unit Insignia. On a wreath of the colors (Argent and
Sable), two arrows saltirewise Argent. The crest is the crossed arrow
collar (branch) insignia of the First Special Service Force, (a joint
World War II American-Canadian commando unit organized in 1942),
changed from gold to silver for harmony with the shield and to make a
difference from collar insignia. The motto more fully translated means,
"From Oppression We Will Liberate Them.” Description: A silver
color metal and enamel device 1 1/8 inches (2.86 cm) in height
consisting of a pair of silver arrows in saltire, points up and
surmounted at their junction by a silver dagger with black handle point
up; all over and between a black motto scroll arcing to base and
inscribed "DE OPPRESSO LIBER" in silver letters. Symbolism: The
crest is the crossed arrow collar insignia (insignia of branch) of the
First Special Force, World War II. The motto is translated as "From
Oppression We Will Liberate Them." Background: The distinctive unit insignia was approved on 8 July 1960. The
insignia of the 1st Special Forces was authorized to be worn by personnel of the U.S. Army Special Forces
Command (Airborne) and its subordinate units on 7 March 1991.

History
Some of the Office of Strategic Services units have much more similarity in terms of mission with the original US
Army Special Forces function, → unconventional warfare (UW), acting as cadre to train and lead guerrillas in
occupied countries. The Special Forces motto, de oppresso liber (Latin: "to free the oppressed") reflects this
historical mission of → guerrilla warfare against an occupying power. Specifically, the three-man Jedburgh teams
provided leadership to French Resistance units. The larger Office of Strategic Services "OSS" Operational Groups
(OG) were more associated with SR/DA missions, although they did work with resistance units. COL Aaron Bank,
considered the founding commander of the first Special Forces Group created, served in OSS during World War II.
While Filipino-American guerrilla operations in the Japanese-occupied Philippines are not part of the direct lineage 
of Army Special Forces, some of the early Special Forces leadership were involved in advising and creating the 
modern organization. They included Russell Volckmann, who commanded guerrillas in Northern Luzon and in 
Korea,[10] Donald Blackburn, who also served with the Northern Luzon force, and Wendell Fertig, who developed a
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division-sized force on Mindanao.
During the Korean War, United Nations Partisan Forces Korea operated on islands and behind enemy lines. These
forces were also known as the 8086th Army Unit, and later as the Far East Command Liaison Detachment, Korea,
FECLD-K 8240th AU. These troops directed North Korean partisans in raids, harassment of supply lines, and the
rescue of downed pilots. Since the initial Special Forces unit, the 10th Special Forces Group (Airborne) was
activated on 19 June 1952, and the Korean War broke out on 25 June 1950, US Army Special Forces did not operate
as a unit in that war. Experience gained in the Korean War, however, influenced the development of US Army
Special Forces doctrine.
US Army Special Forces (SF) are, along with psychological operations detachments and Rangers, the oldest of the
post-World War II Army units in the current → United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM). Their
distinctive uniform item is the Green Beret. Their main mission was to train and lead unconventional warfare (UW)
forces, or a guerrilla force in an occupied nation that no one is allowed to know. US Army Special Forces is the only
US Special Operations Force (SOF) trained to employ UW. The 10th Special Forces Group was the first deployed
SF unit, intended to operate UW forces behind enemy lines in the event of a Warsaw Pact invasion of Western
Europe. As the US become involved in Southeast Asia, it was realized that specialists trained to lead guerrillas could
also help defend against hostile guerrillas, so SF acquired the additional mission of Foreign Internal Defense (FID),
working with Host Nation (HN) forces in a spectrum of counter-guerrilla activities from indirect support to combat
command.
Special Forces personnel qualify both in advanced military skills and the regional languages and cultures of defined
parts of the world. While they have a Direct Action (DA) capability, other units, such as → Rangers, are more
focused on overt direct action raids conducted in uniform but potentially behind enemy lines. SF personnel have the
training to carry out covert DA, and other missions, including clandestine SR. Other missions include peace
operations, counter-proliferation, counter-drug advisory roles, and other strategic missions. As strategic resources,
they report either to USSOCOM or to a regional Unified Combatant Commands.

The "US 6th Army
Special Reconnaissance

Unit" aka the Alamo
Scouts included in
lineage of the US

Special Forces

Their lineage dates back to include more than 200 years of unconventional warfare history,
with notable predecessors including the Revolutionary War "Swamp Fox" Francis Marion,
the WWII OSS Jedburgh Teams, OSS Detachment 101 in Burma, and the Alamo Scouts.
Since their establishment in 1952, Special Forces soldiers have distinguished themselves in
Vietnam (17 Medals of Honor), El Salvador, Panama, Haiti, Somalia, Bosnia, Kosovo,
Afghanistan, Iraq, the Philippines, and, in an FID role, Operation Enduring Freedom -
Horn of Africa, which was transferred to Africa Command in 2008.

SF team members work closely together and rely on one another under isolated
circumstances for long periods of time, both during extended deployments and in garrison.
Because of this, they develop clannish relationships and long-standing personal ties. SF
noncommissioned officers (NCO) often spend their entire careers in Special Forces,
rotating among assignments to detachments, higher staff billets, liaison positions, and
instructor duties at the US Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School (USAJFKSWCS). Special
Forces officers, on the other hand, historically spend a limited amount of time early in their careers assigned to SF
detachments. They are then required to move to staff positions or to higher command echelons. With the creation of
USSOCOM, SF commanders have risen to the highest ranks of US Army command, including command of
USSOCOM, the Chief of Staff of the United States Army, and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
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Creation of Army Special Forces
Special Forces were formed in 1952, initially under the US Army Psychological Warfare Division headed by
then-BG Robert A. McClure.[11] For details of the early justification for Special Forces, see Clandestine HUMINT
and Covert Action.
Special Operations Command was formed by the US Army Psychological Warfare Center which was activated in
May 1952. The initial 10th Special Forces Group was formed in June 1952, and was commanded by Colonel Aaron
Bank. Its formation coincided with the establishment of the Psychological Warfare School, which is now known as
the John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School.[12] Bank served with various Office of Strategic Services
(OSS) units, including Jedburgh teams advising and leading French Resistance units before the Battle of Normandy,
or the D-Day invasion of 6 June 1944. COL Bank is known as the father of the Special Forces.
The 10th SFG deployed to Bad Tölz, Germany the following September, The remaining cadre at Fort Bragg, North
Carolina formed the 77th Special Forces Group, which in May 1960 became 7th Special Forces Group.[13]

BG William P. Yarborough (left) meets with
President John F. Kennedy at Fort Bragg, N.C.,

Oct. 12, 1961

The Green Beret

The origins of the Green Beret are in Scotland during the Second
World War. US Army Rangers and Office of Strategic Services (OSS)
operatives, who underwent training from the Royal Marines were
awarded the Green Beret upon completion of the grueling and
revolutionary commando course. The beret was not authorized by the
US Army among the Rangers and OSS operatives who earned them.
Edson Raff, one of the first Special Forces officers, is credited with the
re-birth of the green beret,[14] which was originally unauthorized for
wear by the U.S. Army. In 1961, President John F. Kennedy authorized
them for use exclusively by the US Special Forces. Preparing for an
October 12 visit to the Special Warfare Center at Fort Bragg, North
Carolina, the President sent word to the Center's commander, Brigadier
General William P. Yarborough, for all Special Forces soldiers to wear
the beret as part of the event. The President felt that since they had a special mission, Special Forces should have
something to set them apart from the rest. In 1962, he called the green beret "a symbol of excellence, a badge of
courage, a mark of distinction in the fight for freedom." Aside from the well-recognized beret, Special Forces
soldiers are also known for their more informal attire than other members of the U.S. military.

"It was President Kennedy who was responsible for the rebuilding of the Special Forces and giving us back our
Green Beret," said Forrest Lindley, a writer for the newspaper Stars and Stripes who served with Special Forces in
Vietnam. "People were sneaking around wearing it when conventional forces weren't in the area and it was sort a cat
and mouse game," he recalled. "When Kennedy authorized the Green Beret as a mark of distinction, everybody had
to scramble around to find berets that were really green. We were bringing them down from Canada. Some were
handmade, with the dye coming out in the rain."
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1st Special Forces Group, Joint Special
Operations Task Force, Philippines (JSOTF-P),
examines a baby in 2007, during a medical civic

action project in the village of Malisbeng,
Republic of the Philippines. JSOTF-P is

supporting the AFP in their war on terror efforts
and humanitarian missions in their county.

Special Forces have a special bond with Kennedy, going back to his
funeral. At the commemoration of the 25th anniversary of JFK's death,
Gen. Michael D. Healy, the last commander of Special Forces in
Vietnam, spoke at Arlington Cemetery. Later, a wreath in the form of
the Green Beret would be placed on the grave, continuing a tradition
that began the day of his funeral when a sergeant in charge of a detail
of Special Forces men guarding the grave placed his beret on the
coffin.[15]

The men of the Green Beret caught the public's imagination and were
the subject of a best selling, if semi-fictional, book The Green Berets
by Robin Moore,[16] a hit record, Ballad of the Green Berets written
and performed by Barry Sadler, The Green Berets (film) produced,
directed, and starring John Wayne and a comic strip and American
comic book Tales of the Green Beret written by Robin Moore with
artwork by Joe Kubert. See United States Army Special Forces in
popular culture.

It should be noted that calling Special Forces soldiers "Green Berets" is a misconception and that other elite units
such as SEALs, Rangers and others are not part of the Special Forces, but are special operations forces (though they
are "special forces" in the generic sense). Special Forces (always capitalize), SF, or Special Forces soldiers is the
proper name of the United States Army Special Forces.

First deployment in Cold War-era Europe
10th Special Forces Group was responsible, among other missions, to operate a stay-behind guerrilla operation after
a presumed Soviet overrunning of Western Europe. Through the Lodge-Philbin Act, it acquired a large number of
Eastern European immigrants who brought much area and language skills. As well as preparing for the Warsaw Pact
invasion that never came, Vietnam and other areas of South Vietnam, El Salvador, Colombia, Panama and
Afghanistan are the major modern conflicts that have defined the Special Forces.

Southeast Asia (Indochina Wars)
Special Forces units deployed to Laos as "Mobile Training Teams" (MTTs) in 1961, Project White Star (later named
Project 404), and they were among the first U.S. troops committed to the Vietnam War.[17] Beginning in the early
1950s, Special Forces teams deployed from the United States and Okinawa to serve as advisers for the fledgling
South Vietnamese Army. As the United States escalated its involvement in the war, the missions of the Special
Forces expanded as well. Since Special Forces were trained to lead guerrillas, it seemed logical that they would have
a deep understanding of counter-guerrilla actions, which became the Foreign Internal Defense (FID) mission. The
5th Special Forces Group mixed the UW and FID missions, often leading Vietnamese units such as Montagnards and
lowland Civilian Irregular Defense Groups. [18] The deep raid on Son Tay, attempting to recover US prisoners of
war, had a ground element completely made up of Special Forces soldiers.[19] .
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B. R. Lang, wearing 6th SFG flash, 1970. (TDY
Laos Project 404; 1971 Studies and Observations

Group).

The main SF unit in South Vietnam was the 5th Special Forces Group
(Airborne). SF soldiers assigned to the 5th Group earned seventeen
Medals of Honor in Vietnam, making it the most prominently
decorated unit for its size in that conflict. Army Special Forces
personnel also played predominant roles in the highly secret,
multi-service Military Assistance Command Vietnam Studies and
Observation Group (MACV-SOG), with an extraordinarily large
number of covert U.S. military personnel lost MIA while operating on
Studies and Observations Group (SOG) reconnaissance missions.

The “Green Beret Affair” - U. S. Special Forces received a severe black
eye when in July 1969 Colonel Robert Rheault, Commander of 5th
Special Forces Group (Airborne), six subordinate Green Beret officers,
including his headquarters staff intelligence officer, and a sergeant first
class (SFC) were arrested for the murder[20] [21] of Thai Khac Chuyen,
a suspected North Vietnamese double agent. It was suspected that Chuyen was providing the North Vietnamese
Army information about Project GAMMA and the indigenous agents used by the 5th Special Forces Group. An
attempted cover-up was uncovered when the SFC became concerned that he might be a 'fall guy' and contacted the
local Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) office chief. In September 1969 Secretary of the Army Stanley Resor
announced that all charges would be dropped since the CIA, in the interests of national security, had refused to make
its personnel available as witnesses; implying some sort of involvement.[22]

El Salvador
In the 1980s US Army Special Forces trainers were deployed to El Salvador. Their mission was to train the
Salvadoran Military, who at the time were fighting a civil war against the left-wing guerrillas of the Farabundo Marti
National Liberation Front (FMLN). In 1992, the FMLN reached a ceasefire agreement with the government of El
Salvador. Following the success of SF in El Salvador, the 3rd Special Forces Group was reactivated in 1990.

Colombia
In the late 1980s, major narcotics trafficking and terrorist problems within the region covered by the Southern
Command (USSOUTHCOM) worsened. USSOUTHCOM was (and remains) responsible for all of South America,
Central America, and the Caribbean (CARIBCOM). The 7th Special Forces Group deployed detachments, trainers
and advisers in conjunction with teams from the 1st Psychological Operations Battalion to assist Host Nation (HN)
forces. During the late 1990s, 7 SFG(A) also deployed to Colombia and trained three Counter Narcotics Battalions
and assisted in the establishment of a Brigade Headquarters. These were the first units of their kind in Colombia and
each is known as "Batallón Contra Narcotraficantes" or BACNA. These elements continue to be very successful
against the narcotics industry which thrives in Colombia.[23] US Army Special Forces detachments still rotate among
various locations within Colombia, training HN units in counter-guerrilla and counter-narcotics roles, and SF
detachments routinely deploy to other countries within the USSOUTHCOM area of responsibility.

Panama
In late 1988, tensions between the United States and Panama were extremely high with the Panamanian leader, 
Manuel Noriega, calling for the dissolution of the agreement that allowed the United States to have bases in his 
country. In December 1989 President George H. W. Bush activated the planning section for Operation Just 
Cause/Promote Liberty. Just Cause was the portion of the mission to depose Noreiga and return Panama to 
democracy.[24] Originally scheduled to begin at 0200 hrs. on 20 December, it actually kicked off at 2315 hrs when 
part of a Special Forces detachment that was waiting for the signal to begin was discovered above a gate above a
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Panamanian checkpoint. Just Cause was the first mission to have a very large contingent of Special Operations
Forces on the ground. The units that were involved with the mission were as follows: Joint Task Force Delta (Delta
Force), Joint Task Force South (7th SFG, 5th SFG, 3rd SFG, 4th PSYOP Group, the reinforced 1st Brigade of the
82nd Airborne Division, and all three battalions of the → 75th Rangers, and numerous other units from other forces
such as the → Navy SEALs, Marine Force Recon, and Air Force Combat Control Teams. The mission was
successful overall and led to stability in the region.

Afghanistan

A 19th Special Forces Group soldier mans an
M60 machine gun on a HMMWV in Afghanistan,
in March 2004. An AT4 anti-tank rocket can be

seen in the foreground.

Special Forces units were the first military units (a Special Forces
MSG wearing the Green Beret ring was the first person in country to
seek out the Northern Alliance) that went into Afghanistan under
Major General Geoffrey C Lambert after the September 11, 2001
attacks, although CIA paramilitary officers from the famed → Special
Activities Division were the first US forces in the country to prepare
for their arrival. [25] [26] A number of Special Forces operational
detachments worked with Afghan Northern Alliance troops, acting as a
force multiplier, especially by using new techniques for precise
direction of heavy air support. Since the initial invasion, the 3rd and
7th SFGs have been charged with conducting operations in
Afghanistan. SF has been conducting its bread-and-butter,
Unconventional Warfare, fighting the enemy in its own or influenced
territory. During the daytime, SF will often be meeting with local village elders and working with the people to "win
over the hearts and minds" as well as trying to identify possible Taliban spies in the villages. SF has worked closely
with Civil Affairs and Psychological Operations to provide villages with food, water, medicine, medical treatment
and clinics, and even education programs to the people. As well as humanitarian assistance such as building roads,
schools, and wells. This also requires SF to have to constantly patrol the areas to defend the villages from Taliban
attacks. At night, SF will often be hunting down the Taliban and other insurgencies in the area, conducting raids on
camps, training centers, drug-smuggling operations, and other Taliban safe-havens. As well as ambushing weapons,
supplies, and drug convoys and clearing hidden paths in the mountains that border Pakistan and Afghanistan,
including mining operations on paths that the Taliban use, conducting reconnaissance, and capturing or killing
high-ranking terrorist leaders. SF will almost always work with Afghan forces, who they have often trained. This
shows the people that it is their own Afghans stopping the Taliban, not the Americans. SF soldiers will also do small
changes to their appearance, such as growing beards, growing their hair longer, and wearing traditional Afghan
scarfs or belts to show that they are not trying to force any American culture on them but rather that they respect
their culture and traditions. Like all military units in Afghanistan, SF is extremely stretched, spread-out. The
majority of SF soldiers are deployed to Iraq, even though Afghanistan is twice as large, which has caused many
problems for SF and other forces in the country.
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Iraq

Special Forces along with Iraqi Army forces
conduct an air assault in-route to their mission

objective to capture terrorists of a known
insurgent force, September 2007.

Just like in Afghanistan, SF were the first military units in Iraq. [27] [28]

10th SFG was heavily deployed to Northern Iraq, where they, along
with CIA/SAD officers[29] contacted, organized, and trained Kurdish,
anti-Saddam Forces. During the initial invasion, 10th SFG and
CIA/SAD officers led one of the most successful campaigns in Iraq,
the Group along with its Kurdish allies defeated six Iraqi Army
Divisions with limited air support and no SF soldiers were killed. The
joint Kurdish-Special Forces units killed over one-thousand Iraqi Army
soldiers and captured hundreds more. [30] [31] Likewise, 5th SFG (1st
BN) was deployed in Western Iraq, one battalion infiltrated the country
weeks before the initial invasion. 5th SFG also organized anti-Saddam
forces and, like 10th SFG, led an extremely successful operation which
inflicted serious casualties to the Iraqi Army have arrived in Baghdad right after conventional forces had seized it.
With major combat operations over, SF was charged with building a new Iraqi Army, eliminating Baath Party
members, and, most importantly, finding Saddam and his sons.

Organization
U.S. Army Special Forces is divided into five active duty (AD) and two Army National Guard (ARNG) Special
Forces groups. Each Special Forces Group (SFG) has a specific regional focus. The Special Forces soldiers assigned
to these groups receive intensive language and cultural training for countries within their regional area of
responsibility (AOR).[32] Due to the increased need for Special Forces soldiers in the War on Terror, all
Groups—including those of the National Guard (19th and 20th SFGs)—have been deployed outside of their areas of
operation (AOs), particularly to Iraq and Afghanistan. A recently released report showed Special Forces as perhaps
the most deployed SOF under SOCOM, with many operators, regardless of Group, serving up to 75% of their careers
overseas, almost all of which has been to Iraq and Afghanistan.

Basic Element - SF Operational Detachment-Alpha (ODA) composition

Members of Operational Detachment Alpha
3336, 3rd Special Forces Group (Airborne) recon

the remote Shok Valley of Afghanistan where
they fought an almost seven-hour battle with
terrorists in a remote mountainside village.

A Special Forces company consists of six ODAs (Operational
Detachments Alpha) or "A-teams." The number of ODAs can vary
from company to company, with each ODA specializing in an
infiltration skill or a particular mission-set (e.g. Military Freefall
(HALO), combat diving, mountain warfare, maritime operations, or
urban operations).
An ODA consists of 12 men, each of whom has a specific function
(MOS or Military Occupational Specialty) on the team, however all
members of an ODA conduct cross-training. The ODA is led by an
18A (Detachment Commander), usually a Captain, and a 180A
(Assistant Detachment Commander) who is his second in command,
usually a Warrant Officer One or Chief Warrant Officer Two. The
team also includes the following enlisted men: one 18Z team sergeant
(Operations Sergeant), usually a Master Sergeant, one 18F (Assistant
Operations and Intelligence Sergeant), usually a Sergeant First Class, and two each, 18Bs (Weapons Sergeant), 18Cs

(Engineer Sergeant), 18Ds (Medical Sergeant), and 18Es (Communications Sergeant), usually Sergeants First Class, 
Staff Sergeants or Sergeants. This organization facilitates 6-man "split team" operations, redundancy, and mentoring
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between a senior specialist NCO and his junior assistant.

Company HQ Element - SF Operational Detachment-Bravo (ODB) composition

A Special Forces company commander meets
with village elders and members to in the
Helmand Province, Afghanistan, 2007.

A Special Forces company, when required, will deploy an Operational
Detachment Bravo, (ODB) or "B-team," usually composed of 11–13
soldiers. While the A-team typically conducts direct operations, the
purpose of the B-team is to support the A-teams in the company. There
is one B-team per company.

The ODB is led by an 18A, usually a Major, who is the Company
Commander (CO). The CO is assisted by his Company Executive
Officer (XO), another 18A, usually a Captain. The XO is himself
assisted by a Company Technician, a 180A, generally a Chief Warrant
Officer Three, who assists in the direction of the organization, training,
intelligence, counter-intelligence, and operations for the company and
its detachments. The Company Commander is assisted by the Company Sergeant Major, an 18Z, usually a Sergeant
Major. A second 18Z acts as the Operations Sergeant, usually a Master Sergeant, who assists the XO and Technician
in their operational duties. He has an 18F Assistant Operations Sergeant, who is usually a Sergeant First Class. The
company's support comes from an 18D Medical Sergeant, usually a Sergeant First Class, and two 18E
Communications Sergeants, usually a Sergeant First Class and a Staff Sergeant.

Note the distinct lack of a weapons or engineer NCO. This is because the B-Team generally does not engage in
direct operations, but rather operates in support of the A-Teams. Each SF company has one ODA that specializes in
HALO (military free fall parachuting) and one trained in combat diving. Other ODA specialties include military
mountaineering, maritime operations, and personnel recovery.
The following jobs are outside of the Special Forces 18-series Career Management Field (CMF), but hold positions
on a Special Forces B-Team. Soldiers in these positions are not "Special Forces qualified," as they have not
completed the Special Forces Assessment and Selection Course (SFAS) or the Special Forces Qualification Course
(SFQC or "Q Course):
• The Supply NCO, usually a Staff Sergeant, the commander's principal logistical planner, works with the battalion

S-4 to supply the company.
• The Nuclear, Biological, Chemical (NBC) NCO, usually a Sergeant, maintains and operates the company's NBC

detection and decontamination equipment, and assists in administering NBC defensive measures.[33]

Battalion HQ Element - SF Operational Detachment-Charlie (ODC) composition
A C-team is one of the operational detachments of the Special Forces. It is a command and control unit with
operations, training, signals and logistic support responsibilities. Its basic organization follows the same lines with a
Lieutenant Colonel (O-5) for commander and a Command Sergeant Major (E-9) for the senior NCO. There are an
additional 20–30 SF personnel who fill key positions in Operations, Logistics, Intelligence, Communications and
Medical. A Special Forces battalion usually consists of three companies.
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SF Group strength
Until recently an SF Group has consisted of three Battalions, but since the Department of Defense has authorized US
Army Special Forces Command to increase its authorized strength by one third, a fourth Battalion will be activated
in each active component Group by 2012.
A Special Forces Group is historically assigned to a Unified Combatant Command or a theater of operations. The
Charlie detachment is responsible for a theater or a major subcomponent, and can raise brigade or larger guerrilla
forces. Subordinate to it are the Bravo detachments, which can raise battalion and larger forces. Further subordinate,
the ODAs typically raise company-sized units when on UW missions. They can form 6-man "split A" detachments
that are often used for Special Reconnaissance (SR).

Groups

Insignia
Group 

1st Special Forces Group - 1st Battalion stationed in Okinawa, the 2nd and 3rd Battalions headquartered at Fort
Lewis, Washington. The 1SFGA is oriented towards the Pacific region, and is often tasked by PACOM. Currently,
1SFGA and two of its battalions spend roughly six months out of every twelve deployed on a rotational basis to
either Iraq as Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force - Arabian Peninsula, to Afghanistan as Combined
Joint Special Operations Task Force - Afghanistan, or to the Philippines as Joint Special Operations Task Force -
Philippines.

3rd Special Forces Group - Headquartered at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. The 3SFGA is theoretically oriented
towards all of Sub-Saharan Africa with the exception of the Eastern Horn of Africa, i.e. AFRICOM. In practice,
3SFGA and two of its battalions spend roughly six months out of every twelve deployed to Afghanistan as
Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force - Afghanistan.

5th Special Forces Group - Headquartered at Fort Campbell, Kentucky. The 5SFGA is oriented towards the
Middle East, Persian Gulf, Central Asia and the Horn of Africa (HOA), and is frequently tasked by CENTCOM.
Currently, 5SFGA and two of its battalions spend roughly six months out of every twelve deployed to Iraq as
Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force - Arabian Peninsula.

7th Special Forces Group - Headquartered at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. The 7SFGA is theoretically oriented
towards Latin America, Central America, and the Caribbean, i.e. SOUTHCOM. 7SFGA is also responsible for
North American or NORTHCOM. In practice, 7SFGA and two of its battalions spend roughly six months out of
every twelve deployed to Afghanistan as Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force - Afghanistan. (In 2010,
7SFGA is scheduled to relocate to Eglin Air Force Base in Florida as part of the 2005 Base Realignment and
Closure (BRAC) round.

10th Special Forces Group - 1st Battalion stationed in the Panzer Kaserne (Panzer Barracks) in Boeblingen near
Stuttgart, Germany, and the 2nd, 3rd and newly added 4th Battalions are headquartered at Fort Carson, Colorado.
The 10SFGA is theoretically oriented towards Europe, mainly Central and Eastern Europe, the Balkans, Turkey,
Israel, Lebanon and Northern Africa, i.e. EUCOM. In practice, 10SFGA and two of its battalions spend roughly
six months out of every twelve deployed to Iraq as Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force - Arabian
Peninsula.

19th Special Forces Group - One of two National Guard Special Forces Groups. Headquartered in Draper, Utah,
with companies in Washington, West Virginia, Ohio, Rhode Island, Colorado, and California, the 19SFGA is
oriented towards Southwest Asia (shared with 5SFGA), Europe (shared with 10SFGA), as well as Southeast Asia
(shared with 1SFGA).

20th Special Forces Group - One of two National Guard Special Forces Groups. Headquartered in Birmingham,
Alabama, with battalions in Alabama (1st Battalion), Mississippi (2nd Battalion), and Florida (3rd Battalion), with
assigned Companies and Detachments in North Carolina ; Chicago, Illinois; Louisville, Kentucky; and Baltimore,
Maryland. The 20SFGA has an area of responsibility (AOR) covering 32 countries, including Latin America south
of Mexico, the waters, territories, and nations in the Caribbean sea, the Gulf of Mexico, and the southwestern
Atlantic Ocean. Orientation towards the region is shared with 7SFGA.

Inactive Groups 
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6th Special Forces Group - Active from 1963 to 1971. Based at Ft. Bragg, North Carolina. Assigned to
Southwest Asia (Iraq, Iran, etc.) and Southeast Asia. Many of the 103 original Son tay raider volunteers were from
6SFGA.

8th Special Forces Group - Active from 1963 to 1972. Responsible for training armies of Latin America in
counter-insurgency tactics.

11th Special Forces Group - Active from 1961 to 1994.

12th Special Forces Group (United States) - Active from 1961 to 1994.

Selection and training

"Bronze Bruce", the Special Warfare Memorial
Statue

Entry into Special Forces

Entry into Special Forces begins with Special Forces Assessment and
Selection (SFAS).[34] Getting "Selected" at SFAS (Phase 1) will enable
a candidate to continue on to the next four phases of the Special Forces
Qualification Course (SFQC, or the "Q Course"). If a candidate
successfully completes these next four phases he will graduate as a
Special Forces soldier and be assigned to a 12-man Operational
Detachment Alpha (ODA), or "A team."

Pipelines to SFAS

A version of SFAS was first introduced as a selection mechanism in
the mid-1980s by the Commanding General of the John F. Kennedy
Special Warfare Center and School at the time, Brigadier General
James Guest.

There are now two ways for male soldiers (female soldiers are not
permitted to serve in Special Forces) to volunteer to attend SFAS:

• As an existing soldier in the US Army with the Enlisted rank of
E-4 (Corporal/Specialist) or higher, and for Officers the rank of O-2 (1st Lieutenant) promotable to O-3
(Captain), or existing O-3s.

• The other path is that of direct entry, referred to as Initial Accession or IA. Here an individual who has no prior
military service or who has previously separated from military service is given the opportunity to attend SFAS.
Both the Active Duty and National Guard components offer Special Forces Initial Accession programs. The
Active Duty program is referred to as the "18X Program" because of the Initial Entry Code that appears on the
assignment orders. These soldiers will attend Infantry One Station Unit Training (OSUT, the combination of
Basic Combat Training and Advanced Individual Training), Airborne School, and a preparation course to help
prepare them for SFAS, as well as two additional preparation courses to help prepare them for Phase 2 of the
Q-Course, if selected. This program is commonly referred to as the "X-Ray Program", derived from "18X".
The candidates in this program are known as "X-Rays"

All SF trainees must have completed the United States Army Airborne School before beginning Phase 2 of the
Q-Course.
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Special Forces Assessment and Selection

Special Forces soldiers from Alpha Company,
3rd Battalion, 3rd Special Forces Group

(Airborne) demonstrate how to perform a
four-man stack in an artificial building during

Exercise Southbound Trooper IX.

Special Forces Assessment and Selection (SFAS) is the first phase of
the Special Forces Qualification Course, held at Camp Mackall. It is a
mentally and physically demanding course designed to see if the
soldier has the twelve "Whole Man" attributes to continue in Special
Forces training and to serve on an ODA. These attributes include
intelligence, physical fitness, motivation, trustworthiness,
accountability, maturity, stability, judgment, decisiveness, teamwork,
influence, and communications. Approximately forty percent of all
candidates attempting SFAS are successful. [35] Many unsuccessful
candidates elect to Voluntarily Withdraw (VW), while others suffer
injuries in the course of training and are "Medically Dropped." Those
that successfully complete the course must then be selected by the final
selection board. Many candidates who make it to the end of the course
are not selected because the board deems that they lack the required attributes of an SF soldier, or that they are not
yet ready to attempt the next phase in SF training.

Events in SFAS include numerous long land navigation courses. All land navigation courses are conducted day and
night under heavy loads of equipment, in any weather conditions, and in rough, hilly terrain. Land navigation is done
alone with no assistance from instructors or fellow students and is always done on a time limit, which decreases as
the course moves along, and are upwards of 12 miles. Instructors also use obstacle course runs, team events (usually
moving heavy loads such as telephone poles and old jeep trucks through sand for miles on end as a 12-man team,
with all individual equipment), the Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT), a swim assessment, and numerous
physiological exams such as IQ tests and the Defense Language Aptitude Battery (DLAB) test to evaluate
candidates. The last event is a 24–32 mile long road march known as "the Trek" or Long Range Individual
Movement (LRIM).
Selection outcomes

• Those who quit are Voluntarily Withdrawn (VW) by the course cadre are generally designated NTR or
Not-to-Return. This generally ends any opportunity a candidate may have to become a Special Forces soldier.
Active Duty military candidates will be returned to their previous units, and IA 18X candidates will be
transferred to infantry units as 11B Infantrymen.

• Candidates who are "medically dropped," and who are not then medically discharged from the military due to
serious injury, are often permitted to "recycle," and to attempt the course again as soon as they are physically
able to do so.

• Candidates who successfully complete the course but who are "Boarded" and not selected ("Non-Select") are
generally given the opportunity to attend selection again in 12 or 24 months. It must be noted, however, that
the time window to attend SFAS a second time can be heavily influenced by deployment schedules, as
"non-selected" candidates are assigned to infantry units in the meantime.

Successful Active Duty candidates usually return to their previous units to await a slot in the Special Forces
Qualification Course (SFQC). Because an Initial Accession (IA) 18X candidate lacks a previous unit, he will
normally enter the Q Course immediately, or after a short wait.
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MOS, group, and language selection

Upon selection at SFAS, all Active Duty enlisted and IA 18X candidates will be briefed on:
• The five Special Forces Active Duty Groups
• The four Special Forces Military Occupational Specialities (MOS) initially open to them
• The languages utilized in each Special Forces Group

Candidates will then complete what is often referred to as a '"wish list." Enlisted candidates will rank in order of
preference the MOS that he prefers (18B, 18C, 18D, 18E). Officer candidates will attend the 18A course. Both
enlisted and officer candidates will list in order of preference the SF Groups in which they prefer to serve (1st, 3rd,
5th, 7th, 10th) and the languages in which they prefer to be trained.
Language selection is dependent on the Defense Language Aptitude Battery (DLAB) test scores of the candidate, as
well as the SF Group to which they are assigned. Different SF Groups focus on different areas of responsibility
(AOR), which require different languages.
A board assigns each enlisted and officer candidate his MOS, Group placement, and language. The MOS, Group,
and language that a selected candidate is assigned is not guaranteed, and is contingent upon the needs of the Special
Forces community. Generally 80% of selected candidates are awarded their primary choices.

Special Forces Qualification Course

The Q Course features some of the most intensive training in the US military. When a candidate enters the Q Course,
he is assigned to the 1st Special Warfare Training Group (Airborne) at Fort Bragg. This training is phases 2–6 of the
Q-Course
Phase II consists of either 18 or 24 weeks of intense language training. Upon completion of this training, candidates
are required to attain a minimum rating score in their assigned language, scored on the Defense Language
Proficiency Test (DLPT).
After Phase II, candidates begin Phase III, which is a 13-week block of instruction in small unit tactics (SUT)
including raids, ambushes, patrols, recons, and other strikes against enemy forces. Students learn how to properly
plan these operations using Warning Orders, Operations Order, and Frag Orders as well as other mission planning
techniques. The students will plan, present, lead and execute these operations. This part of phase III focuses on small
unit tactics and patrolling. During Phase III students also attend the three week Survival, Evasion, Resistance,
Escape (SERE) course (level C).
Following the completion of Phase III, candidates then begin Phase IV, for specific training within one of the five
initial Special Forces specialties: 18A, SF Detachment Commander; 18B, SF Weapons Sergeant; 18C, SF
Engineering Sergeant; 18D, SF Medical Sergeant; and 18E, SF Communications Sergeant. 18A, 18B, 18C, and 18E
training courses are 15 weeks long. The 18D training course is 48 weeks long.
The candidates culminate their Special Forces training by participating in Operation ROBIN SAGE, a 4 week long
large-scale unconventional warfare exercise (Phase V) conducted over 50,000 square miles of North Carolina. The
students are put into 12-man ODAs, organized the same way they are in a real mission. After an intense planning and
presenting week the students make an airborne infiltration into the fictional country of Pineland, where they must
link up with an "indigenous" force, train them and then lead them in the fight to liberate Pineland from their
oppressive government. [36]

Phase VI is graduation. The day before graduation there is a regimental dinner where representatives from each
group will present each soldier with his green beret. The next day the students will formally graduate from the
Special Forces Qualification Course and will go to their first ODA as fully trained, ready-to-deploy, Special Forces
Soldiers.
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Further training

After successfully completing the Special Forces Qualification Course, Special Forces soldiers are then eligible for
many advanced skills courses. These include the Military Free Fall Parachutist Course (MFF), the Combat Diver
Qualification Course, the Special Forces Sniper Course (SFSC), and the Special Forces Advanced Reconnaissance
and Exploitation Techniques Course (SFARETEC). Additionally, Special Forces soldiers may participate in special
operations training courses offered by other services and allied nations throughout their careers.

Special Forces MOS descriptions
• 18A - Special Forces Officer
• 180A - Special Forces Warrant Officer[37]

• 18B - Special Forces Weapons Sergeant
• 18C - Special Forces Engineering Sergeant
• 18D - Special Forces Medical Sergeant
• 18E - Special Forces Communications Sergeant
• 18F - Special Forces Assistant Operations and Intelligence Sergeant
• 18X - Special Forces Candidate (Active Duty Enlistment Option)
• 18Z - Special Forces Operations Sergeant
Note: Individuals desiring a career in Special Forces who have no prior military service or who have separated from
military service may enlist directly into the 18X MOS, and upon successful completion of upwards of six months of
initial training be given the chance to be selected at the Special Forces Assessment and Selection Course (SFAS).
It should be noted that other personnel in MOS designations outside of 18 series often support SF teams directly.

See also
• Special Forces official website [38]

• List of special forces units
• Former United States special operations units
• 1st Special Forces Operational Detachment-Delta (Delta Force)
• → Air Force Special Operations Command
• Manhunt (Military)
• Military Assistance Command, Vietnam Studies and Observations Group (MACV-SOG), Vietnam War-era

special operations unit
• Special Forces Association
• The Special Warfare Memorial Statue
• United States Army Special Forces in popular culture
• Central Intelligence Agency's → Special Activities Division
• → Canadian Special Operations Regiment (CSOR)
• US Navy SEALs
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External links
• Special Forces Command website [39]

• Special Forces Recruiting at Fort Bragg official website [40]

• United States Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School [41]

• Official website of the Special Forces Association [42]

• United States Special Operations Command [43]

• United States Army Special Forces Overview [44]
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Delta Force
For the computer game, see Delta Force (video game). For the movie, see The Delta Force (film). For the
Vietnam War Era Special forces unit see Project DELTA.

 1st Special Forces Operational Detachment-Delta (Airborne) 

 Active  November 21, 1977 - present 

 Country   United States

 Branch US Army

 Type → United States Special Operations Forces

 Role Versatile Special Operations Force, mainly trained for Counter-Terrorism

 Size  Unknown 

 Part of → United States Army Special Operations Command
→ United States Special Operations Command
→ Joint Special Operations Command

 Garrison/HQ Fort Bragg, North Carolina (35.12047,-79.363775)

 Nickname "Delta Force"

 Engagements Operation Eagle Claw
Operation Urgent Fury
Operation Just Cause
Operation Desert Storm
Operation Restore Hope
Operation Gothic Serpent
Operation Enduring Freedom
Operation Iraqi Freedom

 Insignia 

Identification
symbol

Identification
symbol

Standard USASOC patch worn by SFOD-D members on Class-A uniforms

The 1st Special Forces Operational Detachment-Delta (1st SFOD-D) — commonly known as Delta, Delta Force
or the Combat Applications Group (CAG) by the United States Department of Defense, is an elite → Special
Operations Force (SOF) and an integral element of the → Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC). It is the
United States' primary counter-terrorist unit.
Delta Force's primary tasks are counter-terrorism, counter-insurgency and national intervention operations, although
it is an extremely versatile group capable of assuming many covert missions, including, but not limited to, rescuing
hostages and raids.
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History
The initial concept of Delta was a direct result of numerous, well-publicized → terrorist incidents that occurred in the
1970s. As the threat of terrorism was on the increase and the United States being particularly targeted by enemies
abroad, the administration felt it needed a counter-terrorist capability.
Key military and government figures had already received briefing on a model for the unit. Charles Beckwith, a
member of the → US Army Special Forces had served as an exchange officer with the British → Special Air Service
(22 SAS Regiment) in the early 1960s. US Army Special Forces in that period focused on → unconventional
warfare, but Beckwith was impressed with the SAS direct action and counter-terrorism capabilities. He briefed
military and government figures, who were also impressed with the SAS concept.
Beckwith had estimated that it would take 24 months to set up the unit. As the threat of terrorism was increasing, the
administration needed a counter-terrorist capability until Delta became fully operational. The 5th Special Forces
Group created Blue Light as a small contingent of men that would train for this mandate. Blue Light existed into the
early 1980s until Delta Force was fully operational.
April 24, 1980, shortly after Delta had been created, 52 Americans were taken captive and held in the U.S. Embassy
in Tehran, Iran. The unit was assigned to Operation Eagle Claw, with the goal to covertly insert into the country and
recover the hostages from the embassy by force. The mission failed because of an overly complex plan, inadequate
Special Operations Aviation training for the accompanying aircrews, a collision between a rescue helicopter and a
refueling tanker aircraft, and mechanical problems that reduced the number of available helicopters from the initial
eight to only five (one fewer than minimum required) before the mission contingent could leave the refueling site to
stage for the attack.
After the failed operation, the US government reassessed its counter-terrorist capabilities and as a result created new
units including the Navy's SEAL Team Six and the → 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment (Airborne), also
known as the "Nightstalkers", particularly focused towards the type of mission like Operation Eagle Claw. The →
Joint Special Operations Command was also created to control and oversee joint training between the
counter-terrorist assets of the various branches of the US military.
In 2006, Mark Bowden published, Guests of the Ayatollah: The First Battle in America's War with Militant Islam,
which chronicles the events of the Iran hostage crisis. The book contains first-hand accounts of Delta Force's
involvement in the failed rescue attempt. An accompanying piece on The Atlantic Monthly's web site contains
pictures and interview videos from some of the participants.

Organization and structure
With most information regarding the unit being highly sensitive, there is no official information regarding specific
details. The unit is under the organization of the → US Army Special Operations Command (USASOC) but is
controlled by the → Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC). A number of sources including the book Inside
Delta Force by Command Sergeant Major Eric L. Haney (ret.), suggest the units strength ranges from between 800 to
1000 personnel which includes the operational elements that includes:
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Detachment designations
• D - Command and Control (The Headquarters)
• E - Communications, Intelligence and Administrative Support (includes finance, logistics, medical detachment,

research and development, technology and electronics, etc.)
• F - Operational Arm (The operators themselves)
• Medical Detachment maintains special doctors at Fort Bragg and various other bases around the country secretly,

to provide medical assistance as needed.
• "The Funny Platoon" is the in-house intelligence arm of Delta. They grew out of a long-running dispute/rivalry

with the → Intelligence Support Activity. They will infiltrate a country ahead of a Delta intervention to gather
intelligence.

• Aviation Squadron, although Delta relies heavily on the → 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment and US
Air Force assets to transport them to and from operational deployments and training exercises, within the unit
there is a small aviation squadron used for limited in-house air transportation. The aviation squadron consists of
twelve AH-6 Attack and MH-6 Transport helicopters (although this figure may have increased). It is not known if
pilots are recruited from the Air Force, 160th SOAR or if they are Delta operators trained as helicopter pilots. The
benefit of having enlisted Delta operators flying aircraft is that they could act as “shooters if needed."[1]

• Operational Research Section
• Training wing
In Not a Good Day to Die: The Untold Story of Operation Anaconda, Army Times staff writer Sean Naylor describes
Delta as having nearly 1,000 operatives.[1] Naylor wrote that approximately 250 of those are operators trained to
conduct direct action and reconnaissance missions.[1] There are three main operational squadrons:
• A Squadron

• B Squadron

• C Squadron

These squadrons are based on the organization of the SAS sabre squadron, each one is broken down into four troops
of sixteen men, that can either operate in teams as small as four men. Each troop is specialized in a particular
infiltration method: Airborne, Maritime, Land and Mountain troop.

Recruitment and training
Most recruits come from the → United States Army Special Forces and the → 75th Ranger Regiment, but some
operators have come from other units of the Army.[2] Personnel must be male, in the pay grade of E-5 Sergeant or
above and attend a briefing to be considered for admission. Since the 1990s, the Army has posted recruitment notices
for the 1st SFOD-D[3] which many believe refers to Delta Force. The Army, however, has never released an official
fact sheet for the force. The recruitment notices placed in Fort Bragg's newspaper, Paraglide, refer to Delta Force by
name, and label it "...the Department of Defense's highest priority unit..."[4] The notice states that all applicants must
be 22 years or older, have a general technical score of 110 or higher, and be in the ranks of E-5 through E-8, with at
least four and a half years in service.

Historical selection process
At its inception the selection process was based on the UK SAS model.[5] [6] Eric Haney's book Inside Delta Force 
described the selection course in its inception in detail. Haney writes the selection course began with standard tests 
including: push-ups, sit-ups, and a 3-mile (4.8 km) run. The selection candidates were then put through a series of 
land navigation courses to include an 18-mile (29 km), all-night land navigation course while carrying a 35-pound 
(16 kg) rucksack. The rucksack's weight and the distance of the courses are increased and the time standards to 
complete the task are shortened with every march. The physical testing ended with a 40-mile (64 km) march with a
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45-pound (20 kg) rucksack over very rough terrain which had to be completed in an unknown amount of time.
Haney wrote that only the highest-ranking members of the Pentagon are allowed to see the set time limits, but all
assessment and selection tasks and conditions were set by Delta training cadre.[7] [6] The mental portion of the testing
began with numerous psychological exams. The men then went in front of a board of Delta instructors, unit
psychologists and the Delta commander, who each ask the candidate a barrage of questions and then dissect every
response and mannerism of the candidate with the purpose to mentally exhaust the candidate. The unit commander
then approached the candidate and told him if he had been selected. If an individual was then selected for Delta, he
underwent an intense 6 month Operator Training Course (OTC), where they learned counter-terrorism and
counter-intelligence techniques. This included firearm accuracy and various other munition training.[7] The Central
Intelligence Agency's highly secretive → Special Activities Division (SAD) and more specifically its elite Special
Operations Group (SOG) often recruits operators from the Delta Force.[8]

On occasion in the past, Delta Force will cross-train with similar units from allied countries such as the → Australian
Special Air Service Regiment, British → Special Air Service and Special Boat Service, Canadian → JTF-2, French
GIGN, German → GSG 9, and Israeli → SM,[9] as well as helping to train and currently training with other U.S.
counter-terrorism units, such as the → FBI's HRT and the Navy's → DEVGRU, formerly known as SEAL Team 6.

Uniform
The Pentagon tightly controls information about Delta Force and publicly refuses to comment on the secretive unit
and its activities.
Delta operators are granted an enormous amount of flexibility and autonomy. They will rarely wear any general
uniform and civilian clothing is the norm on or off duty.[7] This is done to conceal the identities of these "secret
soldiers".[7] When military uniforms are worn, they lack markings, surnames, or branch names.[7] Hair styles and
facial hair are allowed to grow to civilian standards in order for the force to be able to blend in and not be
immediately recognized as military personnel.[7] This special status, which sets the force apart from the "regular
army," is mentioned in the book Black Hawk Down by Mark Bowden (though less so in the film of the same
name).[10]

Operational deployments
The majority of the operations assigned to Delta are highly classified and may never be known to the public.
However, there are some operations in which the unit has been involved where certain details have been made
public. There have been many occasions that Delta have been put on standby and operational plans developed but the
unit was stood down for various reasons. These are the known operations the unit has been involved in:

Achille Lauro Hijack
President Ronald Reagan deployed the Navy's → SEAL Team Six and Delta during the Achille Lauro Hijack to
Cyprus to stand-by and prepare for a possible rescue attempt to free the vessel from its hijackers.
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Central American operations
Delta has seen action extensively in Central America, fighting the Salvadoran revolutionary group Farabundo Marti
National Liberation Front and assisting the Central Intelligence Agency-funded Contras in Nicaragua.[7]

Operation Round Bottle
Delta had planned an operation to go into Beirut, Lebanon to rescue Westerners held by Hezbollah.

Operation Urgent Fury
A second Delta mission launched in the early daylight hours of the first day of Operation Urgent Fury in Grenada
was to assault Richmond Hill Prison and rescue the "political prisoners" being held there. Built on the remains of an
old eighteenth-century fort, the prison cannot be approached by foot from three sides except through dense jungle
growing on the steep mountainside; the fourth side is approachable by a narrow neck of road with high trees running
along it. The prison offers no place for a helicopter assault force to land. Richmond Hill forms one side of a steep
valley. Across and above the valley, on a higher peak, is another old fort, Fort Frederic, which housed a Grenadian
garrison. From Fort Frederic, the garrison easily commanded the slopes and floor of the ravine below with small
arms and machine gun fire. It was into this valley and under the guns of the Grenadian garrison that the helicopters
of Delta Force flew at 6:30 that morning.
The helicopters of Task Force 160 flew into the valley and turned their noses toward the prison. Unable to land, the
Delta raiders began to rappel down ropes dragging from the doors of the helicopters. Suddenly, as men swung wildly
from the rappelling ropes, the helicopters were caught in a murderous cross-fire from the front as forces from the
prison opened fire, and more devastatingly, from behind, as enemy forces in Fort Frederic rained heavy small arms
and machine gun fire down from above. According to eyewitness accounts by Grenadian civilians who were in
houses and in the mental hospital situated above the ravine, a number of helicopters that could, flew out of the
valley. In at least one instance, a helicopter pilot turned back without orders and refused to fly into the assault.
Charges of cowardice were filed against him by some members of the Delta Force but were later dropped.

Operation Heavy Shadow
In his book Killing Pablo, Mark Bowden suggests that a Delta Force sniper may have eliminated Colombian drug
lord Pablo Escobar. There is no hard evidence of this though and credit is generally attributed to Colombian security
forces.

Aeropostal Flight 252
On July 29, 1984 Aeropostal Flight 252 from Caracas to the island of Curaçao was hijacked. Two days later, the
DC-9 was stormed by Venezuelan commandos, who killed the hijackers.[11] Delta Force provided advice during the
ordeal.[12]

Operation Just Cause
Before the Operation Just Cause by US forces took place, there were key operations that were tasked to Special
Operations Forces. Operation Acid Gambit was an operation tasked to Delta to rescue and recover Kurt Muse held
captive in Carcel Modelo, a prison in Panama City. Another important operation that was assigned to Delta was
Operation Nifty Package, the apprehension of General Manuel Antonio Noriega.
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Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm
Delta was deployed during Desert Storm to the region and tasked with a number of responsibilities. These include
supporting regular Army units that were providing close protection detail for General Norman Schwarzkopf in Saudi
Arabia. Army relations’ officers tried to play down Schwarzkopf’s growing number of bodyguards. Delta was also
tasked with hunting for SCUD missiles alongside the British Special Air Service and other coalition Special Forces.

Operation Gothic Serpent
On 3 October 1993, members of Delta Force were sent in with → U.S. Army Rangers in the conflict in Mogadishu,
Somalia codenamed Operation Gothic Serpent.
They were tasked with securing several of Mohammed Farah Aidid's top lieutenants, as well as a few other targets of
high value. The mission was compromised after two UH-60 Blackhawk helicopters were shot down by RPGs. This
resulted in an ongoing battle and led to the death of five Delta operators (a sixth was killed by mortar fire some days
later), six Rangers, five Army aviation crew and two 10th Mountain Division soldiers. Estimates of Somali deaths
range from 133 by an Adid sector commander[13] to an estimate of 1500 to 2000 by the US Ambassador to
Somalia.[14] In 1999, writer Mark Bowden published the book Black Hawk Down: A Story of Modern War, which
chronicles the events that surrounded the October 3, 1993 Battle of Mogadishu.[10] The book, in a short brief, relates
Delta Force's involvement in the operations that occurred before the events leading to the battle.[10] The book was
turned into a film by director Ridley Scott in 2001.

Seattle WTO
Members of Delta Force were also involved in preparing security for the 1999 Seattle WTO Conference, specifically
against a chemical weapon attack.[15]

Counter-terrorist training
In January 1997, a small Delta advance team and six members of the British SAS were sent to Lima, Peru
immediately following the takeover of the Japanese Ambassador's residence.[16]

Operation Enduring Freedom
Delta Force was also involved in the offensive against the Taliban in Afghanistan in 2001.[17] Delta Force has
formed the core of the special strike unit which has been hunting High Value Target (HVT) individuals like Osama
Bin Laden and other key al-Qaeda and Taliban leadership since October 2001, the beginning of Operation Enduring
Freedom. It has been variously designated Task Force 11, Task Force 20, Task Force 121, Task Force 145 and Task
Force 6-26.

Operation Iraqi Freedom
One of several operations in which Delta Force operators are thought to have played important roles was the 2003
invasion of Iraq.[18] They allegedly entered Baghdad in advance and undercover. Their tasks included guiding air
strikes, and building networks of informants while eavesdropping on and sabotaging Iraqi communication lines.

See also
• List of special forces units
• Weaponry used by Delta Force
• Delta Force in popular culture
• List of Delta Force members
• Central Intelligence Agency's → Special Activities Division
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Air Force Special Operations Command emblem
 Active May 22, 1990

 Country United States

 Branch United States Air Force

 Type Special Operations

 Part of → United States Special Operations Command

 Garrison/HQ Hurlburt Field, Florida

 Nickname AFSOC

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Lieutenant General Donald C. Wurster

Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC) was established 22 May, 1990, with headquarters at Hurlburt
Field, Florida. AFSOC is a United States Air Force (USAF) major command and is the Air Force component
(AFSOF) to the → United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM), a unified command located at
MacDill Air Force Base, Florida.
The commander of AFSOC is Lieutenant General Donald C. Wurster. Major General Kurt A. Cichowski is Vice
Commander, and Chief Master Sergeant Michael P. Gilbert is the Command Chief Master Sergeant, Air Force
Special Operations Command. AFSOC provides AF Special Operations Forces (SOF) for worldwide deployment
and assignment to regional unified commands.
The command's SOF are composed of highly trained, rapidly deployable Airmen who are equipped with specialized
aircraft. These forces conduct global special operations missions ranging from precision application of firepower, to
infiltration, aviation foreign internal defense, exfiltration, resupply and refueling of SOF operational elements. The
command's Special Tactics Squadrons are led by Special Tactics Officers (STOs). Special Tactics Squadrons
combine Combat Controllers, → Special Operations Weather Technicians, → Pararescuemen, → Tactical Air
Control Party, and combat rescue officers to form versatile SOF teams. AFSOC's unique capabilities include
airborne radio and television broadcast for psychological operations, as well as combat aviation advisors to provide
other governments military expertise for their internal development.
Special Tactics is the US Air Force special operations ground force. Similar in ability and employment to Army
Special Forces and Navy Sea-Air-Land forces (SEALs), Air Force Special Tactics personnel are typically the first to
enter combat and often find themselves deep behind enemy lines in demanding, austere conditions, usually with little
or no support. Due to the rigors of the job, Special Tactics yearlong training is one of the most demanding in the
military, with attrition rates near 80 to 90 percent (Hayward, 1999). In an attempt to reduce the high attrition, Special
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Tactics is very selective when choosing their officers. Special Tactics Officers (STO) undergo a highly competitive
two-phase process to gain entry into the Special Tactics career field, ensuring only the most promising and capable
leaders are selected. STO leadership and role modeling during the difficult training reduces the attrition rate for
enlisted trainees.
As previously mentioned, STO selection is a two-phase process. Beginning with Phase One, a board of veteran STOs
reviews application packages consisting of letters of recommendation, fitness test scores, and narratives written by
the applicants describing their career aspirations and reasons for applying. Based on Phase One performance,
approximately 8 to 10 applicants are invited to the next phase. Phase Two is a weeklong battery of evaluations,
ranging from physical fitness and leadership to emotional intelligence and personality indicators. At the end of Phase
Two, typically 2-4 applicants are selected to begin the year-plus Special Tactics training pipeline.

History
On May 22, 1990, General Larry D. Welch, Air Force Chief of Staff, redesignated Twenty-Third Air Force as Air
Force Special Operations Command. This new major command consisted of three wings: the 1st, 39th and 353d
Special Operations Wings as well as the 1720th Special Tactics Group (STG), the U.S. Air Force Special Operations
School, and the Special Missions Operational Test and Evaluation Center.
Currently, after major redesignations and reorganizations, AFSOC direct reporting units include the 16th SOW, the
352d Special Operations Group, the 353d Special Operations Group, the 720th Special Tactics Group (STG), the
USAF Special Operations School and the 18th Flight Test Squadron (FLTS). During the early 1990's a major
reorganization occurred within AFSOC. The 1720th STG became the 720th STG in March 1992; the transfer of
ownership of Hurlburt Field from Air Mobility Command (AMC, and formerly MAC) to AFSOC in October 1992,
followed by the merger of the 834th Air Base Wing (ABW) into the 1st SOW which assumed host unit
responsibilities. A year later the 1st SOW became the 16th SOW in a move to preserve Air Force heritage.
Meanwhile, the Special Missions Operational Test and Evaluation Center (SMOTEC), which filled the unique role
of exploring new heavy lift frontiers in special operations capabilities, while pursuing better equipment and tactics
development, was also reorganized. In April 1994, the Air Force, in an effort to standardize these types of
organizations, redesignated SMOTEC as the 18th Flight Test Squadron.

Gulf War
From early August 1990 to late February 1991, AFSOC participated in Operation Desert Shield and Operation
Desert Storm, the protection of Saudi Arabia and liberation of Kuwait. Special tactics personnel operated throughout
the theater on multiple combat control and combat rescue missions. Special operations forces performed direct action
missions, combat search and rescue, infiltration, exfiltration, air base ground defense, air interdiction, special
reconnaissance, close air support, psychological operations, and helicopter air refuelings. Pave Low crews led the
helicopter assault on radars to blind Iraq at the onset of hostilities, and they also accomplished the deepest rescue for
which they received the Mackay Trophy.
Combat Talons dropped the largest conventional bombs of the war and, along with Combat Shadows, dropped the
most psy-war leaflets. The AC-130s provided valuable fire support and armed reconnaissance, but they also suffered
the single greatest combat loss of coalition air forces with the shooting down of Spirit 03. All fourteen crew
members aboard were lost.
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Post-Gulf War
In December 1992, AFSOC special tactics and intelligence personnel supported Operation Restore Hope in Somalia.
In late 1994, AFSOC units spearheaded Operation Uphold Democracy in Haiti, and in 1995 Operation Delibrate
Force in the Balkans.

Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF)

AFSOC Combat Controller in
Afghanistan

The terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center in New York City, and the
Pentagon, Washington D.C., on September 11, 2001 pushed the United States
special operations forces to the forefront of the war against terrorism. By the
end of September 2001, AFSOC deployed forces to southwest Asia for
Operation Enduring Freedom to help destroy the al Qaeda terrorist
organization and remove the Taliban regime in Afghanistan. AFSOC
airpower delivered special tactics forces to the battle ground and they in turn
focused U.S. airpower and allowed Afghanistan's Northern Alliance ground
forces to dispatch the Taliban and al Qaeda from Afghanistan. AFSOC
personnel also deployed to the Philippines to help aid that country's efforts
against terrorism.

Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF)
In March 2003, AFSOC again deployed forces to southwest Asia this time in support of what would become
Operation Iraqi Freedom- the removal of Saddam Hussein and his Baathist regime. The command's personnel and
aircraft teamed with SOF and conventional forces to quickly bring down Saddam Hussein's government by May
2003. AFSOC forces have continued to conduct operations since then, in support of the new Iraqi government
against insurgents and terrorists.

Units

Several aircraft of the 1st Special Operations
Wing belonging to the 6th Special Operations

Squadron

• Twenty-Third Air Force (AFSOF), Hurlburt Field, Florida
• 623d Air and Space Operations Center, Hurlburt Field, Florida
• 11th Intelligence Squadron
• 18th Flight Test Squadron

• 1st Special Operations Wing, Hurlburt Field, Florida
• 27th Special Operations Wing, Cannon AFB, New Mexico
• 352d Special Operations Group, RAF Mildenhall, United Kingdom

• 353d Special Operations Group, Kadena Air Base, Japan
• 720th Special Tactics Group, Hurlburt Field, Florida
• United States Air Force Special Operations School, Hurlburt Field, Florida
• Air Force Special Operations Training Center, Hurlburt Field, Florida
• Special Tactics Training Squadron, Hurlburt Field, Florida
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Air National Guard units
• 123d Special Tactics Squadron, Kentucky Air National Guard
• 125th Special Tactics Squadron, Oregon Air National Guard
• 193d Special Operations Wing, Pennsylvania Air National Guard
• 209th Civil Engineer Squadron, Mississippi
• 280th Combat Communications Squadron, Alabama
• 107th Weather Flight
• 146th Weather Flight
• 181st Weather Flight

Air Force Reserve units
• 919th Special Operations Wing

Air Force Special Operations Command (full resolution [1]).
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Personnel and Resources
AFSOC has approximately 12,900 active-duty, Air Force Reserve, Air National Guard and civilian personnel. The
command's active duty and reserve component flying units operate fixed-wing, rotary-wing, unmanned, and tiltrotor
aircraft, including the CV-22, AC-130H/U, C-130, C-47T, EC-130, MC-130E/H/P/W, UH-1N/H, CN-235-100,
An-26, U-28A, CASA 212,MQ-1A/B Predator, and Mi-17. [2]

Gallery

AFSOC's first CV-22—Sunset,
Hurlburt Field, Fla

Combat Controllers practice
seizing an airfield

AFSOC Special Operations
Weathermen

MC-130Ps punching flares

MH-53M In Iraq, Summer 2004

See also
• V-22 Osprey
• Air Resupply And Communications Service

Further reading
• Hebert, Adam J. "The Air Commandos" [3]. Air Force Magazine, March 2005 (vol. 88, no. 3).

External links
• Air Force Special Operations Command Home Page [98]—Official AFSOC public site
• United States Air Force [4]—official Web site
• ShadowSpear Special Operations: AFSOC [5]
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Air Force Special Operations Weather
Technician

 USAF Special Operations Weather 

United States Air Force Special Operations Weather
 Active  Yes 

 Country United States of America

 Branch United States Air Force

 Type Special Operations

 Role Meteorology

 Part of → Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC)
→ United States Special Operations Command
(USSOCOM)[1]

 Motto "Coela Bellatores"[2]

Special Operations Weather Technicians (SOWT) (AFSC 1W0X2) are tactical observer/forecasters with ground
combat capabilities and fall under the 720th Special Tactics Group within the → Air Force Special Operations
Command (AFSOC). The mission of a Special Operations Weather Technician is to deploy by the most feasible
means available into combat and non-permissive environments to collect and interpret meteorological data and
provide air and ground forces commanders with timely, accurate intelligence. They collect data, assist mission
planning, generate accurate and mission-tailored target and route forecasts in support of global special operations,
conduct special weather reconnaissance and train foreign national forces. SOWTs provide vital intelligence and
deploy with joint air and ground forces in support of direct action, counter-terrorism, foreign internal defense,
humanitarian assistance, special reconnaissance, austere airfield, and combat search and rescue.
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History

Hurlburt Field, Florida (AFPN) -- Tech. Sgt. Rick
Rohde (left) takes a wind velocity reading while
Staff Sgt. Jody Ball (center) and Tech. Sgt. Jim

Morello provide cover during a special operations
weather team exercise near the base. The Airmen

are with the 10th Combat Weather Squadron
here. (U.S. Air Force photo by Chief Master Sgt.

Gary Emery)

During World War II, Air Force's combat weathermen supported the
American effort against the Japanese in the China-Burma-India theater
of operations. They also participated in the European theater at
Normandy Beach, France; and in the Netherlands and Yugoslavia.

The 10th Weather Squadron reactivated at Udorn Airfield, Thailand, to
conduct combat weather operations in Southeast Asia on June 16,
1966. The squadron trained indigenous weather personnel and set up
the clandestine weather observation networks throughout Southeast
Asia.

Special operations weathermen have directly participated in the
majority of modern special operations contingency operations since
Operation Urgent Fury, the U.S. invasion of Grenada working with
other special operations and conventional forces. These recent
successes include operations Just Cause in Panama, Desert
Shield/Desert Storm, Task Force Ranger operations in Somalia,
Uphold Democracy in Haiti, operations in Bosnia and counter narcotics operations in South America, as well as
ongoing operations in support of Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom.

• May 15, 1942 -- Parachute School is established at Fort Benning, Georgia. It is a three-week course students
attend en route to their duty assignment.

• June 24, 1942 -- Combat weathermen support the American effort against the Japanese in the China-Burma-India
theater of operations.

• June 1944 -- Combat weathermen see action during World War II at Normandy Beach, France; and, in the
Netherlands and Yugoslavia.

• June 16, 1966 -- The 10th Weather Squadron is reactivated at Udon Airfield, Thailand, to conduct combat
weather operations in Southeast Asia. The squadron is responsible for training indigenous weather personnel and
setting up the clandestine weather observation networks throughout Southeast Asia.

• November 1971 -- Personnel from the 10th WS are key players in many successful special operations including
the highly weather dependent Son Tay Raid. Timing for the Son Tay Raid was advanced by 24 hours based on the
three-day forecast. Weather support personnel successfully forecast the only 12 hours of "go" conditions during a
38-day period.

Training
Special operations weathermen are among the most highly trained personnel in the U.S. military. They maintain the
same weather weapon system qualifications as all Air Force weathermen in addition to advanced special tactics
skills. Their 61 weeks of training and unique mission skills earn them the right to wear the gray beret. On May 5,
2008, the Air Force approved the establishment of a new Air Force Specialty Code for Special Operations Weather,
formally recognizing their commitment to deploy into restricted environments by air, land or sea to conduct weather
operations, observe and analyze all weather data and environmental intelligence.
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Initial Training
• Special Operations Weather Selection Course, Lackland Air Force Base, Texas (two weeks)
This course focuses on sports physiology, nutrition, basic exercises, special operations weather history and
fundamentals.[1]

• Special Operations Weather Initial Skills Course, Keesler Air Force Base, Mississippi (30 weeks)
This course prepares special operations weather apprentices. Training includes basic, intermediate, and advanced
meteorology, report writing and computer usage. Other topics include satellite meteorology, weather chart analysis,
weather radar, weather products, tropical meteorology, synoptic level analytical meteorology, weather prognosis
techniques, forecasting weather elements to include severe weather, synoptic lab, forecasting lab, and a unit on the
weather career field and weather equipment.[1]

• Army Airborne School, Fort Benning, Georgia (three weeks)
Trainees learn the basic parachuting skills required to infiltrate an objective area by static line airdrop.[1]

• Air Force Basic Survival School, Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington (2.5 weeks)
This course teaches basic survival techniques for remote areas. Instruction includes principles, procedures,
equipment and techniques, which enable individuals to survive, regardless of climatic conditions or unfriendly
environments and return home.[1]

• Air Force Water Survival Training, Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington (two days)
This two-day course teaches principles, procedures, techniques, and equipment that enhance the ability to survive in
a water environment and return to friendly control.[1]

• Air Force Underwater Egress Training, Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington (one day)
This course teaches the principles, procedures, and techniques necessary to successfully egress from a sinking
aircraft. Experiencing water entry and performing underwater egress is part of the training.[1]

• Special Operations Weather Apprentice Course, Pope Air Force Base, North Carolina (13 weeks)
This 13-week course provides final special operations weather qualifications. Training includes physical training,
austere weather operations, tactical weather observations, small unit tactics, land navigation, communications,
demolitions, and field operations including parachuting. Upon completing the course graduates are awarded a 3-skill
level (apprentice), gray beret and SOWT crest.[1]

Advanced Training
• Special Tactics Advanced Skills Training, Hurlburt Field, Florida (12-15 months)
This three phase course, initial skills, core tasks, and operational readiness training, produces operators ready for
deployment as combat weathermen.[1]

Mission
Special Operations Weathermen are Air Force meteorologists with unique training to operate in hostile or denied
territory. They gather, assess, and interpret weather and environmental intelligence from forward deployed locations,
working primarily with Air Force and Army Special Operations Forces. They collect weather, ocean, river, snow and
terrain intelligence, assist mission planning, generate accurate mission-tailored target and route forecasts in support
of global special operations and train joint force members and coalition partners to take and communicate limited
weather observations. Additionally, Special Operations Weathermen conduct special reconnaissance, collect upper
air data, organize, establish and maintain weather data reporting networks, determine host nation meteorological
capabilities and train foreign national forces. Every Special Operations Forces mission is planned using the
intelligence and coordination of special operations weathermen.
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Notes
Special Operations Weather Technicians were known as Combat Weathermen until the late 1990s when base
weather stations were "redesignated" as Combat Weather Teams (CWT). This caused quite a bit of confusion and
prompted the name change from Combat Weatherman to Special Operations Weather Technician. Today's Combat
Weather Teams typically provide front-line combat weather support to regular Army, Navy, Marine, Air Force, and
Coast Guard units and their members receive combat training depending on the types of units they support.
Air Force special operations weathermen now have a new specialty code they can call their own.
Recruiters can enlist trainees directly into the 1W0X2 special operations weathermen career field since the new
Air Force specialty code is now in the enlisted classification directory.
Before this new AFSC, weather Airmen applied to become special operations weather after already being in the Air
Force. They were sent to work and live on Army post, where they relied on the Army for equipment and training.
There was no standardized training, according to Chief Master Sgt. Andrew Hopwood, Air Force Special Operations
Command weather functional manager.
"The new AFSC will provide special operations weathermen the right technical, physical and tactical training from
day one. This will greatly enhance their battlefield observing, environmental reconnaissance and forecasting
missions," said Chief Hopwood.
Because of time between classes, Airmen previously spent four years training to become special operations
weathermen. Under the new program, they will finish training in approximately two and half years. The first Basic
Military Training graduates enter the new training pipeline January 2009.
Trainees will attend the two-week Special Operations Weathermen Selection Course at Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas. This is a physical training assessment with progressive training to prepare candidates for the next phase.
After the selection course, students will attend their initial skills course at Keesler AFB, Miss., for 30 weeks where
they will go through the Air Force Weather Course and endure additional physical training elements.
Upon completion of their initial skills course, they will earn their jump qualification from Airborne school at Fort
Benning, GA, and attend Survival school at Fairchild AFB, WA. They will then train side-by-side with combat
controllers at the Special Operations Weather Apprentice Course at Pope AFB, NC, before being assigned to the
Special Tactics Training Squadron here. They will learn additional weather skills necessary to deploy and operate in
stressful environments. Training will also include basic communication, navigation, employment techniques,
weapons training and small unit tactics.
Special operations weathermen have 99 slots, but are currently only 65 percent manned. Once Airmen become
special operations weathermen, they will be assigned to Hurlburt's 10th Combat Weather Squadron and will be
stationed at detachments across the United States. These assignments include:
Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC)

AFSOC/DOW, Hurlburt Field, FL
720th Special Tactics Group, Hurlburt Field, FL
HQ 10th Combat Weather Squadron, Hurlburt Field, FL
• Det 1, Fort Lewis, WA
• Det 2, Fort Campbell KY

• OL-A, Fort Stewart GA
• Det 3, Fort Carson, CO
• Det 4, Fort Benning, GA
• Det 5, Fort Bragg, NC
OL-A, 321st Special Tactics Sq, RAF Mildenhall, UK
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OL-A, 320th Special Tactics Sq, Torii Station, Japan
US Army Special Operations Command, Fort Bragg, NC
Air Combat Command (ACC)

19th Air Support Operations Squadron, Fort Campbell, KY
18th Weather Squadron, Fort Bragg NC
United States Air Force, Europe (USAFE)

Det 3, 7th Weather Squadron, Vicenza, Italy
Pacific Air Force (PACAF)

3rd Air Support Operations Squadron, Fort Wainwright, Alaska
Air National Guard (ANG)

107th Weather Flight, 25090 Altus Street, Bldg 1414, Selfridge Air National Guard Base, MI 48045 (near Detroit)
• Supports the ARNG's 20th Special Forces Group (Airborne)
146th Weather Flight, GTR Pittsburgh Air Guard Station, PA 15108
• Supports the 919th Special Operations Wing (AFRES), the 193rd Special Operations Wing (PA ANG), and the

2nd Psychological Operations Group (USAR) (2nd POG has Airborne elements assigned).
181st Weather Flight, Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base Fort Worth/Carswell Field, TX 76127
• Supports the ARNG's 19th Special Forces Group (Airborne)

See also
• List of United States Air Force special operations squadrons
• Air Force Weather Agency
• Military meteorology

External links
• Air Force Link Factsheet: Special Operations Weather Team [3]

• National Weather Association's Air Force Weather page [4] - Good explanation of today's CWTs
• Feature on Air Force Link (Dec 2005) [5]
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United States Air Force Combat Control Team

 USAF Combat Control 

United States Air Force Combat Control.
 Active January 1953–Present

 Country United States of America

 Branch United States Air Force

 Type Special Operations

 Role Airfield Assault Zone Establishment, Special Reconnaissance, Air Traffic Control, Fire Support, Command, Control,
and Communications

 Size 350[1]

 Part of → Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC)
→ United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM)

 Motto  "First there" 

United States Air Force Combat Controllers (CCT) (AFSC 1C2X1) are ground combat forces specialized in a
traditional pathfinder role while having a heavy emphasis on simultaneous air traffic control, fire support and
command, control, and communications in covert or austere environments. Assigned to Special Tactics Squadrons,
Combat Controllers are an integral part of → Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC), the Air Force
component of → United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM).

Motto
CCT Motto: "First There," reaffirms the Combat Controller's commitment to undertaking the most dangerous
missions behind enemy lines by leading the way for other forces to follow.

Mission
Air Force Special Operations Command's Combat Controllers are Battlefield Airmen assigned to special tactics
squadrons. They are trained special operations forces and certified Federal Aviation Administration air traffic
controllers.
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USAF Combat Controller directing aircraft at a
remote airfield

The mission of a Combat Controller is to deploy undetected into
combat and hostile environments to conduct special reconnaissance,
establish assault zones or airfields, while simultaneously conducting air
traffic control, fire support, command, control, and communications
and forward air control They deploy with air and ground forces in
support of direct action, such as drug cartel,counter-terrorism, foreign
internal defense, humanitarian assistance, and combat search and
rescue. Combat Controllers employ all-terrain vehicles, amphibious
vehicles, weapons and demolitions in pursuit of their objectives, which
may include obstacle destruction.

Training

Combat Controller scarlet beret

Combat controllers are among the most highly trained personnel in
the U. S. military. They maintain air traffic controller qualification
skills throughout their career in addition to other special operations
skills. Many qualify and maintain currency in joint terminal attack
control procedures. Their 35-week training and unique mission
skills earn them the right to wear the scarlet beret.

Initial Training

• Combat Control Orientation Course, Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas ( two weeks)

This selection course focuses on sports physiology, nutrition, basic exercises, combat control history and
fundamentals.[2]

• Combat Control Operator Course, Keesler Air Force Base, Mississippi (15.5 weeks)
This course teaches aircraft recognition and performance, air navigation aids, weather, airport traffic control, flight
assistance service, communication procedures, conventional approach control, radar procedures and air traffic rules.
All air traffic controllers in the Air Force attend this course.[2]

• Army Airborne School, Fort Benning, Georgia (three weeks)
Trainees learn the basic parachuting skills required to infiltrate an objective area by static line airdrop.[2]

• Air Force Basic Survival School, Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington (2.5 weeks)
This course teaches techniques for survival in remote areas. Instruction includes principles, procedures, equipment
and techniques that enable individuals to survive, regardless of climatic conditions or unfriendly environments, and
return home.[2]

• Combat Control School, Pope Air Force Base, North Carolina (13 weeks)
This course provides final Combat Controller qualifications. Training includes physical training, small unit tactics,
land navigation, communications, assault zones, demolitions, fire support and field operations including parachuting.
Graduates of the course are awarded the 3-skill level (journeymen), scarlet beret and CCT flash.[2]
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Advanced Training
• Special Tactics Advanced Skills Training, Hurlburt Field, Florida (12 to 15 months)
Advanced Skills Training is a program for newly assigned Combat Controller operators. AST produces
mission-ready operators for the → Air Force and → United States Special Operations Command. The AST schedule
is broken down into four phases: water, ground, employment and full mission profile. The course tests the trainee's
personal limits through demanding mental and physical training. Combat Controllers also attend the following
schools during AST:
• Army Military Free Fall Parachutist School, Fort Bragg, North Carolina, and Yuma Proving Ground, Arizona

(five weeks)
This course instructs free fall parachuting procedures. The course provides wind tunnel training, in-air instruction
focusing on student stability, aerial maneuvers, air sense, parachute opening procedures and parachute canopy
control.[2]

• Air Force Combat Diver School, Navy Diving and Salvage Training Center, Naval Support Activity Panama
City, Florida (six weeks)

Trainees become combat divers, learning to use scuba and closed circuit diving equipment to covertly infiltrate
denied areas. The course provides training to depths of 130 feet, stressing development of maximum underwater
mobility under various operating conditions.[2]

History
United States Army pathfinders originated in 1943 out of need for accurate airdrops during airborne campaigns of
World War II. These pathfinders preceded main assault forces into objective areas to provide weather information
and visual guidance to inbound aircraft through the use of high-powered lights, flares and smoke pots.
When the Air Force became a separate service, Air Force pathfinders, later called combat control teams, were
activated in 1953 to provide navigational aids and air traffic control for a growing Air Force. In the Vietnam War,
combat controllers helped assure mission safety and expedited air traffic flow during countless airlifts. Combat
controllers also flew as forward air guides in support of indigenous forces in Laos and Cambodia.
Combat controllers continue to be the "First There" when they are called upon to participate in international
emergencies and humanitarian relief efforts.

See also
• → Air Force Special Operations Weather Technician
• Combat rescue officer
• → United States Air Force Pararescue

External links
• http:/ / www. af. mil/ information/ factsheets/ factsheet. asp?fsID=4487
• http:/ / www. specialtactics. com
• http:/ / www. combatcontrolschoolassociation. org
• http:/ / combatcontrolteam. embarqspace. com/ #/ cct-the-eye-of-the-storm/ 4533879552
• http:/ / www. bricksrus. com/ order/ ccsa
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United States Air Force Pararescue

 USAF Pararescue 

United States Air Force Pararescue
 Active March 1946–Present[1]

 Country United States of America

 Branch United States Air Force

 Type Special Operations

 Role Airborne Combat Search and Rescue, MEDEVAC[2]

 Part of → Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC) and Air Force Air Combat Command

 Nickname Maroon Berets, PJs, Rescue Rangers

 Motto That Others May Live[3]

U.S. Air Force Pararescue personnel assigned to
Baghdad International Airport (BIAP), perform a

hoist extraction of a survivor during an Urban
Operations Training Exercise (UOTE) at the

Maltz training site, in support of Operation Iraqi
Freedom, 2003.

Pararescuemen (AFSC 1T2X1), also called PJs (a nickname
pronounced 'pee jays'), are United States Air Force Special Operations
Command (AFSOC) and Air Combat Command (ACC) operatives
tasked with recovery and medical treatment of personnel in
humanitarian and combat environments. They are the only members of
the DoD specifically organized, trained and equipped to conduct
personnel recovery operations in hostile or denied areas as a primary
mission. PJs are also used to support NASA missions and have been
used to recover astronauts after water landings. Of the 22 enlisted Air
Force Cross recipients, 12 have been awarded to Pararescuemen. They
wear the maroon beret as a symbol of their elite status. Part of the
little-known Air Force Special Tactics community[4] and long an
enlisted preserve, the Pararescue service began commissioning Combat
Rescue Officers early in the 21st century.

History

Pre-World War II

As early as 1922 there was a recognized need for trained personnel to
go to remote sites to rescue airmen. In that year, Army Medical Corps
doctor Colonel Albert E. Truby predicted that "airplane ambulances"
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would be used to take medical personnel to crashes and to return victims to medical facilities for treatment.
However, it was another two decades before technology and need helped to create what would eventually become
Air Force Pararescue.
Even so, there were developments in critical technologies. In 1940, two U.S. Forestry Service Smokejumpers, Earl
Cooley and Rufus Robinson, showed that parachutists could be placed very accurately onto the ground using the
newly-invented 'steerable parachute.' These parachutes and the techniques smokejumpers used with them were
completely different from the techniques used by Army airborne units. It was in that year that Dr. (Captain) Leo P.
Martin was trained by the U.S. Forestry Service Parachute Training Center in Seeley Lake, Montana as the first
'para-doctor'.

World War II
During the opening months of the war, there was very little need for air rescue. American forces were in retreat or
consolidating their positions and most long-range flying was limited. As the war progressed and American airmen
began flying missions that would cover hundreds—and sometimes thousands—of miles, air rescue began to play a
key role.
Rescue units were formed around the globe under the operational control of local commanders. While training,
techniques and equipment varied, one rule was constant: "Rescue forces must presume survivors in each crash until
proved otherwise."
Search and rescue of downed aviators in the continental United States fell primarily to the Civil Air Patrol, a civilian
aviation group under the command of the Army Air Corps. The CAP would usually send in ground crews after
locating a crash site; however, they would sometimes land small aircraft and they did experiment with parachute
rescue teams.
With Canada's entry into WWII in 1939, former Canadian fighter ace Wop May was put in charge of training
operations and took over command at the No 2 Air Observer School in Edmonton, Alberta. Edmonton was one of the
common stops for A-20 Boston, B-26 Marauder and especially B-25 Mitchell bombers being flown to the Soviet
Union as part of the lend-lease program. When these aircraft went down, typically due to mechanical or navigational
problems, the crew often survived only to die attempting to make it out of the bush. May's school was often asked to
supply aircraft to search for downed planes, but even when one was spotted there was often little they could do to
help. May decided to address this problem.
In early 1942 May asked for volunteers from his civilian servicing crew, and about a dozen agreed to join. With
basically no equipment, the instruction consisted of "jump and pull" and windage was calculated by throwing an
Eaton's catalogue out the door. Early operations were comical, but in early 1943 May sent two volunteers, Owen
Hargreaves and Scotty Thompson to the smoke jumpers school in Missoula, Montana to be trained by the U.S.
Forestry Service. After six weeks they returned home with borrowed steerable equipment to train two other
volunteers, Wilfred Rivet and Laurie Poulsom. Soon the unit was conducting operational jumps, and by 1944 May's
persistence had paid off and an official para-rescue training program started. For his work, May was awarded a
Presidential Medal of Freedom with Bronze Palm in 1947 by the USAAF.[5] [6]

In the European Theater, there was very little opportunity for ground rescue. Most flights were over enemy-occupied
territory, where a landing meant immediate capture. In the UK area of the European Theatre, the British military was
at the time creating its own Royal Air Force Mountain Rescue Service which would be based largely on civilian
mountain rescue doctrine. The RAFMRS has rescued many American aircrew, or recovered remains, from USAF
crashes over its UK territory. Crashes during over-water flights created a great many casualties, the Eighth Air Force
initiated a 'sea rescue' group. From its creation in 1943 until the end of the war, the recovery rate of aircrews downed
at sea rose from less than five percent to over forty percent.
In the vast reaches of the Pacific Theater, a plane crash meant almost certain death from exposure to the elements. 
The Army formed several squadrons in theater specifically to aid and rescue downed flyers—both at sea and on
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islands—with great success.

Curtis C-46 'Commando' over the Himalayas

The China-Burma-India Theater (CBI) was the birthplace of what
would eventually become pararescue. Here was a unique combination
of long overland flights through territory that was loosely held by the
enemy and survivable. Dominating the flying in the CBI was 'The
Hump' route: cargo flights that left India carrying thousands of tons of
vital war supplies had to cross the spine of the Himalayas to reach their
destinations in China. Every day thousands of flight crews and their
passengers risked their lives making this passage in C-46 and C-47
aircraft. Many of these flights never arrived at their destinations due to
mechanical problems, weather and mistakes. Crews forced to bail out
or crash land faced weeks of hardship in tracing a path back to
civilization, enduring harsh weather, little food, and the injuries they sustained during the crashes.

Capt. John L. "Blackie" Porter—a former stunt pilot—is credited with commanding the first organized air rescue unit
in the theater. Known as "Blackie's Gang" and flying out of Chabua, India, they were equipped with two C-47
aircraft. One of their first rescue missions was the recovery of twenty people who had bailed out of a stricken C-46
in August of 1943 in the Naga area of Burma; an area that contained not just Japanese troops, but tribes of head
hunters as well. Among the twenty was CBS reporter Eric Sevareid. The men were located and supplies were
dropped to them. The wing flight surgeon Lt. Col. Don Flickinger, and two combat surgical technicians, Sgt. Harold
Passey and Cpl. William MacKenzie, parachuted from the search planes to assist and care for the injured. At the
same time, a ground team was sent to their location and all twenty walked to safety.
Although parachute rescues were not officially authorized at the time, this is considered by PJs to be the birth of Air
Force pararescue. Eric Sevareid said of his rescuers: "Gallant is a precious word: they deserve it". A few short
months later, Capt. Porter was killed on a rescue mission when his B-25 was shot down.
In 1944, General William H. Tunner took command of Air Transport Command operations in CBI. Declaring the
rescue organization to be a 'cowboy operation', he appointed Maj. Donald C. Pricer commander of the 3352nd Air
Search and Rescue Squadron and assigned him several aircraft for the mission. In addition to fixed-wing aircraft,
early helicopters were deployed to the CBI for use in rescue, marking the start of a long association between
rotary-wing aircraft and air rescue.

Pararescuemen with the 301st Rescue Squadron
return with a downed pilot from a successful

rescue mission 8 April 2003 at a forward
deployed location in southern Iraq during

Operation Iraqi Freedom. (U.S. Air Force photo
by Staff Sgt. Shane A. Cuomo)

Post-World War II

Recognizing the need for a unified organization to perform search and
rescue, the Army Air Force formed the Air Rescue Service (ARS).
Officially established on May 29, 1946; the ARS was charged with
saving the lives of aircrews who were involved in aircraft disasters,
accidents, crash landings, ditchings or abandonments occurring away
from an air base, and with being world-deployable to support far-flung
air operations.
In the area around an air base, the air base commander had search and
rescue jurisdiction through the Local Base Rescue (LBR) helicopter
units. However, these were limited to a 135-mile (217 km) radius
around the base due to the range and payload limitations of the aircraft.
In order to reach beyond this limitation, Pararescue teams were

authorized on July 1, 1947, with the first teams to be ready for fielding in November. Each team was to be composed
of a para-doctor and four pararescue technicians trained in medicine, survival, rescue and tactics. Pararescue was
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given the mission of rescuing crews lost on long-range bomber and transport missions and to support other agencies
when aerial rescue was requested.
A mission earlier in 1947 was the final impetus for the formal creation of Air Force Pararescue. In May, Dr. (Capt.)
Pope B. 'Doc' Holliday parachuted out of an OA-10 Catalina into the Nicaraguan jungle to aid a crewmember who
had parachuted from a crippled B-17 Flying Fortress. His actions earned him the Bronze Star and made him another
of pararescue's early legends.
Shortly after Pararescue teams were authorized, the 5th Rescue Squadron conducted the first Pararescue and Survival
School at MacDill Air Force Base in Florida. The core of instructors were experienced officers and enlisted men who
were recruited from all branches of service. The commandant of that first school was pilot Lt. Perry C. Emmons,
who had been assigned to the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) during World War II. At the close of the war,
Emmons and six sergeants flew prisoners of war out of Thailand, earning his group the nickname "Perry and the
Pirates", after the popular comic strip Terry and the Pirates. After the war, Emmons completed Airborne School at
Fort Benning, Georgia, becoming only the second jump-qualified Air Force pilot.

Clobbered Turkey

In late 1947, the crash of the B-29 "Clobbered Turkey" in Alaska brought home the need for specialized, well-trained
pararescuemen. On 21 December, the "Clobbered Turkey" hit a mountain and when the wreck was spotted on the
27th, Medical Corps Lt. Albert C. Kinney, First Sergeant Santhell O. London and T-5 Leon J. Casey—none of
whom were trained Pararescuemen—volunteered to jump onto the crash site, located 95 miles north of Nome. The
team encountered poor visibility, extreme temperatures and high winds on the site and as a result, all three perished.
Casey's body was found seven miles (11 km) from the crash site, swept there by the surface winds. Two members of
the crew of the "Clobbered Turkey" who set out to seek assistance also perished a few miles from the site. When
ground rescue crews finally arrived at the crash site two days later, they found that the remaining six members of the
crew—who had stayed with the aircraft—had all survived. Dr. Kinney's body was not located until July of the next
year.
In 1949, due to a shortage of available doctors, Medical Service Corps officers replaced para-doctors on the teams,
receiving the same training as the enlisted pararescuemen. One of the first of these officers was John C. Shumate, a
pharmacist, who was appointed commandant of the Pararescue and Survival School.
At this time the Air Rescue Specialist Course was created at the School of Aviation Medicine, Gunter Air Force
Base, Alabama. Designed to teach pararescuemen the skills needed to determine the nature and extent of injuries and
to administer treatment, the course was taught by Medical Corps officers with previous pararescue experience,
including: Dr. Pope B.'Doc' Holliday, Dr. Rufus Hessberg, Dr. Hamilton Blackshear, Dr. Randal W. Briggs and Dr.
Burt Rowan.

Korean War
As Pararescue grew, PJ teams were assigned to every Air Rescue Service squadron to provide global coverage. By
1950, the unification of all the formerly independent Air Rescue Squadrons under the umbrella of the Air Rescue
Service was complete.
In 1950, North Korea attacked across the 38th parallel and began the Korean War. This was an opportunity for Air
Rescue to put training into practice and to develop theories into policies. One of the key new concepts was rescue of
stranded personnel from behind enemy lines. This, along with evacuating critically wounded men from aid stations
close to the front, were Air Rescue's primary missions.
Pararescuemen were a normal part of Air Rescue crews for these missions. Their medical and tactical skills made
them invaluable for evacuation and rescue missions of this type.
Pararescuemen were often called upon to leave the helicopters that carried them in order to assist the personnel they
were sent to rescue. This might call for an extended stay behind enemy lines and overland travel of several miles.
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The longest of these 'Lone Wolf' missions lasted seventy-two hours.
By the end of the Korean Conflict in 1953, Air Rescue had evacuated over eight thousand critical casualties and
rescued nearly a thousand men from behind enemy lines.

Vietnam War
The Vietnam War was a pivotal conflict for the Pararescue teams. The Air Force's scope of operations became so
large that demand for Pararescue teams expanded as well. The use of helicopters caused new tactics utilizing the
speed, distance, and support they could provide. Rescue "packages" were created utilizing FACs (Forward Air
Controllers), rescue escorts (such as AH-1 Cobras or A-1 Sandys), protective fighter CAP (Combat Air Patrol), and
the HH-53 Jolly Green helicopter to provide fast rescue for pilots shot down far behind enemy lines. Pararescue
personel were part of these packages to provide medical assistance for injured aircrew as well as the ability to patrol
for missing aircrew that might have been unconscious or dead.
Pararescue team members would be inserted to conduct LSO (Limited Surface Operations) searches while the
escorts maintained an aggressive patrol to provide instantaneous support. Sometimes they would be inserted to
search for personnel who were being forced to escape and evade; in such cases the mission might last for days. The
Pararescue teams racked up an impressive record; during the conflict only 19 Airmen were awarded the Air Force
Cross. Ten of those were awarded to Pararescuemen.

Pararescue training and structure

Airmen wear water-filled masks while
performing over one thousand flutter kicks after
20 hours of non-stop physical training during an

extended training day at the Pararescue
Indoctrination Training Center.

The process of becoming a "PJ" is known informally as "the Pipeline"
or "Superman School."[7] Successfully completing it takes about two
years of intense physical and mental effort. Of the dozens who begin
the process, only the most determined will graduate; sometimes as few
as four to six from a class of nearly 60. From start to finish the drop out
rate is 60 to 90 percent from each class, making it the highest training
drop-out rate in the entire → U.S. military Special Operations
community.

Pararescue trainees need only attend two courses in order, the
Indoctrination course and the Pararescue apprentice course. In between
the two courses trainees can attend required schools in any order.
Trainees may attend other branches schools such as the United States
Marine Corps Combatant Diver Course for diving instruction or the
Navy tactical air operations school for parachute and free fall training if other courses are full. Once a
Pararescueman has completed the pipeline, they are assigned to a Rescue or Special Tactics team where they will
receive informal On-the-Job training. Additionally if a pararescueman is assigned to a special tactics team they will
receive additional training along with Air Force Combat Controllers in what is known as Advanced Skills Training.

• Pararescue/Combat Rescue Officer Indoctrination Course, Lackland Air Force Base, Texas (9 weeks) [8]

The mission of the Indoctrination Course is to recruit, select and train future PJs and CROs. At this school,
participants undergo extensive physical conditioning with swimming, running, weight training and calisthenics. This
course helps prepare students for the rigors of training and the demands of these lifestyles. Other training includes
obstacle courses, rucksack marches, diving physics, dive tables, metric manipulations, medical terminology, dive
terminology, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, weapons qualifications, history of PJs, and leadership reaction course.
Graduation of this course is the "ticket to ride the pipeline" and begin learning the special skills that make PJs highly
regarded special operators.
• Army Airborne School, Fort Benning, Georgia (3 weeks)
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Students learn the basic parachuting skills required to infiltrate an objective area by static line airdrop. This course
includes ground operations week, tower week, and "jump week" when participants make five parachute jumps.
Personnel who complete this training are awarded the basic parachutist rating and are allowed to wear the Parachutist
Badge.
• Air Force Combat Diver School, Navy Diving and Salvage Training Center, Naval Support Activity Panama

City, Florida (5.5 weeks)

U.S. Air Force Pararescuemen from the 82nd
Expeditionary Rescue Squadron, Davis-Monthan

Air Force Base, AZ, walk their Zodiac to the
beach after jumping out of an MH-53 Pave Low

helicopter.

The course is divided into four blocks of instruction: (1) Diving
Theory, (2) Infiltration/Exfiltration Methods, (3) Open Circuit Diving
Operations, and (4) Closed Circuit Diving Operations. The primary
focus of AFCDC is to develop Pararescuemen/Combat Rescue Officers
and Combat Controller/Special Tactics Officers into competent,
capable and safe combat divers/swimmers. The course provides
commanders with divers/swimmers capable of undertaking personnel
recovery and special operations waterborne missions. AFCDC
provides diver training through classroom instruction, extensive
physical training, surface and sub-surface water confidence pool
exercises, pool familiarization dives, day/night tactical open water
surface/sub-surface infiltration swims, open/closed circuit diving
procedures and underwater search and recovery procedures. The
session culminates with a waterborne field training exercise.

• Navy Underwater Egress Training, Pensacola Naval Air Station, Florida (1 day)
This course teaches how to safely escape from an aircraft that has landed in the water. Instruction includes
principles, procedures and techniques necessary to escape a sinking aircraft.
• Air Force Basic Survival School, Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington (2.5 weeks)
This course teaches basic survival techniques for remote areas using minimal equipment. This includes instruction of
principles, procedures, equipment and techniques that help individuals to survive, regardless of climatic conditions
or unfriendly environments, and return home.
• Army Military Free Fall Parachutist School, Fort Bragg, North Carolina, and Yuma Proving Ground, Arizona

(5 weeks)[9]

Air Force Pararescuemen HALO jump from an
HC-130P/N in support of Operation Enduring

Freedom.

This course instructs free fall parachuting (HALO) using a high
performance parafoil. The course provides wind tunnel training, in-air
instruction focusing on student stability, aerial maneuvers, air sense
and parachute opening procedures. Each student receives a minimum
of 30 free fall jumps including two day and two night jumps with
supplemental oxygen, rucksack and load-bearing equipment.

• Pararescue EMT-Paramedic Training, Kirtland Air Force Base,
New Mexico (22 weeks) [10]

This course teaches how to manage trauma patients prior to evacuation
and provide emergency medical treatment. Phase I is four[11] weeks of
emergency medical technician basic (EMT-B) training. Phase II lasts
20 weeks and provides instruction in minor field surgery,
pharmacology, combat trauma management, advanced airway
management and military evacuation procedures. Graduates of the

course are awarded National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians-Paramedic (NREMT-P) certification.
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• Pararescue Recovery Specialist Course, Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico (24 weeks)
Qualifies airmen as pararescue recovery specialists for assignment to any Pararescue unit worldwide. Training
includes field medical care and tactics, mountaineering, combat tactics, advanced parachuting and helicopter
insertion/extraction qualifications. At the completion of this course, each graduate is awarded the maroon beret.[3]

Pararescue Orientation Course
Since the 1950’s, Air Force Pararescueman have provided training and mentorship for Civil Air Patrol cadets. This
was formalized in 1977 with the introduction of Pararescue Orientation Course (PJOC) at Kirtland AFB, New
Mexico. PJOC was later taught at Fort Knox, Kentucky and George Washington National Forest, Virginia. The
course teaches CAP cadets fundamental survival and rescue skills such as shelter building, land navigation, and rock
climbing. Advanced Pararescue Orientation Course (APJOC) began in the 1980’s and was taught only at Kirtland
AFB. In 2003, both programs were cancelled. PJOC returned in 2004, but APJOC did not see its return until 2008
when the course was moved to Davis-Monthan AFB, Arizona. APJOC builds upon the skills learned at PJOC and
exposes cadets to life in an operational Pararescue or Special Tactics Squadron. It concludes with a Combat Rescue
Training Exercise. During APJOC, Cadets are administered the Pararescue Physical Ability and Stamina Test. For
those who pass and meet all other enlistment requirements, they may be enlisted directly into Pararescue under the
United States Air Force Guaranteed Training Enlistment Program. Both PJOC and APJOC are Civil Air Patrol
National Cadet Special Activities provided by United States Air Force Pararescue.[12]

Traditions

Pararescue Code

“It is my duty as a Pararescueman to save life and to aid the injured. I will be prepared at all times to perform my assigned duties quickly and
efficiently, placing these duties before personal desires and comforts. These things I do, that others may live. ”

Originally titled "The Code of the Air Rescueman", it was penned by the first commander of the Air Rescue Service,
(then) Lt. Col. Richard T. Kight and is also still used by the Air Force Rescue Coordination Center (AFRCC).
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Green footprint tattoos
Many Pararescuemen tattoo green footprints on their body. This tradition arose during the Vietnam War, at which
point in time the most commonly used helicopter was the H-3 Sea King, nicknamed the Jolly Green Giant due to its
enormous size and olive drab exterior. Members of the 40th Aerospace and Recovery Squadron, stationed at Nakhon
Phanom Royal Thai Navy Base, were the first to receive such tattoos on their buttocks in 1971.[13]

Notable Pararescuemen

Pararescueman rappels from a helicopter during operational
training in Iraq

• PJ Medical Service Corps Capt. John Shumate (who had
been head of the Pararescue and Survival School at
MacDill AFB) earned the Silver Star when he retrieved an
injured pilot under enemy fire and carried him back to a
waiting helicopter in October 1952.

• PJ Airman Third Class Arthur N. Black was awarded the
Air Force Cross for actions during the recovery of a
downed pilot under extremely hazardous conditions in
North Vietnam on 20 September 1965.

• PJ Airman First Class William H. Pitsenbarger was
awarded the Air Force Cross posthumously for his actions
during the Vietnam War. His medal was later upgraded to
the Medal of Honor.[14]

• PJ Tech Sergeant Wayne L. Fisk earned a Silver Star for his role in the Son Tay Prison raid in November 1970,
and another Silver Star for participating in the SS Mayaguez rescue in May 1975. During the Mayaguez rescue,
Fisk was the last U.S. serviceman to personally engage the enemy in Southeast Asia. Other medals earned during
his five tours in Vietnam include the Defense Superior Service Medal, the Legion of Merit, the Distinguished
Flying Cross with Oak Leaf Cluster, the Meritorious Service Medal with oak leaf cluster, and the Air Medal with
17 oak leaf clusters.

• PJ Airman Second Class Duane D. Hackney was awarded the Air Force Cross for actions while recovering a
downed pilot in North Vietnam, on 6 February 1967.

• PJ Sergeant Larry W. Maysey was awarded the Air Force Cross for actions in a night recovery of an infiltration
team in which several recovery aircraft—including his own—were shot down in Southeast Asia on 9 November
1967.

• PJ Sergeant Thomas A. Newman was awarded the Air Force Cross for actions during the recovery of a downed
pilot in Southeast Asia, on 30 May 1968.

• PJ Airman First Class Joel E. Talley was awarded the Air Force Cross for actions during the recovery of a
downed pilot under extraordinary ground fire in Southeast Asia on 2 July 1968.

• PJ Airman First Class Charles D. King was awarded the Air Force Cross for actions in sacrificing himself so that
an injured pilot might be evacuated safely in Southeast Asia on 25 December 1968.

• PJ Sergeant Michael E. Fish was awarded the Air Force Cross for actions during the two-day recovery of a
downed and trapped pilot in the Republic of Vietnam, on 18 and 19 February 1969.

• PJ Technical Sergeant Donald G. Smith was awarded the Air Force Cross for actions during the recovery of a
downed pilot and subsequent actions after his own aircraft was downed in Southeast Asia on 24 October 1969.

• PJ Sergeant Charles D. McGrath was awarded the Air Force Cross for actions during the recovery of a downed
pilot in North Vietnam on 27 June 1972.
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• PJ Technical Sergeant Timothy A. Wilkinson was awarded the Air Force Cross for actions during the recovery
and treatment of wounded → Rangers in Mogadishu, Somalia, from 3 October 1993 to 4 October 1993.

• PJ Senior Airman Jason D. Cunningham, along with Combat Controller Technical Sergeant John Chapman, was
posthumously awarded the Air Force Cross for actions on 4 March 2002, during the Battle of Takur Ghar.

Trivia
• The term "Pararescue Jumper" is a retronym of the initials 'PJ' that were used on an Air Force Form 5 (Aircrew

Flight Log) to identify anyone who is onboard in order to jump from the aircraft. Pararescuemen originally had no
'in flight' duties and were listed only as 'PJ' on the Form 5. The pararescue position eventually grew to include
duties as an aerial gunner and scanner on rotary wing aircraft, a duty now performed by aerial gunners. Currently,
aircrew qualified Pararescuemen will be recorded using aircrew position identifier 'J' ('Pararescue Member') on
the AFTO form 781.[15]

Movies
• Yul Brynner portrayed Air Rescue Service member MSgt. Mike Takashima in the 1964 film Flight from Ashiya.
• Pararescuemen from the 129th Rescue Squadron of the California Air National Guard located at Moffet Airfield

in Mountain View, California, were featured in segments of the movie The Perfect Storm, based on the Sebastian
Junger book of the same name.

• Pararescuemen rescued the survivors of the damaged Air Force One in the movie of the same name.
• In the film The Peacemaker (1997) an intelligence colonel, played by George Clooney, is taken into Russian

airspace to retrieve stolen nuclear warheads by a USAF special operations team which includes PJs.
• The book and film versions of The Perfect Storm feature Pararescue Jumpers from the New York Air National

Guard rescuing passengers on the sailboat Mistral
• Pararescueman Tim Wilkinson played by Ty Burrell in 2001 film Black Hawk Down.
• Pararescuemen were featured in the recent IMAX documentary "Operation Red Flag", a profile of an Air Force

pilot at the fighter pilot training exercises of the same name.
• Pararescuemen rescue Tony Stark played by Robert Downey Jr in the movie, Iron Man. The audio line "Send

Pararescue" can also be heard in the background among the commotion of the command post when a F-22 Raptor
is lost in the movie.

• The Last Full Measure (in production), starring Bruce Willis, Morgan Freeman, Robert Duvall, Laurence
Fishburne, Andy Garcia, Amy Madigan: Air Force Pararescue Jumper William H. Pitsenbarger is awarded the
Medal of Honor after a young Washington bureaucrat and fellow veterans of Operation Abilene get Congress to
reconsider the legacy of his sacrifice. From a true story.

Current units
• 23d Wing

• 347th Rescue Group—Moody Air Force Base, Georgia[16]

• 38th Rescue Squadron
• 41st Rescue Squadron
• 71st Rescue Squadron

• 563rd Rescue Group—Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, Arizona[17]

• 48th Rescue Squadron
• 55th Rescue Squadron
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• 58th Rescue Squadron—Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada[18]

• 66th Rescue Squadron—Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada[18]

• 79th Rescue Squadron
• 106th Rescue Wing—Francis S. Gabreski Airport (New York Air National Guard)
• 129th Rescue Wing—Moffett Federal Airfield (California Air National Guard)[19]

• 176th Wing—Kulis Air National Guard Base (Alaska Air National Guard)[20]

• 210th Rescue Squadron—Kulis Air National Guard Base, but Detachment 1 may be stationed at Eielson Air
Force Base [21]

• 211th Rescue Squadron
• 212th Rescue Squadron

• 18th Wing—Kadena Air Base, Okinawa, Japan[22]

• 31st Rescue Squadron
• 33d Rescue Squadron

• 920th Rescue Wing—Patrick Air Force Base, Florida (Air Force Reserve)[23]

• 920th Operations Group
• 39th Rescue Squadron
• 301st Rescue Squadron
• 308th Rescue Squadron

• 943rd Rescue Group—Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, Arizona
• 305th Rescue Squadron
• 306th Rescue Squadron

• 304th Rescue Squadron—Portland International Airport (Oregon Air National Guard)

Former unit
• 57th Air Rescue and Recovery Squadron—Lajes Field, Azores (deactivated on 1 December 1972)[24]

See also
• → United States Special Operations Forces
• → United States Marine Corps Force Reconnaissance
• United States Coast Guard Rescue Swimmers

Further reading
• Drury, Bob. The Rescue Season: A True Story of Heroism on the Edge of the World (also titled The Rescue

Season: The Heroic Story of Parajumpers on the Edge of the World). New York: Simon & Schuster, 2001. ISBN
0684864797. About the 210th Rescue Squadron during the 1999 climbing season on Denali.
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External links
• USAF Pararescue Jumper at the Wright Patterson Museum site [25]

• U.S. Air Force Fact Sheet [26]

• PARARESCUE.COM - That Others May Live [27]

• United States Air Force Pararescue Association [28]

• A1C Bill Pitsenbarger posthumously awarded Medal of Honor for actions in Vietnam in 1966 [29]

• "Heroes at Mogadishu" AIR FORCE Magazine July 1994 [30]

• Saving lives at 26,000 feet (an interview with a PJ) [31]

• Specialtactics.com [32]

• PJ Country: A blog by current PJs [33]

• ArmyParatrooper.org: Overview of the USAF PJ Program [34]
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Tactical Air Control Party

 USAF Tactical Air Control Party 

United States Air Force TACP shield
 Active 

 Country United States of America

 Branch United States Air Force

 Size  700 

 Part of USAF Air Combat Command

 Motto  "Death on Call" 

 Colors  Red, Green, and Blue 

Tactical Air Control Party Crest TAC-P during an exercise in Germany

Tactical Air Control Party beret

A Tactical Air Control Party, commonly abbreviated TACP (pronounced
TAC-P), is usually a team of two or more United States Air Force Tactical
Air Controllers (AFSC 1C4X1), sometimes including an Air Liaison Officer
(a qualified aviator), which is assigned to a United States Army combat
maneuver unit, either conventional or special operational, to advise ground
commanders on the best use of air power, establish and maintain command
and control communications, control air traffic, act as an inter-service liaison,
control naval gunfire, and provide precision terminal attack guidance of U.S.

and coalition close air support and other air-to-ground aircraft.
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Along with being assigned to all conventional Army combat units, TACP airmen are also attached to → Special
Forces, → Navy SEALs, and Army Rangers, as well as → Joint Special Operations Command units and
multi-national Special Operations task forces, primarily as communications experts and precision airstrike
controllers.
In addition, TACP members can be assigned to AFSOC Special Tactics Squadrons to train Air Force Combat
Controllers, traditionally responsible for austere airfield air traffic control, in the tactics, techniques, and procedures
of close air support control.
Enlisted members are known as ROMADs (formerly standing for "Radio Operator, Maintainer & Driver") because
of their time as assistants to officer-only Forward Air Controllers. The acronym is now widely accepted as standing
for "Recon, Observe, Mark & Destroy" in reflection of the modern role of the TAC).
TACP members wear black berets with a distinctive red, blue, and green cloth flash and silver crest. Air Liaison
Officers are authorized to wear the black beret, flash, and rank while assigned to a TACP unit, but not at any other
point in their career.
Contrary to old doctrine, TACP FAC's, now called "JTAC's", are primarily enlisted men that provide close air
support, though officers can obtain this qualification.

Training
TACP students undergo a 75 days training course in Hurlburt Field, Florida

Initial Training

• Block I Basic Career Knowledge (5 Days)
The first block covers basic career knowledge and associated publications.[1]

• Block II Portable Communications Equipment (11 Days)
The second block covers several different procedures and radio language skills.
• Block III Tactical Communications (8 Days)
The third block involves day and night foot navigation, vehicle navigation, convoy training and small unit tactics.
• Block IV Ground Environment Training (18 Days)
Students learn bivouac setup, site selection, patrolling methods, day and night navigation on foot and in a vehicle.
• Block V Air Support Coordination/Weapons Systems (6 Days)
This section deals with the methods and means of requesting close air support, weapons effects and utilization and
other coordination procedures.
• Block VI Communications Pallet (13 Days)
• Block VII Close Air Support Procedures (12 Days)
The students go on a three-day "real-world" scenario. They plot targets on maps, request aircraft for close air support
using assigned call signs and work convoy procedures. [2] [3] The students take part in a 73-day technical training
course broken down into six blocks of instruction. [4]
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United Kingdom
In the United Kingdom Armed Forces TACP personnel may come from the Royal Marines[5] , Army or RAF
Regiment[6] Every TACP has four members, including one officer Forward Air Controller. The FAC's role is to
guide attack aircraft and fast jets to the correct target by providing descriptions and locations to the pilots via a range
of telecommunications equipment.
Prince Harry, the third in line to the British throne served as a TACP commander in Afghanistan [7] [8]

FACs and TACPs in the United Kingdom are trained at the Joint Forward Air Controller Training Standards Unit
(JFACTSU) [9]

External links
• The ROMAD Locator [10]

• Joint Fires Integration and Interoperability Team [11] also works with TACP
• Special Operations (USAF TACP) [12]

• Air Force Tactical Air Control Party (TACP) in Afghanistan [13]
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United States Naval Special Warfare Command

 Naval Special Warfare Command 

 Active  16 April 1987 

 Country   United States of America

 Branch 
 United States Navy

 Role  NSW provides a versatile, responsive and offensively focused force with continuous overseas presence 

 Size  6,600+ 

 Part of → U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM)

 Garrison/HQ Naval Amphibious Base Coronado

 Engagements Vietnam War
War in Southwest Asia
Armed Forces Expeditions - Somalia
Battle of Mogadishu
Afghanistan Campaign
*Operation Red Wing
*Operation Anaconda
Iraq Campaign
Armed Forces Expeditions - Grenada
Armed Forces Expeditions - Persian Gulf

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Rear Admiral Edward G. Winters III[1]

The United States Naval Special Warfare Command (NAVSPECWARCOM, NAVSOC or NSWC)[2] was
commissioned on 16 April 1987, at Naval Amphibious Base Coronado in San Diego, California. As the Naval
component to the → United States Special Operations Command, headquartered at MacDill AFB in Tampa, Florida,
Naval Special Warfare Command provides vision, leadership, doctrinal guidance, resources and oversight to ensure
component maritime special operations forces are ready to meet the operational requirements of combatant
commanders.[3]

Background
Today's Naval Special Warfare operators can trace their origins to the Scouts and Raiders, Naval Combat Demolition
Units, Office of Strategic Services Operational Swimmers, Underwater Demolition Teams, and Motor Torpedo Boat
Squadrons of World War II. While none of those early organizations have survived to present, their pioneering
efforts in unconventional warfare are mirrored in the missions and professionalism of the present Naval Special
Warfare warriors.
To meet the need for a beach reconnaissance force, selected Army and Navy personnel assembled at Amphibious 
Training Base Little Creek, Virginia, on 15 August 1942 to begin Amphibious Scouts and Raiders (Joint) training.
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The Scouts and Raiders mission was to identify and reconnoiter the objective beach, maintain a position on the
designated beach prior to a landing and guide the assault waves to the landing beach.

World War II
By the time the United States became involved in World War II, Adolf Hitler and his Axis forces had control over a
large portion of Europe, Asia and North Africa. If the Allied forces were to stand a chance, there would have to be
several full-scale landings. The US Navy decided that to do the job right required sending in their own. They needed
brave men to reconnoiter the landing beaches, take note of obstacles and defenses and ultimately guide the landing
forces in. Later, during the war, the Army Engineers passed down demolition jobs to the US Navy. They were to
clear any obstacles and/or defenses in the near shore area. Beginning a tradition that continues today, these brave
men contributed immensely to the war effort. [4]

Scouts & Raiders

The Navy Scouts and Raiders were created before the Underwater Demolition Teams (UDT) or Navy Combat
Demolition Units (NCDU) (predecessors to the Navy → SEALs). It was first formed in September 1942, nine
months after the attack on Pearl Harbor, from the Observer Group, a joint Marine Corps-Army-Navy unit. The
Observer Group was the first unit trained in amphibious reconnaissance.[5] They trained in inflatable boat insertions
from submarines around the Chesapeake Bay and at the Amphibious Training Base (ATB) Little Creek in Virginia
and in Fort Pierce, Florida. They were training for an intense clandestine mission in North Africa.[6]

However, the Observer Group was disbanded, with the Marine Corps counterpart forming the Amphib Recon
Company; the Army/Navy unit formed the Scouts and Raiders and continued its deployment to North Africa as
planned,[6] where they earned eight Navy Crosses. This was just the first of many war-time missions for the versatile
Scouts and Raiders. [7]

First Group

The first group included Phil H. Bucklew, the "Father of Naval Special Warfare," after whom the Naval Special
Warfare Center building is named. Commissioned in October 1942, this group saw combat in November 1942
during Operation Torch, the first allied landings in Europe, on the North African coast. Scouts and Raiders also
supported landings in Sicily, Salerno, Anzio, Normandy, and southern France.

Second Group

A second group of Scouts and Raiders, code-named Special Service Unit #1, was established on 7 July 1943, as a
joint and combined operations force. The first mission, in September 1943, was at Finschafen on New Guinea. Later
operations were at Gasmata, Arawe, Cape Gloucester, and the East and South coast of New Britain, all without any
loss of personnel. Conflicts arose over operational matters, and all non-Navy personnel were reassigned. The unit,
renamed 7th Amphibious Scouts, received a new mission, to go ashore with the assault boats, buoy channels, erect
markers for the incoming craft, handle casualties, take offshore soundings, blow up beach obstacles and maintain
voice communications linking the troops ashore, incoming boats and nearby ships. The 7th Amphibious Scouts
conducted operations in the Pacific for the duration of the conflict, participating in more than 40 landings.

Third Group

The third Scout and Raiders organization operated in China. Scouts and Raiders were deployed to fight with the 
Sino-American Cooperation Organization, or SACO. To help bolster the work of SACO, Admiral Ernest J. King 
ordered that 120 officers and 900 men be trained for "Amphibious Roger" at the Scout and Ranger school at Fort 
Pierce, Florida. They formed the core of what was envisioned as a "→ guerrilla amphibious organization of 
Americans and Chinese operating from coastal waters, lakes and rivers employing small steamboats and sampans." 
While most Amphibious Roger forces remained at Camp Knox in Calcutta, three of the groups saw active service.
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They conducted a survey of the upper Yangtze River in the spring of 1945 and, disguised as coolies, conducted a
detailed three-month survey of the Chinese coast from Shanghai to Kitchioh Wan, near Hong Kong

Naval Combat Demolition Units
In September 1942, 17 Navy salvage personnel arrived at ATB Little Creek, Virginia for a one-week concentrated
course on demolitions, explosive cable cutting and commando raiding techniques. On 10 November 1942, this first
combat demolition unit succeeded in cutting a cable and net barrier across the Wadi Sebou River during Operation
Torch in North Africa. Their actions enabled the USS Dallas (DD-199) to traverse the river and insert Army
Rangers, who proceeded to capture the Port Lyautey aerodrome.
Plans for a massive cross-channel invasion of Europe had begun and intelligence indicated that the Germans were
placing extensive underwater obstacles on the beaches at Normandy. On 7 May 1943, Lieutenant Commander
Draper L. Kauffman, "The Father of Naval Combat Demolition," was directed to set up a school and train people to
eliminate obstacles on an enemy-held beach prior to an invasion. On 6 June 1943, LCDR Kaufmann established
Naval Combat Demolition Unit training at Fort Pierce. By April 1944, a total of 34 NCDUs were deployed to
England in preparation for Operation OVERLORD, the amphibious landing at Normandy.
On 6 June 1944, in the face of great adversity, the NCDUs at Omaha Beach managed to blow eight complete gaps
and two partial gaps in the German defenses. The NCDUs suffered 31 killed and 60 wounded, a casualty rate of
52%. Meanwhile, the NCDUs at Utah Beach met less intense enemy fire. They cleared 700 yards (640 m) of beach
in two hours, another 900 yards (820 m) by the afternoon. Casualties at Utah Beach were significantly lighter with
six killed and eleven wounded. During Operation OVERLORD, not a single demolitioneer was lost to improper
handling of explosives.
In August 1944, NCDUs from Utah Beach participated in the landings in southern France, the last amphibious
operation in the European Theater of Operations. NCDUs also operated in the Pacific theater. NCDU 2, under LTjg
Frank Kaine, after whom the Naval Special Warfare Command building is named, and NCDU 3 under LTjg Lloyd
Anderson, formed the nucleus of six NCDUs that served with the Seventh Amphibious Force tasked with clearing
boat channels after the landings from Biak to Borneo.

OSS Operational Swimmers
Some of the earliest World War II predecessors of the → SEALs were the Operational Swimmers of the Office of
Strategic Services, or OSS.[8] Many current SEAL missions were first assigned to them. OSS specialized in special
operations, dropping operatives behind enemy lines to engage in organized guerrilla warfare as well as to gather
information on such things as enemy resources and troop movements. [9]

British Combined Operations veteran LCDR Wooley, of the Royal Navy, was placed in charge of the OSS Maritime
Unit in June 1943. Their training started in November 1943 at Camp Pendleton, California, moved to Santa Catalina
Island, California in January 1944, and finally moved to the warmer waters of The Bahamas in March 1944. Within
the U.S. military, they pioneered flexible swimfins and diving masks, closed-circuit diving equipment (under the
direction of Dr. Chris Lambertsen), the use of Swimmer Delivery Vehicles (a type of submersible), and combat
swimming and limpet mine attacks.[8]

In May 1944, General Donovan, the head of the OSS, divided the unit into groups. He loaned Group 1, under
Lieutenant Choate, to Admiral Nimitz, as a way to introduce the OSS into the Pacific theater. They became part of
UDT-10 in July 1944. Five OSS men participated in the very first UDT submarine operation with the
USS Burrfish (SS-312) in the Caroline Islands in August 1944.
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Underwater Demolition Teams

Patch of the Underwater Demolition Teams

On 23 November 1943, the U.S. Marine landing on Tarawa Atoll
emphasized the need for hydrographic reconnaissance and underwater
demolition of obstacles prior to any amphibious landing. After Tarawa,
30 officers and 150 enlisted men were moved to the Waimānalo
Amphibious Training Base to form the nucleus of a demolition training
program. This group became Underwater Demolition Teams (UDT)
ONE and TWO.

The UDTs saw their first combat on 31 January 1944, during
Operation Flintlock in the Marshall Islands. FLINTLOCK became the
real catalyst for the UDT training program in the Pacific Theater. In
February 1944, the Naval Combat Demolition Training and
Experimental Base was established at Kīhei, Maui, next to the
Amphibious Base at Kamaole. Eventually, 34 UDT teams were
established. Wearing swim suits, fins, and dive masks on combat operations, these "Naked Warriors" saw action
across the Pacific in every major amphibious landing including: Eniwetok, Saipan, Guam, Tinian, Angaur, Ulithi,
Peleliu, Leyte, Lingayen Gulf, Zambales, Iwo Jima, Okinawa, Labuan, Brunei Bay, and on 4 July 1945 at
Balikpapan on Borneo, which was the last UDT demolition operation of the war.

The rapid demobilization at the conclusion of the war reduced the number of active duty UDTs to two on each coast
with a complement of seven officers and 45 enlisted men each.
The Korean War began on 25 June 1950, when the North Korean army invaded South Korea. Beginning with a
detachment of 11 personnel from UDT 3, UDT participation expanded to three teams with a combined strength of
300 men. As part of the Special Operations Group, or SOG, UDTs successfully conducted demolition raids on
railroad tunnels and bridges along the Korean coast. On 15 September 1950, UDTs supported Operation Chromite,
the amphibious landing at Incheon. UDT 1 and 3 provided personnel who went in ahead of the landing craft,
scouting mud flats, marking low points in the channel, clearing fouled propellers, and searching for mines. Four
UDT personnel acted as wave-guides for the Marine landing.
In October 1950, UDTs supported mine-clearing operations in Wonsan Harbor where frogmen would locate and
mark mines for minesweepers. On 12 October 1950, two U.S. minesweepers hit mines and sank. UDTs rescued 25
sailors. The next day, William Giannotti conducted the first U.S. combat operation using an "aqualung" when he
dove on the USS Pledge (AM-277). For the remainder of the war, UDTs conducted beach and river reconnaissance,
infiltrated guerrillas behind the lines from sea, continued mine sweeping operations, and participated in Operation
Fishnet, which severely damaged the North Korean's fishing capability.

→ Navy SEALs & SWCC
Although Naval Special Warfare personnel comprise less than one percent of U.S. Navy personnel, they offer big
dividends on a small investment. SEAL and → SWCC units' proven ability to operate across the spectrum of conflict
and in operations other than war in a controlled manner, and their ability to provide real time intelligence and eyes
on target, offer decision makers immediate and virtually unlimited options in the face of rapidly changing crises
around the world. [10]
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SEALs

Navy Special Warfare Trident Insignia worn by
qualified → U.S. Navy SEALs.

SEALs are → Special Operations Command’s force-of-choice among
Navy, Air Force, Army and Marine Corps special operations forces
(SOF) to conduct small-unit maritime military operations which
originate from, and return to a river, ocean, swamp, delta or coastline.
This littoral capability is considered more important now than ever in
history, as half the world’s infrastructure and population is located
within one mile (1.6 km) of an ocean or river. [11]

Responding to President John F. Kennedy's desire for the Services to
develop an Unconventional Warfare (UW) capability, the US Navy
established SEAL Team ONE and SEAL Team TWO in January 1962.
Formed entirely with personnel from Underwater Demolition Teams, the SEALs mission was to conduct counter
guerrilla warfare and clandestine operations in maritime and riverine environments. [12]

Navy SEALs have distinguished themselves as an individually reliable, collectively disciplined and highly skilled
maritime force. Because of the dangers inherent in NSW, prospective SEALs go through what is considered by many
military experts to be the toughest training in the world. The intense physical and mental conditioning it takes to
become a SEAL begins at Basic Underwater Demolition/SEAL (BUD/S) training.
SEAL candidates begin Basic Underwater Demolition/SEAL (BUD/S) training at the Naval Special Warfare Center,
NAB Coronado, California. This six-month course of instruction focuses on physical conditioning, small boat
handling, diving physics, basic diving techniques, land warfare, weapons, demolitions, communications, and
reconnaissance.
First Phase trains, develops, and assesses SEAL candidates in physical conditioning, water competency, teamwork,
and mental tenacity. Second (Diving) Phase trains, develops, and qualifies SEAL candidates as competent basic
combat swimmers. During this period, physical training continues and becomes even more intensive. Emphasis is
placed on long distance underwater dives with the goal of training students to become basic combat divers, using
swimming and diving techniques as a means of transportation from their launch point to their combat objective. This
is a skill that separates SEALs from all other Special Operations forces. Third Phase trains, develops, and qualifies
SEAL candidates in basic weapons, demolition, and small unit tactics. Third Phase concentrates on teaching land
navigation, small-unit tactics, patrolling techniques, abseiling, marksmanship, and military explosives. The final
three and a half weeks of Third Phase are spent at NALF San Clemente Island,[13] where students apply all the
techniques they have acquired during training. [14]

SDVTs

SEALs using a SEAL Delivery Vehicle

SEAL Delivery Vehicle Teams historical roots began during WWII
with the earliest human torpedos to see use: Maiale, used by Italy's
Decima Flottiglia MAS, and Chariots, used by British commando
frogmen. Naval Special Warfare entered the wet submersible field in
the 1960s when the Coastal Systems Center in Panama City, FL
developed the Mark 7, a free-flooding SDV of the type used today, and
the first SDV to be used in the fleet. The Mark 8 and 9 followed in the
late 1970s. Today's Mark 8 Mod 1 and the soon to be accepted for fleet
use Advanced SEAL Delivery System (ASDS), a dry submersible,
provide NSW with an unprecedented capability that combines the
attributes of clandestine underwater mobility and the combat swimmer.
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SWCC

→ SWCC in the Special Operations
Craft-Riverine

The exclusive mission of → Special Warfare Combatant-craft
Crewmen operators is to expertly drive and provide small-caliber
gunfire support on specialized high-tech, high-speed, and low-profile
Surface Combatant Craft to secretly infiltrate and exfiltrate Navy
SEALs on Special Operations missions worldwide. These missions
include direct action on land, sea, coastline or rivers (such as strikes,
captures, and ship take downs by Visit, Board, Search, and Seizure),
special reconnaissance, Coastal Patrol and Interdiction of suspect ships
and surface craft, counter-terrorism operations, riverine warfare,
deception operations, search and rescue operations, and foreign
internal defense missions. [15] Although SEALs and SWCC undergo
different training programs, both are focused on special operations in
maritime environments. The SWCC program includes extensive
training on craft and weapons tactics, techniques, and procedures. Like
SEALs, SWCC must show physical fitness, possess strong motivation, be combat focused, and maintain
responsiveness in high stress situations. [16]

The SWCC designation is a relatively new Naval Special Warfare career path that is independent of the regular line
Navy. Today’s Special Boat Teams have their origins in the PT boats of WWII and the “Brown Water” naval force
that was created in 1965 at the onset of the Vietnam War. Patrol Coastal and Patrol Torpedo ships are the ancestors
of today's Cyclone class patrol ships and Mark V Special Operations Craft.

Structure

Naval Special Warfare Command Structure & Units
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Global War on Terror
NSW is committed to combating the global terrorist threats. In addition to being experts in special reconnaissance
and direct action missions, the skill sets needed to combat terrorism; NSW is postured to fight a dispersed enemy on
their turf. NSW forces can operate from forward-deployed Navy ships, submarines and aviation mobility platforms
as well as overseas bases and its own overseas units.

War in Afghanistan
In response to the attacks on America Sept. 11, 2001, Naval Special Warfare forces put operators on the ground in
Afghanistan in October. The first military flag officer to set foot in Afghanistan was a Navy SEAL in charge of all
special operations for Central Command. Additionally, a Navy SEAL captain commanded Combined Joint Special
Operations Task Force (CJSOTF) South. Commonly referred to as Task Force K-BAR, the task force included Navy,
Army, Air Force and Coalition SOF forces. During Operation Enduring Freedom, NSW forces carried out more than
75 special reconnaissance and direct action missions, destroying more than 500,000 pounds of explosives and
weapons; positively identifying enemy personnel and conducting Leadership Interdiction Operations in the search
for terrorists trying to escape by sea-going vessels. Operation Red Wing, a counter insurgent mission in Kunar
Province, Afghanistan, involved four Navy SEALs and took place on 28 June 2005. The SEALs were on a mission
to try to find a key Taliban leader. However, goat herders stumbled upon their hiding place and alerted local Taliban
fighters, and they were subsequently surrounded by Taliban forces. The four seals requested back up after the 150+
Taliban had surrounded them. In the attempt to rescue the four seals on the ground a chinook helicopter containing
members of seal delivery team one and several Army “Nightstalker” commandos was shot down. This is the biggest
single loss of life for Naval Special Warfare forces since World War II. A firefight ensued, killing three SEALs. The
fourth, Marcus Luttrell, was protected by local villagers and later rescued by the US military.
SEAL Lieutenant Michael P. Murphy was posthumously awarded the Medal of Honor for actions in Afghanistan's
Kunar Province.
S.C.P.O. U.S. Navy Seal Dan Healy was awarded the Bronze Star with Combat “V” for Valor, Purple Heart, and
Afghanistan Campaign Medal, posthumously.

Iraq War
Naval Special Warfare has played a significant role in Operation Iraqi Freedom, employing the largest number of
SEALs and → SWCC in its history. NSW forces were instrumental in numerous special reconnaissance and direct
action missions including the securing of the southern oil infrastructures of the Al Faw peninsula and the off-shore
gas and oil terminals; the clearing of the Khawr Abd Allah and Khawr Az Zubayr waterways that enabled
humanitarian aid to be delivered to the vital port city of Umm Qasr; reconnaissance of the Shatt al-Arab waterway;
capture of high value targets, raids on suspected chemical, biological and radiological sites; and the first POW rescue
since WWII. Additionally, NSW is also fighting the war on terrorism in other global hot spots including the
Philippines and the Horn of Africa. [17]

SEAL Petty Officer Second Class Michael A. Monsoor was posthumously awarded the Medal of Honor for actions
in Ramadi, Iraq.
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See also
• → United States Navy SEALs
• → United States Navy SWCC
• → United States Naval Special Warfare Development Group
• Naval Special Warfare Group THREE
• Naval Special Warfare Center
• Underwater Demolition Team
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External links
• U.S. Naval Special Warfare Command (http:/ / www. navsoc. navy. mil) - official site.
• NavySeals.com (http:/ / navyseals. com/ )
• ShadowSpear.com Special Operations (http:/ / www. shadowspear. com/ )
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United States Naval Special Warfare
Development Group

 Naval Special Warfare Development Group 

 

 Active  1987 

 Country   United States

 Branch United States Navy

 Type Special Operations

 Role Versatile Special Operations Force, mainly trained for Maritime Counter-terrorism

 Part of → United States Naval Special Warfare Command
→ United States Special Operations Command
→ Joint Special Operations Command

 Garrison/HQ Dam Neck Annex, Naval Air Station Oceana, Virginia

 Nickname DEVGRU, SEAL Team Six

 Engagements SEAL Team Six
Operation Honey Badger
Operation Urgent Fury
TWA Flight 847 Hijacking
Achille Lauro Hijacking
DEVGRU
Operation Just Cause
Operation Desert Storm
Operation Restore Hope
Operation Gothic Serpent
Manhunt for Serbian war criminals(PIFWC)
Operation Enduring Freedom
Operation Iraqi Freedom

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Captain Scott P. Moore 

 Insignia 

 Unit Shoulder Flash 

The United States Naval Special Warfare Development Group (NSWDG), commonly known as DEVGRU or 
SEAL Team Six (ST6), is the United States Navy's secretive tier-one Counter-Terrorism and Special Mission Unit 
(SMU). DEVGRU are the former SEAL Team Six. The vast majority of information surrounding DEVGRU is
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highly classified and details of its activities are not commented on by either the White House or the Department of
Defense. [1]

History
The origins of ST6 can be traced to the aftermath of Operation Eagle Claw, the failed 1980 attempt to rescue
American hostages at the U.S. Embassy in Iran.[2] [3] [4] During the Iran Hostage Crisis in 1979, Richard Marcinko
was one of two Navy representatives for a Joint Chiefs of Staff task force known as the TAT (Terrorist Action
Team). The purpose of the TAT was to develop a plan to free the American hostages held in Iran which culminated
in Operation Eagle Claw. In the wake of the operation's disaster at Desert One, the Navy saw the need for a full-time
dedicated Counter-Terrorist Team and tasked Marcinko with its design and development.
Marcinko was the first commanding officer of this new unit which he named SEAL Team Six (at the time, the US
Navy had only two SEAL teams. Marcinko purportedly named the unit Team Six in order to confuse the Soviet
intelligence as to the number of SEAL Teams in operation). It became officially operational in 1981.[4] [5] The men
in the unit were handpicked by Marcinko himself from across the US Navy's Special Operations personnel. SEAL
Team Six would be known as the US Navy's premier counter-terrorist unit. It has also been compared favorably to
the US Army's → Delta Force.[6] [3] Marcinko held the command of SEAL Team Six for three years from 1980-1983
instead of what was typically a two-year command in the Navy at the time.[4] SEAL Team Six was formally created
in October 1980, and an intense, progressive work-up training program made the unit mission-ready six months later.
Prior to this, the existing → SEAL teams had already begun counter-terrorism training, including 12 platoons in
SEAL Team One on the West Coast. On the East Coast, however, elements of the SEAL Team Two had taken the
issue one step farther. They formed a dedicated two platoon group known as "MOB Six" (Mobility Six) in
anticipation of a maritime scenario requiring a counter-terrorism response and had begun training to that end. [5]

Richard Marcinko, founder of SEAL
Team Six, and its first C.O.

In 1987, a new unit was formed, given the official title of 'Naval Special
Warfare Development Group' (NAVSPECWARDEVGRU, or DEVGRU) after
SEAL Team Six was dissolved. Reasons for the disbanding are varied, ranging
from operational security that Marcinko divulged in his Autobiography, the
team's reputation surrounding the mis-appropriation of unit funds by unit
members that resulted in charges leveled at Marcinko and other members of the
unit.[4] Whatever the truth behind these, the name "SEAL Team Six" is often
used in reference to DEVGRU because of their similarities as a maritime
counter-terrorism unit.[5]

Recruitment, Selection & Training

In the early stages of creating SEAL Team Six, Marcinko had been given only
six months to get ST6 up and running. This meant that there was a timing issue
and Marcinko had little time to create a proper selection course, similar to that
of Delta Force and as a result hand-picked the first plankowners of the unit
himself after assessing their Navy records and personally interviewing each

man. It has been said that Marcinko regretted not having enough time to set up a proper selection process/course. All
applicants came from the UDTs and east and west coast SEAL teams. Marcinko's criteria for recruiting applicants
was combat experience due to the fact that he would know they could perform under fire, Language skills were vital
as the unit would have a world-wide mandate to be able to communicate with the local population if needed, union
skills in order to be able to blend in as civilians during an operation and finally SEAL skills. Each member of SEAL
Team Six was selected in part because of the different specialty skills each man brought with him to the unit.
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The training schedule was intense. The SEAL Team Six ammunition allowance was more than the entire US Marine
Corps. The emphasis was on shooting skills, range firing, CQB and stress shooting in a variety of conditions.
As with most aspects of the unit being highly classified, information regarding the process of recruitment and
selection for the NSWDG is also scarce but what is speculated and is known is that the selection and training for the
unit hasn't changed dramatically since its creation. All applicants come from the regular → SEAL teams and the
Navy's Explosive Ordnance Disposal units, unless applying for support positions (in which there have been open
advertisements on the web for support personnel).
It can be inferred from the quality of their pool of applicants that those considered are in peak physical condition,
maintain an excellent reputation as an operator within the Naval Special Warfare community, and have done two
operational deployments with a SEAL Team (approximately six to eight years) where an operator will have picked
up invaluable experience. As a result the candidate will usually be in his 30s. As ST6 was recruiting the best and
brightest SEALs/UDTs from the regular teams, this created animosity between the unit and the "regular" teams that
their best SEALs were being poached for the unit.
Those who pass the stringent recruitment process will be selected to attend a seven month Operators Training
Course. Candidates will join the units training wing known as “Green Team”. The training course attrition rate is
extremely high; at least half the class will fail the course. During one selection course, out of the original 20
candidates, only 12 completed the course. Like all Special Operations Forces units that have an extremely intensive
and high-risk training schedule, serious injuries or death among operators can result. SEAL Team Six/DevGRU have
lost several operators during training, including parachute accidents and CQB training accidents, but this is necessary
in order to make training realistic. It is said that an extremely good SEAL operator in a regular SEAL team can fail
to get into the Development Group. It is presumed that the unit's assessment process for potential new recruits will
be completely different than what a SEAL operator has come across in his career and will test the candidate's mental
capacity rather than his physical condition, as he will have already completed Basic Underwater Demolitions/SEAL
training.
Candidates will be put through a variety of advanced training courses, that can include courses led by civilian
instructors. These can include Free-climbing, Advanced Unarmed Combat techniques, defensive and offensive
driving, Advanced Diving, and Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Escape. All candidates must perform at the top
level during selection and the unit instructors evaluate the candidate during the training process. Any candidate not
performing to the highest level will be returned to his previous unit.
The CIA's highly secretive → Special Activities Division (SAD) and more specifically its elite Special Operations
Group (SOG) recruits operators from SEAL Team Six.[7] Joint Navy SEALs and CIA operations go back to the
famed MACV-SOG group during the Vietnam War. [8] This cooperation still exists today and is seen in the wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan. [9] [10]

Roles & Responsibilities
When SEAL Team Six was first created it would be devoted exclusively to counter-terrorism with a worldwide
maritime responsibility. Its objectives would include targets such as ships, oil-rigs, naval bases or other civilian or
military bases that were accessible from the sea or inland waterways. SEAL Team Six would also be tasked in
covertly infiltrating a hot spot somewhere in the world to carry out out reconnaissance or security assessments on US
military bases and US Embassies. Although the unit was created as a maritime counter-terrorism unit, it has become
a multi-functional Special Operations unit with multiple roles. After SEAL Team Six was disbanded and renamed,
the official mission of the NSWDG is to test, evaluate and develop technology and maritime, ground and airborne
tactics applicable to → Naval Special Warfare forces such as → Navy SEALs.[11] [12]

DEVGRU and the Army's → Delta Force train together and deploy together on counter-terrorist missions usually a
part of a joint special operations task force (JSOTF). [6] [5] [13] [14]
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Operational Deployments
The majority of the operations assigned to the NSWDG are classified and may never be known to the public.
However, there are some operations in which the unit has been involved where certain details have been made
public.

Operation Urgent Fury
Main article : Operation Urgent Fury

On October 13, 1983, the Grenadian Army, controlled by former Deputy Prime Minister Bernard Coard, overthrew
the government of Grenada in a bloody coup d'état, creating a Communist regime. The severity of the violence,
coupled with Coard's hard-line Marxism, caused deep concern among neighboring Caribbean nations, as well as in
Washington, D.C. Adding to the US's concern was the presence of nearly 1,000 American medical students in
Grenada.
The new leader of the Grenadian government, Maurice Bishop, aligned Grenada with Cubans, Soviets, and
communist organizations. The Reagan administration reviled the leftist government for being too closely allied to
Cuba and the Soviet Union.[15] On October 25, Reagan decided to act and United States invaded the small island of
Grenada.
SEAL Team Six's Assault Group Three was to conduct a static line drop with boats a few miles away from the
Grenadian coast.[16] One of two C-130 cargo planes transporting the SEALs to their drop point veered far off course.
A rain squall accompanied by high winds broke out just before the SEALs conducted the drop. Four out of the eight
SEALs that made the drop drowned and were never seen again.[16] After the disastrous insertion, Assault Group
Three was told to stand-by and began preparing for the next mission. The next mission was to go the governor's
mansion and secure Governor-General Paul Scoon, protect him and his family and move them out of the combat
area.[17] A second mission was to capture and secure Grenada's only radio station so that it couldn't be used by the
local military to incite the population or coordinate military actions.[17] There was almost no intelligence for either of
these operations.[16]

Governor-General's Mansion

To reach the governor-general's mansion, the SEALs were flown in on Blackhawk helicopters at night, and
fast-roped to the ground.[16] As they approached from the back of the mansion, the team found Scoon hiding. The
SEALs then continued to clear the rest of the house and began to set up a perimeter to ensure security.[16] Soon the
mansion started to take fire from men armed with AK-47s and RPGs. As the incoming fire started to increase,
Governor-General Scoon and his family were moved to a safer location in the house. After the incoming fire had
decreased, three men wearing Cuban uniforms approached the mansion, all of them carrying AK-47s. The SEALs
shouted for the three men to stop where they were. When the three men heard the yells, they raised their weapons.
The SEALs opened fire on the Cubans and killed them almost instantly.[16]

Soon afterward, two BTR-60PBs rolled up to the mansion's gates. One of the BTRs at the mansion's front gate
opened fire. Just as the SEALs were about to fire a LAW anti-tank rocket, the BTR backed off and left with the other
BTR.[16] When the SEALs had inserted on to the compound, they left behind their long-range SATCOM radio on a
helicopter.[16] The only communications the team had were through MX-360 radios. The team used the radios to
communicate with a SEAL command post on the island to call in air strikes. As the radios started to die,
communications with the SEAL command post became weak. Once all the radios had finally died and the SEALs
urgently needed air support, the SEALs used a regular house phone to call JSOC.[16] JSOC was able to get a AC-130
Spectre gunship hovering over the SEALs' position to provide air support.
When morning came, a group of → Force Recon Marines arrived to extract the SEALs, Governor-General Scoon,
and his family to a helicopter extraction point. As the team left the compound, they noticed splattered blood and
discarded weapons all around. The helicopter finally arrived and extracted everyone to safety.[16]
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Radio Station

A Soviet-made BTR-60PB armoured
personnel carrier

Assault Group Three and another squad from SEAL Team Six flew to the
radio station on a Pavehawk helicopter.[18] The helicopter took small-arms
fire on the insertion. Once the team unloaded it overran the radio station
compound. The SEALs were told to hold the station until Governor Scoon
and a broadcast team could be brought in.[16] After the team took control of
the compound, it was not able to make radio contact with the SEAL command
post. The SEALs set up a perimeter while they continued to try to make radio
contact. As this was happening, a BTR-60 rolled up to the compound and 20
Grenadian soldiers disguised as the station workers piled out.[18] The soldiers
carried weapons even in disguise.[18] The SEALs ordered the soldiers to drop
the weapons. The soldiers opened fire but were shot down almost instantly.
Afterwards the SEALs continued laboring to make radio contact when
another BTR and three trucks were spotted coming towards the station.[18]

The trucks carried a dozen soldiers each. The SEALs quickly conducted a
defensive maneuver as the soldiers flanked the building. The BTR covered
the front entrance with its 14.5 mm KPV heavy machine gun. The incoming

fire on the SEALs position was becoming devastatingly heavy and the SEALs were running out of ammunition. The
SEAL team knew that their only option was to change their original plan of holding the radio station and instead
destroy the radio transmitter, and head to the water following their pre-planned escape route out behind the station
across a broad meadow that led to a path that cut between cliffs and a beach. [18] The meadow was terribly exposed
to Grenadian fire. The team leapfrogged across the exposed ground and took heavy fire. The team finally reached the
end of the field, cut through a chain-link fence and ran into dense brush. The SEALs quickly followed the path to the
beach. One SEAL had been wounded in the arm. The Grenadians were still in pursuit, so the SEALs waded into the
water and began swimming parallel to the shore until they found cliff ledges to conceal themselves.[18] The SEALs
remained hidden until long after the Grenadians had given up the search. Once the SEALs were convinced that the
Grenadians had given up, the team jumped back into the water and swam out to sea. The SEALs were in the water
close to six hours before a rescue plane spotted them and vectored a Navy ship to pick them up.[18]

Operation Restore Hope
During Operation Restore Hope and Operation Gothic Serpent in Somalia, DEVGRU was a part of Task Force
Ranger. TF Ranger was made up of operators from → Delta Force, the → 75th Ranger Regiment, the 160th SOAR,
the 24th Special Tactics Squadron, and four SEALs from DEVGRU. John Gay, Howard Wasdin, Homer Nearpass,
and Richard Kaiser were the four SEALs that fought in the Battle of the Black Sea during the last mission of
Operation Gothic Serpent to capture the warlord Mohamed Farrah Aidid.[14]
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Hunting War Criminals, Bosnia
The NSWDG operated alongside other members of NATO's Implementation Force, such as its Army counterpart →
Delta Force and the British → SAS. These units were tasked by The Hague with finding and apprehending persons
indicted for war crimes (PIFWC) and returning them to The Hague to stand trial. Some of DEVGRU's PIFWC
operations including apprehending Goran Jelisić, Simo Zaric, Milan Simic and Miroslav Tadic.

Operation Enduring Freedom
In Afghanistan during Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) → U.S. Special Operations forces have led the
fighting.[11] During the crucial Battle of Takur Ghar Navy SEALs from DEVGRU participated in one of the most
violent battles of Operation Anaconda. Late at night on March 2 2002 a MH-47 Chinook helicopter piloted by the →
160th SOAR was carrying a team of Navy SEALs over the mountain of Takur Ghar. As the helicopter was nearing
its landing zone both the pilots and the men in the back observed fresh tracks in the snow, goatskins, and other signs
of recent human activity. Immediately, the pilots and team discussed a mission abort, but it was too late. An RPG
struck the side of the aircraft, wounding one crewman, while machine gun bullets ripped through the fuselage,
cutting hydraulic and oil lines. Fluid spewed about the ramp area of the helicopter. The pilot struggled to get the
helicopter off the landing zone and away from the enemy fire. Neil C. Roberts, a SEAL DEVGRU operator, was
poised to exit the ramp when the aircraft was hit and he slipped on the oil as the helicopter took off. He was thrown
from the helicopter dropping about 5 to 10 feet (1.5 to 3.0 m) to the snowy ground below. Roberts immediately
engaged Al-Qaeda forces with a pistol and two grenades. He survived at least 30 minutes before he was shot and
killed at close range.

Operation Iraqi Freedom
DevGru's contingent (Task Force Blue) part of TF 145, TF 6-26 and TF 121 have conducted controversial operations
in Iraq that led to the capture of the late Saddam Hussein and the death of the leader of Al-Qaeda in Iraq Abu Musab
al-Zarqawi.

Rescue of Captain Richard Phillips
On the morning of April 8, 2009, a group of Somali Pirates attempted to board the American cargo ship, Maersk
Alabama 350 miles (560 km) off the Somali coast in search of a million-dollar ransom. The ship's crew fought back,
surprising the African pirates who are accustomed to ships obeying their orders. The pirates took the ship's Captain,
Richard Phillips, hostage in a small 25-foot (7.6 m) lifeboat.
The USS Bainbridge (DDG-96) responded to the scene from over 300 miles (480 km) away, but pirates refused to
cooperate.
A SEAL Team parachuted from an unknown high altitude into the ocean near the scene and rendezvoused with the
USS Bainbridge unnoticed by the pirates holding Phillips hostage.
The lifeboat had run out of fuel, and seas were rough. The pirates agreed to allow the USS Bainbridge to tow it into
calmer waters, using an 82-foot (25 m) towrope. While towing the boat through rough seas, one of the pirates was
seen leveling his AK-47 assault rifle at Phillip's back. The on-scene commander became concerned for Phillips'
safety for obvious reasons. In an unexpectedly inexperienced fashion (U.S. Navy staff on scene noted that the pirates
were quite well versed in their tactics), the other two pirates on board the lifeboat showed their heads above deck.
The commander gave orders to shoot.
The shots were fired at 12:19am E.T. (7:19pm local time), Sunday, April 12, 2009. Three snipers each fired a single
shot simultaneously, each hitting their target in the head, and instantly killing the three pirates aboard the lifeboat,
the shots having been taken in the dark, close to 100 feet (30 m) away, from a ship pitching and rolling in heavy seas
to another boat facing similar conditions.
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The rescue of Captain Richard Phillips marks the first known U.S. Military operation regarding Somalia since
Operation Gothic Serpent in 1993, on which the book and movie Black Hawk Down were based. Gothic Serpent also
exclusively involved Special Operations Personnel, including DEVGRU, Pararescue, Delta Force, Rangers, and the
160th SOAR.

Operation Celestial Balance
This operation involved the targeting of Saleh Ali Saleh Nabhan, a senior Al Qaeda leader in East Africa as well as a
senior leader in Al-Shabaab, al Qaeda supported terrorist group that operates in Somalia. At least two MH-6 Little
Bird special operations attack helicopters strafed the two-car convoy as they stopped for breakfast as they traveled to
Kismayo, Somalia. Other helicopters dismounted a SEAL team who extracted the bodies from the scene including
the body of Nabhan and another, and apparently took two other wounded fighters captive..

Current Role
The Development Group is active in both the Global War on Terror operating in the Joint Special Operations Task
Force (JSOTF) as part of Task Force TF West/Blue within Task Force 145. Conducting a variety of highly classified
operations frequently with other special forces units such as the US Army's → Delta Force and UK Special Forces.
These operations include liquidating or capture of High Value Personnel targets within the Al Qaeda leadership and
other associated terrorist groups and the recovery of POWs/Hostages (see Jessica Lynch) as part of JSOTF - Task
Force 121. The unit has seen extensive action in Operation Iraqi Freedom in Iraq and Operation Enduring Freedom
in Afghanistan. The Bush administration passed an order that authorised units such as the NSWDG from the → Joint
Special Operations Command (JSOC) to target the United States enemies abroad including covert actions inside
Syria, Somalia, the Philippines, Indonesia and Pakistan, especially in counter-proliferation.

See also
• Central Intelligence Agency's → Special Activities Division
• 1st SFOD-D
• → Joint Special Operations Command
• → Special Boat Service
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External links
• US Code Title 5, Section 7103 [19]

• Executive Order 12171--Exclusions from the Federal Labor-Management Relations Program [20]

• ShadowSpear.com Special Operations [21]

• Naval Special Warfare Development Group at GlobalSecurity.org [22]

• Administrative organization of the Naval Special Warfare Development Group [23]
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United States Navy SEALs

 U.S. Navy SEALs 

The Special Warfare insignia, or "SEAL Trident."
 Active January 1, 1962 – present

 Country  United States of America

 Branch  United States Navy

 Type Maritime Special Operations Force
SEa, Air, Land

 Role Primary tasks: 
• Special reconnaissance 
• Direct Action 
Other roles: 
• Foreign internal defense 
• Unconventional warfare 
• Security assistance 
• Counter-terrorism 
• Counter-drug operations 
• Personnel recovery 
• Hydrographic reconnaissance 

 Size  ~2,000 

 Part of → United States Naval Special Warfare Command
→ United States Special Operations Command

 Garrison/HQ Coronado, California
Little Creek, Virginia

 Nickname Frogmen, The Teams

 Motto "Ready to Lead, Ready to Follow, Never Quit" (Unofficial)
"The Only Easy Day Was Yesterday"
"It Pays to be a Winner"

 Engagements Vietnam War
Multinational Force in Lebanon
Operation Urgent Fury
Achille Lauro hijacking
Operation Just Cause
Operation Desert Storm
Operation Restore Hope
Battle of Mogadishu (Four operators from the → Development Group were a part of the assault
convoy)
Operation Enduring Freedom
Operation Iraqi Freedom
Operation Redwing
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The United States Navy Sea, Air, and Land Forces, commonly known as the Navy SEALs, are the → Special
Operations Forces of the United States Navy, employed in direct action and special reconnaissance operations.
SEALs are also capable of undertaking → unconventional warfare, foreign internal defense, hostage rescue,
counter-terrorism, and other missions.

History
The origins of the Navy SEALs go back to World War II when the United States Navy saw that in order for its
troops to successfully land on beaches it needed brave men to reconnoitre the landing beaches, take note of obstacles
and defenses, and ultimately guide the landing forces in. As a result the Amphibious Scout and Raider School was
established in 1942 by joint- Army and Navy at Fort Pierce, Florida. It was intended to train explosive ordnance
disposal personnel and experienced combat swimmers from the Army and Marine Corps, becoming the Naval
Combat Demolition Unit, or NCDU.
They were trained by then-Lieutenant Commander Phil H. Bucklew and then later, then-Lieutenant Draper L.
Kauffman. The NCDU was first employed in Operation Torch during the invasion of North Africa in 1942. This unit
became the 'first group' specialized in amphibious raids and tactics in the United States Navy.
By 1943, Kaufman had expanded the Amphibious Scout and Raider School syllabus to include underwater
demolition. Following the near-disaster of the landing force on Tarawa during World War II in November 1943,
when offshore coral reefs and other obstacles in the surf resulted in many of the Marines drowning, Rear Admiral
Richmond K. Turner directed the formation of nine Underwater Demolition Teams mostly composed of navy
personnel from the Naval Construction Battalions (Seabees). These volunteers were organized into special teams and
were tasked with reconnoitering and clearing beach obstacles for troops going ashore during amphibious landings,
and evolved into Combat Swimmer Reconnaissance Units, becoming the Navy UDTs.

UDT members using the casting technique from a
speeding boat.

President John F. Kennedy, aware of the situations in Southeast Asia,
recognized the need for unconventional warfare and special operations
as a measure against → guerrilla warfare. In a speech to Congress on
May 25 1961, Kennedy spoke of his deep respect for the → United
States Army Special Forces (Green Berets). He announced the
government's plan to put a man on the moon, and, in the same speech,
allocated over $100 million toward the strengthening of the special
operations forces in order to expand American capabilities in
unconventional warfare.

The Navy needed to determine its role within the special operations
arena. In March 1961, the Chief of Naval Operations recommended the establishment of → guerrilla and
counter-guerrilla units. These units would be able to operate from sea, air or land. This was the beginning of the
Navy SEALs. Many SEAL members came from the Navy's UDT units, who had already gained experience in
commando warfare in Korea; however, the UDTs were still necessary to the Navy's amphibious force.

The first two teams were on both US coasts: Team One at Naval Amphibious Base Coronado, in San Diego,
California and Team Two at Naval Amphibious Base Little Creek, in Virginia Beach, Virginia. The men of the
newly formed SEAL Teams were trained in such unconventional areas as hand-to-hand combat, high-altitude
parachuting, demolitions, and foreign languages. Among the varied tools and weapons required by the teams was the
M16 assault rifle, a new design that evolved from the AR-15 rifle. The SEALs attended UDT Replacement training
and they spent some time training in UDTs. Upon making it to a SEAL team, they would undergo a SEAL Basic
Indoctrination (SBI) training class at Camp Kerry in the Cuyamaca Mountains. After SBI training class, they would
enter a platoon and conduct platoon training.
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The Pacific Command recognized Vietnam as a potential hot spot for conventional forces. At the beginning of 1962,
the UDTs started hydrographic surveys and along with other branches of the US Military, the Military Assistance
Command Vietnam (MACV) was formed. In March 1962, SEALs were deployed to South Vietnam as advisers for
the purpose of training Army of the Republic of Vietnam → commandos in the same methods they were trained
themselves.
The Central Intelligence Agency began using SEALs in covert operations in early 1963. The SEALs were involved
in the CIA sponsored Phoenix Program where it targeted key North Vietnamese Army personnel and Vietcong
sympathizers for capture and assassination.
The SEALs were initially deployed in and around Da Nang, training the South Vietnamese in combat diving,
demolitions, and guerrilla/anti-guerrilla tactics. As the war continued, the SEALs found themselves positioned in the
Rung Sat Special Zone where they were to disrupt the enemy supply and troop movements and in the Mekong Delta
to fulfill riverine operations, fighting on the inland waterways.

SEALs on patrol on the River Mekong Delta.

Combat with the Viet Cong was direct. Unlike the conventional
warfare methods of firing artillery into a coordinate location, the
SEALs operated within inches of their targets. Into the late 1960s, the
SEALs were successful in a new style of warfare, effective in
anti-guerrilla and guerrilla actions. SEALs brought a personal war to
the enemy in a previously safe area. In Vietnam, Navy SEAL kill ratio
was extraordinary, with over 100 enemy dead for every SEAL
casualty. The Viet Cong referred to them as "the men with green
faces," due to the camouflage face paint the SEALs wore during
combat missions.

SEALs continued to make forays into North Vietnam and Laos, and covertly into Cambodia, controlled by the
Studies and Observations Group. The SEALs from Team Two started a unique deployment of SEAL team members
working alone with South Vietnamese Commandos (ARVN). In 1967, a SEAL unit named Detachment Bravo (Det
Bravo) was formed to operate these mixed US and ARVN units, which were called South Vietnamese Provincial
Reconnaissance Units (PRUs).

At the beginning of 1968, the North Vietnamese and the Viet Cong orchestrated a major offensive against South
Vietnam: the "Tet Offensive." The North hoped it would prove to be America's Dien Bien Phu, attempting to break
the American public's desire to continue the war. As propaganda, the Tet Offensive was successful in adding to the
American protest of the Vietnam war. However, North Vietnam suffered tremendous casualties, and from a purely
military standpoint, the Tet Offensive was a major disaster for the Communists.
By 1970, President Richard Nixon initiated a Plan of Vietnamization, which would remove the US from the Vietnam
conflict and return the responsibility of defense back to the South Vietnamese. Conventional forces were being
withdrawn; the last SEAL adviser left Vietnam in March 1973 and Vietnam fell to the communists in 1975. The
SEALs were among the highest decorated units for their size in the war. SEALs were awarded two Navy Crosses, 42
Silver stars, 402 Bronze Stars, 2 Legions of Merit, 352 Commendation Medals, 3 Presidential Unit Citations and 3
Medals of Honors.
In 2005, the Navy Seals took part in Operation Red Wing, in which 19 Navy SEALs and Nightstalkers died in what
was, at the time, the largest single loss of American life in the War in Afganistan (2001-).[1]
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Training

Screening
Entering training to become a Navy SEAL is voluntary; and officers and enlisted men train side-by-side. To
volunteer, SEAL candidates must meet the following criteria:
• U.S. Citizen (Not waiverable)[2]

• 18–28 years old, 17 with parental permission. Waivers are considered on a case-by-case basis.
• Male in the United States Navy or Coast Guard (Not waiverable)[3]

• High school graduate or equivalent. Be proficient in reading, speaking, writing, and understanding English.
• Uncorrected vision no worse than 20/200 in both eyes. Both eyes must be correctable to 20/20.
• Minimum [ASVAB] Score of: General Science (GS) + Mechanical Comprehension (MC) + Electronics

Information (EI) = 165 or Verbal Expression (VE) + Mathematical Knowledge (MK) + Mechanical
Comprehension (MC) + Coding Speed (CS)=220.

• Pass the SEAL Physical Screening Test (PST).
• No recent prior drug abuse, and good moral character (waivers are required for criminal offenses and traffic

tickets and if the offense category exceeds limit, no waiver is allowed)[4]

1A memorandum of understanding was signed with the U.S. Navy and U.S. Special Operations Command that will
allow Coast Guard personnel to train and serve in the Naval Special Warfare Community. The memorandum will
allow selected Coast Guard personnel to be assigned to the SEAL training pipeline and possible duty as a Navy
SEAL. The program is intended to give Coast Guard personnel the opportunity to gain experience in the execution of
special operations.[5]

SEALs conduct a training excercise.

Assessment

Assignment to BUD/S is conditional on passing the Diver/SEAL
Physical Screening Test (PST). Prospective trainees are expected to
exceed the minimums. The minimum requirements of the PST are:
• 500 m (550 yd) swim using breast or Combat sidestroke in under

12:30 with a competitive time of under 10:30[6] [7]

• At least 42 push-ups in 2 minutes with a competitive count of 79 or
more[6] [7]

• At least 50 sit-ups in 2 minutes with a competitive count of 79 or
more[6] [7]

• At least 6 pull-ups from a dead hang (no time limit) with a competitive count of 11 or more[6] [7]

• Run 1.5 mi (2.4 km) in boots and trousers in under 11:30 with a competitive time of 10:20 or less[6] [7]

Of those men who contacted a Navy recruiter with the intent to become a SEAL candidate, those who:
• Signed an enlisted contract: 79 percent.
• Graduated recruit training: 58 percent.
• Completed SEAL pre-indoctrination program: 90 percent.
• Completed SEAL indoctrination: 85 percent.
• Completed BUD/S phase 1 (includes “Hell Week”): 33 percent.
• Completed BUD/S phase 2: 87 percent.
• Completed BUD/S phase 3: 96 percent.
• Graduated from Airborne School: 100 percent.
• Completed SEAL Qualification Training: 99 percent.[8]
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SEAL training

SEAL training consists of the following:[9]

• 4–12 weeks Naval Special Warfare Preparatory School (enlisted men) [10]

• 3 weeks Indoctrination [11]

• 24 weeks Basic Underwater Demolition/SEAL (BUD/S) training at the Naval Special Warfare Center, Naval
Amphibious Base Coronado, California.

• 4 1/2 weeks Parachute training (5 days of static-line, 3 1/2 weeks of military free-fall) at the U.S. Navy Tactical
Air Operations School in San Diego, CA[12]

• 16 weeks of SEAL Qualification Training[13]

Basic Underwater Demolitions/SEAL (BUD/S)
Upon arrival at Naval Special Warfare Command, check-ins for BUD/S are immediately placed into a
pre-indoctrination phase of training known as 'PTRR', or Physical Training Rehabilitation and Remediation. PTRR is
also where all of the 'roll-backs' are placed while waiting to be put into a class. Once additional medical screening is
given, and after enough BUD/S candidates arrive for the same class, organized physical training begins.

BUD/S trainees endure surf torture.

BUD/S consists of a three-week 'Indoctrination Course', known as
INDOC, followed by three phases, covering physical conditioning
(seven weeks), diving (eight weeks), and land warfare (nine weeks)
respectively. Officer and enlisted personnel go through the same
training program. It is designed to develop and test their stamina,
leadership, and ability to work as a team. In the first phase, BUD/S
students are divided into 'Boat Crews' which can consist of six to eight
men. Although some exercises will be undertaken as boat crews (such
as 'log PT', which requires boats crews to exercise with logs that weigh
150 lb (68 kg) each, and 'Surf Passage', where boat crews must
navigate the Pacific surf in inflatable boats), the first phase of BUD/S
also consists of a series of demanding individual physical tests
including frequent sets of push-ups and sit-ups, ocean swims and timed
4 mi (6.4 km) runs in boots and long trousers, in soft sand (to be
completed in 32 minutes). The first phase is most well known for 'Hell
Week', 132 hours of continuous physical activity, which usually occurs
during week four. A student may drop on request (DOR) from the
course at any time. The tradition of DOR consists of dropping one's
helmet liner next to a pole with a brass ship’s bell attached to it and

ringing the bell three times (the bell was taken away for a few years in the 1990s, then later brought back).[14]

BUD/S trainees covered in mud.

Classes typically lose around 70–80% of their trainees, either due to
DORs or injuries sustained during training, but it is not always easy to
predict which of the trainees will DOR during BUD/S. Winter class
drop out rates are usually higher due to the cold. SEAL instructors say
that in every class, approximately 10 percent of the students simply do
not have the physical ability to complete the training. Another 10–15
percent will definitely make it through unless they sustain a serious
physical injury. The other 75–80 percent is 'up for grabs' depending on
their motivation. There has been at least one BUD/S class where no
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one has completed the program. Most trainees are eliminated prior to completion of Hell Week, but trainees will
continue to DOR in the second phase or be forced to leave because of injuries, or failing either the diving tests or the
timed runs and swims. In fact, the instructors tell the students at the very start of BUD/S that the vast majority of
them will not successfully complete the course and that they are free at any time to drop out (via the bell) if they do
not believe they can complete the course.
A trainee who DORs from First Phase before the completion of Hell Week and reapplies to the BUD/S program
must start from the beginning of INDOC (if they are accepted). Any BUD/S trainee who drops on request after Hell
Week goes through the same out-processing as a trainee who quits before or during Hell Week. If they reapply to
BUD/S they would stand a very good chance of being accepted, but they must complete Hell Week again.

BUD/S trainees during Diving/Second Phase.

However, those who have completed Hell Week, but cannot continue
training due to injury are usually rolled back into the next BUD/S class
after Hell Week, or the respective phase in which they were rolled.
There are many SEALs who have attempted BUD/S two and even
three or more times before successfully completing training.

SEAL Qualification Training (SQT)

After Selection in BUD/S, graduates attend SEAL Qualification
Training (SQT), which is the NEC 5326 awarding schoolhouse of →
NSW. SQT is an arduous 16-week program consisting of the basic and advanced skill sets required to be a SEAL.
The BUD/S graduates attend a sequential course consisting of: SERE, Tactical Air Operations (Static Line/Freefall),
Tactical Combat Medicine, Communications, Advanced Special Operations, Cold Weather/Mountaineering,
Maritime Operations, Combat Swimmer, Tactical Ground Mobility, Land Warfare (small unit tactics, light and
heavy weapons, demolitions), Close Combat Weapons and Assaults/Close Quarters Combat. The emphasis in SQT is
building and developing individual operator skills with the concentration being on junior officer and
non-commissioned officers. Students are broken into 10-man squads with two 5-man fireteams.

The course teaches current and standardized Naval Special Warfare Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs) as
they pertain to NSW mission sets. The goal of SQT is to send qualified, deployable new operators to the SEAL
Teams. Attrition in SQT is still somewhat high, but is due to failure to grasp tactics or lead men, as opposed to being
unable to take the punishment of BUD/S Training[15] . Current attrition is roughly three drops and five rolls for every
class. Most rolls are performance based with some medical rolls as well.
SQT staff consist of three troops of cadre in each of the core training sets (Mobility, Land Warfare, Assaults). Each
cell is run by a post platoon Chief Petty Officer (E7/E8) and consist of two platoons of specialty training. The
Headquarters element consist of a OIC (Post Platoon O3), a Training Officer (CWO3/CWO4), a Senior Enlisted
Adviser/Curriculum Manager (Post Troop SEA), a Operations and Training Chief (Post Platoon Chief E7/E8) and a
civilian deputy operations manager. SQT also employs former SOF operators in civilian weapons and tactics
instructor positions. The civilian instructors come from all → USSOCOM branches and help introduce the students
to other US SOF units and doctrine.
Upon completion of SQT the students are awarded the Navy SEAL Trident, assigned to a SEAL Team, and are
deployable. 20% of graduates deploy immediately to combat with their assigned team.
As of the 2006-2009 transition, enlisted members of the SEAL community are identified with the occupational rating
of Special Warfare Operator (SO) and the (SEAL) warfare designator. For example, SO1(SEAL/FPJ) John Smith is
identified as Special Warfare Operator 1st Class Petty Officer John Smith and is both SEAL and Free Fall
Parachutist qualified.
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SEAL Platoon Training
Following SQT, new SEALs will receive orders to a SEAL Team and assignment to a Platoon. New operators will
join their Platoon wherever they are in their deployment cycle. The normal workup or pre-deployment workup is a
12 to 18 month cycle divided into three phases. Phase one of a work-up is called the Professional Development
Phase (PRODEV). PRODEV is several months long where individual operators attend a number of formal or
informal schools and courses. These schools lead to required qualifications and designations that collectively allow
the platoon to perform as an operational combat team. Depending on the team's and platoon's needs, operators can
expect to acquire some of the following skills:[16]

SEAL element prior to Operation Red Wing.

Two SEALs wearing dive gear scout a beach
during an exercise.

• Scout/Sniper (SOTIC)
• Breacher (Barrier Penetration/Methods of Entry)
• Surreptitious Entry (Mechanical and Electronic Bypass)
• Technical Surveillance
• Advanced Driving Skills
• Climbing/Rope Skills
• Advanced Air Operations: Jumpmaster or Parachute Rigger
• Diving Supervisor or Diving Maintenance-Repair
• Range Safety Officer
• Instructor School
• Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Operator
• Language School
Phase two of a work-up is called Unit Level Training (ULT). ULT is a
6-month block run by the respective Group (NSWG1/NSWG2)
Training Detachment, where the Platoons train in their core mission
areas Small Unit Tactics, Land Warfare, Close Quarters Combat,
Urban Warfare, Hostile Maritime Interdiction (VBSS/GOPLATS),
Combat Swimming, Long Range Target Interdiction, Rotary and Fixed
Wing Air Operations, and Special Reconnaissance.
Phase three of a work-up is called Squadron Integration Training (SIT).
SIT is the last 6-month block where six platoons conduct advanced
training with the supporting attachments of a SEAL Squadron, Special
Boat Squadrons, Medical Teams, EOD, Interpreters, Intelligence/HUMINT Teams, Cryptological Support Teams,
etc. A final Certification Exercise (CERTEX) is conducted with the entire SEAL team to synchronize platoon
operations under the Task Group umbrella. Following CERTEX, a SEAL Team becomes a SEAL Squadron and is
certified for deployment.
Once deployed a Squadron will either become a Special Operations Task Force (SOTF) or combine with a Joint
Task Force (JTF). Once assigned, the SOTF will assign the Troops an Area of Operations (AOR) and allow them to
decentralize their Platoons either intact or in Squads or Elements to conduct operations. A SEAL Team deployment
currently is approximately 6 months, keeping the entire cycle at 12 to 24 months.
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Navy SEAL teams and structure

A Navy SEAL carries his assault rifle.

Naval Special Warfare Groups

Naval Special Warfare Command is organized into the following
configuration:
• Naval Special Warfare Group 1: SEAL Teams 1, 3, 5, 7
• Naval Special Warfare Group 2: SEAL Teams 2, 4, 8, 10
• Naval Special Warfare Group 3: Special Delivery Vehicles Teams

1, 2
• Naval Special Warfare Group 4: Special Boat Teams 12, 20, 22
• Naval Special Warfare Group 11: SEAL Teams 17, 18 (formerly

Operational Support Teams 1, 2)[17]

The total amount of personnel assigned to Naval Special Warfare
Command is about 2,500. About half are based at Little Creek Naval
Amphibious Base and Dam Neck Annex in Virginia Beach, Virginia.
Most of the rest are based in San Diego, California.[18]

SEAL Teams

SEAL Teams are organized into two groups: Naval Special Warfare
Group One (West Coast), and Naval Special Warfare Group Two (East Coast), which come under the command of
→ Naval Special Warfare Command, stationed at NAB Coronado, California. As of 2006, there are eight confirmed
Navy SEAL Teams. The original SEAL Teams in the Vietnam War were separated between West Coast (Team
ONE) and East Coast (Team TWO) SEALs. The current SEAL Team deployments include Teams 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8,
and 10. Each SEAL Team is designated an Operational Area (AO). These teams specialize in a particular area and
were trained in operating in that particular type of environment.

The Teams deploy as Naval Special Warfare Squadrons or Special Operations Task Forces and can deploy anywhere
in the world. Squadrons will normally be deployed and fall under a Joint Task Force (JTF) or a Combined Joint
Special Operations Task Force (CJSOTF) as a Special Operations Task Force (SOTF)
A SEAL Team has a Staff Headquarters element and three 40-man Troops. Each Troop consist of a Headquarters
element consisting of a Troop Commander (O-4), a Troop Senior Enlisted (E-8), a Targeting/Operations Officer
(O-2/3) and a Targeting/Operations Leading/Chief Petty Officer (E-6/7). Under the HQ element are two SEAL
platoons of 16 men (2 officers, 14 enlisted SEALs and sometimes 2 enlisted EOD Operators making a platoon of
18); a company-sized Combat Service Support (CSS) and/or Combat Support (CS) consisting of staff N-codes (the
Army and Marine Corps use S-codes); N1 Administrative support, N2 Intelligence, N3 Operations, N4 Logistics, N5
Plans and Targeting, N6 Communications, and N8 Air/Medical. Each Troop can be easily task organized into 4
squads or eight 4-man fire teams for operational purposes. The size of each SEAL “Team” with Troops and support
staff is approx. 300 personnel. The typical SEAL platoon has an OIC (Officer in Charge, usually an O-3), an AOIC
(Assistant Officer in Charge, usually an O-2), a platoon chief (E-7), an LPO (Leading Petty Officer, E-6) and others
ranging from E-6 to E-4 (most are E-5). Occasionally there is a "third O". Usually the third O is an O-1 on his first
operational deployment. This makes the platoon consist of 3 officers and 13 enlisted personnel. The core leadership
in the Troop and Platoon are the Commander/OIC and the Senior Enlisted NCO (Senior Chief/Chief).
Troop core skills consist of: Sniper, Breacher, Communicator, Maritime/Engineering, Close Air Support, Corpsman,
Point-man/Navigator, Primary Driver/Navigator (Rural/Urban/Protective Security), Heavy Weapons Operator,
Sensitive Site Exploitation, Air Operations Master, Lead Climber, Lead Diver/Navigator, Interrogator, Explosive
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Ordnance Disposal, Technical Surveillance, and Advanced Special Operations.
Each SEAL Team is commanded by a Navy Commander (O-5), and has a number of operational SEAL platoons and
a headquarters element. In 1987, SEAL Team 6 was renamed to the → United States Naval Special Warfare
Development Group, although members are still frequently referred to informally as "SEAL Team 6". Naval
Amphibious Base Little Creek, a naval base in Virginia Beach, Virginia, is home to SEAL Teams 2, 4, 8, and 10.
Naval Amphibious Base Coronado, a naval base in Coronado, CA, is home to SEAL Teams 1, 3, 5, and 7. There are
also two SDV units, SDVT-1 located in Pearl Harbor, HI, and SDVT-2 in Virginia. SDV Teams are SEAL teams
with an added underwater delivery capability. An SDV platoon consists of 12-15 SEALs.

 Insignia Team Deployment Number of
Platoons

HQ Notes 

SEAL Team 1 Worldwide 6 Platoons Coronado,
CA

Operational area: Southeast Asia 

SEAL Team 2 Worldwide 6 Platoons Little
Creek,
Virginia

Operational area: Europe 

SEAL Team 3 Worldwide 6 Platoons Coronado,
CA

Operational area: Southwest Asia 

SEAL Team 4 Worldwide 6 Platoons Little
Creek,
Virginia

Operational area: Central and South
America 

SEAL Team 5 Worldwide 6 Platoons Coronado,
CA

Operational area: Northern Pacific 

→ United States
Naval Special
Warfare
Development Group

Worldwide Unknown Dam Neck,
Virginia

Seal Team 6 was dissolved in 1987.
The operators of SEAL Team Six
established the → United States Naval
Special Warfare Development Group,
also known as DEVGRU.

SEAL Team 7 Worldwide 6 Platoons Coronado,
CA

SEAL Team 8 Worldwide 6 Platoons Little
Creek,
Virginia

Operational area: Caribbean, Africa,
and the Mediterranean 

SEAL Team 10 Worldwide 6 Platoons Little
Creek,
Virginia

SEAL Delivery
Vehicle Team ONE

Worldwide 4 Platoons Pearl
Harbor, HI
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SEAL Delivery
Vehicle Team TWO

Worldwide 4 Platoons Little
Creek,
Virginia

See also
• United States Navy SEALs in fiction
• Underwater Demolition Team
• → United States Army Special Forces
• → United States Naval Special Warfare Development Group
• → United States Special Operations Command
• Central Intelligence Agency's → Special Activities Division
• Mark V Special Operations Craft
• Red Cell
• SEAL Delivery Vehicle
• → 1st Special Forces Operational Detachment-Delta
• → United States Marine Corps Forces Special Operations Command
• → United States Marine Corps Force Reconnaissance
• → 75th Ranger Regiment
• Military Assistance Command, Vietnam - Studies and Observations Group
Other nations:

• → Special Boat Service
• → German commando frogmen
• Israeli Shayetet 13
• → Royal Thai Navy SEALs
• → Special Service Group Navy
• → KOPASKA
• → Royal Malaysian Navy PASKAL
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Special Warfare Combatant- craft Crewmen

 Special Warfare Combatant-craft Crewmen 

 Active  16 April 1987 

 Country United States

 Branch United States Navy

 Type Maritime Special Operations Forces

 Role Special Warfare Combatant-craft Crewmen operate and maintain the inventory of state-of-the-art,
high-performance boats used to support SEALs and special operations missions.

 Size  600+ 

 Part of United States Navy
Naval Special Warfare Command
→ United States Special Operations Command

 Nickname "Boat Guys"

 Motto  "On Time! On Target! Never Quit!" 

 Engagements Multinational Force in Lebanon
Operation Earnest Will
Operation Iraqi Freedom

The U.S. Navy's Special Warfare Combatant-craft Crewmen (SWCC, pronounced "swick") are Special
Operations Forces who operate and maintain an inventory of state-of-the-art, high-performance boats used to support
special operations missions, particularly those of the → U.S. Navy SEALs. Individually, SEALs and SWCC go
through separate, but similar, specialized training programs that emphasize special operations in the maritime
environment. SWCC are trained extensively in craft and weapons tactics, techniques and procedures. Focusing on
clandestine infiltration and exfiltration of SEALs and other → special operations forces, SWCC provide dedicated,
rapid mobility in shallow water areas where large ships cannot operate. Like SEALs, SWCC must be physically fit,
highly motivated, combat-focused, and responsive in high stress situations.

History
Special Boat Teams can trace their history back to World War II. The Patrol Coastal and Patrol Boat Torpedo. Motor
Torpedo Boat Squadron THREE rescued General Douglas MacArthur (and later the Filipino President) from the
Philippines after the Japanese invasion and then participated in guerrilla actions until American resistance ended
with the fall of Corregidor. PT Boats subsequently participated in most of the campaigns in the Southwest Pacific by
conducting and supporting joint/combined reconnaissance, blockade, sabotage, and raiding missions as well as
attacking Japanese shore facilities, shipping, and combatants. PT Boats were used in the European Theater beginning
in April 1944 to support the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) in the insertions of espionage and French Resistance
personnel and for amphibious landing deception. While there is no direct line between organizations, NSW
embracement is predicated on the similarity in craft and mission.
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SWCC in the Special Operations Craft-Riverine

The development of a robust riverine warfare capability during the
Vietnam War produced the forerunner of the modern Special Warfare
Combatant-craft Crewman. Mobile Support Teams provided combat
craft support for SEAL operations, as did Patrol Boat, Riverine (PBR)
and Swift Boat sailors. In February 1964, Boat Support Unit ONE was
established under Naval Operations Support Group, Pacific to operate
the newly reinstated Patrol Torpedo Fast (PTF) program and to operate
high-speed craft in support of NSW forces. In late 1964 the first PTFs
arrived in Danang, Vietnam. In 1965, Boat Support Squadron ONE
began training Patrol Craft Fast crews for Vietnamese coastal patrol
and interdiction operations. As the Vietnam mission expanded into the
riverine environment, additional craft, tactics, and training evolved for
riverine patrol and SEAL support.[1]

SWCC detachments have participated in nearly every major conflict since then, particularly in the Persian Gulf
theatre during the 1987-1988 period of conflict and the 1991 Persian Gulf War to the more recent Global War on
Terrorism.
SWCC are now recognized as masters of a special subset of maritime Special Operations, and employ their
specialized training, equipment, and tactics conducting missions worldwide, both independently and in support of
US and foreign Special Operations Forces (SOF).
The Special Warfare Boat Operator (SB) Rating

The Global War on Terrorism was the impetus for several important changes in the NSW community. One of these
many changes was the creation of a new SB rating system for SWCCs, allowing them to focus on their unique skill
sets, avoid limitations imposed by the old regime of "source ratings", reach consensus and unity within their
knowledge base, and enjoy advancement opportunities on par with the rest of the Navy.
The Special Warfare Combatant-craft Crewman (SWCC) Warfare Specialty

Another important development was the recognition of the knowledge, skills, and training of SWCC crewmen as a
warfare specialty, represented by the NEC 5352 and later denoted by the award of a military device or service badge.
For a brief period qualified sailors were awarded no device; Boat Captain-qualified sailors wore the Small Craft
Insignia originally created for and worn by Riverine Sections during the Vietnam War. Still earlier than this, the
Small Craft Pin was worn by those with the 9533 NEC. Many other units within the Navy awarded the small craft
badge, and there was controversy regarding the original intent associated with its creation. The matter has been
somewhat settled as the small craft badge has recently been awarded only to Conventional Riverine units under the
NECC and SWCC Boat Captains, who wear it in addition to the SWCC device. [2]
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Training
To become a Special Warfare Combatant-craft Crewman, a service member must apply and be accepted to special
programs, pass SWCC Basic Crewman Training school, and pass other schools such as SERE. Following this, they
undergo Crewman Qualification Training (CQT) concurrently with a probationary period.

Pipeline

U.S. Navy special warfare combatant-craft
crewmen (SWCC) from Special Boat Team 22
drive a special operations craft-riverine at the

John C. Stennis Space Center in Mississippi Aug.
16, 2009

Entering training for Navy SWCC is voluntary. In order to volunteer
for and enter SWCC training, candidates must meet certain minimum
criteria:
• be a male on active duty in the United States Navy
• be between the age of 17 and 30
• have uncorrected vision no worse than 20/200 in both eyes

correctable to 20/20 through contacts or glasses
• be a U.S. citizen
• obtain a AR+WK=104, MC=50 or higher on the Armed Services

Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)

Initial SWCC training consists of the following:
• 2 weeks Indoctrination Course at NAB Coronado, California

• 5 weeks Basic Crewman Training (BCT) training at the Naval Special Warfare Center, NAB Coronado
• 14-week SWCC Crewman Qualification Training (CQT) at NAB Coronado

Screening
Assignment to BCT is conditional on passing the Physical Screening Test (PST), which requires the following
minimal:
• 500-yard (457 m) swim using breast or side stroke in under 13:00
• At least 42 push-ups in 2 minutes
• At least 50 sit-ups in 2 minutes
• At least 6 pull-ups from a dead hang (no time limit)
• Run 1.5 miles (2.4 km) in running shoes in under 12:30
The above are the minimum requirements necessary to qualify for entrance in BCT. Prospective trainees are
expected to far exceed these minimums. Competitive scores are as follows:
• 500-yard swim using breast or combat side stroke in 10:00 minutes or less
• 79 push-ups in 2 minutes
• 79 sit-ups in 2 minutes
• 11 pull-ups from a dead hang (no time limit)
• Run 1.5 miles in boots and trousers in under 10:20

SWCC Basic Crewman Training (BCT)
Instructors of the SWCC Basic Crewman Training course train, develop, and assess SWCC candidates in physical
conditioning, water competency, teamwork, and mental tenacity. This course starts with a two-week indoctrination.
The SWCC Basic Crewman Training is five weeks long. Physical conditioning with running, swimming, and
calisthenics grows harder as the weeks progress. Students abilities, mental fortitude and teamwork skills are tested
during an arduous 72 hour long evolution involving little sleep, constant exposure to the elements, underway boat
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and swimming events, and a test of navigational skills and boat tactics. SWCC students participate in weekly timed
runs, timed obstacle course evolutions, pool, bay and ocean swims, and learn small boat seamanship. Upon the
completion of SWCC BCT, students advance to Crewman Qualification Training.

Crewman Qualification Training (CQT)
Instructors of Crewman Qualification Training (CQT) train, develop, and qualify SWCC candidates in basic
weapons, seamanship, first aid, and small unit tactics. This phase of training is fourteen weeks in length. Physical
training here is geared to prepare the student to meet the requirements of the operational Special Boat Teams. CQT
concentrates on teaching Maritime Navigation, communications, waterborne patrolling techniques, marksmanship
and engineering. The student also receives an introduction to the NSW Mission Planning Cycle, enabling him to
participate in the planning, briefing, execution, and debriefing of an NSW mission from their tasking, to launch
point, and on to their combat objective, where students apply all the techniques they have acquired during training.[3]

Due to the training and prerequisites (such as graduation from the SWCC and SERE schools) involved in
qualification, the SWCC is recognized by those within the broader realm of "small boat" outfits of the armed forces
as a comparatively difficult qualification to obtain.
Due in part to SWCC's extremely difficult training and operating environment, which are somewhat similar to those
of their SEAL colleagues, they are qualified to operate jointly with other armed forces (particularly those within
USSOCOM such as SEALs, Special Forces, MARSOC and AFSOC) operate in inclement weather and sea state,
evade and fight on land as a contingency, and perform maritime special operations missions such as direct action,
recon, ship boarding or Visit, Board, Search, and Seizure (VBSS), and sea-to-land support using a broad array of
vessels and armaments.

Further training

Special Boat Team 22 in SOC-R boats

SWCCs invariably receive broad individual and detachment in-house
training and attend schools as needed. SWCCs may attend schools
related to radio communications, weapons, maritime and land
navigation, outboard, diesel, and waterjet engines, desert survival,
jungle survival, air assault, special operations combat medic training,
and many other DOD schools according to the needs of their respective
Team. SWCCs also receive extensive in-house training in these and
other areas on an ongoing basis in order to keep skills fresh and
synergies alive.

Combat medic training

BLS & Medic Assistant Training:

Combat First Aid and Lifesaving, Emergency Response, Emergency Life Support, evaluation, water search and
rescue, stabilizing, package, transport, and medevac skills are of vital importance to all forces within the Special
Operations Community, since they operate far from medical assets and rely on their independent capabilities. SWCC
platforms provide a unique opportunity to provide a "next layer" of prehospital medical stabilization and
MEDEVAC capability between the field and helicopter transport. Inbound SEAL casualties are a likely scenario, and
the nature of their missions places them at a high risk of casualty as well.
Because of this, all SWCCs receive ongoing and repeated in-house training in combat first aid, basic life support, 
airway management and oxygen administration, trauma care, limited emergency medication administration, and I.V. 
therapy- a set of skills roughly analogous to civilian BLS, BTLS, and EMT-B qualification, and thus quite arguably
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conferring on every SWCC the unofficial distinction of being a combat medic by the general definition. However,
the SWCC community generally recognizes these members as "medic assistants" in order to clarify this role from
that of the lead [para]medic, whose primary and consistent function as a paramedic is continually reinforced by years
of training and experience. Every SWCC receives this basic medic assistant training.
Some, but not all NSW medics came originally from the Hospital Corpsman rating. Thus, while not all Hospital
Corpsmen are combat medics, and not all combat medics are Hospital Corpsmen, all SWCCs are by the general
definition combat medics— particularly after repeated workup cycles and ongoing training have refined their skills
to a level of proficiency congruent with combat medics and civilian EMTs and paramedics at large.
Some SWCCs have attended (and continue to attend) civilian EMT and paramedic courses (either funded or
completed through their own ambition); these men have enjoyed an ad-hoc, de facto status as "docs" serving in their
detachments as medics.
A more recent development is that some SWCCs are trained as NSW combat medics, attending the same Naval
Special Warfare Combat Medic and Tactical Combat Casualty Control (TCCC) course as their SEAL and MARSOC
Medic counterparts.
NSW Combat Medics/Lead Medics

Within the NSW community, the title of SWCC detachment or SEAL platoon "medic" is applied to SB (SWCC) and
SO (SEAL) members who have completed NSW combat medic course, training equivalent to civilian EMT-P
certification, which they are indeed eligible to test for immediately after training. These men are among the rare
exceptions to the general rule that "all Navy combat medics are Hospital Corpsmen (HMs)". Because of changes
leading to the establishment of the SB and SO ratings, non-corpsmen SEALs and SWCCs attend the course[4] ,
become qualified NSW combat medics, and serve primarily as medics for the rest of their careers within Naval
Special Warfare, in addition to performing their various other roles as a SWCC crewman.
Special Warfare Combat Medics are the primary or lead combat medics in a SWCC detachment. In the past, SEAL
Corpsmen served as the lead medics in larger SWCC detachments and managed shoreside clinics at Special Boat
Teams (SBTs). These SEALs contributed greatly to the Special Boat Teams and the professional development of
their SWCC combat medic counterparts. Smaller detachments pooled the skills of SWCC crewmembers to execute
medevacs and handle emergencies, and thus did not usually have SEAL medics. While readiness is still achieved by
pooling of crew skills through medic assistant quals, SWCCs are now taking on the lead medic roles within their
community.

Maritime Craft Aerial Deployment System (MCADS)

U.S. Army Airborne School and U.S. Navy Free-fall School

SWCC personnel are now more frequently trained as parajumpers with the development of the Maritime Craft Aerial
Deployment System (MCADS).
Serving as a true force multiplier, the MCADS capability enables Naval Special Warfare Sailors to rapidly deploy
anywhere in the world in a maritime environment. The system deploys an 11-meter RIB (rigid inflatable boat) rigged
with four large parachutes from the back of a C-130 or C-17 at approximately 3,500 feet. Approximately four
SWCCs immediately follow the boat out of the plane and parachute to the immediate proximity of where the boat
lands. Within 20 minutes the SWCCs have the boat unpacked and rigged to get underway to deliver an element of
SOF (special operation force) operators to any potential target of interest, or to conduct their own mission.
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Maritime External Air Transportation System (MEATS)

SWCC personnel also attend the U.S. Army Air Assault School. A common operation the SWCC train for involving
helicopters is called MEATS or Maritime External Air Transportation System.
Special Boat Teams (SBT) perform an insertion/extraction delivery system called MEATS. MEATS allows an Army
CH-47D helicopter to hover over a craft used by SWCC to be rigged to the underbelly of the helo with slings. The
Combatant-Craft Crewman will then ascend a ladder dropped down from the helo into the craft and the CH47D will
extract the craft out of the water once the SWCC are onboard the helo. A SWCC craft can also be inserted into a
Maritime environment giving the SWCC a longer range on land or at sea.
A variant of the MEATS insertion method was seen in the movie Apocalypse Now, where a Huey airlifted and
dropped a (movie prop) PBR into a different river.

SWCC teams and structure
Naval Special Warfare currently has three Special Boat Teams in which SWCC personnel are assigned to. They are
Special Boat Team Twelve (SBT-12), Twenty (SBT-20), and Twenty-Two (SBT-22). Each Team operates in its own
location, primary designated operational areas, numbers and type of craft. All Special Boat Teams are under the
overall command of Naval Special Warfare Group Four, which is based at Naval Amphibious Base Little Creek,
Virginia. Each Special Boat Team is commanded by a → Navy SEAL commander (O-5). Special Boat Team 12
operates the Mark V Special Operations Craft and the 11-meter Rigid Hull Inflatable Boats and is split into several
detachments that deploys with Naval Special Warfare Unit One (NSWU-1) in Guam, and Naval Special Warfare
Unit Three (NSWU-3) in Bahrain. Special Boat Team 20 also operates the Mark V Special Operations Craft and the
11-meter Rigid Hull Inflatable Boats and is split into several detachments that deploys with Naval Special Warfare
Unit Two (NSWU-2) in Stuttgart, Germany and Naval Special Warfare Unit Ten (NSWU-10) in Rota, Cádiz, Spain.
Special Boat Team 22 operates the Special Operations Craft Riverine (SOC-R) and has several detachments that
deploy worldwide.

Insignia
Team Deployment HQ Notes 

Special Boat Team
12

Worldwide Naval Amphibious Base Coronado,
California

Special Boat Team
20

Worldwide Naval Amphibious Base Little Creek,
Virginia

Special Boat Team
22

Worldwide John C. Stennis Space Center, Mississippi Specializes in riverine
warfare 

Insignia
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 Special Warfare Combatant-Craft Crewman insignia 

Awarded by United States Navy

 Type  Warfare Qualification Pin 

Awarded for
 Completing Basic Crewman Training and Crewman Qualification Training 

The Special Warfare Combatant-Craft Crewman insignia (SWCC insignia) is a military qualification badge of the
United States Navy which was first conceived in 1996, though the design was not approved for wear until 2001.
The insignia is authorized for wear by volunteer members of Special Boat Teams (formerly Special Boat Units)
under U.S. Naval Special Warfare Command. Candidates must pass the SWCC course (BCT) of instruction at
Coronado, California and then complete Crewman Qualification Training (CQT) for their specific Special Boat Unit
or Special Boat Team (SBT).

See also
• List of United States Navy enlisted warfare designations
• Badges of the United States Navy
• Military badges of the United States
• Obsolete badges of the United States military
• Uniforms of the United States Navy

Further reading
• Wise, Harold Lee (2007). Inside the Danger Zone: The U.S. Military in the Persian Gulf 1987–88 [8]. Annapolis:

Naval Institute Press. ISBN 1-59114-970-3.

External links
• Naval Special Warfare Combatant Crewman (SWCC) Recruiting Website [5]

• ShadowSpear Special Operations: SWCC [6]
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United States Marine Corps Forces Special
Operations Command

 U.S. Marine Corps Forces Special Operations Command 

 Active February 24, 2006 – present

 Country  United States of America

 Branch  United States Marine Corps

 Type Special Operations

 Role  Primary tasks: 
• Direct action 
• Special reconnaissance 
• Foreign internal defense 
Other roles: 
• Counter-terrorism 
• Information operations 
• Unconventional warfare 

 Size  ~2,500 

 Part of → U.S. Special Operations Command

 Garrison/HQ Stone Bay, Camp Lejeune, NC

 Nickname Silent Warriors

 Motto  "Always Faithful, Always Forward." 

 Engagements Operation Iraqi Freedom Operation Enduring Freedom

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Major General Mastin M. Robeson

United States Marine Corps Forces Special Operations Command (MARSOC) is a component command of the
→ US Special Operations Command (SOCOM) that comprises the Marine Corps' contribution to SOCOM. Its core
capabilities are direct action, special reconnaissance and foreign internal defense. MARSOC has also been directed
to conduct counter-terrorism, information operations, and → unconventional warfare.[1]
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MARSOC operators conducting combat
operations in eastern Afghanistan.

History and lineage

Its creation was announced on November 1, 2005 by US Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, following a meeting between him, the
USSOCOM commander General Bryan D. Brown, and the Marine
Corps Commandant General Michael Hagee on 28 October 2005.
MARSOC was officially activated on February 24, 2006 with
ceremonies at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina.

The potential participation of the Marine Corps in → SOCOM has
been controversial since SOCOM was formed in 1986. At the time,
Marine Corps leaders felt that their → Force Reconnaissance units were best kept in the Marine Corps' MAGTF
command structure, and that the detachment of an "elite" Marine Special Operations unit from the Marine Corps
would be to the detriment of the Marine Corps as a whole. A re-evaluation following the September 11 attacks and
the War on Terrorism, along with new policy established by Secretary Rumsfeld and then Commandant Gen. James
L. Jones at The Pentagon, caused the Marine Corps to work towards integration with SOCOM. The establishment of
MARSOC represented the most significant step towards that goal, and followed the establishment of MCSOCOM
Detachment One (DET1), a small Marine Corps detachment formed as a pilot program to test Marine Corps
integration into SOCOM. It was made up of mostly Force Recon Marines from 1st and 2nd Force Reconnaissance
Companies along with other hand picked support men and served under → Navy SEALs in Naval Special Warfare
Group One. Detachment 1 conducted a multitude of special operations in Iraq alongside their Special Operations
brothers of the sister services. SOCOM conducted a study of the unit's deployment, which clearly indicated success
and strong performance. Detachment 1 was disbanded in 2006 soon after the creation of MARSOC.

The finalization of MARSOC's organization began in 2007, after it was realized that a MARSOC unit needed to be
able to be part of a Joint Special Operations Task Force and that unit structure was unbalanced.[2]

The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has recruited from MARSOC into their elite → Special Activities Division
(SAD). SAD is the home of the storied Special Operations Group (SOG) which conducts covert action paramilitary
operations. [3]

The first Marine Special Operations Individual Training Course began at Camp Lejeune on 6 October 2008.[4]
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Organization
MARSOC comprises roughly 2,500 Marines and supporting sailors, and is currently commanded by Major General
Mastin M. Robeson. MARSOC's organization was finalized in 2007. The base unit of MARSOC is the fourteen-man
Marine Special Operations Team (MSOT), which is commanded by a Captain (O-3). MARSOC is based at Camp
Lejeune, North Carolina and is split into five subordinate commands:

Direct action and surveillance and reconnaissance
(DASR) operators conducting CQB.

A MARSOC operator from 2nd MSOB glides
towards his target in a parachute during HALO

operations at Camp Lejeune.

Name Insignia Headquarters Description

1st, 2nd, and
3rd Marine
Special
Operations
Battalions

  

Camp Pendleton,
CA and Camp
Lejeune, NC

MSOB tasks include direct action, special reconnaissance, counter-terrorism,
and information operations. Each MSOB consists of four Marine Special
Operations Companies (MSOCs) that contain three Marine Special
Operations Teams (MSOTs) in each Company. The organization allows a
Team to operate on its own if needed, but maintains the ability to operate as
part of a bigger unit such as an MSOC or SOTF, similar to → Army Special
Forces ODA/B.[2] The core personnel strength of the MSOBs was initially
drafted from → Force Reconnaissance Marines.

Marine Special
Operations
Advisor Group

Camp Lejeune,
NC

MSOAG contains 24 Marine Special Operations Teams (MSOTs) made up of
infantrymen. These units specialize in peacetime foreign internal defense[5]

and are developing → unconventional warfare[6] by working with friendly
military forces.[7]

Marine Special
Operations
Support Group

Camp Lejeune,
NC

Comprises 400 personnel, contains the Command's administrative,
intelligence, and support assets.[8]

Marine Special
Operations
School

Camp Lejeune,
NC

Conducts screening, training, selection, assessment, and development
functions for MARSOC.[9]
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Training

Screening
Selection of the right personnel begins with a rigorous screening process designed to identify the right Marines for
the right billet within MARSOC. Only those Marines wanting to serve as special operators, as opposed to support,
must attend Assessment and Selection (A&S); however, all Marines are screened to ensure that the Marines joining
MARSOC meet the established prerequisites for duty within the command. Screening takes place in 3 stages: record
screening, physical screening, and a psychological and medical evaluation.
MARSOC is open only to males.

Individual Training Course

A MARSOC operator leads his mule during a
mule and troop movement.

The Individual Training Course is a physically and mentally
challenging course designed to provide MARSOC special operators
with a basic foundation of essential special operations skills. The first
class graduated from the Individual Training Course in March 2009.[10]

The course has 4 phases:

Phase 1

Devoted to basic field skills and SOCOM pre-deployment
requirements. Coursework includes Survival, Evasion, Resistance, and
Escape (SERE) and Tactical Combat Casualty Care. Marines receive
instruction in individual and small unit movement and tactics. Using a
building block approach, the training rigor systematically increases to
mimic the complexity and stresses of combat. Marines begin a rigorous
physical training program designed around endurance, functional
fitness, amphibious training and combatives. This physical training
program continues throughout the course and has been designed to
prepare the student for the unique demands of special operations.

Phase 2

The second phase builds upon the foundation of Phase 1, incorporating Mission Planning and Special
Reconnaissance, Combat Marksmanship, Amphibious Operations, Demolitions and more tactical training. It
culminates in “Operation Raider Spirit”, a field training exercise designed to reinforce all of the skills learned to date
in a simulated high-stress combat environment.
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Phase 3

Marines receive additional instruction in communications to include SATCOM and High Frequency radios and data
systems. In “Operation Guile Strike”, Special Reconnaissance skills will be used in support of an assault force tasked
with conducting precision raids on rural and → urban objectives.

An SH-60 Seahawk waits above the ground to
evacuate a simulated casualty as fellow

MARSOC operators bring the Marine on a
stretcher.

Phase 4

In the final phase, Marines will receive instruction associated with →
Irregular Warfare operations and will culminate the course with the
long duration operation “Derna Bridge”. Derna Bridge forces the
student to use all of the skills mastered throughout the course while
training, advising and operating with a partner "nation." This exercise
is almost a block by block recreation of the final phase of training for
→ US Army Special Forces, "Exercise Robin Sage," an →
unconventional warfare exercise that has taken place since the 1950s.

Language Training

All MARSOC Marines are required to undergo continual language training. However, based on ability, certain
Marines will be selected for follow-on language training at an Advanced Linguistics Course.

Advanced Training
Training and educating MARSOC special operators does not end with ITC. Marines will continue training at their
assigned battalion. In addition, the MSOS offers advanced-level courses in a number of subject areas: Special
Reconnaissance, Close Quarters Battle, Sniper, Breaching, and weapons employment. Furthermore, Special
Operations Marines attend U.S. Army Airborne School and United States Marine Corps Combatant Diver Course.

Commanders

# Name Picture Start of Tenure End of
Tenure

1 Major General Dennis J. Hejlik February 24, 2006 July 24, 2008

2 Major General Mastin M. Robeson July 24, 2008 ---
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See also
• Organization of the United States Marine Corps
• → United States Special Operations Command
• Special Operations
• Central Intelligence Agency's → Special Activities Division
• United States Navy Special Warfare Command
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United States Marine Corps Force
Reconnaissance

 Marine Force Reconnaissance 

The blazon of 'Force Recon'.
 Active June 19, 1957– present

 Country  United States of America

 Branch  United States Marine Corps

 Type Special Operations Capable

 Role Supported arms for Marine Air-Ground Task Force
• Deep reconnaissance
• Direct action

 Part of Fleet Marine Force (FMF)

•  Atlantic (FMFLant)

•  Pacific (FMFPac)
 Nickname Force Recon, FORECON

 Patron Dion Williams
James L. Jones, Sr.
Bruce F. Meyers

 Motto Celer, Silens, Mortalis
("Swift, Silent, Deadly")

 Engagements Vietnam War
Operation Urgent Fury
Operation Just Cause
Operation Desert Storm
Operation Restore Hope
Operation Enduring Freedom
Operation Iraqi Freedom

The Force Reconnaissance Companies (abbreviated as either 'Force Recon' or FORECON), are one of the United
States Marine Corps's special operations "capable" forces that provide pertinent military intelligence to the combined
combat elements of the Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF); either supporting the subordinate infantry units of
the Fleet Marine Force (FMF), on the west coast, Pacific (FMFPac) and east coast, Atlantic (FMFLant).[1]

They are fully capable of operating independently behind enemy lines conducting deep reconnaissance, direct action 
(DA), and other supportive arms deemed necessary to the Fleet Marine Force. Using combined methods of heliborne 
and waterborne insertions and extractions in cohesion of conventional warfare, they are capable of performing →
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unconventional special operations similar, or to the extent, to those of the United States special operations forces of
USSOCOM (e.g. → Navy SEALs, → Army Special Forces and Rangers, or → Air Force Combat Controllers),
although Force Recon's missions and tasks do differ by a margin.[2]

The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) often looks to MARSOC and specifically Force Reconnaissance to recruit
operators into their elite → Special Activities Division (SAD). SAD is the home of the storied Special Operations
Group (SOG) which conducts covert action paramilitary operations.[3] The history of joint Force Recon and CIA
operations is substantial and long standing. It includes a unique lashup with the highly secretive Military Assistance
Command, Vietnam - Studies and Observations Group (MACV-SOG) during the Vietnam War.[4] [5]

Mission
Two different mission types emerged during the Vietnam War, which is still implemented in the force
reconnaissance motives today: Key Hole and Sting Ray. These practices subsequently became known today as "deep
reconnaissance", or green operations; and "direct action", which are known as black operations.
Key Hole patrols were designed purely around reconnaissance and surveillance; usually lightly equipped and armed
with defensive weapons—evasive techniques were employed to break contact from the enemy should the need arise,
avoiding contact with the enemy was paramount. Sting Ray operations were the exact opposite of Key Hole missions
with goals more in closely in line of offensive strikes, the FORECON operators were heavily armed and utilized
artillery and/or naval gunfire support, if available.
However, what began as a 'key hole' patrol could become a 'sting ray' patrol with little warning. The versatility of
FORECON is demonstrated when missions quickly turn, planned or not, from a deep reconnaissance patrol to a
direct action engagement.[2]

Green Operations

A four-man team of Marines simulate in infiltrating a beachhead to gain
information about the enemy and its adjacent beaches to help forecast a

'ship-to-shore' landing operation.—example of green operations.

The principal mission of Force Recon is
reconnaissance, to collect any pertinent
intelligence of military importance, observe,
identify and report adversaries to MAGTF
commanders.[6] Alike Division Recon (also
known as the Marine Recon Battalions),
they imply a mixed element of amphibious
reconnaissance and ground reconnaissance.
These missions are known as green
operations. This practice fundamentally
covers a wide spectrum of reconnaissance
but primarily the FORECON operators
conduct deep reconnaissance.

The force recon platoons operate further inland than their division recon counterparts, penetrating deeper into enemy
territory from their assigned littoral (coastal) region within a force commander's 'tactical area of responsibility'
(TOAR). They operate in such great distances that they are beyond the boundaries, or fan, of any artillery and/or
naval gunfire support (NGFS); unlike their division recon brethren, whose operations are strictly within the artillery
and gunfire support fan. Silence and stealth are vital in reducing chances of compromising their position—if a single
round is fired, the mission has failed.

Objectively, their reconnoitering roles (whether in elements of amphibious or ground) are an abstract of preliminary
(or pre-'D-Day') and post-assault reconnaissance, which mainly consist of numerous missions, some examples are
provided as such:
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• battle damage assessment (BDA) missions–these missions involve witnessing and reporting collateral damage of
target(s) caused by delivered payload, either from heavy support fire measures (artillery and naval gunfire
support), high-explosive– or thermonuclear weapons.

• remote sensors operations[7] –placing remote sensors and beacons are vital for the marking friendly/hostile
boundaries and areas for helicopter pilots, for assault or infantry transport, becoming detrimental for combat or
logistic support; this mission has made pathfinding operations obsolete.

• initial terminal guidance (ITG)–setting up/preparing landing zones (LZ) and drop zones (DZ) for forward
operating sites Marine fixed or rotary wing aircraft, possible future landing spots for parachute entry, or
waterborne locations (landing force, ship-to-shore) operations.

Black Operations

A team of operators from a direct action platoon
(DRP) conduct 'vessel, board, search, and seizure'
(VBSS) training during a Maritime Interdiction
Operation (MIO) exercise.—example of black

operations.

Black operations are the missions that require direct action (DA). They
are the opposite of green operations missions, where the force recon
operators basically "look for trouble". Depending on the situation and
the target location, the FORECON operators usually conduct direct
action missions within the artillery and naval gun support fan; these
operations demonstrate "small-scale" shock and awe.

Examples are the seizures and occupation of gas/oil platforms
(GOPLAT) and the Visit, Board, Search, and Seizure (VBSS) of ships
during Maritime Interdiction Operations (MIO), as well as
orchestrating close air support, a vital skill exercised in DA missions;
force recon operators forward observe from static positions and spider
holes for artillery and naval gunfire support, or ordnance and payload
delivery.

They also provide Personal Security Detail (PSD) for critically
important personnel. They are capable of performing In-Extremis
Hostage Rescue (IHR) but this is no longer a Force Recon mission
task.[8] The Maritime Special Purpose Force (MSPF) are designed for
IHR missions for the MEF's subordinate Marine Expeditionary Unit
(Special Operations Capable) [MEU (SOC)] in its stead.

Organization

In the past, early force reconnaissance companies in the Marine Corps had made numerous titular changes to its table
of organization (T/O), so much in fact, it can be quite hard to exactly describe in detail on its primary command
structure. However, the companies initially were designed to function under the echelon of the Navy/Marine force
commanders (e.g. the under the direct operational control of the Commander, Amphibious Task Force (CATF) and
Landing Force (CLF), and Fleet Marine Force) during amphibious landing operations or expeditionary
engagements—to provide timely intelligence without exhausting their reconnaissance assets from the Marine
Division—thus hampering their valuable support to its infantry regiments.

Due to these changes, FORECON has been detached and reported to multiple commanders of Marine infantry
divisions, the Command Elements (CE) of the Marine Air-Ground Task Forces, and the immediate commander of
the Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF). They were re-organized or reserved for 'special reconnaissance' assignments
that would otherwise help shape the outcome of his battlefield.[9] Also, these companies a few times in its existence
had either folded into the Marine division, its regiment's Recon Battalions, or dissolved entirely to only resurface
during conflicts, or when other similar reasons had arisen.[2]
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After the creation of → Marine Special Operations Command (MARSOC) in August 11, 2006, it marked the United
States Marine Corps's first commitment to the → United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM). By
February 2006, 2nd FORECON deactivated its command.[10] The most experienced operators were selected to fill
the ranks for the newly-established Marine Special Operations Battalion's (MSOBs) teams. A month later in January,
1st FORECON met the same fate.[11] The remaining Marines in both force recon companies molded into new "D"
companies within the division recon battalions, forming the Deep Reconnaissance Platoons (DRPs). The DRPs are
designed to maintain and preserve the 'deep reconnaissance' assets to the MAFTF commanders.
In October 2008, by the direction of the Commandant of the Marine Corps (CMC), the D companies within both 1st
and 2nd Reconnaissance Battalions were redesignated as "Force Reconnaissance" companies and assigned
operational control to the Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF) accordingly, particularly the I MEF and II MEF.[12]
These companies will assume the traditional deep reconnaissance and supportive arms mission set and will deploy in
support of current directive required by the United States Marine Corps.
The two Force Reconnaissance companies of 1st and 2nd Recon Battalions, along with 3rd Reconnaissance
Battalion's DRP [formerly 5th Force Recon Company], are currently the only active components of force-level
reconnaissance; whereas the 3rd and 4th FORECON are the Active Reserve component to the Fleet Marine Force.

Table of Organization (T/O)
Each Force Reconnaissance company is basically the same, they all contain its command element and force recon
platoons. Each company is in command by a company commander and his executive officer.

Commanding Officer (CO)
Executive Officer (XO)

Command Element

• (S-1) Administration
• (S-2) Intelligence
• (S-3) Operations
• (S-4) Logistics
• (S-6) Communications

Headquarters and Service (H&S) Platoon
1st Platoon (Direct Action Platoon
[DAP])
2nd Platoon (DAP)
3rd Platoon (Deep Recon Platoon [DRP])
4th Platoon (DRP)
5th Platoon (Scout Sniper Platoon)

Active

Emblem Name Parent Division Location

Force Reconnaissance Company

 1st Reconnaissance Battalion,

 1st Marine Division

MCB Camp Pendleton, CA

 2nd Reconnaissance
Battalion,

 2nd Marine Division

MCB Camp Lejeune, NC
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3rd Force Reconnaissance
Company

 Marine Forces Reserve,

 II Marine Expeditionary Force*

Mobile, Alabama

4th Force Reconnaissance Company

 Marine Forces Reserve,

 I Marine Expeditionary Force*

Alameda, CA

*they supplement their respective Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) when the primary active companies are unavailable.

Deactivated

Logo Name Parent Command Location

1st Force Reconnaissance Company

 I Marine Expeditionary Force

MCB Camp Pendleton, CA

2nd Force Reconnaissance Company

 II Marine Expeditionary Force

MCB Camp Lejeune, NC

5th Force Reconnaissance Company

 III Marine Expeditionary Force

MCB Camp Butler, Okinawa

History
The historical roots of 'Force Recon' companies can be traced back to the antecedent Amphibious Reconnaissance
Battalion, whose numerous pre-D–Day reconnoitering of enemy beaches during the Pacific campaigns of World
War II proved the vitality of the Fleet Marine Force's amphibious reconnaissance doctrine. This unique unit reported
directly to the landing force commander, which exercised his availability of receiving important intelligence at his
disposal.
Formed initially as a company-size element from the Observer Group, under the command of Major James L. Jones,
they were amongst the first—along with the early Navy Combat Demolition Units (the predecessor to the
Underwater Demolition Teams [i.e. the Navy SEALs])—to embark from submarines; most of their missions
complemented those of the NCDU and the UDT. The 'amphibious reconnaissance' doctrine clearly outlined that the
recon Marines duties consisted of scouting the littoral areas, or beachhead, to inland; to test the soil permeability of a
possible beach landing, or to clear any obstacles that may hinder an amphibious assault, and to observe any sign of
enemy activity. The Navy UDT were tasked to provide the same, but from off the coastline to the littoral, or adjacent
beach areas.[13]

Jones and his recon Marines scouted the Japanese-fortified beaches and observed the terrain, materials or other 
entities, primarily reporting to the force commander of any vital intelligence, or mission-oriented importance. 
Although Jones's Marines were all exceptionally skilled combatant divers, or frogmen, they usually inserted by
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boats—mostly due to the multiple radios [primary and contingent] they carried, as relaying communication to the
landing force commander was paramount; and time means of sending in a platoon-sized element, with any means of
heavy firepower (mortars, machineguns, etc.) at their disposal since they were greatly outnumbered and isolated
from other major Marine forces, whom are still embarked on the destroyer-transport ships.[9]

By the end of World War II, the Amphib Recon Battalion terminated its command; its Marines either filled the ranks
of other infantry platoons, or folded into the Scout (Tank) and the newly formed division reconnaissance companies.
This force-level reconnaissance element wasn't reestablished until the early-1950s when the Amphibious
Reconnaissance Battalions were assembled for preliminary operations in Korea. Their efforts were proven that
gaining beforehand the knowledge of the enemy in the event of a major operation was extremely crucial to
safeguarding the men, and provided better operational planning.
The Korean War introduced the new concept of using rotary-wing aircraft to the Marine Corps in combat
employment for logistics and rapid troop transport. Also, the atomic age was emerging and caused concerns within
the military leaders. The Commandant of the Marine Corps, General Lemuel Shepherd acted upon creating an
un-institutionalized test unit, the "Marine Corps Test Unit#1" (or MCTU#1), to research and experiment in new
and improvised combative tactics, methods in preparing the Marine Corps in operating strategically, in cohesion or
against, the use of nuclear weapons.[14]

Many of the conceptual ideas for Force Recon was pioneered by Major Bruce F. Meyers, the test unit's
"Reconnaissance/Pathfinder Project Officer" from MCTU #1's Plans and Development (P&D) Section. His position
can be seen as an unillustrated subsidiary to an 'operations' (G-6) and 'training' (G-7) officer. Major Meyers tested
many methods for the 'Recon Platoon' various innovative techniques and evaluated their results for use for
parachuting and pathfinding missions, in conjunction of using its heliborne and aircraft wing assets adding 'deeper'
reconnaissance penetration capabilities. This new found capability enabled reconnaissance Marines the extreme
advantage of operating further behind enemy lines.[1]

The MCTU#1's Reconnaissance Platoon, commanded by Captain Joseph Taylor, founded and adopted the more
modern 'force reconnaissance' doctrine, methods which were instrumented by Major Meyers. They were developing
and performing innovative clandestine insertion methods before the Navy SEALs and the Army's "Green Berets";
techniques such as the submarine locking -in and -out methods, underwater "blow and go" ascends, high altitude,
low opening, or HALO and (-high opening) HAHO parachute insertions.[1]

MCTU#1 has concluded that parachute reconnaissance and pathfinding capabilities would exist at force-level, the
Fleet Marine Force (the highest command echelon of the United States Marine Corps). At first, the concept was to be
formed into a "Force Recon Battalion"—this battalion would have as many 'force recon' companies as there were
division-wing MAGTFs in the Marine operating forces. Recognizing the limited budget during the fiscal year of
1957, it was recommended that instead, it be formed at company-sized elements, for the west and east coast.[1] In
July 1957, The MCTU#1 was amalgamated into the existing 1st Amphibious Reconnaissance Battalion; the next
day, the battalion cased its colors and redesignated it as "1st Force Reconnaissance Company". Although the test
unit was no longer operating, Meyers continued to research and test more innovative methods.
Major Meyers and his top swimmers and senior officers of the company would test and train in submarine lock-in
and -out methods and ascending techniques. While cross-trained by the Navy's Master Divers, they learned the
operation of the early rebreather systems, and advanced open water swimming. Meyers also understood that his
recon Marines will be operating 50 to 150 miles away from their littoral or operating area, or from any naval support;
in order to get his Marines out of a "hot" area, extraction techniques needed to be developed. Bruce Meyer's 1st
FORECON, along with 1st Recon Company and 1st Marine Aircraft Wing were aware of the McGuire and STABO
systems that were used by the United States Army's Special Forces and agreed that it had defects and disadvantages.
The Marine Corp created a system that was more simplified rig that had greater capacity, the Special Personnel
Insertion and Extraction (SPIE) rig.[1]
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Weapons Planning Group (Code 121)

The Reconnaissance/Surveillance Section of the Weapons Planning Group, Landing Force Development Center at
Quantico introduced Force Recon to new technological methods of achieving their objective. Many of the tests and
evaluations that were tried, resembled the tests of MCTU #1. However, MCTU #1 were testing in methods of
inserting reconnaissance teams "deep" in the battlefield. The Weapons Planning Group (Code 121) provided the
basis of equipment and instruments that would become instrumental to recon Marines. Beacons for helicopter
guidance, laser designators for the guidance of ordnance, laser rangefinders, and many more were tested.[4]

During the Vietnam War, one of the reconnaissance officers of Code 121, then- Major Alex Lee, brought most of his
testing experiences to 3rd Force Reconnaissance Company, when he was assigned as the commanding officer in
1969-1970. He formed Force Recon's missions that are still distinct today: remote sensor operations. Also, the
Surveillance and Reconnaissance Center (SRC) [predecessor to the Surveillance, Reconnaissance, and Intelligence
Group (SRIG)] were formed within the III Marine Amphibious Force (IIIMAF). The obsolete pathfinding operations
were taken over by the newer beacons and homing devices.[4]

Operations

Vietnam War, 1965-1974
1st Force Reconnaissance Company was deployed to Vietnam in 1965, while 2nd Force Reconnaissance Company
stayed behind at MCB Camp Lejeune as a contingency and trained new recruits. During the war, forty-four Marines
of 1st FORECON were killed or missing-in-action. 3rd Force Reconnaissance Company was also formed and
deployed to Vietnam during this time. 1st Force Reconnaissance continued in the engagement until 1974 after the
U.S. withdrawal.

Mission Training Plan
Training within the Company is outlined by the Mission Training Plan (MTP). It is used in conjunction with the
training and exercises that are conducted by the Marine Expeditionary Units for their "Special Operations Capable"
certification. It follows a systematic approach to training, and the emphasis is to "train as they expect to fight".

"The best form of WELFARE for our Marines and sailors is first class training; this saves unnecessary
casualties". —MTP quote by S-3 of FORECON companies.[8]

The Mission Training Plan has five phases, and is based on a two-year platoon cycle. Training is ongoing and
continuous, and functions as if it were a loop. Before FORECON operators are "Special Operations Capable" they
follow the Company's MTP, which underlines the training protocol of the Pre-deployment Training Program (PTP).
1. Phase 1: Individual Training
2. Phase 2: Unit Training
3. Phase 3: MEU (SOC) Training
4. Phase 4: MEU (SOC) Deployment
5. Phase 5: MEU (SOC) Post Deployment

Phase 1

The first phase in FORECON's Mission Training Plan takes place within the MEU's Pre-deployment Training 
Program (PTP) Initial Training Phase. In order for Marines to become Force Recon operators, it is required to 
complete each course as they progress through the 'Accession Pipeline'. Although, there are other senior and veteran 
Marines that have already served with Force Recon, choosing to stay attached to the company only to repeat the 
2-year platoon cycle continuously. Which ever the case, they both will attend their respective schools: the candidates 
traverse through the accession pipeline, as the recon veterans attend specialized schools—both participating in Phase
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1 of the MTP.[8]

The recon candidates of Force Recon are required to obtain the designation of MOS 0326 [formerly 8654],
Reconnaissance Man, Parachutist/Combatant Diver Qualified. In order to achieve that, they must attend the
following courses.

Accession Pipeline

• Infantry Rifleman Course — Infantry Training Battalion, US Marine Corps Schools of Infantry (East or West)
• Basic Reconnaissance Course — United States Marine Corps School of Infantry (West)

A platoon of Force Recon team operators battle
their Combat Rubber Reconnaissance Craft

(CRRC) against the surf out to sea, a skill that
they learned since their days in the Basic Recon

Course.

• Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Escape (SERE) [Level
"C"]/High Risk Personnel (HRP) Course —Navy Remote
Training Sites; NAS Brunswick, Rangeley, Maine and NAS North
Island, Warner Springs, California.

• United States Marine Corps Combatant Diver Course — Navy
Diving Salvage and Training Center, Naval Support Activity
Panama City, Florida

• Basic Airborne Course— United States Army Airborne School,
Fort Benning, Georgia

• Special Operations Training Group (SOTG) — I MEF, Camp
Pendleton; II MEF, Camp Lejeune; III MEF, Camp S.D. Butler

• Military Free Fall School — John F. Kennedy Special Warfare
Center and School, Yuma Proving Grounds, Arizona

Special Schools

During the 'Individual Training Phase', the candidates are undergoing the accession pipeline to become qualified
MOS 0321; the already-billeted Force Recon operators (who had already completed the required courses in the
accession pipeline [basic recon, parachutist and diving, and SERE/HRP courses] may continue to remain with
FORECON after the 3-year rotation cycle and set up advanced cross-service training from other schools provided by
the → Special Operations Forces (SOF) units. Although these specialized schools are not necessarily required, they
are highly encouraged.
Many Marine Corps 'training liaisons' represent the Marines at many cross-services schools, to ensure training slots
and openings are met and filled by the Marines that requested, or were recommended, for advanced training.[8] Some
of these courses may not be able to facilitate the Marine students, the instructors of these schools resort to
complement the Marines' requested syllabus by designing subsidiary courses of the similar. This argument becomes
clear on whether Marines may, or may not, actually attend the Basic Underwater Demolitions/SEAL (BUD/S).
Nonetheless, in the past, selected operators within Force Recon had attended the courses of instructions provided by
BUD/S Instructors and their completion is documented in their military Service Record Book (SRB) or Officer
Qualification Record (OQR).
• Recon and Surveillance Leaders Course — (All team leaders and above)
• Pathfinder Course — (All team leaders and above)
• Low-Level Static Line/Military Free Fall Jumpmaster School — (2 per platoon)
• Mountain Leaders (Summer/Winter) Course — (1 per team)
• USMC Scout Sniper Course — (1 per team)
• US Army Airborne School — (2 per platoon)
• HRST Master Course — (2 per platoon)
• Dive Supervisor Course — (2 per platoon)
• LAR V Technician Course — (2 per platoon)
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• Ammunition Drivers Course — (2 per platoon)
• Laser Operators Course — (1 per team)

Phase 2

The second phase of the MTP also takes place during the MEU's PTP Initial Training Phase.

Training Cell (T-Cell)

A Marine helocasts out the back of a CH-46 Sea
Knight.

The Training Cell (T-Cell) is regulated by the experienced staff
non-commissioned officers (SNCOs) of FMF Recon company's
Operations Section (S-3). This removes the responsibility of
coordinating training from the platoon headquarters, and permits them
to train with their men (rather than to just oversee the training). There
are no officers that go on actual missions with the force recon
operators, they remain back with HQ Platoon in Operations and/or
Communications to keep contact with his platoon(s). As the platoon
headquarters may act as a 4th Team under certain conditions, this
training is necessary.[8]

"Fight as you train, train as you fight!"—quote by unknown.[8]

An additional and no less important advantage to the T-Cell is that it acts as a training ground for future platoon
sergeants. Those assigned to the T-Cell are all highly trained and experienced operators. Some have deployed as
platoon sergeants, and some have not. Experienced FORECON operators within T-Cell monitor, evaluate and
improve the training to ensure that exercises meet real-world conditions.[8]

• Advanced Long Range Communications Package — (3-weeks) It is conducted by the Company
Communications Section. As the term Deep reconnaissance indicates, the platoon will operate well forward of
other forces. In order to report observations, call for fires or extract, all members need to have a complete and
thorough knowledge of the sophisticated communication equipment carried. It includes manual Morse code, and
long-range high frequency (HF), satellite, multi-band, and digital communications.

• Weapons and Tactics Package —(3-weeks) Involves 5000-8000 rounds fired from the M4 carbine equipped
with a Special Operations Peculiar Modification kit and the MEU(SOC) Pistol (.45 ACP). A live fire and
maneuvering exercise in immediate action (IA) drills within close range of rotary wing support, as well as
transportation, is conducted on the third week. As the Marines become familiar with their weapons, they conduct
field exercise, force-on-force, live-fire drills using a militarized version of the Simunitions kit called the Special
Effects Small Arms Marking Systems, or SESAMS. The Marking Cartridge ammunition contains a sabot and a
small, plastic round encasing a colored detergent or paint, usually red or blue.

• Threat Weapons Familiarization Package — (1 week) Concludes "knowledge of weapons" with identification
and operation of threat weapons used by adversaries of the United States. Threat Weapons include assault,
automatic and mobilized weapons.

• Force Fires Package — Gives the Marines a working knowledge of fixed and rotary wing close air support and
Naval Gun Surface Fire (NGSF) by utilizing the AN/PEQ-1A Laser Acquisition Marker (SOFLAM) to "paint"
their targets.
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The Mercedez-Benz GDT-290 "Interim Fast
Attack Vehicle" (IFAV) is a replacement of the
Chenowth FAV desert buggy and the modified

M-151A2 (MUTT Jeep).—circa 2001

• Mobile Reconnaissance Package — Covers operating and
maintaining the M998 HMMWV and the Interim Fast Attack
Vehicle. Rapid deployment of FORECON requires fast
mobilization. The current IFAV is a replacement of the two earlier
FAVs, the M-151A2 and the Chenowth FAV that were employed in
the 1980s and 1990s.

• Advanced Airborne Package —Extremely important to Force
Recon for inserting Marines behind enemy lines. In this three-week
period, Marines will transition from conventional Low Level Static
Line Low Level Static Line (LLSL) insertions into the hallmark
HAHO techniques. Usually it consists of consecutive night jumps
with night combat equipment, but HAHO training is also done in

the Paraloft of the S3 Section using a complex virtual reality-based (VR) computer system. While wearing a VR
headset device, the Marines hang suspended from the Paraloft ceiling that resembles the MC-5 Ram Air
parachute. Many simulations are factored in this Virtual Reality Parachute Simulation; it allows the Marine to
jump at high altitudes and visually check his main canopy for proper deployment, alleviate malfunctions, to
cutaway and deploy a reserve parachute, then employ guidance and control to an unmarked drop zone (DZ).

• Combat Trauma Package — Examination of first aid and medical treatment that can prepare Marines in many
realistic scenarios where Marines can become casualties. This package is built for Marines to give them
confidence and knowledge to apply medical attention to themselves or others while operating in hazard
environments whether they are engaged in combat or not.

• Amphibious Training Package — (2 weeks) While Marines were introduced to amphibious reconnaissance
from the BRC, the T-Cell outlines the Amphibious Training package before they are attached to a MEU(SOC),
this package refines their ability to conduct amphibious operations, and conventional and selected maritime
special operations capabilities incorporating all their skills for Marines to work as a team. Refreshes long-range
nautical navigation, and refines the platoon SOP for conducting hydrographic surveys. Launch and recovery is
from a variety of naval vessels, including surface combatants and submarines. This training takes place at Seal
Beach and San Diego, California on the west coast; and Onslow Beach, North Carolina on the east coast.

• Combatant Dive Package — Designed for concentrating on the unit's capabilities in the water. They will learn
more about the LAR-V rebreather as they have been taught at the USMC Combatant Dive Course. The T-Cell
will introduce the Diver Propulsion Device (DPD) and the "buddy line", a 15–20-foot (4.6–6.1 m) pipe made
from composite plastics that every Marine is attached to when diving. This ensures that the team remain close
together as the water may be impossible for visuals contact in subsurface swimming.[15]

Other training packages are available to mold the Marines into a fully functional Recon unit, including long range
patrolling in desert areas, such as Twentynine Palms or MCAS Yuma, mountainous terrain and other environments
relevant in peacetime or conflict. At the end of Phase 2 Training, the platoon is completely stood up in all aspects of
the long-range reconnaissance mission. More importantly, they have spent 6-months of 'platoon-oriented' training
together.[8]

Phase 3

Special Operations Training Group (SOTG)

This 6-month training phase emphasizing more in the direct action, or "black operations". It is conducted by the 
Special Operations Training Group (SOTG). This phase takes place during the MEU's PTP Intermediate Training 
Phase. These courses involves both aspects of maritime and urbanized environments and how to apply close quarters 
combat and science in demolition, gas/oil platform (GOPLAT) training, cordon and search, Visit, Board, Search, and
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Seizure (VBSS), shipboard assaults training and humanitarian operations.[16] The recon operators get the chance to
train in unfamiliar urban areas and maritime structures.[8]

Phase 4

Once the SOC Certification Final Training Phase is finished, the MEU with the detached Force Recon platoon as a
functionable special operations capable force. Then they sail on a six-month deployment. This long deployment are
known as the 'Deployment Phases' to Force Recon, they sail from either three locations, off the east or west coast, or
Okinawa. The I MEF on the west would deploy its Marine Expeditionary Units (MEUs) to the western Pacific and
the II MEF's MEUs on the east coast sails across the Atlantic Ocean to either the Mediterranean Sea or the Persian
Gulf. The III MEF's 31st MEU in Okinawa is to be used as a contingency for reinforced support of an area spanning
from southwest Asia to the central Pacific. The III MEF is the only MEF of the FMF that is permanently fully
deployed at all times.

Whether garrisoned on land or aboard ship, along
with their naval counterpart, training is constant
while at sea. These Marines are firing a modified

Springfield .45 ACP [the MEU(SOC) pistol].

While Force Recon is afloat, they still remain focused on their
self-disciplined training sessions. They conduct small arms live fire
training on the deck of the ships and physical fitness training. Also in
many cases, foreign maritime forces alike participate in joint exercises
or training maneuvers, such as the Royal Thai Marine Corps, British
Royal Marines, and Australian Forces. But while they may be training,
the MEU are capable of projecting fully forward deployed operational
task forces. Thus, epitomizing the infamous Marine Corps slogan,
"force-in-readiness".

Phase 5

The last phase is the post-deployment phase. After 18-months of
training and deployment, the platoon is granted 30-days of military leave. Once a force recon operator has finished
deployment, they have a decision to make. What makes Force Recon unique from Division Recon, and the other →
SOFs, is the career style that is emplaced in the Force Recon company structure. They can choose to stay with the
Force Recon Company and continue their assignment with the MEU, recycling its loop cycle; or they can get release
from the FORECON company and go back to their original assignment, whether it being administration, motor
transport, or infantry. However, on average, approximately 50% of the platoon will leave, their time in Force having
expired.[8]

Equipment
The primary weapons used by both Division and FMF Recon assets are typically the same standard-issued weapons
in the arsenal of the Marine Corps. However, since Force Recon's missions are directly involved in parachuting and
underwater insertions, they demand weapons and equipment that are essential to their job. Their equipment reflects
on which ever tasks that have been assigned by the MAGTF, MEF, or MEU commander; either direct action (black)
or deep recon (green) operations.
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Table of Equipment (T/E)
Some equipment only fit the desire of needs for one particular mission over another. There are however some
equipment that are used for both black and green operations, and these pieces of gear are usually combat vests, flak
and armor jackets (or systems), and harnesses for use in hasty extraction measures.
Particularly during green operations, these missions normally encompasses in surveillance and reconnaissance. The
equipment carried into the field are usually cameras, scopes, and most importantly communications. Two recon
Marines serving acts as radiomen in the team, each team/platoon often bring two field radios that are able to
withstand the elements of seawater, and rugged patrolling as they tread inland—if one radio fails, they resort to the
supplemented radio. This is to ensure that vital information can always be sent to the commander, his S-3/S-6 shop,
or similar intelligence collection agencies. More common in today's infrastructure, many of the intelligence-gathered
information are sent and process by the Marine Expeditionary Force's "Surveillance, Reconnaissance, and
Intelligence Group" (SRIG).
For black operations, the Marines carry weapons that are more of the close-quarter combative use; grenades, carbine
rifles, sub-machine guns (SMGs), and any tool to use for breaching barricades and doors. Also, they are equipped
with laser designating devices to "paint" their targets with laser-guiding coordinates to deliver payload to
un-expecting targets. Since they are "bringing the fight to the enemy", they don't rely on camouflage as stealthily
action is not a factor in these situations.

Equipment Mission Type

M4A1 Close Quarters Battle Weapon (CQBW)

• Special Operations Peculiar Modification (SOPMOD) M4A1 kit
• M203 grenade launcher

Black Weapon

M16A2/A4 Service Rifle Green Weapon

M249 Squad Automatic Weapon Green Weapon

MARPAT Combat Utility Uniform (Desert · Woodland) Green Uniform

Combat Integrated Releasable Armor System (CIRAS) (Land or Maritime) - Combat
gear

MEU(SOC) Pistol with Safariland 6004 holster Black Weapon

Interim Fast Attack Vehicle (IFAV) Black Vehicle

Sniper/precision rifles

• M40 Sniper Rifle
• M14 Designated Marksman Rifle (DMR)

Green Weapon

M82A3 SASR .50 Anti-Materiel Weapon Black Weapon

M240 General Purpose Machine Gun (GPMG) Black Weapon

M2HB .50-cal Heavy Machine Gun Black Weapon

Lightweight Helmet Black Combat
gear

NOMEX Uniform (Desert · Woodland)

• Flight suit *modified for Force Recon operator use
• balaclava
• Aviator gloves
• rigger's belt

Black Uniform

Breaching Shotguns

• Benelli M1014
• Mossberg 500
• Remington 870

Black Weapon
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Improved Load Bearing Equipment (ILBE) - Combat
gear

Long-range Communications, radio and SATCOM

• AN/PRC-148 - Racal Multiband Inter/Intra Team Radio (MBITR)
• AN/PRC-117F
• AN/PRC-138 (V2 ICOM)

Green Equipment

Obvervation Scopes

• Kowa TSN-822
• DRS Technologies "Nightstar"

Green Equipment

Man Pack Secondary Imagery Dissemination System (MPSIDS) Green Equipment

M2120 SOPHIE Long Range Thermal Imager Green Equipment

AN/PEQ-1A Special Operations Forces Laser Marker (SOFLAM) Green Equipment

Defense Advanced GPS Receiver (DAGR) Green Equipment

Special Equipment

A six-man stick of team operators from 1st Force
Recon perform a 'high-altitude, low-opening'

(HALO) parachute insertion jump at
≈22,000–30,000 ft. above sea-level. —circa 2004

In addition to the SCUBA equipment used in amphibious
mission-essential tasks, Force Recon also maintains and operates
parachutes. This is the main difference and separation from Division
Reconnaissance—all FORECON operators are required to be
parachutists. The parachutist equipment is stored in the Force
Reconnaissance's Parachute Loft.

Parachute pack systems - The parachute is one of the trademarks of
Force Recon, throughout its existence the operators have extensively
used a wide variety of parachutes. In the mid-1950s, they used the
T-10, then later adopting the Capewell canopy release which provided
a cut-away to reduce the deadly effect of drag. The T-10 became the
most frequented parachute; which had two variants, one for low-level
static line (LLSL) and the other for military free fall (MFF) descends.
They had numerous parachutes listed under the Table of Equipment
(T/E) that had been contained in the Paraloft. Even in its formative
days in the Marine Corps Test Unit#1, the operators and testers of the
Naval Parachute Unit (NPU) at El Centro had tested and sported
numerous parachutes, adding modifications and suggestions that soon
were adopted by other parachutists. By the 1990s, the MC-4 and MC-5
Ram Air Parachutes became the feasible choice, as it allows more
detailed and accurate landing in smaller areas, easy to control -
especially during oscillation of the canopy. Plus, it was formed to modulate between the LLSL and MFF without
having to consort to a different pack.

These are parachutes that are still contained in the T/E of the Parachute Loft, however some may not be currently in
use:
• T-10
• MC1-B
• MC-series (MC-1B, MC-4, MC-5) *Ram Air

• Canopies (Main & Reserve): Surface area - 370 square feet (34 m2)
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• Altitude range: 3000 feet (910 m) AG> to 30000 feet (9100 m) ft MSL
• Forward speed: 15-25 MPH
• Rate of descent: 4–18 ft/sec
• Maximum Load: 700 pounds (320 kg)

Parachutist Individual Equipment Kit (PIEK) - The PIEK contains all the Force Recon's parachutist clothing and
equipment assigned by Force Recon's Paraloft. They are used for the high-altitude MFFs (HAHO or HALO) and
LLSL parachute operations. Due to extreme cold encountered during high altitude parachute operations, the
parachutist must have protection from the environment.
• Gore-Tex Jumpsuit
• Polartec Jumpsuit Liner
• Cotton Ripstop Jumpsuit
• Flyer's Gloves
• Goretex Cold-weather Gloves
• Overboots
• MA2-30 Altimeter
• Helmet
• Flyer's Helmet Bag
• Flyer's Kitbag - used to carry operator's rucksack, ammunition, communications, etc.

Single Action Release Personal Equipment Lowering Equipment (SARPELS) — The Force Recon operators are
also equipped with a complete equipment lowering system for both LLSL and MFF parachute operations. It allows
them carry various configurations of all their individual mission-essential equipment, usually contained within their
Flyer's Kitbag. SARPELS also provides easy access to their weapons and equipment upon parachute landing and has
a single-action release capability. It can be front or rear mounted , whichever is preferred. Once they have descended
to about 100 feet (30 m) above the surface, they use the SARPEL to release their gear (weapons/kitbag), dropping it
below them while still attached to their harness by a 25-foot (7.6 m) rope. It is used to minimize injuries in landing
due to heavy load of equipment. The parachustists must maneuver themselves in order not to drop onto their gear
during parachute landing falls.
• SARPELS Cargo Carrier
• Horizontal & Vertical Cargo Carrier Securing Straps
• Single Action Release Handle
• MFF Equipment Attaching Strap
• 15-foot (4.6 m) LLSL Lowering Line
• 8-foot (2.4 m) MFF Lowering Line

Notes

See also
• MARSOC - Marine Special Operations Command
• Marine Corps Special Operations Capable Forces

Sources
  This article incorporates public domain material from websites or documents of the United States Marine Corps.

• Marine Administrative Message (MARADMIN) 417/07, Reconnaissance Marine Lateral Move Policy and
Procedures [17]

• Field Manual (FM) 7-92, The Infantry Reconnaissance Platoon and Squad (Airborne, Air Assault, Light
Infantry) [18]
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• Marine Corps Reference Publication (MCRP) 2-1C, Marine Air Ground Task Force Intelligence
Dissemination [19]

• Marine Corps Order (MCO) 3500.20B, Marine Corps Parachuting and Diving Policy and Program
Administration [http://www.safetycenter.navy.mil/instructions/Parachute/MCO_3500.20B.pdf

• Marine Corps Warfighting Publication (MCWP) 2-1, Intelligence Operations [20]
• MCWP 2-15.1, Remote Sensor Operations [21]
• MCO 1543.12, Material Fielding Plan for the Combat Rubber Reconnaissance Craft (CRRC) [22]
• MCO 3500.42A, Marine Corps Helicopter Rope Suspension Techniques (HRST) Policy and Program

Administration [23]
• MCO 1510.125, Individual Training Standards (ITS) Systems for Marine Combat Water Survival Training

(MCWST) [24]
• MCO 3502.2A, Marine Expeditionary Units (Special Operations Capable) (MEU(SOC)) Special Skills

Certification Program [25]
• MCO 3502.3A, Marine Expeditionary Unit (Special Operations Capable) Predeployment Training Program

(PTP) [26]
• Operational Requirements Document (ORD) for an Underwater Reconnaissance Capability (URC)[27]

External links
• US Marine Corps [28]

• Force Recon Association [29]

• 3rd Force Reconnaissance Co. [30]

• 4th Force Reconnaissance Co. [31]

• ShadowSpear Special Operations Marine Force Reconnaissance [32]

• SpecialOperations.com Marine Recon Page [33]

• Marine 3rd Recon Bn., 31st MEU(SOC) [34]

• Recon Marines [35]

• Global Security USMC Unit Listings [36]

• SpecWarNet: USMC Recon Battalions [37]
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Intelligence Support Activity

 Intelligence Support Activity 

Intelligence Support Activity patch
 Active 1981

 Country United States

 Branch United States Army

 Type → United States Special Operations Forces

 Role Operational preparation of the battlefield, provides HUMINT and SIGINT

 Nickname "The Activity"

 Motto "Send Me" or Veritas Omnia Vincula Vincit ("Truth Overcomes All Things")

 Engagements Operation Winter Harvest
Operation Desert Storm
Operation Gothic Serpent
Operation Enduring Freedom
Operation Iraqi Freedom

The United States Army Intelligence Support Activity (USAISA, frequently shortened to Intelligence Support
Activity or ISA, and nicknamed The Activity) is a United States Army → Special Operations unit originally
subordinated to the US Army Intelligence and Security Command (INSCOM). It is tasked to collect actionable
intelligence in advance of missions by other US special operations forces, especially → Delta Force and →
DEVGRU in counter-terrorist operations.
USAISA was the official name of the unit from 1981 to 1989 ; previously it was known as the Field Operations
Group (FOG), created in September 1980. In 1989, the then USAISA commander sent a telex "terminating" the
USAISA term and his Special Access Program GRANTOR SHADOW, but the unit continued under a series of
different codenames which are changed every two years ; known codenames include CENTRA SPIKE, TORN
VICTOR, CEMETERY WIND and GRAY FOX.
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History

The Field Operations Group

Colonel Jerry King, founder and first
commander of the FOG and eventually

the ISA

The Field Operations Group (FOG) was created in summer 1979 in order to
take part to a second attempt to rescue the U.S. hostages held in the Tehran
embassy after the failure of the Operation Eagle Claw. That operation had
highlighted the U.S. shortfall in intelligence gathering,[1] in spite of the
attempts by Major Richard J. Meadows, who operated undercover in Tehran
during the operation.[2] [3]

The Field Operations Group was under command of Colonel Jerry King, and
operated in Iran, accomplishing various covert intelligence-gathering
missions. The work accomplished by the FOG was successful but the second
attempt, called Operation Credible Sport, never happened because the air
assets needed were not available.[4] [5]

After the cancellation of Operation Credible Sport, the FOG, although created
only for that mission, was not disbanded because its unique abilities were
needed to meet future Special Operations contingencies. So, on March 3,
1981, the FOG was established as a permanent unit and renamed US Army
Intelligence Support Activity.[4] . This activity should not be confused with a
later activity known as the Ground Intelligence Support Activity (GISA) as
subordinated to the Army G2.

Badge/Insignia
Badge depicts an American Bald Eagle grasping a claymore, surrounded by a kilt belt, inscribed with Latin
translation of 'Truth Always Conquers'.
The badge was deliberately designed by Jerry King and other founding members of the unit because of their shared
Scottish heritage. The claymore is a broadsword originating from the Scottish Highlands, and the belt surrounding
the badge is in the same style as many Scottish clan's badges.

The US Army Intelligence Support Activity

Build-up

The Intelligence Support Activity began to immediately select new operators, growing from FOG's 50 people to
about 100. The ISA remained extremely secret ; all its records were classified under a Special Access Program (at
first named OPTIMIZE TALENT) ; the ISA was given its first secret budget of $7 million, a secret headquarters in
Arlington, Virginia, and cover name, the Tactical Concept Activity.[4] ISA included three main operations branches
(Command, SIGINT and Operations), and an analysis branch, whose name changed over the years (i.e. Directorate
of Intelligence, Directorate of Intelligence and Security)[6] . Colonel Jerry King became ISA's first commander.[4]

ISA mission was to support top-tier → Special Operations Forces (primarily → Delta Force and → SEAL Team Six)
in counter-terrorist operations and other special missions, by actionable intelligence collection, pathfinding, and
operational support. The ISA performed many operations, mainly in Latin America and Middle East, but also in East
Africa, South-East Asia and Europe during its existence.[4]
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First missions

The ISA conducted various missions, including giving protection to the Lebanese leader Bashir Gemayel and
attempting to buy a Soviet T-72 tank from Iraq (a deal that was finally stopped by the Iraqis).[4]

The Dozier kidnapping

On 17 December 1981, the senior U.S. Army officer in NATO southern European Command, Brigadier General
James L. Dozier, was kidnapped by Italian Red Brigades terrorists. The search for the place where General Dozier
was held saw the deployment of a massive effort by Italian and U.S. forces, including "remote viewers" which were
part of Stargate Project. An ISA SIGINT team was sent to Italy, and used electronic detection devices from special
helicopters and on the ground to monitor radio communications. ISA provided useful intelligence, enabling Italian
police to arrest several Red Brigades terrorists in mid-January 1982. Although the way the Italian police were able to
locate General Dozier in late January was never disclosed, it is suspected that it is the result of ISA's SIGINT
specialists. General Dozier was freed by NOCS operators January 28, 1982[4]

Operation Queens Hunter

In early-1982, the ISA was needed to support a SIGINT mission in El Salvador, a mission that the CIA, the NSA and
INSCOM were not able to accomplish. The task was submitted to the U.S. Army Special Operations Division
(SOD), which started operation Queens Hunter. Operating from a Beechcraft model 100 King Air flown by
SEASPRAY (a clandestine military aviation unit) based in Honduras, ISA SIGINT specialists monitored
communications from Salvadoran leftist guerrillas and fascist death squads, providing intelligence which helped the
Salvadoran Army defend against guerrillas attacks. The success was such that the operation, planned to last a month,
ran for more than three years. More aircraft were deployed, and eventually included eavesdropping on Honduran
guerrillas too, as well as Nicaraguan Army units fighting against the Contras.[4]

The POW/MIA affair

The ISA has also conducted an operation to search for U.S. MIAs (soldiers reported as Missing In Action) allegedly
held in South-East Asia in secret POWs camps in the 1980s. In 1979, U.S. intelligence thought it had located a POW
camp in Laos using aerial and satellite photographs. A ground reconnaissance was needed to determine if people
seen on photographs were really American POWs. At the same time, former Special Forces Major James G. “Bo”
Gritz planned a private rescue mission with other S.F. veterans. Having informed U.S. government officials about
the mission, Bo Gritz was first told to abort his "mission", but was eventually approached by the ISA. Nonetheless,
Gritz was not believed to be doing serious work, and Pentagon officials ordered the ISA to terminate their
relationship with him when they discovered that ISA had provided him with money and equipment.[4]

Gray Fox
Gray Fox is the last known name of the former ISA. Its members often work closely with → Navy SEALs and Army
Special Forces.
In 1993, its members intercepted a phone conversation that enabled them to track down the Colombian drug lord
Pablo Escobar.
In 2002, Gray Fox fought alongside → Delta Force and Navy SEAL units in the mountains of Afghanistan,
according to Sean Naylor in Not A Good Day to Die. Gray Fox operatives intercepted enemy communications and
trekked to observations posts with special operations units. Their efforts may have saved more than a hundred 10th
Mountain Division and 101st Airborne Division soldiers fighting near Takur Ghar in Afghanistan's Shahikot Valley.
The unit helped spearhead the search for Saddam Hussein and his family after the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq in 2003. 
Grey Fox operates under the broader umbrella of "Joint Special Operations Task Force 20," which also includes 
Navy Seals, the Army's Delta Force, and 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment. Task Force 20 has changed
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its name several times (see 'See Also' below).

Popular Culture
ISA remained a very poorly known force to the public. Some rare mentions of the ISA exist, including :
• the Robert Littell's novel An Agent in Place.[7]

• the video game Black (video game), which mentioned briefly ISA.
• the NBC television soap opera Days of our Lives has featured a top-secret intelligence agency called the ISA

since the early 1980s, with several of the main characters having served as operatives at one time or another, but
this is in fact a different, fictional organization tasked with more of a crime-fighting mission (although at times it
has been represented as something of a paramilitary force).

• In his book Killing Pablo, Mark Bowden mentions the role that ISA played in signal interception and
triangulation.

check references from the Peregoy book.
• The book Killer Elite is a look at the history of the ISA.
• The Presidential Agent Series, especially its first book By Order of the President, features Gray Fox in a large

role.

See also
• Operation Red Dawn, the military operation in which Saddam Hussein was captured.
• SourceWatch's article [8] about the ISA.
• A National Security Archive's report [9] about DoD-made HUMINT, including ISA.
• Joint Special Operations Command.

• → Delta Force, → DEVGRU, SEASPRAY.
• Task Force Ranger, Task Force 11, Task Force 20, Task Force 121, Task Force 6-26 and Task Force 145 :

various Task Forces under command of the JSOC, which were said to include ISA's operators.
• 14 Intelligence Company a similar unit in the → United Kingdom Special Forces.
• → Special Reconnaissance Regiment a similar unit in the → United Kingdom Special Forces.
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National Clandestine Service
The National Clandestine Service (NCS) is the main United States intelligence agency for coordinating human
intelligence (HUMINT) services. The organization absorbed the entirety of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)'s
Directorate of Operations, and also coordinates HUMINT between the CIA and other agencies, including, but not
limited to, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Diplomatic Security Service, Defense Intelligence Agency, Air
Intelligence Agency, Army Intelligence and Security Command (INSCOM), Marine Corps Intelligence Activity, and
Office of Naval Intelligence. The current Director of the NCS is Michael Sulick. The Director of the NCS reports to
the CIA Director.
The creation of the NCS was officially announced in a press release on 13 October 2005.[1] The NCS was created by
a bill from US Senator Pat Roberts in the wake of the September 11, 2001 attacks. The investigation by the 9/11
Commission reported that HUMINT had been severely degraded in the past two decades, principally because of the
end of the Cold War and because of startling revelations about CIA operations uncovered by the investigations of the
Church Committee of the US Senate.
The NCS has analogues in the National Security Agency (signals intelligence), the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency (imagery intelligence), and the Defense Intelligence Agency.

Background
The Directorate of Operations was the branch of the CIA that ran covert operations and recruited foreign agents. The
DO reportedly employed 1,000–2,000 people and was headed by a deputy director for operations (DDO). This
directorate consisted of, among other subdivisions, a unit for political and economic covert action (the Covert Action
Staff, or CAS), for paramilitary (PM) covert action (the → Special Operations unit), for counterintelligence (the CI
staff [CIS]), and for several geographic desks responsible for the collection of foreign intelligence. It was created
August 1, 1952, as the Directorate of Plans and was renamed the Directorate of Operations on March 1, 1973.[2]

The Directorate of Operations also housed special groups for conducting counterterrorism and counternarcotics, for
tracking nuclear proliferation, and other tasks. Administrated by the DO, the PM group (Special Operations)
maintained an elite cadre (→ Special Activities Division) that is highly skilled in weaponry; covert transport of
personnel and material by air, sea, and land; → guerrilla warfare; the use of explosives; and escape and evasion
techniques. They were prepared to respond quickly to myriad possible needs, from parachute drops and
communications support to assistance with counternarcotics operations and defector infiltration. Special Activities
maintained a symbiotic relationship with the Special Forces, and is run largely by ex-Special Forces soldiers.
For PM tasks (special operations missions) and its other responsibilities, the Special Operations staff attempted to
recruit assets with the appropriate specialized skills, though the geographic desks remain the principal units involved
in the recruitment of personnel in so-called denied areas (Libya, Iraq, Iran, etc.). Special operations also provided
special air, ground, maritime and training support for the Agency's intelligence gathering operations.
The DO has been subject to harsh criticism in the media, and due to its covert and independent nature did not, or
could not, effectively respond. Its capabilities had been in decline since the public outcry resulting from the
revelations of activities seen as highly questionable by the Church Committee. Furthermore, the DO fought frequent
"turf" battles amongst the Executive Branch bureaucracies, most prominently with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, State Department and the Department of Defense. This was one of the principal reasons that the NCS
was formed.
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Officers
The National Clandestine Service consists of four different types of officers:
1. Collection Management Officers: the connection between the Operations Officer in the field and the U.S. foreign

policy community, both in the United States and abroad. They guide the collection of intelligence and direct the
dissemination of that intelligence. Managing the collection effort requires contact with US policymakers to
determine what they need to know, and then communicating those requirements to the Operations Officers in the
field for collection. They must understand operations and local operating environments, as well as maintain
substantive knowledge about the countries and issues against which the Agency is collecting information.

2. Staff Operations Officers: These officers contribute to the Clandestine Service mission primarily from the CIA's
Washington, D.C. area headquarters, providing fast-paced research and case management in support of colleagues
overseas. This includes monitoring counterintelligence issues and providing support needed to deal with our
foreign contacts in the field. Staff Operations Officers must be knowledgeable on both operational tradecraft and
international issues in order to enhance their interaction with field-based officers.

3. Operations Officers: These officers are also known as "Case Officers" and are responsible for the actual
recruitment of sources (also known as agents, assets or sources) or collecting intelligence themselves. They work
undercover, both diplomatic and non-official. The job is described on the CIA's website as follows:

For the extraordinary individual who wants more than a job, this is a way of life that will challenge the
deepest resources of your intelligence, self-reliance and responsibility. It demands an adventurous spirit,
a forceful personality, superior intellectual ability, toughness of mind and the highest degree of integrity.
It takes special skills and professional discipline to produce results and to deal with fast-moving,
ambiguous and unstructured situations that will test your resourcefulness to the utmost. The Clandestine
Service is the vital human element of intelligence collection - on the cutting edge of American
intelligence. This is an elite corps that gathers the vital information needed by our policymakers to make
critical foreign policy decisions. The Central Intelligence Agency's Clandestine Service Trainee
Program (CST) is the gateway to a unique overseas experience.

4. Paramilitary Operations Officers: The → National Clandestine Service's primary action arm is → Special
Activities Division, which conducts direct action such as raids, ambush, sabotage, assassinations, →
unconventional warfare (e.g. training and leading guerrillas), and deniable psychological operations, the latter
also known as black propaganda or "Covert Influence". Special reconnaissance is another area that can be under
either military or intelligence, but is usually carried out by SAD officers in denied areas.[3]

These Paramilitary Operations Officers are chosen mainly from the enlisted ranks of:→ United States Naval Special
Warfare Development Group, and the rest of the SEAL teams; the U.S. Army's → Combat Applications Group
(Delta Force), the → Special Forces (United States Army), U.S. Army Rangers; the → United States Marine Corps
Forces Special Operations Command (MARSOC); and the Air Force Combat Controllers, and Air Force
Pararescuemen.[4] SAD operatives are the most unique, because they combine the best special operations and
clandestine intelligence (spy) capabilities in one individual. These individuals can operate in any environment (sea,
air or ground) and with limited to no support. They are from the Special Operations Group (SOG) of SAD, which is
considered one of the most elite special operations units in the world.[4] Paramilitary Operations Officers are a
majority of the recipients of the coveted Distinguished Intelligence Cross and the Intelligence Star. These are the two
highest medals for valor in the CIA. Not surprisingly, these covert warriors also make up the majority of those
memorialized on the Wall of Honor at CIA headquarters.[5]
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Mission definitions

Covert action
Covert action is defined as an operation that is so planned and executed as to conceal the identity of or permit
plausible denial by the sponsor. A covert operation differs from a clandestine operation in that emphasis is placed on
concealment of identity of sponsor rather than on concealment of the operation.[3]

Covert operations include paramilitary and psychological activities. See Psychological Operations (United States) for
a more general discussion of US psychological operations, including those operations for which the CIA is
responsible and those that belong to other agencies. Some of the policy for guiding the overall strategy is detailed
there, as well as in the citation starting this section. Even for the IC, the Department of State generally guides the
message.

Clandestine operation
Clandestine operations are sponsored or conducted by governmental departments or agencies in such a way as to
assure secrecy or concealment. A clandestine operation differs from a covert operation in that emphasis is placed on
concealment of the operation rather than on concealment of the identity of the sponsor. In special operations, an
activity may be both covert and clandestine and may focus equally on operational considerations and
intelligence-related activities.[3]

Clandestine HUMINT

Human-source intelligence HUMINT is mentioned in this section, since the classic HUMINT technique is
espionage. The CIA is the principal US agency for collecting clandestine human-source intelligence, by espionage.
They develop and train their staff in clandestine tradecraft.

Clandestine technical collection

The Agency also may be responsible for developing communications systems appropriate for clandestine operations.
In 1962, the Central Intelligence Agency, Deputy Directorate for Research (now the Deputy Directorate for Science
and Technology), formally took on ELINT and COMINT responsibilities.[6] "The consolidation of the ELINT
program was one of the major goals of the reorganization... it is responsible for:

• ELINT support peculiar to the penetration problems associated with the Agent's reconnaissance program under
NRO.

• Maintain a quick reaction capability for ELINT and COMINT equipment."
"CIA's Office of Research and Development was formed to stimulate research and innovation testing leading to the
exploitation of non-agent intelligence collection methods....All non-agent technical collection systems will be
considered by this office and those appropriate for field deployment will be so deployed. The Agency's missile
detection system, Project [deleted] based on backscatter radar is an example. This office will also provide integrated
systems analysis of all possible collection methods against the Soviet antiballistic missile program is an example."

Sometimes in cooperation with technical personnel at other agencies such as NSA when the collection discipline is
SIGINT, or DIA when the techniques come MASINT, or other appropriate agencies such as the United States
Department of Energy for nuclear information, CIA may work to place technical collection equipment in denied
territory. They have also cooperated in placing such equipment into US embassies. Emplacing and servicing such
equipment is another form of clandestine operation, of which the adversary should not be aware.These include:[6]

• Research, development, testing, and production of ELINT and COMINT collection equipment for all Agency
operations.

• Technical operation and maintenance of CIA deployed non-agent ELINT systems.
• Training and maintenance of agent ELINT equipments
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• Technical support to the Third Party Agreements.
• Data reduction of Agency-collected ELINT signals.

See MASINT from clandestinely placed sensors. CIA took on a more distinct MASINT responsibility in 1987.[6]

The National Security Archive commented, "In 1987, Deputy Director for Science and Technology Evan Hineman
established... a new Office for Special Projects. concerned not with satellites, but with emplaced sensors – sensors
that could be placed in a fixed location to collect signals intelligence or measurement and signature intelligence
(MASINT) about a specific target. Such sensors had been used to monitor Chinese missile tests, Soviet laser activity,
military movements, and foreign nuclear programs. The office was established to bring together scientists from the
DS&T’s Office of SIGINT Operations, who designed such systems, with operators from the Directorate of
Operations, who were responsible for transporting the devices to their clandestine locations and installing them".

Overt HUMINT
In addition they may produce HUMINT from overt sources, such as voluntary interviews with travelers,
businesspeople, etc. Some of the latter may be considered open source intelligence OSINT and be performed by
other agencies, just as reports from diplomats are another form of HUMINT that flows into the Department of State.
At times, this function may be assigned to CIA, because its counter-intelligence staff has biographical indexes that
let them check the background of foreign citizens offering information. For example, there may be a name check on
a business or scientific contact who meets either with CIA representatives or staff of the National Open Source
Enterprise

Organization
The current structure of the National Clandestine Service, under the Director of the NCS, is as follows, according to
the Official CIA Organizational Chart:[7]

• Deputy Director of the NCS
• Counterproliferation Division
• Counterterrorism Center
• Counterintelligence Center
• Regional & Transnational Issues Divisions
• Technology Support Divisions

• Deputy Director of the NCS for Community HUMINT
• Community HUMINT Coordination Center

A major headquarters element was the Counterintelligence Staff, most powerful when headed by James Jesus
Angleton. It was the principal US organization responsible for vetting potential new clandestine HUMINT assets,
and for US offensive counterespionage and deception.
Under an assortment of names, such as → Special Activities Division, there is a paramilitary function that may enter
and prepare an area of operations before United States Army Special Forces enter in a more overt military role. This
may or may not include psychological operations, especially black propaganda; paramilitary and psychological
functions have split and joined under various historical reorganizations.
Various groups provide support services, such as cover documentation and disguise.[8] A technical services unit,
sometimes in the clandestine division and occasionally in the Directorate of Science and Technology, contained both
espionage equipment development and sometimes questionable research, such as the MKULTRA mind control
program.
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Approval of clandestine and covert operations
The Directorate of Plans (DDP) was created in 1952, taking control of the Office of Policy Coordination, a covert
action group that received services from the CIA but did not go through the CIA management. The other main unit
that went into the Directorate of Plans was the Office of Special Operations, which did clandestine intelligence
collection (e.g., espionage) as opposed to covert action.
Approval of clandestine and covert operations came from a variety of committees, although in the early days of
quasi-autonomous offices and the early DDP, there was more internal authority to approve operations.[9] After its
creation in the Truman Administration, the CIA was, at first, the financial manager for OPC and OSO, authorized to
handle "unvouchered funds" by National Security Council document 4-A of December 1947, the launching of
peacetime covert action operations. NSC 4-A made the Director of Central Intelligence responsible for psychological
warfare, establishing at the same time the principle that covert action was an exclusively Executive Branch function.

Early autonomy of OPC
At first, the supervision by committee allowed the OPC to exercise

"early use of its new covert action mandate dissatisfied officials at the Departments of State and
Defense. The Department of State, believing this role too important to be left to the CIA alone and
concerned that the military might create a new rival covert action office in the Pentagon, pressed to
reopen the issue of where responsibility for covert action activities should reside. Consequently, on June
18, 1948, a new NSC directive, NSC 10/2, superseded NSC 4-A.
NSC 10/2 directed CIA to conduct "covert" rather than merely "psychological" operations, defining
them as all activities "which are conducted or sponsored by this Government against hostile foreign
states or groups or in support of friendly foreign states or groups but which are so planned and
executed that any US Government responsibility for them is not evident to unauthorized persons and
that if uncovered the US Government can plausibly disclaim any responsibility for them".

NSC 10/2 defined the scope of these operations as: "propaganda; economic warfare; preventive direct action,
including sabotage, demolition and evacuation measures; subversion against hostile states, including assistance to
underground resistance movements, guerrillas and refugee liberations [sic] groups, and support of indigenous
anti-Communist elements in threatened countries of the free world. Such operations should not include armed
conflict by recognized military forces, espionage, counter-espionage, and cover and deception for military
operations." [10]

Guerrilla warfare was outside this statement of scope, but such operations came under partial CIA control with NSC
10/5 of October 1951. See "Psychological Strategy Board" below. To implement covert actions under NSC 10/2,
OPC was created on September 1, 1948. Its initial structure had it taking "guidance from the Department of State in
peacetime and from the military in wartime, initially had direct access to the State Department and to the military
without having to proceed through CIA's administrative hierarchy, provided the Director of Central Intelligence
(DCI) was informed of all important projects and decisions. In 1950 this arrangement was modified to ensure that
policy guidance came to OPC through the DCI. During the Korean conflict the OPC grew quickly. Wartime
commitments and other missions soon made covert action the most expensive and bureaucratically prominent of
CIA's activities.

"Concerned about this situation, DCI Walter Bedell Smith in early 1951 asked the NSC for enhanced
policy guidance and a ruling on the proper "scope and magnitude" of CIA operations. The White House
responded with two initiatives. In April 1951 President Truman created the Psychological Strategy
Board (PSB) under the NSC to coordinate government-wide psychological warfare strategy."

It should be noted that the concept of putting special operations under a "psychological" organization paralleled the 
military's development of United States Army Special Forces, which was created by a Pentagon unit called the
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Psychological Warfare Division. "NSC 10/5, issued in October 1951, reaffirmed the covert action mandate given in
NSC 10/2 and expanded CIA's authority over guerrilla warfare"[11] The PSB was soon abolished by the incoming
Eisenhower administration, but the expansion of CIA's covert action writ in NSC 10/5 helped ensure that covert
action would remain a major function of the Agency.[9]

As the Truman administration ended, CIA was near the peak of its independence and authority in the
field of covert action. Although CIA continued to seek and receive advice on specific projects ...no
group or officer outside of the DCI and the President himself had authority to order, approve, manage,
or curtail operations.

Increasing control by CIA management
After Smith, who was Eisenhower's World War II Chief of Staff, consolidated of OSO, OPC, and CIA in 1952, the
Eisenhower administration began narrowing CIA's latitude in 1954. In accordance with a series of National Security
Council directives, the responsibility of the Director of Central Intelligence for the conduct of covert operations was
further clarified. President Eisenhower approved NSC 5412 on March 15, 1954, reaffirming the Central Intelligence
Agency's responsibility for conducting covert actions abroad". A series of committees, containing reprresentatives
from State, Defense, CIA, and sometimes the White House or NSC, reviewed operations. Over time and
reorganizations, these committees were called the Operations Coordinating Board (OCB), NSC 5412/2 Special
Group or simply Special Group, Special Group (Augmented), 303 Committee, and Special Group
(Counterinsurgency).[9]

See also
• CIA operations
• Intelligence Community
• Special Operations
• "Wild Bill" Donovan
• Office of Strategic Services
• Church Commission

Sources
• "US setting up new spying agency" [12], British Broadcasting Corporation, October 13, 2005.

External links
• National Clandestine Service careers site [13]
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Special Activities Division
The Special Activities Division (SAD) is a division of the United
States Central Intelligence Agency's (CIA) → National
Clandestine Service (NCS), responsible for covert action and other
"special activities". These include covert political action and
paramilitary special operations. Therefore, within SAD there are
two separate groups, one for paramilitary operations and another
for political action.[1] The Political Action Group within SAD is
responsible for covert activities related to political influence, →
psychological warfare, and economic warfare. The rapid
development of technology has also added computer or cyber
warfare to their mission. A large covert operation usually has
components that involve many or all of these categories, as well as
paramilitary operations.[2]

Special Operations Group (SOG) is the element within SAD responsible for paramilitary operations. These
operations include the collection of intelligence in hostile countries and regions, and all high-threat military and/or
intelligence operations which the U.S. government does not wish to be overtly associated with conducting.[3] As
such, members of the unit (called Paramilitary Operations Officers) normally do not carry any objects or clothing
(e.g., military uniforms) that would associate them with the United States.[4] If they are compromised during a
mission, the government of the United States may deny all knowledge.[5]

SAD/SOG Paramilitary Operations Officers are a majority of the recipients of the Distinguished Intelligence Cross
and the Intelligence Star, the two highest medals for valor in the CIA. They also make up the majority of those
honored on the Memorial Wall at CIA headquarters.[6]

Overview
SAD provides the President of the United States with an option when overt military and/or diplomatic actions are not
viable or politically feasible. SAD can be directly tasked by the President of the United States or the National
Security Council at the President's direction. This is unlike any other U.S. special mission force. However,
SAD/SOG has far fewer members than most of the other special missions units, such as → Delta Force or SEAL
Team Six.[7] [8] [9] As the action arm of the NCS, SAD/SOG conducts military direct action missions such as raids,
ambushes, sabotage, assassinations [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and → unconventional warfare (e.g. training and
leading guerrilla and military units of other countries in combat). SAD/SOG also conducts special reconnaissance,
that can be under either military or intelligence-driven, but is carried out by Paramilitary Operations Officers when
in "denied areas".[17] SAD/SOG officers are selected exclusively from the most elite U.S. military units.[9]
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The political action group within SAD conducts the deniable psychological operations, also known as black
propaganda, as well as "Covert Influence" to effect political change as an important part of the President's foreign
policy.[1] Covert intervention in a foreign election is the most significant form of political action. This could involve
financial support for favoured candidates, media guidance, technical support for public relations, get-out-the-vote or
political organizing efforts, legal expertise, advertising campaigns, assistance with poll-watching, and other means of
direct action. Policy decisions could be influenced by assets, such as subversion of officials of the country, to make
decisions in their official capacity that are in the furtherance of U.S. aims. In addition, mechanisms for forming and
developing opinions are key and involve propaganda.[2]

Propaganda includes leaflets, newspapers, magazines, books, radio, and television, all of which are geared to convey
the U.S. propaganda message appropriate to the region. These techniques have expanded to cover the Internet as
well. They may employ officers to work as journalists, recruit agents of influence, operate media platforms, plant
certain stories or information in places it is hoped it will come to public attention, or seek to deny and/or discredit
information that is public knowledge. In all such propaganda efforts, "black" operations denote those in which the
audience is to be kept ignorant of the source; "white" efforts are those in which the originator openly acknowledges
himself; and "gray" operations are those in which the source is partly but not fully acknowledged.[2]

Some examples of political action programs were the prevention of the Italian Communist Party (PCI) from winning
elections between 1948 and during the late 1960s; overthrowing the governments of Iran in 1953, Guatemala in
1954, and Indonesia in 1957, as well as providing funds and support to the trade union federation Solidarity
following the imposition of martial law in Poland after 1981.[18]

SAD's existence became better known as a result of the "Global War on Terror". Beginning in autumn of 2001,
SAD/SOG Paramilitary teams arrived in Afghanistan to hunt down al-Qa'ida leaders, facilitate the entry of U.S.
Army Special Forces and lead the United Islamic Front for the Salvation of Afghanistan against the ruling Taliban.
SAD/SOG units also defeated Ansar al-Islam in Iraqi Kurdistan prior to the invasion of Iraq in 2003[19] [20] and
trained, equipped, organized and led the Kurdish peshmerga forces to defeat the Iraqi army in northern Iraq.[17] [19]

Despite being the most covert unit in U.S. Special Operations, numerous books have been published on the exploits
of CIA paramilitary officers, including Conboy & Morrison (1999) Feet to the Fire: CIA Covert Operations in
Indonesia, 1957-1958 by Kenneth J. Conboy and James Morrison[21] and Warner (1996) Shooting at the Moon: The
Story of America's Clandestine War in Laos.[22] Most experts consider SAD/SOG the premiere force for →
unconventional warfare (UW), whether that warfare consists of either creating or combating an insurgency in a
foreign country.[7] [23] [24]

There remains some conflict between the → National Clandestine Service and
the more clandestine parts of the → United States Special Operations
Command (USSOCOM),[25] such as the → Joint Special Operations
Command. This is usually confined to the civilian/political heads of the
respective Department/Agency. The combination of SAD and USSOCOM
units has resulted in some of the most notable successes of the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan.[24] SAD/SOG has several missions. One of these missions is
the recruiting, training, and leading of indigenous forces in combat
operations.[24] SAD/SOG and its successors have been used when it was
considered desirable to have plausible deniability about U.S. support (this is
called a covert operation or "covert action").[17] Unlike other special missions
units, SAD operatives combine special operations and clandestine intelligence capabilities in one individual.[9] These
individuals can operate in any environment (sea, air or ground) with limited to no support. These Paramilitary
Operations Officers are from the Special Operations Group (SOG) of SAD.[7]
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Covert action
Under U.S. law, the CIA is authorized to collect intelligence, conduct counterintelligence and to conduct covert
action by the National Security Act of 1947.[1] President Ronald Reagan issued Executive Order 12333 titled "United
States Intelligence Activities" in 1984. This order defined covert action as "special activities", both political and
military, that the U.S. government would deny and granted them exclusively to the CIA. The CIA was also
designated as the sole authority under the 1991 Intelligence Authorization Act and mirrored in Title 50 of the United
States Code Section 413(e).[1] [24] The CIA must have a "Presidential Finding" issued by the President of the United
States in order to conduct these activities under the Hughes-Ryan amendment to the 1991 Intelligence Authorization
Act.[26] These findings are then monitored by the oversight committees in both the U.S. Senate, called the Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence (SSCI) and the U.S. House of Representatives, called the House Permanent Select
Committee on Intelligence (HPSCI).[27]

Every U.S. President since George Washington has used covert action as a part of their broader foreign policy,
whether Republican or Democrat, liberal or conservative.[28] A majority of these covert action operations were
successful.[29] Most of the operations that were not successful were directed by the President over the objections of
the CIA.[29] Some of the most controversial "covert action" programs, such as the Iran-Contra affair, were not
primarily the work of the CIA.[30] Covert action programs are also much less expensive than overt political or
military actions.[1] The Pentagon commissioned a study to determine whether the CIA or the U.S. Department of
Defense (DoD) should conduct covert action paramilitary operations. Their study determined that the CIA should
maintain this capability and be the "sole government agency conducting covert action". The DoD found that, even
under U.S. law, it does not have the legal authority to conduct covert action, nor the operational agility to carry out
these types of missions.[31]

Selection and training

SAD/SOG has several hundred officers, almost all of them former members
of Special operations forces (SOF) and most from the → Joint Special
Operations Command (JSOC)[32] . These units include the U.S. Army's →
Delta Force, → Army Rangers, → Army Special Forces, → Navy SEALs, →
Navy DEVGRU, → USMC Force Recon teams, MARSOC Marines, → Air
Force Combat Controllers, and → Air Force Pararescuemen. The CIA's
formal position for these individuals is "Paramilitary Operations Officers".
These officers are then fully trained as clandestine intelligence operatives,
otherwise known in the vernacular as "spies".[9] The primary strengths of
SAD/SOG Paramilitary Officers are agility, adaptability, and deniability.
They often operate in small teams, typically with six operators, all with
extensive military special operations expertise and specialized skills that do not exist in any other unit.[9] They are
also fully trained intelligence case officers with all the clandestine skills that come with that training. These officers
often operate in remote locations behind enemy lines to carry out direct action (including raids and sabotage),
support of espionage by HUMINT assets, counter-intelligence, sabotage, → guerrilla or unconventional warfare
(UW), and hostage rescue missions. Within the Special Operations Group of SAD, there are three elements. These
elements are Air Branch, Maritime Branch, and Ground Branch. Together, SAD/SOG has a complete combined arms
covert military. Paramilitary Operations Officers are the core of each branch and routinely move between the
branches to gain expertise in all aspects of SOG. [33] As such, Paramilitary Operations Officers are trained to operate
in all of these areas and environments. Because these officers are taken from the most elite units in the U.S. military
and then provided with extensive additional training to be CIA clandestine intelligence officers and SAD/SOG
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operatives in all these environments, many U.S. security experts assess them as the elite of the U.S. special missions
units.[34]

SAD, like most of the CIA, requires a bachelor's degree to be considered for employment. SAD officers are trained
at Camp Peary, Virginia (also known as "The Farm") and at privately owned training centers around the United
States. They also train its personnel at Harvey Point, a facility outside of Hertford, North Carolina.[35] [36] In addition
to the twelve months of training in the Clandestine Service Trainee (CST) Program[37] to be a clandestine
intelligence officer, Paramilitary Operations Officers are trained to a level of high proficiency in the use and tactics
of an unusually wide degree of modern weaponry, explosive devices and firearms (foreign and domestic), hand to
hand combat, high performance driving (on and off road), apprehension avoidance (including "picking" handcuffs
and escaping from confinement), improvised explosive devices, Military Free Fall parachuting, combat and
commercial SCUBA and closed circuit diving, proficiency in foreign languages, entry operations and vehicle
"hotwiring", Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Escape (SERE), extreme survival and wilderness training, combat
EMS medical training, tactical communications and tracking. These are just an example of the skill sets required.[38]

History

World War II

William Joseph Donovan

While the World War II Office of Strategic Services (OSS) was technically a military
agency under the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in practice it was fairly autonomous of military
control and enjoyed direct access to President Franklin D. Roosevelt. Major General
William Joseph Donovan was the head of the OSS. Donovan was a soldier and Medal of
Honor recipient from World War One. He was also a lawyer and former classmate of
FDR at Columbia Law School.[39] Like the subsequent CIA, OSS included both human
intelligence functions and special operations paramilitary functions. Its Secret
Intelligence division was responsible for espionage, while its Jedburgh teams, a joint
U.S.-U.K.-French unit, were an ancestor of groups that create guerrilla units, such as the
U.S. Army Special Forces and the CIA. OSS' Operational Groups were larger U.S. units
that carried out direct action behind enemy lines. Even during WWII, the idea of
intelligence and special operations units not under strict military control was
controversial. OSS operated primarily in the European Theater of Operations (ETO) and to some extent in the
China-Burma-India Theater, while General of the Army Douglas MacArthur was extremely reluctant to have any
OSS personnel within his area of operations.

From 1943-1945, the OSS also played a major role in training Kuomintang troops in China and Burma, and recruited
other indigenous irregular forces for sabotage as well as guides for Allied forces in Burma fighting the Japanese
army. OSS also helped arm, train and supply resistance movements, including Mao Zedong's People's Liberation
Army in China and the Viet Minh in French Indochina, in areas occupied by the Axis powers. Other functions of the
OSS included the use of propaganda, espionage, subversion, and post-war planning.
One of the greatest accomplishments of the OSS during World War II was its penetration of Nazi Germany by OSS
operatives. The OSS was responsible for training German and Austrian commandos for missions inside Nazi
Germany. Some of these agents included exiled communists and socialist party members, labor activists, anti-Nazi
POWs, and German and Jewish refugees. At the height of its influence during World War II, the OSS employed
almost 24,000 people.[40]

OSS Paramilitary Officers parachuted into many countries that were behind enemy lines, including France, Norway
and Greece. In Crete, OSS paramilitary officers linked up with, equipped and fought alongside Greek resistance
forces against the Axis occupation.
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OSS was disbanded shortly after World War II, with its intelligence analysis functions moving temporarily into the
U.S. Department of State. Espionage and counterintelligence went into military units. The paramilitary and related
functions went into an assortment of ad hoc groups such as the Office of Policy Coordination. Between the original
creation of the CIA by the National Security Act of 1947 and various mergers and reorganizations through 1952, the
wartime OSS functions generally went into CIA. The mission of training and leading of guerrillas generally stayed in
the United States Army Special Forces, but the missions that were required to remain covert went to the paramilitary
arm of the CIA. The direct descendant of the OSS' special operations is the CIA's Special Activities Division.

Tibet
After the Chinese invasion of Tibet, the CIA inserted SAD paramilitary teams into Tibet to train and lead Tibetan
resistance fighters against the People's Liberation Army of China. These teams selected and then trained Tibetan
soldiers in the Rocky Mountains of the United States.[41] The SAD teams then advised and led these → commandos
against the Chinese, both from Nepal and India. In addition, SAD Paramilitary Officers were responsible for the
Dalai Lama's clandestine escape to India, narrowly escaping capture and certain execution by the Chinese
government.[41]

According to a book by retired CIA officer John Kenneth Knaus, entitled Orphans Of The Cold War: America And
The Tibetan Struggle For Survival, Gyalo Thondup, the older brother of the 14th (and current) Dalai Lama, sent the
CIA five Tibetan recruits. These recruits were then trained in paramilitary tactics on the island of Saipan, in the
Northern Marianas.[42] Shortly afterwards, the five men were covertly returned to Tibet “to assess and organize the
resistance” and selected another 300 Tibetans for training. These activities were very successful in their resistance to
the communist Chinese. U.S. assistance to the Tibetan resistance ceased after the 1972 Nixon visit to China, after
which the U.S. and communist China normalized relations.[43]

Korea

Battle of Incheon

The CIA sponsored a variety of activities during the Korean War.
These activities included maritime operations behind North
Korean lines. Yong Do Island, connected by a rugged isthmus to
Pusan, served as the base for those operations. These operations
were carried out by well-trained Korean guerrillas. The four
principal U.S. advisers responsible for the training and operational
planning of those special missions were Dutch Kramer, Tom
Curtis, George Atcheson and Joe Pagnella. All of these
Paramilitary Operations Officer operated through a CIA front
organization called the Joint Advisory Commission, Korea
(JACK), headquartered at Tongnae, a village near Pusan, on the

peninsula’s southeast coast.[44] These paramilitary teams were responsible for numerous maritime raids and
ambushes behind North Korean lines, as well as prisoner of war rescue operations. These were the first maritime →
unconventional warfare units that trained indigenous forces as surrogates. They also provided a model, along with
the other CIA-sponsored ground based paramilitary Korean operations, for the Military Assistance Command,
Vietnam-Studies and Observations Group (MACV-SOG) activities conducted by the U.S. military and the CIA/SAD
in Vietnam.[7] [44] In addition, CIA paramilitary ground-based teams worked directly for U.S. military commanders,
specifically with the 8th Army, on the "White Tiger" initiative. This initiative included inserting South Korean
commandos and CIA Paramilitary Operations Officers prior to the two major amphibious assaults on North Korea,
including the landing at Inchon.[7]
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Cuba (1961)

Map showing the location of the Bay of
Pigs

The Bay of Pigs Invasion (known as La Batalla de Girón, or Playa Girón in
Cuba), was an unsuccessful attempt by a U.S.-trained force of Cuban exiles to
invade southern Cuba with support from U.S. government armed forces, to
overthrow the Cuban government of Fidel Castro. The plan was launched in
April 1961, less than three months after John F. Kennedy assumed the
presidency in the United States. The Cuban armed forces, trained and
equipped by Eastern Bloc nations, defeated the exile combatants in three
days.

The sea-borne invasion force landed on 17 April, and fighting lasted until 19 April 1961. CIA Paramilitary
Operations Officers Grayston Lynch and William "Rip" Robertson led the first assault on the beaches, and
supervised the amphibious landings.[45] Four American aircrew instructors from Alabama ANG were killed while
flying attack sorties.[45] Various sources estimate Cuban army casualties (killed or injured) to be in the thousands
(between 2,000 and 5,000).[46] This invasion followed the successful overthrow by the CIA of the Mosaddeq
government in Iran in 1953[47] and Arbenz government in Guatemala in 1954,[48] but was a failure both militarily
and politically.[49] Bad Cuban-American relations were made worse by the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis.

Bolivia

Che Guevara

The National Liberation Army of Bolivia (ELN-Ejército de Liberación Nacional de
Bolivia) was a communist guerrilla force that operated from the remote Ñancahuazú
region against the pro-U.S. Bolivian government. They were joined by Che Guevara in
the mid-1960s.[50] [51] The ELN was well equipped and scored a number of early
successes against the Bolivian army in the difficult terrain of the mountainous Camiri
region.[52] In the late 1960s, the CIA deployed teams of SAD Paramilitary Operations
Officers to Bolivia to train the Bolivian army in order to counter the ELN.[52] These
SAD teams linked up with U.S. Army Special Forces and Bolivian Special Forces to
track down and capture Guevara, who was a special prize because of his leading role in
the Cuban Revolution.[52] On October 9, 1967, Guevara was executed by Bolivian
soldiers on the orders of CIA paramilitary operative Félix Rodríguez shortly after being
captured, according to CIA documents.[53] In his book titled Shadow Warrior: The CIA Hero of a Hundred Unknown
Battles, Rodriguez claims that Guevara was executed over his objections by the Bolivian military on orders from
their higher command.[52]
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Vietnam and Laos

South Vietnam, Military Regions, 1967

The original OSS mission in Vietnam under Major Archimedes Patti was to
work with Ho Chi Minh in order to prepare his forces to assist the United
States and their Allies in fighting the Japanese. After the end of World War II,
the United States ignored the attempts of Ho Chi Minh to maintain a friendly
relationship. The lack of engagement between the U.S. and Vietnamese
independence groups that were resisting the return of French colonial control
after the end of WWII, angered Vietnamese groups.[54]

CIA Paramilitary Operations Officers trained and led Hmong tribesmen in
Laos and Vietnam. This effort was considered a significant success, and the
actions of these officers were not known for several years. Air America was
the air component of the CIA's paramilitary mission in Southeast Asia and
was responsible for all combat, logistics and search and rescue operations in
Laos and certain sections of Vietnam.[55] The ethnic minority forces
numbered in the tens of thousands and they conducted direct actions mission,

led by Paramilitary Operations Officers, against the communist Pathet Lao forces and their North Vietnamese
allies.[7]

Elements of SAD were seen in the CIA's Phoenix Program. One component of the Phoenix Program was involved in
the capture and assassination of suspected Viet Cong (National Liberation Front - NLF) members.[56] Between 1968
and 1972, the Phoenix Program captured 81,740 National Liberation Front of South Vietnam (NLF or Viet Cong)
members, of whom 26,369 were killed. This was a large proportion of U.S. killings between 1969 and 1971. The
program was also successful in destroying their infrastructure. By 1970, communist plans repeatedly emphasized
attacking the government's "pacification" program and specifically targeted Phoenix agents. The NLF also imposed
quotas. In 1970, for example, communist officials near Da Nang in northern South Vietnam instructed their agents to
"kill 400 persons" deemed to be government "tyrant[s]" and to “annihilate” anyone involved with the "pacification"
program. Several North Vietnamese officials have made statements about the effectiveness of Phoenix.[57] [58]

MAC-V SOG (Studies and Observations Group) (which was originally named the Special Operations Group, but
was changed for cover purposes), was created and active during the Vietnam War. While CIA was just one part of
MAC-V SOG, it did have operational control of some of the programs. Many of the military members of MAC-V
SOG joined the CIA after their military service. The legacy of MAC-V SOG continues within SAD's Special
Operations Group.[59]

Nicaragua
In 1979, the US-backed Anastasio Somoza Debayle dictatorship in Nicaragua fell to the socialist Sandinistas. Once
in power, the Sandinistas disbanded the Nicaraguan National Guard, who had committed many human rights abuses,
and arrested and executed some of its members. Other former National Guard members helped to form the backbone
of the Nicaraguan Counterrevolution or Contra. SAD/SOG paramilitary teams were deployed to train and lead these
forces against the Sandinista government. These paramilitary activities were based in Honduras and Costa Rica.
Direct military aid by the United States was eventually forbidden by the Boland Amendment of the Defense
Appropriations Act of 1983. The Boland Amendment was extended in October 1984 to forbid action by not only the
Defense Department, but also to include the Central Intelligence Agency.[60] [61]

The Boland Amendment was a compromise because the U.S. Democratic Party did not have enough votes for a 
comprehensive ban on military aid. It covered only appropriated funds spent by intelligence agencies. Some of 
Reagan's national security officials used non-appropriated money of the National Security Council (NSC) to 
circumvent the Amendment. NSC officials sought to arrange funding by third-parties. These efforts resulted in the
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Iran-Contra Affair of 1987, which concerned Contra funding through the proceeds of arms sales to the Islamic
Republic of Iran. No court ever made a determination whether Boland covered the NSC and on the grounds that it
was a prohibition rather than a criminal statute, no one was indicted for violating it. Congress later resumed aid to
the Contras, totaling over $300 million. The Contra war ended when the Sandinistas were voted out of power by a
war-weary populace in 1990.[61] [62] Sandinista leader Daniel Ortega was re-elected as President of Nicaragua in
2006 and took office again on January 10, 2007.

El Salvador
CIA personnel were also involved in the Salvadoran civil war.[63] Unable to stop the leftist insurgency, CIA
paramilitary teams and U.S. Army Special Forces set up and trained counterinsurgency units (some commentators
contend these were patterned after the "Phoenix Program" in Vietnam; see Death Squad) to combat FMLN members
and sympathizers.[64] Some allege that the techniques used to interrogate prisoners in El Salvador foreshadowed
those which would later be used in Iraq and Afghanistan.[65] In fact, when a similar counter-insurgency program was
proposed in Iraq, it was referred to as "the Salvador Option".[66] On Sunday, March 15, 2009 an FMLN candidate,
Mauricio Funes, was elected President.[67]

Somalia

Republic of Somalia

SAD sent in teams of Paramilitary Operations Officers into Somalia prior to the U.S. intervention in 1993. On 23,
December 1992, Paramilitary Officer Larry Freedman became the first casualty of the conflict in Somalia. Freedman
was a former Army → Delta Force operator and Special Forces soldier who had served in every conflict that the U.S.
was involved in, both officially and unofficially, since Vietnam.[68] [68] Freedman was killed while conducting
special reconnaissance in advance of the entry of U.S. military forces. His mission was completely voluntary, as it
required entry into a very hostile area without any support. Freedman was awarded the Intelligence Star on January
5, 1993 for his "extraordinary heroism".[69]

SAD/SOG teams were key in working with JSOC and tracking high value targets (HVT), known as "Tier One
Personalities". Their efforts, working under extremely dangerous conditions with little to no support, led to several
very successful joint JSOC/CIA operations.[70] In one specific operation, a Paramilitary Operations Officer
codenamed "Condor", working with a CIA Technical Operations Officer from the Directorate of Science and
Technology, managed to get a cane with a beacon in it to Osman Ato, a wealthy businessman, arms importer, and
Mohammed Aideed, a money man whose name was right below Mohamed Farrah Aidid’s on the Tier One list. Once
Condor confirmed that Ato was in a vehicle, JSOC's Delta Force launched a capture operation.

"a Little Bird helicopter dropped out of the sky and a sniper leaned out and fired three shots into the car’s 
engine block. The car ground to a halt as commandos roped down from hovering Blackhawks [sic], 
surrounded the car and handcuffed Ato. It was the first known helicopter takedown of suspects in a moving
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car. The next time Jones saw the magic cane, an hour later, Garrison had it in his hand. “I like this cane,” Jones
remembers the general exclaiming, a big grin on his face. “Let’s use this again.” Finally, a tier one personality
was in custody."[70] President Bill Clinton withdrew U.S. forces on May 4, 1993.[71]

In June 2006, the Islamic Courts Union seized control of southern Somalia, including the country's capital
Mogadishu, prompting the Ethiopian government to send in troops to try to protect the transitional government. In
December, the Islamic Courts warned Ethiopia they would declare war if Ethiopia did not remove all its troops from
Somalia. Sheikh Sharif Ahmed, leader of the Islamic Courts, called for a jihad, or holy war, against Ethiopia and
encouraged foreign Muslim fighters to come to Somalia. At that time, the United States accused the group of being
controlled by al-Qa'ida, but the Islamic Courts denied that charge.[72]

In 2009, U.S. Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) reported that al-Qaeda had been training terrorists in Somalia for
years. Until December 2006, Somalia's government had no power outside of the town of Baidoa, 150 miles from the
capital. The countryside and the capital were run by warlords and militia groups who could be paid to protect
terrorist groups.[72]

CIA officers kept close tabs on the country and paid a group of Somali warlords to help hunt down members of
al-Qa'ida according to the New York Times. Meanwhile, Ayman al-Zawahiri, the deputy to al-Qaeda leader Osama
bin Laden, issued a message calling for all Muslims to go to Somalia.[72] On January 9, 2007, a U.S. official said that
ten militants were killed in one air strike.[73]

On 14 September 2009, Saleh Ali Saleh Nabhan, a senior al Qaeda leader in East Africa as well as a senior leader in
Shabaab, al Qaeda's surrogate in Somalia, was killed by elements of U.S. Special Operations. According to a
witness, at least two AH-6 Little Bird attack helicopters strafed a two-car convoy. Navy SEALs then seized the body
of Nabhan and took two other wounded fighters captive.[74] [75] JSOC and the CIA have been trying to kill Nabhan
for some time including back in January 2007, when an AC-130 Gunship was called in on one attempt. A US
intelligence source stated that CIA paramilitary teams are directly embedded with Ethiopian forces in Somalia,
allowing for the tactical intelligence to launch these operations.[76] Nabhan was wanted for his involvement in the
1998 United States embassy bombings, as well as leading the cell behind the 2002 Mombasa attacks.[74]

Afghanistan
During the Soviet war in Afghanistan in the 1980s, Paramilitary Operations Officers were instrumental in training,
equipping and sometimes leading Mujaheddin forces against the Red Army. Although the CIA in general and a
Texas congressman named Charlie Wilson in particular, have received most of the attention, the key architect of this
strategy was Michael G. Vickers. Vickers was a young Paramilitary Operations Officer from SAD/SOG. The CIA's
efforts have been given credit for assisting in ending the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan.[77]

SAD paramilitary teams were active in Afghanistan in the 1990s in clandestine operations to locate and kill or
capture Osama Bin Laden. These teams planned several operations, but did not receive the order to execute from
President Bill Clinton because the available intelligence did not guarantee a successful outcome weighed against the
extraordinary risk to the SAD/SOG teams that would execute the mission.[17] These efforts did however build many
of the relationships that would prove essential in the 2001 U.S. Invasion of Afghanistan.[17]

In 2001, SAD units were the first U.S. forces to enter Afghanistan. Their efforts organized the Afghan Northern
Alliance for the subsequent arrival of → USSOCOM forces. SAD, U.S. Army Special Forces and the Northern
Alliance combined to overthrow the Taliban in Afghanistan with minimal loss of U.S. lives. They did this without
the need for U.S. military conventional forces.[17] [78] [79] [80]

The Washington Post stated in an editorial by John Lehman in 2006:
"What made the Afghan campaign a landmark in the U.S. Military's history is that it was prosecuted by 
Special Operations forces from all the services, along with Navy and Air Force tactical power, operations by 
the Afghan Northern Alliance and the CIA were equally important and fully integrated. No large Army or
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Marine force was employed".[81]

In a 2008 New York Times book review of Horse Soldiers, a book by Doug Stanton about the invasion of
Afghanistan, Bruce Barcott wrote:

"The valor exhibited by Afghan and American soldiers, fighting to free Afghanistan from a horribly cruel
regime, will inspire even the most jaded reader. The stunning victory of the horse soldiers — 350 Special
Forces soldiers, 100 C.I.A. officers and 15,000 Northern Alliance fighters routing a Taliban army 50,000
strong — deserves a hallowed place in American military history".[82]

Karzai with Special Forces and CIA Paramilitary
in late 2001.

According to George Tenet, on October 9 2001 Hamid Karzai entered
Afghanistan and linked up with his supporters to seize the town of
Tarin Kowt. Taliban forces launched a counterattack against Karzai's
lightly armed forces and he was forced to withdraw. On November 3,
Karzai contacted a member of the CIA's Paramilitary unit identified
only as "Greg V.", who immediately acted by linking up with his joint
SAD/SOG/US Army Special Forces/→ JSOC team. From there, they
made a nighttime insertion into Tarin Kowt. Karzai then went from
village to village seeking support to fight against the Taliban. On
November 17, a large battle ensued. Several of Karzai's new recruits
fled, but Greg V. took command and ran from defensive position to
defensive position shouting, "If necessary, die like men!". The line
held and as Tenet said in his book; "It was a seminal moment. Had
Karzai's position been overrun, as appeared likely for much of November 17, the entire future of the Pashtun
rebellion in the south could have ended."[83]

Later on December 5, Karzai was leading his resistance force against the Taliban at Khandahar, their capital and one
of their last remaining strongholds. Greg V. was the lead advisor to Karzai in this battle, when as a result of a
mistake in calculating an air strike by an attached U.S. Air Force combat air controller, a bomb was dropped on their
position. "Greg V. threw his body on Karzai and saved his life. Several members of the team were killed. The same
day Khandahar fell and Karzai was named the interim Prime Minister."[83] Tenet wrote:

"The routing of the Taliban and al-Qa'ida from Afghanistan in a matter of weeks was accomplished by 110
CIA officers, 316 U.S. Army Special Forces soldiers and a score of → Joint Special Operations Command
(JSOC) raiders creating havoc behind enemy lines--a band of brothers with the support of U.S. airpower,
following a CIA plan, that has to rank as one of the great successes in Agency history."

Several Intelligence Stars were awarded for these activities.[83]

The CIA is "deploying teams of spies, analysts and paramilitary operatives to Afghanistan, part of a broad
intelligence "surge" that will make its station there among the largest in the agency's history". This presence is
expected to rival the size of the stations in Iraq and Vietnam at the height of those wars.[84] The station is located at
the U.S. Embassy in Kabul and is led "by a veteran with an extensive background in paramilitary operations". The
majority of the CIA's workforce is located among secret bases and military special operations posts throughout the
country.[85]

General Stanley McChrystal, the commander of NATO forces in Afghanistan, is planning to increase teams of CIA 
operatives, including their elite paramilitary officers, with U.S. military special operations forces. This combination 
worked well in Iraq and is largely credited with the success of that surge.[85] [86] There has been basically three 
options described in the media: McChrystal's increased counterinsurgency campaign; a counterterror campaign using 
special operations raids and drone strikes; and withdrawal. There is an entire continuum of options in reality. These 
are being reviewed by U.S. policy makers to achieve President Obama's stated objective. The most successful 
combination in both the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq has been the linking up of SAD and military special forces to
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fight along side highly trained indigenous units. One thing all of these options have in common is a requirement for
greater CIA participation. [86]

The CIA is also increasing its campaign using Predator missile strikes on Al Qaeda in Pakistan. The number of
strikes so far this year, 37, already exceeds the 2008 total, according to data compiled by the Long War Journal,
which tracks strikes in Pakistan.[85]

Yemen
On November 5, 2002, a missile launched from a CIA-controlled Predator drone killed al-Qa'ida members travelling
in a remote area in Yemen. SAD/SOG paramilitary teams had been on the ground tracking their movements for
months and called in this air strike.[12] One of those in the car was Al-Haitham al-Yemeni, al-Qa'ida's chief operative
in Yemen and a suspect in the October 2000 bombing of the destroyer USS Cole. Five other people, believed to be
low-level al-Qa'ida members, were also killed.[13] Deputy U.S. Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz called it "a very
successful tactical operation" and said "such strikes are useful not only in killing terrorists but in forcing al-Qa'ida to
change its tactics".[13]

Haitham, a native of Yemen known for his bomb-making skills, had been tracked in the hope that he would help lead
the United States to al-Qa'ida leader Osama bin Laden. However, with the May 2005 capture in northwest Pakistan
of Abu Faraj al-Libbi, thought to be al-Qa'ida's No. 3 man, CIA officials worried Haitham would soon go into
hiding, and decided to kill him. "It's an important step that has been taken in that it has eliminated another level of
experienced leadership from al-Qa'ida," said Vince Cannistraro, former head of counterterrorism for the CIA and
current ABC News consultant. "It will help weaken the organization and make it much less effective."[87] [88]

Haitham was on the run, pursued by several security forces who were looking for him and Muhammad Hamdi
al-Ahdal, another suspect in the USS Cole bombing case.[14]

Iraq

SAD Paramilitary teams entered Iraq before the 2003 invasion of
Iraq. Once on the ground they prepared the battle space for the
subsequent arrival of U.S. military forces. SAD teams then
combined with U.S. Army Special Forces (on a team called the
Northern Iraq Liaison Element or NILE).[19] This team organized
the Kurdish Peshmerga for the subsequent U.S.-led invasion. This
joint team combined to defeat Ansar al-Islam, a Islamist group that
was allied to al-Qa'ida which several battle hardened fighters from
Afghanistan had joined after the fall of the Taliban, in a battle for
control over the northeast of Iraq. This battle was for an entire
territory that was completely occupied by Ansar al-Islam and was
executed prior to the invasion in February 2003. If this battle had
not been as successful as it was, there would have been a

considerable hostile force in the rear of the U.S./secular Kurdish force in the subsequent assault on the Iraqi army to
the south. The U.S. side was represented by Paramilitary Operations Officers from SAD/SOG and the Army's 10th
Special Forces Group. This battle has not been fully covered by the international media, but was a significant direct
attack and victory on a key U.S. opponent. It resulted in the deaths of a substantial number of militants and the
uncovering of a crude laboratory that had traces of poisons and information on chemical weapons at Sargat.[19] [89]

Sargat was the only facility that had traces of chemical weapons discovered in the Iraq war.[20] [90]

SAD/SOG teams also conducted high risk special reconnaissance missions behind Iraqi lines to identify senior 
leadership targets. These missions led to the initial assassination attempts against Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
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and his key generals. Although the initial air strike against Hussein was unsuccessful in killing the dictator, it was
successful in effectively ending his ability to command and control his forces. Other strikes against key generals
were successful and significantly degraded the command's ability to react to and maneuver against the U.S.-led
invasion force.[19] [91] SAD operations officers were also successful in convincing key Iraqi army officers to
surrender their units once the fighting started and/or not to oppose the invasion force.[20]

NATO member Turkey refused to allow its territory to be used by the U.S. Army's 4th Infantry Division for the
invasion. As a result, the SAD/SOG, U.S. Army Special Forces joint teams,the Kurdish Peshmerga and the 173d
Airborne Brigade were the entire northern force against the Iraqi army during the invasion. Their efforts kept the 5th
Corps of the Iraqi Army in place to defend against the Kurds rather allowing them to contest the coalition force
coming from the south. This combined U.S. Special Operations and Kurdish force defeated the Iraqi army.[19] Four
members of the SAD/SOG team received CIA's rare Intelligence Star for "extraordinary heroism".[20]

The mission that captured Saddam Hussein was called "Operation Red Dawn". It was planned and carried out by
JSOC's Delta Force and SAD/SOG teams (together called Task Force 121). The operation eventually included
around 600 soldiers from the 1st Brigade of the 4th Infantry Division.[92] [93] Special operations troops probably
numbered around 40. Much of the publicity and credit for the capture went to the 4th Infantry Division soldiers, but
CIA and JSOC were the driving force. "Task Force 121 were actually the ones who pulled Saddam out of the hole"
said Robert Andrews, former deputy assistant Secretary of Defense for special operations and low-intensity conflict.
"They can't be denied a role anymore."[92]

CIA paramilitary units continued to team up with the JSOC in Iraq and in 2007 the combination created a lethal
force many credit with having a major impact in the success of "the Surge". They did this by killing or capturing
many of the key al-Qa'ida leaders in Iraq.[94] [95] In a CBS 60 Minutes interview, Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist
Bob Woodward described a new special operations capability that allowed for this success. This capability was
developed by the joint teams of CIA and JSOC.[96] Several senior U.S. officials stated that the "joint efforts of JSOC
and CIA paramilitary units was the most significant contributor to the defeat of Al-Qaeda in Iraq".[94] [97]

On October 26, 2008, SAD/SOG and JSOC conducted an operation in Syria targeting the "foreign fighter logistics
network" bringing al-Qa'ida operatives into Iraq (See 2008 Abu Kamal raid).[98] A U.S. source told CBS News that
"the leader of the foreign fighters, an al-Qaeda officer, was the target of Sunday's cross-border raid." He said the
attack was successful, but did not say whether or not the al-Qaeda officer was killed.[99] Fox News later reported that
Abu Ghadiya, "Al Qaeda's senior coordinator operating in Syria", was killed in the attack.[100] The New York Times
reported that during the raid U.S. forces killed several armed males who "posed a threat".[101]

Pakistan
SAD/SOG has been very active "on the ground" inside Pakistan targeting al-Qa'ida operatives for Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV) Predator strikes and along with USSOCOM elements they have been training Pakistani → Special
Service Group Commandos.[102] Before leaving office, President George W. Bush authorized SAD's successful
killing of eight senior al-Qa'ida operatives via targeted air strikes.[103] Among those killed were the mastermind of a
2006 plot to detonate explosives aboard planes flying across the Atlantic Rashid Rauf and the man thought to have
planned the Islamabad Marriott Hotel bombing on 20 September 2008 that killed 53 people.[104] [105] Since taking
office, President Barack Obama authorized the continuation of these operations and on 23 January, SAD/SOG
successfully killed 20 terrorists in a hideout in northwestern Pakistan. A Pakistani security official stated that other
strikes killed at least 10 insurgents, including five foreign nationals and possibly “a high-value target” such as a
senior al-Qa'ida or Taliban official.[106] On February 14, the CIA drone killed 27 taliban and al-Qa'ida fighters in a
missile strike in south Waziristan, a militant stronghold near the Afghan border where al-Qa'ida leaders Osama bin
Laden and Ayman al-Zawahri were believed to be hiding[107] .
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MQ-9 Reaper

In a National Public Radio (NPR) report dated February 3, 2008, a
senior official stated that al-Qa'ida has been "decimated" by
SAD/SOG's air and ground operations. This senior U.S.
counterterrorism official goes on to say, "The enemy is really, really
struggling. These attacks have produced the broadest, deepest and most
rapid reduction in al-Qaida senior leadership that we've seen in several
years."[108] President Obama's CIA Director Leon Panetta stated that
SAD/SOG's efforts in Pakistan have been "the most effective weapon"
against senior al-Qa'ida leadership.[109] [110] These covert attacks have
increased significantly under President Obama, with as many at 50
al-Qa'ida militants being killed in the month of May 2009 alone.[111] [112] In June 2009, sixty Taliban fighters were
killed while at a funeral to bury fighters that had been killed in previous CIA attacks.[113] On July 22, 2009, National
Public Radio reported that U.S. officials believe Saad bin Laden, a son of Osama bin Laden, was killed by a CIA
strike in Pakistan. Saad bin Laden spent years under house arrest in Iran before traveling last year to Pakistan,
according to former National Intelligence Director Mike McConnell. It's believed he was killed sometime this year.
A senior U.S. counterterrorism said U.S. intelligence agencies are "80 to 85 percent" certain that Saad bin Laden is
dead.[114]

On August 6, 2009, the CIA announced that Baitullah Mehsud was believed to have been killed by a SAD/SOG
drone strike in Pakistan.[115] The New York Times said, "Although President Obama has distanced himself from
many of the Bush administration’s counterterrorism policies, he has embraced and even expanded the C.I.A.’s covert
campaign in Pakistan using Predator and Reaper drones".[115] The biggest loss may be to "Osama bin Laden's Al
Qaeda". For the past eight years, al-Qa'ida had depended on Mehsud for protection after Mullah Mohammed Omar
fled Afghanistan in late 2001. With Mehsud dead, al-Qa'ida could be in trouble. "Mehsud's death means the tent
sheltering Al Qaeda has collapsed," an Afghan Taliban intelligence officer who had met Mehsud many times told
Newsweek. "Without a doubt he was Al Qaeda's No. 1 guy in Pakistan," adds Mahmood Shah, a retired Pakistani
Army brigadier and a former chief of the Federally Administered Tribal Area, or FATA, Mehsud's base.[116]

Huma Yusuf, an analyst for Dawn, wrote that Hakimullah Mehsud, Wali-ur-Rehman, and Azmatullah Mehsud are
the three candidates in line to inherit leadership of Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP). If one is unhappy with the
eventual choice, they might seek to enhance their own power by recruiting and arms acquisition, and thus expand
militancy in Pakistan.[117] Renewed negotiations with the TTP would save the Pakistani army the problem of
launching a new ground operation. Malik Ikramuddin, father-in-law of Baitullah, is reported to have been in contact
with the government to strike a peace deal, which will appeal to Pakistanis who are reluctant to fight Al
Qaeda-linked Haqqanis, Hafiz Gul Bahadur of North Waziristan and Mullah Ahmed Nazir of South Waziristan. If
Pakistan decides to dismantle training camps and seize weapons and equipment, it will irritate Bahadur and Nazir,
who then could help to rejuvenate Baitullah's forces. If the Pakistani army's goal is complete eradication of
militancy, the army could move in and prepare to deal with a backlash from TTP remnants ideally with the help of
U.S. and NATO forces. But if the plan is simply to manage militancy, then the army may choose a ceasefire.[117]

Airstrikes from CIA drones struck targets in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) of Pakistan on 8
September 2009. Reports stated that seven to ten militants were killed to include two top al-Qaida leaders. One was
Mustafa al-Jaziri, an Algerian national described as an "important and effective" leader and senior military
commander for al-Qaida, and Ilyas Kashmiri, considered "one of al-Qaida's most dangerous commanders". The
success of these operations are believed to have caused senior Taliban leaders to significantly alter their operations
and cancel key planning meetings.[118] [119]
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Iran
In the early 1950s, the CIA and British MI6 were ordered to overthrow the government of Iran, Prime Minister
Mohammed Mosaddeq, and install Mohammad Reza Pahlavi as Shah.[120] This event was called Operation
Ajax.[121] [122] The senior CIA officer was named Kermit Roosevelt, Jr., the grandson of American president
Theodore Roosevelt. The operation utilized all of SAD's components to include political action, covert influence and
paramilitary operations. The paramilitary component included training anti-Communist guerrillas to fight the Tudeh
Party if they seized power in the chaos of Operation Ajax.[123] Although a significant tactical/operational success,
Operation Ajax is considered very controversial with many critics.[124]

In January 1978, the Iranian Revolution began with major demonstrations against the Shah. After strikes and
demonstrations paralysed the country and its economy, the Shah fled and Ayatollah Khomeini returned from exile to
Tehran in January 1979.[125] On 11 February, rebel troops overwhelmed troops loyal to the Shah in armed street
fighting. Iran officially became an Islamic Republic on 1 April 1979 when Iranians overwhelmingly approved a
national referendum.[126]

In November 1979, a group of Islamist students and militants took over the American embassy in support of the
Iranian Revolution.[127] Operation Eagle Claw was the United States military operation which unsuccessful
attempted to rescue the 52 hostages from the U.S. Embassy in Tehran, Iran on April 24, 1980. Several SAD/SOG
teams were infiltrated into Tehran to support this operation.[128]

On July 7, 2008, Pulitzer Prize winning investigative journalist and author Seymour Hersh wrote an article in the
New Yorker stating that the Bush Administration had signed a Presidential Finding authorizing the CIA to begin
cross border paramilitary operations from Iraq and Afghanistan into Iran. These operations would be against → Quds
Force, the commando arm of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard, public and private sector strategic targets, and
“high-value targets” in the President’s war on terror. Also enrolled to support CIA objectives were the of the
Jundallah, Mujahideen-e-Khalq, known in the West as the M.E.K.,and the Baluchis insurgents.[129] “The Finding was
focussed on undermining Iran’s nuclear ambitions and trying to undermine the government through regime change,”
a person familiar with its contents said, and involved “working with opposition groups and passing money.”[129]

Worldwide mission

Khalid Sheikh Mohammed after his capture

If there are missions in countries that are denied to U.S. military
special operations forces, such as Pakistan or Iran, SAD/SOG units are
the primary national special missions units to execute those
operations.[130] In the "Global War on Terror", SAD has the lead in the
covert war being waged against al-Qa'ida.[9] [11] SAD/SOG
paramilitary teams have apprehended many of the senior leaders.
These include: Abu Zubaydah,[131] the chief of operations for
al-Qa'ida; Ramzi Binalshibh,[132] the so called the "20th hijacker",[133]

;[133] the mastermind of the September 11, 2001 attacks on New York
City and Washington, D.C. Khalid Sheikh Mohammed;[134] Abd
al-Rahim al-Nashiri, alleged to be the mastermind of the USS Cole
bombing and leader of al-Qaeda operations in the Persian Gulf prior to his capture in November 2002[135] ; and Abu
Faraj al-Libi, al-Qa'ida's "field general" believed to have taken the role of No. 3 in al-Qa'ida following the capture of
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed in Pakistan.[136] Prior to the beginning of the "War on Terror", SAD/SOG located and
captured many notable militants and international criminals, including Abimael Guzman and Carlos the Jackal.
These were just three of the over 50 caught by SAD/SOG just between 1983 and 1995.[137]

In 2002, the George W. Bush Administration prepared a list of "terrorist leaders" the CIA is authorized to 
assassinate, if capture is impractical and civilian casualties can be kept to an acceptable number. The list includes
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key al-Qa'ida leaders like Osama bin Laden and his chief deputy, Ayman al-Zawahiri, as well as other principal
figures from al-Qa'ida and affiliated groups. This list is called the "high value target list".[138] The U.S. president is
not legally required to approve each name added to the list, nor is the CIA required to obtain presidential approval
for specific attacks, although the president is kept well informed about operations.[138]

SAD/SOG teams have been dispatched to the country of Georgia, where dozens of al-Qa'ida fugitives from
Afghanistan are believed to have taken refuge with Chechen separatists and thousands of refugees in the Pankisi
Gorge. Their efforts has already resulted in 15 Arab militants linked to al-Qa'ida being captured.[12]

The SAD/SOG teams have also been active in the Philippines, where 1,200 U.S. military advisers helped to train
local soldiers in "counter-terrorist operations" against Abu Sayyaf, a radical Islamist group suspected of ties with
al-Qa'ida. Little is known about this U.S. covert action program, but some analysts believe that "the CIA’s
paramilitary wing, the Special Activities Division (SAD), has been allowed to pursue terrorist suspects in the
Philippines on the basis that its actions will never be acknowledged".[12]

On 14 July 2009, several newspapers reported that DCIA Leon Panetta was briefed on a CIA program that had not
been briefed to the oversight committees in Congress. Panetta cancelled the initiative and reported its existence to
Congress and the President. The program consisted of teams of SAD paramilitary officers organized to execute
targeted assassination operations against al-Qa'ida operatives around the world in any country. According to the Los
Angeles Times, DCIA Panetta "has not ruled out reviving the program".[11] There is some question as to whether
former Vice President Richard Cheney instructed the CIA not to inform Congress.[139] Per senior intelligence
officers, this program was an attempt to avoid the civilian casualties that can occur during predator drone stikes
using hellfire missiles.[140]

SAD/SOG paramilitary officers executed the clandestine evacuation of U.S. citizens and diplomatic personnel in
Somalia, Iraq (during the Persian Gulf War) and Liberia during periods of hostility, as well as the insertion of
Paramilitary Operations Officers prior to the entry of U.S. military forces in every conflict since World War
Two.[141] SAD officers have operated covertly since 1947 in places such as North Korea, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia,
Lebanon, Iran, Syria, Libya, Iraq, El Salvador, Guatemala, Colombia, Mexico, Nicaragua, Honduras, Chile, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Serbia, Somalia, Kosovo, Afghanistan and Pakistan.[142]

Famous paramilitary officers
• Morris "Moe" Berg was a famous Paramilitary Officer from the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) during the

Second World War. He was a Major League Baseball player before he joined the OSS. He was better known for
being "the brainiest guy in baseball"[143] than for anything he accomplished in the game. Casey Stengel once
described Berg as "the strangest man ever to play baseball".[144] A graduate of Princeton University and
Columbia Law School, Berg spoke several languages and regularly read 10 newspapers a day. As an OSS officer,
Berg was parachuted into Yugoslavia to gather intelligence on resistance groups the U.S. government was
considering supporting. He was then sent on a mission to Italy, where he interviewed various physicists
concerning the German nuclear program to assess whether they should be assassinated. After the war, Berg
worked for the OSS's successor, the Central Intelligence Agency.

• William Colby was another famous OSS Paramilitary Officer. Colby parachuted behind enemy lines into France
and Norway during World War II. He was awarded the Silver Star for his actions. After the war, Colby went to
Columbia Law School and practiced law in William Donovan's law firm. He bored quickly and accepted a
position with the CIA, where he ended up serving in many important positions culminating in his becoming the
Director of Central Intelligence in 1973. Colby died in 1996 in a boating accident. The circumstances surrounding
his death were viewed as suspicious by many.[145] [146] [147] [148]

• Douglas Mackiernan was the first of over 70 officers of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to be killed in the 
line of duty. Publicly working under diplomatic cover as a State Department employee, he worked as a covert 
intelligence officer for the CIA in its earliest days after its creation in 1947. His assignment in Tihwa, Sinkiang
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included the collection of intelligence about Russian nuclear activities in Western China and Chinese intentions
on the Korean Pennisula. Mackiernan was killed in April, 1950 accidentally by Tibetan outposts as he was trying
to flee into Tibet with information on these intentions.[149]

• Tony Poe was a former World War II U.S. Marine and legendary Paramilitary Operations Officer during the
Vietnam War. He is sometimes labeled as the model for the character Colonel Kurtz in the 1979 film Apocalypse
Now.[21] [150] Poe was awarded the Intelligence Star twice, a very rare occurrence.[151] Poe gained the respect of
the Hmong forces with practices that were barbaric even by native standards. The Hmong fighters brought him
the ears of dead enemy soldiers, and he mailed the ears to the U.S. embassy in Vientiane to prove the body
counts. He dropped severed heads onto enemy locations twice in a grisly form of psy-ops. He was also wounded
several times in combat and is still held in very high esteem by the Hmong community in the United States.[152]

• William Billy Waugh, Sergeant Major, U.S. Army-Retired (born December, 1929), is a highly decorated
American Special Forces soldier and Central Intelligence Agency Paramilitary Operations Officer who served in
the United States military and CIA special operations for more than fifty years. Billy Waugh was a Special Forces
soldier and served in the Korean War. When the Vietnam War began Waugh was a member of 5th Special Forces
Group and joined the Military Assistance Command, Vietnam Studies and Observations Group (MACV-SOG).
While working for SOG, Waugh helped train Vietnamese and Cambodian forces in → unconventional warfare
tactics primarily directed against the North Vietnamese Army operating along the Ho Chi Minh Trail. He received
a Silver Star, four Bronze Stars for Valor and eight Purple Hearts. Waugh joined the CIA as a Paramilitary
Operations Officer in 1961. He carried out covert operations throughout the world. The most significant of these
operations included catching Carlos the Jackal and locating Osama bin Laden in the Sudan. However, Waugh was
denied approval to assassinate the Al-Qaeda leader. At the age of 71, Waugh was on the first U.S. team to enter
Afghanistan, led by Gary Schroen. During this time, Waugh assisted in defeating the Taliban and in Battle of
Tora Bora.[153] [154]

• Michael G. Vickers (born 1953) is the United States Assistant Secretary of Defense for → Special Operations and
→ Low Intensity Conflict. He is a former Green Beret[155] , → Army Special Forces officer, and CIA paramilitary
operations officer from their elite Special Activities Division.[77] While in the CIA, he played a key role in the
arming of the Afghan resistance to the Soviets and is considered the architect behind the program that gave the
Soviets a significant defeat in the Cold War.[156] His role is featured in George Crile's 2003 book Charlie Wilson's
War, and in the 2007 movie adaptation in which he is played by actor Christopher Denham, who is best
remembered in the film as the character playing chess with several individuals at once.

• Johnny Micheal Spann, the first American casualty in the 2001 invasion of Afghanistan, was a Paramilitary
Officer in Special Activities Division and former United States Marine.[157] Officer Spann was killed in a prison
uprising at the Qala-i-Jangi compound at Mazari Sharif. He was killed after interviewing John Walker Lindh who
was being held at the same compound.[158] Officer Spann fought off hundreds of prisoners with his rifle and
pistol, before running out of ammunition and resorting to hand-to-hand combat.[159] His actions allowed other
outnumbered U.S. and Northern Alliance individuals to escape. These forces returned with the British → Special
Boat Service and Army Special Forces to recover Officer Spann and to defeat the uprising. Officer Spann was
awarded the Intelligence Star for his actions.[160]

Famous political action officers
• Virginia H. Hall Goillot started as the only female paramilitary officer in the OSS. She was severely injured and 

lost a leg during combat in WWII. She parachuted into France to organize the resistance with her prosthesis 
strapped to her body. She was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross. She married an OSS officer named Paul 
Goillot and the two joined the CIA as paramilitary operations officers in SAD. Once aboard, Mrs. Goillot made 
her mark as a political action officer playing significant roles in the Guatemala and Guyana operations. These 
operations involved the covert removal of the governments of these two countries, as directed by the President of
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the United States.[161]

• E. Howard Hunt (October 9, 1918 – January 23, 2007) was an Ivy league educated Naval officer who joined the
CIA in 1949 after serving with the OSS in WWII. Hunt was a political action officer in what came to be called
their Special Activities Division.[162] He became station chief in Mexico City in 1950, and supervised William F.
Buckley, Jr., who worked for the CIA in Mexico during the period 1951–1952. Buckley, another SAD political
action specialist, only served briefly in the CIA but went on to be considered the father of the modern American
conservative movement. Buckley and Hunt remained lifelong friends.[163] Hunt ran Operation PBSUCCESS
which overthrew of government in Guatemala in 1954, was heavily involved in the Bay of Pigs Invasion
operation, frequently mentioned in the JFK assassination and was one of the operatives in the Watergate
scandal.[164] Hunt made a tape in 2007 describing his knowledge of the assassination of President Kennedy.[165]

[166] Hunt was also a well known author with over 50 books to his credit. These books were published under
several alias names and several were made into motion pictures.[167]

• Kermit Roosevelt, Jr. (February 16, 1916 – June 8, 2000), was an political action officer in SAD who coordinated
the Central Intelligence Agency's (CIA) Operation Ajax, which orchestrated the coup d’état against Iran's
Mohammed Mossadegh and returned Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, the Shah of Iran, to Iran's Peacock Throne in
August 1953. He was also the grandson of American president Theodore Roosevelt.

CIA Memorial Wall
The CIA Memorial Wall is located at CIA headquarters in Langley, Virginia. It honors CIA employees who died in
the line of duty.[168] As of June 9, 2008, there were 90 stars carved into the marble wall,[169] each one representing
an officer that gave his or her life for their country.[168] A black book, called the "Book of Honor," lays beneath the
stars and is encased in an inch-thick plate of glass.[169] Inside this book are stars, arranged by year of death, and lists
the names of 56 employees who died in CIA service alongside them.[168] [169] The other 33 names remain secret,
even in death.[168]

The Memorial Wall includes Christopher Mueller and William "Chief" Carlson, both former Paramilitary Operations
Officers.[170] "The bravery of these two men cannot be overstated," Director of Central Intelligence George J. Tenet
told a gathering of several hundred Agency employees and family members of those killed in the line of duty. "Chris
and Chief put the lives of others ahead of their own. That is heroism defined." Mueller, a former U.S. Navy SEAL
and Carlson, a former Army Special Forces soldier, → Delta Force operator, and member of the Blackfeet Nation in
Montana, died while tracking high level terrorists near Shkin, Afghanistan, on October 25, 2003. Both officers saved
the lives of others, including Afghan soldiers, during the ambush.[170] [171] [172]
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• Clandestine HUMINT and Covert Action
• → United States Special Operations Command
• → Joint Special Operations Command
• → Delta Force
• Espionage
• SEAL Team Six
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• → Guerrilla warfare
• Krav Maga
• Marine Special Operations Command
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• Special reconnaissance
• Psychological operations (United States)
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• Direct action (military)
• Foreign internal defense
• → United States Army Special Forces
• Counterterrorism
• Gary Schroen
• → Special Service Group
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Special Reaction Teams

Soldiers from the 42nd Military Police Detachment's Special
Reaction Team pull security on a bus that was taken hostage by
terrorists during the multi-agency Orbit Comet anti-terrorism

exercise at Fort Bragg, August 2005.

A Special Reaction Team (SRT) is a specialized team
or element within a military police unit that has been
tasked with a level response to a high risk situation
within a military base or compound. SRT is found
within law enforcement units of the United States
Army, Navy, → Air Force and Marine Corps. The
teams are military equivalents of civilian police
department → SWAT teams. Commanders must
provide an installation SRT capable of providing an
enhanced response to developed threats in their area of
responsibility within two hours of initial notification.
This is in anticipation of possible terrorist attacks
against Army, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Navy
installations. The teams respond to situations as varied
as hostage rescue, counter-sniper actions, VIP
protection, and counter terrorism.

Some situations requiring SRT employment may
include, but are not limited to:
• Barricaded subjects.
• Hostage situations.
• Sniper incidents.
• Counter terrorist operations.
• VIP protection (as a response force).
• Threatened suicide incidents.
• Apprehension assistance during joint operations.
. During hostilities, SRTs may be required to perform similar missions in a combat environment.
SRT priorities during an incident are:
• Protecting lives, to include hostages, law enforcement personnel, bystanders, and suspects.
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• Securing the safe release of hostages.
• Isolating/containing the incident.
• Gathering information/intelligence. This is an ongoing responsibility from the beginning of an incident until its

resolution.
• Protecting property/equipment. Preventing escape.
• Apprehending offenders.[1]

• Conducting an assault (only if all other alternatives have been exhausted, no other assistance is expected, and a
threat to human life exists).

A Special Reaction Team (or Emergency Services Team in the USAF) is composed of seasoned Military Police
(Army and Marine Corps) or Security Forces (Air Force) who have received training for high-risk situations (high
risk warrants, hostage situations, barricaded suspects). They are a Department of Defense equivalent to a → SWAT
and often attend the same schools for training.

Training
SRT candidates from all branches attend training at the US Army Military Police School at Fort Leonard Wood,
MO.
SRT training is divided into Phase 1 and Phase 2. SRT members are required to have a high degree of physical
fitness, so candidates attending SRT training should be in excellent physical condition. Participants must be able to
successfully negotiate an obstacle course, run, jump, and perform while wearing protective clothing (body armor,
eye protection). Participants will also come in physical contact with other students or instructors during several
sections of training. SRT Phase 1 and Phase 2 are designed to test student stamina by conducting training at all
hours.
Phase 1 provides training for personnel performing duties as a member of an installation Special Reaction Team
entry team member and prepares them to respond to and resolve special threat situations. The SRT will provide the
commander with an enhanced response capability above that provided by on-duty conventional law
enforcement/security patrols. Instructional emphasis focuses on SRT tactics, marksmanship and special threat
situations including response to a terrorist incident, barricaded incidents (with and without hostages), drug raids, and
high risk warrant apprehensions. Students must complete Phase 1 training prior to progressing to Phase 2.
Phase 2 provides training for personnel performing duties as a member of an installation Special Reaction Team
marksman/observer. Training provides instruction in techniques required for inner perimeter security, intelligence
gathering, and if necessary, highly accurate and effective neutralization of hostile targets in special threat situations.
Training includes iron sighted and scoped weapon systems. In addition to marksmanship training, students must pass
a written examination designed to evaluate the student's knowledge of tactics learned in Phase 2. No reference
material is allowed while testing, and students must have 47 of 50 questions correct to achieve a passing grade.
Note: SRT refers to both Special Reaction Team & Special Response and Tactics Depending on location.
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External links
• Sniper Paradise SRT [2]

• U.S. Army SRT information [3]

• U.S. Marine Corps SRT information [4]

• U.S. Air Force SRT information [5]

• U.S. Army Field Manual 19-10, Chapter 21 "Special Reaction Team" [6].
• Special Operations information page [7]

• Stars and Stripes Article: Featuring SRT [8]

• SRT Training at Walter Reed [9]
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Air Force Security Forces

 United States Air Force Security Forces 

Security Forces Badge
 Active 

 Country United States of America

 Branch United States Air Force

 Part of Department of Defense
United States Department of the Air Force

 Motto  "Defensor Fortis" 

 Insignia 

 Beret Flash

USAF policemen (Far left: Amn Marc Joel
Berger) from Tan Son Nhut Air Base, watch for
Viet Cong infiltration attempts along the base

perimeter, during the Vietnam war

United States Air Force Security Forces (AFSC Enlisted: 3P0X1,
formerly 811X0 Security Specialist; 812XX Law Enforcement
Specialist, later 3P0X2; and 811X2A K-9 Specialist, later 3P0X2A,
Officer: 31PX), formerly named Air Police (1948), then Security
Police (August 1967) are the military police and the air base ground
defense forces of the United States Air Force. Airmen in this field go
through 13 weeks of initial technical training at Lackland Air Force
Base with the 343rd Training Squadron, known as the Security Forces
Academy.

Specialties

TASS Operators consist of Security Forces personnel who complete a
course on operation and maintenance of thermal imagery, sensors, and their components. Operators set up and
provide surveillance to built-up installations as well as mobile base camps. Operators use microwave, thermal,
seismic, and 'trip-wire' sensors. Operators can also use a variety of camera systems such as CCTV systems, or the
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high tech military version, called the Wide-Area Infrared Surveillance Thermal Imager or WISTI. WISTI's can
detect enemy movement by tracking body heat, or other heat resonances; or can be automatically routed to another
sensor that goes off, in which the WISTI will automatically focus in and track the programmed sensor.
Phoenix Raven is a United States military counter-terrorism organization program instituted in 1997 by Gen. Mills.
The Phoenix Raven program, implemented by Air Mobility Command Commander Gen. Walter Kross in early 1997,
consists of groups of specially trained security forces personnel dedicated to providing force protection for aircrews
and resources that operate in areas with a high threat areas. Ravens act as force protection advisers to aircraft
commanders, perform close-in aircraft security, airfield security assessments and assist with aircrew duties. Raven
candidates undergo a two-week course at the Air Mobility Warfare Center, Fort Dix. They study topics such as
international law, and they learn hand-to-hand defense techniques.
The Air Force maintains Emergency Services Teams (EST) which are similar to → SWAT teams. Nuclear mission
bases have have Tactical Response Force and Convoy Response Force (TRF/CRF) Units. These units are trained just
like all other EST but go through training at Malmstrom for nuclear specific tasks. TRF/CRF units are on call with
many other security forces units at nuclear bases and provide rapid response to emergency situations. Security Forces
also deploy Close Precision Engagement (CPE) teams, also known as counter-snipers.

Training
Additional training may be available to Security Forces such as the Close Precision Engagement Course (CPEC) at
Camp Robinson. Security Forces members may also go through technical schools to help them as their careers
develop. Some of these schools consist of, but are not limited to: Emergency Services Team (E.S.T.), Security
Forces Dispatch Communications, Tactical Automated Sensor Systems Operator (TASS), Combat Arms Training
and Maintenance (CATM), Military Police Investigator Course (MPI), or Military Working Dog Handler.
Some Security Forces members attend the Army's Air Assault School, Airborne school and Ranger School. Security
Forces members can also go through advanced training in investigations or advanced driving school training by the
Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI).
Air Force Specialty Code 3P0X1B (CATM) are personnel who train base personnel in the use of small arms
weaponry, oversee and maintain and repair all small arms in the Air Force inventory. A second career direction
Security Forces have is the Military Working Dog (MWD) program Air Force Specialty Code 3P0X1A. Military
Working Dog teams deploy explosive detection and narcotics detection dogs throughout the base. Most Dog
Handlers perform law enforcement duties at their duty station, and have opportunities to deploy, go Temporary Duty
(TDY) for various reasons, including protection of the President of the United States.
EST members undergo special tactics training (Special Reaction Team Course, Phase 1 and 2) at the Advanced Law
Enforcement Training Division (ALETD) located at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. SRT Phase I is a SWAT
entry-team course and Phase II covers sniper emplacement, marksmanship, and tactics. ALETD is run by the U.S.
Army and provides the majority of specialty training for U.S. Army and Marine Corps Military Policemen as well as
Air Force Security Forces and some civilian police departments.

Weapons
All Security Forces are required to maintain qualifications on the M-4 Carbine and M-9 pistol. Different weapons
skills can be obtained, such as the M-203 Grenade Launcher, the M-249 light machine gun, M-240B general-purpose
machine gun, the M-2 50 caliber machine gun, and the MK-19 grenade launcher. In the past Security police
personnel could also qualify with the M29 mortar, M67 recoilless rifle, and M72 LAW. Obsolete weapons
previously carried by S.P.s include the M-60, Smith & Wesson Model 15, XM148 grenade launcher, and M79
grenade launcher.
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The Blue Beret
The roots of the Security Police beret are often traced back to the 1041st Security Police Squadron (Test) and
"Operation Safeside" during 1965-67. The mission of the Air Police was changing, and this specially trained Task
Force adopted a light blue beret with a Falcon patch as their symbol. It can only be speculated as to whether the idea
came from the Army Ranger beret, since the initial cadre of the 1041st SPS received its initial training at the Army
Ranger School. The 1041st SPS evolved into the 82nd Combat Security Police Wing, but was deactivated in
December 1968, thus bringing an end to the light blue beret with the falcon emblem.
Although the beret was not an authorized uniform item for Security Police work, several local commanders
authorized a dark blue beret for their units even though the official Security Police cover remained the white service
cap. In the early 70's, Military Working Dog handlers assigned to the 6280th SPS, Takhli RTAFB, Thailand, wore a
dark blue beret with no insignia. The other members of the unit wore fatigue caps and the "jungle booney" style hat.
Again, the beret was distinguishing a specific group of specialized personnel. Other units adopted a version of the
beret to distinguish their elite guards.
When Brigadier General (Major General select) Thomas Sadler was appointed Air Force Chief of Security Police
and the two symbol AF/SP office was created in 1975, the Security Police had arrived. The General's task was to
bring the Security Police into the mainstream of the Air Force and one of the tools for doing that was recognition of
deeds as well as members of a distinctive and highly recognizable career field. The beret was one of the proposed
uniform changes that had been being considered. Although there was significant opposition to the beret initially from
senior colonels and MAJCOM Chiefs, the troops loved the idea, and that's what it was all about. Several months later
the uniform board approved the proposal, and the beret was officially being worn worldwide in 1976.
The dark blue beret of 1976 was worn with the MAJCOM crest of the appropriate major command the unit was
assigned to. It continued this way for 20 years until the forming of the Security Forces in early 1997. In March 1997,
the 82nd CSPW was reactivated and redesigned the 820th Security Forces Group. It provided worldwide "first in
force protection" for Air Force contingencies.

History

A member of the USAF Security Police (173d
Security Forces Squadron).

The position of Air Provost Marshall came into being in March 1943 at
the direction of General Henry H. Arnold, commander of the United
States Army Air Forces. When the Air Force became a separate entity
in January 1948, its military police became air police. The Air Provost
Marshal came under the Air Force Inspector General. The organization
title became Director of Security and Law Enforcement in 1960. The
term air police became security police in 1967 and then in 1997 was
changed to Security Forces.

The security police function left the inspector general umbrella in 1975
and began reporting to the Air Force Chief of Staff. The title of Chief
of Security Police then replaced the title Directory. The security police headquarters moved from Washington DC to
Kirtland AFB NM in 1978 and became the Air Force Office of Security Police (AFOSP), a separate operating
agency, again under the Inspector General. In 1991, as part of an Air Staff reorganization, the Chief of Security
Police was again aligned directly under the Air Force Chief of Staff. The Chief of Security Police and the staff
needed to work security police policy issues was relocated to The Pentagon, Washington DC.

A little over half of the AF Security police staff remained at Kirtland AFB as a field operating agency, the Air Force 
Security Police Agency (AFSPA). AFSPA reported directly to the Air Force Chief of Security Police. AFSPA was 
comprised of four directorates: security; law enforcement and training; resources; and corrections. In January 1997, 
as a result of the Khobar Towers bombing,an Air Force Chief of Staff directed reorganization of Security Forces
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designed to improve Air Force force protection capabilities, the Air Force Chief of Security Police was re-designated
the Air Force Director of Security Forces, and in October 1997, the Security Police career field became the Security
Forces career field. AFSPA was reorganized in November 1997 and relocated to Lackland AFB Texas.
The new organization, designated the Air Force Security Forces Center, consists of three units: Headquarters, the AF
Force Protection Battle lab, and the 820th Security Forces Group. The Headquarters Air Force Security Forces
Center (HQ AFSFC) is commanded by the duel-hatted Air Force Director of Security Forces. HQ AFSFC acts as an
extension of the Pentagon staff, conducting staff studies dealing with a wide range of topics, including nuclear
security, antiterrorism/force protection, base defense, police services, combat arms and Security Forces training,
equipment management, and military working dogs. The Headquarters consists of three divisions: Force Protection,
Operations, and Corrections, with three geographically separated units-Miramar, California; Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas; and Charleston, South Carolina.
The Force Protection Battlelab's commander reports to the HQ AFSFC commander. Force Protection Battlelab's
mission is to rapidly identify and prove the worth of innovative Force Protection ideas which improve the ability of
the Air Force to execute it's core competencies and joint warfighting. The Battlelab rapidly measures the worth of
new ideas and presents them to the Air Force senior leadership for consideration involving changes to the way the
Air Force currently organizes, trains, equips, executes, plans and commands.
The 820th Security Forces Group provides a highly-trained, rapidly-deployable "first-in" force protection capability
to any operating location in support of the USAF Global Engagement mission. The 820th gives the Air Force a
totally dedicated composite unit for force protection, drawing from many disciplines, not just Security Forces. The
unit is composed of personnel from Security Forces, Office of Special Investigations, civil engineering, logistics and
supply, communications, intelligence, administration, personnel, and medical career fields, providing the capability
to assess each threat and act accordingly.[1]

Recent Changes
Brig. Gen. Robert Holmes, director of security forces and force protection, calls these transformations a "refocus" on
how his people train and fight.
"We're not in the Cold War anymore; we have to alter our mentality and our practices for today's reality," the general
said. "Because of the nature of the threat, our Airmen are fighting the global war on terror on the front lines, and we
owe it to them to provide training, equipment and resources to be effective."
Essentially, security forces will focus on preparing for their warfighting mission at forward locations, as well as
security at a fixed installation, General Holmes said. As an example, he cited an Air Force task force that operated
around Balad Air Base, Iraq, for two months last year. The unit patrolled the local towns and found weapons caches
as well as individuals who posed a threat to the base. Security forces must learn counterinsurgency techniques to
operate more effectively in joint operations, said Maj. Gen. Norman Seip, assistant deputy chief of staff for air and
space operations.
While security forces will focus more on their warfighting competencies, Air Force leaders are reviewing several
options for installation protection duties, such as entry control, at home stations. Plans call for more DOD civilians,
greater affiliation with Guard and Reserve and better use of technologies, General Holmes said. The changes to the
security forces career field will present the opportunity for other Airmen to participate in installation security. While
that doesn’t necessarily mean everyone will have a rotation checking identification cards at a gate, it does mean more
comprehensive training, awareness and capability to respond and participate, he said.
While definitive plans have not been finalized, General Holmes also said one of the transformation goals is bringing
security forces back in step with standard Air Force 120-day deployments. Overall, General Holmes said the changes
would make security forces more effective and relevant to Air Force needs in the face of the current changing nature
of warfare.
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"We want to make our Airmen more proficient, and to do that, we need to adapt," General Holmes said. "We're
going to change our training, our tactics and our procedures and the Air Force will be better for it" [2] .
In November 2007, it was announced that the Air Force was going to triple the number of Security Forces personnel
in Iraq and Afghanistan to back-fill Army and Marines Corps mission tasks.[3]

See also
• 732 ESFS/DET-3
• United States Army Military Police Corps
• Royal Air Force Regiment
• Airfield Defence Guards
• → Objektschutzregiment der Luftwaffe

External links
• Official Air Force Security Forces website [4]

• Official Air Force Security Forces factsheet [5]

• The Air Force Security Police Association [6]

• Unofficial Air Force Security Police website [7]

• Brief History of the USAF Security Forces [8]

• History of the blue beret [9]

• the Unofficial 81st SPS RAF Bentwaters/Woodbridge Site [10]

• Unofficial security history of Westover AFB (SAC) 1955 - 1974 [11]

• USAF Security Police/Forces Vietnam Veteran.... [12]
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Pentagon Force Protection Agency

Pentagon Force Protection Agency
Abbreviation  PFPA 

 PFPA Seal 

Motto  "Protecting those Who Protect the Nation" 

Agency overview 

Formed  May 3, 2002 

Preceding agency Defense Protective Service

Legal personality Governmental: Government agency

Jurisdictional structure 

Federal agency(Operations
jurisdiction)

United States

Legal jurisdiction The Pentagon and National Capital Region

General nature • Federal law enforcement
• Civilian agency 

Operational structure 

Headquarters The Pentagon

Agency executive  Steven E. Calvery-Director, Richard S. Keevill, Chief of the U.S. Pentagon Police 

Parent agency Department of Defense

Child agency United States Pentagon Police

Website

http:/ / www. pfpa. mil/

The Pentagon Force Protection Agency (PFPA) is a United States Government agency staffed by sworn federal
police officers (United States Pentagon Police), civilian criminal investigators and CBRN technicians, as well as
non-sworn civilian anti-terrorism physical security personnel, and is responsible for the protection of The Pentagon,
headquarters of the United States Department of Defense (DoD). In response to the terrorist attack against the
Pentagon on September 11, 2001, the DoD established the new agency, which absorbed the Defense Protective
Service (DPS), and assumed its role of providing basic law enforcement and security for The Pentagon and DoD
interests in the National Capitol Region (NCR).
PFPA expanded that mission to provide force protection against the full spectrum of potential threats through robust
prevention, preparedness, detection, and response measures. The agency provides those services to the 280 acre (1.1
km²) "Pentagon Reservation" as well as numerous other Department of Defense activities and facilities within the
NCR.
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United States Pentagon Police
The mission of the Pentagon Police Department (PPD) is to promote high quality law enforcement and security
services, in order to provide a safe and orderly work environment for the Department of Defense community in the
National Capital Region.
Formerly The Defense Protective Service (DPS), The U.S. Pentagon Police have exclusive jurisdiction within the
Pentagon Reservation and have concurrent jurisdiction with other police agencies in an area of approximately 275
acres around the complex. Through a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Arlington County, Virginia. The
U.S. Pentagon Police also possess conditional police authority throughout Arlington County. The United States
Pentagon Police are also charged with the protection of certain Department of Defense executive officers.
Pentagon Police officers are Federal officers, appointed under Title 10 Section 2674 of the United States Code. They
are sworn officers with full federal authority, and receive their initial training at the Federal Law Enforcement
Training Center in Glynco, Georgia.

Personnel

Careers
The United States Pentagon Police has an assortment of career opportunities. The motorized, bicycle, and
motorcycle patrols, Emergency Response Team, K-9, Protective Service Unit, Criminal Investigations, Threat
Management, Training Branch, Evidence and Court Liaison, and Recruiting Branch are units that exist for career
enhancement.
U.S. Pentagon Police Officers/Special Agents are sworn federal law enforcement officers, appointed under Title 10
Section 2674 of the United States Code. The officers possess full Federal authority, as authorized by Section 2674,
and receive initial training at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center in Glynco, Georgia.
Police Officers (0083) attend the Basic Police Training Program
Criminal Investigators/Special Agents(1811) attend the Criminal Investigator Training Program
Special Agents attend Protective Services Training at Fort Leonard Wood, MO and the Federal Law Enforcement
Training Center.

Anti-Terrorism Force Protection Directorate (ATFP)
The mission of the PFPA Antiterrorism Force/Protection Directorate (AT/FP) is to provide PFPA and DoD interests
throughout the National Capital Region with a total AT/FP program designed to protect lives, facilities, information
and equipment. The AT/FP Division advises Pentagon leaders on AT/FP matters; conducts antiterrorism training for
all Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) personnel; gathers, analyzes and disseminates threat information as it
relates to AT/FP; develops AT/FP plans and programs; and conducts vulnerability assessments.
The AT/FP Directorate is composed of highly trained and motivated security specialists responsible for deterring,
detecting, and responding against terrorist attacks to DoD assets within the National Capital Region (NCR).
Additionally, the security specialists serve as AT subject matter experts for the Designated Officials throughout the
National Capital Region (NCR).
The AT/FP Directorate also provides AT Level I Training at the Pentagon twice a week, and provides DoD
personnel with a direct link for reporting suspicious activity.
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Criminal Investigations & Protective Directorate (CIPD)
The mission of the Criminal Investigations & Protective Directorate is to investigate violations of the United States
Code within the jurisdiction of PFPA and provide executive protection to DoD High Risk Personnel (HRP) in the
NCR (National Capital Region).
PFPA Special Agent's (1811) investigate violations of the United States Code and provide protection for CONUS
missions for visiting Ministers of Defense and other OCONUS missions designated by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense. CIPD's Operations Section is responsible for coordinating protection missions and providing 24/7 support
for field agents.
The Protective Services Unit (PSU) is responsible for providing protective support for the Office of the Secretary of
Defense and the Chairman and Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff at the Pentagon Building. They handle
visits to the Pentagon by foreign and domestic dignitaries, as well as cover protection for special events on the
Pentagon Reservation, most recently noted the dedication of the 9/11 memorial. The police officers assigned to PSU
provide residence security in hotel room hallways during the midnight shift while traveling with HRP's both inside
and outside of the United States. They are provided the same DoD approved Protective Service Training as the
Criminal Investigators with the directorate, however do not complete criminal investigator training.
The mission of the Criminal Investigations & Protective Directorate is to investigate violations of the United States
Code within the jurisdiction of PFPA and provide executive protection to DoD High Risk Personnel (HRP) in the
NCR (National Capital Region).
PFPA Special Agent's (1811) investigate criminal activity under the jurisdiction of the Pentagon Force Protection
Agency, violations of the United States Code and provide protection for CONUS missions for visiting High Risk
Personnel and other OCONUS missions designated by the Office of the Secretary of Defense. CIPD's Operations
Section is responsible for coordinating protection missions and providing 24/7 support for field agents.

See also
• U.S. Defense Department firefighters
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SWAT

 Special weapons and tactics 

 Active 1968–Present

 Type  Special Operations 

 Role Domestic Counter-Terrorism and Law Enforcement

A SWAT (special weapons and tactics)[1] [2] team is an elite tactical unit in American and some international law
enforcement departments. They are trained to perform high-risk operations that fall outside of the abilities of regular
officers. Their duties include performing hostage rescues and counter-terrorism operations, serving high risk arrest
and search warrants, subduing barricaded suspects, and engaging heavily-armed criminals. A SWAT team is often
equipped with specialized firearms including assault rifles, submachine guns, shotguns, carbines, riot control agents,
stun grenades, and high-powered rifles for snipers. They have specialized equipment including heavy body armor,
entry tools, armored vehicles, advanced night vision optics, and motion detectors for covertly determining the
positions of hostages or hostage takers inside of an enclosed structure.
The first SWAT team was established in the Los Angeles Police Department in 1968. Since then, many American
police departments, especially in major cities and at the federal and state-levels of government, have established their
own elite units under various names; these units, regardless of their official name, are referred to collectively as
SWAT teams in colloquial usage.

History

The LAPD SWAT was the first in the United
States.

The development of SWAT in its modern incarnation is usually given as
beginning with reference in particular to then-inspector Daryl Gates of
the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD).

As far as the LAPD SWAT team's beginning, Gates' explained in his
autobiography Chief: My Life in the LAPD, that he neither developed
SWAT tactics nor its distinctive equipment. Gates wrote that he
supported the concept, tried to empower his people to develop the
concept, and lent them moral support.[3]

Gates originally named the platoon "Special Weapons Assault Team",
however, due to popular protest this name was turned down by his boss,
then-deputy police chief Ed Davis for sounding too much like a military
organization. Wanting to keep the acronym "SWAT", Gates changed its
expansion ("explanation") to "special weapons and tactics".
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While the public face of SWAT was made known through the LAPD, perhaps because of its proximity to the mass
media and the size and professionalism of the Department itself, the first SWAT operations were conducted far north
of Los Angeles in the farming community of Delano, California on the border between Kern and Tulare Counties in
the great San Joaquin Valley. César Chavez' United Farm Workers were staging numerous protests in Delano, both
at cold storage facilities and in front of non-supportive farm workers' homes on the city streets. Delano Police
Department answered the issues that arose by forming the first-ever units using special weapons and tactics.
Television news stations and print media carried live and delayed reportage of these events across the nation.
Personnel from the LAPD, having seen these broadcasts, contacted Delano PD and inquired about the program. One
officer then obtained permission to observe Delano Police Department's special weapons and tactics in action, and
afterwards took what he had learned back to Los Angeles where his knowledge was used and expanded on to form
their first SWAT unit.
John Nelson was the officer who came up with the idea to form a specially trained and equipped unit in the LAPD,
intended to respond to and manage critical situations involving shootings while minimizing police casualties.
Inspector Gates approved this idea, and he formed a small select group of volunteer officers. This first SWAT unit
initially consisted of fifteen teams of four men each, for a total staff of sixty. These officers were given special status
and benefits. They were required to attend special monthly training. This unit also served as a security unit for police
facilities during civil unrest. The LAPD SWAT units were organized as "D Platoon" in the Metro division.[3]

A report issued by the Los Angeles Police Department, following a shootout with the Symbionese Liberation Army
in 1974, offers one of the few firsthand accounts by the department regarding SWAT history, operations, and
organization.[4]

On page 100 of the report, the Department cites four trends which prompted the development of SWAT. These
included riots such as the Watts Riots, which in the 1960s forced police departments into tactical situations for which
they were ill-prepared, the emergence of snipers as a challenge to civil order, the appearance of the political assassin,
and the threat of urban guerrilla warfare by militant groups. "The unpredictability of the sniper and his anticipation
of normal police response increase the chances of death or injury to officers. To commit conventionally trained
officers to a confrontation with a guerrilla-trained militant group would likely result in a high number of casualties
among the officers and the escape of the guerrillas." To deal with these under conditions of urban violence, the
LAPD formed SWAT, notes the report.
The report states on page 109, "The purpose of SWAT is to provide protection, support, security, firepower, and
rescue to police operations in high personal risk situations where specialized tactics are necessary to minimize
casualties."
On February 7, 2008 a siege and subsequent fire fight with a gunman in Winnetka, California led to the first
line-of-duty death of a member of the LAPD's SWAT team in its 41 years of existence.[5]
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SWAT duties

Members of the U.S. Air Force → 60th Security
Forces Squadron SWAT Team, Travis Air Force
Base, California, USA practice hostage rescue.

SWAT duties include:
• Hostage rescue.
• Crime suppression.
• Perimeter security against snipers for visiting dignitaries.
• Providing superior assault firepower in certain situations, e.g.

barricaded suspects.
• Rescuing officers and citizens captured or endangered by gunfire.
• Countering terrorist operations in U.S. cities.
• Resolving high-risk situations with a minimum loss of life, injury,

or property damage.
• Resolving situations involving barricaded subjects (specifically

covered by a Hostage Barricade Team).
• Stabilizing situations involving high-risk suicidal subjects.
• Providing assistance on drug raids, arrest warrants, and search

warrants.
• Providing additional security at special events.
• Stabilizing dangerous situations dealing with violent criminals (such

as rapists, serial killers or gangs).

Notable events

The first significant deployment of LAPD's SWAT unit was on December 9, 1969, in a four-hour confrontation with
members of the Black Panthers. The Panthers eventually surrendered, with three Panthers and three officers being
injured. By 1974, there was a general acceptance of SWAT as a resource for the city and county of Los Angeles.

On the afternoon of May 17, 1974,elements of a group which called itself the Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA), a
group of heavily-armed left-wing guerillas, barricaded themselves in a residence on East 54th Street at Compton
Avenue in Los Angeles. Coverage of the siege was broadcast to millions via television and radio and featured in the
world press for days after. Negotiations were opened with the barricaded suspects on numerous occasions, both prior
to and after the introduction of tear gas. Police units did not fire until the SLA had fired several volleys of
semi-automatic and automatic gunfire at them. In spite of the 3,772 rounds fired by the SLA, no uninvolved citizens
or police officers sustained injury from gunfire.
During the gun battle, a fire erupted inside the residence. The cause of the fire is officially unknown, although police
sources speculated that an errant round ignited one of the suspects' Molotov cocktails. Others suspect that the
repeated use of tear gas grenades, which function by burning chemicals at high temperatures, started the structure
fire. All six of the suspects suffered multiple gunshot wounds and perished in the ensuing blaze.
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U.S. Air Force 37th Training Wing's Emergency
Services Team use a team lift technique to enter a

target building during training at Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas, USA.

By the time of the SLA shoot-out, SWAT teams had reorganized into
six 10-man teams, each team consisting of two five-man units, called
elements. An element consisted of an element leader, two assaulters, a
scout, and a rear-guard. The normal complement of weapons was a
sniper rifle (apparently a .243-caliber bolt-action, judging from the
ordnance expended by officers at the shootout), two .223-caliber
semi-automatic rifles, and two shotguns. SWAT officers also carried
their service revolvers in shoulder holsters. The normal gear issued
them included a first aid kit, gloves, and a gas mask. In fact it was a
change just to have police armed with semi-automatic rifles, at a time
when officers were usually issued six-shot revolvers and shotguns. The
encounter with the heavily-armed Symbionese Liberation Army,
however, sparked a trend towards SWAT teams being issued body
armor and automatic weapons of various types.

The Columbine High School massacre in Colorado on April 20, 1999
was another seminal event in SWAT tactics and police response. As
noted in an article in the Christian Science Monitor, "Instead of being
taught to wait for the SWAT team to arrive, street officers are
receiving the training and weaponry to take immediate action during
incidents that clearly involve suspects' use of deadly force."[6]

The article further reported that street officers were increasingly being armed with rifles, and issued heavy body
armor and ballistic helmets, items traditionally associated with SWAT units. The idea is to train and equip street
officers to make a rapid response to so-called active-shooter situations. In these situations, it was no longer
acceptable to simply set up a perimeter and wait for SWAT.

As an example, in the policy and procedure manual of the Minneapolis, Minnesota, Police Department, it is stated,
"MPD personnel shall remain cognizant of the fact that in many active shooter incidents, innocent lives are lost
within the first few minutes of the incident. In some situations, this dictates the need to rapidly assess the situation
and act quickly in order to save lives."[7]

With this shift in police response, SWAT units remain in demand for their traditional roles as hostage rescue,
counter-terrorist operations, and serving high-risk warrants.

Organization
The relative infrequency of SWAT call-outs means these expensively-trained and equipped officers cannot be left to
sit around, waiting for an emergency. In many departments the officers are normally deployed to regular duties, but
are available for SWAT calls via pagers, mobile phones or radio transceivers. Even in the larger police agencies,
such as the Los Angeles PD, SWAT personnel would normally be seen in crime suppression roles—specialized and
more dangerous than regular patrol, perhaps, but the officers wouldn't be carrying their distinctive armor and
weapons.
By illustration, the LAPD's website shows that in 2003, their SWAT units were activated 255 times,[8] for 133
SWAT calls and 122 times to serve high-risk warrants.
The New York Police Department's Emergency Service Unit is one of the few civilian police special-response units
that operate autonomously 24 hours a day. However, this unit also provides a wide range of services, including
search and rescue functions, and vehicle extraction, normally handled by fire departments or other agencies.
The need to summon widely-dispersed personnel, then equip and brief them, makes for a long lag between the initial 
emergency and actual SWAT deployment on the ground. The problems of delayed police response at the 1999
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Columbine High School shooting has led to changes in police response,[9] mainly rapid deployment of line officers
to deal with an active shooter, rather than setting up a perimeter and waiting for SWAT to arrive.

Training

United States Mint Police Special Response
Team

SWAT officers are selected from volunteers within their law
enforcement organization. Depending on the department's policy,
officers generally have to serve a minimum tenure within the
department before being able to apply for a specialist section such as
SWAT. This tenure requirement is based on the fact that SWAT
officers are still law enforcement officers and must have a thorough
knowledge of department policies and procedures.
SWAT applicants undergo rigorous selection and training. Applicants
must pass stringent physical agility, written, oral, and psychological
testing to ensure they are not only fit enough but also psychologically
suited for tactical operations.
Emphasis is placed on physical fitness so an officer will be able to
withstand the rigors of tactical operations. After an officer has been
selected, the potential member must undertake and pass numerous
specialist courses that will make him or her a fully qualified SWAT
operator. Officers are trained in marksmanship for the development of accurate shooting skills. Other training that
could be given to potential members includes training in explosives, sniper-training, defensive tactics, first-aid,
negotiation, handling K9 units, rappelling and roping techniques and the use of specialized weapons and equipment.
They may also be trained specifically in the handling and use of special ammunition such as bean bags, flash bang
grenades, tasers, and the use of crowd control methods, and special less-than-lethal munitions. Of primary
importance is close-quarters defensive tactics training, as this will be the primary mission upon becoming a
full-fledged SWAT officer.
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SWAT equipment
SWAT teams use equipment designed for a variety of specialist situations including close quarters combat (CQC) in
an urban environment. The particular pieces of equipment vary from unit to unit, but there are some consistent trends
in what they wear and use.

Standard assault formation for a SWAT team.

Weapons

While a wide variety of weapons are used by SWAT
teams, the most common weapons include submachine
guns, assault rifles, shotguns, and sniper rifles.

Tactical aids include K9 Units, flash bang, stinger and
tear gas grenades.

Semi-automatic pistols are the most popular sidearms.
Examples may include, but are not limited to: M1911
pistol series,[10] [11] Sig Sauer series [12] [13] (especially
the Sig P226[11] [13] [14] and Sig P229) Beretta 92
series,[13] Glock pistols,[12] [15] [11] [16] [17] [18] and
H&K USP series.[13] [19]

Common submachine guns used by SWAT teams
include the 9 mm and 10 mm Heckler & Koch MP5.[10]

[11] [12] [13] [17] [18] [19] The H&K UMP[11] has begun to
replace the MP5 due to its lower cost and larger caliber,

though an UMP has a shorter effective range, and more recoil.

Common shotguns used by SWAT units include the Benelli M1,[17] [18] [20] Benelli M1014, Remington 870[10] [11]

[14] [17] and 1100, Mossberg 500 and 590.[13]

Common carbines include the Colt CAR-15 [10] [11] [16] [17] & M4 [11] [12] [14] [19] and H&K G36[18] & HK416.
While affording SWAT teams increased penetration and accuracy at longer ranges, the compact size of these
weapons is essential as SWAT units frequently operate in CQB environments. The Colt M16A2[12] [14] [19] can be
found used by marksmen or SWAT officers when a longer ranged weapon is needed.[10] The Heckler & Koch G3
series [17] is also common among marksmen or snipers, as well as the M14 rifle and the Remington 700P.[10] [12] [14]

[17] [18] [19] Many different variants of bolt action rifles are used by SWAT, including limited use of .50 caliber
sniper rifles.[21]

To breach doors quickly, battering rams, shotguns, or explosive charges can be used to break the lock or hinges, or
even demolish the door frame itself. SWAT teams also use many less-lethal munitions and weapons. These include
Tasers, pepper spray canisters, shotguns loaded with bean bag rounds, and PepperBall guns. PepperBall guns are
essentially paint ball markers loaded with balls containing Oleoresin Capsicum ("pepper spray").
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Vehicles

Dallas Police SWAT's Lenco BearCat Armored
Rescue Vehicle. Similar Lenco models are also

used by larger departments such as the LAPD and
NYPD.

SWAT units may also employ ARVs, (Armored Rescue Vehicle[22] )
for insertion, maneuvering, or during tactical operations such as the
rescue of civilians/officers pinned down by gunfire. Helicopters may
be used to provide aerial reconnaissance or even insertion via
rappelling or fast-roping. To avoid detection by suspects during
insertion in urban environments, SWAT units may also use modified
buses, vans, trucks, or other seemingly normal vehicles.

Units such as the Ohio State Highway Patrol's Special Response Team
(SRT) used a vehicle called a B.E.A.R., made by Lenco Engineering
which is a very large armored vehicle with a ladder on top to make
entry into the second and third floors of buildings. Numerous other
agencies such as the LAPD,[23] [24] LASD [24] and NYPD use both the B.E.A.R. and the smaller BearCat variant.

The Tulsa Police Department's SOT (Special Operations Team) uses an Alvis Saracen, a British-built armored
personnel carrier. The Saracen was modified to accommodate the needs of the SOT. A Night Sun was mounted on
top and a ram was mounted to the front. The Saracen has been used from warrant service to emergency response. It
has enabled team members to move from one point to another safely.
The police departments of Killeen and Austin, Texas and Washington, D.C. use the Cadillac Gage Ranger,[14] as
does the Florida Highway Patrol.[25]

The Beijing SWAT Team of the People's Republic of China (PRC) uses a specially designed Hummer in addition to
other armored vehicles.

Controversies
The use of SWAT teams in non-emergency situations has been criticized.[26] In 2006, two SWAT members served a
warrant on Salvatore Culosi, a 37-year old optometrist in the Fair Oaks section of Fairfax County, Virginia, a suburb
of Washington, D.C., who was accused of sports gambling; the attempted arrest ended with his accidental death.[27]

The officer who was responsible, Deval V. Bullock, was suspended for three weeks without pay.[28] One critic is
Radley Balko, a policy analyst at the Cato Institute, author of Overkill: The Rise of Paramilitary Police Raids in
America.[29] Other studies include Warrior Cops: The Ominous Growth of Paramilitarism in American Police
Departments by Diane Cecilia Weber from the same institute and Militarizing American Police: The Rise and
Normalization of Paramilitary Units by Dr. Peter Kraska and his colleague Victor Kappeler, professors of criminal
justice at Eastern Kentucky University, who surveyed police departments nationwide and found that their
deployment of paramilitary units had grown tenfold since the early 1980s..

See also
• List of Special Response Units in the United States
• List of Special Response Units
• SWAT World Challenge
• Manhunt (law enforcement)
• SWAT videogame series
• Swatting
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External links
• [30] The National Tactical Officers Association, a national organization of tactical professionals.
• [31] The International Tactical Officers Training Association, an organization of tactical professionals more

recently established than the NTOA.
• SWAT USA [32] Court TV program that broadcasts real SWAT video.
• Cato Institute [33] Overkill: The Rise of Paramilitary Police Raids in America
• Detroit Swat [34]

• The Armored Group, LLC. [35] Manufacturer of SWAT Vehicles
• ShadowSpear Special Operations: SWAT [36]
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Hostage Rescue Team (FBI)

 FBI Hostage Rescue Team 

Federal Bureau of Investigation Hostage Rescue Team
 Active 1983–Present

 Country United States of America

 Type Special Operations and → Tactical Law Enforcement

 Role Counter-terrorism and Hostage Rescue

 Part of  FBI, CIRG 

 Motto Servare Vitas (To Save Lives)

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Charles Pierce 

The Hostage Rescue Team (HRT) is the United States Federal Bureau of Investigation's elite counter-terrorism
tactical team.[1] The HRT is trained to rescue U.S. citizens or others who are held by a hostile force, either terrorist
or criminal.[1] The Hostage Rescue Team was founded in 1982 by Danny Coulson and completed its final
certification exercise in October 1983.
The HRT's purpose was, and still is, to serve as a domestic counter-terrorism unit, offering a tactical resolution
option in hostage and high-risk law enforcement situations. It originally comprised 50 operators; however, this
number has increased since to well over 90 full-time operators, but easily fewer than 500. The HRT commonly
functions as a national → SWAT team in highly sensitive or dangerous situations. Today it is part of the Tactical
Support Branch of the FBI's Critical Incident Response Group (CIRG) and is based at the FBI Academy in Quantico,
Virginia.[2]

History
The idea for the HRT was originally conceived during the late 1970s but came to life when then FBI director
William H. Webster witnessed a demonstration by the → US Army Delta Force. When Webster reviewed the
equipment used by the Delta Force and noticed there were no handcuffs, he inquired about it. An operator grimly
replied, "We put two rounds in their forehead, the dead don't need handcuffs."[3] The idea of the HRT started out as
an enhanced → SWAT and counter-terror team. The team would be capable of handling extraordinary hostage
situations, large-scale counter-terrorist operations, situations involving nuclear or biological agents, or operations
that local law enforcement or the regional FBI field office was not trained or equipped to handle. Final approval for
the HRT was given in early 1982, and formal planning began in March 1982. The initial HRT selection course was
held in June 1982 and consisted of three groups of thirty candidates each. Most candidates were experienced SWAT
team members. Of this group, fifty candidates were selected to continue on to more advanced training.
Upon completing its initial selection, the team began acquiring the equipment it believed it would need and 
upgrading training facilities at Quantico. One of its very first projects was the construction of a "shoot house". The
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building, which was built out of old tires, would allow the team to conduct live-fire training exercises to enhance
their shooting skills. The final touches were added to their facilities just before Thanksgiving 1982, and, after a short
holiday break, the team began its initial training program. After receiving tactical SWAT instruction, each individual
was given an expertise to research, such as explosives and breaching tactics. Each person also served as a liaison to
one of the existing elite counter-terrorism teams from around the world. In addition, nearly everyone was involved
with the Delta Force. As part of their liaison duties, the men attended training and exercises held by their assigned
counter-terrorism unit and shared experiences with the team. To bring all the newly acquired skills together, the team
spent roughly the entire month of January 1983 honing their shooting and tactical skills at Quantico. Then, the team
traveled to Fort Bragg, North Carolina, in February for a month of training with the US Army's Delta Force. The
Delta Force provided the team with a wide-ranging block of instruction that covered a number of topics that would
be useful during their future operations. The team returned to Quantico to further enhance their new abilities and
maintain the skills they had acquired at Fort Bragg. The Hostage Rescue Team became operational in August.[4]

The team's final certification exercise, codenamed Operation Equus Red, was held in October 1983 at Kirtland Air
Force Base, New Mexico. During the exercise, the HRT, a local → SWAT team, and a United States Department of
Energy Nuclear Emergency Search Team (NEST) were tasked with assaulting a terrorist stronghold. The "terrorist"
group was also believed to be in possession of a simulated nuclear device, which was at a separate location and had
to be recovered or neutralized. After the NEST aircraft confirmed the location of the device, HRT operators
assaulted the terrorist safe house, secured the device, and managed to "kill" the terrorist involved in approximately
30 seconds. The FBI's senior leadership viewed the exercise as a complete success and granted final approval for the
team to become fully operational.[4]

Upon completing its certification exercise, the team began to expand its capabilities by sending small teams of
operators out for more specialized training courses. Approximately a dozen operators visited Naval Amphibious
Base Coronado to receive combat diver, maritime operations, and tactics (such as Visit, Board, Search, and Seizure)
training from the → United States Navy SEALs. Other team members conducted helicopter operations and aerial
insertion training with the US Army's Task Force 160. The United States Marine Corps provided the team with
training in small unit tactics, night operations, and part of the HRT's sniper program training. Every operator also
received 80 hours of medical training. The HRT even went to Camp Peary for counter-terrorism training and "smash
and bang" courses in skills such as breaching barricades, running roadblocks, and defensive driving.[4]

Over time, HRT operators went off to US military, local and federal tactical teams, international, and private courses
to learn more about air assault tactics, rappelling, hand-to-hand combat, chemical agents, terrorist psychology,
surveillance methods, sniping/counter-sniping, communications and more. Whatever tactics they learned from their
training they shared with the team. Eventually, for CQB training, the HRT decided to make things more realistic on
advice from SEAL Team Six (later known as → United States Naval Special Warfare Development Group or
DEVGRU) commander Richard Marcinko, and the HRT introduced blood bags and wax bullets. The wax bullets
were used for team-versus-team drills.[3]

The HRT became part of the Critical Incident Response Group upon its formation in 1994 because of the need to
consolidate the assets necessary to respond to a critical incident in one group.
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Capabilities
The HRT's equipment and tactics are more advanced than any of the FBI's 56 field office SWAT teams or the 14
"enhanced" SWAT teams. The HRT's capabilities are more advanced because its operators (assault and sniper teams)
serve full time and train daily. HRT operators are assigned to one of three teams, one of which is a designated
maritime team.
One of the chief capabilities that easily distinguish the HRT from the FBI's SWAT teams is its ability to fast-rope, a
technique where the assault team rapidly descends a rope from the side of a helicopter. The HRT also possess the
ability "to deploy within four hours, with part or all of its personnel and resources, to any location within the United
States or its territories",[4] advanced tactics, night and low-light operation skills, the ability to operate in chemical,
extreme cold, or rural environments, and maritime operation skills,[5] unlike the FBI Field Office SWAT teams.

Maritime operations
The HRT as a whole possesses enhanced capabilities in the maritime domain, including advanced “breaching”
capabilities (the ability to circumvent locked doors aboard a ship), ship-boarding capabilities, and the ability to board
and operate on oil platforms. The HRT has three boats outfitted for maritime assaults, most of which have been
upgraded since 2004.[1]

The HRT also has a maritime team, which has additional maritime capabilities including subsurface diving,
closed-circuit diving (scuba gear that does not emit bubbles), and combat swimming. All operators on the maritime
team are military trained in closed-circuit diving and combat swimming. In addition, the maritime team assault
element has an operator who is qualified to pilot and operate a freighter.[1]

Aviation capabilities
The HRT operates a Tactical Aviation Unit, which is staffed by FBI special agents. The Tactical Helicopter Unit, a
subunit of the aviation unit, contains a variety of helicopters specially modified for the HRT's use. These helicopters
include eight military converted UH-60 Black Hawk tactical transport helicopters and several McDonnell Douglas
530 Little Bird light helicopters. Unlike the military, whose aircraft are not always in the same location as the tactical
operators, the HRT’s Tactical Helicopter Unit is literally right out the front door on a low hilltop. Also, the HRT
operates two C-5 Galaxy cargo planes for transportation purposes. All the HRT's Tactical Aviators fly daily.[6] [7]

Roles
The two chief roles of the HRT are:
• Hostage rescue
• Domestic and foreign counter-terrorism
Secondary roles of the HRT are:
• Apprehending barricaded subjects
• Helicopter operations
• High-risk raids, searches, arrests, and warrants
• Mobile assaults
• Manhunt and rural operations
• Force protection for FBI personnel overseas
To a lesser extent the HRT may also deploy teams or individual operators to act as snipers or to provide protective
service details to certain high-profile federal witnesses or dignitaries. Also, the teams of the HRT cycle out and
provide support to missions overseas, such as Iraq and Afghanistan, supporting Joint Terrorism Task Forces and
performing typical law enforcement activities such as making arrests, processing scenes for evidence recovery, and
testifying in court, at home and abroad.[6]
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The HRT has performed traditional law enforcement roles during hurricane relief operations, tactical surveys, and,
on occasion, pre-positions in support of special events such as the Olympic Games, presidential inaugurations, and
political conventions.[8]

Selection and training
Prospective HRT operators are selected based upon their background and experience, as well as their demonstrated
performance during the HRT selection course, which is held once a year. The rigorous two-week selection process
includes long-distance runs, forced marches, obstacle courses, and other tests of physical and mental stamina.
Throughout the entire selection process, candidates are evaluated on their ability to think under pressure and to
perform while physically exhausted.[2] After a four-month initial training period known as "New Operator Training
School" or "NOTS", they are headquartered at the FBI Academy, Quantico. Experienced HRT operators assigned to
observer/sniper teams are sent to the Marine Corps Scout Sniper Basic Course, and, after successfully completing the
course, they receive further instruction by HRT snipers.[5]

When not operationally deployed, HRT conducts full-time training for its members at various sites across the
country. Two to three hours each day are set side for physical training, a defensive tactics session, and combatives
training.[5] One day a week is devoted to maintaining perishable skills, such as fast roping, breaching, photography,
or specialized skills such as mobile assaults, manhunt and rural operations, maritime operations, helicopter
operations, weapons of mass destruction training (which is provided by the United States Department of Energy),
and cold weather operations. Three days are spent honing sniping or CQB skills on the various training ranges
available to the team. Every other week, there is one day allotted for gear maintenance, and discretionary time to be
used by team leaders is built into the schedule. During a routine week of training, it is not unusual for HRT operators
to fire 1,000 rounds of ammunition to keep their shooting skills honed. The HRT also participates in at least one
major combined exercise every 12 to 18 months that involves a variety of governmental entities, such as the FBI and
the departments of Defense, State, Energy, and Homeland Security.
The three teams rotate through three 120-day cycles: training, operations, and support.[6] During the training cycle,
the team refreshes its skills and takes part in exercises, attends other courses, or trains with foreign and domestic
units. During the operations cycle, the team is available for deployment (domestic or foreign). During the support
cycle, the team works on special projects, maintains the HRT's equipment, and conducts research.[1]

The HRT is known to conduct joint training exercises and participate in exchange programs with US military units
such as the US Army's Combat Applications Group (otherwise known as 1st SFOD-D → Delta Force) or the U.S.
Navy's → DEVGRU. Also the HRT routinely trains with other federal tactical teams such as the United States
Border Patrol's BORTAC unit or the United States Capitol Police's CERT. Occasionally, the HRT trains with
France's GIGN, Britain's → SAS, Australian SAS, Germany's → GSG 9, and other international units.[4] In addition
to the HRT's own facilities, the HRT routinely uses private and 1st SFOD-D Delta Force shoot houses and ranges.
The HRT has also been known to train at Camp Peary and Harvey Point.[9]

Operations
Since its inception, the HRT, or components of the team, has been involved in many of the FBI's most high-profile
cases, executing numerous operations involving domestic militant groups, → terrorists, and violent criminals. The
first test of the team's capabilities came in the summer of 1984, when the team deployed to Los Angeles as part of
the security buildup prior to the 1984 Summer Olympic Games. Some cases have brought the HRT a lot of
unwanted, and possibility unwarranted, attention. The HRT came under increased public and Congressional scrutiny,
along with federal law enforcement in general, due to what some saw as heavy-handed tactics used at Waco and
Ruby Ridge.
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On the other hand, the HRT has been involved in over 200 successful missions, both in the US and abroad. Many of
these low-key operations have received little or no attention form the world press. Some higher-profile cases include
the Waco Siege, Ruby Ridge, the capture of the suspected masterminds of the 1998 bombings of the US embassies in
Africa, and the hostage rescue operations of prison guards at Talladega, Alabama, and St. Martinville, Louisiana. All
of these incidents led to changes in how and when the HRT is used by the FBI.
The HRT arrived in New York in anticipation of the offensive to thwart a Denver-based terror cell with ties to
Al-Qaeda on 17 September 2009. [10]

Weapons
When the team was founded, HRT operators used the 9mm FN-Browning Hi-Power Mk 2 pistol, which was later
supplemented by the 9mm SIG P226 pistol. In 1995, 250 .45 ACP Les Baer SRP Bureau pistols, built on a
high-capacity Para-Ordnance frame, were acquired for use. After an official FBI "request for proposal" in 1997 the
HRT demanded their duty pistol meet some grueling standards. Eight companies responded: Colt's Manufacturing
Company, Kimber Of America, Springfield Armory, Inc., Wilson's Gun Shop, Les Baer Custom, Pro Gun, Cylinder
& Slide Shop and C-More Systems. Each company submitted five pistols for testing. While all of the FBI's
requirements were demanding, the most rigorous was accuracy. Chosen at random, two of the five guns had to shoot
no more than 1.5 in (3.8 cm) at 25 yd (23 m) for three 10-shot groups from a Ransom Rest. Then the guns would be
shot for 20,000 rounds in an endurance test, after which a second accuracy test would be conducted with no more
than 15 percent degradation in accuracy being acceptable. The only pistol to meet the FBI's standards was
Springfield Armory's 1911 pistol. Springfield's FBI contract pistol, known as "The Professional Model" is available
to civilians at a cost close to $2595.00. As a form of quality control, the gunsmith building the pistol does not know
if the firearm is going to be issued to an FBI agent or a private citizen.[4]

HRT armories are also stocked with specially modified Heckler & Koch MP5 series submachine guns (primarily the
MP5/10A3 10mm and MP5SD6 9mm models) that have been outfitted with laser aiming devices, SureFire tactical
lights, and forward pistol grips. Several models have either an Aimpoint red dot scope or a holographic sight
attached.[4]

The rifles in use by the team are the Colt M-16A2, Colt CAR-15A2 Model 777, M-4/M-4A1 5.56mm carbines,
M-14 7.62mm, and H&K HK-33E 5.56mm assault rifles. The sniper rifles are Remington M-40A1 .308 sniper rifles
customized to HRT standards and generally outfitted with Unertl scopes. They also have access to Barrett M-82A1
.50 caliber anti-materiel rifles and 7.62×51mm Heckler & Koch PSG1 sniper rifles.[4] [5]

The team also uses modified Remington 870 12-gauge shotguns.[5]

Less-than-lethal munitions include single and multi-shot 37mm gas launchers, M-79 40mm grenade launchers,
Tasers, and flashbang diversionary/distraction devices.[5]

Additionally, the HRT has access to a wide variety of other weapons, such as the FN P90, Heckler & Koch UMP
(generally .45 caliber), or the HK53, if the mission dictates so. In situations where heavy fire support is needed, the
team has several M249 SAW, M-60, and M240 machine guns at its disposal.[4] [5]
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Casualties
The HRT has suffered two known casualties, both training related. The first was James K. Mcallister[11] who died
during a fast rope exercise in 1986. The second known causality was Gregory J. Rahoi, who died in a live fire
exercise in 2006.[12]

In May 2005, an FBI HRT McDonnell Douglas 530 "Little Bird" conducting a fast rope exercise crashed.
Crewmembers received injuries, however none were life-threatening.[13]

Notable operators
• Danny Coulson — FBI HRT Founder and former Commander. Later, Coulson was the deputy assistant director

of the FBI. Prior to creating the HRT, Coulson served on one of the FBI’s SWAT teams, more specifically a
sniper team, and he later commanded one of the most active SWAT teams in the FBI. As of July 2009, Danny
Coulson is a successful security consultant, author, and guest speaker.

• Lon Horiuchi — Former FBI HRT operator and sniper who was charged with manslaughter following the
shootings during the Ruby Ridge standoff. The charge was dismissed and Horiuchi was later deployed during the
Waco Siege.

• Christopher Whitcomb — Former FBI HRT operator and sniper. Whitcomb spent 15 years with the FBI and was
involved with the Waco Siege, Los Angeles riots of 1992, and Ruby Ridge. As of July 2009, Whitcomb is an
American author and appeared as an "expert" on the NBC game show Identity.

• James K. Mcallister — The first of the HRT's two known casualties.
• Gregory J. Rahoi — The second casualty of the HRT. Rahoi was accidentally shot and fatally wounded at Fort

A.P. Hill in Caroline County, Virginia, during a live-fire tactical training exercise designed to prepare him for his
deployment to Iraq. Rahoi had been assigned to the HRT for six years during which he served three tours in Iraq.
He worked as a firefighter, paramedic, police officer, and lawyer in Wisconsin prior to joining the FBI. He was
posthumously awarded the FBI Medal of Valor for acts of heroism during his final Iraq tour, and his family was
presented with the FBI Memorial Star.[14]

• Thomas R. Norris — Original member of the HRT as an assault team leader. Former US Navy SEAL and a
Medal of Honor recipient.

See also
• FBI Special Weapons and Tactics Teams
• Counter-terrorism
• Critical Incident Response Group
• → SWAT
• → 1st SFOD-D (Delta Force)
• Manhunt
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Further reading
• Christopher Whitcomb, Cold Zero: Inside the FBI Hostage Rescue Team (2001) ISBN 0-316-60103-9
• Danny Coulson, No Heroes: Inside the FBI's Secret Counter-Terror Force (1999) ISBN 0-671-02061-7
• Thomas H. Ackerman, FBI Careers: The Ultimate Guide To Landing A Job As One Of America's Finest (2004)

ISBN 1-56370-890-6

External links
• Official FBI Hostage Rescue Team (HRT) page [15]

• SpecWarNet FBI HRT information page. [16]
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Austria

Austrian Military Police
The Austrian Military Police (German: Kommando Militärstreife & Militärpolizei (Kdo MilStrf&MP)) is the
branch within the Austrian Armed Forces tasked with law enforcement and the protection of the forces, military
events and Austrian Armed Forces property.

Emblem of the Austrian MP

The increasing number of international operations with the
participation of Austrian soldiers and new threat scenarios hugely
expand the spectrum of tasks.

Military Police Command

The Austrian MP Command, located in Vienna, consists of the
following elements
• Military Police HQ
• Fundamentals Division
• Training Division
• Signal platoon
• Personal protection
• 3 MP Companies
• MP militia

MP Companies / Locations
One MP HQ in Vienna, one in Graz and one in Salzburg, each composed of the following elements
• HQ element
• Special tasks
• Supply element
• 3 MP platoons
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Tasks
Additionally to its traditional domestic tasks, the formation now also fulfills tasks in international operations. In
Austria the Military Police is only tasked with internal Armed Forces matters Abroad, the Military Police is tasked
with extensive assignments. It closes the security gap between a conflict that has ended and a functioning society. A
large number of experienced specialists and modern equipment are required to meet these demanding tasks.

National tasks
• Check routines and security checks
• Security duty
• Traffic control
• Personal Protection
• Force Protection
• Law enforcement
• Inquiries

International tasks
Until national police units have been formed, the Military Police is responsible for all tasks which have to be
fulfilled by law-enforcement agencies. These tasks are highly diverse and in every field require the employment of
specialists with modern equipment.
• Taking down traffic accidents
• Crime scene investigation
• Fingerprinting and photographing
• Interrogations
• Searches/investigations/support in interventions
• Detention of dangerous criminals
• Crowd and riot control
• Operation of detention facilities
• Interventions (Special weapons and tactics - → SWAT)
• Personal Protection
• Defence against terrorism

Requirements
• Austrian citizenship
• Completed basic national service in the Austrian Armed Forces
• No previous criminal or disciplinary convictions
• Good vision
• Military driver's license, at least B1
• Security clearance
• Good physical fitness
• Aptitude rating above 5 (= result of the induction process)
• Minimum height: Men: 168; Women: 163 cm
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Selection
Professional and militia officers and non-commissioned officers take precedence. (International) experience in
command functions of combat units is an advantage. The MP selection procedure can, however, already be
undergone after the corporals' course. It is not before the second semester of the NCO training course, though, that
the actual training to become a member of the Military Police begins. During the MP selection procedure, the
candidates' psychological robustness is especially tested, besides general fitness and the ability to work in a team.

Training
Before admission to the MP selection course, every candidate has successfully to complete basic training 1, 2 and 3
as well as the corporals' course. Having passed the selection course, the candidate is admitted to the first semester of
the NCO training course at the NCO Academy. During the second semester the candidate starts MP basic training at
the Training Division of the Military Police Command in Vienna, after the successful completion of which s/he
becomes a member of the MP.

Basic MP training
• Overpowering a suspect
• Legal provisions
• Traffic control
• Check routines
• Inquiry fundamentals
• Law enforcement
• Weapons Training
• Military hand-to-hand combat
• Medical service
• Procedures in buildings
• Various military driver's licenses
• Radio operator training
• CRC training (duty during demonstrations)
• Search for persons
• Employment in the international MP service

Special training
Basic MP training is followed by special MP training, in which MP members are trained in the task areas they are
earmarked for.
• Member of a → SWAT team
• Inquiry service
• Close Protection
• Hand-to-hand combat instructor
• Live firing instructor
• Driving instructor
• Dog handler
• → SWAT element
• Training to become an operation leader
• Forensic special investigation
• MP snipers

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Military_Police
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Parts of the training take place in cooperation with the Federal Ministry of the Interior, the Federal Ministry of
Justice and the HQ Commandos.

Missions
The Austrian MP participates in the current mission of the Austrian Armed Forces
• on the Golan Heights
• in Bosnia-Herzegovina &
• in the Kosovo.
The MP-Command also holds a unit in readiness so that they can accomplish emerging missions worldwide at
anytime. Such missions could be Close-Protection missions or the evacuation EU citizens.

Weapons
• FN P90[1] [2] [3]

• Glock 17 (P80)
• Glock 26 (P26)
• Steyr Aug (STG77)
• Steyr TMP
• Taser

External links
• (German) [4]
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Jagdkommando

 Austrian Jagdkommando 

 Active  1962 - Present 

 Country Austria

 Branch Austrian Army

 Type Special Forces

 Role Airborne operations, Unconvetional Warfare, Raids, Counter-Terrorism

 Garrison/HQ Wiener Neustadt, Austria

The Jagdkommando (lit. Hunting Command) is the Austrian Armed Forces' Special Operations group. The duties of
this elite unit match those of its foreign counterparts, such as the United States Army Special Forces, being amongst
others Counter-Terrorism and Counter insurgency. Jagdkommando soldiers are highly trained professionals whose
thorough and rigorous training enables them to take over when tasks or situations outgrow the capabilities and
specialisation of conventional units.

History
In 1961, a group of Austrian officers participated in the US Army's Ranger School as part of their training in order to
set up a similar course for the eventual establishment of Jagdkommando. Since then, the officers and soldiers of
Jagdkommando continued to evolve by taking part in similar courses in the United States and all over Europe and by
combining the lessons learned with "homegrown" tactics and knowledge. The unit has earned the respect by other
nations special forces very quickly. The headquarters of the Jagdkommando is located in Wiener Neustadt.
Most of the missions are classified, but the Jagdkommando usually operates in theaters, where regular Austrian
troops are also located - like in the Balkans (KFOR, etc.), Afghanistan (ISAF, until 2005) and Chad (EUFOR
Tchad/RCA, since 2008). In the East of Chad about 50 Jagdkommando soldiers will protect refugee camps next the
border to Darfur from early 2008 on.[1]

Tasks
The duties of the Jagdkommando include:
 Special Reconnaissance 

Gathering of higher-level military intelligence
 Command Operations 

High-profile operations such as rescue of hostages or arresting of war criminals
 Personal Security 

(this task was handed over to the → Austrian Military Police in 2008)

 Counter-Terrorism 

Fighting subversive forces such as terrorists
 Evacuation 

Evacuation from dangerous areas of conflict
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The "Basic Course"
In order to become a Jagdkommando soldier, a member of the Austrian Armed Forces has to take the Grundkurs
("Basic Course"). The Grundkurs is a 27-week training course, during which potential future Jagdkommando
soldiers are pushed to the limits in a variety of disciplines. The essentials of this course include:
• Alpine training
• Swimming training
• Parachuting
• Combat training
• Close-Quarter combat
• Medical training
• Survival training
• Military hand-to-hand combat
• Blast training
Only upon successful completion of the course, the typically small percentage of soldiers who passed are awarded
the highly prestigious insignia for wearing on their uniform and become members of the Jagdkommando.
Requirements for entering the Grundkurs:
• Exceptional mental and physical fitness
• Completed "vorbereitende Kaderausbildung" (Cadre Preparation Course) for enlisted soldiers
• No criminal record
The minimum fitness guidelines are as follows (for basic course)[2] :
• 5000 metre run in less than 24 minutes
• 30 metres of rope climbing up a shallow slope
• 300 metres of swimming with clothes, no time limit
• Jump into water from a 10 metre tower
• Standardised AAF obstacle track in less than 4:30 minutes

Equipment
• Barrett M95[3]

• FN Herstal P90[3] [4]

• Glock 17 / 18 / 21 / 26[3]

• Steyr AUG[3]

• Steyr SSG 69[3]

External links
• Official Site (in German) [5]

• Unofficial Site (in German) [6]
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EKO Cobra

 EKO Cobra 

Patch of EKO Cobra
 Active  1972 - Present 

 Country Austria

 Branch  Austrian Federal Police 

 Type Special Forces

 Role Domestic Law Enforcement and Counter-Terrorism

 Size  450 operatives 

 Garrison/HQ Wiener Neustadt, Austria

 Nickname As Gendarmerieeinsatzkommando: GEK
As Einsatzkommando Cobra: EKO

 Engagements OPEC Hostage Crisis

EKO Cobra (Einsatzkommando Cobra) is the Counter-Terrorism unit of the Austrian Federal Police.[1] [2] [3]

History
The Einsatzkommando Cobra, formerly known as GEK (Gendarmerieeinsatzkommando) was formed in 1972,
primarily to protect Jewish immigrants who were using Austria as a throughroute to Israel from attack by Palestinian
militant groups, and as a response to the attack on Israeli athletes at the 1972 Munich Olympics. Its main office is in
Wiener Neustadt, with sub-offices in Graz and Linz and Innsbruck. It is directly subordinate to the Federal Ministry
of Interior.
The Federal Ministry of Interior changed the unit's name from GEK to EKO Cobra in 2002. Cobra was the internal
code name for this Special Operations unit, influenced by the TV-Show Mission: Impossible (German: Cobra,
übernehmen Sie!), and now it has become part of the official name.
The 450 men (1 woman) of EKO Cobra are a well trained Counter-Terrorist commando unit, and have trained with
some of the the most elite special forces units.

Known Operations
EKO Cobra was involved in trying to end the OPEC siege led by Carlos (the Jackal) in 1975, a hostage rescue in the 
Graz-Karlau Prison in 1996, and numerous other operations. Although it has never participated in the same type of 
hostage rescues that GIGN, → GIS, → GSG 9 and the → SAS have , the EKO Cobra is the only Counter-Terrorism 
unit to end a hijacking while the plane was still in the air: On October 17, 1996, 4 Cobra officers were on board an 
Aeroflot Tupolev 154 escorting deported prisoners to Lagos when a Nigerian man threatened the cockpit crew with a 
knife and demanded a diversion to Germany or South Africa. The team overcame the man and handed him to the
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authorities after landing. The officers received a decoration by Russian President Putin.

Weapons
EKO Cobra is armed mainly with Austrian-produced weaponry. For example, in line with other Austrian executive
bodies, they are equipped with the Steyr AUG (mil. StG77) assault rifle and the Glock 17 9mm pistol. Their sniper
rifle of choice is the Steyr SSG 69 (SD).
Depending on the situation, they also use the 9mm Steyr TMP machine pistol (another Austrian weapon), the
Franchi SPAS 12, the Heckler & Koch M512, the Remington 870, the Heckler & Koch MP5 A3, the Heckler &
Koch MP7, the Glock 18 or the Heckler & Koch MZP-1 40 mm.

WEGA
Austria's capital city, Vienna, has its own counter-terrorist SWAT team, called WEGA (Wiener Einsatzgruppe
Alarmabteilung; in English: Vienna Operation Group Alarmdepartment) which is equally trained and capable of
handling serious situations such as hostage taking.[1]

External links
• (German) Official website [4]

• (German) Unofficial website [5]

• ShadowSpear.com Special Operations [6]
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Argentina

12th Jungle Huntsmen Company
The 12th → Jungle Cazadores Company (Companía de Cazadores del Monte 12) is a unit of the Argentine Army
specialized in → jungle warfare. This company is part of the 12th Jungle Brigade.

4th Parachute Brigade (Argentina)
The 4th Parachute Brigade is a unit of the Argentine Army specialised in airbone assault operations. It is based in
Córdoba, Córdoba Province. The → Rapid Deployment Force (FDR) is based on this unit. The members of the unit
wear the red berets of the paratroopers with unit badges. As of 2009 it consists of:
• 4th Paratroopers Brigade HQ (Córdoba)
• 2nd Paratroopers Regiment "General Balcarce" (Córdoba)
• 14th Paratroopers Regiment (Córdoba)
• 4th Paratrooper Artillery Group (Córdoba)
• 4th Paratrooper Cavalry Scout Squadron (Córdoba)
• 4th Paratrooper Engineer Company (Córdoba)
• 4th Paratrooper Signal Company (Córdoba)
• 4th Paratrooper Support Company (Córdoba)
• Logistic & Support Base "Córdoba" (Córdoba)

External links
• Paratroopers of Argentina [1]

References
[1] http:/ / www. herbertholeman. com/ para/ units/ argentina. php
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601 Air Assault Regiment
The 601 Air Assault Regiment (Spanish: Regimiento de Asalto Aéreo 601) is a → special operations unit of the
Argentine Army, created in January of 2003. The regiment is divided in three assault companies: A, B and C. Its
motto is "Sapientia et Labore". The regiment is based on Campo de Mayo, Buenos Aires. The members of this unit
wear red claret (borravino) berets with unit badges.

See also
• Rapid Deployment Force (Argentina)
• → Special Operations Forces Group
• → 601 Commando Company
• → 602 Commando Company
• Argentine Army

External links
• (Spanish) Complete review [1]

• (Spanish) Photos' gallery [2]

• (Spanish) Argentine Army's special forces [3]

• (Spanish) Argentine Infantry [4]

• (Spanish) Argentine Army Official website [5]

• (Spanish) Air Assault Regiment website [6]
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601 Commando Company

Officers of the 601 Commando Company with Moody
Brook barracks in the background, 1982

The 601 Commando Company (Spanish: Compañía de
Comandos 601) is a → special operations unit of the
Argentine Army, created January 5 1982. It was based on the
original "Equipo Especial Halcón 8" created by Lt. Colonel
Mohamed Ali Seineldin in 1978.

The commander of this unit in the Falklands War (Spanish:
Guerra de las Malvinas) was Major Mario Castagneto. The
Company was divided in three assault sections. One of the
sections shot down a Harrier at Port Howard and defeated an
→ SAS patrol near Many Branch Ridge, in West Falkland.

They also uncovered a British Observation Post on 7 June
near Murrell Bridge, northwest of Stanley, which was manned
by members of the 3rd Battalion of the Parachute Regiment.
After a short exchange of fire, the British abandoned the
outpost, leaving behind much of their equipment.[1]

The company is based on Campo de Mayo, Buenos Aires Province. The members of the unit wear green berets with
unit badges.

External links
• (Spanish) Official website [5]

• (Spanish) Organization and equipment [2]

• (Spanish) Argentine Infantry Official website [3]

See also
• → Rapid Deployment Force
• Special Operations Forces Group
• 601 Air Assault Regiment
• 602 Commando Company
• Argentine Army
• Cazadores de Montaña
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602 Commando Company

Equipment captured by Argentine army commandos from a
42 Commando of Royal Marines Observation Post near

Mount Wall, West of Stanley on 10 June 1982

The 602 Commando Company (Spanish: Compañía de
Comandos 602) is a → special operations unit of the
Argentine Army, created May 21st, 1982.

The company is based on Córdoba Province. The members of
the unit wear green berets with unit badges. The company is
divided in 3 assault sections.

They fought in the Falklands War (Spanish: Guerra de las
Malvinas). The commander of the company was Major Aldo
Rico.

The first section fought in the Battle of Top Malo House on
31 May 1982. The section was defeated and the survivors
captured in the encounter with the British Mountain and
Arctic Warfare Cadre, a Royal Marines unit, attached to the 3
Commando Brigade.[1]

The second section uncovered an Observation Post manned by Royal Marines commandos near Mount Wall on 10
June, seizing communications equipment and forcing the British to withdraw with the support of artillery fire.

See also
• Rapid Deployment Force (Argentina)
• → Special Operations Forces Group
• → 601 Air Assault Regiment
• → 601 Commando Company
• Argentine Army

External links
• http:/ / www. raf. mod. uk/ falklands/ mov1. html
• Photos and inforamtion about the company [2]
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6th Mountain Cazadores Company
The 6th Mountain Cazadores Company (Spanish: Compañía de Cazadores de Montaña 6) is a unit of the
Argentine Army specialised in → Mountain warfare. The Company is based at based Primeros Pinos, Neuquén
Province. This unit is part of the 6th Mountain Infantry Brigade. The troops and soldiers of this unit wear a tan beret
with unit insignia.

External links
• (Spanish) Official website [5]

• (Spanish) Organization and equipment [2]

• (Spanish) Argentine Infantry Official website [3]

• (Spanish) 6th Mountain Infantry Brigade [1]

See also
• → Mountain warfare
• 6th Mountain Infantry Brigade
• Cazadores de Montaña
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[1] http:/ / www. infanteria. ejercito. mil. ar/ unidades/ subunidades/ CompaniadeCazadoresdeMontana6/ historia. htm

8th Mountain Cazadores Company
The 8th Mountain Cazadores Company (Spanish: Compañía de Cazadores de Montaña 8) is a unit of the
Argentine Army specialised in → mountain warfare. The Company is based at based Puente del Inca, Mendoza
Province. The name of the unit is "Teniente 1ro Ibañez". This unit is part of the 8th Mountain Infantry Brigade. The
troops and soldiers of this unit wear a tan beret with unit insignia.

External links
• (Spanish) Official website [5]

• (Spanish) Organization and equipment [2]

• (Spanish) Argentine Infantry Official website [3]

• (Spanish) 8th Mountain Infantry Brigade [1]
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See also
• → Mountain warfare
• 8th Mountain Infantry Brigade
• Cazadores de Montaña

References
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Amphibious Commandos Group

Stanley, 2 April 1982: Amphibious Commandos
disarm Royal Marines of Naval Party 8901.

The Amphibious Commandos Group (Spanish: Agrupación de
Comandos Anfibios, APCA) is a → special operations force of the
Argentine Marine Corps, trained to perform quick and objective
amphibious reconnaissance, assault raids, and direct action
operations. It was created in 1952 by the Vigilance and Security
Company of Submarine Bases (today known as Base Naval Mar
del Plata). During the last 1980s, the group was relocated to its
current base in Puerto Belgrano.

In 1960 the group received its first advanced training course of
amphibious reconnaissance, airborne, and HALO/HAHO
parachuting in the Military Diving School and in the Argentine
Army. With the personnel of the 7th Marine Corps Company,
formed in 1966 the Amphibious Reconnaissance Company, it took
new tasks and responsibilities.

The → commando course was incorporated in the training in 1973,
and in the next year the unit acquired the denomination of
Amphibious Commandos Group.

The group participated in 1978 and 1979 in the Marine Corps force deployment in Tierra del Fuego, executing many
special operations missions. On April 2 1982, the unit integrated with the Amphibious Task Force in the Falklands
Islands War, taking part in the Governor's House battle, the assault on Moody Brook barracks, the combat of the
South Georgia Islands and a couple of recce missions. The group was awarded the Honor al valor en combate
condecoration.

The unit's motto is Stirps Virilis.[1]
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See also
• → Rapid Deployment Force
• → Tactical Divers Group
• Argentine Navy

References
[1] Agrupación Comandos Anfibios (http:/ / www. ara. mil. ar/ pnav_infmarina. asp#apca#prof) (Spanish)

Fuerza de Despliegue Rápido (Argentina)
The Rapid Deployment Force (Spanish: Fuerza de Despliegue Rápido, FDR) is a joint special operations division
of the Argentine Armed Forces and the Argentine National Gendarmerie especially trained to give a quick and
effective military response to any eventual attack against the country.
The service is mainly composite of air assault, airborne, light infantry, reconnaissance and → commando troops, and
light helicopters; also artillery, engineers, air transport, and communications companies are constantly ready to assist
and support the group. The RDF is supported by the 601 Assault Helicopter Battalion (based on Campo de Mayo,
Buenos Aires) and the 1st Air Brigade of the Argentine Air Force (based on El Palomar, Buenos Aires)
As of 2006 it consists of:
• Argentine Army

• 4th Paratroopers Brigade
• → Special Operations Forces Group

• → 601 Air Assault Regiment
• → 601 Commando Company
• → 602 Commando Company

• National Gendarmerie
• → Scorpion Group

• Argentine Naval Prefecture
• → Albatross Group

See also
• → Special Operations Group (Argentina)
• → Tactical Divers Group
• → Amphibious Commandos Group
• → Special Operations Forces Group
• → 601 Air Assault Regiment
• → 601 Commando Company
• → 602 Commando Company
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Grupo Alacrán
The Grupo Alacrán (Scorpion Group) is a special operations service of the Argentine National Gendarmerie, often
referred as the Equipo Antiterrorista de Gendarmería (Gendarmerie Counter-terrorism Team). The division is
headquartered in Evita City and responds to high-risk and counterterrorist situations throughout Argentina, but
primarily in the rural areas. They also provide limited dignitary protection for government officials traveling in these
areas.

See also
• → Albatross Group
• Hawk Special Operations Brigade
• Federal Special Operations Group
• Special Operations Troops Company
• Argentine Federal Police

Grupo Albatros

Officers of the Albatros Group

The Grupo Albatros (Albatross Group) is a special operations service
of the Prefectura Naval Argentina. Located in the province of Buenos
Aires, it conducts river and maritime operations in the lakes and rivers
and anything close to the coast line. In addition to Counter-Terrorist
missions, they handle search and rescue and criminal responses.

See also

• → Scorpion Group

• Hawk Special Operations Brigade
• Federal Special Operations Group
• Special Operations Troops Company
• Argentine Federal Police
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Jungle Huntsmen
Cazadores del Monte should not be confused with the → Cazadores de Montaña

Jungle Huntsmen or Cazadores del Monte are special jungle warfare troops of the Argentine Army.
There are two special units of Jungle Huntsmen:
• → 12th Jungle Huntsmen Company stationed at San Javier, Misiones
• 18th Jungle Huntsmen Company stationed at Bernardo de Irigoyen, Misiones

See also
12th Jungle Brigade Argentine Army

Mountain Huntsmen (Argentina)
Cazadores de Montaña should not be confused with the Cazadores del Monte

The Mountain Huntsmen, in Spanish Cazadores de Montaña, are special Mountain troops of the Argentine Army.
There are two special forces units of Mountain Huntsmen:
• The 8th Mountain Cazadores Company (Spanish Compañía de Cazadores de Montaña 8)
• The → 6th Mountain Cazadores Company (Spanish Compañía de Cazadores de Montaña 6)
These units are specialised in → mountain warfare.

External links
• (Spanish) Argentine Army Official website [5]

• (Spanish) Argentine Infantry Official website [3]

See also
• Huntsmen (military)
• German Mountain Huntsmen
• Argentine Army
• 8th Mountain Infantry Brigade
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Special Operations Forces Group
The Special Operations Forces Group (Spanish: Agrupación de Fuerzas de Operaciones Especiales, AFOE) is a
→ special operations unit of the Argentine Army, created the December 6th of 2005 as the first operational element
of the Proyecto Ejército Argentino 2025. It consists of the → 601 Air Assault Regiment, the → 601 Commando
Company, and the → 602 Commando Company; and it is designed to act under the → Rapid Deployment Force
command.

See also
• Rapid Deployment Force (Argentina)
• → 601 Air Assault Regiment
• → 601 Commando Company
• → 602 Commando Company
• Argentine Army

References
• (Spanish) Saorbats.com.ar news [1]

• (Spanish) Saorbats.com.ar article [2]

• (Spanish) Argentine Army article [3]
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Special Operations Group (Argentina)
The Special Operations Group (Spanish: Grupo de Operaciones Especiales, GOE) is a → special operations force
of the Argentine Air Force. This strategic division, headquartered at Morón Air Base in the Buenos Aires province,
is mainly responsible for resolving aircraft hijacking issues.
The unit traces its history back to 1947, when the Air Force formed the country's first jump school and airborne unit:
the Escuadrón de Apoyo Comando (Commando Assistance Squadron, EAC). The unit was originally known as the
13th Parachute Regiment and operated under Army control until an official Army airborne unit was raised. Over the
years the Air Force's airborne unit was gradually regulated to secondary role, with the Army's → special forces
becoming the country's primary special operations → service. The 13th Parachute Regiment was reduced in size and
re-designated as the Grupo de Operaciones Especiales before finally evolving into its current composition as the
EAC. Currently all of the units members are qualified HALO/HAHO parachutists and specialize in conducting raids
and LRRP missions.
Since its formation the unit has steadily expanded its capabilities, receiving training from US Army Special Forces,
the US Army School of the Americas, and the closed US Army Jungle Operations Training Center (JOTC) in
Panama. Individual unit members have also attended training at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
Weapons in use by the unit include the HK G-41 5.56 mm assault rifles with HK-79 40 mm grenade launchers,
Remington 870 12-gauge shotguns, HK G-33 5.56 mm assault rifles, HK MP-5 SD-6 SMGs, HK-69 40 mm grenade
launchers, HK MP-5 A1 9 mm SMGs, HK MP5-K 9 mm SMGs, Browning HI-POWER 9 mm pistols, Walter PPK
pistols with silencer, HK P9S pistols, FAMAE S.A.F. SMGs with and with out silencers.

See also
• Rapid Deployment Force
• Argentine Air Force
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Tactical Divers Group

APBT soldiers in training

The Tactical Divers Group (Spanish:
Agrupación de Buzos Tácticos, APBT) is
the premier special operations force of the
Argentine Navy. The Buzos Tácticos are
based at Base Naval Mar del Plata (BNMP)
on the Atlantic coast of Argentina. Its men
are highly qualified combat divers,
EOD/demolition technicians, and
parachutists.

The APBT was the first → special forces
division created in South America. The unit
was established in 1952 on board LST ARA
Cabo San Bartolomé with instructors who
were former → X-MAS Italian diver → commandos. In those times a reduced Tactical Divers Group was operating
in the ARA San Bartolomé; years later the Navy created a second group in the Escuadra Naval del Plata. In 1966
both services merged, creating the actual Tactical Divers Group.

The APBT is trained to operate in diverse environments, such as jungle/riverine, maritime and extreme cold weather.
All members are top niche combat swimmers and divers.
The APBT course takes place mostly in the Mar del Plata area. Topics include HALO/HAHO parachuting, airborne,
→ unconventional warfare, underwater demolition, and counter-terrorism. The course is open to line officers and
NCOs, and is very selective, with a high attrition rate.
The unit is attached to the Submarine Forces Command, which comes under the Chief of Naval Operations. This unit
is one of the two special operations forces' units of the Argentine Navy, the other being the → Agrupación de
Comandos Anfibios (APCA), under Marine Corps Command.[1]

See also
• Rapid Deployment Force
• Amphibious Commandos Group
• Argentine Navy
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Azerbaijan

Azerbaijani Special Forces

 Azerbaijani Land Forces 

 Active  c.1992 - present 

 Country   Azerbaijan

 Allegiance Azerbaijan

 Branch  Land Forces 

 Headquarters Baku

 Engagements Nagorno-Karabakh War

 Commanders 

Notable
commanders

Samad bey Mehmandarov

Military structure of Azerbaijan.

The Azerbaijani Army (Azeri: Azərbaycan Silahlı Qüvvələri Quru
Qoşunları) is the military ground force of Azerbaijan.

Since the fall of the Soviet Union, Azerbaijan has been trying to further
develop its armed forces into a professional, well trained, and mobile
military. Since 2005 Azerbaijan has increased its military budget to
$2.46 billion in 2009.[1] Based on 2007 statistics the country has about
56,840 ground force troops, with additional paramilitary forces of
15,000. In addition, there are 300,000 former service personnel who
have had military service in the last fifteen years.[2]

During the Soviet period, Azerbaijan was part of the Transcaucasus
Military District and the 4th Army, comprising four divisions, was
based in the republic. In summer 1992, the Defense Ministry of Azerbaijan, following a resolution by the
Azerbaijani president on the privatization of units and formations in Azerbaijani territory, forwarded an ultimatum
demanding control over vehicles and armaments of the 135th and 139th motorized rifle regiments of the 295th Motor
Rifle Division.[3] Azerbaijan had been the deployment area of units of the 4th Army that consisted of four motorized
rifle divisions (23rd, 60th, 296th and 75th) and prescribed army units that included missile and air defense brigades
and artillery and rocket regiments. It also hosted the 49th Arsenal of the Main Agency of Missiles and Artillery of
the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation, which contained over 7,000 train-car loads of ammunition to the
excess of one billion units. The transfer of the property of the 4th Army (except for part of the property of the 366th
motorized rifle regiment of the 23rd division captured by Armenian armed formations in 1992 during the regiment's
withdrawal from Stepanakert) and the 49th Arsenal was completed in 1992. Thus, by the end of 1992, Azerbaijan
received arms and military hardware sufficient for approximately four motorized rifle divisions with prescribed army
units.
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Exercise participants from Azerbaijan pass in
review during CENTRASBAT (Central Asian

Peacekeeping Battalion) 2000 opening
ceremonies on September 13th, 2000.

Azerbaijan has also implemented a new organizational style in order to
modernize its army. Over the last 15 years, Azerbaijan has been
preparing its military for possible action against Armenian forces in
Nagorno-Karabakh. It is feared that Azerbaijan may attempt to retake
Karabakh and the surrounding regions by military force because the
last negotiations in France were a failure. Azerbaijan has continually
stated that it is interested in a diplomatic and peaceful solution.

Military budget

Azerbaijan has been undergoing serious modernization and capacity
expanding programs, the military budget alone increased from around
$300 million in 2005 to $2.46 billion in 2009.[4] Azerbaijan has signed
numerous contracts to strengthen its armed forces and to train its
military with Turkey's assistance.

Strength
The IISS estimated in 2007 that the Azeri regular army was 56,840 strong, probably basing this figure on
Conventional Forces in Europe treaty data. It attributes to the army five corps headquarters, 23 motor rifle brigades,
one artillery brigade, one multiple rocket launcher brigade, and one anti-tank regiment.[2]

Around 2004, a Russian website hosted at brinkster.net gave the following structure for the army: 1st Army Corps at
Yevlakh (Евлах) with the 1, 3, 9, 10, 15, 17 мсбр (1999), 2nd Army Corps at Pirəkəşkül with the 2, 4, 6, 8, 13, 14,
18 мсбр (1999), 3rd Army Corps at Shamkir (Шамкира) with the 7, 11, 12, 16, 19, 20 мсбр (1999), and 4th Army
Corps in Нахичевань, a former motor rifle division with three motor rifle regiments (1999).
The military hardware of Azerbaijan consists of 220 Main Battle Tanks, 127 armoured infantry fighting vehicles,
468 Armoured Personnel Carriers and about 270 artillery pieces.[2]

Azerbaijani Special Forces or Tigers[5] is the special operations unit of the Azerbaijani Army.[6] In 2001, Azerbaijan
created the special forces unit which was established with cooperation with Turkish Navy. The training and
organisation structure of the Tigers is similar to Turkish special forces, → Su Altı Taarruz and United States Special
Forces who have close training relationships with them.[7] The first Tiger units were in Ganja following a joint
training program with Turkey.
Azerbaijan has contracted with Turkey for troop training to strengthen its armed forces. The Azerbaijan army has
modernized by adopting a new organizational style as well. Over the last 14 years, Azerbaijan has been preparing its
military for possible action against Armenian forces in the occupied region of Nagorno-Karabakh. Due to the failure
of the last round of negotiations in France, it is speculated that Azerbaijan may attempt to liberate its occupied
territories in Karabakh by military force. However, Azerbaijan has constantly stated its interest in a peaceful
diplomatic solution.
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Ranks

Officers
• Colonel General
• Lieutenant General
• Major General
• Colonel
• Lieutenant-Colonel
• Major
• Captain
• Senior Lieutenant (Lieutenant)
• Lieutenant (Second Lieutenant)
• Junior Lieutenant (Third Lieutenant)

Warrant Officers
• Chief Warrant Officer
• Warrant Officer

NCOs and Enlisted
• Master Sergeant
• Staff Sergeant
• Sergeant
• Corporal
• Private 1st Class
• Private

Equipment

Main Battle Tanks
In the past 10–12 years Azerbaijan has purchased significant quantities of weapons and military equipment,
specifically tanks, artillery systems and combat aircraft. The amount of arms purchased by Azerbaijan have reached
such a point that Azerbaijan now has almost twice as many tanks, armored vehicles, artillery systems and other
equipment as allowed it under the limits set by the updated 1999 Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe
(CFE).
In 2007, the Azerbaijani tank inventory consisted of:[2]

• 120 x T-72 Main battle tank
• 100 x T-55 Main battle tank
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Armored Combat Vehicles

Azerbaijani IFV's on military parade.

The Azerbaijani army has many armoured combat vehicles, including:
BMP-1,BM-21 122-mm Grad Artillery Rocket Launchers, BMP-2,
BMP-3 and MT-LB armored combat vehicles.

In 2007 the Azerbaijani army had 595 armoured combat vehicles
including:[2]

• 20 x BMD-1 Airborne combat vehicle
• 11 x BTR-D Armoured personnel Carrier
• 44 x BMP-1 Infantry fighting vehicle
• 41 x BMP-2 Infantry fighting vehicle
• 1 x BMP-3 Infantry fighting vehicle
• 21 x BRM-1 Infantry fighting vehicle
• 25 x BTR-60 Wheeled armoured personnel carrier
• 28 x BTR-70 Wheeled armoured personnel carrier
• 11 x BTR-80 Wheeled armoured personnel carrier
• 393 x MT-LB Tracked armoured personnel carrier

Military Truck

• N-A x Unimog 4000 Troop Carrier
• N-A x GAZ-3308
• N-A x GAZ-3309
• N-A x Aerodrom Troop Carrier
• N-A x KaMAZ Troop Carrier
• N-A x KaMAZ Rocket Launchers
• N-A x KaMAZ TR-122 Sakarya Transporter
• N-A x Ural-4320
• N-A x UAZ-469
• N-A x GAZ-69 - out of service

Artillery Systems

Lynx rocket launchers with 200mm EXTRA,
160mm LAR and 122mm Grad rockets.

The Azeri Army has a professional artillery corps trained by Turkish
officers, and Azeri artillery aim to provide rapid reaction, mobility and
fire power.
According to the UN, the Azerbaijani army has the following artillery
systems:
• 137 x M1938 mortar
• 29 x 2S9
• 182 x 122mm D-30
• 34 x D-20
• 36 x M-46
• 34 x 2A36
• 32 x 2S1
• 1 x 2S3
• 3 x 2S7 203mm self-propelled howitzer
• 2< x TR-107
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Long range Strategic Tochka guide missiles
during military parade in Baku.

• 63 x BM-21
• 3< x Lynx[8] (with EXTRA, LAR-160, and Grad)
• 12 x 9A52
• 3 x OTR-21 Tochka

Infantry Weapons

Weapon Caliber

 Small Arms 

AK-74 5.56mm

HK MP5 9mm

IMI Tavor 5.56mm

AKS-74U 5.56mm

AK-47 7.62mm

HK G3 7.62mm

PK machine gun 7.62mm

NSV machine gun 12.7mm

Remington 700 7.62mm

M4 Carbine 5.56mm

M60 machine gun 7.92mm|

RPG-7 ***

Dragunov SVD 7.62mm

İST Istiklal 14.5mm

JNG-90 Rifles on Order 9.62mm
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Bangladesh

Army Commandos
The British → Commandos were first formed by the British Army during World War II in June 1940, as a
well-armed but non-regimental raider force employing unconventional and irregular tactics to assault, disrupt and
reconnoitre the enemy in mainland Europe and Scandinavia.
Four current units of the UK Armed Forces, the Royal Marines Commandos, the Parachute Regiment, the → Special
Air Service and the → Special Boat Service all share this same origin.[1] [2]

Initially raids were typically made by comparatively small numbers, of short duration and at night, later growing in
complexity and size. The Commandos were formed and operated in secrecy and produced a demoralising effect on
German coastal forces while achieving celebrity status among the British public, comparable with that attached to
fighter pilots and shrouded in myth. As the war progressed commandos operated increasingly in the role of shock
troops, sometimes up to brigade strength and sometimes in conjunction with infantry.

Formation
Following Sir Winston Churchill's instruction to form a "butcher and bolt" raiding force as a means of continuing the
war against Nazi Germany after the evacuation of most of the British Expeditionary Force at Dunkirk, a format for
the new force was put forward by Lieutenant-Colonel Dudley Clarke (Royal Artillery) during his time as Military
Assistant to General Sir John Dill, the Chief of the Imperial General Staff. He penned his proposals on 5 June 1940,
just two days after the evacuation, which was approved at a meeting between Dill and Churchill on 8 June, and
department M.O.9 of the War Office was created the following day to pursue the idea. M.O.9 continued to foster the
Commando idea until disbanded with the creation of the Tri-service organisation known as Combined Operations,
encompassing all three services. On Churchill's orders the units were to be armed with the latest equipment and were
to launch an attack at the earliest opportunity,
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The Commando Memorial located near Spean
Bridge in the Scottish Highlands.

In 1940, volunteers were called for from serving Army soldiers within
certain formations still in Britain and men of the disbanding Divisional
Independent Companies originally raised from Territorial Army
Divisions and who had seen service in Norway. Some later recruiting
was conducted in the various theatres and among foreign nationals
joining the Allies. In 1942 the Admiralty agreed to volunteers being
sought from the Royal Marines Division and the first Royal Marines
Commando, No.40, was formed in mid February. The same year,
recruits were also called for from the British police forces. Some 400
men passed Commando training and were then assigned to various
battalions.

Dudley Clarke proposed the name "→ Commando" after the raiding
and assault style of Boer Commando units of the Second Boer War.
Despite Churchill's liking for the name, some senior officers preferred
the term "Special Service" and both terms coexisted until the latter part
of the war. Persistence of the term "Special Service" derived the terms
→ "Special Air Service", for the original No. 2 Commando
parachutists, and longer term the → "Special Boat Service" whose
origin lays in Lt. Roger Courtney's Folbot Troop, later "Special Boat
Section" of No. 8 Commando and "101 Troop" of No.6 Commando.

Each Commando was to consist of a headquarters unit plus ten troops of 50 men including three officers (changed in
1941 to six troops of 65 men per Commando including a Heavy Weapons Troop). Some thirty Commando units
were formed during the war within the Army, Royal Marines, Royal Navy and Royal Air Force, together with a
number of other Special Forces units. Army Commandos and Royal Marines Commandos were eventually formed
into four brigades.

Each Commando was initially responsible for the selection and training of its own officers and men. Commando
troops received extra pay from which they had to find their own accommodation whenever in Britain. They trained
in physical fitness, survival, orienteering, close quarter combat, silent killing, signalling, amphibious and cliff
assault, vehicle operation, weapons (including the use of captured enemy small arms) and demolition. Live
ammunition was used at all times during training,[3] which resulted in some casualties. Many officers, NCOs and
trainee instructors initially attended various courses at the all forces Special Training Centre at Lochailort, Scotland.
Also in the Scottish Highlands, Combined Operations established a substantial all forces amphibious training centre
at Inveraray, and in 1942 a specific Commando Training Centre at Achnacarry near Spean Bridge. All field training
was conducted with live ammunition.

Notable World War II operations

Northwest Europe
The first attack - though not very effective except in respect of its propaganda value - was made by 120 men of the
375-strong No.11 Commando/Independent Company commanded by Major Ronnie Tod on the night of 23 June
1940. The attack - code-named Operation Collar - was an offensive reconnaissance on the French coast south of
Boulogne-sur-Mer and Le Touquet. The only British injury was a bullet graze to Dudley Clarke's ear (Clarke was
there as an observer), while at least two German soldiers were killed.
A second and similarly inconsequential attack, Operation Ambassador, was launched on the German occupied island 
of Guernsey on the night of 14 July 1940, by men drawn from H Troop of No. 3 Commando under John
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Durnford-Slater and No. 11 Independent Company. The raiders failed to make contact with the German garrison.

Norway
After intensive training and a number of cancelled operations over the following months, a major raid, Operation
Claymore, was launched on the morning of 3 March 1941, by No. 3 and No. 4 Commando on the practically
undefended Norwegian Lofoten Islands, successfully destroying fish-oil factories, petrol dumps, and 11 ships,
capturing 216 Germans, and recruiting 315 Norwegian volunteers. Encryption equipment and codebooks were also
seized during this operation.

Middle East
In an attempt to help stem the early successes of Rommel's Afrika Korps, a force derived from Troops of Nos. 3, 4,
7, 8, and 11 Commando, organised as three 'Special Service' Battalions, with the addition of another 'Special Service'
Battalion drawn from the locally raised '50' series Middle East Commando (together known as Layforce after their
commander Colonel Robert Laycock) were attached to General Sir Archibald Wavell's army in February 1941. Their
first raid was made on 20 April on the port of Bardia; although little damage was caused, Rommel temporarily
recalled a brigade sized battle group from the front to defend against subsequent raids. The Commandos were then
used to help defend the island of Crete, and covered the eventual evacuation, with the exception of No. 11
Commando, which was reinforcing Cyprus.
Following the British invasion of Syria (Operation Exporter) on 8 June 1941, No. 11 Commando participated in the
Battle of the Litani River. The unit successfully led the crossing of the Litani River in Lebanon, fighting against
troops of the French Vichy Régime.
On November 18, 1941 No. 11 Commando raided Libya in an attempt to kill Erwin Rommel

Return to Norway
The minor Norwegian port of Vågsøy (Vaagso in English) was to be the main target of one of the first raids under
Louis Mountbatten's Combined Operations organisation. Operation Archery involved Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 6 Commando,
a flotilla from the Royal Navy, and limited air support. The raid took place on the morning of 27 December 1941,
causing significant damage to factories, warehouses, the German garrison, and sinking 8 ships.
The raid prompted Hitler to divert 30,000 troops to Norway, upgrade coastal and inland defences, and send the
battleship Tirpitz, the battlecruiser (or light battleship) Scharnhorst, the "pocket battleship" Lutzow and the heavy
cruisers Hipper and Prinz Eugen to Norway—a major reorientation of effort away from the North Atlantic convoy
routes for the protection of Norway. Hitler was led to believe that the British might invade northern Norway to put
pressure on Sweden and Finland. As a diversion Operation Anklet was launched on the Lofoten Islands at the same
time.

In 1942 the Commandos supported the Norwegian heavy water sabotage operations led by Special Operations
Executive (SOE) trained Norwegian commandos.
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France

St Nazaire

HMS Campbeltown with her bow firmly lodged
in the outer lock of the Normandie dock. Shortly
after this photograph was taken, the charges in

the bow of the Campbeltown exploded,
destroying the lock.

The French port of St. Nazaire contained the Louis Joubert Lock, then
the largest dry dock in the world, built for the passenger liner SS
Normandie. It was the only dry dock on the French Atlantic coast
capable of berthing the German battleship Tirpitz for repairs, and thus
enable it to operate against convoys from there.

No. 2 Commando plus demolition experts from Numbers 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9
and 12 Commandos launched a Combined Operations raid, Operation
Chariot, with the Royal Navy on 28 March 1942, which became
known in Britain thereafter as 'The Greatest Raid of All'.

The destroyer HMS Campbeltown (formerly the 1919 decommissioned
USS Buchanan) had 24 Mark VII depth-charges (4 1/4 tons) cemented
below decks behind the forward gun support.

Accompanied by 18 smaller ships, the Campbeltown sailed into port where she was rammed directly into the
Normandie dock gates. The Commandos engaged the German forces and destroyed the dock facilities. Eight hours
later, delayed-action fuses set off the explosives in the Campbeltown which wrecked the dock gates and killed some
360 Germans and French.

The dock remained out of action for the duration of the war and the Tirpitz was never sent south to France,
eventually being destroyed by British bombers while at anchor off Tromsø, Norway. A total of 611 soldiers and
sailors took part in Chariot; 169 were killed and 200 (most wounded) taken prisoner. Only 242 returned immediately.
Of the 241 Commandos who took part 64 were posted as killed or missing and 109 captured. Among participants in
the raid two commandos and three members of the Royal Navy were awarded the Victoria Cross, while 80 others
received decorations for gallantry.

Dieppe

On 19 August 1942, Dieppe was the site of a bloody landing by 4,965 Canadian troops and 1,075 men of No. 3 and
No. 4 Commando, and the newly formed No. 40 Commando Royal Marines, designated A Commando (RM) at that
time. Among them were distributed 50 U.S. Rangers and members of 3 Troop, No. 10 (Inter Allied) Commando
(German-speaking, many Jewish) and some of the embryonic No. 30 (Assault Unit) Commando.
Nos.3 and 4 (with those of No. 10 (IA) and most of the Rangers) were to destroy batteries to the north and south
respectively which overlooked the harbour. No. 40 Commando (RM) and some Rangers were to land with the
Canadian infantry and armour. No. 30 (AU) was to race through to the Dieppe Town Hall/Headquarters and capture
whatever intelligence documents could be found. An RAF radar expert had a mission to search for and take German
radar documents believed to be at Dieppe. Unknown to him, his bodyguards had orders to kill him in the event his
capture seemed imminent.
The boats carrying No. 3 Commando ran into a German convoy and the ensuing sea battle scattered their formation
and prevented the landing and attack going to plan. Though only 18 men succeeded in reaching their objective and
were unable to destroy the guns, determined sniping prevented the German gun crews from firing on the invasion
force. No. 4 landed successfully and destroyed their target battery.
The raid lasted only nine hours but claimed 907 Canadian dead and 1,946 taken prisoner. The Royal Air Force lost 
106 aircraft and 153 men in the air battle above Dieppe (the largest air battle of the European war in terms of sorties 
flown), while the Royal Navy lost a destroyer, several landing craft and 550 men. While Germany suffered several 
hundred casualties, the overall operation was widely criticised as poorly conceived, although it did lead to the
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decision not to attempt to capture a port by way of head-on assault during the invasion of Normandy in 1944 —
Operation Overlord.

D-Day and Normandy

Men of No. 4 Commando engaged in house to
house fighting with the Germans at Riva Bella,

near Ouistreham. Sherman DD tanks of 'B'
Squadron, 13/18th Royal Hussars are providing

fire support and cover. 6 June 1944.

1st Special Service Brigade comprising No. 3, No. 4, No. 6 and No. 45
(RM) Commandos landed at Ouistreham in Queen Red sector of Sword
Beach. No. 4 Commando were augmented by 1 and 8 Troop (both
French) of No. 10 (Inter Allied) Commando and were committed for
two months to hold the left flank of the D-Day landings. No. 41(RM)
Commando (part of 4th Special Service Brigade) landed on the far
right of Sword Beach, where 29,000 men would land.[4] No. 48 (RM)
Commando landed on Juno Beach, from Saint-Aubin-sur-Mer to
Courseulles-sur-Mer, where 21,400 troops would land. No. 46(RM)
Commando (part of 4th Special Service Brigade) at Juno to scale the
cliffs on the left side of the Orne River estuary and destroy a battery.
No. 47(RM) Commando (part of 4th Special Service Brigade) landed
on the West flank of Gold Beach.

Netherlands

In November 1944 British Commandos of the 4th Commando Brigade and 41(RM) Commando were involved in the
Battle of Walcheren Causeway, attacking from seaward at Flushing and Westkapelle.

Italy

On 1 April 1945 the whole of 2nd Commando Brigade, Nos. 2, 9, 40 (RM) and 43 (RM), under Brigadier Ronnie
Tod were engaged in Operation Roast at Comacchio lagoon, north east Italy. This was the first major action in the
big spring offensive to push the Germans back across the River Po and out of Italy. After a fierce three-day battle,
the Commandos succeeded in clearing the spit separating the lagoon from the Adriatic, so securing the flank of the
8th Army and fostering the idea the main offensive would be along the coast and not though the Argenta Gap.

A total of 946 prisoners were taken, while three battalions, two troops of artillery and a company of machine gunners
were wiped out. In the course of the operation 20 field guns and a number of mortars and rocket launchers were also
captured. During the operation, Cpl Tom Hunter of No.43 Commando (RM) earned a posthumous Victoria Cross for
conspicuous gallantry in single handedly clearing a farmstead housing three Spandau machine guns, then engaging
further Spandaus entrenched on the far side of the canal from open ground.

Burma
In Burma 142 Commando Company formed part of the Chindits (the 77th Indian Infantry Brigade), and fought in the
first long-range Chindit operation behind Japanese lines, codenamed Operation Longcloth. The raid began on 8
February 1943 and lasted for about three months. It inflicted little damage on Japanese supply lines but it did show
that British and Indian Army and Indian forces could fight in the jungle as well as or better than the Japanese; this
gave a boost to the morale of the Allied forces fighting in the South-East Asian Theatre.
In the India / Burma theatre 142 Commando Company also operated in conjunction with the U.S. unit Merrill's
Marauders.
Later in the Burma Campaign 3 Commando Brigade comprising No. 5 Army Commando, No 44 RM Commando, 
No. 42 RM Commando, and No.1 Army Commando took part in the coastal landings during the Allied Southern 
Front offensive of 1944/1945. Culminating in the battle of Hill 170 at Kangaw. Here Lt G Knowland of 4 Troop No
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1 Army Commando was awarded the Victoria Cross.
The battle of Kangaw was the critical battle of the second Arakan campaign.

Hitler's Commando Order
On 18 October 1942 Hitler issued his Kommandobefehl, or Commando Order. In this order, Hitler required that
British or Allied soldiers participating in Commando operations should be "annihilated to the last man", even if in
uniform, escaping, or surrendering — contrary to the stipulations of the Geneva Conventions. This was prompted by
his rage at the success of the Commandos and their effect on the morale of his men, and an incident on the Isle of
Sark, Channel Islands, involving men of the Small Scale Raiding Force and No. 12 Commando. In this action 3
German prisoners were killed, allegedly with their hands tied and while attempting escape.

Commando battle honours
In September 1957, 38 battle honours were approved by Queen Elizabeth II to be bestowed upon the Commando
Association on behalf of the commando units.[5] The honours that were awarded were:
Adriatic - Alethangyaw - Aller - Anzio - Argenta Gap - Burma 1943/1945 - Crete - Dieppe - Dives Crossing - Djebel
Choucha - Flushing - Greece 1944/45 - Italy 1943/45 - Kangaw - Landing at Porto San Venere - Landing in Sicily -
Leese - Litani - Madagascar - Middle East 1941, 1942, 1944 - Monte Ornito - Myebon - N. Africa 1941/1943 - N.W.
Europe 1942, 1944, 1945 - Normandy Landing - Norway 1941 - Pursuit to Messina - Rhine - Salerno - Sedjenane 1 -
Sicily 1943 - St.Nazaire - Steamroller Farm - Syria 1941 - Termoli - Vaagso - Valli di Comacchio - Westkapelle.
In 1985, the Commando Association applied to the Ministry of Defence for three more honours—Keren, Amba
Alagi and Abyssinia 1940–41—on behalf of Nos. 51 and 52 Commandos.[6] The request was, however, not
approved.[7]

Post-World War II reorganisation
During the war the British Army Commandos spawned several other famous British units such as the → Special Air
Service, the → Special Boat Service and the Parachute Regiment. The British Army Commandos themselves were
never regimented and were disbanded at the end of the war while the Royal Marines Commandos continued, though
in smaller numbers and with much reorganisation, for example the Commando 21 reorganisation.
In 2005 the operational British Commando force consisted of 3 Commando Brigade Royal Marines which included
40, 42 Commando and 45 Commando Royal Marines, 29 Commando Regiment Royal Artillery, and 59 Independent
Commando Squadron Royal Engineers, a logistic regiment, a naval squadron of medium helicopters, and a landing
craft squadron. 3 Commando Brigade also included either the First or the Second Battalion Korps Mariniers.

Commando training today
Royal Marines recruits undergo a 32-week course at the Commando Training Centre Royal Marines, Lympstone.
Included within this (and Royal Marines Officer Training) is the Commando Course.
Those volunteers for Commando Training from other services undertake the All Arms Commando Course, also run
at CTCRM. Such volunteers will be aiming to serve in a number of units that are part of 3 Commando Brigade,
examples include:
• Royal Navy - Chaplains, Medical Staff and Education Officers destined for Commandos and Med Sqn of the

Commando Logistic Regiment and Communicators destined for 148 (Meiktila) Battery RA;
• Army - Riflemen of 1st Battalion, The Rifles, Gunners and Sappers destined 29 Cdo Regt RA and 24 Cdo Regt

RE respectively or Royal Signals, REME, RLC and other Corps destined for the Commando Logistic Regiment or
other parts of the Commando Brigade;
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• Royal Air Force - BALO;
• Overseas Exchange personnel - United States Marine Corps (USMC) and the Netherlands Marine Corps

(RNLMC) serving on attachments within the Commando Brigade.
They will already have completed basic training and indeed may be very experienced personnel. 'Beat-up' courses
are run by both the Commando Gunners and the Commando Engineers to prepare volunteers for the Commando
Course itself.
There is also a Reserve Commando Course run for members of the Royal Marines Reserve and Commando units of
the Territorial Army.

Other notable Commando operations
• Ambassador July 1940 raid on Guernsey
• Anklet December 1941 raid on the Lofoten Islands.
• Archery December 1941 raid on Vågsøy, Norway.
• Colossus February 1941 first airborne raid, raid on Italian aqueduct, origin of term 'SAS', (but not the

organisation).
• Gauntlet August 1941 raid on Spitsbergen.
• Claymore March 1941 on the Lofoten Islands.
• Biting February 1942 raid on the German radar near Bruneval, France.
• Chariot March 1942 raid on St. Nazaire, France.
• Abercrombie April 1942 raid on Hardelot, France.
• Basalt October 1942 raid on Sark (SSRF).
• Clawhammer October 1942 planned raid on radar sites near Cherbourg.
• Frankton December 1942 raid on shipping near Bordeaux, (RN Boom Patrol Detachment - Cockleshell Heroes).
• Gunnerside February 1943 raid on the heavy water plant at Rjukan (SOE Norwegians).

See also
• Special Forces
• 30th Assault Unit 30 Commando Assault Unit - Ian Fleming's 'Red Indians'
• Small Scale Raiding Force (SSRF)
• → Special Boat Service (SBS)
• Military history of the United Kingdom during World War II
• The Royal Marines - today's British commando home
• Commandos, a game based on the British Commandos
• Commandos Strike at Dawn, a movie
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External links
• Combined Operations [8]

• Commando Veterans Association [17]

• 30 Commando Assault Unit - Ian Fleming's 'Red Indians' [16]

• No. 6 (Army) Commando [9]
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Rapid Action Battalion

Official logo of the RAB

Rapid Action Battalion or RAB is an anti-crime and
anti-terrorism elite force in Bangladesh. Falling under the
jurisdiction of the Bangladeshi Ministry of Home Affairs, it
consists of members of the Bangladesh Army, Navy, Air Force
and Police. It was formed on 26 March, 2004 and started its
operations from 14 April, 2004. Anwarul Iqbal is the founder
Director General of this Elite force.

Since its inception, the RAB has seized a total of 3,149 illegal
arms and more than 36,000 rounds of ammunition. It has also had
many notable arrests. Although the RAB has been successful in
apprehending several high-profile terrorists, including the
infamous Bangla Bhai, Amnesty International has criticised the
RAB's lack of accountability as it has been responsible for many
deaths which have been attributed to crossfire.[1] [2] There have
also been many reports of torture.[3] Despite protests from the
main opposition party, the Awami League, the Bangladesh Nationalist Party denied that the RAB had been used for
political ends.[4]
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Weapons used by RAB

RAB members.

RAB members are better equipped and trained compared to other law
enforcement agencies in Bangladesh. The following weapons are
generally issued to them (according to the Government) -
• AK-47 assault rifles (both with fixed and folding buttstock)
• Type 56 assault rifles - Chinese copy of the AK-47
• Heckler & Koch MP5K submachine guns (usually with 20 round

magazine)
• SIG P226 pistols
• Colt M1911 pistols
• Dragunov sniper rifle (actually Chinese made copy known as the

Type 79)
• Remington 870 shotguns
• RPG-7 Rocket-propelled grenade launchers
Also when employed for crowd control purpose RAB members use
traditional weapons like batons and tasers.

Notable arrests

Here is a table containing details of major arrests by the RAB according to their official website: [5]

Name Charge Arrest Source

Mufti Hannan Assassination attempt of then former Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina, Mufti
Hannan was a top leader of Harkat-ul-Jihad

1 October 2005 [6]

Pichchi Hannan Terrorism 26 June 2004, later killed trying to
escape

[7]

Debashis Accomplice to Pichchi Hannan killed in crossfire, 24 June 2004 [8]

Mollah Shamim 10 cases including three of murder killed in crossfire, 6 September
2004

[9]

Shaheb Ali Printing of Jihadi leaflets distributed during the 17 August 2005 Bombings 17 September 2005 [10]

Shahabuddin Extortion Killed 26 October 2004 [11]

Syed Monir Hossain Several criminal offences, including two murders killed in crossfire, 11 March 2005 [12]

Shahjahan 5 charges including murder, rape and robbery killed in crossfire, January 12
2005

[13]

Rafiqul Islam Suicide squad member, Narayanganj JMB commander 27 December 2005 [14]

Sumon Ahmed
Majumder

Extortion killed "in crossfire" (see BBC
article)

[15]

Ekramul Haque Islamic Militancy December 2005 [16]

Hasibul 16 cases including 12 murder cases 26 January 2005, later killed
attempting to escape

[17]
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External links
• Official website of Rapid Action Battalion [18]

• "Bangladesh's feared elite police," BBC Report [19]

• "Blast kills 'Bangladesh militant', BBC Report [20]

• "Top Bangladesh militant captured," BBC Report [21]

• "Bangladesh 'militant leader' held," BBC report [22]

• "'Top Bangladeshi militant' held," BBC Report [23]

• "Getting Away With Murder: Politicisation of Crime in Bangladesh," SAAG [24]

• Fighting lawlessness with lawlessness (or) the rise & rise of the Rapid Action Battalion [25] (Highly Critical)
• LAWLESS LAW-ENFORCEMENT & THE PARODY OF JUDICIARY IN BANGLADESH [26] (Highly

Critical)
• Perverted policing & meaningless magistrates: True stories from Bangladesh [27] (Highly Critical)
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SWAT (Bangladesh)

 Special Weapons And Tactics (Bangladesh) 

 Active 15 January 2009–Present

 Type  Special Operations 

 Role Domestic Counter-Terrorism and Law Enforcement

 Part of  Under direct command of DMP Commissioner 

SWAT (Special Weapons And Tactics) is an elite tactical unit of the Dhaka Metropolitan Police, Bangladesh. They
operate under the Detective Branch of DMP. Eventually, the newly formed DMP unit SWAT is going to be
expanded outwards forming one or more battalions. The force would remain as a part of the police force.
There are 44 members currently in the team. And posted in Dhaka, but they can be called up for any emergency to
anywhere. [1]

The SWAT will go for action whenever existing law enforcing agencies even the elite force → Rapid Action
Battalion (RAB) would fail to deal with the criminal groups or any criminal. The members of this team equipped
with sophisticated weapons will act as 'quick response' and conduct 'risky' operations in Dhaka City and even outside
if requires. This is a special wing of the Detective Branch, will work under direct control of the Dhaka Metropolitan
Police Commissioner. [2]

The team will be more powerful than the Rapid Action Battalion (RAB),[3] especially since "This new force has been
created especially to recover illegal arms and arrest the hardcore terrorists," said the DMP Commissioner Nayeem
Ahmed.[3]

Duties
• Hostage rescue.
• Crime suppression.
• Perimeter anti-sniper security for VIPs.
• Providing superior assault firepower in certain high-risk situations.
• Rescuing officers and citizens captured or endangered by gunfire.
• Countering urban terrorist operations.
• Resolve high-risk situations with a minimum loss of life, injury or property damage.
• Resolve situations involving barricaded subjects, (specifically covered by a Hostage Barricade Team).
• Stabilise situations involving high-risk suicidal subjects.
• Provide assistance during drug raids, and serving high-risk arrest and search warrants.
• Provide additional security at special events.
• Stabilising dangerous situations by dealing with violent criminals (such as serial killers or heavily-armed

gangsters ). [1]
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Operations
The SWAT was established on February 28, 2009 and was supposed to be deployed in Dhaka on March 1 of that
year. [4]

However the SWAT was operational before that date and seized the hosted service company Aktel, which was
illegaly providing service to five VoIP carriers. There were arrests and the equipment was confiscated as VoIP is
banned in Bangladesh. [5]

They were also deployed for security during the Bangladeshi general election, 2008 and at Shaheed Minar during
celebrations for International Mother Language Day.
Countering the rising car thefts in Dhaka is an immediate and top priority. [3] The Dhaka Metropolitan Police also
plans to reinforce security at hotels around the nation.[6]

Training
SWAT applicants undergo rigorous selection and training, similar to the training some special operations units in the
military receive. Applicants must pass stringent physical agility, written, oral, and psychological testing to ensure
they are not only fit enough but also psychologically suited for tactical operations. Applicants must successfully pass
a stringent background investigation and job performance review. Emphasis is placed on physical fitness so an
officer will be able to withstand the rigors of tactical operations.
Operatives are trained in marksmanship for the development of accurate shooting skills, although the use of firearms
is considered a last resort in law enforcement.
Other training that could be given to potential members includes training in explosives, sniper-training, defensive
tactics, first-aid, negotiation, handling K9 units, abseiling (rappelling) and roping techniques and the use of
specialized weapons and equipment.
They may also be trained specifically in the handling and use of special ammunition such as bean bags, flash bang
grenades, tasers, and the use of crowd control methods, and special less-lethal munitions.
Basic training was conducted in Dhaka and Tangail districts. Afterwards SWAT members are sent to the Blackwater
Training Academy, North Carolina, United States for six weeks advanced training.
Three US agencies such as the FBI, US Police SWAT and US Army provided training locally also.
In addition DMP SWAT has trained with a South Korean counter-terrorist unit too.[1]

Weapons
• Precision Arms Sniper Rifle (.308 cal)
• M4 Carbines
• MP5 submachine guns
• Remington 870 shotguns
• Glock 17 pistols
and other typical weapons associated with Western SWAT teams. [1]

Behind this team, the funding comes from the United States of America.
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Vehicles
Usually SWAT members are transported by soft skin Toyota Hilux utility vehicles. Command vehicles and APCs are
also used during operations. There are plans to procure Humvees as well. Even Police helicopters are to be used for
their operations. [1]
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Belgium

Special Forces Group (Belgium)

 Special Forces Group 

 Active 

 Country  Belgium

 Branch Land
Component

 Type → Special forces

 Garrison/HQ Flawinne

The Special Forces Group is a → special forces unit in the Land Component of the Belgian Armed Forces.
Members of the Special Forces Group are normally selected from the paracommando units of the Belgian Army.
Lately, there has been a problem in filling vacancies in this Army group. For this reason civilians may enlist for the
course, though none of the civilians participating made it to the end.

Training
Forces first have to follow the paracommando training and then the special Operator Special Forces training. This
training consists of 20 weeks of physical and psychological endurance. In addition to physical conditioning, the
Special Forces learn hand to hand combat, survival techniques, military tactics, map reading and radio transmission.
In real situations, the Special Forces have to perform reconnaissance and surveillance missions in small groups deep
into enemy territory, enact small offensive actions to arrest or free people, or to sabotage or impound materials. They
are also trained if necessary to gain intelligence disguised as a civilian.
After the main Special Forces course, a Special Forces operator can choose between three specialities. These can be
free fall from high altitude HAHO/HALO, underwater fighting skills or operating in mountainous terrain. Also, they
all have to choose a team speciality: specialisation in communications area, explosions, armament, medical training
or sniper capabilities.
Today, the component of the Belgian Army has trouble filling in the vacant places in the group.

Weapons
The special weapons they use include FN F2000, FN P90 and pistols with silencers
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Brazil

1º Batalhão de Forcas Especiais
1º Batalhão de Forças Especiais (1st Special Forces Battalion) is one of two counter-terrorism units in the Brazilian
armed forces (the other being Projeto Talon). The Battalion has a similar mission to the US Ranger units (the other
SF units being similar to US SF units in mission) however, since they have the CT mission, they have modified their
organization to more closely follow Britain's → Special Air Service. The SF Battalion falls within the Army's
Airborne Brigade and is located at the Brigade's headquarters in Vila Militar, Rio de Janeiro. The Battalion was
given the CT mission in the mid-1980s, following expansion to create the 1st SF Battalion. Unit strength is
approximately 200 men, divided into platoons. The battalion is capable of conducting its missions independently, or
in conjunction with conventional forces. Battalion troops are trained in jungle warfare at the Army's CIGS jungle
warfare school and in amphibious, → mountain warfare, airborne, airmobile and HAHO/HALO operations. They are
also prepared for long-range reconnaissance in addition to their CT operations.

External links
• Special Operations [1]

• Specwarent [2]
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Batalhão de Infantaria de Montanha

 Mountain infantry 

Mountain infantry soldier in World War II

 Active 

 Country  Brazil

 Branch Brazilian Army

 Type → Special forces

 Garrison/HQ Minas Gerais

Mountain Infantry Battalion is a unit of the Brazilian Army, which specializes in fighting in the mountain
environment, improving and developing special techniques for mountain operations and using weapons and
equipment specific to this theater.

History
The unit goes back to 1888, created in Rio Pardo, in the then province of Rio Grande do Sul. At the time of the Old
Republic, he served in the campaign Canudos in the interior of Bahia, has been transferred, the return toSao Joao del
Rei in 1897.
This unit is very traditional and has a long history of duty for Brazil. Some of their battles:
• Contestado War.
• Constitutionalist Revolution.
• Tenente revolts
• Brazilian Revolution of 1930
• World war II this unit have fighted in the cold European mountains.
• Battle of Montese
• 1964 Brazilian coup d'état
• UNAVEM III

Participation in World War II
The participation of the mountain infantry in World War II was undoubtedly the most important chapter in its rich
history. Most notably has been the conquest of the town of Montese, located in the mountains and heavily defended
by the Germans as a last bastion to block the advance of allied troops in the direction of the Po Valley. On 14 April
1945, Montese became the stage for the most arduous and bloody battle of Brazilian troops in Italy.
In this battle the Germans soldiers made a tribute to Brazilian mountain infantry soldiers. Three Brazilian soldiers on
patrol were attacked by German forces. Outnumbered, they have been ordered to surrender, they have threw
themselves into the ground and opened fire on the enemy until become out of ammunition.
Not satisfied, they pitched their bayonets and advanced against the Germans, and perished in the face of enemy
bullets. In recognition of the bravery of those soldiers, the Germans buried them, and in the tombs, placed a cross
with the inscription "Drei Brasilianischen Helden" (Three Brazilian Heroes).[1]

In honor of the three heroes:
• Arlindo Lúcio da Silva
• Geraldo Baeta da Cruz
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• Geraldo Rodrigues de Souza
There is a monument in his honor in the mountain infantry battalion.

See Also
• Special Forces
• Brazilian Armed Forces
• Brazilian Army
• Brazilian Expeditionary Force
• Brazil at War
• Gothic Line order of battle
• Spring 1945 offensive in Italy
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Batalhão de Operações Policiais Especiais

 Batalhão de Operações Policiais Especiais 

"Faca na Caveira" (Portuguese for "Knife In The Skull"), BOPE logo and motto
 Active  1978 - Present 

 Country Brazil

 Type Domestic Counter-Terrorism and Law Enforcement

 Role → Urban warfare, Law Enforcement, Operations in favelas (slums) (Counter-Terrorism)

 Size  Around 400 

 Garrison/HQ Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

 Nickname BOPE

 Colors  Black 

 Mascot  "Faca na Caveira" ("Knife In The Skull") 

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Lieutenant Colonel Paulo Henrique Azevedo 

BOPE (Batalhão de Operações Policiais Especiais, Portuguese for Special Police Operations Battalion) is the →
elite special forces unit in the Military Police of the state of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Due to the nature of crime in favelas, BOPE units have extensive experience in → urban warfare as well as
progression in confined and restricted environments. It also utilizes equipment deemed more powerful than
traditional civilian law enforcement. Currently serving with 400 soldiers, BOPE is believed to be one of the most
violent military forces in Latin America.[1] [2]

History and origins
The origins of BOPE date back to 19 January 1978 when Núcleo da Companha de Operações Especiais (Special
Operations Company Nucleus or NuCOE) was formed and placed under the command of the chief of staff for the
state's military police. In 1982 the company was moved to the Batalhão de Polícia de Choque, thus becoming part of
that unit. Its name was changed again to Companhia de Operações Especiais (Special Operations Company, or
COE). In 1984 the name was changed once again to NuCOE and was, again, under the command of the chief of staff.
In 1988, the Companhia Independente de Operações Especiais – (Special Operations Independent Company, or
CIOE) was created, with its jurisdiction spanning all over the State of Rio de Janeiro. It became BOPE on 01 March
1991.
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Significant Roles

BOPE operators.

• Break barricades constructed by drug
traffickers

• Shoot to kill at criminals threatening
human life

• Exterminate drug ghettos as well as its
gangs

• Extract police officers or civilians
injured in confrontations

• Serve high-risk arrest warrants
• Hostage rescue
• Suppress prison riots
• Support civil police in combat
• Special missions in swamps or

mountainous terrains such as
reconnaissance, planning and
infiltration

• Engage in combat serving state sovereignty

Weapons and vehicles

AR15 is the main BOPE weapon (here in the form of a M4)

The force has a fleet of Armoured fighting vehicles,
which are known as "Pacificador" ("Peacemaker"), or
"Caveirão" ("Big Skull")[3] . These vehicles are used in
operations in the slums (favelas) where BOPE faces
intense conflicts with drug dealers, they are heavily
equipped with .30 Carbines. BOPE soldiers are
equipped with heavy armament:

• M16 rifle A2
• M4 carbine A1
• M1 carbine
• H&K PSG1 sniper rifle
• Benelli M3 shotgun
• FN P90[4]

• IMBEL MD2
• H&K MP5 A2 and K
• H&K G3
• H&K 21
• Taurus PT92
• IMBEL 9mm
• C-4 explosives
• Frag grenades
• FN FAL
• Knife
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Tropa de Elite
In 2006, the book Elite da Tropa was published. Written by sociologist Luiz Eduardo Soares and two BOPE officers,
Major André Batista and Captain Rodrigo Pimentel, it provides a semi-fictional account of the daily routine of
BOPE as well as some historical events, based on the experiences of the latter two. It describes BOPE as a "killing
machine" and details an alleged aborted assassination attempt by some police officers on then-governor Leonel
Brizola. The book was controversial at the time of release, and reportedly resulted in Batista being reprimanded and
censured by the Military Police. [5] The book has been made into a movie, Tropa de Elite (Elite Squad), directed by
José Padilha (the director of Bus 174), with a screenplay by Academy Award-nominated screenwriter Bráulio
Mantovani.

Criticism
In 2004, the Project on Extrajudicial Executions at New York University School of Law reported that BOPE had
been implicated in the killing of four youths under the false pretense of their being drug traffickers who resisted
arrest.[6] According to Amnesty International, "Brazil's police forces use violent and repressive methods that
consistently violate the human rights of a large part of the population," and attribute a number of civilian deaths to
BOPE in particular.[7] In March 2006, Amnesty specifically condemned the use of the Caveirão. It stated that
deploying the vehicle aggressively, indiscriminately targeting whole communities, highlighted the ineffectiveness of
excessive use of force.[8]

See also
• Brazilian Military Police
• Military of Brazil
• → GATE (Brazil)
• → SWAT (U.S.A)
• → UIM (The Netherlands)
• → GSG 9 (Germany)
• GIGN (France)
• GOE (Portugal)
• → Joint Task Force 2 (Canada)
• → Agrupación de Fuerzas Especiales Antiterroristas Urbanas (Colombia)

External links
• BOPE official website, in Portuguese [9]

• Military Police of Rio de Janeiro State, Brazil [10] Official web site, in Portuguese
• http:/ / www. diariodeumpm. net/
• http:/ / g1. globo. com/ Noticias/ Rio/ 0,,MUL12558-5606,00. html
• http:/ / aledesousa. multiply. com/ tag/ caveirao
• http:/ / www. viaseg. com. br/ artigo_vinicius_viatura_blindada. htm
• http:/ / www. youtube. com/ watch?v=NdRGSeGvYCk
• http:/ / www. youtube. com/ watch?v=N1H8RGgn5RE
• http:/ / www. youtube. com/ watch?v=FGIUETq9-SM
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 Commanders 

 Commander-in-Chief President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva

 Commander of the Navy  Admiral Júlio Soares de Moura Neto 

 General-Commander of the Marine Corps  Admiral Álvaro Augusto Dias Monteiro 

Brazilian Navy

Headquarters

Brasília/DF

History and traditions

 Establishment:1822 

Navy Day:10 November

Patron:Marquês de Tamandaré

Battles

War of Independence (1822-1823)
Argentina-Brazil War (1825-1828)
War of Tatters
War of the Triple Alliance
World War I
World War II

Components

Ships of the Brazilian Navy

Aircraft of the Brazilian Navy

Corps of Naval Fusiliers

Naval Aviation

Personnel

Admiral Júlio Soares de Moura Neto
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The Brazilian Marine Corps (Portuguese: Corpo de Fuzileiros Navais; CFN) is the land combat branch of the
Brazilian Navy.

Mission
Deployed nationwide, along the coasts, in the marginal regions of Amazônia and in the Pantanal, in peacetime it
provides for the security of Naval installations and aids isolated populations through civic action programs in the
Naval Districts. Externally, it provides security for the embassies of Brazil in Algeria, in Paraguay, in Haiti and in
Bolivia. It has participated in all of the armed conflicts in the Military history of Brazil.

Corps badge
The badge consist of an encircled anchor superimposed over a pair of crossed rifles which is worn on all headgear
while a similar badge without the circle is worn on the collar points of the dress and service uniforms.

History

Brazilian Marines in the red gala uniform titled
"Alexandrino"

The Royal Brigade of the Navy

The CFN was originally the old Royal Brigade of the Navy, a unit of
Marine Soldiers created in Portugal by HRM Queen Maria I in 1797.

The Brazilian Marines trace their origin to 1808 when the troops of the
Royal Brigade of the Navy (the Portuguese Marine Corps) arrived in
Brazil (then a Portuguese colony) when Mary I of Portugal and her son
and regent John VI fled Europe during the Napoleonic Wars.

The baptism of fire: the conquest of Cayenne
In retaliation for the invasion of Portugal, Prince Regent, Dom João commanded the invasion of French Guiana,
whose capital, Cayenne, was captured on the 14th of January 1809.

Historical campaigns
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Brazilian Marines in Battle of Riachuelo.

Later, the unit was involved in diverse
campaigns, in the War of the independence
of Brazil, in the conflicts of the basin of the
River Plate, and in War of the Triple
Alliance. In this last one, it was
distinguished in action in the Battle of
Riachuelo and in taking of Humaitá.

United Nations service

The CFN if has participated in the
humanitarian actions promoted by UN in
such diverse theaters of operation as Bosnia,
Honduras, Moçambique, Ruanda, Angola,
East Timor, and recently, in Haiti (MINUSTAH).

The Corps today

Staff and mission
With about 15,000 men, all volunteers, professionals in combat on land, air and sea, its mission is to guarantee the
projection of the naval power on land, by means of landings carried through with ships and staff of the Navy.
In the case of Brazil this is a complex mission, since the country has a territory of about 8,5 million km² (3.28
million sq. miles), a coast of more than 7,400 km (4600 miles) with many oceanic islands, and a navigable
waterways network of approximately 50,000 km (31,000 miles). This last one includes the Brazilian Amazon. To
cover climates and natural landscapes so diversified as Pampas of Rio Grande Do Sul, pantanal of Mato Grosso do
Sul, deserts of the Northeast region and Amazonian Rainforest, demands a training of the highest standards, agility
and versatility. Therefore, there are units trained in demolition techniques, special operations, combat in forests,
mountain and ice, and helicopter-transported operations.
Trained as “Force of Ready Job”, recently, with the sending of Brazilian military observers, also integrating the
Peacekeeping Forces of the United Nations, the Marines have made their presence in so distinct areas of conflict as
El Salvador, Bosnia, Angola, Moçambique, Ruanda, Peru, Ecuador, East Timor and, more recently, Haiti.
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Organization
The Corps headquarters is located in Fortaleza de São José, Ilha das Cobras, Rio de Janeiro.

Structure Naval Fusiliers Corps

Fleet Marine Force

The Fleets Marine Force (Força de
Fuzileiros da Esquadra (FFE)) consists
of the following units:
• 1st Amphibious Division (Divisão

Anfíbia (DivAnf)) of brigade size
with the following:
• Command and Control Battalion

(Batalhão de Comando e
Controle),

• Three Marine Battalions
(Infantry) (Batalhão de
Fuzileiros Navais (BFN)):

• 1st "Riachuelo" Battalion,
• 2nd "Humaita" Battalion
• 3rd "Paissandu" Battalion

• Marine's Artillery Battalion
(Batalhão de Artilharia de
Fuzileiros Navais),

• Armoured Vehicle Battalion
(Batalhão de Blindados), with 17
SK 105 tank destroyers

• Tactical Air Control and Air-defense Battalion (Batalhão de Controle Aerotático e Defesa Antiaérea)
• Governor's Island Marine Base (Base de Fuzileiros Navais da Ilha do Governador),

• Reinforcement Troops (Tropa de Reforço (TrRef)) located in Ilha das Flores in São Gonçalo (RJ)
• 1st Marine Engineer Battalion (Batalhão de Engenharia de Fuzileiros Navais),
• 1st Marine Logistic Battalion (Batalhão Logístico de Fuzileiros Navais),
• Amphibious Vehicles Battalion (Batalhão de Viaturas Anfíbias), with 13 AAV-7A1 ,9 LVTP-7A1, 2

LVTC-7A1 and 1 LVTR-7A1
• Police Company (Companhia de Polícia)
• Landing Company (Apoio ao Desembarque) - a company sized unit responsible for the loading and unloading

of troops and equipment from ships, especially landing craft.
• Isle of Flowers Marine Base (Base de Fuzileiros Navais da Ilha das Flores),

• Disembarkation Troops Command (Comando da Tropa de Desembarque (ComTrDbq)), located at Duque de
Caxias (RJ) - provides the means to command, control and administer the Command of the Fleet Marine Force
and to also local units.

• Marine's Special Operations Battalion "Tonelero" (Batalhão de Operações Especiais de Fuzileiros Navais
(Batalhão Tonelero)) A unit similar to US Navy SEALs formed in 1957 and structured for high risk operations.
Its mission is to destroy or damage prominent objectives in heavily defended areas, capture or rescue personnels
or equipment, seize installations, obtain information, mislead and produce psychological effects.

• Rio Meriti Naval Marine Base (Base de Fuzileiros Navais do Rio Meriti (BFNRM)), located in Duque de Caxias
(RJ)
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• ships detachments

Regional
"Groupings of Marine Corps" (Grupamentos de Fuzileiros Navais (GFN)) are subordinate to the Naval Districts
(Distritos Navais), for the security of naval installations, as well as performing operations in support of Naval
District. They are located in the vicinity of the local Naval District headquarters. The 8th Naval District does not
possess any such grouping. GFNs are companies the size of small battalions.
• GFN do Rio de Janeiro, RJ (1st DN)
• GFN de Salvador, Bahia (2nd DN)
• GFN de Natal, Rio Grande do Norte (3rd DN)
• GFN de Belém, Pará (4th DN)
• GFN de Rio Grande, Rio Grande do Sul (5th DN)
• GFN de Ladário, Mato Grosso do Sul (6th DN)
• GFN de Brasília, Distrito Federal (7th DN)
• Riparian Operations Battalion (Batalhão de Operações Ribeirinhas), Manaus, Amazonia (9th DN)

Methods
To fulfill its missions, the Marines are disembarked off the ships of the Brazilian Navy, be it using landing boats,
amphibious vehicles or helicopters. For this they count on the support of the navy and/or sea and air support.
On land, it operates its normal ways, which include tanks, field artillery, antiaircraft artillery, combat engineering,
communications and electronic warfare.

Training
To fulfill its missions, fusiliers must pass a rigorous physical training program, normally with many runs,
calisthenics, sleep deprivation, swimming while holding their breath, practice shooting with diverse armaments,
especially metal rings, rappeling and, in some cases, combat.

Motto
The motto of the Corps is “Adsumus”, that in Latin means: Here we are!

Uniforms
The Brazilian Marines wear several different uniforms.

Main Equipment
The Corps has a modern arsenal, composed by:
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Weapon Type QTD Picture

M16A2 Assault Rifle

M4 Special forces weapon

Beretta 92 Pistol

Parker Hale M85 Sniper

FN MAG Machine gun

FN MINIMI Assault Rifle

AT4 Anti-tank weapon

ALAC Anti-tank weapon

BILL Anti-tank missile
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MSS-1.2 Anti-tank missile

SK 105 Light tank

AAV-7A1 Armoured personnel
carrier

M113A1 Armoured personnel
carrier

Mowag Piranha III
(8x8)

Armoured personnel
carrier

M114 Howitzer

L118 Howitzer

M101 M101 howitzer
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Bofors 40 mm gun Autocannon

MANPADS Mistral Surface-to-air missile

Gallery

Marines in combat training.
Marine corps COMMANDO, →

COMANF. Brazilian Marines with the COIM
and USMC in amphibious

exercise.

→ GRUMEC in "SABOTAGE"
training.

See also
• Marines
• Naval infantry

External links
• Official website [1] (in Portuguese only)
• Fleet Marine Force website [2] (in Portuguese only)
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Brazilian Special Operations Brigade

Coat of arms of the
Brazilian Army

Coat of arms of the Special
Operations Brigade

Special Operations Force during the 2003 Independence Day Parade
in Brasília, Brazil

The Brazilian Special Operations Brigade
(Portuguese: Brigada de Operações Especiais - BDA
OP ESP) is one of Brazilian Army → special forces.
The headquarters are located in Goiânia, more easily to
go anywhere in the country, when necessary.
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Equipment

Name Origin Type

Glock 19   Austria Pistol

Heckler & Koch USP   Germany Pistol

ParaFAL   Brazil Assault Rifle

Heckler & Koch MP5   Germany Submachine gun

Heckler & Koch G36C   Germany Assault rifle

Colt M4   United States Assault rifle

Franchi SPAS-15   Italy Shotgun

Benelli   Italy Shotgun

FN Minimi   Belgium Machine gun

Barrett   United States Sniper rifle

Heckler & Koch PSG1   Germany Sniper rifle

Sig Sauer SSG 3000   Switzerland Sniper rifle

M24 Sniper Weapon System   United States Sniper rifle

See also
• Brazilian Armed Forces

External links
• Brazilian Army [1]

• Brazilian Ministry of Defense [2]
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Brigada de Infantaria Pára- quedista

 Brigada de Infantaria Pára-quedista(Paratroopers Brigade) 

Paratroopers Brigade Insignia
 Active  1945 

 Country Brazil

 Branch Army

 Type Paratrooper

 Role Infantry

 Part of Eastern Military Command

 Motto  "BRASIL ACIMA DE TUDO ! (Brazil above everything)" 

 Mascot  Eagle 

 Engagements UNEF, Counter-guerrilla in Araguaia, ONUMOZ, UNAVEM III, MINUSTAH

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Gen Bda Cmb Carmo Antônio Russo[1]

The Brazilian Paratroopers Brigade is a airborne brigade of the Brazilian Army.

Units
• HQ Company Parachutist Infantry Brigade (Companhia de Comando da Brigada de Infantaria Pára-quedista) in

Rio de Janeiro
• 25th Parachutist Infantry Battalion (25º Batalhão de Infantaria Pára-quedista) in Rio de Janeiro
• 26th Parachutist Infantry Battalion (26º Batalhão de Infantaria Pára-quedista) in Rio de Janeiro
• 27th Parachutist Infantry Battalion (27º Batalhão de Infantaria Pára-quedista) in Rio de Janeiro
• 8th Parachutist Field Artillery Group (8º Grupo de Artilharia de Campanha Pára-quedista) in Rio de Janeiro
• 20th Parachutist Logistics Battalion (20º Batalhão Logístico Pára-quedista) in Rio de Janeiro
• Parachutist Support & Maintenance Battalion (Batalhão de Dobragem, Manutenção de Pára-quedas) in Rio de

Janeiro
• Parachutist Training Company (Companhia de Precursores Pára-quedista) in Rio de Janeiro
• 1st Parachutist Cavalry Squadron (1º Esquadrão de Cavalaria pára-quedista) in Rio de Janeiro
• 21st Parachutist Air Defence Artillery Battery (21ª Bateria de Artilharia Anti-Aérea Pára-quedista) in Rio de

Janeiro
• 1st Parachutist Combat Engineer Company (1ª Companhia de Engenharia de Combate pára-quedista) in Rio de

Janeiro
• 20th Parachutist Signals Company (20ª Companhia de Comunicações Pára-quedista) in Rio de Janeiro
• 36th Parachutist Military Police Platoon (36º Pelotão de Polícia do Exército Pára-quedista) in Rio de Janeiro
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COMANF

COMANF

COMANF (Portuguese: Comandos Anfíbios -
Amphibious Commandos), is the → Brazilian Marine
Corps commandos.The Comanf member has to training
in several regions of Brazil aiming at improving their
combat skills and training to operate in different
environments and climates. The training involves
parachuting, mountaineering, operations in the scrub,
littoral attack & defense, Jungle Warfare, tactical
diving, sabotage. It may take two years or more to
complete the training and become part of COMANF.

Some members are assigned abroad for training,
specializing in courses such as "All Arms Commando Course" (Royal Marines), "Special Operations Command"
(Marina / Spain), "Rangers" (U.S. Army) and " Amphibious Reconnaissance Course (U.S. Marine Corps).

Curiosity
There is a phrase in the Brazilian Navy to define the "COMANF" soldiers:
• "One Comanf is unbeatable, two are unseparable and three make a war"

Weapons
As every special force of Brazilian Armed Forces, the COMANF soldier are trained to use every type of weapon,
they training with various guns of various countries. The most common guns are:

Name Origin Type

Glock 19   Austria Pistol

Heckler & Koch USP   Germany Pistol

Heckler & Koch MP5   Germany Submachine gun

Heckler & Koch G36C   Germany Assault rifle

Colt M4   United States Assault rifle

Franchi SPAS-15   Italy Shotgun

Benelli   Italy Shotgun

FN Minimi   Belgium Machine gun

Barrett   United States Sniper rifle

Heckler & Koch PSG1   Germany Sniper rifle

Taurus PT92   Brazil Pistol

M24 Sniper Weapon System   United States Sniper rifle

FN-FAL   Brazil Assault rifle
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CORE (Brazil)

 Coordenadoria de Recursos Especiais 

CORE
 Active  1969 - Present 

 Country Brazil

 Type Law Enforcement

 Role  Law Enforcement 

 Garrison/HQ Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

 Nickname CORE

 Colors  Black 

 Mascot  M16 crossed and knife in the skull 

 Anniversaries  4 July 1969 

CORE (Coordenadoria de Recursos Especiais, in portuguese), formed in 1969, is a national → SWAT unit within
the Civil Police, which originated from the State of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Duties
• operations against organized crime
• high risk arrests
• hostage situation response
• high risk VIP's escort
• special antiterrorism operations
• rescue operations in general including physical disasters
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Weapons
• Taurus pistols
• Glock pistols
• Colt pistols
• Heckler & Koch MP5
• Colt M16A2
• Heckler & Koch G3
• Colt M4A1

See also
• Civil Police (Brazil)
• Civil Police of Rio de Janeiro State

External links
• Civil Police of Rio de Janeiro State official website [1], in Portuguese

Gallery

CORE helicopter - Esquilo

 Armored Vehicle

CORE police car
CORE helicopter – Bell Huey II
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COT Comando de ações táticas

Comando de Operações Táticas
Command for Tactical Operations

Abbreviation  COT 

Logo of the Comando de Operações Táticas
Command for Tactical Operations .

Agency overview 

Formed  1987 

Employees  26 

Legal personality Governmental: Government
agency

Jurisdictional structure 

Federal agency Brazil

General nature • Federal law enforcement
• Civilian agency 

Operational structure 

Headquarters Brasília, DF

Agency executive  Anderson Rui Fontel de Oliveira 

Parent agency Minister of Justice

The Command for Tatic Actions "COT" (Portuguese: Commando de Operações Táticas), was created after
Brazilian parliament recommendations, in an attempt to have a specialized counter-terrorism force. It was placed in
service in 1987.
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http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Brazil
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Duties
• Airplane Hijacking
• Bomb Attacks

See also
• Brazilian Federal Police "Policia Federal"

External links
• Departamento de Policia Federal [1]

References
[1] http:/ / www. dpf. gov. br/

GOE (Brazil)
Grupo de Operações Especiais or GOE (Portuguese for Special Operations
Group), is the elite arm of the Civil Police of the state of São Paulo, Brasil. It
is comparable to Rio de Janeiro's → CORE.

Founded in 1991, GOE serves to assist conventional police units in high-risk
operations involving hostages and uprisings in the prison system. It is
subordinate to the Departamento de Polícia Judiciária da Capital ("Judicial
Capital Police Department") - DECAP. In 2005 they moved to new
headquarters in Campo Belo in the southern zone of São Paulo which
contains infrastructure appropriate to their role as a special forces group.

They recently distinguished themselves by imprisoning Lebanese Citizen
Rana Koleilat, who was a fugitive in Brazil. She was involved in schemes that
led to defrauding investors of funds. The São Paulo GOE has about 200
members, a fleet of 60 vehicles, 5 tactical subdivisions, as well as a
specialized Delta unit with its own intelligence service and plain-clothes
police and unmarked cars, as well as administrative divisions.

Over the years GOE has served as the model for various other tactical units of
the same name, throughout São Paulo state and in other states in the
federation. Having carried out innumerable successful tactical actions, the
São Paulo GOE has established itself as one of the largest and best police
special forces units in Brazil.

See also

• Civil Police (Brazil)
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GRUMEC

 GRUMEC 

Grumec member in a "sabotage" training
 Active 

 Country  Brazil

 Branch Brazilian Navy

 Type → Special forces

 Garrison/HQ Rio de Janeiro

GRUMEC-(Grupamento de Mergulhadores de Combate)-Brazilian commando frogmen, special force of
Brazilian navy, a special forces unit of the Brazilian Navy, with a doctrine similar to U.S. Navy Seals and British →
Special Boat Service. Its function is to infiltrate without being perceived, in coastal and riverine and perform tasks
such as reconnaissance, sabotage and elimination of targets of strategic value.
The Grumec was created in 1974 and is subject to the Submarine Force, which provides you with your primary
means of transport. Grumec teams can be transported to the target by a submarine, from which they go swimming, in
kayaks or inflatable boats can be launched from the submarine still under water. The Grumec can also reach the
target jumping by parachute or helicopters.

Chronology
• 1964: The first Brazilian MECs (Mergulhadores de Combate = Combat Divers) were two officers and two

privates who had been through the USA UDT course.
• 1970: From their experience, the Divisão de Mergulhadores de Combate (= Combat Divers Division) was created

in the "Base Almirante Castro e Silva".
• 1971: Two more officers and three privates qualified for the French Navy as "nageurs de combat".
• 1974: At what is now the Centro de Instrução e Adestramento Almirante Áttila Monteiro Aché (CIAMA) in

Brazil was trained the first group of combat divers.
• 1983: Because this frogman unit were getting more calls, Combat Divers Division was transformed into

GRUMEC, as an integral part of the Comando da Força de Submarinos (= Submarine Force Command).
• 1997 Dec 12: The Minister of the Navy created GRUMEC, whose headquarters are in Rio de Janeiro city and is

directly subordinate to the Submarine Force Command.
• 1998 March 10: GRUMEC was activated.
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External links
• (Portuguese) Unofficial website [1]

References
[1] http:/ / www. tropaselite. t35. com

Grupo de Ações Táticas Especiais

GATE operation.

GATE is a special force of São Paulo military police.
Tactical force, their mission is rescue hostages and
disarming bombs.

Weapons

Various types of weapons used by GATE:
•  IMBEL MD97- Assault Rifle
•  Taurus PT92 - Pistol
•  PSG1 - Sniper Rifle
•  HK MP5A3 - Submachine gun
•  M4 - Assault Rifle
•  M16 rifle - Assault Rifle
•  Benelli M3 - shotgun
C-4 (explosive) - explosive

Curiosity
The statistics of the team prove their capacity as one of the best in the world.( in 197 cases only 2 hostages died).
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National Force of Public Safety

National Force of Public Safety
Força Nacional de Segurança Pública

Abbreviation  FNSP 

 Badge of the National Force of Public Safety. 

Agency overview 

Formed  2004 

Legal personality Governmental: Government
agency

Jurisdictional structure 

Federal agency Brazil

General nature • Federal law enforcement
• Gendarmerie

Operational structure 

Headquarters Brasília - Capital of Brazil.

The National Force of Public Safety (Portuguese: Força Nacional de Segurança Pública, created in 2004, is a joint
cooperation of various Brazilian Public Safety forces, co-ordinated by the National Secretariat of Public Safety
(Portuguese: Secretaria Nacional de Segurança Pública - SENASP), of the Ministry of Justice. It is an agency that
was created during the administration of President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, a concept developed by then Minister
of Justice, Márcio Thomaz Bastos.
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Command
The Secretary of the SENASP, Police Commissioner of the Brazilian Federal Police, Luiz Fernando Correa, is in
overall charge of the Force, while the Colonel of the Military Police of Rio Grande do Sul, Aurélio Ferreira
Rodrigues, has operational and direct control of the force.

Training
The National Force is composed by men of the Brazilian Military Police of the various states of Brazil, in
coordination with the Secretary of public safety of each differerent Brazilian state.
Law enforcement officers receive initially 100 hours of further education, divided in ten days of training. They are
classes in: human rights, control of civil riots, ostensive policing, crisis management and shooting techniques.

EPCG
The Batalhão Especial de Pronto Emprego (Battalion Special Emergency Employment) is the elite unit of FNSP, is
headquartered in Luziânia in the State of Goiás, and soon will also have another unit in the city of Rio de Janeiro. Its
effective training with elite units of Brazil and abroad, is suitable to be used in patrolling or police special operations
anywhere in the country, was established by the Ministry of Justice in order to become the leading and best-trained
troops Brazilian police, and to act in emergency situations in public safety, when the law enforcement agencies state
request federal intervention in an emergency. Urgency, that can be quickly answered, as his quota is effective and
not demobilizable, remains in readiness to meet by Situation critical in public safety.

Performances
On different occasions, the National Force was called in the state of Espírito Santo as well as in the state of Mato
Grosso do Sul, primarily to help containing rebellions inside prisons. On another occasion, the federal government
offered to send the National Force to assist the state of São Paulo against acts of violence organized there, in 2006,
again by prisoners against the state public safety forces, but the federal government offer was refused by the state
government, as the state claimed control over the prisoners.
The governor of the state of Rio De Janeiro, Sérgio Cabral Filho asked for support from the National Force of Public
Safety back in 2007 when the state suffered from a wave of attacks by several criminal factions. The Federal
Government agreed to send a contingent of about 500 men and 52 vehicles to patrol 19 critical points within the
state, mostly the favelas' areas.
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Individual Weapons and Equipment

Agents of the Public-Safety National Force active in the Brazilian
Federal DistrictDistrito Federal, and Luziânia.

Soldiers and vehicles of the Força Nacional de
Segurança.

Vehicles of the National Force of Public Safety.

• FAL and Para-FAL Assault rifle
• IMBEL MD97 Assault rifle
• IMBEL M1911 pistol Pistol
• Taurus PT92, Taurus PT100 Pistol
• Heckler & Koch MP5 Submachine gun
• Heckler & Koch UMP Submachine gun

Vehicles

• Nissan Xterra
• Chevrolet Blazer

See also

• Policing in Brazil
• Brazilian Federal Police
• Military police
• National Force
• Military of Brazil
• Brazilian Civil Police
• → Batalhão de Operações Policiais Especiais
• Complexo do Alemão massacre
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Para- SAR

 Esquadrão Aeroterrestre de Salvamento 

 Active  2 September 1963 - Present 

 Country Brazil

 Branch Brazilian Air Force

 Type Parachute

 Role Search and rescue

 Garrison/HQ HQ -Rio de Janeiro

 Nickname Para-SAR

PARASAR member in the independence parade

The Esquadrão Aeroterrestre de Salvamento (EAS) (English: Air
and Land Rescue Squadron) known by its nickname Para-SAR, is a
Brazilian Air Force airborne search and rescue squadron, based in the
city of Rio de Janeiro.

The unit has no aircraft of its own and its airborne personnel conduct
operations by being dropped from other units' aircraft. The unit has
seven SAR teams located in seven states.
Each Para-SAR detachment is made up of SAR qualified military
parachutists. Members of this unit can be distinguished by their orange
headdress.

History
The Brazilian Air Force has a long history of parachute training. In 1943, at the former Alfonsos Field School of
Aeronautics and with the support of the Air Force, cadet gymnastics instructor Achile Garcia Charles Astor first
introduced civil parachute training in Brazil.
Seeing the usefulness of having a parachuting unit, the Electronics and Flight Protection Administration conducted
studies to see how such a unit could be created under the auspices of the air force. The results of that study gave rise
to the Para-SAR.
In 1946, the Brazilian Army formed its parachute school, the now-named General Penha Brazil Parachutist's
Instruction Center. It graduated its first class of Brazilian Air Force students in 1959.
The group initially consisted of a division of three officers and five sergeants whose mandate was to provide
instruction to the cadets of the School of Aeronautics and to provide search and rescue, by means of the DEPV. The
unit also consisted of a group of volunteers who trained at the old military aviation school and went on to provide
help in accidents and under special circumstances.
Eventually, on 2 September 1963, the Land and Air Rescue unit was formed. Para-SAR is the traditional name given
to the search and rescue arm of the air force and is housed in the old School of Aeronautics.
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By November 20th, 1973, the flotilla no longer existed, becoming the Land and Air Rescue Squadron, or EAS. Its
mandate was to continue training of the BAF parachutists, the instruction and the administration of the rescue teams
and helicopter squadrons among other tasks.

Mission
The Para-SAR mandate includes specialized instruction for crewmembers and rescue teams, SAR and special
operations.[1]

Training
New members of the squadron start with the Brazilian Army parachute course and then move onto more advanced
training. The following training programs are offered by the squadron:

Search and rescue
This course includes: aircraft access; firefighting; machines, engines and radio equipment; free diving; helilift
operations; orientation and ground searches; sea and jungle survival; SAR combat tactics; mountaineering; search
and rescue theory and first aid.

Scuba diving
Graduates become qualified in scuba diving which is typically used to recover charges and pieces of submerged
aircraft.

Air and land techniques
Graduates become qualified to parachute out of a military aircraft and to launch material, to precision land; to pack,
inspect and prepare parachutes; and to calculate the effect of wind on both the members and the jump itself. Also
presented are techniques for aircraft operations for the C-130 and C-95.

Skydiving
The course teaches parachutists operational skydiving, the use of instruments and equipment; skydiving from both
low and high altitudes and jumping with weapons and equipment for military operations.

Master Skydiver
Graduates of this course become qualified in all aspects of skydiving, from organizing the jump team to coordinating
the aircraft to be used. Students are also given a knowledge of meteorology and reading weather reports as well as
precision targeting, advanced navigation skills and techniques of free fall Basic Body Fly.

Combat search and rescue
Courses in combat search and rescue are taught including locating downed crews in a hostile environment, survival,
evasion and extraction.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=C-130
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See also
• List of special forces units

External links
• EsquadrÃo Aeroterrestre De Salvamento Para-SAR [2] (Portuguese)

• Esquadrão PÁra-Sar [3] (Portuguese)

References
[1] PARA-SAR (undated). " NOSSA MISSÃO (in Portuguese) (http:/ / www. eas. aer. mil. br/ pag/ missao. htm)". . Retrieved 2008-12-27.
[2] http:/ / www. eas. aer. mil. br/
[3] http:/ / www. ordemdebatalha. com/ fab/ eas. htm

Rondas Ostensivas Tobias de Aguiar

ROTA cars patrolling São Paulo.

Rondas Ostensivas Tobias Aguiar (Portuguese for
Tobias Aguiar's Ostensive Patrols), mostly known by
its acronym ROTA (Portuguese for route), is the
special force of the São Paulo military police, which
aims flexibility and fast reaction. Used in the need to
control civil unrest, in restore of public order, tactical
attack and defense of urban areas.
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Fame

ROTA on the street

ROTA is the most feared police force in São Paulo, in the
1980s have gained an international fame as one of the most
violent police groups in the world. Some thieves prefer to
be killed than captured by them.

Weapons

Various types of weapons used by ROTA:
•  IMBEL MD97- Assault Rifle
•  Taurus PT92 - Pistol
•  Taurus PT 24/7 - Pistol
•  FN FAL - Assault Rifle
•  PSG1 - Sniper Rifle
•  HK MP5A3 - Submachine gun
•  M4 - Assault Rifle
•  M16 rifle - Assault Rifle
•  Remington 870 - shotgun
•  Benelli M3 - shotgun
•  Beretta M12 - Submachine Gun
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Canada

Canadian special forces
Canadian special forces can refer to:
• → Canadian Special Operations Forces Command (CANSOFCOM)

The current Canadian military special forces, established 2006
• Special Operations Group (Canada) (SOG)

established 2005
• 1st Special Service Force, The Devil's Brigade

A joint Canada-USA special forces unit of WWII, Canada's first special forces, established 1942 and
disbanded 1944

• Special Emergency Response Team (SERT)
The RCMP's former special forces team, disbanded 1993

• → Joint Task Force 2 (JTF2)
A component of CANSOFCOM, and successor to SERT, established 1993

• The Canadian Airborne Regiment
sometimes called Canadian special forces, established in 1968 and disbanded 1995
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Canadian Special Operations Forces Command
Canadian Special Operations Forces Command (CANSOFCOM) is a command of the Canadian Forces. It is
responsible for all special forces operations that will be capable of responding to terrorism and threats to Canadians
and Canadian interests around the world.

Composition
CANSOFCOM is composed of:
• → Joint Task Force 2 (JTF2), the Canadian Forces’ special operations and counterterrorism unit
• → Canadian Special Operations Regiment
• 427 Special Operations Aviation Squadron
• Canadian Joint Incident Response Unit (CJIRU)
CANSOFCOM is capable of operating as an independent formation but its primary focus is to generate Special
Operations Forces (SOF) elements to support Canada Command (CANCOM) and the Canadian Expeditionary Force
Command (CEFCOM). Integrating special operations forces in this manner increases their impact in operations, as
well as the range of options available to the government in the deployment of the Canadian Forces.

Commanding officers
Colonel D. Michael Day, CD is the current Commander Canadian Special Operations Forces Command .
Previous Commanders include:
Colonel David Barr, CD, was the Commander of CANSOFCOM from its formation to 2007.

Uniform
All members of CANSOFCOM wear the tan beret regardless of environment (sea, land or air) with their former
branch/unit cap badges.

Other elite
Canadian Forces members undergo rigorous training of a variety of types; these soldiers are not necessarily
employed in "→ special forces" roles. Some of this specialized training includes Army snipers, parachutists,
pathfinders, and combat divers, as well as foreign training such as Ranger training with the US Army Rangers. Many
soldiers who have received such training utilize these skill sets in regular combat arms units, and are not considered
"special forces".

See also
• Canadian Forces
• Canadian Expeditionary Force Command
• Canada Command
• Devil's Brigade
• The Canadian Airborne Regiment
• Marine Commando Regiment
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External links
• Official CANSOFCOM Webpage. [1]

• "New Canadian Forces Operational Commands Take Charge of Domestic, Special and International Operations,"
DND News Release, January 31, 2006 [2]

• "Special Operations Group (SOG) Canadian Forces Transformation – From Vision to Mission," Final
Backgrounder from the Chief of the Defence Staff, September 13, 2005 [3]

• The Standing Committee on National Security and Defence Evidence, November 20, 2006 [4]
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[3] http:/ / www. cds. forces. gc. ca/ cft-tfc/ 00native/ FINAL%20BackgrounderSOG_130905_e. doc
[4] http:/ / www. parl. gc. ca/ 39/ 1/ parlbus/ commbus/ senate/ com-e/ defe-e/ 44294-e. htm?Language=E& Parl=39& Ses=1& comm_id=76
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Canadian Special Operations Regiment

 Canadian Special Operations Regiment 

 Active 2006 - Present

 Country Canada

 Branch → Canadian Special Operations Forces Command

 Type Special Operations Light Infantry

 Role  Counter-terrorism/special reconnaissance 

 Size  One battalion 

 Nickname (CSOR)

 Colors Tan Beret (CANSOFCOM)

 Commanders 

Current
commander

LCol Greg Smith [1]

The Canadian Special Operations Regiment (CSOR) is a highly trained, mobile, special forces unit. The mission
of the Canadian Special Operations Regiment is two-fold: to provide back-up to → Joint Task Force 2 (JTF-2), the
Canadian Forces (CF) main special operating forces (SOF) unit; and to provide the CF with a SOF unit that can be
deployed anywhere in Canada or internationally.
The CSOR, along with JTF 2 in Ottawa, 427 Special Operations Aviation Squadron (427 SOAS) in Petawawa and
the Canadian Joint Incident Response Unit (CJIRU) in Trenton, all form part of the → Canadian Special Operations
Forces Command (CANSOFCOM).
CSOR is currently at interim operational capability with full operational capability slated for 2010.

Unit history
In December 2005, it was announced that the Canadian Forces would be creating a new → special forces unit, the
Canadian Special Operations Regiment. According to the announcement this new unit would be an integral part of
the Canadian Special Operating Forces Command and that it would be capable of both independent operations and
acting as a complement to the JTF-2. [2]

Recruiting for the new unit took place soon afterwards, and early in 2006 the first CSOR selection course took place
with approximately 175 candidates.[3]

On 13 August 2006, an official stand-up ceremony for the Canadian Special Operations Regiment took place at the
unit's home station, Canadian Forces Base (CFB) Petawawa, with approximately 250 soldiers participating. The
ceremony included a skills demonstration including rappelling from helicopters, and both static and freefall
parachuting. It was also announced that the second training serial of CSOR recruits would take place in early 2007.
[4]
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Operations
CSOR will broaden the range of special operations capabilities within the CF, providing a more sophisticated set of
tools to deal with the current and future operating environments. CSOR will be capable of operating independently
as well as being able to generate Special Operations Forces (SOF) elements to support Canada Command (Canada
COM) and the Canadian Expeditionary Forces Command (CEFCOM). Integrating special operations forces in this
manner will increase their impact in operations, as well as the range of options available to the government in the
deployment of the CF. CSOR, as one of the key components of CANSOFCOM is making the CF more effective,
relevant, and responsive. The regiment has recently completed a tour of duty in Afghanistan.

Organization
CANSOFCOM is responsible for providing agile, high-readiness Special Operations Forces capable of operating
across the spectrum of conflict at home and abroad to the Chief of Defence Staff and operational commanders. It is
composed of CSOR in Petawawa, → Joint Task Force 2 (JTF 2) in Ottawa, 427 Special Operations Aviation
Squadron (427 SOAS) in Petawawa and the Canadian Joint Incident Response Unit (CJIRU) Company in Trenton.
Lieutenant Colonel Jamie Hammond was the first commander of the regiment.

Operational jurisdiction
As Joint Task Force 2 was created to take over the mandate of the RCMP Special Emergency Response Team, they
are intrinsically tied to Counter Terrorism.

"In the main, the Canadian Special Operations Regiment enables special operations and, specifically,
JTF2; thus, JTF2 can focus on the precise tasks for which they are so well selected and trained.
However, particularly in out-of-area operations, we see that the Canadian Special Operations Regiment
would be the more appropriate organization to put to the task." (Colonel Barr, commander
CANSOFCOM, in Proceedings of the Standing Senate Committee on National Security and Defence, 27
November 2006.)[5]

CSOR will eventually be the regiment responsible for special forces operations outside of Canada; at present JTF2 is
responsible for external counter terrorism operations. Although CSOR will take independent action, JTF2 would
benefit from support in counter-terrorism operations. The interchangeability of these units allows CANSOFCOM a
wide variety of options in dealing with any given situation.
JTF2 has been the only special forces element of the Canadian forces since the disbandment of the Canadian
Airborne Regiment, with exclusive responsibility for Special Operations. Until CSOR is at full operational status, the
nature of operational jurisdiction will be in flux.

History
In April 2005, the Canadian government's new defence policy statement was made public. It included a concept of
first responders for international tasks consisting of "special forces" (such as an expanded → Joint Task Force 2)
supported by one of the light battalions.
This concept of operations is similar to the US Army Rangers, or the new → Special Forces Support Group of the →
UK Special Forces Group, both of which support high-level Special Forces units. This eventually led to the
formation of the Canadian Special Operations Regiment (CSOR). CSOR however can be more compared to the
United States Army Special Forces with the ability to support Tier 1 Special Operations. It does not seem likely that
it will be limited to merely a supporting role in Special Operations.
CSOR will be organized into 3 direct action companies and one special operations company.
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See also
• Special Forces
• Emergency Response Team (RCMP), the RCMP branch dedicated to paramilitary operations.
• Devil's Brigade
• The Canadian Airborne Regiment (now disbanded)

External links
• CASR page on CF SOV Requirements [6]

• CSOR official website [7]

• ShadowSpear.com Special Operations Community Website: CSOR [8]

• Special Video of Creation of Canadian Special Operations Regiment [9]

• Photos of Canadian Special Operations Regiment training exercise, Search: Country: Canada, Date: 2006-7-30
[10]

• CBC Documentary [11]
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Joint Task Force 2

 Joint Task Force 2 (JTF2) 

JTF2 Insignia
 Active 1993–present

 Country   Canada

 Branch  Tri-Services 

 Type Special Forces

 Role  Special Forces 

 Part of → Canadian Special Operations Forces Command

 Garrison/HQ Dwyer Hill Training Centre

 Nickname JTF2/FOI2

 Motto Facta non verba (Deeds, not words)

 Engagements War in Afghanistan (2001–present)
2004 Haiti rebellion
2005-2006 Christian Peacemaker hostage crisis

 Decorations  United States Presidential Unit Citation
 Commanders 

Notable
commanders

Colonel Barry MacLeod
Lieutenant Colonel Ray Romses

Formed in 1993, Joint Task Force 2 (JTF2) is a Canadian Forces unit responsible for counter-terrorist operations.
Subordinate to the → Canadian Special Operations Forces Command, it comprises approximately 600 members.
The Government of Canada has historically been very secretive about releasing any information relating to JTF2's
capabilities, organization and operational missions.

History of the unit

“[JTF2] makes a significant contribution whenever deployed...but because of its specialized nature, as well as its focus on counter-terrorism,
Joint Task Force 2 is not staffed at levels to train and operate in some of the other important Special Forces' mission areas. ”

—Ambassador Paul Cellucci, 2005[1]

In 1992, Minister of Defence Robert Fowler announced he was disbanding the SERT police unit and creating a new
military counter-terrorism group. The decision was made largely because the Canadian Forces offered better-trained
recruits for the program than civilian police forces, and it stemmed the public uproar about police being taught to use
primarily lethal means.[2]

In early 1993, the unit was activated with just over 100 members, primarily drawn from the Canadian Airborne
Regiment and PPCLI.[2] They were given the SERT facility on Dwyer Hill Road in Ottawa as their own base of
operations, and permanently parked a Greyhound bus and a DC-9 aircraft on the grounds for use in training.[2]
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Its first scheduled action was Operation Campus, the protection of highways and water treatment plants around the
Oka reserve while a police force tried to "crack down on smuggling" on the native reserve, immediately following
the Oka crisis. However two daily newspapers in Quebec revealed the operation just days before it was to go into
action, and it was canceled.[2]

The federal budget of December 2001 allocated approximately $120 million over six years to expand unit
capabilities and double its size to an estimated 600 forces, as part of the overall plan following the attacks of 11
September 2001.

Selection and training
JTF2 candidates can come from all branches of the Canadian Forces. Candidates for JTF2 are expected to be
physically fit, capable of high levels of stamina and mental endurance.
JTF2 personnel are divided into two categories: Category A – special operations assaulters (SOA) who are
directly employed in the tactical aspects of special operations and other high value tasks; and Category B – support
and specialist personnel (SP) fill positions in staff officer, support, and specialist positions. This category also
includes the special operations coxswain position.

Support and specialist members selection process
Candidates for the specialists and support roles also go through a selection process, however, there are differences
compared to the selection process for assaulter candidates. The main difference is that they do not have to take the
seven-month SOAC. In Phase I candidates submit their applications through their unit's chain of command. During
Phase II, the candidate must successfully complete the CF Expres Test or Specialist Physical Fitness Test, however,
they do not have to complete the CF Swim Test and the screening process is done at a later phase than in the
assaulters application process. In Phase III the candidates application, fitness test results and related documentation
is forwarded to JTF2 for review. Specialist and support candidates do not do a seven-day selection. Finally, during
the Phase IV process the candidates are invited for a job interview and psychological testing. Postings for specialist
and support average four to six years in length depending on rank and experience level.

Special operations coxswain selection process
Prior to selection, candidates for special operations coxswain positions must undergo a four-phase selection process.
In Phase I the candidates submit their application through their unit's chain of command. During Phase II the
candidates must pass the JTF2 Specialist Physical Fitness Test and the CF Swim Test. In addition, they must take the
same screening test that assaulter candidates take to determine their suitability for JTF2. In Phase III the candidates
undertake a four-day assessment process. During this assessment the candidates are pushed to their physical and
mental limits under physical and mental duress. Here they are assessed on the following criteria:
• Physical fitness (aerobic and anaerobic);
• Performing effectively at heights, in water and in confined spaces;
• Teamwork;
• Emotional stability; and
• Interpersonal skills.
In Phase IV the candidates attend a three-month Special Operations Coxswain Course (SOCC) where they are
trained in the following skills:
• Canadian Coast Guard (CCG) RHIOT (Ridgid Hull Inflatable Operator Training);
• CCG Small Boat Course;
• Special insertion and extraction techniques;
• Advanced shooting; and
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• Medical and communication skills.
After the successful completion of the SOCC, the candidates may be selected to serve as coxswains with JTF2. Some
of the skills the coxswains can expect to use include:
• Preparing, launching and high speed tactical driving of the Special Operations Craft (SOC);
• Navigating to and from operational and training objectives;
• Performing user maintenance on the SOC, vehicles and trailers; and
• Proficiently and safely handling a variety of civilian and military weapons.

Operations

Bosnia
JTF2 forces were inserted into Bosnia, operating in 2-man teams hunting for Serbian snipers targeting UN forces.[2]

They were scheduled to free approximately 400 hostages in Operation Freedom 55, but again the mission was
canceled as the Bosnian Serbs released all the prisoners voluntarily.[2]

Afghanistan: 2001–present
Approximately 40 JTF2 soldiers were sent to southern Afghanistan in early December 2001, although the Canadian
public was not informed of the deployment, following the American declaration of a War on Terror.[3]

Several months later, the Globe and Mail published an image on its front page showing Canadian forces delivering
captured prisoners to the Americans, prompting an outcry in Parliament as they were never informed these
operations were underway. Vice Admiral Greg Maddison was called before the Standing Committee on Procedure
and House Affairs to address claims that Minister of Defence Art Eggleton had purposely misled the public and the
government, even failing to inform the Prime Minister that JTF2 had been operating in Afghanistan.[3]

In 2004, an estimated 40 members of JTF2 serving with Task Force KBAR were awarded the Presidential Unit
Citation by the United States government for service in Afghanistan. Very little is known on JTF2 operations in
Afghanistan, but during a conference the former Chief of Defence Staff, General Rick Hillier, stated that JTF2 is in
"high demand" and that they are considered to be "world class." He went on to say that the unit is providing direct
support to the Afghanistan government and is targeting the Taliban leadership in southern Afghanistan. He stated
that "trying to help neutralize those leaders is a key part of their role and that's what they will continue to do."[4]

Haiti
In 1996, JTF2 deployed to Haiti to advise the security forces of President Rene Preval on methods to repel the
revolutionary army, train local → SWAT teams and raid weapons smugglers in Port au Prince.[2]

According to the CBC, JTF2 was also in Haiti at the time that Haitian president Jean-Bertrand Aristide was ousted
from power in 2004. They protected the Canadian embassy and secured the airport.

Iraq 2006
On Thursday, 23 March 2006, The Pentagon and the British Foreign Office both commented on the instrumental role
JTF2 played in rescuing the British and Canadian Christian Peacemaker Team that were being held hostage in Iraq.
But implication of JTF2 was unconfirmed by Canadian officials.[5]
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Other action
There has been much speculation in the Canadian media on possible JTF2 operational deployments. Speculation has
focused on Nepal, Congo, Sudan, Bolivia and in conflicts involving First Nations groups in Ontario and British
Columbia, and other local security threats.[6]
Vice-Admiral P. Dean McFadden also confirmed that JTF2 would take a role in securing the 2010 Winter Olympics
and 2010 Winter Paralympics.[7]

JTF2 has also acted as bodyguards to Canadians traveling abroad, notably accompanying Lieutenant General
Maurice Baril and Raymond Chrétien to Zaire in November 1996.[2] When photographs provided to the media were
revealed to show the faces of JTF2 forces, they were redacted and reissued with the faces removed.[2] In 1998, they
accompanied General Romeo Dallaire to Tanzania where he was due to testify against a Rwandan Hutu official
accused of complicity in the 1994 genocide.[2] [8] They similarly accompanied War Crimes prosecutor Louise
Arbour into Kosovo.[2] In early November 2000, Conservative Defence Critic David Price stated that JTF2 had been
deployed to Kosovo, however, this was denied by Prime Minister Jean Chrétien and Defence Minister Art
Eggleton.[9].
In his book Enduring the Freedom, Sean M. Maloney reported that during operations in Afghanistan, Canada's JTF2
was the only foreign unit accepted to join American Tier 1 special operations units, such as 1st SFOD-D (Delta
Force) and DEVGRU in Task Force 11 whose job it was to hunt high value Al Qaeda and Taliban personnel.[10]

Unit accountability
On 21 December 2006, a Federal Court judge rejected a request to proceed with a court martial against an unnamed
JTF2 officer, accused of assaulting and mistreating a subordinate, because court martial requests require that the
accused be named. The judge suggested that they explore other avenues to proceed with the court martial.[11]

The JTF2 has acknowledged the loss of one operator in a combat operation. Master Cpl. Anthony Klumpenhouwer,
25, died on April 18, 2007, after falling off a communications tower in Kandahar, Afghanistan.[12]

Equipment

Weapons

• Colt Canada C7 and C8
• FN Herstal P90[13] [14] [15] [16]

• Heckler & Koch MP5
• Sig Sauer pistols[2]

Vehicles

• Rheinmetall YAK
• HMMWV (phasing out)
• Jackal MWMIK (phasing in, per March 2009)

References in popular culture
In 2002, author David Pugliese published a book, Canada's Secret Commandos: The Unauthorized Story of Joint
Task Force Two.[17] In 2008, Denis Morisset, a former member of JTF2 published a book about JTF2, named Nous
étions invincibles (English translation: "We were invincible").[18]

JTF2's secrecy has kept the unit out of the Canadian public eye for quite some time, though it did appear in the Tom
Clancy Rainbow Six video game series. A character named Roger McAllen, who was part of the former Royal
Canadian Mounted Police SERT, ported over to JTF2 when they were handed over responsibility for
counter-terrorism duties in 1993.
Recently, JTF2 has entered the public eye in the Canadian television series The Border. In that series one of the main 
characters is described as being a former special-forces operator from JTF2. During the third episode of The Border, 
JTF 2 operators assist Immigration and Customs Security agents by securing a crime scene, searching for missing
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prisoners from the airplane and investigating an abandoned Sûreté du Québec squad car. One operator is killed and
two injured when the squad car is detonated.
On July 2008, the Canadian television series Flashpoint (seen on CTV in Canada and CBS in the United States)
makes numerous references to JTF2 and one of the show's main characters is a former member of the task force.[19]

See also
• Emergency Response Team, the RCMP branch dedicated to paramilitary operations.

External links
• Official Website (English and French) [20]

• CBC Back ground on JTF2 [21]

• JTF2 scopes trained on Taliban elite [22]

• Chrétien denies Canadian commandos in Kosovo [9]
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Chile

1º Compañía de Comandos "Iquique"
The 1st Commandos Company "Iquique" (1º Compañía de Comandos "Iquique" in Spanish) is → special forces
unit under his jurisdiction the northern of Chile. This unit belongs to the 2nd Armored Brigade "Cazadores" (2º
Brigada Acorzada "Cazadores" in Spanish) of the Sixth Army Division based in the first region of the country. The
Chilean Army has been restructured into more independent armored brigades and shaped only by professional
people, this has meant that each squad possesses a special forces unit.[1]

External links
• Official Chilean Army site [2] (Spanish)

References
[1] http:/ / www. ejercito. cl/ proceso_modernizacion/ index. php
[2] http:/ / www. ejercito. cl/

Agrupación Antisecuestros Aéreos
The Chilean Air Force's Agrupación Antisecuestros Aéreos which translates to the Anti-Air Association (ASA) is
an elite → Special Forces group whose main function is to intervene during any aircraft hijackings on Chilean
territory. Its members are recognised for their professionalism and discretion, one of the most important
requirements for members of this unit is to know every part of an airport where they may likely be deployed to
during any hijackings.
The unit is highly secretive and there is little information regarding this unit. Its main headquarters is located in the
Aviation Group No10 in the Comodoro Arturo Merino Benitez Airport in the city of Santiago.
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Comandos de Aviación

 Comandos de Aviación 

 Active 1946–Present

 Country Chile

 Branch Chilean Air Force

 Type Special Operations

 Role Airfield Assault Zone Establishment, Special Reconnaissance, Air Traffic Control, Fire Support, Command, Control,
and Communications

 Size  350 

 Part of Grupo de Fuerzas Especiales
Chilean Special Operations Command

 Motto  Unknown 

The Comandos de Aviación are Chile's elite Air Force Special Forces unit. The unit can be compared to the →
United States Air Force Combat Control Team
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China, People's Republic of

Chinese special forces

 Special Operations Force 

PLA Special Operations Forces ensign
 Active  1988 - Present 

 Country People's Republic of China

 Branch People's Liberation Army Ground Force

 Type → Special forces

 Role Counter-terrorism
Military intelligence
Special operations
(Land-, air- and sea-deployable)

 Size Classified
Analysts believe current size is 50,000 troops

People's Liberation Army Special Operations Forces (中国特种部队/中國特種部隊) is the sub-branch of the
Chinese People's Liberation Army Ground Force that specialises in rapid reaction combat in a limited regional war
under high-tech conditions. An estimated 50,000 PLA troops are in the Special Operations Forces.

History
The PLA first became interested in modern special warfare in the mid-1980s when it was shifting from the "people's
war" to "fighting a local war under hi-tech conditions." The PLA planners believed that the next war would be a
short, fast-pace conflict on the periphery rather than a total war on Chinese territories, and conventional
infantry-orientated ground forces in their mass numbers could no longer meet the requirements.
On 23 December 2008, their publicly known mission is to accompany three Chinese warships in protecting and
escorting commercial ships against the Somalian pirates. They will cooperate with other nations under UN
mandate.[1]
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Special Reconnaissance
• Guangzhou Military Region Special Forces Unit - Established in 1988 as the PLA’s first special

reconnaissance group, and was later expanded in 2000 to become the first PLA special operations unit to be
capable of air-, sea-, and land-operations.

• Chengdu Military Region Special Forces Unit – Nickname “Falcon”. Established in 1992, this unit is
specialised in target locating and indicating, airborne insertion, sabotage and offensive strike, and emergency
evacuation. The unit was also used by Chengdu MR to experiment various new concept equipments and
tactics, including the digitised army soldier system and high-mobility land weapon platforms.

• Beijing Military Region Special Forces Unit - Established in the early 1990s, this unit is equipped with various
“high-tech” equipment including unmanned aerial reconnaissance vehicle (UARV), individual explosion
device, handheld laser dazzling weapon, etc.

• Shenyang Military Region Special Forces Unit
• Nanjing Military Region Special Forces Unit - Nickname “Flying Dragon”
• Nanjing Military Region Special Forces Unit - Nickname “Oscar”
• Lanzhou Military Region Special Forces Unit

External links
• Sinodefence.com [2]

References
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People's Liberation Army Special Operations
Forces

 Special Operations Force 

PLA Special Operations Forces ensign
 Active  1988 - Present 

 Country People's Republic of China

 Branch People's Liberation Army Ground Force

 Type → Special forces

 Role Counter-terrorism
Military intelligence
Special operations
(Land-, air- and sea-deployable)

 Size Classified
Analysts believe current size is 50,000 troops

People's Liberation Army Special Operations Forces (中国特种部队/中國特種部隊) is the sub-branch of the
Chinese People's Liberation Army Ground Force that specialises in rapid reaction combat in a limited regional war
under high-tech conditions. An estimated 50,000 PLA troops are in the Special Operations Forces.

History
The PLA first became interested in modern special warfare in the mid-1980s when it was shifting from the "people's
war" to "fighting a local war under hi-tech conditions." The PLA planners believed that the next war would be a
short, fast-pace conflict on the periphery rather than a total war on Chinese territories, and conventional
infantry-orientated ground forces in their mass numbers could no longer meet the requirements.
On 23 December 2008, their publicly known mission is to accompany three Chinese warships in protecting and
escorting commercial ships against the Somalian pirates. They will cooperate with other nations under UN
mandate.[1]

Special Reconnaissance
• Guangzhou Military Region Special Forces Unit - Established in 1988 as the PLA’s first special

reconnaissance group, and was later expanded in 2000 to become the first PLA special operations unit to be
capable of air-, sea-, and land-operations.

• Chengdu Military Region Special Forces Unit – Nickname “Falcon”. Established in 1992, this unit is
specialised in target locating and indicating, airborne insertion, sabotage and offensive strike, and emergency
evacuation. The unit was also used by Chengdu MR to experiment various new concept equipments and
tactics, including the digitised army soldier system and high-mobility land weapon platforms.
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• Beijing Military Region Special Forces Unit - Established in the early 1990s, this unit is equipped with various
“high-tech” equipment including unmanned aerial reconnaissance vehicle (UARV), individual explosion
device, handheld laser dazzling weapon, etc.

• Shenyang Military Region Special Forces Unit
• Nanjing Military Region Special Forces Unit - Nickname “Flying Dragon”
• Nanjing Military Region Special Forces Unit - Nickname “Oscar”
• Lanzhou Military Region Special Forces Unit

External links
• Sinodefence.com [2]

References
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Colombia

Agrupación de Comandos Especiales Aéreos
The Agrupación de Comandos Especiales Aéreos[1] formerly known as Grupo Anti-Secuestro de Aviones
(Airborne Counter-Hijacking Group, GASDA) is an elite unit of the Colombian Air Force, although it is under the
operational command of the CIAES (Centro de Información Anti-Extorsión y Secuestros).
The unit's task is to counter terrorist and criminal activity at all of Colombia's airports; it is located at Madrid Air
Base, outside Bogotá. ACOES had an estimated strength of between 60 to 90 men, organized into 25-man sections.
Each of these sections had three assault teams, a security team and a support element. Members were volunteers
drawn from Air Force security units; most are airborne qualified, whilst all have passed the Colombian Army's
rigorous Lancero course.
There are two types of missions undertaken by the ACOEA. One is intervention during airplane hostage situations,
and the other is Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR) missions[2] .

References
[1] (Spanish) Colombian Air Force - La Fuerza Aérea realiza simulacro de liberación de rehenes (http:/ / www. fac. mil. co/

?idcategoria=5703)
[2] (Spanish) Agrupación de Comandos Especiales Aéreos, ACOEA (http:/ / www. fac. mil. co/ / ?idcategoria=41999)
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Agrupación de Fuerzas Especiales Antiterroristas
Urbanas

 Agrupación de Fuerzas Especiales Antiterroristas Urbanas 

Official AFEUR Patch
 Active 1985 - Present

 Country  Colombia

 Branch Colombian National Army

 Type Special Forces

 Nickname AFEUR, UCTSFG (In
English)

 Insignia 

Identification
symbol

 AFEUR Patch 

The Agrupación de Fuerzas Especiales Antiterroristas Urbanas ("Urban Counter-Terrorism Special Forces Group",
AFEUR) is an elite unit of the Colombian Army, whose primary mission is to perform counter-terrorist operations
and hostage rescues based on stealth, surprise and team work.
VIP protection is another task of the unit. For example, they protect the Colombian President when he travels, and
provided protection for President Bill Clinton's (Army group) and President George W. Bush visits to Cartagena, in
2000, 2004 respectively. They also provided the second security ring to President Bush's visit to Bogotá in 2007.
This unit answers directly to the Commando General de las Fuerzas Armadas (Armed Forces Joint Staff), and they
are allowed to use any military air transportation to guarantee mobility, and to use any weapon or additional
equipment as required to accomplish their missions.

History
Due to terrorist acts conducted in cities by → guerrilla groups, the Colombian Army needed a specially trained unit
to deal with this threat. This unit was required to be able to both operate and co-ordinate operations with other units
of the army, or from other military branches.
Although Colombia's 40-year long conflict with guerrilla groups had given many reasons for such a unit to exist, two
terrorist acts in particular worked as catalysts in the formation the unit: the Dominican embassy siege in 1980 and the
Palace of Justice siege (Colombian Supreme Court) in 1985.
As the unit's experience grew, and its rate of success increased, in 2003 the Colombian Government decided to
establish other units assigned to main cities across the nation. Such units are smaller in size, and trained by the main
group, and all operate under the AFEUR name.
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In the same year, the Colombian Navy also deployed its own AFEUR unit attached to the Marine Corps. Although
trained by the Army unit, the Navy unit specialises in underwater infiltration training akin to its amphibious nature.
This unit is intended to have the same capabilities as its Army counterpart, and so far their main task has been to
support Special Forces or other conventional Marine Corps units when operating in semi-urban areas. However it is
likely that the unit also took part in the operation to provide protection to President George W. Bush during his visit
to Cartagena in December 2004, and his visit to Bogotá in March 2007 (200 units AFEUR will handled the second
security ring, the first one was from the Secret Service).

Recruitment and training
Members of all branches of the Military of Colombia and the National Police are eligible to join AFEUR. Such
personnel are required to have no criminal record, and have likely to have already received previous special training
such as Colombian Army’s Lancero course, or other training abroad.
Training takes place at the Colombian Army’s Communications School in Facatativá near Bogotá (which also serves
as unit headquarters), and includes airborne operations, night operations, and close quarters combat. It is divided in
two phases: the first focuses on team work, whilst the second focuses on special skills such as explosives training,
paramedic training, sharpshooting and marksmanship, amongst others.
The main AFEUR group also shares training with Special Forces units from other countries - mostly likely with the
U.S., due to the military cooperation agreement established between the two governments, and also perhaps with the
UK (although this is less known due to the low profile the UK military like to keep in their operations).

Commando Forces tournaments
The full effectiveness of this unit is not known, however due to the constant training and exposure to live operations,
AFEUR should be regarded as a top class operation. Reports from the media and official sources states that this unit
has been involved in every top profile operation against guerrilla groups, in both preventive strikes and emergency
response actions in urban and semi-urban areas all across Colombia, though details are kept in secret.
On the other hand AFEUR won the "Fuerzas Comando 2005" (Commando Forces 2005) contest, that took place in
Chile in June 2005 lasting two weeks.
This yearly contest sponsored by the US South Command and the → US Special Operations Command with similar
teams from Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, U.S., Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica,
Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Dominican Republic, Peru and Uruguay.
The AFEUR team was made up of six operators, two from the Army, three from the Navy, one from the Air Force,
two of them snipers. All operators were selected from the actual Army and Navy AFEUR groups performing real
operations.
Though having a hard time on the physical fitness test, they performed outstandingly in sharpshooting, being the
only team shooting targets beyond 1 km, assault force, stalking hunt, and marksmanship tests.
The following year 2006, and by second time in a row, the team won the same contest, this time "Fuerzas Comando
2006" in Paraguay. The team, three operators from the Army, two from the Air Force and two from the Navy,
showed a similar performance compared to the previous year, with sniping and team work courses as their main
strengths.
Again in 2007, they overcame 18 other delegations to win the contest for the third consecutive time. This time
"Fuerzas Comando 2007" in Honduras. The seven representatives (two from the Army, three from the Air Force and
two from the Navy) overwhelmed the judges with their resistance and their sharp shooting skills. Army lieutenant
Diego León Grimaldos was one of the judges.[1]
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Equipment
• IMI Tavor TAR-21
• Heckler & Koch MP5
• Remington 700

References
• (Spanish) Official website of the Colombian Army [2]

• (Spanish) Official website of the Joint Armed Forces Command [3]

• (Spanish) Colombian Team Wins Commando Forces 2005 [4]

• (Spanish) Colombian Team Wins Commando Forces 2006 [5]

External links
• (Spanish) AFEUR website [6]

• Colombia: Seguridad & Defensa [7] - Unofficial site in Spanish
• Video sobre la AFEUR [8]
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Fuerza de Despliegue Rápido
The Rapid Deployment Force (Spanish: Fuerza de Despliegue Rápido, FDR) is a joint special operations division
of the Argentine Armed Forces and the Argentine National Gendarmerie especially trained to give a quick and
effective military response to any eventual attack against the country.
The service is mainly composite of air assault, airborne, light infantry, reconnaissance and → commando troops, and
light helicopters; also artillery, engineers, air transport, and communications companies are constantly ready to assist
and support the group. The RDF is supported by the 601 Assault Helicopter Battalion (based on Campo de Mayo,
Buenos Aires) and the 1st Air Brigade of the Argentine Air Force (based on El Palomar, Buenos Aires)
As of 2006 it consists of:
• Argentine Army

• 4th Paratroopers Brigade
• → Special Operations Forces Group

• → 601 Air Assault Regiment
• → 601 Commando Company
• → 602 Commando Company

• National Gendarmerie
• → Scorpion Group

• Argentine Naval Prefecture
• → Albatross Group

See also
• → Special Operations Group (Argentina)
• → Tactical Divers Group
• → Amphibious Commandos Group
• → Special Operations Forces Group
• → 601 Air Assault Regiment
• → 601 Commando Company
• → 602 Commando Company
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Croatia

Special Operations Battalion (Croatia)

 Special Operations Battalion 

Emblem of Special Operations Battalion
 Active 2000

 Country Croatia

 Branch  General staff unit 

 Type  special forces 

 Size  about 300 personnel 

 Garrison/HQ Drgomalj Delnice

 Motto Svi su pozvani, rijetki su odabrani (All are invited, few are selected)

 Colors  green 

 Anniversaries 8 September

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Colonel Nikola Županić

The Special Operations Battalion (Croatian: Bojna za specijalna djelovanja), or popularly BSD was founded on 8
September, 2000 with merging of the Special Combat Skills Center from Šepurine and personnel from the 1st
Croatian Guard Corps (1. hrvatski gardijski zdrug). Today, it is one of the most elite units of the Croatian Armed
Forces, as well as being one of the best trained and equipped special forces units in the region. It, along other
Croatian Special Forces units, has the unique benefit in the region of having a command cadre with victorious
combat experience in a full scale war.
The BSD members can be recognized by their green berets with unit badges on right side. Their symbol is snake, so
they are sometimes referred as "Cobras" although their insignia shows Horned viper which is the most dangerous
snake to be found in Croatia and in mainland Europe.
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Main tasks

Croatian commandos performing air assault training

The Battalion is focused on infiltration and exfiltration
as well as operations behind enemy lines with insertion
from land, air or sea. However, unlike most special
forces in the world, the Battalion is also trained in
non-combat search and rescue of civilians and
providing aid as well as dealing with natural disasters.
The unit is equipped with the most sophisticated
weapons and equipment available, and trained to
undertake the full range of special ops missions and
even the dangerous mid-air, aircraft-to-aircraft
operations. Personnel are trained for:
• Combat operations on land, air and sea on all types

of terrains and all weather conditions
• Deep battlefield infiltration by land, air and sea
• Unconventional warfare behind enemy lines
• Counter-terrorism and hand-to-hand combat
• CSAR missions (Combat Search and Rescue)
• ISTAR missions (Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance)
• Humanitarian and peacekeeping operations
The Croatian General Staff exercises direct command over the battalion which thus elevated the unit to strategic
level for quicker reaction and overall better and faster tactical and strategic situations. Also, this means that members
of all three branches of the Croatian armed forces can apply for selection. Notably, it is one of the very few special
forces units in the world that accept female candidates for selection. Several months ago, two female candidates
became the first women to earn silver wings and green beret in Croatian military. They are among the very few
female commandos in the world.

Structure of BSD
The BSD is composed of one command section and five companies, each specialized for a different variety of
missions.
• Command Section - responsible for command, control and communications, supplies, medical personnel and

transport
• 1st Special Operations Company - specialized for airborne and pathfinder operations
• 2nd Special Operations Company - specialized for mountain and winter operations
• 3rd Special Operations Company - specialized for seaborne and amphibious operations
• 4th Special Operations Company - specialized for urban and anti-terrorist operations
• Fire Support Company - specialized for sniper and mortar training, also provides fire support with snipers to

other three BSD companies
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Weapons
• G36C
• M4A1 SOPMOD
• MP-5
• FN F2000
• Tar-21
• MP-7
• M40 rifle
• Accuracy International Arctic Warfare
• Barrett M82
• RBG-6
• VHS assault rifle

Helicopters
• Mi-8
• Bell 206
• Mil Mi-17
• Bell 212

International engagements
BSD members have been deployed on several peacekeeping missions in the world. Currently, BSD is engaged in
ISAF and EUFOR Tchad/RCA missions.
There was some speculation in the Croatian media and amongst the public that BSD members are conducting combat
missions in Afghanistan side-by-side with US Army Special Forces, in contravention of a Croatian parliament
mandate for the ISAF mission, but this was dismissed by the Croatian Ministry of Defense.

Gallery

Paratroopers
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Czech Republic

601st Special Forces Group
The 601st Special Forces Group (601. Skupina Speciálních Sil) is a special forces unit of the Czech Armed Forces.
It was officially created in 2003, the product of reorganizations in the Military of the Czech Republic in this year.
However, it has roots that go back as far as 1952 when it was a paratroop brigade.

History
The 601st Special Forces finds its roots in a paratroop brigade created in 1952. This unit was based in Prešov,
Slovakia, but in 1960 it was relocated to Prostějov and the unit joined the 22nd Paratroop Brigade, which was based
in Prostějov. Until 1969 the members of the units were trained according to Soviet doctrine, training mass parachute
operations, defending points of military interest until the arrival of main ground forces. From 1970 to 1988, the unit
began to focus on the training of small reconnaissance groups, which were to be inserted to the rear of an enemy to
carry out diversionary and reconnaissance missions.
Members of the 601st Special Forces Group participate or participated in many foreign missions:
IZ SFOR - Iraq - 2004 MNF (I) - Iraq - 2004 EF - Afghanistan - 2004 EF - Kuwait - 2002, 2003 Iraq - 1991, 2003
ISAF - Afghanistan - 2002 AFOR - Albania - 1999 KFOR - former Yugoslavia from 1999 to 2006 SFOR - former
Yugoslavia from 1996 to 2001 IFOR - former Yugoslavia 1996 UNPROFOR - former Yugoslavia from 1992 to
1995 Saudi Arabia - 1990

    6th Special Forces Company was the first Czech Army unit which 

operated in Kosovo in 1999. It laid foundations for activities of other

 Czech Army units in this territory. 

    So far, the most important mission the Group has taken part in was 

Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan in 2004. This mission was the

 first combat operation of the Czech Armed Forces since World War II. 

More than 100 people participated for six months and, without break, 

fulfilled their tasks in arduous climatic conditions. 

    Participation in this mission was highly appraised by the highest 

state officials as well as the ACR and coalition partners. 601st SFG 

has taken a firm position within the world Special Forces elite group. 
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Denmark

Danish Frogman Corps

A visit, board, search and seizure team, mainly
composed of personel from the Frogman Corps,

entering USS Vella Gulf

The Danish Frogman Corps (Danish: Frømandskorpset) is an elite →
special forces frogman corps in the Royal Danish Navy. This corps
was set up on June 17, 1957 based on the model of the British → SBS.
Initially it was under the Danish Navy's Diving School at Flådestation
Holmen (Naval Station Holmen, Copenhagen), but in 1970 it was
made an independent unit, operationally under the submarine
squadron.

Today the Danish Frogman Corps is directly under the Danish Navy's
Operational Command.

The Frogman Corps' primary duty is reconnaissance, but it is also
tasked with assaulting enemy ships, sabotage of fixed installations, and
combat duties. It has been more or less the Hunter Corps in
Afghanistan and Iraq in the last few years.

It performs special forces type work on land also, including anti-→ terrorism and anti-criminal work.
The Frogman Corps is part of the Danish anti-terrorism preparations, as the corps supports the police with clearing
up criminal matters that demand highly specialised diving. Also, local authorities etc. can benefit from the frogmen's
skills, for example when underwater installations must be inspected.
The Danish Frogman Corps trains at the Torpedo Station at Kongsøre and works through a long series of courses,
e.g.:
• Combat swimmer course for 3 weeks
• Advanced scuba diving course
• Rescue swimmer course
• Survival course
The basic Frogman Course is eight months. Each year 250 applicants start the course and less than 10 complete all
eight months.
Crown Prince Frederik of Denmark has completed his education in this corps, under the nom de guerre "Pingo".

External links
• Official webpage [1] (in Danish)
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Huntsmen Corps (Denmark)
Jægerkorpset (translated from Danish as Hunter Corps or Huntsmen Corps) is a Danish Special Forces unit, a
part of the Royal Danish Army. Its base is Aalborg Air Base. Members of the corps wear a burgundy beret with a
hunting horn badge.
Jægerkorpset is composed of 136 (September 2005) highly-trained soldiers with special expertise in
Counter-Terrorism, including demolitions, parachuting, and combat swimming. Its mission and structure is generally
considered equivalent or similar to that of the U.S. Army Special Forces and the British SAS.
The Huntsmen Corps is recognized as one of the top elite military squads in the world, and have won the Special
Forces competition 3 times in a row. They train with both the British SAS as well as the American Army Rangers,
Navy Seals and → Delta Force.
The selection course to become a Jægersoldat (a member of Jægerkorpset) is very demanding, both mentally and
physically. For a candidate to be accepted into the course, he must complete a shortened Patruljekursus ("Patrol
Course") of five days and subsequently an additional two weekends of training and exercises designed to prepare the
recruit for future trials. A candidate also has to meet the demands for becoming a sergeant, so candidates ranking
lower than sergeant must attend sergeant school. The course focuses primarily on navigation and orienteering skills.
If this course is passed with a grade of "very satisfactory" (equal to 4 on a 1-5 scale), the applicant can then proceed
to the Patrol Course. The Patrol Course lasts eight weeks; only if it is completed with the grade of "very satisfactory"
can the applicant be part of the Aspirantkursus ("Aspirant Course"). If this is completed the applicant is considered
"one of the family", and placed on a "tryout" period of 1½ years after completing a ten day swimming course at the
→ Danish Frogman Corps, followed by ten days of basic parachute training.
As a rule of thumb, only one or two out of each 100 applicants to the Patrol Course become members of the Corps.
Since the corps was founded 1, November 1961 some 300-400 Jægers have been trained.
Members do not spend much time at the Aalborg Airport airbase, as they generally spend 200 to 250 days a year in
training or on missions.

External links
• Official webpage of Jægerkorpset [1]

• Webpage about Jægerkorpset [2]

Articles on Jægerkorpset from Danmarks Radio (danish)
• Time for defence openness [3]

• Elite soldiers want to break silence [4]

• Elite forces tell about war contribution [5]

• Jægerkorpset wants dangerous missions [6]
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Special Support and Reconnaissance Company
The Special Support and Reconnaissance Company[1] (Danish: Særlig Støtte- og Rekognosceringskompagni),[2]

until 1 January 2007 known as the Patrol Company Army Operational Command[3] (Danish: Patruljekompagniet)[3]

is the only remaining Long Range Surveillance Company (LRSC) / Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol (LRRP)
Coy) in the Danish Armed Forces. The unit is part of the Danish Home Guard, and the only one of its kind, working
directly for the Danish Army.

History
The unit was founded in 1995, when the Special Intelligence Patrols (SEP) were disbanded. It was first assigned to
the Land Command Zealand (Corps-level) and later on the Danish Army Operational Command.

Special Intelligence Patrols (SEP)
The Special Intelligence Patrols (Specielle Efterretningspatruljer = SEP) was founded in 1959 during the early cold
war years and was specialised in collecting tactical intelligence behind enemy lines. Originally this was done using
static observation sites but later on by insertable intelligence patrols operating behind enemy lines.
The legacy of the Special Intelligence Patrols has not been forgotten and the basic skills (LRS/LRRP) and special
reconnaissance capabilities have been maintained and developed within Patruljekompagniet. During the cold war
and until the turn of the century SEP - and later Patruljekompagniet - cross-trained with British TA → Special Air
Service units from 21 SAS (V) (Artists' Rifles) and 23 SAS (V) when they visited Denmark during large scale
NATO exercises, as well as US Army Special Forces.

Combat Swimmers
Patruljekompagniet has the capability to insert patrols covertly from the sea, due to their training with the Danish
Navy SEALs / Navy Special Operations Forces (the → Danish Frogman Corps). They are trained as Scout
Swimmer/Combat_swimmer and are capable of different kinds of covert surface insertions.

Close Protection Teams
In 2006 special selected soldiers from the SSR, among others, was trained by the Danish Army Special Operations
Forces Jægerkorpset as military close protection operators and partisipated in Danish Army Protection Teams
(Protective Services Detail / DA Army PSD) in Iraq.
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SSR
From beginning of the year 2007 Patruljekompagniet change name into Hjemmeværnets Særlig- Støtte og
Rekognosceringskompagni (SSR) - the Special- Support and Reconnaissance Coy. Patruljekompagniet was no
longer available only to the Danish Army Operational Command (DAOC) but to all the Danish Defence Commands
e.g. the Danish Navy Operational Command. This marked the end of Patruljekompagniet and the beginning of a new
era for this historical specialised unit of volunteer soldiers.
NOTE: Some local homeguard scoutplatoons carry the name of "Patruljekompagni" for historical reasons, but has no
patrolling capability beyond scoutplatoon-level and has no LRS-capability. Only SSR - the former
Patruljekompagniet to the AOC - can be labeled a "Patruljekompagni" (LRSC/LRRP-COY) in military terms.

External links
• Patruljekompagniet [4]

• Danish Special Operations Forces and LRS units [5]

• SSR [6] - official homepage
• Special Support and Reconnaissance [7] - official homepage in English
• SSR [8] - unofficial homepage
• YouTube videos about Patruljekompagniet and SSR [9]
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Egypt

Unit 777
Unit 777 (Arabic: الوحدة 777 قتال), also known as Task Force 777, is an Egyptian military counter-terrorism and
special operations unit created in 1977[1] by the government of Anwar Sadat in response to concerns of increased
terrorist activity following the expulsion of Soviet military advisors from the country by Sadat and his efforts to
achieve peace with Israel[2] .

Cyprus
In 1978, Task Force 777 was dispatched to Cyprus in response to the hijacking of a Cyprus Air passenger aircraft by
operatives of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP). The operation was organized hastily, and
Egyptian authorities failed to notify Cyprus of the arrival of the unit. As the TF 777 operators approached the plane
on the tarmac, they were mistaken by the Cyprus security forces as terrorist reinforcements. A firefight ensued,
costing the lives of 15 members of the 74 members of the task force sent, however there were no Cypriot fatalities.[3]

Malta
In 1985, Task Force 777 was dispatched again to deal with a hijacking, this time to Malta. An Egypt Air Boeing 737
(EgyptAir Flight 648) had landed in Luqa Airport under the control of Abu Nidal faction terrorists, purportedly as
retaliation for Egypt's failure to protect the terrorists that had hijacked the MS Achille Lauro earlier that year. Several
hostages were released, and at least one Israeli woman was executed.[4] Although the operation was planned more
carefully this time, the TF 777 operators committed several mistakes that would eventually prove fatal to many of
the hostages[5] . As explosives were detonated to attempt to blow a hole on the top of the airframe, the explosion
ripped through the cabin area, immediately killing 20 passengers [6] . Using the same hole, the operators gained entry
to the plane but in the confusion opened fire indiscriminately and killed and injured more passengers. In the ensuing
chaos, passengers that managed to flee the plane were then gunned down by snipers in positions around the airport
who mistook them for terrorists attempting to escape. The total number of passengers killed was 57, out of 88
total.[7]

Current status
After the outcomes of their first two major operations, Task Force 777 was temporarily disbanded, and formed again
later to deal with internal threats, primarily against the Muslim Brotherhood. The unit actively trains with a number
of Western special operations groups, including the United States Army's → Delta Force, United States Navy
SEALs, and the French GIGN.[8]
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See also
• EgyptAir Flight 648
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Finland

Utti Jaeger Regiment

 Utin Jääkärirykmentti 

Colours of the Utti Jaeger Regiment
 Active 1st July 1943 –30th November 1944: Erillinen Pataljoona 4 (Separate Battallion 4)

1st February 1962–1st January 1997: Laskuvarjojääkärikoulu (Parachute Jaeger School)
1 January 1997 – : Utin Jääkärirykmentti[1] [2] [3]

 Country Finland

 Branch 
 Finnish Army

 Role Special Forces
Army aviation
Military Police

 Size  300 career personnel, 200 conscripts 

 Part of  Directly under Finnish Army Headquarters 

 Garrison Utti, Kouvola

 Insignia 

 Unit insignia 

 Cross of merit of the
unit 

 Aircraft flown 

Transport Mil Mi-8 (2, as of 2008)
Hughes MD-500 (8)
NHI NH90 (5, as of December 2008. The remaining 15 helicopters will be delivered during the next
few years)

The Utti Jaeger Regiment (Finnish: Utin Jääkärirykmentti, UtJR) is the Finnish Army training and development
centre for → special forces and helicopter operations. It consists of about 500 personnel of which about 200 are
conscripts.
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Organisation
• Helicopter Battalion (Mi-8, NH-90, Hughes MD-500)
• Airborne Jaeger Battalion, responsible for all helicopter operations of the FDF
• Special Jaeger Battalion
• Support Company

Special forces
The Special Jaeger Battalion trains special forces for the Finnish Army.[4] Conscripts are trained in both long range
recon, Sissi, MOUT and Air Assault operations. The Battalion includes an Airborne Jaeger Company for the training
of conscripts, a Special Jaeger Company consisting of enlisted personnel who have a reserve officer or NCO
training, and Military Police School, responsible for the training of career military police personnel of the Finnish
Defence Forces.
The Finnish special forces trace their history to the four long-range patrol units (Kaukopartio-osastot) of the 4th
Detached Battalion (Erillinen Pataljoona 4) which fought in the Continuation War.

The Special Forces from the Utti Jaeger Battalion.
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France

French Army Special Forces Brigade

Badge of the BFST.

The Army Special Forces Brigade (French: Brigade des Forces
Spéciales Terre, BFST) is the French Army's special forces unit. It is
based in Pau, Pyrénées-Atlantiques.

History

The BSFT is the heir of the Groupement Spécial Autonome (GSA,
independent special grouping) created in 1997 and then commanded the
→ 1er RPIMa and a special operations flight belonging to the 4e
Régiment d'Hélicoptères de Combat et de Manœuvre (4e RHCM, 4th
attack and manoeuvre helicopters regiment) of the ALAT.

In 1998, the Détachement ALAT des Opérations Spéciales (DAOS,
ALAT detachment for special operations) was created. In 1999 the GSA
became the Commandement des Forces Spéciales Terre (CFST, special
forces command, army).

The BFST was activated on 1 July, 2002 instead of the CFST and included the → 13e RDP. The BFST conduct an
annual exercise called Gorgones (gorgons) to ensure interoperability of the three units. The name Gorgones refers to
the three units, as the three mythological figures.
The BFST has supported the peacekeeping operation in Côte d'Ivoire (Operation Licorne) and Afghanistan
(Operation Héracles).

Composition
• Brigade HQ based in Pau
• → 1er Régiment Parachutiste d'Infanterie de Marine (1er RPIMa) based in Bayonne.
• → 13e Régiment de Dragons Parachutistes (13e RDP) based in Dieuze.
• → ALAT detachment for Special Operations (DAOS) based in Pau.

Equipment
• GIAT / Nexter FAMAS-F1 Infantry (5.56x45mm NATO)
• Colt M16A2 with M203 (5.56x45mm NATO)
• Colt M16 723 with M203 (5.56x45mm NATO)
• Colt M4 Carbine (5.56x45mm NATO)
• SIG SG550 (5.56x45mm NATO)
• SIG SG551 (5.56x45mm NATO)
• Heckler & Koch HK416 (5.56x45mm NATO)
• Heckler & Koch G36 (many version and mix of version) (5.56x45mm NATO)
• FN SCAR Mark 16 Light (5.56x45mm NATO)
• GIAT / Nexter MAT Modèle 1949 Submachingun (MAT49) in (9x19mm Parabellum)
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• Heckler & Koch MP5 HK MP5A5, MP5SD6 ( build by GIAT / Nexter & STOPSON TFM slincer)
• FN P90
• GIAT / Nexter PA MAC Modèle 1950 (MAC50)
• GIAT / Nexter PAMAS-G1S (Licence Beretta 92G)
• Heckler & Koch USP expert with silencer
• Glock 17
• Benelli M3T (Tactical) Super 90
• FN Minimi (5.56x45mm NATO)
• FN Minimi (7.62x51mm NATO)
• GIAT / Nexter ANF1 (7.62x51mm NATO)
• GIAT / NexterFR F2 sniper rifle (7.62x51mm NATO)
• Heckler & Koch G3 tuned version with scope & G3-SG1 (7.62x51mm NATO)
• Heckler & Koch G3-SG1 (7.62x51mm NATO)
• Heckler & Koch MSG90 (7.62x51mm NATO)
• Heckler & Koch HK417(7.62x51mm NATO)
• Sako TR42 Folding stock in 300 Win Mag
• PGM Hecate II with Scrome J10 10 × 40 (.50BMG)
• M2 Browning machine gun
• Mk 19 grenade launcher
• AT4
• ERYX
• MILAN

External links
• ShadowSpear Special Operations Community Website [1]
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[1] http:/ / www. shadowspear. com/ france-special-operations/ index. 1. html
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1st Marine Infantry Parachute Regiment

 1er Régiment de Parachutistes d'Infanterie de Marine 

Regimental insigne
 Active  1941- 

 Country France

 Branch Armée de Terre

 Type  Infantry 

 Role → Special forces

 Part of Army Special Forces Brigade

 Garrison/HQ Bayonne, France

 Motto Qui Ose Gagne (Who Dares Wins)

 Anniversaries  Saint-Michel Day 

 Engagements World War II
First Indochina War
Operation Desert Storm
Operation Enduring Freedom

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Colonel Vidaud 

The 1st Marine Infantry Parachute Regiment (French: 1er Régiment de Parachutistes d'Infanterie de Marine, 1er
RPIMa) is one of two regiments in the → French Army Special Forces Brigade. Based in Bayonne in the local
Citadel.

History

Origins
The origins of the 1er RPIMa dates back to the Second World War the Regiment was first formed as the 1ère 
Compagnie d’Infanterie de l’Air in Britain, redesignated 1ère Compagnie de Chasseurs Parachutistes (1e CCP) 
under Captain Bergé. It consisted of around 50 paratroopers when they were transferred to David Stirling's → SAS 
in the North African campaign where they took part successful operations in Africa, Crete, France, Belgium, Holland 
and Germany. Today, this SAS heritage still shows in the regimental motto "Qui Ose Gagne" (Who Dares Wins). 
After completing the SAS training course they were called French Squadron SAS. The regiment is the heir to the two 
Free French Special Air Service (SAS): 3 SAS (2e RCP) and 4 SAS (3e RCP). Following the end of World War II, 3 
and 4 SAS was handed over to the French Army on 1 October 1945. The regiment was restructured after returning
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from Indochina and acted as training depot for the colonial parachute force during the Algerian War. It remained in
this role until 1974 when it became a → Special forces regiment.

Parent unit
• Army Special Forces Brigade.

Organisation & Structure
Due to its long history with the British Special Air Service much of the 1er RPIMa core aspects are based upon the
British SAS. Each company specialises in a particular area such as maritime, air ops/pathfinder, mobility.
• Three main Combat Companies RAPAS (Recherche Aéroportée et Action Spéciale (RAPAS) which translates to

Airborne Reconnaissance and Special Action.
• 1e Compagnie(RAPAS)
• 2e Compagnie (RAPAS (Pathfinder CW)
• 3e Compagnie (RAPAS)
• 4e Compagnie (RAPAS Maritime)

There are also three support company's:
• Command and Logistic Company
• Signals Company
• Training Company

Selection & Training
Few details are available regarding the selection and training for the 1st RPIMa. However, it is thought that the
recruitment and selection process is extremely demanding with failure rates of around 90%. Candidates are put
through physically and mentally demanding assessments. It is possible that selection is similar to that of the British
Special Air Service as the 1st RPIMa has a close history with the regiment.

Lineage
• May, 1941: 1st Air Infantry Company
• June, 1943: 1st Air Infantry Battalion

Honours

Battle Honours
• Crete 1942
• Libye 1942
• Sud Tunisien 1943
• France 1944
• Ardennes Belges 1945
• Hollande 1945
• Indochine 1946-1954
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Decorations
• Cross of the Légion d'honneur
• Cross of the Libération
• Croix de guerre 1939-1945 with 6 palms
• Croix de guerre des Théatres d'Opérations Exterieures with 3 palms
• Croix de guerre (Belgium)
• Bronze Star (USA)
• Bronze Lion (Netherlands)

References
• James Shortt, The Special Air Service. Oxford: Osprey Publishing, 1981. ISBN 0-85045-396-8

External links
• Official website [1]
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13th Parachute Dragoon Regiment

 13e Régiment de Dragons Parachutistes 

 Active 1676-1815, 1856-1940,
1944-1946, 1948,
1952-

 Country France

 Branch French Army

 Type → Special forces

 Role  Reconnaissance 

 Size  One regiment 

 Part of Army Special Forces Brigade

 Garrison/HQ Dieuze

 Motto Au-delà du possible (Beyond the
possible)

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Colonel Toujouse 

The 13th Parachute Dragoon Regiment (French: 13e Régiment de Dragons Parachutistes, 13e RDP) is an
Airborne → Special forces Regiment of the French Army. It is one of two regiments in the → French Army Special
Forces Brigade, which is under the control of the COS (special operations command). The regiment's primary duties
are airborne reconnaissance operations.

History

Origins
Marquis de Barbezières raised a dragoon regiment in Languedoc on 4 October, 1676. In 1724 the name was changed
to dragons de Condé.

Post-World War II
After World War II, the 13e RDP was transformed into a long-range recon unit. During the Cold War, the main
mission of the 13e RDP was to provide intelligence for the 1st Army, while each company of the → 1st Marine
Infantry Parachute Regiment (1er RPIMa) should provide intelligence for one Army Corps.
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Since the end of the Cold War, the → 1er RPIMa has become a direct-action unit while the 13e RDP specialised in
recon for planning special operations, similar to the role of the US Army Long Range Surveillance Detachment or
Long Range Surveillance Company or the British → Special Reconnaissance Regiment.
The 13e RDP took part in the Gulf War. This was highlighted when three operators were captured by the Iraqis in
late 1990. The 13e RDP was, along with other French units, heavily involved in the Kosovo War and used tactics
and technology to force Serbian armour to attempt to engage Kosovo Liberation Army and other Allied forces in the
open, which enabled them to be destroyed by Allied bombing, particularly by the United States Air Force and the
Royal Air Force. The 13e RDP also contributed to the capture of Momčilo Krajišnik in 2001 by close range recons.

Mission
The 13e RDP performs reconnaissance in hostile terrain, and acts as → special forces.
The high level of 13e RDP operatives in long-range recon makes that they are often requested by other forces. The
Groupe d'Intervention de la Gendarmerie Nationale keeps a close relationship with the 13e RDP to train its
gendarmes in forward recon for hostage rescue operations in hostile environment. The Équipes d'Observation en
Profondeur (EOP, forward control teams) of French artillery regiments use the standard operating procedures of the
13e RDP. 13e RDP operators are also reported to be highly requested to join the action service of the direction
générale de la sécurité extérieure (DGSE, French intelligence service).

Honours

Battle Honours
• Valmy 1792
• Hohenlinden 1800
• Austerlitz 1805
• Iéna 1806
• La Moskowa 1812
• Ypres 1914
• Verdun 1916
• AFN 1952–1962

Decorations
• Croix de guerre 1939-1945 with 1 palm
• Gold Medal of the City of Milan

External links
• Official site of the 13th Parachute Dragoon Regiment [1] (French)

• site du Ministère de la défense : Présentation of the régiment. [2] (French)

• Official site of the 13th Regiment veterans [3] (French)

• GIGN.org site on the 13th Regiment [4] (French)
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ALAT detachment for Special Operations
The ALAT detachment for Special Operations (French: Détachement ALAT des Opérations Spéciales) (DAOS)
is a special operations unit of the French Army Light Aviation. It is under the Army Special Forces Brigade which is
under the control of the special operations command. It is based in Pau.
The DAOS provides air support to French special forces. It was created in 1997.

Organization
• Detachment HQ
• a light helicopters flight, using circa ten Gazelle of various types, and it is expected to be the first to receive the

Tiger
• a manoeuvre flight, using four Puma, height Super Puma, and since 2006 eight Cougar HUS (Helicoptère d'Unité

Spéciale, special unit helicopter)

See also
• official French Army page [1]
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Naval Commandos

Hai jun tu ji dui (Naval
Commandos)

Directed by Chang Cheh
Liu Weibin
Wu Ma

Starring Philip Kwok
Lu Feng
Chiang Shen

Release date(s) April 7, 1977

Country  Hong Kong

Language Cantonese

Naval Commandos is a Shaw Brothers film directed by Chang Cheh, who is famous for his martial arts
cinematography, but ventured into military combat action with the production of this war movie based upon the War
of Resistance/WWII (1937-45).

Plot
The Chinese Navy led by its captain (Ti Lung) is attempting to defend its coastline from a Japanese attack, they send
their commando unit led by Szu Shih into the mainland to enlist help to thwart the Japanese before they attack.
Japanese officers have been hanging out in a place owned by David Chiang and his hot-headed body guard Fu Sheng
but they are secretly opposed to the Japanese. The commandos enlist the help of Chiang and Sheng to kill the
Japanese officers led by Shan Mao and destroy their attacking ships.

Cast
• Ti Lung – Chinese Naval Captain
• Szu Shih – Commando leader
• David Chiang – Local Boss
• Fu Sheng – Body guard
• Shan Mao – Japanese Naval Captain
• Kuo Chui – Commando
• Chiang Sheng – Commando
• Lu Feng - Commando

External links
http:/ / www. imdb. com/ title/ tt0076442/
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Commando Hubert
For other nations' → commando frogmen, and information about frogmen in general, see Frogman.

Marine Nationale

Motto: Honneur, Patrie, Valeur, Discipline

(“Honour, Homeland, Valour, Discipline”)

Command

Naval Ministers

Maritime Prefect

Components

Force d'action navale

Forces sous-marines (FOST, ESNA)

Aviation navale

FORFUSCO

Commandos de Marine

Fusiliers de Marine

Gendarmerie Navale

Equipment

Current Fleet
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Current deployments

Personnel

Ranks in the French Navy

History

History of the French Navy

Future of the French Navy

Ensigns and pennants

Historic ships
battleships
cruisers
ships of the line
Sail frigates

Historic Fleets

Awards

Croix de guerre

Médaille militaire

Légion d'honneur

Ribbons

France has a large commando frogman tradition. Jacques-Yves Cousteau was a naval officer in World War II and
helped much to set up France's commando frogmen. France further developed the role of commando frogmen in the
First Indochina War.
Since the 1950s, the commando frogmen of the French Navy are brought together in the Commando Hubert, the
only Commando marine having combat swimmers. They operate from the ship Le Malin, and this is a very elite
special forces unit.
The French intelligence service DGSE has also combat-swimmers brought together in the Centre Parachutiste
d'Entrainement aux Opérations Maritimes (CPEOM, "maritime operations training parachutist center") at Roscanvel.
First, the two unit were one.
While these are the only French combat-diver units, other French units have divers, including:
• the military engineer units of the French Army have two types of divers:

• the spécialistes d'aide au franchissement (SAF, "specialists for help in clearing"): swimmers trained to recon
and clear banks and bridges to permit their use by military vehicles.

• the nageurs d'intervention offensive (NIO, swimmers ""for offensive actions"): they accomplish missions
similar to combat swimmers but in rivers and estuaries, to destroy bridges inside enemy territory for example
and belong to an engineer-regiment.

• some commando units like the commando group of the 2nd foreign parachutist regiment and the special unit
forces of the Army and the Air Force have combat swimmers.
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• the GIGN and RAID counter-terrorist groups have divers trained to assault a hijacked ship.

List of operations
Not all of these operations involved diving.
• 1982-1984: Lebanon
• 1985 July 10: Sinking of the Rainbow Warrior in Auckland harbor in New Zealand with limpet mines. A civilian

aboard the Rainbow Warrior died.
• 1987: Actions in the Persian Gulf.
• 1988 May 5: a hostage rescue in New Caledonia: see Ouvéa cave hostage taking.
• 1991: Embargo in the Persian Gulf.
• 1992 December - 1993: Somalia: Operation Restore Hope.
• 1994: Rwanda: evacuating foreign nationals caught up in a civil war.
• 1997 March - 2000: Mission Alba in Albania.
• 1999: Operation Allied Force in FR Yugoslavia.
• 2001 July: Security at the G8 meeting in Genoa in Italy.
• 2001 October: Afghanistan and/or Philippines: Operation Enduring Freedom.
• 2008 September: French naval commandos free two hostages (Jean-Yves and Bernadette Delanne) held by

Somali Pirates aboard their yacht off the coast of Somalia and killed one gunman and capture six.

See also
• → SEAL Team Six
• → US Navy SEALs
• CIA → Special Activities Division
• → MARSOC
• → Marine Force Recon

External links
• http:/ / commandohubert. free. fr/ (French)

• http:/ / www. netmarine. net/ forces/ commando/ equipement/ (French)

• http:/ / www. commando-hubert. com/ (French)
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Groupement des commandos parachutistes

 Commando Parachute Group 

11e bataillon parachutistes insignia
 Active  1965-present 

 Country France

 Branch French Army

 Type Special Forces

 Part of Commandement de la force d'action terrestre
Second circle of Commandement des Opérations Spéciales

The Commando Parachute Group (French: Groupement des Commandos Parachutistes, GCP) is a → special
forces unit in the 11th Parachute Brigade of the French Army that is within the second "circle" of authority of the
Commandement des Opérations Spéciales.

History

Commando jumping

The GCP was founded in 1965 as Commandos de recherche et d'action
en profondeur (CRAP, "Deep Action and Recon Commando"), and
renamed in 1999 after lieutenant-colonel Pascal Chapoulaud
befriended a US officer who brought the English term to his attention.
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French Foreign Legion

 French Foreign Legion 

The Legion emblem.
 Active 10 March 1831—present

 Country France

 Branch French Army

 Size  c. 7,700 men in nine regiments and one sub-unit 

 Garrison/HQ Aubagne (Headquarters)
Metropolitan France (5 regiments)
French Guiana (3rd Infantry Regiment)
Djibouti (13th Half-Brigade)
Mayotte (Detachment)

 Motto "Legio Patria Nostra" (The Legion is our
Homeland)
"Honneur et Fidélité" (Honour and Fidelity)
"Marche ou crève" (March or die, unofficial)

 March Le Boudin

 Anniversaries Camerone Day (30 April) and Christmas

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Brigade General Alain Bouquin

The French Foreign Legion (French: Légion étrangère) is a unique
unit in the French Army, established in 1831. The legion was
specifically created for foreign nationals wishing to serve in the French
Armed Forces, but commanded by French officers. However, it is also
open to French citizens, who amount to 24% of recruits[1] . After the
July Revolution of 1830, foreigners were forbidden to enlist in the
French Army, and so the Legion was created to allow France a way
around this restriction. The Legion was also seen as a convenient way
to dispose of numerous recently-displaced foreign nationals (many of
whom were thought to hold revolutionary political beliefs) by sending them to Algeria to help in the conquest.

The Legion was primarily used to protect and expand the French colonial empire during the 19th century, but it also
fought in almost all French wars including the Franco-Prussian War and both World Wars. The Foreign Legion has
remained an important part of the French Army, surviving three Republics, one empire, two World Wars, the rise
and fall of mass conscript armies, the dismantling of the French colonial empire and the French loss of the legion's
homeland, Algeria.
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The Legion is today known as an elite military unit whose training focuses not only on traditional military skills but
also on its strong esprit de corps. As its men come from different countries with different cultures, this is a widely
accepted solution to strengthen them enough to work as a team. Consequently, training is often described as not only
physically challenging, but also extremely psychologically stressful.
Officially, there has been only one woman member, Englishwoman Susan Travers.

History
The French Foreign Legion was created by Louis Philippe, then King of the French, on 10 March 1831. The direct
reason was that foreigners were forbidden to serve in the French Army after the 1830 July Revolution.[2] The
purpose of the Legion was to remove disruptive elements from society and put them to use fighting the enemies of
France. Recruits included failed revolutionaries from the rest of Europe, soldiers from the disbanded foreign
regiments, and troublemakers in general, both foreign and French. Algeria was designated as the Legion's home. As
the colony was proving to be a very unpopular posting with regular regiments in the French Army, the introduction
of the Legion was well received.
In late 1831, the first Legionnaires landed in Algeria, the country that would be the Legion's homeland for 130 years
and shape its character. The early years in Algeria were hard for Legionnaires because they were often sent to the
worst postings, received the worst assignments and were generally uninterested in the new colony of the French.[3]

The Legion's first service in Algeria came to an end after only four years, since it was needed elsewhere.

Spain
To support Isabella's claim to the Spanish throne against her uncle, the French government decided to send the
Legion to Spain. On 28 June 1835, the unit was handed over to the Spanish government. The Legion landed at
Tarragona on 17 August with around 4,000 men who were quickly dubbed Los Argelinos (the Algerians) by locals
because of their previous posting.
The Legion's commander immediately dissolved the national battalions to improve the esprit de corps. Later, he also
created three squadrons of lancers and an artillery battery from the existing force to increase independence and
flexibility. The Legion was dissolved on 8 December 1838, when it had dropped to only 500 men. The survivors
returned to France, many reenlisting in the new Legion along with many of their former Carlist enemies.

Mexico
It was in Mexico on 30 April 1863 that the Legion earned its legendary status. A company led by Capitaine Danjou,
numbering 62 soldiers and 3 officers, was escorting a convoy to the besieged city of Puebla when it was attacked and
besieged by two thousand revolutionaries,[4] organised in three battalions of infantry and cavalry, numbering 1,200
and 800 respectively. The patrol was forced to make a defence in Hacienda Camarón, and despite the hopelessness of
the situation, fought nearly to the last man. When only six survivors remained, out of ammunition, a bayonet charge
was conducted in which three of the six were killed. The remaining three were brought before the Mexican general,
who allowed them to return to France as an honour guard for the body of Capitaine Danjou. The captain had a
wooden hand which was stolen during the battle; it was later returned to the Legion and is now kept in a case in the
Foreign Legion museum at Aubagne, and paraded annually on Camerone Day. It is the Legion's most precious relic.
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Franco-Prussian War
According to French law, the Legion was not to be used within Metropolitan France except in the case of a national
invasion, and was consequently not a part of Napoleon III’s Imperial Army that capitulated at Sedan. With the defeat
of the Imperial Army, the Second French Empire fell and the Third Republic was created.

Monument commemorating the soldiers of the
Foreign Legion killed on duty during the

South-oranais campaign (1897-1902).

The new Third Republic was desperately short of trained soldiers in the
Franco-Prussian War, so the Legion was ordered to provide a
contingent. On 11 October 1870 two provisional battalions
disembarked at Toulon, the first time the Legion had been deployed in
France itself. They attempted to lift the Siege of Paris by breaking
through the German lines. They succeeded in re-taking Orléans, but
failed to break the siege.

19th century colonial warfare

During the Third Republic, the Legion played a major role in French
colonial expansion. They fought in North Africa (where they
established their headquarters at Sidi Bel Abbès in Algeria), Benin,
Madagascar, Indochina and Taiwan.

Tonkin campaign and Sino-French War

Soldier of the Foreign Legion at Keelung,
January 1885

The Legion's 1st Battalion (Lieutenant-Colonel Donnier) was sent to
Tonkin in the autumn of 1883, during the period of undeclared
hostilities that preceded the Sino-French War (August 1884 to April
1885), and formed part of the attack column that stormed the western
gate of Son Tay on 16 December. The 2nd and 3rd infantry battalions
(chef de bataillon Diguet and Lieutenant-Colonel Schoeffer) were also
deployed to Tonkin shortly afterwards, and were present in all the
major campaigns of the Sino-French War. Two Legion companies led
the defence at the celebrated Siege of Tuyen Quang (24 November
1884 to 3 March 1885). In January 1885 the Legion's 4th Battalion
(chef de bataillon Vitalis) was deployed to the French bridgehead at
Keelung (Jilong) in Formosa (Taiwan), where it took part in the later
battles of the Keelung Campaign. The battalion played an important
role in Colonel Jacques Duchesne's offensive in March 1885 that
captured the key Chinese positions of La Table and Fort Bamboo and
disengaged Keelung.
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In December 1883, during a review of the 2nd Legion Battalion on the eve of its departure for Tonkin to take part in
the Bac Ninh campaign, General François de Négrier pronounced a famous mot: Vous, légionnaires, vous êtes
soldats pour mourir, et je vous envoie où l’on meurt! ('Legionnaires, you became soldiers in order to die, and I'm
taking you to a place where you can die!')

World War I
In World War I, the Legion fought in many critical battles of the war, on the Western Front including Artois,
Champagne, Somme, Aisne, Verdun (in 1917) and also suffered heavy casualties during 1918. The Legion was also
in the Dardanelles and Macedonian front, and the Legion was highly decorated for its efforts. Many young
foreigners, including Americans like Fred Zinn, volunteered for the Legion when the war broke out in 1914. There
were marked differences between such idealistic volunteers as the poet Alan Seeger and the hardened mercenaries of
the old Legion, making assimilation difficult. Nevertheless, the old and the new men of the Legion fought and died
in vicious battles on the Western front, including Belloy-en-Santerre during the Battle of the Somme, where Seeger,
after being mortally wounded by machine gun fire, cheered on the rest of his advancing battalion.[5]

As most European countries and the US were drawn into the War, many of the newer "duration only" volunteers who
managed to survive the first years of the war were generally released from the Legion to join their respective national
armies. Citizens of the Central Powers serving with the Legion on the outbreak of war were normally posted to
garrisons in North Africa to avoid problems of divided loyalties.

Between the World Wars
In 1932, the Legion comprised 30,000 men in 6 multi-battalion regiments:
• 1st - Algeria and Syria
• 2d, 3d, and 4th - Morocco
• 5th - Indochina
• 1st Cavalry - Tunisia and Morocco.

World War II
The Foreign Legion played a smaller role in World War II, though having a part in the Norwegian, Syrian and North
African campaigns. The 13th Demi-Brigade was deployed in the Battle of Bir Hakeim. Reflecting the divided
loyalties of the time, part of the Legion joined the Free French movement while another part served the Vichy
government. A battle in the Syria-Lebanon campaign of June 1941 saw legionnaire fighting legionnaire as the 13th
Demi-Brigade (D.B.L.E.) clashed with the 6th Regiment Etranger d'Infanterie at Damas in Syria. Later, 1,000 of the
rank and file of the Vichy Legion unit joined the 13th D.B.L.E. of the Free French forces as a third battalion.
Following the war, many former German soldiers joined the Legion to pursue a military career with an elite unit, an
option that was no longer possible in Germany. Germans still constitute a strong presence in the Legion.
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First Indochina War

A legionnaire marches ahead of a
tank in Indochina in 1954

Units of the Legion were involved in the defense of Dien Bien Phu during the
First Indochina War and lost a large number of men in the battle. Towards the
end of the battle, Legionnaires formed the bulk of the volunteer relief force
delivered by parachute to the base.

Algerian War

The Legion was heavily engaged in fighting against the National Liberation
Front and other, smaller groups in the Algerian War of Independence from 1954
to 1962. Notable operations included the Battle of Algiers and various offensives
launched by General Maurice Challe including Operations Oranie and Jumelles.

Post-colonial Africa

Battle of Kolwezi, 1978.

A Foreign Legion soldier with a captured rebel,
Ivory Coast, 10 August 2004.

In spite of the view on the part of some that the Legion had by 1962
become an anachronism, the Legion found a new role as a rapid
intervention force to preserve French interests not only in its former
African colonies but in other nations as well. Some notable operations
include: the Suez Crisis in 1956; the Chadian-Libyan conflict in
1969-72, 1978-79, and 1983-87; Kolwezi in what is now the
Democratic Republic of the Congo in May 1978; Rwanda in 1990-94;
and the Côte d'Ivoire (the Ivory Coast) in 2002 to the present.

Gulf War

In September 1990, the 2e REI, 6e REG and 1e REC were sent to the
Persian Gulf as a part of Opération Daguet. They were a part of the
French 6th Light Armoured Division, whose mission was to protect the
coalition's left flank. After a four-week air campaign, coalition forces
launched the ground campaign. It quickly penetrated deep into Iraq,
with the Legion taking the Al Salman airport, meeting little resistance.
The war ended after a hundred hours of fighting on the ground, which
resulted in very light casualties for the Legion.

Membership

While most of the Legion's commissioned officers are French,
approximately 10% of them are former Legionnaires who have risen
through the ranks. Though open to people of any nationality, most
Legionnaires still come from European countries. Membership of the
Legion is a useful guide to political history: specific national representations generally surge whenever a country has
a political crisis, and tend to subside once the crisis is over and the flow of recruits dries up. After the First World
War, many (Tsarist) Russians joined.
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Immediately before the Second World War, Czechs, Poles and Jews from Eastern Europe fled to France and ended
up enlisting in the Legion. After World War Two, the German presence was particularly strong. Following the
break-up of Yugoslavia, there were many Serbian nationals. Also in the 1990s, the collapse of the Soviet Union, and
the changes in the former Warsaw Pact countries, led to an increase in recruitment from Poland and from the former
republics of the USSR. Recent years have seen an increasing number of recruits from African and Balkan countries.
However, in addition to the fluctuating numbers of political refugees, asylum seekers and economic migrants from a
wide variety of nations, there has been, since the end of World War Two, a strong core from two nations in
particular, Germany and Britain. The Legion appears to have become as much a part of these two nations' culture as
a French institution, and a certain stability in recruitment levels has developed; it does not follow the general 'yo-yo'
trend so closely.
After the fall of the Third Reich, Germans, long a major presence in the legion, are believed to have accounted for
roughly sixty percent of its manpower.. After the war, the French administered two zones of Western Germany
adjacent to France. In these zones, recruitment offices enabled many former German POWs to join the legion almost
immediately after their release from prison camps. However, Bernard B. Fall, a leading expert on French Indochina
and the author of the famous accounts Street without Joy and Hell in a Very Small Place, disputes this figure and
claims that Germans made up thirty-five percent of the Legion at most in the post-WWII period. Nevertheless, the
image of a German-dominated postwar Foreign Legion is the setting for the well-known novel Devil's Guard, which
narrates a former Waffen-SS member's brutal experience of joining the Legion and fighting alongside other former
SS against the Viet Minh in Indochina.
During the late 1980s, the Legion saw a large intake of trained soldiers from the UK. These men had left the British
Army following its restructuring and the Legion's parachute unit was a popular destination. At one point, the famous
2eme REP had such a large number of British citizens amongst the ranks that it was a standing joke that the unit was
really called '2eme PARA', a reference to the 2nd Battalion, the Parachute Regiment of the British Army.
While no serious studies have been made of the motives for enlistment over the years, the majority in the Legion's
ranks were either those transient souls in need of escape and a regular wage, or refugees from countries undergoing
crises. In recent years, however, the improved conditions and professionalism of the Legion have in turn attracted a
new kind of 'vocational' recruit, from middle-class backgrounds in stable and prosperous countries, such as the US,
Britain and France itself.
In the past, the Legion had a reputation for attracting criminals on the run and would-be mercenaries, but in recent
years the admissions have been severely restricted and background checks are performed on all applicants. Generally
speaking, convicted felons are prohibited from joining the service. Legionnaires can choose to enlist under a
pseudonym ("declared identity"). This disposition exists in order to allow people who want to start their lives over to
enlist. French citizens can enlist under a declared, fictitious, foreign citizenship (generally, a francophone one, often
that of Canada or Monaco). After one year's service, Legionnaires can regularise their situation under their true
identity. After serving in the Legion for three years, a legionnaire may apply for French citizenship.[6] He must be
serving under his real name, must no longer have problems with the authorities, and must have served with “honour
and fidelity” for at least three years. French nationality cannot be granted under a declared identity. Furthermore, a
soldier who becomes injured during a battle for France can apply for French citizenship under a provision known as
“Français par le sang versé” ("French by spilled blood").
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Ranks

Soldats du rang
All French Foreign Legion NCOs begin their careers as legionnaires with one in four becoming an NCO.
Sous-officiers account for 25% of the current legion's total manpower.
• Engagé Volontaire - 15 weeks basic training
• Legionnaire 2e Classe (2nd Class Legionnaire) - on completion of training
• Legionnaire 1e Classe (1st Class Legionnaire) - within 2 years of service
• Caporal (Corporal) - after 2 years of service
• Caporal Chef (Senior Corporal) - with 6 years of service

Sous-Officiers
• Sergent (Sergeant) - after 3 years of service
• Sergent Chef (Senior Sergeant) - after 3 years in rank of Sergeant and 7 to 14 years of service
• Adjudant (Warrant Officer) - after 3 years in rank of Senior Sergeant
• Adjudant Chef (Senior Warrant Officer) - 4 years as Adjutant with at least 14 years service
• Major - either passing an examination or being appointed without the examination after 14 years service.
Major is the French military rank equivalent of a Regimental Sergeant Major. Since January 1, 2009 this grade has
been attached to the Sous-officiers. Prior to this, Major was an independent rank between NCOs and commissioned
officers. It is an executive position within a regiment or brigade responsible for senior administration, standards and
discipline.

Officiers (Officers)
Most officers are seconded from the French Army, though roughly 10% of officers are former NCOs promoted from
the ranks of La Légion.
• Aspirant - Cadet
• Sous-Lieutenant - Second Lieutenant
• Lieutenant - First Lieutenant
• Capitaine - Captain
• Commandant - Major
• Lieutenant-Colonel
• Colonel
• Général de Brigade - Brigadier General

Code of Honour
Every Legionnaire must know by heart the "Legionnaire's Code of Honour". The Legionnaires spend many hours
learning it, reciting it, and then getting the vocal synchronisation together:
• Légionnaire, you are a volunteer serving France with "Honour and Fidelity".
• Every legionnaire is your brother-in-arms, regardless of his nationality, race, or religion. You will demonstrate

this by strict solidarity which must always unite members of the same family.
• Respect of traditions, devotion to your leaders, discipline and comradeship are your strengths, courage and loyalty

your virtues.
• Proud of your status as Legionnaire, you display this in your uniform, which is always impeccable, your

behaviour always dignified but modest, your living quarters always clean.
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• An elite soldier, you will train rigorously, you will maintain your weapon as your most precious possession, you
are constantly concerned with your physical form.

• A mission is sacred, you will carry it out until the end respecting laws, customs of war, international conventions
and, if necessary, at a risk of your life.

• In combat, you will act without passion and without hate, you will respect the vanquished enemy, you will never
abandon your dead or wounded, nor surrender your arms.

Composition

A "sapeur" (sapper combat engineer) of the
Foreign Légion 1970.

Previously, the Légion was not stationed in mainland France except in
wartime. Until 1962, the Legion headquarters were located in Sidi Bel
Abbès, Algeria. Nowadays, some units of the Légion are in Corsica or
overseas possessions, while the rest are in the south of mainland
France. Current headquarters are in Aubagne, France, just outside
Marseille.

There are nine regiments and one independent sub-unit:
• Mainland France

• 1st Foreign Cavalry Regiment (1e REC), based in Orange,
Vaucluse (armoured troops),

• 1st Foreign Regiment (1e RE), based in Aubagne (legion
headquarters),

• 2nd Foreign Infantry Regiment (2e REI), based in Nîmes,
• 4th Foreign Regiment (4e RE), based in Castelnaudary (training);
• 1st Foreign Engineer Regiment (1e REG), based in Laudun;
• 2nd Foreign Engineer Regiment (2e REG), based in St Christol;

• Corsica
• 2nd Foreign Parachute Regiment (2e REP), based in Calvi, Corsica;

• French Overseas Territories and Overseas Collectives,
• 3rd Foreign Infantry Regiment (3e REI), based in French Guiana,
• Foreign Legion Detachment in Mayotte (DLEM);

• Africa
• 13th Foreign Legion Demi-Brigade (13 DBLE), based in Djibouti.

Disbanded unit and attempted coup
The 1st Foreign Parachute Regiment (1e Régiment Étranger Parachutiste, 1e REP) was established in 1955 during the
Algerian War and disbanded in April 1961 as the entire regiment rose against the French government of Charles de
Gaulle (Algiers Putsch), in protest against moves to negotiate an end to the Algerian War.
Following Algerian Independence in 1962, the Legion was reduced in numbers but not disbanded like most other
units comprising the Armée d’Afrique: Zouaves, Tirailleurs, Meharistes, Harkis, Goums, Chasseurs d'Afrique and all
but one of the Spahi regiments). The intention seems to have been to retain the Foreign Legion as a professional
force which could be used for military interventions outside France and not involve the politically unpopular use of
French conscripts. The subsequent abolition of conscription in France in 2001 and the creation of an entirely
professional army might be expected to put the Legion's long-term future at risk, and indeed when Paris contributed
a 2,000-strong contingent to the U.N. force in Lebanon in 2006, it included only 200 Legion engineers.
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Current deployments

Paratroopers in Djibouti.

These deployments are current as of December 2008:[7]

Note: English names for countries or territories are in parentheses.
• Opérations extérieures (other than at home bases or on standard

duties)

• Guyane (French Guiana) Mission de presence sur l’Oyapok -
Protection - 3e REI Protection CSG ; 2e REP / CEA; 2e REI / 4°
compagnie

• Afghanistan Intervention 1e REC / 3° escadron (1 peloton); 2e

REI / 4° compagnie OMLT; 2e REG / 1ère compagnie
• Mayotte (Departmental Collectivity of Mayotte) Prevention DLEM Mission de souveraineté
• Djibouti Prevention 13 DBLE; 1e REC / 1° escadron; 1e REG / 3° compagnie
• Gabon Prevention 2e REP / 3° compagnie - 4° compagnie

Units

Acronym French Name English Meaning

CEA Compagnie d'éclairage et d'appuis Reconnaissance and Support Company

CAC Compagnie anti-char Anti-Tank Company

UCL Unité de commandement et de logistique Unit of Command and Logistics

EMT État-major tactique Tactical Command Post

NEDEX Neutralisation des explosifs Neutralisation and Destruction of Explosives

OMLT Operational Monitoring and Liaison Team (The official name for this branch is in English)

Recruitment process
• First Day - In a legion Information Center for Reception, Information, and Terms of contract
• Preselection - 1 to 3 days in a legion Recruitment Center (Paris - Aubagne) for confirmation of motivation, initial

medical check-up , finalizing enlistment papers, and signing 5-year service contract
• Selection - 1 to 10 days In the Recruitment and Selection Center in Aubagne for Psychological tests, personality

tests (complementary to the psychological tests), logic tests (without minimum education requirements), medical
exam and physical condition tests, motivation and security interviews, and confirmation or denial of selection.

• Final Selection - 7 days: signing and handing-over of the five-year service contract and Incorporation into the
Legion as a trainee.
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Legion basic training
Basic training is conducted in the 4th Foreign Regiment with a duration of 15 weeks:
• Initial training of 4 weeks - initiation to military lifestyle; outdoor and field activities; learning legion traditions.

White kepi of the French Foreign Legion.

• March "Képi Blanc" and graduation ceremony - 1 week.
• Technical and practical training (alternating with barracks and field

training) - 3 weeks.
• Mountain training (Chalet at Formiguière in the French Pyrenees) -

1 week.
• Technical and practical training (alternating barracks and field

training) - 2 weeks.
• Examinations and obtaining of the elementary technical certificate

(CTE) - 1 week.
• March ending basic training - 1 week.
• Light vehicle / trucks school - 1 week.
• Return to Aubagne before reporting to the assigned regiment - 1 week.

Recruitment chart

American poet Alan Seeger in his Legion
uniform

The following is a chart showing the national origin of the more than
600,000 Legionaries of the force from 1831 to 1961, which was
compiled in 1963. It should be noted that, at a given moment, principal
original nationalities of the foreign legion reflect the events in history at
the time they join. The legion allows men to escape from the worries of
war, especially if their native country has lost. The large numbers of
Germans joining in the wake of WWII led to the misconception that the
Legion was full of former Waffen SS and Wehrmacht personnel. It is
not surprising to see that a large number of German enlistments in the
period following WWII, but the figures do not show whether or not the
post-WWI period had a similar boost. Bernard B. Fall, writing in the
context of the First Indochina War, has called the notion that the
Foreign Legion was mainly German at that time:

"a canard . . . with the sub variant that all those Germans were at 

least SS generals and other much wanted war criminals.  As a rule, and 

in order to prevent any particular nation from making the Legion into a

 Praetorian guard, any particular national component is kept at about 

25 percent of the total.  Even supposing (and this was the case, of 

course) that the French recruiters, in the eagerness for candidates 

would sign up Germans enlisting as Swiss, Austrian, Scandinavian and 

other nationalities of related ethnic background, it is unlikely that 

the number of Germans in the Foreign Legion ever exceeded 35 percent.  

Thus, without making an allowance for losses, rotation, discharges, 

etc., the maximum number of Germans fighting in Indochina at any one 

time reached perhaps 7 000 out of 278 000.  As to the ex-Nazis, the 

early arrivals contained a number of them, none of whom were known to 

be war criminals.  French Intelligence saw to that.
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Since, in view of the rugged Indochinese climate, older men without previous tropical experience constituted
more a liability than an asset, the average age of the Legion enlistees was about 23. At the time of the battle of
Dien Bien Phu, any Legionnaire of that age group was at the worst, in his "Hitler Youth" shorts when the
[Third] Reich collapsed. [8]

When looking at the overall recruitment chart, one must keep in mind that the Legion accepts people enlisting under
a nationality that is not their own. The large number of Swiss and Belgians are actually more likely than not
Frenchmen who wish to avoid detection.[9]

Rank Country of origin Total
numbers

1   Germany 210,000

2   Italy 60,000

3   Belgium 50,000

4   France 50,000

5   Spain 40,000

6   Switzerland 30,000

7   Poland 10,000

8   Russia 6,000

9   Austria 5,000

10   Hungary 4,000

11   Greece 4,000

12   Czechoslovakia 4,000

13   Netherlands 3,000

14   Yugoslavia 3,000

15   Luxembourg 2,300

16   United
Kingdom

1,500

17   Romania 1,500

18   Portugal 1,300

19   Denmark 1,000

20   Turkey 1,000

21   United States 700

22   Bulgaria 500

23   Finland 500

24   Sweden 500

25   Algeria 500

26   Vietnam 200

27   Morocco 200

28   Tunisia 200

29   Argentina 100

30   Brazil 100

31   Japan 100
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32   Canada 100

33   Lithuania 100

34   Latvia 100

35   Norway 100

36   Egypt 100

Regarding recruitment conditions within the Foreign Legion, please see the official page (in English) dedicated to
the subject: [10]. However, with regard to age limits, recruits can be accepted from ages ranging from 17 ½ (with
parental consent) to 40 years old.

Uniforms

Légionnaires in modern dress
uniform. Note the green and red

epaulettes and the distinctive white
kepi. They carry France's standard

assault rifle, the FA-MAS.

From its foundation until World War I the Legion wore the uniform of the
French line infantry for parade with a few special distinctions. The field uniform
was often modified under the influence of the extremes of climate and terrain in
which the Legion served. Shakos were soon replaced by the light cloth kepi
which was far more suitable for North African conditions. One short lived
aberration was the wearing of green uniforms in 1856 by Legion units recruited
in Switzerland for service in the Crimean War.

In the early 1900s the Legionnaire wore a red kepi with blue band and piping,
dark blue tunic with red collar, red cuff patches, and red trousers. The most
distinctive features were the green epaulettes (replacing the red of the line) worn
with red woolen fringes; plus the embroidered Legion badge of a red flaming
grenade, worn on the kepi front instead of a regimental number. In the field a
light khaki cover was worn over the kepi, sometimes with a protective neck
curtain attached. The standard medium-blue double breasted greatcoat (capote)
of the French infantry was worn, usually buttoned back to free the legs for
marching. Around the waist was a broad blue sash, copied from that of the
Zouaves. The blue sash provided warmth and support as well as (supposedly)
preventing intestine diseases. White linen trousers tucked into short leather
leggings were substituted for red serge in hot weather. This was the origin of the
"Beau Geste" image of the Legion.

In barracks a white bleached kepi cover was often worn together with a short dark blue jacket ("veste") or white
blouse plus white trousers. The original kepi cover was khaki and due to constant washing turned white quickly. The
white or khaki kepi cover was not unique to the Legion at this stage but was commonly seen amongst other French
units in North Africa. It later became particularly identified with the Foreign Legion as the unit most likely to serve
at remote frontier posts (other than locally recruited tirailleurs who wore fezzes or turbans). The variances of climate
in North Africa led the French Army to the sensible expedient of letting local commanders decide on the appropriate
"tenue de jour" (uniform of the day) according to circumstances. Thus a Legionnaire might parade or walk out in
blue tunic and white trousers in hot weather, blue tunic and red trousers in normal temperatures or wear the blue
greatcoat with red trousers under colder conditions. The sash could be worn with greatcoat, blouse or veste but not
with the tunic. Epaulettes were a detachable dress item worn only with tunic or greatcoat for parade or off duty wear.

Officers wore the same dark blue (almost black) tunics as those of their colleagues in the French line regiments, 
except that black replaced red as a facing colour on collar and cuffs. Gold fringed epaulettes were worn for full dress 
and rank was shown by the number of gold rings on both kepi and cuffs. Trousers were red with black stripes or 
white according to occasion or conditions. All-white or light khaki uniforms (from as early as the 1890s) were often
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worn in the field or for ordinary duties in barracks. Non-commissioned officers were distinguished by red or gold
diagonal stripes on the cuffs of tunics, vestes and greatcoats. Small detachable stripes were buttoned on to the white
shirt-like blouse.
Prior to 1914 units in Indo-China wore white or khaki Colonial Infantry uniforms with Legion insignia, to overcome
supply difficulties. This dress included a white sun helmet of a model that was also worn by Legion units serving in
the outposts of Southern Algeria, though never popular with the wearers. During the initial months of World War I
Legion units serving in France wore the standard blue greatcoat and red trousers of the French line infantry,
distinguished only by collar patches of the same blue as the capote, instead of red. After a short period in sky-blue
the Legion adopted khaki with steel helmets, from early 1916. A mustard shade of khaki drill had been worn on
active service in Morocco from 1909, replacing the classic blue and white. The latter continued to be worn in the
relatively peaceful conditions of Algeria throughout World War I, although increasingly replaced by khaki drill. The
pre-1914 blue and red uniforms could still be occasionally seen as garrison dress in Algeria until stocks were used up
about 1919.
During the early 1920s plain khaki drill uniforms of a standard pattern became universal issue for the Legion with
only the red and blue kepi (with or without a cover) and green collar braiding to distinguish the Legionnaire from
other French soldiers serving in North African and Indo-China. The neck curtain ceased to be worn from about 1915,
although it survived in the newly raised Foreign Legion Cavalry Regiment into the 1920s. The white blouse
(bourgeron) and trousers dating from 1882 were retained for fatigue wear until the 1930s.
At the time of the Legion's centennial in 1931, a number of traditional features were reintroduced at the initiative of
the then commander Colonel Rollet. These included the blue sash and green/red epaulettes. In 1939 the white
covered kepi won recognition as the official headdress of the Legion to be worn on most occasions, rather than
simply as a means of reflecting heat and protecting the blue and red material underneath. The 3rd REI adopted white
tunics and trousers for walking out dress during the 1930s and all Legion officers were required to obtain full dress
uniforms in the pre-war colours of black and red from 1932 to 1939.
During World War II the Legion wore a wide range of uniform styles depending on supply sources. These ranged
from the heavy capotes and Adrian helmets of 1940 through to British battledress and US field uniforms from 1943
to 1945. The white kepi was stubbornly retained whenever possible.
The white kepis, together with the sash and epaulettes survive in the Legion's modern parade dress. Since the 1990s
the modern kepi has been made wholly of white material rather than simply worn with a white cover. Officers and
senior NCOs still wear their kepis in the pre-1939 colours of dark blue and red. A green tie and (for officers) a green
waistcoat recall the traditional branch colour of the Legion. From 1959 a green beret became the ordinary duty
headdress of the Legion, with the kepi reserved for parade and off duty wear. Other items of dress are the standard
issue of the French Army. Officers seconded to the Foreign Legion retain one Legion button on the vests of their
dress uniforms upon returning to their original regiments.

Equipment
The Foreign Legion is basically equipped with all the same equipment of the French Army.
• The FAMAS assault rifle, a French-made automatic bullpup-style rifle, most of which were designed for the

5.56x45mm NATO round. In bullpup-style firearms, the action and magazine are located behind the trigger,
which increases the barrel length relative to the overall weapon length, permitting shorter weapons for the same
barrel length, saving weight and increasing maneuverability.
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Marching step
Also notable is the marching pace of the Legion. In comparison to the 120-step-per-minute pace of other French
units, the Legion has an 88-step-per-minute marching speed. It is also referred by Legionnaires as the "crawl". This
can be seen at ceremonial parades and public displays attended by the Legion, particularly while parading in Paris on
14 July (Bastille Day). Because of the impressively slow pace, the Legion is always the last unit marching in any
parade. The Legion is normally accompanied by its own band which traditionally plays the march of any one of the
regiments comprising the Legion, except that of the unit actually on parade. The regimental song of each unit and
"Le Boudin" (commonly called the blood sausage) is sung by Legionnaires standing at attention. Also, because the
Legion must always stay together, it doesn't break formation into two when approaching the presidential grandstand,
as other French military units do, in order to preserve the unity of the Legion.
Contrary to popular belief, the adoption of the Legion's slow marching speed was not due to a need to preserve
energy and fluids during long marches under the hot Algerian sun. Its exact origins are somewhat unclear, but the
official explanation is that although the pace regulation does not seem to have been instituted before 1945, it hails
back to the slow, majestic marching pace of the Ancien Régime, and its reintroduction was a "return to traditional
roots". [11]

References in popular culture
Beyond its reputation as an elite unit often engaged in serious fighting, the recruitment practices of the French
Foreign Legion have also led to a romantic view of it being a place for a wronged man to leave behind his old life to
start a new one, yet also full of scoundrels and men escaping justice.

Emulation by other countries

Spanish Foreign Legion
The Spanish Foreign Legion was created in 1920, in emulation of the French one, and had a significant role in
Spain's colonial wars in Morocco and in the Spanish Civil War on the Nationalist side. Unlike its French model, the
number of non-Spanish recruits never exceeded 25%, and most of these were Latin Americans.

Israeli Mahal

In Israel, the Mahal (Hebrew: מח"ל, an acronym for Mitnadvei Hutz LaAretz which means Volunteers from outside
the Land [of Israel]) is a term used to describe both Jewish and non-Jewish volunteers who went to Israel to fight in
the 1948 Arab-Israeli War including Aliyah Bet. About 4,000 volunteers from all over the world came to fight on the
Israeli side.[12] The Mahalniks were mostly World War II veterans from American and British armed forces.
Allied armies were reduced considerably after the end of the war and many soldiers were demobilised; moreover, the
service experience became mundane and did not suit some servicemen, particularly pilots. In various circumstances
they were invited, or heard of the Jewish state's struggle for independence and volunteered. There were Jews and
Christians, both ideological supporters of Zionism and mercenaries. The largest presence of Mahal was felt in the
Israeli Air Force (IAF), making up nearly a quarter of its personnel, to the point that English overtook Hebrew as the
most common operational IAF service language. Covert and overt cargo flights flown by Mahal air crews
transported weapons and supplies to Palestine from Europe, and thousands of Jewish refugees from Arab countries.
In the 2000s, overseas residents serve with the IDF through various Mahal-IDF-Volunteers programs.
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Netherlands KNIL Army
Though not named "Foreign Legion", the Dutch Koninklijk Nederlandsch-Indische Leger (KNIL), or Royal
Netherlands-Indian Army (in reference to the Dutch East Indies, now Indonesia), was created in 1830, a year before
the French legion,and is therefore not an emulation but an entirely original idea, and had a similar recruitment policy.
It stopped being a foreign legion around 1900 when recruitment was restricted to Dutch citizens and to the
indigenous peoples of the Dutch East Indies. The KNIL was finally disbanded on 26 July 1950, seven months after
the Netherlands formally recognized Indonesia as a sovereign state, and almost five years after Indonesia declared its
independence.

See also
• List of Foreign Legionnaires
• Foreign Legion
• Spanish Legion
• Devil's Guard
• Memorial to the American Volunteers, Paris

Notes

Sources
• Geraghty, Tony. March or Die: A New History of the French Foreign Legion, 1987, ISBN 0816017948
• McGorman, Evan. Life in the French Foreign Legion: How to Join and What to Expect When You Get There.

Hellgate Press, 2000. ISBN 1-55571-633-4
• Porch, Douglas. The French Foreign Legion. New York: Harper Collins, 1991. ISBN 0-06-092308-3
• The French Foreign Legion in Kolwezi Roger Rousseau, 2006. ISBN 2-9526927-1-8
• Szecsko, Tibor. Le Grand Livre des Insignes de la Légion Etrangère. Aubagne, I.I.L.E / S.I.H.L.E, 1991. ISBN

2-9505938-0-1

External links
• Official Website [13]

• Official Recruitment Office of the Foreign Legion [14]

• Le Musée de la Légion étrangère (legion museum) [15]

• French Foreign Legion forum [16]

Books 

• In the Foreign Legion (1910) [17] - by Erwin Rosen (b. 1876)
• Books about the Foreign Legion 1905-1992 [18]
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Germany

Division Special Operations (Germany)

Special Operations Division
Division Spezielle Operationen

Special Operations Division Shoulder Insignia
 Active  (1994-2001), 2001 - present 

 Country Germany

 Branch Army

 Type  Division 

 Role Airborne warfare and special operations division

 Size  About 10,500 soldiers 

 Part of German Army

 Garrison/HQ Regensburg

 Motto Ready for action, at any time, worldwide!
Einsatzbereit, jederzeit, weltweit!

 Anniversaries  April 1, 2001 

 Engagements United Nations Operations in Somalia
War in Bosnia
Civil war in Albania
Kosovo war
War in Afghanistan
• Battle of Tora Bora
• Operation Anaconda
• Operation Harekate Yolo I
• Operation Harekate Yolo II
EUFOR Operations during the 2006 Kinshasa Clashes

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Major General Hans-Werner Fritz

Notable
commanders

Lieutenant General Hans-Otto Budde, currently commander of the German Army Major General Hans-Lothar
Domröse, currently Chief of Staff of ISAF

The Special Operations Division (Division Spezielle Operationen) is a division of the German Army. Its staff is 
based at Regensburg. The structure and tasks of this division are unique within the modern German military.
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Division Special Operations was created in 2001 and composed of parts of Germany's late airborne division (1.
Luftlandedivision). The Special Operations Division is the superordinate unit for two airborne brigades and a special
forces brigade-equivalent, the → Special Forces Command (Kommando Spezialkräfte). It is capable of dealing with
all challenges of special warfare and is specialized on evacuations and crisis intervention operations. Troops of this
division or its predecessors have taken part in all overseas deployments of the German Army and were largely
involved in their preparation.

History
This division was formed in 2001 to give the German Army the capability to quickly and effectively react on an
emerging crisis. This happened mainly in view of two incidents in 1994 and 1997 were German citizens had to be
evacuated from the civil wars in Rwanda and Albania, once even by foreign troops as the German military lacked of
adequate forces to carry out evacuation operations on their own. To enhance these new capabilities, one of three
existing airborne brigades has been reorganized to be subsequently in charge of the army's special forces. Although
little is publicly known about operations of the Kommando Spezialkräfte, it can be seen as the most combat-proven
unit both of this division and the German Army.

Organisation

Organization of the Special Operations Division.

• Special Operations Division

• Staff Company
• Army Band 300
• Light Air Defence Battery (Airborne) 100
• → Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol Company 200
• Division Special Operations Signals Battalion

(Airborne)
• → Special Forces Command

• Headquarters and Headquarters Company
• 1st Commando Company
• 2nd Commando Company
• 3rd Commando Company
• 4th Commando Company
• Special Commando Company
• Signal Company
• Support Company
• Special Medical Company
• Special Training Company
• Centre for Enhancements and Trials

• Airborne Brigade 26 "Saarland"
• Headquarters and Headquarters Company
• Paratrooper Battalion 261
• Paratrooper Battalion 263
• Reconnaissance Company (Airborne) 260
• Engineer Company (Airborne) 260
• Support Battalion (Airborne) 262

• Airborne Brigade 31 "Oldenburg"
• Headquarters and Headquarters Company
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• Paratrooper Battalion 313
• Paratrooper Battalion 373
• Reconnaissance Company (Airborne) 310
• Engineer Company (Airborne) 270
• Support Battalion (Airborne) 272

External links
• Official Website of Division Special Operations [1]

• Official Website of Special Forces Command [2]

See also
• German Army
• 1st Armoured Division (Germany)
• 10th Armoured Division (Germany)
• 13th Mechanized Infantry Division (Germany)
• Airmobile Operations Division (Germany)
Geographical coordinates: 49°00′24.66″N 12°07′22.07″E
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Kommando Spezialkräfte

 Kommando Spezialkräfte 

 Active 1996 (Created)
1997 (Activated)–Present

 Country Germany

 Branch German Army

 Type Special Forces

 Role  Hostage rescue, Airborne operations, Raids, Unconventional Warfare, Counter-Insurgency, Anti-Terror, Covert
Operations 

 Size 1,100 soldiers, 200–300 participating in combat operations

 Part of → Division Special Operations

 Garrison/HQ Calw, Baden-Württemberg, Germany

 Engagements Bosnia and Herzegovina
Kosovo War
Afghanistan (Operation Enduring Freedom, Battle of Tora Bora, Operation Anaconda, ISAF)

 Decorations 

United States Navy Presidential Unit Citation for KSK-members of Task Force K-Bar

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Brigadier General (Brigadegeneral) Hans-Christoph Ammon

The Kommando Spezialkräfte (Special Forces Command, KSK) is part of Germany's Special Forces. Organized
under the Special Operations Division (Div. Spezielle Operationen, DSO), it is closely modeled on the British →
Special Air Service (SAS).

History
Prior to KSK’s formation in 1996, Germany, and before it West Germany, placed little emphasis on special
operations beyond the counter-terrorist police unit → GSG 9. At the time, the airborne brigade commandos and →
Fernspäher companies were the only army units comparable to Special Forces (the navy already had its
Kampfschwimmer company for years). All the early specialised army units except for one Fernspähkompanie have
been disbanded or merged into the KSK since its activation on April 1, 1997.
Like all German military units, KSK deployment requires parliamentary authorization, providing evidence of
operations in Kosovo, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Afghanistan. Specific operational details, such as success or
casualty rates, are top secret and withheld even from members of parliament. This practice drew heavy criticism,
resulting in plans to increase transparency and accountability by relaying mission details to selected members of the
Bundestag.
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Structure
The fighting units are divided into four → commando companies of about 100 men each and the special commando
company with veteran members, taking supporting tasks. Each of the four commando companies has five specialized
platoons:
• 1st platoon: land insertions
• 2nd platoon: airborne operations
• 3rd platoon: amphibious operations
• 4th platoon: operations in special geographic or meteorological surroundings (e.g. mountains or polar regions)
• 5th platoon: reconnaissance, sniper and counter-sniper operations
• Command Platoon
There are four commando squads in every platoon. Each of these groups consists of about four equally skilled
soldiers. One of each group is specially trained as a weapons expert, medic, combat engineer or communications
expert respectively. Additionally a group can contain other specialists, e.g. heavy weapons or language experts.

Selection and training
Initially, only officers and non-commissioned officers of the Bundeswehr could apply to the KSK. The basic
Bundeswehr Commando course ("Einzelkämpferlehrgang") was a prerequisite for application. Since 2005,
application is also open for civilians and enlisted personnel, who have to complete an 18-month Long Range
Surveillance training before the KSK selection phases.
The selection is divided into two phases, a three-week-long first phase with a fitness and psychological test (about
50% pass rate) and a three-month-long second phase testing physical endurance (8 - 10% pass rate). The KSK use
the Black Forest as a testing area for this phase. In this time the candidates must undergo a 90-hour long distance
cross-country run. Then they have to go through a three week international survival, escape and evasion course
called Combat Survival Course at the German Special Operations Training Centre (formerly the International Long
Range Reconnaissance School) in Pfullendorf.
If candidates have passed these tests, they can begin their 2 to 3 year training in the KSK. This training includes
about 20 Jungle, Desert, Urban and Counter-terrorism specialist courses at over 17 schools worldwide, e.g. in
Norway (Arctic), Austria (Mountains), El Paso/Texas or Israel (Desert), San Diego (Water) or Belize (Jungle).
According to press releases from May 2008, the Bundeswehr aims to advance the attractivity of service in the KSK
to women[1] . This is in part due to the fact that the KSK could never reach its targeted number of troops in the past[2]

. Although the KSK wasn't explicitly restricted to male troops since the Bundeswehr opened all units to women in
2001, so far no woman has been able to pass the physical requirements of the KSK.
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Equipment

AGF (Light infantry vehicle) of the KSK.

• H&K P8 semi-automatic pistol
• H&K USP Tactical
• H&K Mark 23
• H&K 416 assault rifles
• H&K G36 assault rifle with AG36

grenade launcher, in different versions
including the G36C

• H&K G3
• H&K MP5 submachine gun in various

versions including the H&K MP5K
• H&K MP7 submachine gun
• H&K UMP submachine gun
• G22 sniper rifle
• G24 sniper rifle
• H&K PSG-1 sniper rifle
• Panzerfaust 3 rocket propelled grenade
• H&K MG4 squad automatic weapon
• H&K 21 general purpose machine gun
• Rheinmetall MG3 general purpose machine gun
• H&K GMG automatic grenade launcher
• Mercedes-Benz G-Class utility vehicles
• AGF (Light infantry vehicle)
• Snowmobiles
• Klepper canoes
• Round parachute and HALO/HAHO equipment

See also
• Spezialeinsatzkommando
• Brandenburgers
• → Special Activities Division
• → Delta Force
• SEAL Team Six

External links
• (German) Official site [2]

• (German) Kommando Spezialkräfte (KSK) at Sondereinheiten.de [3]
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Fernspähkompanie

Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol Company 200
Fernspählehrkompanie 200

Badge of Fernspählehrkompanie 200
 Active  1962-Present 

 Country Germany

 Branch German Army

 Type Special operations

 Role Special Surveillance and Reconnaissance (SR)
Asymmetric Warfare
Forward Air Control

 Size  About 210 

 Garrison/HQ Pfullendorf

 Motto The Eye of the Army
Oculus Exercitus

 Engagements Aftermath of the Balkan Wars 1995-1999 (Incl. operations to search and arrest war
criminals)
Kosovo War
Operation Enduring Freedom

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Major Franco Meyer

Fernspäher are members of Germany's elite reconnaissance units.

Nomenclature
The term Fernspähkompanie is used for a Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol unit of company size of the German
Army.

Details
Until the foundation of the Special Forces Command (or → Kommando Spezialkräfte) in 1996/1997, the German
Army had three Fernspäher companies, one assigned to each of the three Corps of the army. Initially these were
modeled after Finnish Army's WWII long-range patrol teams that conducted reconnaissance, sabotage, and prisoner
capture missions as far as 300 km deep into Soviet Union territory, surviving for days on carried supplies or weeks
on parachute dropped resupplies; furthermore they drew on the special skills of German Alpenjäger, paratroopers,
and other special units.
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After the creation of a new special forces unit, 100st and 300th companies were disbanded and the major part of their
personnel was attached to a Long Range Reconnaissance Company. The remaining 200th company was converted
into a training company (Fernspählehrkompanie 200, often abbreviated as FSLK 200) based at the Special
Operations Training Center (former International LRRP School) in Pfullendorf (with some of the training taking
place in Munster). The company still has an active role though and gained importance again after the terrorism
attacks on September 11, 2001 and the following operations against international terrorism.

Structure of the current Fernspähkompanie
The FSLK 200 consists of four LRRP-platoons, an additional special applications LRRP-platoon, a maintenance
squad, a support squad, two specialized medical squads and a specialized military intelligence platoon. The
overall-strength is likely to be over 200 soldiers. The FSLK 200 is directly subordinate to Division Special
Operations or Division Spezielle Operationen of the German Army and also a part of the recently created Army
Reconnaissance Troops Branch or Heeresaufklärungstruppe (See German Army).

Missions
Like all other units of the Bundeswehr as well the FSLK200 needs an approval of the German Bundestag to deploy
troops to overseas. This permission can however be requested subsequently if the situation requires immediate
action. Details about operations of the FSLK 200 are kept secret. Nonetheless, it is known that Fernspäher soldiers
have carried out missions during operations in Bosnia and Herzegovina, during Kosovo War and later during
Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan. Additionally, Fernspäher soldiers deployed to Democratic Republic of
the Congo in 2006 as a part of the European Union mission EUFOR RD Congo.

Weaponry
The arsenal of the Fernspäher is mainly based on stock issued weapons of the Bundeswehr, but with special
additions not available to regular troops. The main weapon system is the Heckler & Koch G36 assault rifle, followed
by the HK MP5 SMG in several variants. The mainly used heavy weapons are the Bundeswehr's GPMG Rheinmetall
MG3, the HK G8 Machine gun, and sniper rifles G22/G24 produced by Accuracy International. The basic sidearm is
the HK P12-pistol, a .45 ACP Heckler & Koch USP Tactical variant.

Trivia
The motto of the Fernspählehrkompanie 200 is "Oculus exercitus" (lat.The eye of the Army), the motto of Fernspäher
soldiers within the KSK is "Als erste rein, als letzte raus" (German: First in - last out).
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German Air Force Regiment

German Air Force Regiment "Friesland"
Objektschutzregiment der Luftwaffe "Friesland"

Coat of arms of the Objektschutzregiment Lw
 Active 1 July 2006-Present

 Country Federal Republic of Germany

 Branch German Air Force (Luftwaffe)

 Type  Ground Defence 

 Role  Ground Defence/Low Level Air Defence 

 Size  4 Battalions 

 Part of 4th Air Force Division
(4. Luftwaffendivision)

 Garrison/HQ I. Bn - Schortens/Wittmund
II. Bn - Kerpen
III. Bn - Diepholz/Schortens
IV. Bn - Inactive
Regt HQ - Schortens

 Engagements War in Afghanistan
• ISAF

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Colonel (Oberst) Karl-Heinz Kubiak

The German Air Force Regiment (German: Objektschutzregiment der Luftwaffe "Friesland") is a ground based
branch of the German Air Force (Luftwaffe).

Organisation and current role
The purpose of the regiment is ground based defence of air force bases and installations, as well as capturing and
securing enemy air installations. It is divided into four battalions (Objektschutzbataillone). Each battalion, except for
an inactive one, consists of a number of Staffeln (Squadrons), equivalent to an infantry company.
The three active battalions are structured based on the specialty of the unit.
• I. Bn specialises in Infantry with three Squadrons, as well as one Air Defence Artillery Squadron which is

equipped with Stinger missiles.
• II. Bn specialises solely in Infantry
Both I. and II. Bn are "active" Force Protection.
• III. Bn's role is "passive" Force Protection. This means it has squadrons who specialise in Nuclear, Biological and 

Chemical Warfare and defense measures (NBC), Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance and Disposal (EOR/EOD), 
air base damage disposal, as well as fire fighting and defensive measures. It hosts also the
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"Luftwaffenpionierlehrkompanie" (German, lit.: Air Force Engineers Training Company) previously subordinated
to the Technische Schule der Luftwaffe 3 (TSLw 3, German, lit.: Technical School of the Air Force) in Faßberg
which specialises in the training for air base damage disposal.

Structure
• Objektschutzregiment der Luftwaffe

• I. Bn Objektschutzregiment der Luftwaffe (Force Protection: Active)
• HQ I./Objektschutzregiment
• 1. Sqn (Force Protection, Sniper)
• 2. Sqn (Force Protection)
• 3. Sqn (Force Protection)
• 4. Sqn (Air Defence)

• II. Bn Objektschutzregiment der Luftwaffe (Force Protectiont: Active)
• HQ II./Objektschutzregiment
• 5. Sqn (Force Protection, Sniper)
• 6. Sqn (Force Protection)
• 7. Sqn (Force Protection)
• Feldnachrichtenkräfte Luftwaffe (HUMINT)

• III. Bn Objektschutzregiment der Luftwaffe (Force Protection: Passive)
• HQ III./Objektschutzregiment
• 8. Sqn (NBC Defence)
• 9. Sqn (Fire Fighting)
• 10. Sqn (EOD)
• 11. Sqn (Combat Engineers)
• 12. Sqn (Combat Engineers Training)

• IV. Bn Objektschutzregiment der Luftwaffe (Reserve)
• Force Protection Squadron
• Force Protection Squadron
• Force Protection Squadron
• Force Protection Squadron
• Combat Engineer Platoon
• Combat Engineer Platoon
• NBC Defence Platoon
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History

A soldier of the Air Force Regiment (right)
together with an American airman during an

exercise at Büchel air base in 2007.

Previously the German Air Force had an Objektschutz (Force
Protection) force in each Fliegerhorstgruppe (Air Base group) to
protect the air base, as well as an Objektschutzbataillon. However due
to structural changes in the Bundeswehr, all previous forces have been
united to one regiment, the Objektschutzregiment. Thus on July 1st
2006, the Objektschutzbataillone were dissolved and instead the new
Objektschutzregiment "Friesland" was founded. The
Objektschutzregiment "Friesland" comprises all former battalions (3
active and 1 inactive).

In 2006 and 2007 the 3. Sqn was deployed to Mazari Sharif,
Afghanistan, as part of the German ISAF contingent.[1]

History of the honorary name
Official History from the German Air Force: On April 26 1988 the Jagdbombergeschwader 38 (Fighter/bomber
Wing 38) received the name extension "Friesland". Then time Minister of Defence Dr. Manfred Wörner gave the
Squadron its name. In his speech, he said 'This name will show the connection and the good relationship between the
Squadron and the public'. After the Jagdbombergeschwader 38 was decommissioned on 31 August 2005, it was Sven
Ambrosy's, County Official for Friesland, wish that this tradition of cohesion be continued by the
Objektschutzregiment der Luftwaffe.

See also
• RAF Regiment
• Royal Auxiliary Air Force
• Airfield Defence Guards
• → Air Force Security Forces
• Fusiliers Commandos de l'Air

External links
• Regimental site at the Luftwaffe Homepage (in German) [2]

• Homepage of the Federal German Armed Forces (in German) [3]
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German commando frogmen
This article is about Germany's commando frogmen. See also Minentaucher.
For other nations' commando frogmen, and information about frogmen in general, see Frogman.

 Kampfschwimmer 

Current Unit Patch
 Active  1958 - Present 

 Country Germany (Deutsche Marine)

 Branch German Navy

 Type Special Operations

 Role Naval Special Forces

 Size  250 men 

 Garrison/HQ Eckernförde

 Motto  Lerne leiden, ohne zu klagen! (Learn to suffer, without complaining!) 

 Engagements Gulf War, Adria, FR Yugoslavia, Operation Enduring Freedom, Afghanistan

Germany's postwar → commando frogman force are called the Kampfschwimmer ("Combat Swimmers") or
Official Usage Group 3402. They are the only special-purpose force of the German Navy. The Kampfschwimmer
were set up when Germany joined NATO in 1958.
During the GDR (East Germany), the People's Navy of the GDR also had a commando frogman force, which was
stationed in Kühlungsborn. They trained at Prora on Rügen.

History

World War II timeline

History of operations

1942 - 1943

• 1942 onwards: The amateur diver von Wurzian tested breathing apparati for the German army.
• 1943: Admiral Karl Dönitz orders vice-admiral H. Heyes to create a special unit. One gives him the name of

Kleinkampf Mittel Verband but it is better known under the name of Force K. Its first men, including von
Wurzian, were trained by Italian Decima Flottiglia MAS men, who already had a great deal of experience. (The
German SS also had a frogman section.)
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1944

• 1944 June: Three German frogman units called MEK = Marine Einsatzkommando become active. Each unit had
one officer and 22 men. But they were not ready for D-Day.

• 1944 June 23: German naval frogmen blow up two bridges on the Orne river, using two torpedoes of 800 kg.
• 1944 July: There were several attacks by German Neger craft in the English Channel, setting off from Villers sur

Mer. On July 8, these attacks badly damaged the cruiser ORP Dragon (which was the scuttled on July 20), and
sunk the destroyer HMS Isis. 12 attack boats were used in attacks in the mouth of the Orne river.

• 1944 September 16: By this time the Allies had taken Antwerp. 2 teams of 5 German frogmen left Rotterdam on
two attack boats, to attack Antwerp docks. When they were stopped by defence nets, the teams continued by
swimming, each towing a torpedo with a ton of explosive. One team placed its torpedo on the main canal lock in
Antwerp. The lock was out of use for 3 months.

• 1944, night of September 28-29: By now the Allies had taken intact a road bridge at Nijmegen and a railway
bridge at Moerdijk, and had immediately installed a strong anti-aircraft defence there. 3 groups of 4 German
frogmen set off from 10 km upstream from the bridges. They were to place explosives under the bridges and then
to continue with the river current 24 km further to return to their lines. The railway bridge was blown up. The
road bridge was only slightly damaged because the mine had been badly placed. Of the 12 men, 3 were killed, 7
were captured, and 2 returned to their lines.

• 1944 December: German frogman operations in the Vistula river.
• After Italy changed sides, the German frogman unit MEK71 based in Jugoslavia made numerous attacks against

liberated Italy, using two-man canoes.

1945

• 1945 February : German frogmen operations in the Oder river.

Craft developed by Germany during World War II

• The "lentil". It is a fast silent boat carrying 300 kg of explosive The pilot directs it and then jumps in the sea and
is collected by another boat.

• A "chariot" copied from that of the British who copied it from the Italian maiale. The Italians never transmitted to
the Germans the plans of their maiale.

• The "Neger" (German for "negro"), a single-seat torpedo sailing awash at 4 knots. Its pilot leaves it before
precipitating it on the objective.

• Creation of pocket submarines (one-seater and two-seater).

Incompletely planned operations

• Plan to attack the underwater oil pipeline PLUTO.
• Plan to block the Suez Canal by sinking boats in it.

Post World War II
This section was translated from de:Kampfschwimmer (Bundeswehr); refer back there in case of query about
the translation.

The Kampfschwimmer were set up particularly because Germany joined NATO and there was felt to be risk of war
with the Soviet Union. A unit was needed which could help to secure the Baltic Sea exits through the Danish Straits.
On 1 August 1958, Group 3402, as these commando frogmen were called by the navy, was set up. It consisted of
men without a Nazi past, who had served in World War II in the small combat forces and the naval employment
commands.
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The first Kampfschwimmer were trained first with the Nageurs de combat in France. France had developed the role
of the commando frogmen further in the Indochina war, to the modern single fighter.
The Kampfschwimmer should carry out their tasks both in the water and ashore, like German commando frogmen
did in World War II. But now a new dimension was added: Air. This three-role concept of the Frenchmen became
the basis of the commando frogmen of the German navy.
On 1 April 1964, the Kampfschwimmer appeared for the first time as an independent body. In the following years
they extended their tasks, but lacked money. Thus e.g. they had to buy their own drysuit undersuits.

Roles
In the Gulf War in 1991, the whole company was used for security missions on the German ships involved in the
Persian Gulf.
As a boarding party they were involved in embargo control against the remainder of FR Yugoslavia in the Adriatic
Sea.
According to rumours they were involved in Operation Enduring Freedom in the horn of Africa as a boarding party.

Organization
Since 1974 the Kampfschwimmer have been stationed in the naval base at Eckernförde near Kiel. In October 1994
they were subordinate to the Flotilla of Mine Warfare. In Eckernförde a combat frogman group was set up, it consists
of a mine clearance diver company and a commando frogmen company. Allegedly the weapon diver group has 250
men. The commando frogmen company had, according to strength and equipment records, 3 groups, each with 16
men. Of it, approximately 30 men are actively operational.
In 2001 the Waffentauchergruppe ("Armed Diver Group") became the Bataillon Spezialisierter Kräfte ("Specialised
Forces Battalion").
By a transformation in 2003 the de:Spezialisierte Einsatzkräfte Marine ("Specialised Task Forces of the Navy") was
formed. The SEK M was divided further into the Combat Swimmer Company, a mine clearance diver company, and
two naval companies for special employments (e.g. to board ships), a training inspection group, and further support
elements.

Conditions for entry
These minimum requirements must be fulfilled by all candidates, to become certified for training:
• Applicants must be Germans in the sense of the article 116 Grundgesetz (constitution).
• They must be at least 17 years old and less than 25 years old.
• They possess a Realschulabschluss school qualification (10 years), or equivalent, or
• They were successfully educated at a high school or equivalent, with favorable exam passes.
• 1000m swimming under 23 minutes
• Run 5000m in under 24 minutes
• 30m distance swim underwater without equipment
• Stay underwater without breathing for at least 60 seconds
• Sport test with at least 20 points; at least 3 points for each exercise
• Must be an active soldier who has served at least 6 months. After training, one must commit oneself for 4 years.
• Diving fitness is examined by the Schifffahrtsmedizinisches Institut (naval medical institute) of the navy.
• Parachute jump fitness is examined by the same institute.
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Training
During the training, it is less about the physical load than the psychological load, which causes many applicants to
give up. The physical achievement can be trained, but overcoming the fear is the most important goal of the training.
The training includes among other things swimming, diving, navigation, close combat, weapons handling, and
parachuting. In the special conclusion exercise their ability and hardness are equally demanded, before they join the
circle of the commando frogmen. In further training sections they are trained as team leaders or specialists.

Introductory training
First there are four weeks of introductory training. In this time the applicants are pushed hard physically and
psychologically by fixed exercises. All exercises have the goal to take away the fear of water and to make the
applicant feel safe in the water. One of the exercises is called gefesseltes Schwimmen (= the bound swimming). The
applicant is put on the starting block in the full combat suit, with his hands tied behind his back and his feet tied
together, and then put in the swimming pool. He must stay for 30 seconds alone clearly; afterwards a safety diver
pulls him back up.
In the so-called "hate week" the trainees are kept short of sleep. Between the night exercises, there are night runs.
Meanwhile the normal routine of the day continues: swimming, diving, and push-ups.
They also have to train to exit a submarine through a torpedo tube and must re-enter it through there. At the final
examination they have to swim about 4 hours to reach the beach after being discharged at the sea.

See also
• KSK
• → GSG 9
• Spezialeinsatzkommando
• SEAL Team Six
• US Navy SEAL
• CIA → Special Activities Division
• MARSOC
• Marine Force Recon
• Zentrale Unterstützungsgruppe Zoll

External links
• http:/ / www. sondereinheiten. de/ einheiten/ kampfschwimmer/ (in German)
• http:/ / www. marine. de Seiten der Marine (in German).
• Book: Probst, Wilhelm: Kampfschwimmer der Bundesmarine. Innenansichten einer Elitetruppe, October 2001,

ISBN 3-613-02148-X
• http:/ / www. minentaucher. net -- the German/English spoken Minentaucher website
• http:/ / www. kampfschwimmer. de -- the German/English spoken Kampfschwimmer website
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GSG 9

 GSG 9 

Old GSG 9 Badge
 Active April 17 1973 - Present

 Country   Germany

 Branch Bundespolizei

 Type  Special Operations 

 Role Domestic and international counter-terrorism and law enforcement

 Size  about 300 Operators 

 Part of Directly under control of the Bundespolizei and the Ministry of the Interior

 Garrison/HQ Sankt Augustin-Hangelar, Bonn

 Engagements Lufthansa Flight 181

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Olaf Lindner 

Notable
commanders

Ulrich Wegener, Jürgen Bischoff, Friedrich Eichele

The GSG 9 der Bundespolizei (originally the German abbreviation of Grenzschutzgruppe 9 or Border Guard Group
9) is the elite counter-terrorism and special operations unit of the German Federal Police.

History and name
In 1972, the Palestinian terrorist movement Black September used the Summer Olympic Games in Munich,
Germany, to kidnap 11 Israeli athletes, killing two in the Olympic Village in the initial assault on the athletes' rooms.
The incident tragically culminated when German police, neither trained nor equipped for counter-terrorism
operations, attempted to rescue the athletes. They failed miserably and the operation led to the deaths of one
policeman, five of the eight kidnappers and the remaining nine hostages (subsequently called the Munich massacre).
Apart from the human tragedy, Germany's law enforcement found itself severely embarrassed, in part due to its
historic relationship to Jews and Israel.
As a consequence of the incident's mismanagement, German officials created the GSG 9 under the leadership of then 
Oberstleutnant Ulrich Wegener so that similar situations in the future could be responded to adequately and 
professionally. Many German politicians opposed its formation fearing GSG 9 would rekindle memories of the Nazi 
Party's Schutzstaffel (SS). The decision was taken to form the unit from police forces as opposed to the military as is 
the model in other countries on the grounds that German federal law expressly forbids the use of the military forces
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against the civilian population, whereas if the special forces were composed of police personnel, this is within the
law. The unit was officially established on April 17, 1973 as a part of Germany's federal police agency, the
Bundesgrenzschutz (federal border guard service, renamed Bundespolizei or federal police in 2005). The name GSG
9 stood for Grenzschutzgruppe 9 (border guard group 9) and was chosen simply because the BGS had eight regular
border guard groups at the time. After the 2005 renaming, the abbreviation "GSG 9" was kept due to the fame of the
unit and is now the official way to refer to the unit. Its formation was based on the expertise of the Israeli → Sayeret
Matkal.
GSG 9 is deployed in cases of hostage taking, kidnapping, → terrorism and extortion. The group may also be used to
secure locations, neutralize targets, track down fugitives and sometimes conduct sniper operations. Furthermore, the
group is very active in developing and testing methods and tactics for these missions. Finally, the group may provide
advice to the different Länder, ministries and international allies. The group assists the Bundespolizei and other
federal and local agencies on request. At the time of the 1977 Mogadishu mission, the Commander of the Israeli
Border Police Tzvi War described GSG 9 as "The best anti-terrorist group in the world."
From 1972 to 2003 they reportedly completed over 1,500 missions[1] , discharging their weapons on only five
occasions. At the SWAT World Challenge in 2005, GSG 9 won an impressive seven out of seven events, beating 17
other teams. GSG 9 defended its championship the following year[2] , but placed fifth in 2007.[3]

Germany offered to give assistance to India in the wake of the November 2008 Mumbai attacks. GSG 9 helped train
and upgrade the National Security Guards, the primary Indian counter-terrorism unit.[4] Further help was provided to
the Mumbai Police so that they could raise a → SWAT team.[5]

Missions
Its first mission, which is still one of the most well-known and established the GSG 9's reputation as an elite unit,
was "Operation Feuerzauber" (Operation Fire Magic). It was carried out in 1977 when Palestinian terrorists hijacked
the Landshut, a Lufthansa plane on the way from Palma de Mallorca to Frankfurt, demanding that imprisoned
members of the German "Red Army Faction" terrorist group be freed. The aircraft was then flown to several
destinations throughout the Middle East. During this time, the Lufthansa captain was executed by the leader of the
hijackers in Aden. Following a four-day odyssey the hijackers directed the Boeing 737 to Mogadishu, Somalia,
where they waited for the arrival of the Red Army Faction members after the German government had (falsely)
signaled they would be released. In the night between October 17 and October 18, Somalian ranger units created a
distraction, while members of the GSG 9, accompanied by two British → SAS operatives as observers[6] , stormed
the plane. The operation lasted seven minutes and was successful: all hostages were rescued, three hijackers died, the
fourth was seriously injured. Only one GSG 9 member and one flight attendant were injured. The international
counter-terrorism community applauded GSG 9 for the excellent and professional handling of the situation,
especially because assaults on planes are considered one of the most difficult scenarios a hostage rescue force could
face.

Publicly known missions
• October 17 1977/October 18 1977: Lufthansa Flight 181 was hijacked by four Arab terrorists demanding the

release of Red Army Faction members. GSG 9 officers stormed the aircraft on the ground in Mogadishu, Somalia
and freed all 86 hostages.

• 1982: Arrest of RAF → terrorists Mohnhaupt and Schulz
• June 27 1993: Arrest of RAF → terrorists Birgit Hogefeld and Wolfgang Grams in Bad Kleinen. Some people

believe that Wolfgang Grams was executed in revenge for the death of GSG 9 operative Michael Newrzella
during the mission. Grams had shot and killed Newrzella when Newrzella tried to tackle him. However, the
official investigation determined that Grams committed suicide.
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• 1993: Ending of the hijacking of a KLM flight from Tunis to Amsterdam, redirected to Düsseldorf, without firing
a single shot.

• 1994: Ended a hostage situation in the Kassel Penitentiary
• 1994: Involved in the search for the kidnappers Albert and Polak
• 1998: Arrest of a man trying to extort money from the German railway company Deutsche Bahn
• 1999: Arrest of Metin Kaplan in Cologne
• 1999: Arrest of two suspected members of the Rote Zellen (Red Cells) in Berlin
• 1999: Involved in ending the hostage situation in the central bank in Aachen
• 2000: Advised the Philippines in relation to a hostage situation
• 2001: Arrested two spies in Heidelberg
• 2001: Assisted in the liberation of four German tourists in Egypt
• 2002: Arrested a number of → terrorists related to the September 11, 2001 attacks
• 2003: Protection of the four members of the German Technisches Hilfswerk (THW) (the governmental disaster

relief organization of Germany) in Baghdad, Iraq. The THW's mission was to repair the water distribution
network.

• 2004: GSG 9 is responsible for protecting German embassy property and personnel, including the embassy in
Baghdad, Iraq. On April 7 2004 two members were attacked and killed near Fallujah while in a convoy travelling
from Amman (Jordan) to Baghdad. The men, aged 25 and 38, were travelling in a car at the rear of the convoy,
and therefore received most of the enemy fire after passing the ambush. The men were shot after their armoured
Mitsubishi Pajero/Shogun was hit and stopped by RPGs. In a later statement, the attackers apologized for
mistaking the German convoy for an American convoy. One of the bodies is still missing.

• 2007: Three suspected terrorists were seized on Tuesday, 4 September 2007 for planning huge bomb attacks on
targets in Germany. The bombs they were planning to make would have had more explosive power than those
used in the Madrid and London terror attacks.[7] They wanted to build a bomb in southern Germany capable of
killing as many as possible. Fritz Gelowicz, 29, Adem Yilmaz, 29 and Daniel Schneider, 22, were charged with
membership in a terrorist organization, making preparations for a crime involving explosives and, in Schneider's
case, attempted murder.[8]

• 2009: The GSG 9 were on the verge of boarding a German freighter, the Hansa Stavanger, which had been
kidnapped by Somali pirates. The case of the Hansa Stavanger, this time off the Somali coast seemed sufficiently
symbolic to justify another potentially successful rescue operation, though on a much larger scale. More than 200
GSG 9, equipped with helicopters, speedboats and advanced weapons, had been secretly brought, via Kenya, to a
location 80 kilometres (50 mi) from the German freighter. The Americans had lent the Germans one of their
ships, the USS Boxer (LHD-4), to use as their flagship in the planned attack—and a fleet of German Navy vessels
flanked the enormous helicopter carrier. The ships had been patrolling near the Hansa Stavanger for days, waiting
just beyond the horizon to evade detection on the pirates' radar screens. But the commandos were called off
before the rescue effort could begin. US National Security Advisor James L. Jones had called the Chancellery to
cancel the operation. The US government, worried that the operation could turn into a suicide mission, was
sending the USS Boxer back to the Kenyan port of Mombasa, where the German forces were to disembark.
Officials at the German Federal Police headquarters in Potsdam, outside Berlin, concerned about the potential for
a bloodbath, had also spoken out against the operation.[9]

Note: The majority of this unit's missions are confidential and public information is not available. Since the founding
of the GSG 9 the group has participated in over 1500 missions, yet reportedly fired shots only on five occasions
(official count, prior to the 2003 Iraq War). These occasions were Mogadishu in 1977, Bad Kleinen in 1993, Aachen
in 1999 and two more missions where firearms were used to shoot dogs of the persons being arrested.
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Organization
The unit forms part of the German Bundespolizei (Federal Police, formerly Bundesgrenzschutz), and thus has normal
police powers, including, for example, the power of arrest. The Federal Police of Germany (and thus the GSG 9) is
under the control of the Federal Ministry of the Interior. The Bundespolizei also provides aerial transportation for the
GSG 9. In contrast, regular police forces are subordinate to the various States or Länder, as are their
Spezialeinsatzkommando (SEK) teams, while the military is responsible for the → Kommando Spezialkräfte (KSK)
(Special Forces command) and the → Kampfschwimmer.
The GSG 9 is based in Sankt Augustin-Hangelar near Bonn and consists of three main sub-groups, plus a number of
support groups:
 Regular operations

The first sub-group of the GSG 9 is used for regular land-based counter-terrorism actions. This may involve
cases of hostage taking, kidnapping, → terrorism or extortion. The group may also be used to secure locations,
neutralize targets, sniping and tracking fugitives. The group has approximately 100 members.

 Maritime operations

The second sub-group of the GSG 9 is used for operations at sea, for example the hijacking of ships or oil
platforms. The group has approximately 100 members.

 Airborne operations

The third sub-group of the GSG 9 is used for airborne operations, including parachuting and helicopter
landings. The group has approximately 50 members.

 Technical unit

This unit supports other units in gaining entry to target areas and is responsible for the procurement, testing
and issuance of non-weapon equipment. The members of the technical unit are also explosive ordinance
disposal experts. They are trained in the rendering safe and disposal of improvised explosive devices

 Central services

This service group maintains the GSG 9 armoury and is involved in testing, repairing and purchasing weapons,
ammunition, and explosives.

 Documentation unit

This unit handles communications, including the testing, repairing and purchasing of communications and
surveillance equipment.

 Operations staff

Handles the administration of GSG 9.
 Training unit

This unit trains existing members, and selects, recruits and trains new members.

Training
Members of the Bundespolizei and other German police services with two years of service can join the GSG 9. The
22-week training period includes thirteen weeks of basic training and nine weeks of advanced training. Besides
medical tests there are many physical and psychological requirements, for example running 5000 meters in 23
minutes and jumping a distance of at least 4.75 meters (also rule for German Sports Badge). The identity of GSG 9
members is classified as top secret. Further training often involves co-operation with other allied counter-terrorism
units. Only one in five pass the training course.
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Equipment
• Heckler & Koch MP5 submachine gun, in various versions/configurations.
• Heckler & Koch MP7A1 submachine gun
• Heckler & Koch G36 assault rifle, G36K, and G36C
• Heckler & Koch 416 Commando carbines
• Heckler & Koch 417 Commando carbines
• G8 automatic rifle.
• AMP Technical Services DSR-1 sniper rifle
• SG 550 assault rifle family
• Steyr AUG A3 assault rifle
• Glock 17 pistol
• USP 45 Tactical (called P12)
• Smith & Wesson and Ruger .357 Magnum revolvers
• Various shotguns
• Heckler Koch MZP-1 grenade launcher
• MBB Armbrust anti-tank weapon
• GSG9 Tactical Boot Designed specifically for GSG 9 by Adidas

In popular culture
• The GSG 9 has been referenced in various media. In Germany, there was a television program based on the

actions of GSG 9 known as GSG 9 - Ihr Einsatz ist ihr Leben. It was canceled in May 2008.
• The GSG 9 are playable models for the counter-terrorist team in the Counter-Strike series of video games.
• One of the bosses in the 1987 video game Metal Gear is a former GSG 9 operator.
• The character Patch from Command & Conquer Renegade was formerly in GSG 9
• Often mentioned by author and former United States Navy SEAL Richard Marcinko in his fiction books.
• Also mentioned in the Swedish thriller The Man from Majorca which describes the connection between Swedish

and German intelligence.
• In the novel Rainbow Six by Tom Clancy and its related video games, one of the Rainbow operators, Dieter

Weber, was a former GSG 9 sniper prior to being selected for Rainbow.
• In the episode "Games of Chance" of the TV series The Unit, a 2 year winning streak of GSG 9 in an international

counter-terrorism challenge is mentioned. This loosely refers to GSG 9 defending the SWAT World Challenge
title around the same time the episode was produced

• The fictional Anti-Terrorist and Cyber Warfare group Public Security Section 9 from Masamune Shirow's Ghost
in the Shell manga and anime series bears a striking resemblance in purpose and ability to GSG 9.

• In the comic book series Preacher, Herr Starr was a member of GSG 9 who was frustrated by what he saw as
weakness and inefficiency in dealing with terrorism, before he was recruited by The Grail.

• Mentioned in Heinz Rudolf Kunze's 1984 song Sicherheitsdienst [10]
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See also
• → Kommando Spezialkräfte, Special Forces of the Bundeswehr
• Zentrale Unterstützungsgruppe Zoll, Special Support Team for Customs.
• German commando frogmen Kampfschwimmer, Special Forces of the German Navy (Deutsche Marine).
• Munich massacre, initial incident to form the GSG 9.
• → Special Activities Division
• → Delta Force
• → United States Naval Special Warfare Development Group

Comparable Special Forces
•  Austria: → EKO Cobra, Einsatzkommando Cobra
•  Bangladesh: RAB, Rapid Action Battalion
•  Bangladesh: DMP SWAT, Dhaka Metropolitan Police SWAT
•  Brazil: → COT, Comando de Ações Táticas
•  Canada: → JTF2, Joint Task Force 2
•  Croatia: ATJ Lučko, Anti Teroristička Jedinica
•  Denmark: AKS, Politiets Aktionsstyrke
•  Egypt: HRF, Hostage Rescue Force
•  Finland: Karhu-ryhmä
•  France: Groupe d'Intervention de la Gendarmerie Nationale, GIGN
•  Greece: → EKAM, Eidiki Katastaltiki Antitromokratiki Monada
•  Iceland: Víkingasveitin
•  India: NSG, National Security Guards
•  Indonesia: DK88, Detasemen Khusus 88
•  Ireland: ERU, Emergency Response Unit, → Irish Army Rangers
•  Israel: Yamam, Yeḥidat Mishtara Meyuḥedet
•  Italy: → GIS, Gruppo Intervento Speciale, NOCS, Nucleo Operativo Centrale di Sicurezza
•  Japan: SAT, Special Assault Team
•  Lithuania: Aras, Lithuanian Police Anti-terrorist Operations Force
•  Malaysia: PGK, Pasukan Gerakan Khas
•  Netherlands: → UIM, Unit Interventie Mariniers
•  New Zealand: STG, Special Tactics Group
•  Norway: Beredskapstroppen
•  Philippines: → SAF, Special Action Force
•  Poland: → GROM, Grupa Reagowania Operacyjno-Manewrowego
•  Portugal: GOE, Grupo de Operações Especiais
•  Romania: GSPI Acvila, Grupul Special de Protecţie şi Intervenţie
•  Russia: OMON, Otryad Militsii Osobogo Naznacheniya
•  Slovenia: → SEP, Special Unit of the Slovenian Police
•  Serbia: SAJ, Special Anti-Terrorist Unit
•  Slovakia: UOU, Útvar Osobitného Určenia
•  South Korea: 707th Special Mission Unit
•  Spain: → GEO, Grupo Especial de Operaciones
•  Sweden: Nationella Insatsstyrkan
•  Taiwan (Republic of China): Thunder Squad
•  Turkey: Özel Harekât, Special Operation Team
•  UK: Specialist Firearms Command/ → SAS,Special Air Service
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•  USA: → HRT, Hostage Rescue Team
•  Estonia: K-komando, Hostage rescue, police special forces

External links
• Official GSG 9 page of the German Federal Police [11]

• Site of the GSG 9 companionship [12]

• GSG 9 [13] SpecialOperations.com
• Demonstration video [14]

• Historical video [15] from bpolgsg9.de [16]

• GSG 9 at shadowspear.com [17]
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Greece

1st Raider/ Paratrooper Brigade (Greece)

 1st Raider/Paratrooper Brigade 

Emblem of the 1st Raider/Paratrooper Brigade
 Active 1946 - Present

 Country Greece

 Branch Hellenic Army

 Type  Special Operations 

 Role  Airborne Operations, Unconventional Warfare, Reconnaissance, Amphibious Assault, Guerilla Warfare 

 Size  3 Regiments 

 Part of I Infantry Division

 Garrison/HQ Rentina, Macedonia

 Motto Who Dares Wins
Ο Tολμών Nικά, O Tolmon Nika

 Engagements Greek Civil War, Turkish invasion of Cyprus

The 1st Raider/Paratrooper Brigade, (Greek: 1η ΤΑΞΚΔ-ΑΛ - 1η Ταξιαρχία Kαταδρομών-Αλεξιπτωτιστών), 1
TAXKD-AL - 1 Taxiarhia Katadromon-Alexiptotiston, is a brigade-sized formation of elite Greek light infantry and
special operations forces. The formation is more commonly referred to as the Raider Forces (Greek: Δυνάμεις
Kαταδρομών - Dynameis Katadromon), and a soldier belonging to the Brigade a Raider (Greek: Kαταδρομέας,
Kαταδρομείς - Katadromeas, Katadromeis).

History

Sacred Company
The nucleus of the Raider units was the Sacred Company (Ieros Lochos), a Free Greek unit of commandos attached 
to the Allied 1st → Special Air Service (1 SAS) Brigade during the Second World War. Its members consisted of 
mainly officers and NCOs who had fled to North Africa after the fall of Greece to Axis forces. After its formation in 
1942, the Sacred Company, also known as the Sacred Band, along with a unit of Free French troops and British 
commandos, formed the basis of L Detachment, a component of the SAS which specialised in hit-and-run raids on
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Axis airfields, ports and fuel dumps throughout North Africa.
The Sacred Company was later transferred to the Greek theatre of operations, where they recaptured several eastern
Aegean islands from Axis forces. After the liberation of Greece from German occupation, a proposal was made for
the reformation of the Hellenic Armed Forces under British guidance. This proposal included the establishment of a
small, highly-trained, special warfare unit.

LOK
When the Greek Civil War broke out in 1946, the Greek Government decided to form a special warfare unit,
primarily to help Greek royalist and British forces capture territory which was still in the hands of
communist-inspired guerrillas. The Mountain Raider Companies or LOK (Greek: ΛΟΚ - Λόχοι Ορεινών
Καταδρομών), Lohi Oreinon Katadromon, were formed on 20 January 1947 and began operations almost
immediately in Greece's mountainous terrain. Beta Raider Squadron was formed at Vouliagmeni, Athens in August
1947 and took part in Civil War operations in Thessaly, Central Greece, Epirus, West Macedonia and Euboea. Delta
Raider Squadron was established at the port city of Volos, Thessaly in December 1947 and operated in all regions
of Greece during the Civil War. Epsilon Raider Squadron was formed in April 1949 and took part in Civil War
operations until December 1949. By 1949, the LOK squadrons were so successful against the communist insurgents
that the Raider Forces Command was expanded to two brigades. Gamma Raider Squadron, also formed in 1949,
was redesignated as an amphibious-capable unit in 1963, while Alpha Raider Squadron, disbanded at the end of
the Civil War, was reactivated in 1968, and later re-formed as an amphibious unit in 1974, after the Turkish invasion
of Cyprus.

A Z' MAK team conducting an urban assault
exercise

In the late 1960s, the Greek Central Intelligence Service (KYP), and
the CIA became secretly involved with training and arming the
Lokatzides. A tool of the KYP and CIA, a LOK detachment played a
part in the coup d'état of 1967 by storming and securing the GES, the
Army General Staff buildings at Cholargos, Athens.

Raider Forces

After the fall of the Papadopoulos regime, and the establishment of a
democratic republic in 1975, the LOK were dismantled and re-formed
as the Raider Forces (Greek: Δυνάμεις Kαταδρομών), and placed
under the command of the Hellenic Army's Special Forces Command
(Greek: Διοίκηση Ειδικών Δυνάμεων).

A further restructuring of the Greek Army in 1996 saw the amalgamation of all Raider Forces regiments into the
current Brigade formation.

Uniform and unit insignia
1st Raider/Paratrooper Brigade soldiers wear the standard-issue Greek Lizard camouflage BDUs of the Hellenic
Army. Members of the Special Paratrooper Unit (ETA) and Z' MAK may occasionally wear non-standard issue
BDUs, depending on mission requirements.
All members of the Brigade wear the unit insignia depicting a winged sword, representative of the "deadly, silent and
swift" nature of special forces operations. A scroll runs across the sword and wings with the motto Who Dares Wins
(Greek: Ο ΤΟΛΜΩΝ ΝΙΚΑ - O Tolmon Nika), a tribute to the Free Greek Special Forces that served with the 1 SAS
Brigade during World War II. The unit flash is emblazoned with ΔΥΝΑΜΕΙΣ ΚΑΤΑΔΡΟΜΩΝ (Raider Forces).
While on operation, low-visibility patches are worn.
All Raiders wear the green beret with the national emblem on the left.
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Structure

Structure 1st Raider/Paratrooper Brigade

 1st Raider/Paratrooper Brigade in Rentina,
Macedonia
• 480th Signal Battalion (480ο ΤΔΒ - 480 Tagma

Diavivaseon)
• 1st Raider Regiment (1ο ΣΚ - 1 Syntagma

Katadromon)

• Beta Raider Squadron (Β΄ ΜΚ - Beta Mira
Katadromon)

• Delta Raider Squadron (Δ΄ ΜΚ - Delta Mira
Katadromon)

• Epsilon Raider Squadron (Ε΄ ΜΚ - Epsilon
Mira Katadromon)

• 14th Signal Company (14 ΛΔΒ - 14 Lochos
Diavivaseon)

• 2nd Paratrooper Regiment (2ο ΣΑΛ - 2
Syntagma Alexiptotiston)

• 1st Paratrooper Squadron (1η ΜΑΛ - 1 Mira
Alexiptotiston)

• 2nd Paratrooper Squadron (2η ΜΑΛ - 2 Mira
Alexiptotiston)

• 18th Signal Company (18 ΛΔΒ - 18 Lochos
Diavivaseon)

• 13th Special Operations Command "Sacred
Company" (13η ΔΕΕ Ιερός Λόχος - 13 Dioikisi Eidikon Epiheiriseon "Ieros Lochos")

• Alpha Amphibious Raider Squadron (Α΄ ΜΑΚ - Alpha Mira Amfivion Katadromon)
• Gamma Amphibious Raider Squadron (Γ΄ ΜΑΚ - Gamma Mira Amfivion Katadromon)
• 13th Signal Company (13ος ΛΔΒ - 13 Lochos Diavivaseon)

• Special Paratrooper Unit (ETA - Eidiko Tmima Alexiptotiston)
• Zeta Amphibious Raider Squadron (Ζ΄ ΜΑΚ - Zeta Mira Amfivion Katadromon)
Members of ETA (the HALO/HAHO-qualified Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol (LRRP) unit) and Ζ΄ ΜΑΚ, the
Amphibious reconnaissance formation, are all professional NCOs and Officers. They are the Brigade's contribution
to the Defence Ministry's DESAA (Diakladiko Epiheirisiako Stratigeio Amesis Antidrasis), the Multi-Branch
Operational Rapid Response Command, along with the Hellenic Navy's DYK, and the Hellenic Air Force's 31
MEE. The formation is also referred-to as Force Delta (Dynami Delta).
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See also
• Hellenic Army
• Structure of the Hellenic Army
• Formations of the Hellenic Army

External links
• Hellenic Ministry of Defense - Official Site [1]

• Hellenic Army General Staff - Official Site [2]
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Underwater Demolition Command

 Underwater Demolition Command 

 Active  1958 

 Country Greece

 Branch Hellenic Navy

 Type  Naval Special Forces 

 Role Special Reconnaissance (SR)
Direct Action (DA)
Military assistance (MA)
Combat Search And Rescue
(CSAR)
Collateral Activities (CA)
Counter-Terrorism (CT)

Greek Navy MYK special forces

The Underwater Demolition Command (Greek: Διοίκηση
Υποβρυχίων Καταστροφών, ΔYK), until 2002 known as the
Underwater Destruction Unit (Greek: Μονάδα Υποβρυχίων
Καταστροφών, ΜYK), is the Greek Navy's elite → special warfare
unit.

History

The unit was established in 1957 with the help from the United States
Navy's Underwater Demolition Team , when two Greek officers were
sent to Little Creek in Virginia to study the UDT. On their return
trained a dozen men who formed the nucleus of the MYK. The DYK has been deployed on numerous occasions. It
was deployed during the first Gulf War in 1991 providing assistance for the naval embargo against Saddam Hussein,
boarding 217 suspect vessels. In 1996, the MYK was involved in the Imia crisis when Turkish Commandos
infiltrated the island. Small DYK teams infiltrated surrounding islands to observe activities, pending a political
solution to the crises and withdrawal of Turkish forces. In 1997, during the violent unrest that erupted in
neighbouring Albania, the DYK were responsible for taking control of the port of Tirana and carrying out recovery
operations of Greek and other foreign diplomats.

Structure
The DYK is organised into subsections called OYK (Greek: Ομάδα Υποβρυχίων Καταστροφών, "Underwater
Demolition Team") that specialise in a particular area. Each subsection consists of 25 men split into five teams of
five.
OYK 1/2: This is the main offensive section of the DYK that specialise in sabotage, raids and maritime
counter-terrorism.
OYK 3: This section specialises in reconnaissance. Establishing and reconnoitring beach landing sites prior to a
main amphibious assault.
OYK 4: The section specialises in underwater demolition/EOD of obstacles that may prevent an amphibious landing
OYK 5: This section is a reserve section that is only activated in times of war or serious emergency. It is made up of
reservists from the MYK and instructors from the main body.
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The selection and training course lasts roughly seven months and is divided into three phases similar to that of the
US Navy SEALs BUD/S course. The course has an extremely high failure rate similar to that of its US counter-parts.
The candidates will go on to airborne school and then continue to learn advanced naval special warfare techniques.

External links
• Hellenic Navy Website - Underwater Demolition Command [1]
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Special Anti- Terrorist Unit

 Eidiki Katastaltiki Antitromokratiki Monada 

 Active  1978 - Present 

 Country  Greece

 Branch Hellenic Police

 Type Special Forces

 Role Domestic Counter-Terrorism and Law Enforcement

 Size  200 operators 

 Part of Directly under control of the Hellenic Police

 Garrison/HQ Most operators based in Athens

 Nickname EKAM, Special Suppressive Anti-Terrorist Unit (English translation of unit name)

The Special Suppressive Anti-Terrorist Unit (Greek: Ε.Κ.Α.Μ. - Ειδική Κατασταλτική Αντιτρομοκρατική
Μονάδα, Eidiki Katastaltiki Antitromokratiki Monada) is the Greek counter-terrorism unit of the Hellenic Police. It
is the most distinguished part of the Hellenic Police. It was formed in 1978 when the first 2 antiterrorist units were
created within the 2 Police Divisions that existed then (Hellenic Gendarmerie and the Hellenic Urban Police) and in
1984 were united into a single body, the Hellenic Police. In the beginning the Unit had only 150 men but when
Greece became the host country of the Olympic Games of 2004 their number increased to 200 after reassessing the
needs for the magnitude of the event.

Training
The EKAM force is based in Athens, but have several detachments spread throughout Greece's major cities. Each
officer is a full time member who must have at least five years on the force before being allowed to try out. Many
receive training from the Greek Army's Ranger School before going on to the police counter-terrorism school.[1]

The Special Suppressive Anti-Terrorist Unit of the Hellenic Police follows a three month training program every
year. For its training modern, purpose-built facilities are being used. Training can also take place in other locations
such as buildings in urban or rural areas (inhabited or not), the Athens International Airport, planes of Olympic
Airways, the Piraeus port infrastructure, the Hellenic Railroad system, the Athens Metro. Other places that have been
decided as suitable to cover its training needs can also be used. The Unit is in constant cooperation with other
Special Units abroad such as The FBI and → SAS .

Operations
The Special Suppressive Anti-Terrorist Unit of the Hellenic Police, operates all around Greece and abroad whenever
is deemed necessary. It has confronted challenges such as hostage situations and it has contributed in the arrests of
many dangerous criminals. The SRATU played a key role in the dismantling of the November 17 and Revolutionary
People's Struggle terrorist organizations. In March 2003, it confronted successfully an incident on a Turkish
Aeroplane which was hijacked while it flew from Istanbul to Ankara (flight no. 160) and ended up at the Athens
International Airport at the order of the hijacker. In a successful operation the Unit stormed the plane and arrested
the hijacker by incapacitating him with a taser[2] and releasing all hostages safely.[3]
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Duties
• Hostage situation response
• High risk arrests
• High risk VIP's escort
• W.M.D (Weapons of mass destruction) (C.B.R.N) hostage situation, intrusion response
• Special antiterrorism operations and operations against organized crime in collaboration with the Hellenic

Security Forces
• Rescue operations in general including physical disasters in cooperation with the Fire Brigade

Equipment
• Accuracy International AW[4]

• Colt M4 carbine[4]

• AK47[4]

• FN Herstal Five-Seven[4] [5]

• FN Herstal P90[4] [5] [6]

• FN Herstal FAL
• FN Herstal MAG[4]

• Glock 21[4]

• Heckler & Koch MP5[4]

• Remington 870[4]

• Sig Sauer P229[4]
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Guatemala

Kaibiles
The Kaibiles (singular: Kaibil) are a special operations force of the Military of Guatemala. They specialise in jungle
warfare tactics and counter-insurgency operations.
The corps' soldiers are distinguished from regular troops by maroon berets with patches bearing a blazing sword. Its
motto is: "If I advance, follow me. If I stop, urge me on. If I retreat, kill me."

History
On 5 December 1974, Guatemala's military government created its Commando School (Escuela de Commandos).
Three months later, on 5 March 1975, it renamed it the Kaibil Special Operations Training Centre (Centro de
Adiestramiento y Operaciones Especiales Kaibil). The name "Kaibil" is derived from Kayb'il B'alam (Kaibil Balam),
a Mam indigenous leader who evaded capture by the Spanish conquistadors under Pedro de Alvarado.
Initially, the Kaibil Centre was located on two estates, El Infierno ("Hell") and La Pólvora ("Gunpowder") in the
municipality of Melchor de Mencos, Petén department. On 12 January 1989, it was moved to the former
headquarters of Military Zone 23, in Poptún, Petén.

Training
According to the Ministry of Defence, the Kaibil Centre's mission is to train and develop elite → commando forces:
"To select, by means of arduous, difficult training under physical and mental pressure, members of the army capable
of engaging in commando operations."
The Kaibiles are infamous for their reputed practice of forcing recruits to bite the heads off live chickens. [1] They
also must drink river water out of a recently fired artillery shell, with the burnt residue still inside. Kaibiles are
known for doing field medical work on themselves in the line of fire. For example, most Kaibiles, when injured by a
gunshot, pull their knife out, cut an X on the wound, and pull the bullet out (after ascertaining that the bullet is safe
to remove).
Recruitment is voluntary. However, several physical and psychological tests are required before entering. The
training is given twice a year and lasts 60 days. Only 64 participants are allowed per training period, not older than
28 years of age. No more than 10 have ever graduated on a single period. Members of foreign military forces are
sometimes selected to participate in training, which is considered a privilege and an honour.
The commandos are trained in guerrilla warfare, counter-guerrilla operations, military behaviour, map reading,
psychological preparation, military intelligence and counter-intelligence. Their technical preparation includes a
special self-defence system known as Temv-K'a (which means "Hands of Storm"), communications, survival
techniques, obstacle courses, military hiking, special weapons, demolitions and emergency medical training. This
includes aerial operations, day and night navigation, camp setup and security, evasion, escape, interventions and
ambushes.
Even though in the past they were meant to be an anti-guerrilla unit, today they are oriented towards anti-terrorism,
anti-kidnapping and anti-narcotics efforts, in line with current needs.
The first part of training involves the removal of any medal, patch or condecoration that the soldier may carry on
his/her uniform. This degradation is a major cause for immediate desertion.
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During training, every soldier has a cuaz (which in Q'eqchi' means: "Brother") assigned for the rest of their training.
They become partners: they sleep, eat, and work together all the time. If one makes a mistake, they both suffer the
consequences. Training is relentless. Actions take place during daytime and nighttime. Sleep is permitted for no
longer than three hours a day, if the right to it is earned. They are trained to eat "anything that moves". [2]

Human rights issues
In February 1999, the Commission for Historical Clarification (Comisión para el Esclaracimiento Histórico, CEH),
the truth and reconciliation body established under United Nations auspices by the 1996 Peace Accords that brought
an end to the country's 35-year-long Civil War, called attention to the brutalising nature of the training conducted by
the Kaibil Centre in its final report, Guatemala: Memoria del silencio ("Guatemala: Memory of Silence"):

The substantiation of the degrading contents of the training of the Army's special counter insurgency
force, known as Kaibiles, has drawn the particular attention of the CEH. This training included killing
animals and then eating them raw and drinking their blood in order to demonstrate courage. The extreme
cruelty of these training methods, according to testimony available to the CEH, was then put into
practice in a range of operations carried out by these troops, confirming one point of their decalogue:
"The Kaibil is a killing machine." (CEH, §42) [3]

The Commission's report documented examples of massacres of civilians by the Kaibiles, most notably the
December 1982 Dos Erres massacre.
In December 1996, shortly before the signing of the Peace Accords, President Álvaro Arzú spoke of his intention to
preserve the Kaibiles in peacetime but to rededicate them to another war: the war on narcotics and crime. Addressing
a Kaibil graduation ceremony in Poptún, he said: "Now this new army of peace will face an enemy that perhaps is
much more powerful than the one we faced for many years. We are talking of drug traffickers and criminals who
want to corrode the country; they are better armed, equipped, and trained than the enemies we had to face in the
past." However, under the terms of the Peace Accords, the army was to have been restricted to defence from external
attack, which would preclude involvement in the sort of domestic police actions proposed by President Arzú.
The Kaibiles' record and reputation led the Roman Catholic Church's Interdiocese Project for the Recovery of
Historical Memory (Proyecto Interdiocesano de Recuperación de la Memoria Histórica, REMHI) to recommend
that the group be disbanded in its April 1998 report, "Guatemala: Never Again" (Guatemala: Nunca Más).
According to Jane's Intelligence Review "The army has refused to disband the Special Forces Training and
Operations Centre, housed at El Infierno, in the vicinity of Poptún, Petén." In December 1998, Jane's reported that
there were three groups of Kaibiles, one consisting of instructors, and two consisting of 162 → commandos apiece.
Each group was divided into four 38-men platoons, further subdivided into squads of nine soldiers.
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Recent history

Kaibil unit patrolling in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.

Currently there are Kaibiles stationed in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo as part of the United Nations
MONUC peace-keeping force. On 23 January 2006, eight
Kaibiles were killed and five others were wounded during
an ambush by guerrillas in Congo's Garamba National
Park. They were on a botched secret mission to try to
capture or kill Vincent Otti, the deputy commander of
Uganda's notorious Lord's Resistance Army (LRA).

More recently, some former members of the Kaibiles
(along with members of the Mara Salvatrucha, MS-13
street gang), have formed relationships with the Los Zetas
mercenary group. Los Zetas are a group of elite Mexican
paratroopers and intelligence operatives who deserted
their → Special Air Mobile Force Group in 1991 and have since been hired as "enforcers" by the drugs traffickers of
the Gulf Cartel.[4]
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External links
• (English) NarcoNews Bulletin (http:/ / www. narconews. com/ )
• (Spanish) Official webpage (http:/ / www. mindef. mil. gt/ ftierra/ cespeciales/ fuerzasesp/ )
• (English) Unofficial webpage (http:/ / worldpolicy. org/ globalrights/ guatemala/ kaibiles. htm)
• (Spanish) Unofficial webpage (http:/ / www. perspectivamilitar. blogspot. com)
• Ads seek ex-soldiers for smuggling jobs (http:/ / www. reuters. com/ article/ oddlyEnoughNews/

idUSN2544954220080425?) Reuters April 25 2008
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Ireland

Irish Army Rangers

 Sciathán Fiannóglach an Airm 

Shoulder flash of Sciathán Fiannóglach an Airm
 Active March 16, 1980[1] - Present

 Country Ireland

 Branch Army

 Type Special Forces

 Size Classified[2]

 Garrison/HQ Curragh Camp, County Kildare[3]

 Motto Glaine ár gcroí, neart ár ngéag agus beart de réir ár mbriathar
(The cleanliness of our hearts, the strength of our limbs and our commitment to our promise)[4]

 Engagements UNOSOM II, INTERFET, UNMIL, UNIFIL, UNFICYP, UNPROFOR, MINURSO, MINURCAT

 Insignia 

 Shoulder Tab 

The Irish Army Ranger Wing (ARW, Irish: Sciathán Fianóglach an Airm)[4] is the → special forces unit of the
Irish Defence Forces.
The ARW trains and operates with many international special operations units worldwide, including the → US Army
Rangers,[3] → Delta Force[3] and → Navy SEALs, French GIGN,[5] German → GSG 9,[5] → Swedish SSG,[5] Italian
COMSUBIN,[5] → Australian SAS[3] and New Zealand SAS[3] among others.
The Army Ranger Wing is the Republic of Ireland's premier hostage rescue unit, and trains closely with the
specialised firearms service of An Garda Síochána (known as the → Emergency Response Unit or ERU).[3] In any
major hostage incident the Ranger Wing would be involved with the ERU in a supporting role.[3]
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History

Members of the ARW in a Ford F350 SRV mounted with a Browning M2 .50cal
HMG

In the late 1960s and early 1970s a small
number of Irish Defence Forces personnel
attended the United States Army Ranger
School at Fort Benning, Georgia, USA.[3]

On their return, these personnel organised
similar courses with the goal of bringing
standards of training throughout the Irish
Defence Forces into line with accepted
international standards. The first course was
conducted in the Military College in the
Curragh Army Camp in 1969 with 12
officer students. Students on these courses
were selected from among all ranks and
units of the Army, Air Corps and the Naval
Service[3] [6] and covered physical
endurance, marksmanship, individual military skills and small unit tactics.

Formalising these standards and creation of the Army Ranger Wing resulted from the increase in international
terrorism in the late 1970s and 1980s.[7] The increased skills and endurance training of 'Ranger'-trained personnel
provided the basis for the creation of a new specialist unit to counter these threats.[7] The Army Ranger Wing (ARW)
was formally established, in accordance with the Defence Act, by Government order on March 16, 1980.[6] [1]

Name
The unit's official name is "Sciathán Fiannóglach an Airm", which roughly translates into English as "Army Ranger
Wing".[4]

"Fiannóglach" (representing "Ranger") is an amalgamation of two words. "Fiann" is closest to the English word
"warrior", and refers to the ancient band of warriors known as Na Fianna in Irish Mythology. "Óglach" (literally
'young hero') means "soldier" and refers to the name of the Defence Forces in Irish: Óglaigh na hÉireann. Na Fianna
were purportedly expert warriors, so the addition of the word Fian- before Oglaigh denotes an elite element to the
wing.

Roles
The ARW has a wide variety of roles, covering conventional warfare, anti-terrorist warfare and training for the
Defence Forces including:[3] [8]

• Offensive Operations behind enemy lines, e.g. Securing of vital objectives, Long Range Patrolling - Raids -
Ambushes - Sabotage, Capture of key personnel, Diversionary Operations.

• Defensive Operations, e.g. VIP Protection, Counter-insurgency.
• Specialist Aid to the Civil Power (Anti-Terrorist Tasks).
• Standards, e.g. Testing and evaluation of military equipment, conducting specialist courses.
• Returning highly-skilled personnel to the Defence Forces on completion of service in the ARW.
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Training and selection
Selection for the ranger wing lasts 3 weeks,[9] plus on success of completion, another 6 months continuation where
basic skills such as LRRP, parachuting are taught - which takes place annually,[9] usually in October. Course
candidates must be serving members of the Defence Forces,[9] but are not subject to an age limit.[10] The 3 week
course is organised into 2 distinct phases. Selection is open to females, although none have passed the initial training
course.[11]

In the first phase, instructors demonstrate the basic requirements to become a Ranger and candidates must pass a
number of initial physical tests - including: water confidence training, assault course training, individual navigation
tests as well as a 10 km combat run test.[10] If a candidate fails more than 3 out of the 9 basic tests they are returned
to their home unit.[10] A selection course may only be attempted 3 times by any candidate.[10]

In the second phase, candidates are taught special forces tactics such as long range reconnaissance patrolling,
surveillance, intelligence gathering, search tactics, and ambush organisation.[9] The course culminates in a 40 km
group march which must be completed in a set time.
In all, candidates must complete assessment in the following areas:
• Abseiling - Assesses a student's confidence when working at height.
• Bridge jump - Tests confidence in water.
• River crossing - Evaluates ability to work in a team.
• Claustrophobia - Tests a student's ability to work with their equipment in confined spaces.
• Gym tests - Assesses muscular endurance and strength while performing a set number of exercises.
• 10 km run - Tests cardiovascular endurance over a set distance and time.
• Mountain walk - Tests endurance over a set uphill march, while carrying a medium load.
• Hill circuit - Assesses stamina and strength over a set cross-country course, while carrying a light load.
• Forced march "cross-country" - Assesses stamina and strength over a set cross-country course and time while

carrying a medium load around 15 kg.
• Forced march "road" - A group test to assess the student's tolerance of pressure over a set course and time, while

carrying a medium load, the distance is between 35–40 km.
• Route march - A group test to assess overall stamina, endurance and strength during a forced march over the

mountains while carrying a medium load.
Of the 40 to 80 candidates that start the annual Ranger selection course, only 15% remain at the conclusion.[10] All
candidates who successfully complete the Ranger course are presented with the Fianóglach shoulder flash.[10]

If a student passes selection at this stage, they are sent on a further six-month ranger skills course. This course
includes long range reconnaissance and survival training, unarmed combat, anti-terrorist and close quarters combat
skills, advanced first aid, advanced combat shooting and parachuting.[10] Upon passing this selection course and
probationary period they then earn the right to wear the prestigious Green beret.
Some other Rangers are chosen to specialize in various fields like combat diving.[12] Some parts of the combat
diving training course are done under the supervision of the Naval Service's Naval Service Diving Section.[12]

The ARW also has its own purpose built tactical training facility, including "shoot houses", training ranges and
various urban settings. The facility is known as "Tac town".
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Command and communications

ARW operators conducting vehicle counter assault drills

The Officer Commanding the Army Ranger Wing is
responsible for the Administrative, Disciplinary and
Operational control of the unit, and is in turn directly
under the command of The Chief of Staff at Defence
Forces HQ.[13] The Army Ranger Wing is on
immediate call for operations throughout the
State.[13]

The ARW is equipped with state of the art ITT
SINCGAR, RACAL and Harris communications
equipment,[13] all of which have an inbuilt
encryption and frequency hopping systems. It is also
equipped with satellite communications, though it should be noted that Ireland is a neutral state and therefore does
not have its own military satellites.

Missions

ARW training - prior to deployment to Liberia

The Army Rangers have seen active service assisting
peacekeepers in Chad, Liberia, East Timor, Somalia
and Lebanon, as well as operations at home in the
1980s against the Provisional Irish Republican Army
and other armed groups.

Liberia

The ARW was deployed in Liberia following the
Second Liberian Civil War as part of a peace-keeping
contingent of more than 400 troops from the Irish
Defence Forces, in turn part of the mixed
Irish/Swedish Force Reserve Battalion of the United
Nations mission in the country, UNMIL.

One of their most successful missions during this
deployment was the rescue of a group of civilians captured by gunmen from renegade Government of Liberia
forces.[14] Acting on intelligence, twenty heavily armed Rangers were dropped by helicopter into the town of
Gbapa.[14] To avoid casualties among the hostages, the Rangers implemented a policy of non-lethal intervention and,
after surrounding a 40-foot container containing the 35 hostages, rescued them.[14] [15] The incident raised
international prestige for the Irish military.[16]

An Army Ranger named Derek Mooney was killed while conducting peacekeeping duties in Liberia.[17]

East Timor
In 1999, the Dáil voted to send the ARW to serve with the United Nations International Force, East Timor
(INTERFET).[18] Mandated under a UN Security Council resolution, INTERFET was a peacekeeping force
deployed to restore security in the region, support and protect the UN Mission in East Timor, and to facilitate
humanitarian assistance operations. The detachment of 30 ARW personnel was involved in peacekeeping duties with
Canadian and New Zealand troops near the West Timor border.[18] [19]
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Iraq
As Ireland's premier hostage rescue unit, operators from the ARW were deployed to Iraq alongside Arabic-speaking
members of → G2 (the military intelligence branch of the Irish military), after Irish journalist Rory Carroll was
abducted in 2005. The Rangers were charged with liaison with U.S. Special Operations Forces in regard to a possible
rescue operation, and to provide security to the Irish Government representatives who were attempting to negotiate
his release. Their assistance was not required however, as Mr. Carroll was released a short time later.[20] [21]

Chad
An ARW force of 54 was deployed in 2008 in Chad[22] as part of the peacekeeping European Union Force (EUFOR
TCHAD/RCA). The ARW arrived on 19 February 2008 and completed reconnaissance missions to select a mission
base for the Irish Defence Force deployment (later named "Camp Ciara").

Ireland
In Ireland, members of the ARW provide VIP protection and transport as well as regularly supporting the EOD
teams during bomb scares throughout the country and on the border with Northern Ireland.

Equipment

ARW operator with M3T shotgun

Weapons

In addition to standard issue weapons of the Irish
Defence Forces, weapons used by the ARW include:

Squad weapons

• Pistols
• SIG P228[23]

• SIG P226[24]

• Walther PPK[23]

• HK USP[23]

• Combat Shotguns
• Benelli M3T Tactical
• Benelli M4 Super 90
• Franchi SPAS-12
• Remington 870[24]

• Assault rifles and Carbines
• Steyr AUG A1[23]

• Steyr AUG A3[23]

• HK33/SG1[24]

• Heckler & Koch HK53[23]

• Submachine guns
• Heckler & Koch MP5 - Including MP5A3,[25] MP5SD6,[23] [24] MP5F and MP5K[24] variants
• FN P90[26] [27]

• Sniper rifles
• Accuracy International PM/L96 - Including L115 (.338), AI96 (.308),[24] and AW50 anti-materiel variants
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• Steyr SSG 69
• Light machine guns

• FN Minimi Para[23]

Support weapons

Ford F30 SRV

• Denel Vector 60mm commando mortar
• Carl Gustav 84mm recoilless rifle[23] - Including

M2 and M3 variants
• AT4[23]

• Raytheon Javelin Anti-tank guided missile

Vehicle-mounted weapons

• FN 7.62mm GPMG[23]

• Browning M2 heavy machinegun .50cal[23]

• Heckler & Koch GMG 40mm automatic grenade
launcher

Specialised equipment
• Ford F350 (modified as Special Reconnaissance Vehicle)
• Land Rover Range Rovers (modified for Counter Terrorist duties)
• Yamaha 660 All-terrain vehicles
• KTM motorcycle
• Suzuki DR-350 and DR-Z400 motorbikes (See: Image )
• Dräger LAV-7 Rebreather (See: image)
• Klepper MK13 canoe
• Combat Rubber Raiding Craft
• Rigid-hulled inflatable boats (RIBs) (Delta 7 metre, Lencraft 5.1 metre dive, and Lencraft 7.5&6.5 metre intruder

RIBs)

Gallery

ARW MT350 motorbikes modified for harsh
use

End of selection photo

ARW sniper
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External links
• Irish Defence Forces - Army Ranger Wing [28]
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G2 (Republic of Ireland)
The Irish Military Intelligence Service is often referred to as G2 or G-2. G2 is used in several western and NATO
forces to refer to the Intelligence and Security branch of the staff function. It is more commonly referred to in the
Irish Defence Forces as the Defence Forces Directorate of Intelligence. The role of the Directorate is:
1. to provide operational intelligence and security to deployed Irish forces globally, and
2. the provision of security in relation to the state and its national interests (both domestic and foreign).

Activities
The Defence Intelligence Section of the Directorate is staffed by NCOs and Officers. It is tasked with providing
intelligence support to the Defence Forces. Staff actively monitor relevant political, economic, social and military
situations to produce intelligence reports or strategic studies to support operations. The soldiers in this section can be
found briefing all the way up to Ministerial level. The Irish Defence Forces have regularly supported UN operations
and provided intelligence personnel on various UN staffs.
The National Security Intelligence Section deals with threats to the state and Defence Forces in general. These
includes identifying, monitoring and assessing possible threats to the state and Irish national interests, be it by hostile
intelligence services, criminal organisations or terrorist groups. Counter-intelligence is also part of the section's
remit, in addition to providing counter subversive, counter sabotage, counter terrorist and physical security advice.
Although a small service, G2 personnel regularly train, deploy and liaise with foreign intelligence, government and
non-government agencies to share knowledge and best practice. This ensures they keep abreast of threats and are
able to collate essential intelligence to further protect the state, the Defence Forces and its interests.

Training and Selection
Individuals can apply to be selected for the Directorate of Intelligence and they must be NCOs or Officers to be
considered for appointment. Unlike a number of military forces, the Irish Defence Forces actively include
intelligence as part of NCO and Officer education, but those selected to join the Directorate receive further specialist
training. The Defence Forces run their own Defence Intelligence & Security course. It is a combined course for
NCOs and Officers. The course runs for 5 weeks and covers the main areas of intelligence operations including
principles of intelligence operations, defence intelligence, intelligence analysis, and combat intelligence. The course
is supported by additional "on the job" training as part of the Directorate. This includes additional communications,
weapons and surveillance training to support ongoing operations. Further training in languages is also available, and
specialist training on sensitive subjects such as religion, culture, ethnicity and radicalisation are also provided.
Although a small service, the personnel are well respected and maintain a discreet profile. They continue to recruit
some of the most able individuals within the Defence Forces from all backgrounds, and focus on the reliability,
integrity, dedication and honesty of individuals to achieve the best results.
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World War II
G2 played a crucial role in the detection and arrest of 13 German spies in Ireland during The Emergency, as World
War II was known as in neutral Ireland. From 1942 the Chief Staff Officer of G2 was Colonel Dan Bryan, who
closely collaborated on codebreaking with Richard Hayes, the Director of the National Library of Ireland. The Irish
Republican Army (IRA) also came under G2 scrutiny during The Emergency. The IRA would remain a subject of G2
operations.

See also
• Irish Defence Forces
• Irish Army
• → Irish Army Rangers
• List of intelligence agencies
• Military Intelligence
• Politics of the Republic of Ireland

References
• Irish Defence Forces website [1]
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Emergency Response Unit (Garda)
The Emergency Response Unit (Irish: Aonad Práinnfhreagartha) of the Garda Síochána is a specialist armed
intervention unit under the Special Detective Unit,[1] formed to deal with situations that cannot be handled by regular
Garda officers.

Garda Síochána Emergency Response Unit member in Dublin.

Duties

The Emergency Response Unit is responsible for
handling the following operations in service of
the Garda Síochána:[2] [3]

1. Armed response in anti-criminal/subversive
operations

2. Implementation of search techniques,
including use of forced entry

3. Execution of high-risk warrants
4. VIP Protection

5. Provide specialist patrols as directed
6. Provide ground and air regional patrols
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Origins
The ERU was formed as the Special Task Force in 1978, following a decision of Justice Ministers at the Ninth
Council of the EEC at Brussels in 1975.[2] The Special Task Force was based in Dublin and it formed part of the
Special Detective Unit in Harcourt Street. This unit was renamed the Emergency Response Unit in 1987.[3]

Most recently the ERU has been deployed to trouble spots in Dublin and Limerick to tackle gun crime. One incident
in the latter half of 2006 involved an ERU team pursuing armed suspects in Limerick after a shooting incident in the
city. The ERU stopped and arrested the suspects after a chase which the media reported reached speeds of 240km/h
near the village of Croom.[4]

Controversy
The Barr Tribunal's investigation into the shooting of John Carthy in Abbeylara in 2000 brought the ERU's existence
and role to public attention in recent years, and individual ERU members were criticised in the tribunal's report on
the incident.

Manpower
The membership of the ERU consists exclusively of serving officers in the Garda Síochána.[3] The ERU consists of
50 members as of October 2004.[5]

Training
Training of the ERU is carried out in the Garda's Tactical Training Unit, established in 1983 under the authority of
the Garda college, Templemore. Members of the ERU have received training with the → FBI's Hostage Rescue
Team.[3] In addition, ERU officers have been trained abroad in Germany, the UK and the US.[2]

ERU officers are required to qualify three times per year in all firearms being used by the unit.[3] Training consists of
in-house tactical training on an ongoing basis from the ERU’s own firearms instructors and refresher range
practice.[3]
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Weapons and equipment

ERU members during counter-terrorist exercise

Primary

• Remington 870,[6] fitted with Reflex sights
• Uzi submachine gun[7]

• Heckler & Koch MP7[6]

• Steyr SSG 69[6]

• Heckler & Koch G3KA4
• Heckler & Koch 33[8]

Secondary

• Smith & Wesson 10 revolver
• Smith & Wesson Model 59[9]

• Sig Sauer P226[7]

Less Lethal

• Bean bag shot [10] [11]

• Pepper spray device [10] [11]

• Ferret Pepper spray shot[10]

• TASER stun gun[12]

Equipment
• Ballistic shields
• Ballistic helmets and vests
• Diversionary devices (Stun Grenades etc.)

Operational Procedure
For the need of ERU operators in the city of Dublin, a request to the Detective Chief Superintendent of the Special
Detective Unit by the Divisional Officer would be made.[2] For operations in other parts of Ireland, the Divisional
Officer would make the request to the appropriate Assistant Commissioner.[2]
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See also
• John Carthy
• → Irish Army Rangers
• CO19
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India

Special Forces of India

Indian Navy's → marine commandos during a training
exercise in the Philippine Sea.

The Special Forces of India are Indian Military units that have a
training specializing in special operations.

List of Indian Special Operations Forces

Equipment

• Heckler & Koch MP5
• SIG SG-552
• IMI Tavor TAR-21
• Bushmaster M4A3
• M16A2
• AK-47
• AK-101
• INSAS rifle
• Uzi submachine gun
• IMI Galil
• Dragunov SVD59 SVD rifle
• Heckler & Koch PSG1
• FN P-90
• FN F2000

External links
• SPECIAL FORCES in bharat-rakshak.com [1]

• [2]
• new wing of SPG, special protection group to protect VVIP´s [3]
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Ghatak Force
Ghatak Units, or Ghatak Commandos, are elite infantry platoons attached to each infantry battalion of the Indian
Army. There is one platoon of these soldiers in every battalion. Ghatak literally means "Striker" or "Lethal" in Hindi.

Role
Their role is to act as shock troops and conduct assaults against enemy positions, with or without support from the
rest of the battalion. Their objectives range from reconnaissance, search and destroy missions, ambushes, designating
targets for artillery and air raids to contact skirmishing, destruction of enemy machine gun nests, artillery posts,
urban strongholds and bunkers. During the Kargil War, Ghatak Forces led the assaults on enemy units to retake the
mountain peaks.

Unit composition
A Ghatak Platoon is usually 20-men strong, consisting of a Commanding Captain, 2 non-commissioned officers and
some special teams like sharpshooter / marksman and spotter pairs, light machine gunners, radio operator and
flamethrower troopers. The remaining soldiers act as assault troopers.

Training
These soldiers go through the Commando Training Course in Belgaum, Karnataka. Often, other specialized training
like heliborne assault, rock climbing, → mountain warfare, demolitions, advanced weapons training, close quarter
battle and infantry tactics are also given. Certain units and operators are sent to Counterinsurgency and Jungle
Warfare School school as well. However, most of them are not parachute qualified or trained in special warfare.

Equipment
The unit is equipped with the Tavor TAR-21, INSAS or a version of the AK-47 as their primary assault rifle. The
marksmen are equipped with the Dragunov SVD rifle. They wear standard issue camouflage and body armour, and
also the → Commando patch on their shoulder once they have finished their training. Depending on the mission,
they may carry other items like ropes, climbing gear, grenades, rocket launchers, laser target designators and night
vision equipment.
Currently, the Indian Army is upgrading the equipment of these units by procuring lighter body armour, personal
communication sets, anti-materiel rifles and various other mission specific equipment.

Honours
Grenadier Yogendra Singh Yadav of 18 Grenadiers was a part of the Ghatak Commando platoon during the action
on Tiger Hill in the Kargil War, for which he was awarded the Param Vir Chakra.

See also
• → Para Commandos
• → Marine Commando Force
• → Garud Commandos
• National Security Guards
• → Special Forces of India
• COBRA
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Para Commandos (India)

 Para Commandos 

 Active 1966–Present

 Country India

 Branch Army

 Type  Special Forces 

 Size  7 Battalions 

 Regimental Centre Bangalore, Karnataka

 Motto Shatrujeet

 Engagements Operation Cactus, Operation Pawan, Operation Rakshak, Operation Khukri

 Commanders 

 Colonel of
the Regiment

 Lt Gen PC Katoch,PVSM, AVSM, SC 

 Insignia 

 Maroon Beret, shoulder titles and Balidaan  The "Balidaan" (Sacrifice) badge. 

 Sleeve Patch 

The Para Commandos are a → special forces unit of the Indian Army. Formed in 1966, the Para Commandos are
the largest and most important part of the → Special Forces of India. They form the highly-trained Corps of the
Indian Army and, generally, all the Indian Special Forces (SF) personnel are selected from it.

History
The parachute units of the Indian Army are among the oldest airborne units in the world. The first unit was
authorized on 15 May 1941 and on 27 October 1941, the 50th Indian Parachute Brigade had been formed,
comprising the 151st British Parachute Battalion , 152nd Indian Parachute Battalion & 153rd Gurkha Parachute
Battalion.[1]

During the Indo-Pakistani War of 1965, an ad hoc unit, named Meghdoot Force, consisting of volunteers from
various infantry units was organized by Maj Megh Singh of the Brigade of the Guards. The unit performed well in
combat and the Government authorized the raising of a commando unit. Lt Col Megh Singh was selected to raise the
unit which was to be part of the Brigade of the Guards, but parachute qualification being an integral part of all
special operations, the unit was transferred to the Parachute Regiment and raised as its 9th Battalion (Commando) on
1 July 1966. The erstwhile members of the Meghdoot Force formed the nucleus and the new unit based in Gwalior.
In June 1967 the unit was split equally into two to form a second commando unit, designated as 10th Battalion, both
with three Companies each. 10th Battalion was mandated to operate in the Western Desert and 9th Battalion in the
northern mountains. In 1969, these battalions were redesignated as 9 and 10 Para (Commando) battalions.[1]

In 1978, the 1st Battalion of the Parachute Regiment, as an experiment, was converted to become the third
commando battalion and kept as the tactical reserve. Already a recipient of the Chief of Army Staff Unit Citation
twice and GOC-in-C Eastern Command Unit Citation once, the unit is all set to celebrate its 250th Raising Day in
2011.
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1995 saw the formation of the fourth commando battalion when the 21st Battalion, the Maratha Light Infantry was
selected to convert to special forces and slated for the Eastern Command. After stringent selection and training
process that spanned more that a year, on 1 February 1996, the unit under Col VB Shinde, was formally inducted
into the Parachute Regiment as the 21st Battalion (Special Forces), The Parachute Regiment. The unit has done well
in its short lifespan and is the proud recipient of the Chief of Army Staff Unit Citation twice (1997 and 2006) and
GOC-in-C Eastern Command Unit Citation once (2008) among a host of individual gallantry awards.
With the changing scenario in military operations and the need for more special forces units, 2 Para Battalion began
the conversion process from parachute to para-commando role, followed closely by the 3rd and the 4th battalions,
raising the strength of the special forces to seven battalions. The Parachute Regiment presently has seven special
forces, three parachute, two Territorial Army and one Counter-Insurgency (Rashtriya Rifles) battalions in its fold.

Functions
• Intelligence collection.
• Subversion and sabotage of vital enemy infrastructure and communications through deep penetration and surgical

strikes behind enemy lines.
• Covert and overt special operations as part of the Indian Army's counter-terrorist operations.
• Hostage rescue operations within and beyond Indian territory.

Organization
The Parachute Regiment presently has seven special forces, three parachute, two Territorial Army and one
Counter-Insurgency (Rashtriya Rifles) battalions in its fold.
Para (SF) operate in assault teams which work individually or in coordination with other teams or units. Previously,
each Para (SF) battalion had a geographical specialization and remained assigned to that sector. 1 Para Commandos,
with deep sea divers in its ranks, specialized in anti-hijacking and hostage crises; 9 Para, with experienced
mountaineers, was dedicated to mountainous and high-altitude warfare, 10 Para for → desert warfare and the 21 Para
for → jungle warfare. However, these specializations have been dispensed with, and all special forces units are
equally capable of operating in all conditions.
NOTE: In the mid-1980s, there were plans of taking away the three para commando battalions from the Parachute
Regiment and bringing them together under an individual specialized organisation, the Special Forces Regiment.
However, after several logistic and administrative obstacles, these plans were abandoned and they continue to be
trained and recruited by the Parachute Regiment.

Personnel

Selection
All Indian paratroopers are volunteers. Some enter the Para regiments directly from civilian life, while others
transfer in from regular army units.[2]

Selection and Training
All members of the special forces are volunteers, either fresh from recruitment or after having served in other units.
They are put through a probationary period of three months where they undergo various physical, mental and
psychological tests, the majority being rejected with the rejection rate averaging 70–80 percent.
Those selected are awarded the maroon beret, the qualification badge (balidaan), and the shoulder titles of Special 
Forces. They are further sent to the Paratroopers' Training School (PTS) at Agra, Uttar Pradesh for their Basic 
Course in Paratrooping, which includes ground and air training. Those who are successful are made to do five static
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line jumps from varying altitudes which include one night jump and one with full battle equipment. On completion
of the five jumps, the individual is awarded the coveted parachute wings which is worn on the right chest
As training is an ongoing process in the army, more so in the special forces, the members are further trained in
specialised mode of infiltration and exfiltration, either by air (Combat Freefall) or sea (scuba diving). Some return to
PTS to undergo the free-fall course, which in order to successfully pass requires at least 50 jumps from altitudes up
to 22,500 feet. Both HALO (High Altitude Low Opening) and HAHO (High Altitude High Opening) techniques are
learned. The ability to use the HAHO method and specially designed maneuverable parachutes called HAPPS (High
Altitude Parachute Penetration System) to conduct stealth insertions over distances up to 50 km is also perfected.[2] .
For combat diving training, the commandos are sent to the Naval Diving School.
Daily routine begins with a 5 km morning run. Infiltration, assault and ambush tactics are refined and perfected.
Special attention is given to CQB, urban warfare, counter-terror warfare and unarmed combat.[2]

Off and on, night and weapons training and field craft involving 20 km treks with 60 kg (132 lb.) loads and live
ammunition. Monthly forced marches with 65 kg combat loads over 30 km and quarterly night drops with full
combat loads are also conducted. In addition to this in-house training, the commandos also attend a number of
schools run by the Army that specialize in unconventional warfare.[2]

These include the Junior Leaders' Commando Training Camp in Belgaum, Karnataka, the Parvat Ghatak School (for
high altitude mountain warfare) in Tawang, Arunachal Pradesh, the High Altitude Warfare School (HAWS) in
Sonamarg, Kashmir and the Counter Insurgency Jungle Warfare School (CIJWS) in Vairengte, Mizoram. These
schools are among the finest of their kind anywhere and routinely host students from other countries.[2]

Recently the Indian government has allowed USSOCOM (United States Special Operations Command) personnel to
attend courses held by CIJWS and may grant access to HAWS as part for further military cooperation between the
two countries. In reciprocation, many operators are sent to the US to train with the Army Rangers and other units.
U.S. Army Special Forces have conducted joint HAHO training with the Para Commandos in 1992, underwater
training in 1995 and anti-terrorism training in 1997. It is thought that the → French Foreign Legion also has
approached CIJWS regarding the courses taught by them. Para Commandos can also undergo a complete Combat
Divers course, in which they earn a combat diver badge.
They are also experienced in conducting SHBO (special heli-borne operations) and typically employ Cheetahs,
MI-8/MI-17, ALH (Dhruv)helicopters for this purpose.

Combat History

1971 Indo-Pakistan War
Para Commandos were first deployed in combat in the 1971 Indo-Pak War where they performed gallantly. The 9
Para saw action through a daring raid on a Pakistani Artillery positions at Mandhol. This raid resulted in the
destruction of six 122mm guns belonging to the Pakistan Army's 172 Independent Battery.
Apart from the destruction of guns, ammunition and other vital equipment, the Pakistanis suffered 37 killed, 41
wounded and a great loss of face. This raid, launched at a crucial time to enable India's 25th Infantry Division to
continue their operations on Daruchian (a Pakistani occupied post), won the 9 Para the Battle Honour for action in
Mandhol.
10 Para was baptized in combat with successful raids on enemy posts at Chachro and Virawah, under Sawai
Bhawani Singh Bahadur who won a Maha Vir Chakra for these daring raids.
By the late 1970s, Indian paratroopers were using High-Altitude, Low-Opening (HALO jump) techniques.
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Operation Bluestar 1984
In 1984 the Para Commandos were involved in Operation Bluestar. They were charged with the eviction of Sikh
militants from the Golden Temple in Punjab. 80 members of 1 Para Cdo were given the task of assaulting two areas
of the temple, of which one area required divers. However there were a number of setbacks as a result of poor
intelligence on the strength of the militants who were trained by Gen. Shabeg Singh himself, operating low light, the
conventional manner of the raid and the lack of high precision CQB (close quarter battle) skills; all of which resulted
in a mission failure. The diver mission was aborted after the first team got bogged down. The commandos never
achieved their aims as a result of which tanks were brought in to finish the job.This action directly resulted in the
establishment of the Anti-Terror National Security Guards, with specialized skills in close-quarter, urban combat.

Sri Lanka 1987
The late 1980s saw the Para Commandos in action in Sri Lanka, as part of Operation Pawan. However, lack of
proper planning by the Indian Peace Keeping Force (IPKF) and insufficient intelligence on the LTTE's whereabouts,
led the initial heli-borne assault on Jaffna University on 11 October 1987 to be a tragic failure.
Six soldiers lost their lives in that ill-fated mission, but unlike the Sikh Light Infantry who lost their lives gallantly
fighting to the last, the Para commandos due to their superior training, took refuge under a house, after they got
misguided by a youth who offered his service to help the commandos track Prabhakaran by taking them for a wild
goose chase. They engaged the enemy for a full 24 hours and picked up all their dead with their weapons after
reinforcements arrived next morning.
After the failed assault on Jaffna City, the 10 Para Cdo participated in November 1987 for a heli-borne assault in the
town of Moolai, 14 miles to the north-west. 25 LTTE guerrillas were killed and an arms depot seized. In order to
give the commandos battle experience, 10 Para Cdo was rotated home in early 1988 and replaced by 9 Para Cdo.
This battalion was scheduled to return home in June 1988, but the tour of duty was extended due to a planned air
assault into the coastal swamps around Mullaittivu. The mission was a great success, in that it located several arms
caches. The 9 Para Cdo also provided 12 men for the security of the Indian High Commission in Sri Lanka.

Operation Cactus 1988
With the capture of Maldives, an island nation off the south western coast of India on 3 November 1988 by PLOTE
mercenaries, the army turned to the elite 6 Para. 6 Para flew in on 4 November 1988 in a fleet of Il-76, An-32 and
An-12 transport aircraft. One team rescued the president, another took over the airfield and a third rescued Maldivian
security personnel besieged in their NSS HQ. Later 3 Para was also deployed to the Maldives. When mercenaries
tried to escape by sea along with hostages, they were intercepted by the Indian navy. Thus, 6 Para conducted the first
ever international intervention by the Indian army without any loss of life.

1990 to the present
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Lt. Gen. S.S. Soin fires an M-4 at an U.S Army
range.

Since the mid-90s the role of Para Commandos as a counter terrorist
force has increased substantially. They are now actively involved in
counter terrorist operations in Kashmir as an essential part of the Home
Ministry's decision to conduct pro-active raids against militants in the
countryside and mountains.
The practice of take-the-fight-to-them involves extensive aerial
reconnaissance followed by para-dropping operators into the target
area. These missions continue for weeks at a stretch and include raids
on terrorist camps and ambushes along infiltration routes.
Personnel include Para Commandos, NSG and special units of the
Rashtriya Rifles - a paramilitary unit created to deal with the Kashmir insurgency. They may also include →
MARCOS personnel, many of whom are seconded to the Army for CT operations. Despite the Army's insistence, the
government has not sanctioned cross border raids on terrorist camps in Pakistan.

There have been reports in the press of Para Commandos taking part in hostage rescue missions in Kashmir but
details remain Classified. The 9 Para (SF) saw action in the 1999 Kargil War, where they conducted a number of
raids to remove a combined force of Pakistani special forces (→ SSG), light infantry and militants who had
infiltrated across the border and had dug in on the mountaintops.
They typically operated in 6 man teams (5 men and 1 officer) for Reconnaissance on mountaintop bunkers primarily
involving high-altitude scaling at night, with night vision as help. They also took part in the follow up raids.
The Vishesh Bal were recently involved in Operation Khukri, in Sierra Leone in June 2000 where Indian troops were
part of a multinational UN peacekeeping force. About 120 operators commanded by Major Harinder Sood were
airlifted from New Delhi to spearhead the mission to rescue 223 men of the 5/8 Gorkha Rifles who were surrounded
and held captive by the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) rebels for over 75 days.
The operation, involving Mi-25/35 helicopter gun ships of the Indian Air Force and other infantry battalions, was a
complete success with no Indian casualties other than a few shrapnel wounds. The → Special Air Service who were
present as part of the British force, loaned the Para Commandos their Chinook transport helicopters for the initial
assault.

Equipment
Para Commandos have access to all types of infantry weapons required for a particular mission.

Small Arms

 INSAS rifle India  Tavor assault rifle [3] Israel
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External links
• Para Commandos [4] on Bharat Rakshak
• Parachute Regiment [5] on Global Security.org
• Jawed Naqwi, India had planned offensive [6], The Dawn, 24 December 2002.
• Para Commandos [7]
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Garud Commando Force

 Garud Commando Force 

 Founded 6 February 2004

 Country India

 Branch Indian Air Force

 Type  Infantry 

 Role Special Forces

 Size  1500 personnel 

 Headquarters New Delhi

 Engagements MONUC (Congo)

The Garud Commando Force is the → Special Forces unit of the Indian Air Force. It was formed in September
2004 and has a strength of approximately 1500 personnel. The unit derives its name from Garuda, a divine bird-like
creature of Hindu Mythology, but more commonly the word for eagle in Sanskrit.
Garud is tasked with the protection of critical Air Force bases and installations; search and rescue during peace and
hostilities and disaster relief during calamities.[1] Presently, the GARUDs are deployed in Congo as part of the UN
peace keeping operations.

History
After attempts by terrorists to attack two major air bases in Jammu and Kashmir in 2001, Indian Air Force
commanders felt the need for a specialized force to protect these critical elements and to have a dedicated
Commando Force trained in Special Forces techniques, Combat Search and Rescue, Counter Insurgency (COIN)
Operations and Emergency response to terror-threats to airfields.
While the Army might have provided some Special forces units to the Air Force, its units were always subject to
being posted out on rotation to other areas as per the Army's requirements. It was felt that the specialized training the
air force would have provided such units would have to be repeated again and again for the replacement units.
The initial plans mooted in October 2002 called for a specialized force with 2000 → commandos. The group was
originally called "Tiger Force", but was later renamed as "Garud Force".[2]

In order to address the need for a dedicated force, in September 2003, the Government of India authorized a 1080
strong force to be raised and trained on the lines of the Para commandos of the army and MARCOS of the Indian
Navy,[1] with the mandate of performing niche, Air Force specific operational tasks.
Soon after, the first batch of 100 volunteers from the IAF No.1 Airmen Training Center at Belgaum, Karnataka were
earmarked to undergo Garud Training at Gurgaon. The Garuds were first unveiled on 6 February 2004, when the
first batch of 62 "Air Commandos" passed out of training in New Delhi.[3] [4] [5] The Garuds were first seen publicly
during the Air Force Day celebrations at New Delhi on 8 October 2004[6]
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Responsibilities

Indian Air Force

Nabha Sparsham Deeptam
"Touch the Sky with Glory"

 Headquarters

New Delhi

 History and traditions

History of the Indian Air Force
(established October 8, 1932)

 Personnel

Marshal of the Indian Air Force
Chief of the Air Staff
Indian Air Force ranks and insignia

 Aircraft

Aircraft of the Indian Air Force

 Installations

Bases

Garuds are not limited to being a base protection force to protect airfields and key assets. The security of IAF
installations like radars, airfields and other establishments in border areas are performed by the Air Force Police and
the Defence Security Corps (DSC). Most of its role and task is like Ground combater units of PAF which were
created in early 60s. Although after advance training some of its members can operate like special force, created on
the lines of the Army Para Commandos and Marine commandos to undertake missions deep inside enemy lines.
Their role is diverse and largely specific to the air force.
The force has been created on the lines of the USAF special Tactics Teams, and have similar responsibilities. They
are also responsible for the security of vital IAF installations like radars and airfields in border areas.[7]

Wartime duties

During hostilities, Garuds undertake combat search and rescue, rescue of downed airmen and other forces from
behind enemy lines, suppression of enemy air defence (SEAD), radar busting, combat control, missile and munitions
guidance ("lasing" of targets) and other missions in support of air operations.
Apart from protecting air bases from sabotage and attacks by commando raids, they are also tasked to seal off
weapons systems, fighter hangars and other major systems during intrusions and conflicts.[2]
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Peacetime duties

During peace time, apart from protecting the air bases and other vital infrastructure from terrorist attacks, Garud
roles include counter terrorism, anti hijacking, Hostage rescue, aid during natural calamities and military tasks in the
interest of the nation.[5]

In case of any terrorist attack, like the failed attempt on Awantipur AFS in October 2001, the Garuds will act as an
emergency response team and will be on the scene to tackle the threat.

Organization
Garud Personnel are commissioned as Airmen within the Indian Air Force rank structure. The entire force is
currently under the command of a Wing Commander rank officer. The Garud force is organized into fifteen
"Flights", with a total present strength of approximately 1080 soldiers.[5]

A flight is roughly the equivalent of a "Company" in an Infantry Battalion, and is commanded by an officer of the
rank of Flight Lieutenant.The flights are based at various Air Force Stations, where they train and provide security
(see List of Indian Air Force Bases).

Training

Airmen Selection Process
Unlike its counterparts in the Army and Navy, candidates for Garud Commandos are selected from volunteers of
other branches. Recruitment to the Garuds is done directly through airmen selection centers via advertisements.
Candidates found eligible for the force are put through a process of rigorous physical training. Candidates have only
one chance to become a Garud trainee. Once a recruit completes training and meets required standards, he is
absorbed into the Commando force and is retained in this stream throughout his career.
Wherever he is posted in the IAF, he will be part of a Garud Unit. This approach ensures that the Commando Force
retains its highly trained men all through their career with the IAF.
The first batch of Officers for the Garuds were volunteers from the Cadets of the Ground Duty Officers course being
trained at the Air Force Academy, Dundigal, Andhra Pradesh. These officers on successful completion had been
absorbed into the Garud Force and will be permanently assigned to the force till the point they reach senior ranks and
go for higher postings.

Training
Garud trainees undergo a 72 week Basic Training course, which is the longest among all the Indian special forces but
it also includesthe basic training to become airmen as they are inducted directly from the civil. The Training regime
to qualify as a Garud is extremely rigorous and lengthy.
The initial phase is a three month probationary training which filters out the promising candidates for the next phases
of training. This phase, which usually has a high attrition (Drop-out) rate is conducted at the Garud Regimental
Training Centre located at Hindon, near New Delhi.
The subsequent phase of special operations training is imparted by the Special Group of the Special Frontier Force,
the army, NSG and the paramilitary forces. Those who qualify, proceed to the Parachute Training School (PTS) at
Agra to complete the basic airborne phase. Trainees are trained along with paratroopers of the Indian Army.
The remainder of the phases concentrates on niche fields like jungle and snow survival, demolition, etc. Garuds also
train at the diving school of the Indian Navy and the Army's Counter Insurgency and Jungle Warfare School
(CIJWS). The final phase of training is active operations on being attached to Special Force Units of the Indian
Army, which helps the Garuds in gaining operational experience.
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After induction, the commandos also undergo advanced training, including anti-hijack and counter insurgency
training, jungle and snow survival techniques, specialized weapon handling and advanced driving skills. A few
officers have also been trained in foreign countries like USA.[7]

Uniforms & Insignia
Garud airman wear the "Airman Beret Badge" on the cap. They are also paradrop trained, and wear the
Para-commando wings above the right pocket. The "Garud Force Patch" can be seen worn on the sleeve. The Garud
Commando Badge, which was worn on the right pocket and resembles the NSG badge, is no longer in use.
The Garuds used to wear a black beret, instead of the traditional maroon beret of the other Indian Special Forces
units, but now wear the maroon beret. They sport the operational paratroopers brevet on the right breast. The
formation ensignia is worn on the left shoulder. The Garuds are also entitled to wear "IAF GARUD" titles on the
sleeves.

Equipment
All Garuds sport the 9mm pistol as personal armament. Most of the airmen are currently issued with the INSAS rifle
and modernized AK-47s, as observed during Aero India 2005 and 2007. In Aero 2009, they were seen on an open
top-Maruti Gypsy, sporting goggles. People attending the air show were seen taking pictures standing alongside
them.

Operational experience
Garuds have been deployed to Congo as a part of the UN peace keeping contingent. They also operate alongside
Army special forces in Jammu and Kashmir to gain operational exposure. Towards this purpose, teams from the
flights are attached to army SF units. Garud Commandos were tasked to provide security at the Yelahanka AFS
during Aero India-2005 and 2007.[8]

External links
• Garud Commando Force [9] on Bharat Rakshak.
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MARCOS (India)

 MARCOS (India) 

 Active  1987 - Present 

 Country  India

 Branch Navy

 Type  Special Forces 

 Nickname Magarmach (Crocodiles)

Operations
Operation Cactus, Operation Pawan, Kargil War, Raid on LTTE in 1987, Operation Black Tornado, Operation
Cyclone

Equipment
AK-47 and variants, Colt M16A2, INSAS 5.56 mm, Type 56 assault rifle, Tavor assault rifle, HK MP5 sub-machine
gun and 7.62 mm SLR assault rifle, H-3 Sea King and Chetak helicopters, Cosmos CE-2F/X100 two-man
submarines.

MARCOS (previously named as Marine Commando Force (MCF)) is an elite → special operations unit of the
Indian Navy. "MARCOS" is short for "Marine Commandos", and MCF is an acronym for "Marine Commando
Force".
The force started off as the Indian Marine Special Force, the first batch qualifying in February 1987. It was later
renamed as the Marine → Commando Force (MCF) in 1991. The force has gradually acquired experience and a
reputation for professionalism over the two decades it has been in existence. It is one of India's highest trained and
best equipped forces.
The force was initially trained by the other special forces of the country, including those under the Home Ministry,
the Army, Air Force, Police and paramilitary units. This was later supplemented by foreign training facilities,
notably the SEALS of the US Navy. Over the years, the force set up its own training facility, first as an adjunct of
the operational company at Mumbai, later as the Naval Special Warfare Tactical Training Centre. Wide exposure to
different forms of warfare have been obtained through field operations in counter insurgency and anti terrorist
operations within the country, and joint exercises with more than a dozen countries across the world.

Strength and operations
The MCF presently has approximately 600 personnel.
Operations undertaken:
• Operation Pawan (Hindi for Wind): Part of the Indian Peace Keeping Force (IPKF) in Sri Lanka in 1988.
• Demolition of boats at Gurunagar Jetty. In the early part of operations in Sri Lanka, during India's peace keeping

operations in the Tamil dominated parts of the country, a handful of marcos blew up a small flotilla of boats
(reportedly belonging to the LTTE) at Gurunagar Jetty on the North of Jaffna City.

• Operation Cactus: Part of the Indian Navy contingent defending the democratic government of President 
Maumoon Abdul Gayoom of the Maldives from a coup. The force played a supporting role in India's successful 
military aid in helping foil the attempted coup by Sri Lankan militants from the PLOTE and ENDLF. A group of 
47 mercenaries attempted to escape by sea with 23 hostages, on a hijacked vessel, MV Progress Light. The MCF 
was pressed into service along with INS Godavari, a multi role frigate carrying Seaking helicopters, Alize aircraft 
operating from the Navy's base at Kochi. INS Godavari trailed the hijacked vessel for a couple of days, firing 
intermittently with her guns on the vessel's superstructure. An Alize anti-submarine aircraft dropped two depth 
charges near the vessel, causing the motley collection of militants to come up on the upper decks and surrender. A
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contingent of the Marcos operating from Ratmalana Airfield on the outskirts of Colombo, with some help from
the Sri Lankan Army in terms of specialised equipment, thereafter boarded the ship and accepted the surrender of
the militants and took them into custody.

• Operation Leech, which resulting in the slaying of six Burmese rebels at Narcondum Island in the North
Andaman group of Islands. A small contingent of marcos was reputed to have been involved in the murky
operation, which has found intermittent mention in connection.

• Operation Tasha, which was instituted after Operation Pawan wound up, and was more a coastal security
operation on the Tamil Nadu coast to thwart operations of the LTTE there, than something belonging to the realm
of special operations.

• Operation Swan, which was a similar exercise on the Gujarat and Maharashtra coasts, after the December 92
blasts in Mumbai.

• The MARCOS are presently deployed at the Wular Lake in Kashmir, one of Asia's largest fresh-water lakes,
where they have achieved significant success in counter insurgency operations against Kashmiri separatists and
foreign militants.

• Protecting offshore oil rigs and platforms
• In its first ever action in the Gulf of Aden, MARCOS thwarted an attempt by pirates to capture the Indian

merchant vessel MV Jag Arnav on November 11, 2008.[1]

• Operation Black Tornado: MARCOS stormed the Trident and Taj Hotels at Mumbai during the recent terrorist
attacks on 27 November, 2008 during the November 2008 Mumbai attacks [2] , wounding one terrorist at the Taj,
and sustaining two casualties (injuries). The second team deployed at the Trident Hotel at Nariman Point (the
erstwhile Oberoi Towers) curiously failed to make contact with the militants there, later known to have holed up
on the 18th floor, despite having spent hours in the hotel. The marcos were subsequently replaced by the NSG on
their arrival from Delhi later in the day, and withdrew to a supporting role.

• On 13 December 2008 MARCOS units operating from the Indian Naval warship INS Mysore foiled a pirate
hijack attempt of Ethiopian vessel MV Gibe off the Somali coast. In the process twenty three pirates were
arrested[3]

Training

MARCOS commando on training exercise in the Philippine Sea.

Training includes the following:-
• Open and closed circuit diving.
• Basic commando skills including

advanced weapon skills, demolitions,
endurance training and martial arts.

• Para training.
• Intelligence training.
• Operation of submersible craft.
• Offshore operations.
• Anti terrorist operations.
• Operations from submarines.
• Skydiving.
• Various special skills such as language

training, insertion methods, etc.

• Explosive ordnance disposal techniques.
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Typical qualifying rates are very low, due to which the force is presently understaffed. The selection process is two
staged. Personnel wishing to serve with the MCF are first required to qualify a 3 day aptitude test of physical fitness,
that screens out 80% or more of aspirants. Those reporting for selection then undergo an arduous five week
screening process culminating in a 'hell's week' of sleep deprivation and grueling physical activity. Only about 20 -
25% of these trainees finally get to wear the marco badge.
Training lasts between a year and a half and two years, which sees the trainee pass through the basic diving and
commando skills, which are conducted both at the inhouse training facility at the NSWTTC, and at various armed
forces, para military, home ministry and civilian establishments across the country. This phase prepares a marco for
life as a general duty combatant in the force, and he has to undergo further training to take his place in a Prahar (the
smallest independent section that can independently undertake operations). Basic training is followed by six months
to a year of advanced training in specialised skills, that help the marco integrate into a Prahar with one or (usually
multiple) responsibilities.

Activities
The Marcos are capable of undertaking operations in all types of terrain, but are specialised in maritime operations.
They have been active in Jammu and Kashmir as part of the Army's counter-terrorist efforts. Their main task is to
control the infiltration of terrorists from across Pakistan into Jammu and Kashmir through the Jhelum River and
Wular Lake, a 65 square kilometer freshwater lake. Some Marcos personnel are also attached with the Army special
forces units conducting counter-terrorism operations in the area.
The Force has undertaken numerous joint exercises with special forces from around the world, including some of the
best known naval special force units of the developed world. 2003 saw MCF participation in joint training exercises
called Exercise Balance Iroquois 03-1/Vajra Prahar, with → Special Operations Forces in Mizoram [4].
September 2005 again witnessed joint Indo-US naval exercises called Malabar 05, which had significant special
operations content.

Bases
The MCF currently operates out of the naval bases at Mumbai, Visakhapatnam and Port Blair.
Plans are afoot to shift the existing training facility the (Naval Special Warfare Training and Tactical Centre) to a
new facility to be set up at the erstwhile Naval Academy in Goa on the lines of the Indian Army's Counter
Insurgency and Jungle Warfare School (CIJWS) in Warangte, Mizoram.

Equipment
• Small Arms: AK-47 and variants, AKS-74U, AK103, APS, INSAS 5.56 mm, Tavor Assault Rifles, Commando

Carbines HK MP5 sub-machine gun with variants, M4 carbine. The 7.62 mm SLR assault rifle and the
SVD_Dragunov sniper rifle is used in long range and sniping roles respectively and Uzi.

• Support Weapons: Carl Gustav 84mm RL (M2), C90 RL, FN 7.62 mm MMGs, 40 mm grenade launchers,
automatic grenade launchers, shoulder fired anti aircraft missiles,

• Transport: H-3 Sea King,Chetak and HAL Dhruv helicopters, Cosmos CE-2F/X100 two-man submarines
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See also
• SEAL Team Six
• US Navy SEAL
• CIA → Special Activities Division
• MARSOC
• Marine Force Recon
• Marines
• → Special Forces of India
• Indian Naval Academy
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Indonesia

Kopassus

 Komando Pasukan Khusus 

Shoulder insignia and patch worn by the Kopassus.
 Active April 16, 1952 - Present

 Country Indonesia

 Branch Indonesian Army

 Type Special Forces

 Role Group 1 & 2 -Special Operation forces, Unconventional Warfare, Counter-Insurgency,Special Reconnaissance,
Direct Action
Group 3 - Combat Intelligence
Group 4 - Training
Group 5, Also known as SAT-81 Gultor - Counter Terrorism

 Size  Five regiments 

 Part of Indonesian National Armed Forces Tentara National Indonesia (Indonesian)

 Garrison/HQ Batu Jajar , West Java

 Nickname Kopassus

 Motto  Berani , Benar ,Berhasil 

 Colors Red beret

 Engagements Local rebellions - 1950s
Western New Guinea - 1961-1962
Indonesia-Malaysia confrontation - 1963-1966
Coup attempt and massacres - 1965
East Timor military campaign (Seroja Operation) - 1975
The Hijacking of Garuda Flight GA 206 (Woyla Operation) - 1981
-See the operations for details

 Commanders 

Current
commander

See the List of Kopassus Commanders

Kopassus,( a portmanteau of "Komando Pasukan Khusus": or "Special Force Command") is an Indonesian Army →
special forces group that conducts special operations missions for the Indonesian government, such as direct action:
→ unconventional warfare, sabotage, COIN: counter-terrorism, and intelligence gathering. Kopassus was founded on
April 16, 1952.
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The Special Forces quickly made their mark by spearheading some of the government's military campaigns: putting
down regional rebellions in the late 1950s, the Western New Guinea campaign in 1960, the confrontation against
Malaysia from 1962-1966, the massacres of alleged communists in 1965, the East Timor military campaign in 1975,
and the subsequent campaigns against separatism, terrorism, or extremists who constituted a violent immediate
danger to the sovereignty and integrity of the unitary state of the Republic of Indonesia.
Kopassus is alleged by external media and human rights-affiliated NGOs to have committed violations of human
rights in East Timor, Aceh and Papua and the capital Jakarta. Notably in the Western press, published articles in
mainstream media may include epithets such as "the notorious Kopassus" .[1]

History: Dutch colonial antecedents
On April 15, 1952, Colonel Alexander Evert Kawilarang laid the foundation for Kesatuan Komando Tentara
Territorium III/Siliwangi (Kesko TT), the early name of Kopassus.
The impetus for building this special force was provided from an experience of frustration when fighting against the
troops of the RMS (Republik Maluku Selatan or Republic of the South Moluccas) forces, who were supported by
two companies of Dutch Korps Speciale Troepen (KST). The Indonesians were amazed and hampered by KST's
sniper ability and skills- which the Indonesian armed forces at the time did not possess. They were then inspired to
build a similar force for Indonesia. However, at that time, there was no Indonesian commanders with necessary
experience nor skills in special operations. However, Lieutenant Colonel Slamet Riyadi would not see his dream
realized due to his death in a battle against the troops of the separatist RMS.
Not long after, Colonel Kawilarang with the use of military intelligence located and met with Major Rokus
Bernardus Visser - a former member of the Dutch Special Forces who had remained a peaceful and law-abiding
citizen in newly independent Indonesia, settled in West Java, married an Indonesian woman, and was known locally
as Mohamad Idjon Djanbi. He was the first recruit for the Indonesian special forces, as well as its first commander.
Due to him, the unit later to become Kopassus adopted the distinctive Red Beret similar to that of the Dutch Special
Forces.
At that time, Indonesia's special force name was Third Territorial Command: Komando Teritorium Tiga (KTT).
Kopassus was the final result of five name changes: KTT, KKAD, RPKAD, and Kopasandha. The first generation of
Indonesian Forces was only around a hundred soldiers or one company, headquartered in Bandung.

List of Kopassus Commanders
Kopassus is currently led by Commandant General or DanJen, who holds the rank of Major General. Below is a list
of commanders who have led the special forces.

List of Commandant of the Special Command Force General

Name Year Remark

Major Moch. Idjon Djanbi (Rokus
Bernadus Visser)

1952-195? led from Kesatuan Komando Tentara Territorium III/Siliwangi (Kesko
TT) till RPKAD

Major RE Djailani 195?-19?? -

Major Kaharuddin Nasution 19??-19?? -

Major Mung Parahadimulyo 1958-1964 -

Colonel Sarwo Edhie Wibowo 1964-1967 RPKAD to Puspassus TNI-AD

Brigadier General Widjoyo Suyono 1967-19?? -

Brigadier General Witarmin ?-? 1971 Puspassus TNI-AD to Kopassandha
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Brigadier General Yogie SM May 1975-April 1983 -

Brigadier General Wismoyo Arismunandar April 1983-May 1985 -

Brigadier General Sintong Panjaitan May 1985-August 1987 Kopassandha to Kopassus

Brigadier General Kuntara August 1988-July 1992 -

Brigadier General Tarub July 1992-July 1993 -

Brigadier General Agum Gumelar July 1994-September 1995 -

Brigadier General Subagyo HS September 1995-December
1995

-

Major General Prabowo Subianto December 1995-March 1998 August 1996 Brigadier General to Major General

Major General Muchdi PR March 1998-May 1998 -

Major General Syahrir MS 1998-2000 -

Major General Amirul Isnaini 1 June 2000-2002 -

Major General Sriyanto 2002-15 February 2005 -

Major General Syaiful Rizal 15 February 2005-2006 -

Major General Rasyid Qurnuen Aquary August 2006-September
2007

-

Major General Soenarko 4 September 2007-1 July
2008

-

Brigadier General Pramono Edhie Wibowo 1 July 2008-now

Human rights issues
Kopassus has been accused by numerous NGO's and Western politicians of human rights violations. Amnesty
International and KOMNASHAM (Indonesian human rights groups) have cited alleged abuses by purported
members of Kopassus.
Four members of Kopassus were convicted of the strangulation killing of Theys Eluay, the former chairman of the
Papuan Presidium Council. After admitting the killing after ambushing him and his driver, two received prison
sentences of 31/2 years and two others received three years.[2]

As TNI members, the Kopassus are/were legally exempt from civil law jurisdiction trial and a military inquiry found
them innocent of all charges. The principal members of the alleged "murder" were all of Group V (Jakarta) and not
based in Jayapura nor West Papua, and the "supposed ring-leader Let-Col Hatono got three and a half years jail and
two other officers were not even discharged. The ruling Jakarta perspective on the "murder" was affirmed by army
Chief Ryamizard Ryacudu: "accepted the men had to face sentence because Indonesia is a State based on law.
However he said the men are heroes to [sic: if they did] kill a rebel leader. Defense lawyers who [sic: are] appealing
the verdicts, have also described the alleged "killers" as heroes"[3]
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Famous members
• Alexander Evert Kawilarang
• Sarwo Edhie Wibowo
• LB Moerdani Former ABRI Commander in Chief
• Yogie SM
• Wismoyo Arismunandar - Former TNI-AD Chief of Staff
• Agum Gumelar
• Prabowo Subianto
• Colonel Mung Parhadimuljo
• General Meas Sophea (honorary member) chief of the Royal Cambodian Army.

Equipment
Equipment used by Kopassus includes:
• Accuracy International AW[4] [5]

• AK-47[4] [5]

• Benelli M3T[4] [5]

• Beretta 92SB / Beretta 92F[4] [5]

• Browning Hi-Power[4] [5]

• Colt 1911[4] [5]

• Colt M4[4] [5]

• FN Herstal Five-Seven[4] [5]

• FN Herstal MAG[4] [5]

• FN Herstal Minimi[4] [5]

• FN Herstal P90[4] [5]

• Franchi SPAS-12[4] [5]

• Glock 19[4] [5]

• Heckler & Koch G3[4] [5]

• Heckler & Koch G36[4] [5]

• Heckler & Koch HK53[4] [5]

• Heckler & Koch Mk23[4] [5]

• Heckler & Koch MP5[4] [5]

• Remington 700[4] [5]

• Sig Sauer P226 / P228[4] [5]

• Sig Sauer SIG 552[4] [5]

• Steyr Aug[4] [5]

• Uzi[4] [5]

• Walther PPK[4] [5]
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Batalyon Raiders

 Batalyon Raider 

 Active December 22, 2003 - Present

 Country Indonesia

 Branch Indonesian Army

 Type Special Forces

 Role  Light Infantry and Special Operation troops 

 Size 10 Battalions

 Part of Indonesian National Armed Forces Tentara National Indonesia (Indonesian)

 Commanders 

Notable
commanders

 Ryamizard Ryacudu 

 Insignia 

Identification
symbol

 Dark Green Berets 

Batalyon Raider are a → special forces group of the military of Indonesia, formed on December 22, 2003. The first
ten battalions that are Raider-qualified were formed from eighth Kodam's (Military Territorial Command) assault
infantry battalions (Yonif = Batalion Infantri / infantry battalions) and two Kostrad's non - airborne infantry
battalions (Yonif Linud = Batalion Lintas Udara / airborne infantry battalions).[1]

Operational Strength
Each Raider battalion has a strength of 747 personnel. They receive six-month intensive education and special
trainings on modern combat, anti-guerilla, and conventional war. Each battalion is trained to have the combat ability
of three regular infantry battalion, like combat ambush and air mobility (i.e. jump from helicopter).
To increase its combat ability, 50 personnel from each battalion will be trained further by → Kopassus (Indonesian
Army Special Force) on anti-terror and other special combat technique.

The List of Raider Battalion

Raiders Battalion

No Old Name New Name Headquarter Territorial Command

1 Yonif Linud 100/Prajurit Setia Yonif
100/Raider

Sei Bingai, Langkat Kodam I/Bukit Barisan

2 Yonif 145/Bhakti Nagara Laga Utama Yonif
200/Raider

Sumatera Selatan Kodam II/Sriwijaya

3 Yonif 327/Brajawijaya Yonif
300/Raider

Cianjur Kodam III/Siliwangi

4 Yonif 401/Banteng Raider Yonif
400/Raider

Semarang Kodam IV/Diponegoro

5 Yonif 507/Sikatan Yonif
500/Raider

Lumajang Kodam V/Brawijaya
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6 Yonif Linud 612/Modang Yonif
600/Raider

Balikpapan Kodam VI/Tanjungpura

7 Yonif Linud 700/Wira Yudha Sakti Yonif
700/Raider

Makassar Kodam VII/Wirabuana

8 Yonif 741/ Satya Bhakti Yonif
900/Raider

bali Kodam IX/Udayana

9 Yonif 323/ Buaya Putih Yonif
323/Raider

Banjar, Jawa Barat Divisi Infanteri 1/Kostrad

10 Yonif 412/Bharata Eka Sakti Yonif
412/Raider

Purworejo, Jawa Tengah Divisi Infanteri 2/Kostrad

11 Yonif 514/Sabadda Yudha Yonif
514/Raider

Situbondo, Jawa Timur Divisi Infanteri 2/Kostrad

12 Yonif 733/Masariku Yonif 733 Raider Ambon, Maluku Kodam XVI Patimura

External links
• Unofficial Page [2]

• [3]
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KOPASKA

 Komando Pasukan Katak 

 Active March 31, 1962 - Present

 Country Indonesia

 Branch Indonesian Navy

 Type Naval Special Forces

 Role  Sea, Air and Land Special Operations/Maritime Counter-Terrorist force 

 Size  Classified 

 Part of Indonesian National Defense Forces Tentara National Indonesia (Indonesian)

 Garrison/HQ Indonesian National Naval Base, Western Fleet Pondok Dayung Tj. Priok Jakarta, Eastern Fleet Ujung Surabaya

 Nickname Kopaska

 Motto  Tan Hana Wighna Tan Sirna 

 Colors  Maroon 

 March  Kopaska March 

 Mascot  Green Flying Frog 

 Anniversaries  31st March 

 Engagements Western New Guinea (Papua) - 1950s
Trikora Campaign, Malaysia/Singapore/Borneo - 1962/64 Dwikora Campaign

Kopaska (TNI-AL) is the premier frogman and underwater demolition unit of the Indonesian Navy.This unit motto
is Tan Hana Wighna Tan Sirna, which means there is no obstacle that can not be defeated. It was officially
established on March 31 1962 by President Sukarno to help his campaign in Western New Guinea. This special
operations force already existed far before March 31 1962. In 1954, the father of Kopaska is Captain (Navy) ISKAK
from the Navy Frogman School at Naval Base Surabaya. Their main duty is underwater demolition, which consists
of raiding enemy's ships and bases, destroying main underwater installations, reconnaissance, prisoner snatches,
preparing beaches for larger naval amphibious operations, and counter-terrorism. In peace time the unit deploys a
7-man team to serve as security personnel for VIPs. Primary among these duties are the escort and personal security
of the Indonesian president and vice president

History
KOPASKA was heavily influenced by the early U.S. Navy Underwater Demolition Teams (UDT) and modern Navy 
SEAL Teams. This foundation of Kopaska established, when early KOPASKA members (Captain-Navy Urip 
Santoso, Lieutenant-Navy Joko Suyatno, Sergeant EMP Joseph) were sent to the United States for training with the 
UDTs,beside of those person Indonesian Navy has also sent personnel to Russia to learn from Russian Navy Combat 
Diver. That tradition continues until now as each year a few men from the unit travel to Coronado, California and 
Norfolk, Virginia to participate in SEAL training. Back to Indonesia this batch’s duties were to recruit new personnel 
for Kopaska. Early recruitment was difficult since only few Navy members could pass the Kopaska qualifications 
process. This condition became harder, when President Sukarno announced the Trikora Campaign in Western New
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Guinea (the Netherlands New Guinea), since Kopaska needed to conduct beach reconnaissance, beach clearing,
prisoner snatches, and human torpedo missions. The last two missions were the most daring missions planned by
Kopaska; the intended prisoner target was Rear Admiral Reeser, Commander in Chief of the Dutch Armed Forces in
the Territory, and for the human torpedo their target was the Aircraft Carrier Karel Doorman. Due to lack of
personnel Kopaska had to borrow personal from Army Special Force ( RPKAD - now Kopassus / Colonel Sarwo
Edhie Wibowo and 21 of RPKAD) and 3 from Kodam Jaya/Army (three of them become Navy soldier/Kopaska
after Trikora campaign and were seaman school in Naval Training Command/Kodikal, the names are Maksum, Alex
Sunaryo, Budi Suroyo). The plans were canceled as part of the implementation of the cease-fire between Indonesia
and the Netherlands. After Trikora campaign 18 of 21 RPKAD still want become a Navy soldier, they dream can not
came true because Commander of RPKAD (Maj. Gen. Mung Pahardimulyo) dont agree with them. But he
accommodate the ex-Kopaska members to make a new special unit in RPKAD and they're called RPKAD Frogman
(now Paska Gultor, in batalyon SAT 81-2 Gultor Kopassus Cijantung). Until now, Kopassus always send the best
members to been trained for three month in Frogman Navy Scholl/Sepaskal at Special Training Centre/Pusdiksus,
Naval Training Command/Kodikal Moro Krembangan, Surabaya, east Java.

Recruitment
Recruitment process in Kopaska is almost similar to US Navy SEALs. The criteria consists of:
1. All personnel who wish to join the Kopaska unit should be members of the navy corps, as the involvement in

other corps is not allowed (this includes the marine corps)
2. All personnel must be younger than 30 years old
3. Recruitment process is held once a year at all naval base, so that all navy personnel from all over Indonesia can

join Kopaska. After fulfilling these criteria, the candidate will be brought to Kopaska Training Centre to conduct
the selection process. From previous experience, out of 300-1500 candidates, only 15 to 20 actually succeeded in
completing the initial selection process. Subsequent to this, those who passed will receive advanced training in
Kopaska training centre according to www.specialoperations.com. Finally, after passing this training, a candidate
then graduated to be a member of Kopaska unit and only 5-6 people will get to this stage.

Training
Training process length is nine months. These training divided into 4 continual training phases. First Phase is
physical endurance or physical training, The second phase is Basic under water training, third phase is commando
training, the fourth phase is parachute training

First phase
First phase training is physical training or endurance training. Therefore to cope with this phase each candidate every
day will receive physical training program, such running, marching, push-up, sit up, pull-up, swimming, etc. All of
these training program are unscheduled, therefore it can happen any time the instructor want his candidates to do.
The last week of this training each candidate should be able to show their strength already, such as cross strait
swimming, rowing to Laki Island at night with little food and without enough sleep, etc. These training usually
exploit most of the candidate physical and psychology strength. The remaining training phases are almost similar
receive by Indonesia special communities, such as: combat swimming, infiltrate through submarine torpedo tube,
Long range combat patrol, Close quarter battle (CQB or CQC), Infiltrate by using CRRC or RIB, Intelligence course,
parachute training, consist of combat free-fall, static lime, HAHO, and HALo, Pathfinder, Survival, etc.
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Weaponry and equipment
Since most of Kopaska duties are at salt and moist environment, therefore most of Kopaska weaponries and
equipment reflect these conditions. The type of equipment and weaponries used by Kopaska is quite common in
Indonesia and world special force societies, such as:
• Pistols: Berretta P92FS, Browning Hi-Power, FN Five-Seven[1] , Pindad made P1/P2, Sig Sauer P226, Glock 17,

Glock 19, H&K USP
• Submachineguns: FN P90[1] , H&K MP5 variants, Micro Uzi, Daewoo K-7
• Assault rifles: AK-47, AK-103 & AK-104, Norinco Type 56-2 & QBZ-95C, Colt M4A1 Carbines (with Aimpoint

& Trijicon scopes), Colt M16A2 assault rifle (M16A2 is limited), Pindad SS1-V1,V2,V4, SIG SG 552, SIG SG
551 SwAT, Galil ARM 7.62mm, Micro Galil, CZ-58, SAR 21 , HK416

• Sniper rifles: H&K G3SG sniper rifle, Sig 550 Sniper rifle, Steyr-Mannlicher SSG 69, Galatz Sniper Rifle, AWP,
NTW

• Machineguns: Daewoo K-3, FN Minimi, FN MAG, Ultimax 100
For equipment Kopaska basically uses commercial scuba diver equipment. All personnel are also equipped with
lightweight PRO-TEC helmets. For aqualung equipment Kopaska uses close circuit and open circuit, for underwater
mobility Kopaska use scooter, or sometime they use sub-skimmer craft, on the water they usually use Avon Sea
Raider Rigid Inflatable Boat or Hull (But Sea Raider by deflating the hull also can be use as sub-skimmer craft).

Notable missions

Trikora campaign
In this campaign, they were ordered to be human torpedoes just like the Japanese 'kamikaze.' Their Kamikaze strick
craft was a boat installed with one MiG-17 "Fresco" ejection seat, powered by a pair of Johnson 100pk and armed
with two torpedoes warheads. Known as Project Y within KOPASKA circle, this project was supervised by Major
(Navy) Urip Santoso, one of the founders of KOPASKA.
Currently, the unit strength is approximately 300 men, divided into two groups. One group is attached to the western
fleet, based in Jakarta, and the other group is attached to the eastern fleet, based in Surabaya, East Java. When called
for, they do support search and rescue duties, albeit to a limited extent. They have been deployed overseas as part of
United Nations peace keeping missions.
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Denjaka

Denjaka soldier with HK weapon and the latest
gear.

The Jala Mangkara Detachment (ID:Detasemen Jala Mangkara /
Denjaka) is an elite special operations forces of the Indonesian Navy.
It is a combined detachment formed from selected personnel of the
Navy's Underwater Special Unit (Kopaska) and the Marine Corps'
Amphibious Reconnaissance Battalion (Batalyon Intai Amfibi
Yontaifib).

The Detachment was formed in 1984 by the Chief of the Indonesian
Armed Forces to counter maritime strategic threats including, but not
limited to, terrorism and sabotage. Despite the specific reason for its
formation, as in the case of any other special operations forces around
the world, the Detachment is also fully trained in conducting
reconnaissance, → unconventional warfare, and clandestine
behind-enemy-lines operations.

History

In November 4, 1982, the Navy Chief of Staff issued a decree (No.
Skep/2848/XI/1982) forming a task force called Naval Special Forces
(Pasusla) to fulfill the need for a maritime special operations forces capable of countering terrorism and sabotage. In
the initial phase, 70 personnel from the Amphibious Reconnaissance Battalion and Underwater Special Unit (or
Navy Frogman) were recruited to form Pasusla. Trainings for this new unit was under the command of the Western
Fleet commander with assistance from the Commandant of the Marine Corps, while the Navy Chief of Staff acted as
the operational commander of Pasusla. The unit was based at the Western Fleet Command Headquarter, Jakarta.

Upon further development of this unit, in November 13, 1984, the Navy Chief of Staff requested the Chief of the
Indonesian Armed Forces to form Denjaka. The Chief of the Armed Forces approved the request and through the
issuance of an approval letter (No. R/39/08/9/2/SPN), Pasusla changed into Denjaka and was designated as a Naval
Counter-Terrorism Detachment.

Mission
Denjaka's primary task is to develop anti-terrorism, anti-sabotage and other clandestine operations capabilities in
support of maritime counter-terrorism, counter-sabotage and other special operations as directed by the Chief of the
Armed Forces.

Organizational Structure
According to the directive of the Navy Chief of Staff, Denjaka is a Marine Corps Task Force under the Indonesian
Navy, with the Commandant of the Marine Corps holding responsibilities for general trainings, while specific
trainings fall under the responsibilities of the Chief of Armed Forces Strategic Intelligence Agency. Operational
command falls directly under the Chief of the Armed Forces.
Denjaka consists of one Detachment Headquarter, one Command Element, one Engineering Element and three
Combat Elements.
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Recruitments and Training
Denjaka's recruitment process begins after the conclusion of Para and Commando trainings. Prior to enrolling in
Denjaka training, the applicant must possess amphibious reconnaissance qualification.

Weapon and Equipment
• Handgun : SIG Sauer P226, Glock 17, Glock 19, Pindad P2, H&K P7M13
• Shotgun : HK512, Benelli M4 Super 90
• Sub Machine Gun : H&K MP5, H&K MP5SD, H&K MP5K, H&K UMP9, H&K MP7A1, Daewoo K-7, IWI UZI
• Assault rifle : Pindad SS-1, Pindad SS2, H&K HK53, H&K G36K & G36C, H&K HK416 Carbine & commando,

CZ-58, Steyr AUG A2, FN SCAR-L, FN SCAR-H, SIG SG-551 & SG-552, AK-103 & AK-104
• Sniper Rifle : Pindad SPR-1, SIG SSG-3000, SIG SG-550 Sniper, PGM Hecate , AI AWP, Mechem NTW
• Machine Gun : FN Minimi, Daewoo K-3, Saco M-60, FN MAG

Taifib
Yontaifib (Batalyon Intai Amfibi - Amphibious Reconnaissance Battalion) is an elite unit in the Indonesian Marine
Corps, just like → Kopassus in the Army. This unit is used to be named Kipam (Komando Intai Para Amfibi -
Amphibious Reconnaissance Special Forces Command).
To obtain a certification of amphibious reconnaissance, a regular Marine has to first pass a tough selection and then
pass the nine-month rigorous training program that contains the most difficult curriculum. Thus, this amphibious
recon certificate is very similar to commando certificate in → Kopassus.
To become a Yontaifib troop, a candidate is selected from the Marine Corps who has already fulfilled the thorough
mental and physical requirements, and who at least has actively served the corps for two years. The certification of
amphibious reconnaissance is so difficult that the passing rate of these candidates in each class is only ten percent.
One of the most challenging exercises in this certification program is to swim for three kilometers while the hands
tied behind their backs and their feet bound together. Due to the hands and feet being tied the swimmer must learn to
relax and move his legs and feet in a fluid motion similar to that of a dolphin. This type of training is designed to
increase the candidates confidence in the water and also allow him to survive if he is caught by the enemy and must
escape.
The escape experience by an American POW who was hog-tied and then tossed into the Mekong River to drown. He
was able to survive despite being bound and proved that a man can swim with his hands and legs tied if he puts his
mind to it. The technique was adopted by the US Navy SEALs and still used to this day. Other Naval Special
Warfare units soon followed and now is a standard part of selection and training.

Weaponry and Equipment
• Handgun : SIG P226, Pindad P1, Pindad P2
• Submachine Gun : IMI Uzi, Daewoo K7
• Assault Rifle : Pindad SS-1, Steyr AUG, CZ-58
• Sniper Rifle : Pindad SPR-1, HK SG-1, SIG SG-550 Sniper
• Machine Gun : FN Minimi, Ultimax 100, Daewoo K3, Steyr AUG-HBAR
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Satgas Atbara

 Satgas Atbara 

 Active September 9, 1999 - Present

 Country Indonesia

 Branch Indonesian Air Force

 Type Special operations

 Role Counter-Terrorism

 Size 34 (September 9, 1999)

 Part of Indonesian National Armed Forces Tentara National Indonesia (Indonesian)

 Garrison/HQ Soekarno-Hatta International Airport
Jakarta

The Satgas Atbara (Counter-Terrorist Task Force) is an Special Operations unit whose soldiers are recruited
from the Indonesian Air Force unit, the Pasukan Pemukul Reaksi Cepat (Rapid Reaction Strike Force). In
Indonesia it is also known by the designation Bravo-Den 90.[1]

The unit specialize in hostage rescue involving hijacked airframes. [2] [3]

In April, 2008, the Sultan of Brunei, Hassanal Bolkiah, was made an honorary member of the unit.[4]

History

Den Bravo with HK submachineguns and air
support

Initially, there were 34 personnel in Bravo: 1 commanding officer, 3
group commander, and 30 troops. No information ever released about
this unit from its limited formation until the end of 1990s. In this
vacuum era, it is believed that its members were assigned into
Kopaskhasaus Demonstration and Training Unit (Satdemolat). It was
September 9, 1999 this special forces detachment was formally
established.
Bravos personnel were recruited from the best graduates of Para-→
Commando trainings in the Air Force. About 5-10 graduates are
recruited for this elite unit. To train its anti-terror techniques, the unit
also trains at Armys Sat-81 Gultor (→ Kopassus) GMF facility and airplane hostage rescue trainings, Marines →
Denjaka facility for off-shore airfields infiltration and attack trainings, Navy's → KOPASKA facility for underwater
demolition trainings, Police's Detasemen Gegana facility for anti-bomb unit trainings and UK → Special Air Service
for HALO/HAHO skills.
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External links
• Realpolitik Ideology By Leonard C. Sebastian, Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, Indonesia (Google Books) [5]

• "Anti-terror squad: Necessity or project-driven?" Jakarta Post, September 28, 2004 [6]

• "Special Forces of IDAF Bravo 90 Detachement", Angkasa, August 1, 2002 [7] (Indonesian)
• Meliala, Adrianus. "Indonesian Experiences in Handling Terrorism Cases. University of Indonesia. [8]
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Iran

Takavar
|image=http://www.irandefence.net/attachment.php?attachmentid=442&stc=1&d=1142338292
Takavaran is the term used for a type of Iranian special forces troops. To be eligible for Takavar selection, a
candidate must have at least two years regular service in the Iranian Armed Forces. Personnel must be male and if an
individual is selected for Takavar, he will then go through an intense 20 month Operator Training Course.
The takavaran (plural of takavar) fall under the direct command of the regular Iranian Army (Artesh). They are
directly comparable to the U.S. Army Special Forces ('U.S. Marine Corp, Green Berets') of the United States, and →
Special Boat Service ('Royal Marine Commandos') of United Kingdom through a near identical training and
selection program.
The Most Famous Units Are:
• 1-Lashgare 78 Takavar Zolfaghar {78 Commando}.
• 2-Tip 55 Havabord (Shiraz) {55 Airborne}.
• 3-Lashgare 23 Special Forces {23 Special Force}.
• 4-Tip 45 Takavar (Ahvaz) {45 Commando}.
• 5-Gorouh 99 Takavar Padafand Havaie (Tehran) {99 Air Assault}.
• 6-Yegan 04 Takavar Changal (Tehran).
• 7-Gorouhan Takavar Pasdar Setad Gharargah (Mini City - Tehran).

Equipment
Takavaran are outfitted with German-designed smallarms. Rifles such as the HK G3 (regular and short barreled),
HK-91, and HK-53 have been used. In some instances AK-47's, AK-74's, and AK-103 assault rifles have also been
used. The MP-5 submachine gun is sometimes used for CQB missions.
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The Quds Force (Persian: نیروی قدس, translit. Niru-ye Qods), (or Qods Force) is a special unit of Iran's Army of
the Guardians of the Islamic Revolution. The Federation of American Scientists, in a document from 1998, says the
primary mission of the Quds Force is to organize, train, equip, and finance foreign Islamic revolutionary movements.
It further states that the Quds Force maintains and builds contacts with underground Islamic militant organizations
throughout the Islamic world.[1]

The Quds Force reports directly to the Supreme Leader of Iran Ayatollah Ali Khamenei.[2] [3] Its current commander
is Brigadier General Qassem Suleimani.[4]

History
The Quds Force was created during the Iran-Iraq war as a special unit from the broader IRGC forces. After the war,
Quds Force continued to support the Kurds fighting Saddam Hussein, during the war it had helped the Kurds fight
the Iraqi military. The Quds also expanded their operations into other areas, most notably aiding Ahmed Shah
Massoud's Northern Alliance against the Soviets during the Soviet war in Afghanistan[5] and then helping Massoud
after the war against Taliban forces. There were also reports of the Quds forces lending support to Muslim Bosnians
fighting the Serbs during the Yugoslav wars.[6]
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According to the Egyptian newspaper Al-Ahram, current Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad helped fund
Quds Force while he was stationed at the Ramazan garrison near Iraq during the late 1980s.[7]

Organization
According to former U.S. Army intelligence officer David Dionisi, Quds force is organized into eight different
directorates based on geographic location:[8]

• Western countries
• Iraq
• Afghanistan, Pakistan, and India
• Palestine, Lebanon, and Jordan
• Turkey
• North Africa
• Arabian peninsula
• Republics of the former USSR
In addition, Dionisi asserts in his book American Hiroshima that the Iranian Quds Force headquarters for operations
in Iraq was moved in 2004 to the Iran-Iraq border in order to better supervise activities in Iraq.[8] The Quds Force
also has a headquarters based in the former compound of the US Embassy, which was overrun in 1979.[9] In
September 2007, a few years after the "American Hiroshima" book was published, General David Petraeus reported
to Congress that the Quds Force had left Iraq. Petraeus said, "The Quds Force itself, we believe, by and large those
individuals have been pulled out of the country, as have the Lebanese Hezbollah trainers that were being used to
augment that activity."[10]

On July 7, 2008, Pulitzer Prize winning author Seymour Hersh wrote an article in the New Yorker revealing that
President Bush had signed a Presidential Finding authorizing the CIA's → Special Activities Division to conduct
cross border paramilitary operations from Iraq and Afghanistan into Iran. These operations would be against al-Quds
(AKA Qods Force) and “high-value targets”. [11] “The Finding was focused on undermining Iran’s nuclear ambitions
and trying to undermine the government through regime change,” a person familiar with its contents said, and
involved “working with opposition groups.” [12]

Focus of the Force
The Quds force has three main areas of interest:
1. Hezbollah operations in Lebanon
2. Iraqi Kurdistan
3. Kashmir, the Balouch and Afghanistan
In the past the Quds force has also supported the establishment of Hezbollah branches in Jordan and Palestine.
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Size
The size of Quds Force is unknown, with some experts believing that Quds Force numbers no more than 2,000
people, with 800 core operatives, and others saying that it could number anywhere from 3,000 to 50,000.[13] [14] [15]

Independence and talent
While it reports directly to the Supreme Leader of Iran, there are debates over how independently Quds Force
operates.[13]

Mahan Abedin, director of research at the London-based Center for the Study of Terrorism (and editor of Islamism
Digest journal), believes the unit is not independent at all: "Quds Force, although it's a highly specialized
department, it is subject to strict, iron-clad military discipline. It's completely controlled by the military hierarchy of
the IRGC, and the IRGC is very tightly controlled by the highest levels of the administration in Iran."[16]

Quds Force is considered by some analysts as "one of the best special forces units in the world," according to a Los
Angeles Times report.[13] In Abedin's view, "[I]t's a very capable force — their people are extremely talented, [and]
they tend to be the best people in the IRGC."[16]

Recent activities
The Quds Force trains and equips foreign Islamic revolutionary groups around the Middle East. The para-military
instruction provided by the Quds Force typically occurs in Iran or Sudan. Foreign recruits are transported from their
home countries to Iran to receive training. The Quds Force sometimes plays a more direct role in the military
operations of the forces it trains, including pre-attack planning and other operation-specific military advice.[8]

Afghanistan
Iran had supported the Afghan Northern Alliance forces against the Taliban before the US did in its 2001 invasion of
Afghanistan.[17] [18] Iran almost began a war in 1999 with Afghanistan when Taliban forces killed several Iranian
officials.[19] [17]

Al Qaeda
Iran is believed by some to have detained the son of Osama bin Laden, Sa'ad bin Laden, at one point in time.[20]

Lebanon
After the 2006 Israel-Lebanon conflict, Quds Force has been cited as possibly providing the millions of US dollars
being handed out by the group Hezbollah for reconstruction.

Iraq
On November 24, 2007 military officials accused an Iranian special group of placing a bomb in a bird box that blew
up at a popular animal market in central Baghdad. “The group’s purpose was to make it appear Al Qaeda in Iraq was
responsible for the attack,” Admiral Smith said. He further emphasized there was “no evidence Iran ordered the
attack.” [21] In May 2008, Iraq said it had no evidence that Iran was supporting militants on Iraqi soil.[22] Al-Sadr
spokesman Al-Ubaydi said the presence of Iranian weapons in Iraq is "quite normal," since "they are bought and sold
and any party can buy them."[23]

In November 2006 , with sectarian violence in Iraq increasing, US Gen. John Abizaid accused Quds Force of
supporting "Shi'a death squads" even while the government of Iran pledges support in stabilization.[24] Similarly, in
July 2007, Major General Kevin Bergner of the U.S. Army alleged that members of the Quds Force aided in the
planning of a raid on U.S. forces in the Iraqi city of Karbala in January 2007.[25]
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Former CIA officer Robert Baer asserts the Quds Force uses couriers for all sensitive communications.[26]

2006 detainment in Iraq

On December 24, 2006, American newspaper The New York Times reported that at least four Iranians were captured
by American troops in Iraq in the previous few days. According to the article, the US government suspected that two
of them were members of Quds Force, which would be some of the first physical proof of Quds Force activity in
Iraq.[27] According to The Pentagon, the alleged Quds Force members were "involved in the transfer of IED
technologies from Iran to Iraq."[28] The two men had entered Iraq legally, although they were not accredited
diplomats. Iraqi officials believed that the evidence against the men was only circumstantial, but on December 29,
and under US pressure, the Iraqi government ordered the men to leave Iraq. They were driven back to Iran that
day.[29] In mid-January 2007 it was said that the two alleged Quds force officers seized by American forces were
Brig. Gen. Mohsen Chirazi and Col. Abu Amad Davari. According to The Washington Post. Chirazi is the third
highest officer of Quds Force, making him the highest-ranked Iranian to ever allegedly be held by the US.[30]

American newspaper The New York Sun reported that the documents described Quds Force as not only cooperating
with Shi'a death squads, but also with fighters related to al-Qaeda and Ansar al-Sunna. It said that Quds Force had
studied the Iraq situation in a similar manner to the US Iraq Study Group, and had concluded that they must increase
efforts with Sunni and Shiite groups in order to counter the influence of Sunni states.[31]

US raid on Iranian liaison office

On January 11, 2007, US forces raided and detained five employees of the Iranian liaison office in Irbil, Iraq. The
US military says the five detainees are connected to the Quds Force.[32] [33] The operation has drawn protests from
the regional Kurdish government while the Russian government called the detainments unacceptable.[34]

Alireza Nourizadeh, a political analyst of Voice of America, states that their arrests are causing concern in Iranian
intelligence because the five alleged officials are knowledgeable of a wide range of Quds Force and Iranian activities
in Iraq.[35] According to American ambassador Zalmay Khalilzad, one of the men in custody is Quds Force's director
of operations.[36]

Iranian and Iraqi officials have maintained the detained men were part of a diplomatic mission in the city of Arbil,
Iraq.[37] The five Iranian detainees are still being held at a U.S. prison in Iraq as of July 8, 2007[38] . The U.S. says
they are "still being interrogated" and that it has "no plans to free them while they are seen as a security risk in
Iraq".[39] Iran says the detainees "are kidnapped diplomats" and that "they are held as hostages". [40]

Allegations of involvement in Karbala attack

On January 20, 2007, a group of gunmen attacked the Karbala Provincial Joint Coordination Center in Karbala,
captured four American soldiers, and subsequently killed them. The attackers passed through an Iraqi checkpoint at
around 5:00pm, a total of five black GMC Suburbans, similar to those driven by US security and diplomatic
officials. They were also wearing American military uniforms and spoke fluent English. Because of the
sophistication of the attack, some analysts have suggested that only a group like Quds Force would be able to plan
and carry out such an action.[41] Former CIA officer Robert Baer also suggested that the five Americans were killed
by Quds Force in revenge for the Americans holding five Iranians since the January 11 raid in Irbil.[42] It was
reported that the US military is investigating whether or not the attackers were trained by Iranian officials;[43]

however, no evidence besides the sophistication of the attack has yet been presented.
On July 2, 2007, the US military said that information from captured Hezbollah fighter Ali Moussa Dakdouk
established a link between Quds Force and the Karbala raid. The US military claims Dakdouk worked as a liaison
between Quds force operatives and the Shia group that carried out the raid. According to the US, Dakdouk said that
the Shia group "could not have conducted this complex operation without the support and direction of the Quds
force."[44]
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Allegations of support for Iraqi militants

In June 2007 US General Ray Odierno asserted that Iranian support for these Shia militia increased as the US itself
implemented the 2007 "troop surge."[45] Two different studies have maintained that approximately half of all foreign
insurgents entering Iraq come from Saudi Arabia.[46] [47]

U.S. President George W. Bush blames Quds Force for deaths in Iraq

In a February 14 2007 news conference US President George W. Bush reiterated his claim that the Quds Force was
causing unrest in Iraq, stating

“I can say with certainty that the Quds force, a part of the Iranian government, has provided these
sophisticated IEDs that have harmed our troops. And I'd like to repeat, I do not know whether or not the
Quds force was ordered from the top echelons of government. But my point is what's worse -- them
ordering it and it happening, or them not ordering it and it happening? And so we will continue to
protect our troops. …to say it [this claim] is provoking Iran is just a wrong way to characterize the
Commander-in-Chief's decision to do what is necessary to protect our soldiers in harm's way. And I will
continue to do so. …Whether Ahmadinejad ordered the Quds force to do this, I don't think we know.
But we do know that they're there, and I intend to do something about it. And I've asked our
commanders to do something about it. And we're going to protect our troops.…I don't think we know
who picked up the phone and said to the Quds force, go do this, but we know it's a vital part of the
Iranian government. …What matters is, is that we're responding. The idea that somehow we're
manufacturing the idea that the Iranians are providing IEDs is preposterous...My job is to protect our
troops. And when we find devices that are in that country that are hurting our troops, we're going to do
something about it, pure and simple. …does this mean you're trying to have a pretext for war? No. It
means I'm trying to protect our troops.”[48]

Mohsen Sazegara, who was a high-ranking Tehran official before turning against the government, has argued that
Ahmadinejad does not control the Guards outside of Iran. "Not only the foreign ministry of Iran; even the president
does not know what the Revolutionary Guards does outside of Iran. They directly report to the leader," he said,
referring to Grand Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. [49] Although Ali Khamenei is the ultimate person in charge of the Quds
Force, George Bush did not mention him.[50] According to Richard Clarke, "Quds force reports directly to the
Supreme Ayatollah, through the commander-in-chief of the revolutionary guards."[50]

Detainment of alleged bomb smuggler

On September 20, 2007 the US military arrested an Iranian during a raid on a hotel in Sulaimaniyah, a city in the
Kurdish-controlled north. The military accused the Iranian of being a member of the elite Quds Force and smuggling
powerful roadside bombs, including armor-piercing explosively formed penetrators (EFPS), into Iraq. The military
said intelligence reports asserted the suspect was involved in the infiltration and training of foreign fighters into Iraq
as well. [51]

On September 22, 2007 Iraqi President Jalal Talabani criticized the United States for arresting the Iranian and called
for his immediate release. Talabani argued he is a civil servant who was on an official trade mission in the Kurdish
Region and stated Iraqi and Kurdish regional government representatives were aware of the man's presence in the
country. "I express to you our outrage for these American forces arresting this Iranian civil official visitor without
informing or cooperating with the government of the Kurdistan region, which means insult and disregard for its
rights," Talabani wrote in a "letter of resentment" to Ryan Crocker, U.S. ambassador to Iraq, and Gen. David
Petraeus.[52]
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Iraqi Special Operations Forces

 Iraqi Special Operations Forces 

 Active  December 26, 2003 - Present 

 Country Iraq

 Branch Iraqi Army

 Type Special Forces

 Size  Classified 

 Engagements Anti-guerrilla operations in Iraq as part of Operation Iraqi Freedom

Iraqi Special Operations Forces (ISOF) (Arabic: قوات العمليات الخاصة العراقية) refers to the Iraqi → special forces
unit created by Coalition forces after the 2003 invasion. As of March 2008, the force currently consists of a single
brigade which in turn is made up of an Iraqi National Counter- Terrorism Force (INCTF) battalion, three →
Commando battalions, a support battalion and a special reconnaissance unit.[1] The unit falls under the command of
the Iraqi Counter Terrorism Bureau. The → Iraqi 36th Commando Battalion is almost certainly part of the ISOF
Brigade.

History
Most special operations troops in the old Iraqi army were almost all Sunni Arabs, selected for their loyalty to
Saddam Hussein, and sometimes used against their own people. Because of this, the current Iraqi commando force
had to be recruited from scratch, mostly from Kurds or Shia Arabs. In November 2005, after two years of training in
Jordan with Jordanian and US Army Special Forces, the Iraqi Special Operations Force had 1440 men trained,
composed into two combat battalions and two support battalions.[2]

Regional units
Four 440-man commando battalions are currently in formation in Basra, Mosul, Diyala and Al Asad. The battalions
at Basra and Mosul achieved Iraqi Operational Control (IOC) in January 2008 and conduct local operations.
Regional CT Centers (RCCs), similar to Joint Interagency Task Force (JIATF) organizations, will be established at
all four regional commando bases to develop intelligence on terrorist networks in their region.

CT pilot training
In February 2008, the Iraqi Air Force, with Coalition Advisors, began night vision goggle (NVG) training as the
basis for future counter-terrorism (CT) pilot training. Potential CT pilots and aircrew will undergo NVG flying
introduction in order to select the best pilots for advanced CT aviation training as early as April 2008. Selected pilots
will continue to log NVG training hours in order to attain a proficiency level that prepares them for Advanced
Special Operations specific training as early as late summer 2008. Once fielded, this special operations aviation
capability will reside in the Iraqi Air Force's 15 Squadron[3] , which currently fields Mil Mi-17 helicopters[4]
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See also
• Battle of Basra (2008)
• Iraqi Army
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Iraqi National Counter- Terrorism Force

 Iraqi National Counter-Terrorism Force 

 Active 

 Country  Iraq

 Type Special Forces

 Role Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, Domestic Counter-Terrorism

The Iraqi National Counter-Terrorist Task Force or INCTF is Iraq’s elite Counter-Terrorist/Special Forces unit.

Overview
The INCTF are Iraq's version of the U.S. → Delta Force, undertaking a variety of operations both with their U.S.
mentors and independently into the most dangerous areas. Tasks range from high risk hostages recovery, hunting
High Value Targets (HVTs) and direct action operations.

Structure
The units headquarters is in Baghdad. There are plans to use 4 additional facilities spread across Iraq to increase the
units area of operations.
Currently the INCTF is composed of six Battalions. Four are operational, with additional training and support
battalions.

See also
• Iraqi Army
• Iraqi security forces

References
ShadowSpear Special Operations: Iraqi SOF (http:/ / www. shadowspear. com/ iraq-special-operations/
iraqi-counter-terrorism-force. html)

External links
• http:/ / www. defenselink. mil/ news/ newsarticle. aspx?id=50603 The official website of the United States

Department of Defense, US Department of Defense, DoD
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Iraqi 36th Commando Battalion

 36th Commando Battalion 

36th Commando Battalion Official Insignia
 Active  December 26, 2003 - Present 

 Country Iraq

 Branch Iraqi Army

 Type  Special Operations 

 Size  Classified 

 Engagements Anti-guerilla operations in Iraq as part of Operation Iraqi
Freedom

The Iraqi 36th Commando Battalion (36th CDO BN) is one of several Iraqi Special Operations Units that have
emerged since the fall of the Saddam Hussein Regime. Officially part of the → Iraqi Special Operations Forces
Brigade (ISOF BDE), this aggressive unit has a role comparable to that of the United States 75th Ranger Regiment
in the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT).
Commonly confused with other units that called themselves Commandos after the creation of the 36th Commandos;
this unit is one of the most combat experienced/ proven units in the new Iraqi Army.

History of the 36th CDO BN
On 25 November 2003 a decision was made between the Coalitional Provisional Authority (CPA), the Commander
Central Command (CDRCENTCOM), the Commander Combined Joint Task Force – 7 (CDR CJTF-7), and the Iraqi
Governing Council (IGC). These elements agreed to form a Baghdad-based, 500-man battalion by integrating
militiamen from five (5) Political Parties: Iraqi National Accord (INA), Iraqi National Congress (INC), Kurdish
Democratic Party (KDP), Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK), and Supreme Council for Islamic Revolution in Iraq
(SCIRI). The men would be well-trained, physically fit, and would serve the new Iraqi nation and not just one party.
The battalion would initially be treated as an Iraqi Civil Defense Corps (ICDC) unit under 1st Armored Division (1
AD) control, but eventually it would be transferred to Iraqi control. The battalion was given the unit designation of
the 36th CICDC (Composite-ICDC).
The challenge was to have this unit operational in one month (26 December 2003). CDRCENTCOM tasked
CJSOTF-AP to attach USSF advisors with this battalion and develop this new type of ICDC operations. FOB 51 1st
Bn. 5th SFG (A) re-tasked AOB 520, ODB (-), three ODA’s(-) and 1 full ODA from performing Unconventional
Warfare(UW) and Direct Action (DA) missions to standing up the 36th ICDC Battalion. Split teams lined up with 4
Infantry Companies, plus a Scout and HQ Platoon; 521- A co., 523- B co., 524- C co., 533- D co., 533- Scouts and
520- HQ. AOB 520 CDR, MAJ John was the OIC with MSG Ron, 533 Team Sgt. as the NCOIC.
03 December 2003, the 5 Iraqi Political parties sent their militiamen to Camp Dogwood, located approx. 20 km south 
of Baghdad, for 1 week of basic training. This phase consisted of unit assignment, medical screening, and basic 
soldier skills. After completion of this phase they moved to Camp Falcon, south Baghdad, where the unit received 2 
weeks of Advanced Operations training. This phase focused on patrolling, CQB techniques, urban movement, and 
development of primary/subordinate leaders. Towards the end of this phase, ODA 535 and a Split team from ODA
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534 replaced the split teams from 521, 523 and 524; 535- A co., 535- B co., 533- C co., 533- D co., 534- Scouts and
520- HQ. The Scout NCOIC was SFC Brett Walden, who paid the ultimate price for Iraq’s Freedom in the summer
of 2005 in the Nineveh Province on a separate engagement.
CJSOTF-AP met the timeline with the graduation of the 36th CICDC Bn. and A co. conducting the new fielded units
first combat reconnaissance patrol on the night of the 26 December 2003. The Companies were assigned AO’s in
Baghdad, which they relocated to with their split teams. The teams lived in the same quarters, eating, training and
developing rapport with their assigned companies.
From 2004-2005, The 36th CICDC evolved into the 36th Commandos. Several ODA’s served with them, to include;
ODA’s from 2nd Bn 5th Group, then 533/535/513 combined and some 10th Group teams. Over 1 year after
graduation, they received the New Lithuanian uniforms (which they had been promised to receive at that
graduation.) A 36th CICDC patch was made in the shape of Iraq using the colors of the Iraqi flag as a back drop and
centered in green the number “36”. In the summer of 2004, ODA 533’s SFC Jade, SFC Steve and ODA 535’s SSG
Matt, developed Commando school located at FOB 51 Headquarters on the Baghdad International Airport (BIAP)
grounds. The school was located on property that was once used by Saddam Hussein as a private zoo/Palace. The
Commando School focused on CQB, marksmanship, hand-to-hand combat, objective infiltration (to include fast
roping from helicopters) and the character development of leaders/subordinate leaders.

2006
Before the 36th Commandos, Iraq had no other unit named Commandos. As their AO opened and missions took
them to all parts of Iraq, the media followed. The success of the unit became known throughout Iraq. Many units
changed their name from Special Forces to Commandos, to include police units and other militias.

Left to right: MSG Ron, C co SGM and C co.
Commander (Identities censored for security

reasons)

History of C co. 36th CDO BN

C co. 36th CICDC, found a home within the gates of the Ministry of
Oil (MOO). On the backside of the grounds was a 3-story building,
which had been a day care for the children of the workers at the MOO.
It had several rooms, multiple entrances and could be approached from
several directions by multiple vehicles because of its location in the
MOO parking lot. This served as an excellent training platform for
CQB because this one building could be set up to mirror and be
approached exactly like any target house/objective. Because most of
the objectives were Raids, C co. 36th quickly adopted the name
“Serriat Al Icktiham-Charlie” or Assault Company “Charlie”.
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36th CDO BN Insignia (incomplete)

Emblem of the Iraqi 36th Commando Battalion.

36th Commando Battalion Unit Patch

The 36th Commando Bn. received a new unit patch badge, green and
round in shape with an attacking eagle centered. This patch was worn
on the left shoulder.

Above: Iraqi 36th Commando School badge

Commando School Badge

Upon graduation from Commando School the Commando received the
Commando badge similar to the 36th CDO BN Unit Patch, a green
rectangle with an Eagle with spread wings centered on it and written in
English and Arabic was the title Commando. The badge was worn over the
left chest pocket.

A co. 36th CDO BN Insignia
(Incomplete)

B co. 36th CDO BN Insignia
(Incomplete)

C co. 36th CDO BN Insignia
They developed a Company patch and awards to signify unit members’ experience. The Company patch was a
maroon rectangle with a white skull and cross bones centered on the rectangle. Maroon/red in Iraq was traditionally
used for Special Forces. The Company patch was made into a sign with, “Serriah Al Icktaham Charlie” written in
Arabic on top and Assault Company “Charlie” written in English on the bottom. When a new recruit showed up to
the unit they were given the C co. patch, which was placed above the left chest pocket and an Iraqi flag, placed on
his right shoulder. When a Commando went on his 1st Combat Operation with the unit, he received a “Kawat Al
Hassa” or “Special Forces” tab on his left shoulder. This was a tab used during the Saddam Regime. When a
Commando went on his 1st “Iktaham” or “Assault/Raid”, he was awarded a red shoulder lanyard, which was also
used during the Saddam Regime, which was worn on his right shoulder.
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D co. 36th CDO BN Insignia
(Incomplete)

Operations (Incomplete)

Baghdad
Sadr City: (Incomplete)

Fallujah
Operation Phantom Fury: Fallujah Hospital and follow-on targets

Samarra
Golden Mosque: Assisted U.S. Special Forces stationed in Samarra with securing the Golden Mosque.

Najaf
Imam Ali Mosque: (Incomplete)

Ar Ramadi
7 Mosque Raid: (Incomplete)

Mosul
(Incomplete)

Tal Afar
Note: Not the Police Commandos, or Wolf Brigade who also participated.(Incomplete)

Official sites
(Unknown)

News and other articles
• [1]
• [2]
• [3]
• ShadowSpear Special Operations [4]
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http://phlebotomus.blogspot.com/2004_11_01_phlebotomus_archive.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2005/09/25/AR2005092500439_pf.html
http://www.shadowspear.com/iraq-special-operations/36th-commando-battalion.html
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References
Official 5th SFG (A), After Action Review (AAR) of the task to stand up the 36th Commando Battalion
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Israel

Sayeret Matkal

 Sayeret Matkal 

 Active  1957-Present 

 Branch Israeli Army

 Type Special Forces

 Role Reconnaissance, Direct Action, Raids, Hostage rescue, Counter-Terrorism

 Size  Classified 

 Garrison/HQ Sirkin Camp

 Nickname The Unit

 Motto Who Dares Wins

 Engagements Six Day War, War of Attrition, 1973 Israeli raid on Lebanon, Yom Kippur War, Operation Entebbe, 1982 Lebanon
War, First Intifada, Persian Gulf War, Second Intifada, 2006 Lebanon War, Operation Orchard

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Classified 

Notable
commanders

Yonatan Netanyahu, Ehud Barak, Moshe Yaalon, Danny Yatom

Sayeret Matkal (Hebrew: סיירת מטכ"ל, translation: General Staff Reconnaissance Unit) is an elite → special
forces unit of the Israeli Defence Force (IDF). Its main roles are counter-terrorism, deep reconnaissance and
intelligence gathering, but the unit is first and foremost a field intelligence-gathering unit, used to obtain strategic
intelligence behind enemy lines. Sayeret Matkal is also in charge of hostage rescue missions outside Israeli borders.
The unit is modeled on the British → SAS[1] , and organizationally reports to the Directorate of Military Intelligence.
Its IDF nickname is simply "The Unit". Borrowed from the SAS, the unit's motto is "Who Dares Wins."
The unit is best known for Operation Thunderbolt, commonly known as Operation Entebbe, in which it rescued more
than 100 Air France airline passengers hijacked and flown to Uganda by PLO terrorists, and killed 53 enemy
combatants while losing only the assault element commander, Yonatan Netanyahu, and three hostages.[2]

History
Sayeret Matkal was founded in 1957 by Avraham Arnan (né Herling), a former yeshiva student and Palmach fighter,
who served as its first commander. Originally it was part of the Aman Unit 157, but began to operate independently
a year later as the General Staff's elite special operations force,[3] modeled after the British → Special Air Service.
Members of the unit were trained by Bedouin trackers on the finer points of looking and thinking like an Arab.[4]

Sayeret Matkal was also formed one year after the IDF's first helicopter squadron became operational and close
co-operation between the two allowed Sayeret Matkal to deploy for longer and deeper inside Arab territory than any
unit before.
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In 1959, a draftee named Ehud Barak was accepted into Sayeret Matkal. He later succeeded the Unit 101 commando
Lt. Meir Har-Zion in becoming Israel's most decorated soldier. Whilst with Sayeret Matkal, Ehud Barak participated
in many operations, including leading the Operation Isotope (airplane hostage rescue) in 1972 and leading the 1973
Israeli raid on Lebanon. He later progressed in his military career to become the IDF Chief of Staff in 1991 and
retired after the end of his tenure in 1995. In 1999 Ehud Barak became the 10th Prime Minister of Israel.
Although a top-secret unit, Sayeret Matkal had a tremendous influence on the IDF. They were the original
developers of helicopter infiltration techniques in Israel. In addition, their heavy use of the Uzi led them to convince
Israel Military Industries to produce an Uzi with a folding stock for increased accuracy while maintaining its small
frame.
Sayeret Matkal has participated in many anti- and counter-terrorist operations, including the storming of a Boeing
707 held by Black September terrorists in 1972 (Operation Isotope), and the killing of a force of bus hijackers in the
Gaza Strip. They are probably best known for their actions in the 1976 rescue of 106 passengers at Entebbe Airport
in Uganda (Operation Thunderbolt). There have been rumors linking them with several recent operations (see
Operation Orchard) but these have never been confirmed by the IDF.

Recruitment and training
The unit was kept top-secret during its initial years. Fighters and commanders were selectively hand-picked, based
on personal acquaintances.
Since the 1970s, while still secretive, the unit opened to voluntary recruits. Twice a year it holds a notoriously
grueling selection camp (Gibbush) for potential recruits lasting several sleepless days. The recruits are constantly
monitored by doctors and psychologists. Those who make it through the end with passing evaluation marks are
admitted.
During the 1990s, this selection camp practice was picked up by other IDF special forces (Sayeret). Former IDF
Chief of Staff Dan Halutz planned to unify all these camps to prevent recruit burn-outs and medical injury by
over-enthusiastic youths.
Once admitted to the unit, recruits train for 20 months with heavy emphasis on small arms, martial arts, navigation,
camouflage, reconnaissance and other skills important for survival behind enemy lines. They must also complete the
120-kilometer Beret March to receive their red beret. The training regime consists of the following:
• Four months of basic infantry training, held in the Paratroopers basic training base; it is part of the regular

Paratroopers basic training routine.
• Two months advanced infantry training, within the unit.
• Three weeks parachuting course in the IDF Parachuting School.
• Five weeks counter-terror (CT) course in the IDF Counter-Terror Warfare School, followed by more inner-unit

CT training.
• The rest of the training is dedicated to long-range reconnaissance patrol training, and especially to

navigation/orienteering, which is of vast importance in the unit. While most of the orienteering training is done in
pairs for safety reasons, as in every other unit in the IDF, Sayeret Matkal is one of the handful of IDF elite units
which conducts long-range solo navigation exercises.

Although Sayeret Matkal has its own insignia, it is also one of the few units in the IDF whose soldiers are not
allowed to wear it in public due to its classified nature.
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Notable (former) Sayeret Matkal figures
Despite being a top-secret and relatively small army unit, former Sayeret Matkal veterans have a disproportionate
influence on the army and public service. This may partly be due to the fact that rigorous screening and training
ensures that only the most capable and motivated Israeli youths are accepted by the unit as fighters.
• Uzi Yairi - Unit Commander, formerly head of the IDF Paratroopers Brigade, killed in action while off-duty in

Savoy Operation.
• Nechemya Cohen - The Unit's and the IDF's most decorated soldier (with Barak). Killed in action. Beit

Nechemiah was built in his memory by "the Unit".
• Ehud Barak - unit commander, Stanford graduate, later IDF Chief of Staff and Israeli Prime Minister
• Benjamin Netanyahu - unit team leader, MIT graduate, current (also former) Israeli Prime Minister
• Yonatan Netanyahu - unit commander, killed in Operation Thunderbolt (Entebbe, Uganda). Benjamin

Netanyahu's older brother.
• Shaul Mofaz - unit deputy commander, later IDF Chief of Staff and Israeli Defense Minister.
• Moshe Yaalon - unit commander, later IDF Chief of Staff and Israeli Defense Minister.
• Danny Yatom - unit deputy commander, later a General, head of → Mossad and a Knesset member
• Avi Dichter - unit fighter, later head of Israel's General Security Service (Shabak, aka Shin Bet), later the minister

of internal security
• Daniel M. Lewin - cofounder of Akamai Technologies, killed aboard American Airlines Flight 11 during the

September 11 attacks.
• Several other unit veterans who later became army generals and Knesset members
There is a widely held misconception that former Israeli Major General and former Prime Minister Ariel Sharon also
served in Sayeret Matkal. He did (while a Major) create and command the IDF's first special-forces unit (Unit 101)
in 1953, which many people feel was the organizational parent of Sayeret Matkal. However, when Unit 101 was
merged into the Paratroopers Brigade in 1954, Sharon became brigade commander, and never served in Sayeret
Matkal.

Known operations
Note: Until recently the Israeli army had an official policy of denying existence of this unit. Operations were
generally attributed to "elite paratroopers". Sayeret Matkal operations are still kept secret to this day. However, due
to the unit's successes in daring operations, it soon became a very publicly-known secret in Israeli society.
• 1968 - Operation Shock - Sabotage of power plant and Nile bridges in Egypt (jointly with Israeli Air Force)
• 1968 - Operation Gift - Sabotage of 14 Arab airliners in Beirut International Airport, Lebanon
• 1969 - Operations Orchard 22, Orchard 37 - Assaults on high voltage wires and a control antenna in Egypt
• 1969 - Operation Bulmus 6 - Assault on fortified Green Island, Egypt (jointly with Shayetet 13)
• 1969 - Operation Rooster 53 - Seizing an entire Egyptian radar installation (jointly with Israeli Air Force)
• 1970 - Operation Rhodes - Assault on fortified Shadwan Island, Egypt (jointly with Shayetet 13)
• 1972 - Operation Isotope - Foiling the Hijacking of Sabena Flight 572 in Tel Aviv, Israel (hostages rescue)
• 1972 - Operation Crate 3 - Kidnapping 5 Syrian intelligence officers
• 1973 - Operation Spring of Youth - Killing Black September terrorist leaders in Beirut, Lebanon (jointly with

Shayetet 13)
• 1973 - Yom Kippur War: Recapture of Mount Hermon from Syrian commandos (jointly with Golani Brigade);

deep interdiction ambushes in Egypt and Syria
• 1974 - Ma'alot massacre - school hostages rescue
• 1975 - Savoy Operation - hotel hostages rescue
• 1976 - Operation Entebbe - Foiling an Air France aircraft hijacking in Entebbe, Uganda (hostages rescue)
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• 1978 - Coastal Road Massacre - bus hostages rescue
• 1980 - Misgav Am - Kibbutz hostages rescue
• 1984 - Kav 300 affair - bus hostages rescue, see The Shabak's years of crisis
• 1988 - Tunis Raid - assassination of Abu Jihad, in Tunis, Tunisia (not acknowledged)
• 1989 - Sheik Abdul-Karim Obeid kidnapping, Lebanon (see Ron Arad)
• 1991 - Operation Bramble Bush
• 1994 - Mustafa Dirani kidnapping, Lebanon (see Ron Arad)
• 1994 - Nachshon Waxman - foiled hostage rescue
• 2006 - Second Lebanon War: Operation Sharp and Smooth - disrupt weapons smuggling (jointly with the →

Shaldag Unit)
• 2007 - Collecting soil samples in Syria prior to Operation Orchard, the bombing of a Syrian nuclear reactor.[5]

The 2003 dissidents
On December 21, 2003 thirteen Sayeret Matkal reservists—the most senior being an officer at the rank of Rav Seren
(Major)—presented to the Prime Minister's office in Jerusalem a letter declaring their refusal to perform military
service in the Occupied Territories:[6]

"We have come to tell you, Mr. Prime Minister, that we will no longer be accomplices to the reign of
oppression in the Territories and the denial of the most elementary human rights of millions of Palestinians,
nor shall we be the shield of settlements erected on confiscated land".

The letter aroused a strong controversy, due to Sayeret Matkal having a high prestige in the Israeli society. It was
especially strongly denounced by mainstream political figures who had their origin in the ranks of the unit, such as
former Prime Ministers Ehud Barak and Binyamin Netanyahu.
In the event, none of the signatories was tried, but they were all expelled from the ranks of Sayeret Matkal. In what
was described as "an effort to stem the tide", the unit's commander circulated among his soldiers and officers a letter
condemning the refusers for having "abused their membership in Sayeret Matkal for political aims".

See also
Israeli Special Forces:
• Sayeret
• Shayetet 13
• Sayeret Shaldag
• Sayeret Duvdevan
• Sayeret Yahalom (formerly Sayeret Yael)
• YAMAM
Israeli security forces:
• Border Police
• Israeli police
• Israeli Defence Forces
• Shabak (Shin Bet)
Similar foreign special forces units:
• → SAS (UK)
• → SASR (Australia)
• → NZSAS (New Zealand)
• → Delta Force (USA)
• SAAQA (EGYPT)
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• KSK, → GSG 9 (Germany)
• GIGN (France)
• KCT, UIM [7] (Netherlands)
• FSK (Norway)
• → Spetsnaz (Russia)
• → Joint Task Force 2 (Canada)
• MARCOS (India)
• National Security Guards (India)
• Omega Special Task Force, SOD (Georgia)
• → Quds Force (Iran)
• → GROM (Poland)
• → Special Service Group (Pakistan)
• → South African Special Forces Brigade, the "Recces"
• SEAL Team Six (USA)
• → Special Activities Division (USA)
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Duvdevan Unit
Duvdevan (Hebrew: דובדבן; lit. cherry) is an elite → special forces unit within the Israel Defense Forces, directly
subordinate to the West Bank Division. Duvdevan are particularly noted for conducting undercover operations
against Palestinian militants in urban areas within the West Bank. During these operations, Duvdevan soldiers
typically drive modified civilian vehicles and wear Arab civilian clothes as a disguise.[1]

Duvdevan is one of the most prestigious units of the IDF, and thus recruitment to it is highly desirable among
pre-recruitment age youths in Israel.

The Duvdevan unit motto: (Hebrew: כִּי בְתַחְבֻּלוֹת, תַּעֲשֶׂה-לְּךָ מִלְחָמָה. ) "For by clever deception thou shalt wage
war."
The unit is actually recognized with only a unit identity number and Duvdevan is simply the nickname given to the
unit. The commando units of the IDF are known as the katzefet, or cream in English, of the combat forces. In
Duvdevan's short 20 year history it has stood above and beyond the traditional special units of the IDF and was thus
nicknamed. The unit is unique in several ways: it is the only IDF unit (not including police units) that has no war
time mission, just day-to-day hit and run operations. The unit, unlike other SF units, can operate in more than one
place at once, and can operate independently. This means providing its own intelligence, backup, rescue, medical
teams, extraction, snipers, demolitions, etc... The unit can perform high-risk arrests, raids, targeted assassination,
kidnappings and a range of other urban warfare operations.
The unit falls under the command of the Judea and Samaria division (West Bank Division) of the IDF. This means
the unit is under an area command, not a manpower or brigade command like most other Israeli Army units. This
allows the unit to operate anywhere in the country and nowhere specific, unlike other special units that are attached
to brigades, like Egoz to the Golani Brigade, Maglan to the Paratroopers Brigade, or Oketz and Lotar to the Adam
army base. Only Duvdevan and → Sayeret Matkal are authorized to wear their uniforms without identifying shoulder
tabs. The unit is most similar to the Yamam and Yamas-Iosh police units.
The unit underwent some major changes around 2002. They are as follows:
1. The unit's basic training was relocated to the paratrooper's base. It used to be held independently at the Adam

base along with Rescue Unit 669 and Oketz. When 2 men died in training the basic training was delegated to the
infantry. Basic training is 7 months and is done with the Tzanchanim.

2. Special units within Duvdevan were opened but remained classified.
3. The unit's base was relocated and newly built. It now stands alone and independently - most IDF units have their

base within a larger base.
4. Finally the selection process to enter the unit and start the year and a half training process was changed from an

independent secret selection process to a two phase motivation test. The first test when candidates are still
civilians lasting 24 hours, the second test lasting 5 days after the men are drafted into the army, followed by
interviews.

The unit prides itself on being the spearhead of Israeli counter terror operations. In 2002 the unit was awarded as
such by the prime minister for having the most significant effect on the war on terror. The Duvdevan unit is regarded
as one of the world's most successful counter-terror units. In January 2008, the unit successfully assassinated a major
Islamic Jihad commander in the West Bank.
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Further reading
• Cohen, Aaron; Century, Douglas (2008). Brotherhood of Warriors: Behind Enemy Lines with a Commando in

One of the World's Most Elite Counterterrorism Units. New York: Ecco, HarperCollins. ISBN 9780061236150.

See also
• → Sayeret Matkal
• Yamam
• Unit 669

External links
• Letter from CTMSS Commander to Protect-Israel Security Solutions [2]
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Shaldag Unit

 Shaldag 

 Active  1974-Present 

 Country   Israel

 Branch Israeli Air Force

 Type → Commando

 Size  ~40-50 

 Garrison/HQ Palmachim Airbase

Shaldag (Hebrew: יחידת שלדג, Yehidat Shaldag ; English: Kingfisher Unit) (also known as Unit 5101) is an elite
Israeli Air Force (IAF) → commando. The missions of Shaldag are to deploy undetected into combat and hostile
environments to conduct special reconnaissance, establish assault zones or airfields, while simultaneously
conducting air traffic control and commando actions. Shaldag works from Palmachim Airbase.[1] The unit consists of
40-50 soldiers who work in teams of 8-9. Shaldag soldiers carry M16 or M4A1 assault rifles fitted with the M203
grenade launcher. For special missions, they carry Glock 17 and 19c 9mm series pistols and Mauser SR 82/66 sniper
rifles.[2]

Shaldag was founded in 1974, in the aftermath of the Yom Kippur War, by Muki Betzer, a → Sayeret Matkal veteran
who brought several Matkal veterans with him. Initially operating as a Sayeret Matkal reserve company, it was
eventually transferred to the IAF.[1] [3]

Known operations
Shaldag carried out several missions during Operation Litani of 1978. Ones of its last missions was reconnaissance
near Hasbiya. The unit crossed into enemy territory, came under fire, and a team commander lost his leg to a
landmine. The company commander managed to retreat without further casualties or losing equipment[3] . In 1984
Shaldag took part in Operation Moses in Sudan. In 1991, it took part in Operation Solomon: On May 24-25,
hundreds of Shaldag men, regular as well as reserve, under the command of Benny Gantz, secured the airlift of
14,000 Ethiopian Jews from Addis Ababa to Israel[3] .
During the 1982–2000 South Lebanon conflict, Shaldag took part in operations Accountability and Grapes of Wrath,
for the latter of which it received the Chief of Staff Citation[3] . In the 2006 Lebanon War, Shaldag took part in
Operation Sharp and Smooth, the August 1 raid on Baalbek. Delievered by helicopters near Baalbek at 01:00, the
Shaldag troops proceeded north to the Sheik Habib neighborhood in order to arrest suspected Hezbollah operatives.
En route, they encountered four Hezbollah fighters and killed them. A total of 19 Hezbollah fighters were killed,
with no Israeli casualties[4] [5] . Shaldag was also reportedly involved in Operation Orchard in Syria in 2007: The
unit is reported to have infiltrated an underground depot near the Syrian site suspected of being a nuclear reactor, to
designate the target for the incoming Israeli bombers that destroyed it[6] .
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Mossad

 The Institute for Intelligence and Special Operations 

מדינת ישראל
המוסד למודיעין ולתפקידים מיוחדים

"Where no stratagem is, the people fall; but in the multitude of counsellors there is salvation." (Proverbs 11:14)
Seal of The Institute for Intelligence and Special Operations

 Agency overview 

 Formed December 13, 1949 as the Central Institute for Coordination

 Employees  1,200 (est) 

 Agency executive Meir Dagan, Director

 Parent agency Office of the Prime Minister

 Website 

www.mossad.gov.il [1]

The Mossad (HaMossad leModi'in uleTafkidim Meyuchadim) (Hebrew: המוסד למודיעין ולתפקידים מיוחדים -
Institute for Intelligence and Special Operations) is the national intelligence agency of Israel. "Mossad" is the
Hebrew word for institute or institution.
The Mossad is responsible for intelligence collection, and covert operations including paramilitary activities. It is
one of the main entities in the Israeli Intelligence Community, along with Aman (military intelligence) and Shin Bet
(internal security), but its director reports directly to the Prime Minister. Its role and function is similar to that of the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the Secret Intelligence Service (MI6).
The Mossad seal and symbol is the Menorah Temple as seen in Arch of Titus, under the subtitle:

"14 Where no stratagem is, a people falleth; and in the multitude of counsellors there is salvation."
—Proverbs 11:14

The Mossad known slogan is:
"6 Where no counsel is, the people fall, but in the multitude of counselors there is safety."
—Proverbs 11:14 [2]

Prior to Israel's formation
The "Mossad Le'aliyah Bet" was a small, unorthodox Zionist organization whose mission in 1938 was to bring Jews
to Israel. This was done to subvert the British quotas on Jewish immigration. The Mossad's modes of operation, its
ideology, and politics resulted in the creation of the intelligence agency for the Israeli government once it was
established in 1948. The agency consisted of several of the existing members who had worked to establish Israel as a
Jewish nation and to bring the Jewish people to it.
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Organization

Executive offices
From its headquarters in the Israeli city of Tel Aviv, the Mossad oversees a staff estimated at 1,200 personnel,
although it may have numbered up to 2,000 in the late 1980s.[3] The Mossad does not use military ranks, although
most of its staff have served in the Israel Defense Forces as part of Israel's compulsory draft system, and many of
them are officers. It is assumed to consist of eight different departments.
The largest is Collections, tasked with many aspects of conducting espionage overseas. Employees in the Collections
Department operate under a variety of covers, including diplomatic and unofficial.[3] Their field intelligence officers,
called katsas, are similar to case officers of the CIA. Thirty to forty operate at a time, mainly in Europe and the
Middle East.[4]

The Political Action and Liaison Department is responsible for working both with allied foreign intelligence
services, and with nations that have no normal diplomatic relations with Israel.[3]

Among the departments of the Mossad is the Special Operations Division or '"Metsada" (see Kidon), which is
involved in assassination, paramilitary operations, sabotage, and psychological warfare.[3]

Psychological warfare is also a concern of the Lochamah Psichologit Department, which conducts propaganda and
deception activities as well.[3]

Additionally, the Mossad has a Research Department, tasked with intelligence production, and a Technology
Department concerned with the development of tools for Mossad activities.[5]

Directors of Mossad
• Reuven Shiloah, 1949-1952
• Isser Harel, 1952-1963
• Meir Amit, 1963-1968
• Zvi Zamir, 1968-1974
• Yitzhak Hofi, 1974-1982
• Nahum Admoni, 1982-1989
• Shabtai Shavit, 1989-1996
• Danny Yatom, 1996-1998
• Efraim Halevy, 1998-2002
• Meir Dagan, 2002-present

Organizational history
The Mossad was formed on December 13, 1949 as the "Central Institute for Coordination", at the recommendation
of Reuven Shiloah to Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion. Shiloah wanted a central body to coordinate and improve
cooperation between the existing security services – the army's intelligence department (AMAN), the General
Security Service (GSS or "Shin Bet") and the foreign office's "political department". In March 1951, it was
reorganized and made a part of the prime minister's office, reporting directly to the prime minister. Its current staff is
estimated at 1,200.

Mossad's former motto: be-tachbūlōt ta`aseh lekhā milchāmāh (Hebrew: בתחבולות תעשה לך מלחמה) is a quote
from the Bible (Proverbs 24:6): "For by wise guidance you can wage your war, and in abundance of counselors there
is victory" (NRSV). (In Hebrew, "tachbūlōt" - "wise guidance" in English - can also be translated as "cunning",
"trick", or "deception", all of which are appropriate for an intelligence agency.)
The motto was changed recently as part of the Mossad's public 'coming out' to another Proverbs passage: be-'éyn 
tachbūlōt yippol `ām; ū-teshū`āh be-rov yō'éts (Hebrew: באין תחבולות יפול עם, ותשועה ברוב יועץ) (Proverbs
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11:14). This is translated by NRSV as: "Where there is no guidance, a nation falls, but in an abundance of counselors
there is safety."

Known Activities

North America

United States of America

The Mossad informed the FBI and CIA in August 2001 that as many as 200 terrorists were slipping into the United
States and planning "a major assault on the United States." The Israeli intelligence agency cautioned that it had
picked up indications of a "large-scale target" in the United States and that Americans would be "very vulnerable." A
month later, terrorists struck at the World Trade Center and the Pentagon.[6]

South America

Argentina

In 1960, the Mossad discovered that Nazi war criminal Adolf Eichmann was in Argentina and through surveillance,
they confirmed that he had been living there under the name of Ricardo Klement. He was captured by a team of
Mossad agents on May 11, 1960, and subsequently smuggled to Israel where he was tried and executed. Argentina
protested what it considered as the violation of its sovereignty, and the United Nations Security Council noted that
"repetition of acts such as [this] would involve a breach of the principles upon which international order is founded,
creating an atmosphere of insecurity and distrust incompatible with the preservation of peace" while also
acknowledging that "Eichmann should be brought to appropriate justice for the crimes of which he is accused" and
that "this resolution should in no way be interpreted as condoning the odious crimes of which Eichmann is
accused."[7] [8] Mossad abandoned a second operation, intended to capture Josef Mengele.

Europe

Belgium

The Mossad is commonly understood to be responsible for the assassination of Canadian engineer and ballistics
expert Gerald Bull outside his Brussels apartment March 22, 1990. He was shot multiple times in the head outside
his apartment. [9] Bull was at the time working for Iraq on the Project Babylon supergun expressedly against the
wishes of Israel.[10]

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Assisted in air and overland evacuations of the Jews from war-torn Sarajevo to Israel in 1992.

Cyprus

The assassination of Hussein Al Bashir in Nicosia, Cyprus, in 1973.[11]

France

The alleged assassination of Zuheir Mohsen in 1979.[12]

The alleged assassination of Atef Bseiso in Paris in 1992. French police believe that a team of assassins followed
Atef Bseiso from Berlin, where that first team connected with another team to close in on him in front of a Left Bank
hotel, where he received three head-shots at point blank range.[13]

The assassination of Yehia El-Mashad in 1980.[14]

The assassination of Dr. Mahmoud Hamshari in his Paris apartment in 1972.[11]
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The assassination of Dr. Basil Al-Kubaissi in Paris in 1973.[11]

The assassination of Mohammad Boudia in Paris in 1973.[11]

Germany

Operation Plumbat (1968) was an operation by Lekem-Mossad to further Israel's nuclear program. The German
freighter "Scheersberg A", disappeared on its way from Antwerp to Genoa along with its cargo of 200 tons of
yellowcake, after supposedly being transferred to an Israeli ship.[15]

The sending of letter bombs during the Operation Wrath of God campaign. Some of these attacks were not fatal.
Their purpose might not have been to kill the receiver. Some of the more famous examples of the Mossad letter
bombs were those sent to Nazi war-criminal Alois Brunner.[16]

The alleged assassination of Palestinian terrorist Dr Wadie Haddad in 1978. The PFLP-EO movement dissolved after
his assassination.[17]

Greece

The assassination of Zaiad Muchasi in Athens, 1973.[11]

Italy

The abduction of nuclear technician Mordechai Vanunu in 1986 after American-Israeli agent Cheryl Bentov lured
him from the United Kingdom.[18]

The assassination of Wael Zwaiter.[19] [20]

Malta

The assassination of Fathi Shiqaqi, a leader of the Palestinian Islamic Jihad, in 1995 in front of the Diplomat Hotel in
Sliema, Malta.[21]

Norway

On July 21, 1973, Ahmed Bouchiki, a Moroccan waiter in Lillehammer, Norway, was killed by Mossad while
walking with his pregnant wife. He had been mistaken for Ali Hassan Salameh, one of the leaders of Black
September, the Palestinian group responsible for the Munich massacre, who had been given shelter in Norway. The
Mossad agents had used fake Canadian passports, which angered the Canadian government. Six Mossad agents were
arrested, and the incident became known as the Lillehammer affair.[22] [23] [24]

Portugal

The targeted assassination of Issam Sartawi in 1983.[25]

Soviet Union/Russia

In February 1956, a friendly member of the Politburo provided the Mossad with a copy of Nikita Khrushchev's
speech denouncing Joseph Stalin. The Mossad passed it on to the United States, which published the speech,
embarrassing the USSR. This was a major intelligence coup that raised the prestige of the organization.[26]

In the summer of 2009 the Mossad was reported to have been involved in the case of the MV Arctic Sea, allegedly
carrying Russian missiles to Iran in the Baltic Sea.[27]
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Middle East

Egypt

• Directed failed framing and infiltration of Egypt, Lavon Affair ,
• Provision of intelligence for the cutting of communications between Port Said and Cairo ,1956
• Directed missions for Israeli spy Wolfgang Lotz in Egypt 1957-1965.
• Provision of intelligence on the Egyptian Air Force for Operation Focus, the opening airstrike of the Six-Day

War.
• Operation Bulmus 6 - Intelligence assistance in the Commando Assault on Green Island, Egypt during the War of

Attrition.

Iran

Iran 1960s

Prior to the Iranian Revolution of 1978–79 in Iran, SAVAK (Organization of National Security and Information), the
Iranian secret police and intelligence service was created under the guidance of United States and Israeli intelligence
officers in 1957 to protect the regime of the shah by arresting, torturing, and executing the dissidents (especially
Leftists). After security relations between the United States and Iran grew more distant in the early 1960s which led
the CIA training team to leave Iran, Mossad became increasingly active in Iran, "training SAVAK personnel and
carrying out a broad variety of joint operations with SAVAK."[28] [29]

Iran 2007

It was alleged by private intelligence agency Stratfor, based on "sources close to Israeli intelligence", that Dr.
Ardeshir Hosseinpour, a scientist involved in the Iranian nuclear program, was killed by the Mossad on January 15,
2007.[30]

A US intelligence official told The Washington Post that Israel orchestrated the defection of Iranian general Ali Reza
Askari on February 7, 2007.[31] This has been denied by Israeli spokesman Mark Regev. The Sunday Times reported
that Askari had been a Mossad asset since 2003, and left only when his cover was about to be blown.[32]

Iraq

Assistance in the defection and rescuing of the family of Munir Redfa, an Iraqi pilot who defected and flew his MiG
21 to Israel in 1966.
Operation Sphinx[4] - Between 1978 and 1981, obtained highly sensitive information about Iraq's Osirak nuclear
reactor by recruiting an Iraqi nuclear scientist in France. On April 5, 1979, the Mossad destroyed 60 percent of the
Iraqi reactor components being built in France; "[An] environmental organization named Groupe des écologistes
français, unheard of before this incident, claimed credit for the blast."[4] The reactor was subsequently destroyed by
an Israeli air strike in 1981.[4] [33]

The alleged assassination of Canadian scientist Gerald Bull, developer of the Iraqi supergun, in 1990. The most
common theory is that the Mossad was responsible, and its representatives have all but claimed responsibility for his
assassination. Others, including Bull's son, believe that the Mossad is taking credit for an act they did not commit to
scare off others who may try to help enemy regimes. The alternative theory is that Bull was killed by the CIA. Iraq
and Iran are also candidates for suspicion.[34]
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Relationship with Pakistan

In a September 2003 news article, it was alleged by Rediff News that General Zia-ul-Haq, the then President of
Pakistan, decided to establish a clandestine relationship between Inter-Services Intelligence and Mossad via officers
of the two services posted at their embassies in Washington, DC. The article further claimed that the ISI had offered
Mossad information about Libyan, Syrian, Jordanian and Saudi Arabian military which it had acquired through
officers on official military deputations on those countries.[35]

George Crile, of the ‘Sixty Minutes’ program, presents the story of a congressman who became the foremost
champion of the CIA campaign against the Soviets in Afghanistan. A closer reading tells of how Mossad actually
used Charlie Wilson to penetrate the CIA’s Afghan campaign, and thereby the ISI and the Pakistani government at
all levels.[36]

Charles “Nesbitt” Wilson is a 1956 Annapolis graduate who worshipped Winston Churchill and entered politics in
1961 at the age of 27 as the Texas State Representative. Wilson won a seat to Congress in 1973 as a Liberal. He
regularly voted against Vietnam and eventually became of strong defender of Israel. Wilson’s appointment to the
House Appropriations Committee and a strategic alliance with CIA veteran Gust Avrakotos ignited the covert
actions that gave Mossad the opportunity to infiltrate the ISI.[36]

Wilson had a close relationship with the Israeli embassy’s congressional liaison officer, Zvi Rafiah. According to
George Crile, “Rafiah is a short, very smart Israeli who Wilson always believed was a highly placed Mossad agent...
[he, Rafiah] had always acted as if he owned Wilson’s office. One of the staffers kept a list of people he needed to
lobby. He would use the phones, give projects to the staff, and call on Charlie to intervene whenever he needed
him.”pg 159 Crile’s account suggests that Rafiah was the dominant figure in this partnership.It can be said that events
unfolding before our eyes today usually have roots deep in the past. Wilson’s loyalty to Israel and his association
with Mossad made him closer to the sympathizers of Israel in the United States. Dick Cheney, who stands accused
by a growing number of analysts for his involvement in the 9/11 attacks, played a key role in having Wilson
appointed to the White House Select Committee on Intelligence. This fact may suggest that Cheney was also an
important player in the pro-Israeli network.In summary, the Israelis became major players in the exchange of
information and commodities with Afghanistan and Pakistan, not by interfacing with the CIA, which opposed their
involvement, but via Mossad, the Israeli lobby in the United States—using Congressional delegations to establish
their own direct connections—and by direct interaction with the ISI in Pakistan. The Israeli/Pakistan connection was
crucial for infiltrating the ISI and providing Israeli intelligence with a very secure footing inside Pakistan’s
intelligence agency.In her second term in power, Benazir Bhutto also intensified the ISI’s liaison with Mossad in
1993, and she too began to cultivate the American Jewish lobby. Bhutto is said to have had a secret meeting in New
York with a senior Israeli emissary, who flew to the U.S. during her visit to Washington, DC in 1995. Since his days
as Bhutto’s Director-General of Military Operations, Pervez Musharraf has been a keen advocate of Pakistan
establishing diplomatic relations with the state of Israel.After Musharraf overthrew Nawaz Sharif’s government, the
ISI-Mossad relationship deepened. This close interaction set the tone for Israeli-Pakistani relations until 2001,
regardless of who was the incumbent in Israel, or whether a civilian or military regime ruled Pakistan. The most
important contacts were between Mossad and the ISI, and the traffic the information. Pakistan passed intelligence
about the Gulf States and the nuclear ambitions of Iran and Libya, whose programs Pakistani scientists had helped to
build.[36]
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Palestinian territories

• The assassination of members of Black September, who were responsible for the Munich massacre at the 1972
Olympic Games, called "Operation Wrath of God".[37]

• The assassination of PFLP and PFLP-EO leader Wadie Haddad in 1978.
• The assassination of As-Sa'iqa leader Zuhayr Muhsin in 1979.
• The assassination of Fathi Shqaqi, the head of Palestinian Islamic Jihad, in 1995.
• In 1997, two Mossad agents were caught in Jordan, which had signed a peace treaty with Israel, on a mission to

assassinate Sheikh Khaled Mashal, a leader of Hamas, by spraying him with poison at a pro-Hamas rally in
Amman. Again, they were using fake Canadian passports. This led to a diplomatic row with Canada and Jordan.
Israel was forced to provide the antidote to the poison and to release around 70 Palestinian prisoners, in particular
the Hamas leader Sheikh Ahmed Yassin, in exchange for the Mossad agents, who would otherwise have faced the
death penalty for attempted murder.

• The sending of letter bombs to PFLP member Bassam Abu Sharif.[38]

Lebanon

The provision of intelligence and operational assistance in 1973's Operation Spring of Youth special forces raid on
Beirut.
The targeted assassination of Ali Hassan Salameh on January 22, 1979 in Beirut by a car bomb.[39] [40]

The assassination of Ghassan Kanafani.[41]

The assassination of Abbas Musawi, secretary general of Hezbollah, in Beirut in 1992.[11]

Syria

Eli Cohen, a spy for the Mossad, infiltrated the highest echelons of the Syrian government, was a close friend of the
Syrian President, and was considered for the post of Minister of Defense. He was captured and executed in the first
half of the 60s.[42]

The assassination of Hamas leader Izz El-Deen Sheikh Khalil in Damascus in 2004.
The possible assassination of Imad Mughniyah in Damascus in 2008.[43]

Africa

Ethiopia

Assistance in Operation Moses, the immigration of Ethiopian Jews to Israel in 1984, and has a relationship with the
Ethiopian government.

Morocco

According to Time, the Mossad was involved in what is known as the Ben Barka Affair (see Mehdi Ben Barka).

Tunisia

Tunis Raid - The assassination of Abu Jihad from the Fatah in 1988.
The assassination of Khalil al-Wazir. [44]

The alleged assassination of Salah Khalaf.[45]
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Uganda

The provision of intelligence regarding Entebbe International Airport and grant of refueling rights in Kenya for
Operation Entebbe in 1976.

Oceania

New Zealand

In July 2004, New Zealand imposed diplomatic sanctions on Israel over an incident in which two Australian based
Israelis, Uriel Kelman and Eli Cara, who were allegedly working for Mossad, attempted to fraudulently obtain New
Zealand passports by claiming the identity of a severely disabled man. Israeli Foreign Minister Silvan Shalom later
apologized to New Zealand for their actions. New Zealand cancelled several other passports believed to have been
obtained by Israeli agents.[46] Both Kelman and Cara served half of their six month sentences and, upon release,
were deported to Israel. Two others, an Israeli, Ze'ev Barkan, and a New Zealander, David Reznick, are believed to
have been the third and fourth men involved in the passport affair but they both managed to leave New Zealand
before being apprehended.[47]

Criticism
Mossad has often come under criticism for perceived excessive actions against Israel's enemies.[48] It has been
criticized for carrying out assassinations, abductions and torture.[49] It has also been accused of violating
international law.[50]

Popular Culture

Movies
• Munich - a film directed by Steven Spielberg and starring Eric Bana as a Mossad agent. A remake of Sword of

Gideon based on the true story of the Black September Munich Massacre aftermath, about the five men chosen to
eliminate the ones responsible for that fateful day.

• Walk on Water portrays a Mossad agent who pursues an aging Nazi war criminal.
• The Man Who Captured Eichmann is a 1996 movie, starring Robert Duvall, about the capture of Nazi war

criminal Adolf Eichmann by Mossad.
• Swordfish Principal antagonist Gabriel Shear's autopsy dental records check reveals him to be a former Mossad

agent, although it becomes apparent that "Gabriel" is simply an alias to mask the identity of John Travolta's
character in the film.

Television
NCIS features a prominent main character named Ziva David, who is the Mossad Liaison assigned to NCIS as well
as the control officer of one of the show's antagonists, rogue Mossad operative Ari Haswari. Ziva David is the
daughter of the Director of Mossad, Eli David. As of Season 6, Episode 25, Aliyah, Officer David no longer works at
NCIS. This is later changed as the NCIS team comes to the rescue in a prison in Somalia in the NCIS season
premiere that aired September 22, 2009. In the beginning of Season 7, Ziva leaves Mossad and becomes an
American citizen and NCIS agent.
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Literature
• Daniel Silva's popular series is based around characters who work for the Mossad, more specifically the Kidon.

The main character, Gabriel Allon, also took part in the famed "Operation Wrath of God" to take down the
perpetrators of the Black September attacks during the 1972 Munich Olympics.

See also
• Israeli Intelligence Community
• Shin Bet, Israel's internal security service
• → Sayeret Matkal
• Foreign relations of the Vatican
• The Spy Machine
• List of Israeli assassinations
• Eli Cohen
• → Special Activities Division

Books
• Yuval Aviv - Vengeance: The True Story of an Israeli Counter-Terrorist Team
• Ari Ben-Menashe
• Black, Ian and Morris, Benny. Israel's Secret Wars: A History of Israel's Intelligence Services. New York: Grove

Weidenfeld, 1991. 603 pages.
• Victor Ostrovsky - By Way of Deception and The Other Side of Deception
• Parsi, Rita. Treacherous Alliance: The Secret Dealings of Israel, Iran, and the United States, Yale University

Press, 2007, ISBN 0300120575.
• Central Intelligence Agency. "Israel. Foreign Intelligence and Security Services, 1979". Included in the volume

"Documents from the US Espionage Den", Tehran, 1982.
• The Volunteer: A Canadian's Secret Life in the Mossad - by Michael Ross & Jonathan Kay - McClelland &

Stewart; (2007) 296 pages

Further reading
• Shimron, Gad 2007, "Mossad Exodus; The Daring Undercover Rescue of the Lost Jewish Tribe", Gefen

Publishing House. ISBN 978-9652294036
• Thomas, Gordon 2007, "Gideon's Spies; The Secret History of the Mossad", Thomas Dunne Books. ISBN

978-0-312-36152-5

External links
• Official website (Hebrew) [51] (English) [52], (Russian) [53], (Persian) [54], (Arabic) [55]

• GlobalSecurity.org entry for Mossad [56]
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Italy

Italian special forces
The Italian Special Forces include special forces units from several branches of the Italian Military: the Esercito
Italiano or Army, the Marina Militare Italiana or Navy, the Aeronautica Militare Italiana or Air force and l'Arma dei
Carabinieri. Each of these four branches has its own special forces unit, and other state bodies, such as the Italian
State Police, have their own units.

Italian Army special units
Italian Army special units are divided in Special Forces and Special Operations Forces.

Special Forces
• → 9th Parachute Assault Regiment "Col Moschin", a → SAS-like force trained for special operations in all

kinds of environments descended from the Arditi units that operated on the Italo-Austrian Front of the First World
War.

Special Operations Forces
• 4th Alpini Parachute Regiment "Monte Cervino" - a combination of elite mountain infantry and airborne

troops. The 4th is obviously best-suited for high-altitude operations (that needS soldiers with a high level of red
blood cells for a good level of oxygen and trained in mountain warfare).

• 185th Reconnaissance Target Acquisition Regiment "Folgore" (RAO - Ricognizione Acquisizione Obiettivi) -
its mission is to find and mark enemy objectives for bombers or artillery units. The regiment is divided in 4
batteries (BAOs), trained to operate in different environments:
• 1st "Draghi" (Dragons) - desert environment;
• 2nd "Aquile" (Eagles) mountainous and Arctic environment;
• 3rd "Diavoli" (Devils) amphibious environment;
• 4th for "special reconnaissance" and surveillance.

Every BAO is composed by several DAOs Distaccamenti Acquisizione Obbiettivi (detachments of 8 men
each). For every BAO there is a minimum of 2 DAOs specialized in amphibious ops, 2 in Forward Air Control
and 1 in advanced parachute usage.

• 26th Special Operations Helicopter Unit "Giove" - special helicopter unit trained to support, supply,
infiltrate/exfiltrate SF and SOF units in enemy territory.
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Italian Navy special units

Special Forces
The Italian Navy special forces unit is the COMSUBIN (Comando Subacquei ed Incursori) - the Raiders & Divers
Group. Specifically the 150-200 men of the Operational Raiders Group are the special forces section of the elite unit.
• GOI (Gruppo Operativo Incursori) - is the branch with raiders, they are trained for naval/coastal operations (but

are also used on the mountains of Afghanistan in operation ISAF), are also equipped with special over/under
water vehicles for silent insertions.

• GOS (Gruppo Operativo Subacquei) - is the sub branch for rescue and damage repair of vessels.
The COMSUBIN has the origins in the famous WW2 Italian special corp "X MAS" ("X" is for 10th "M.A.S." is for
Anti Submarine Vehicles). This name was used as a cover for the primary mission of these men: direct raids on
enemy ships using explosive head-charges in guided torpedoes with 2-man crews (Siluri a Lenta Corsa or S.L.C.),
with hand explosive charges (by frog-man) or with small, fast, self-explosive boats (S.M.A.). Sometimes the raiders
approached the target by means of submarines with special tanks installed on the external bridge containing the
special vehicles (S.L.C.). This corp damaged or sunk 50–60% of all the ships hit by Axis and Allied special forces.

Special Operations Forces
The Special Operations Company "Bafile" of the → San Marco Regiment is the sole SOF unit of the Italian Navy.
The tasks of this unit are recon missions prior the landing on an enemy beach by Italian troops.

Italian Air Forces special units
• → 17º Stormo Incursori the raiders corp of Italian Air Force. Its primary missions are: raid on aeronautical

compounds, Forward Air Control, Combat Controlling, and Combat Search and Rescue. Its origins are in the
A.D.R.A Arditi Distruttori Regia Aeronautica (Air Force Brave Destroyers), a corp of WW2. They were used in
not well known missions against bridges and allied airfields in north-Africa after the fall of Tunisia. The only
well-known mission reported the destruction with explosive charges of 25 B-17 and the killing of 50 bomber crew
members.

• The Italian Air Force operates a special helicopter squadron (the 21st) dedicated to supporting the special
operations conducted by the special forces units of other branches of the Armed Services.

Carabinieri Corps special units
The Carabinieri Corps is a Gendarmerie (military police) with both (civil and military) law and order police duties
and military peacekeeping and war-fighting capabilities. The Carabinieri has its own special forces in the form of the
→ GIS or the Special Intervention Group. The GIS features some one hundred or so troops specially trained in
counter-terrorism operations with a special emphasis on marksmanship.

Other special units
The Italian State Police operates its own counter-terrorism unit, called the NOCS or Central Security Operational
Nucleus. It cross-trains with the Carabinieri Corps' GIS but is wholly independent of it both logistically and
administratively.
The Italian Guardia di Finanza also has a counter-terrorism unit, the ATPI, on grounds that the Force is tasked with 
the main responsibility of high-profile duties such as fighting tax evasion, financial crimes, copyright violations, 
smuggling, money laundering, international illegal drug trafficking, illegal immigration, credit card fraud, 
cybercrime, counterfeiting, terrorist financing, in addition with being tasked of mantaining customs and borders
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checks, conducting anti-Mafia operations, maintaining public order in some circumstances, and enforcing safety,
political and military defense of the Italian borders. The ATPI team has participated to several operations overseas in
cooperation with local Law enforcement bodies, especially in the Countries of provenience of most of the illegal
immigrants, drugs and other contraband that's introduced yearly in Italy: Albania, Kosovo, Hungary, and also trained
newly-founded local Law Enforcement agencies in investigative activities and tactical responses in Afghanistan and
Iraq.
There is talk of increasing cross-service training, especially in the field of special operations, with the possibility of
forging a joint special operations command to facilitate operational flexibility and interoperability.
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9th Parachute Assault Regiment

9th Parachute Assault Regiment "Col Moschin"

 Active 

 Country Italy

 Type Special Forces

 Nickname Il Nono (The ninth)

 Motto  Della folgore l'impeto 

The 9º Reggimento d'Assalto Paracadutisti (9th Parachutist Assault Regiment) Col Moschin ("Peak
Moschin") is the fiore all'occhiello or proudest unit of the current Italian Army — in part due to its distinguished
history, but also due to the arduous training which members must undertake. Its motto is Della folgore l'impeto —
which roughly translated is Of the thunderbolt, The source / momentum. Training takes no less than two years for
long-term members, and five months for short-term volunteers (with 1–2 years total military service).
Roughly equivalent in number, tasking and quality to the world-famous British Army → SAS, the 9th — or il nono
as it is known in Italian military circles — is capable of operating in all environments. The roughly 700 members
train in mountainous, wooded, desert, and amphibious terrain. The 9th's specialty is operating independently of
outside support and far from friendly lines. From 2004, "Col Moschin" is integrated inside the Comando Forze
Speciali Interarma (C.O.F.S.), Italy's special operations command.

History
The origins of the 9th Parachutist Assault Regiment can be found in the World War I. Among its precursors is the IX
Reparto d'Assalto ("9th Assault Section"), known as the Arditi ('Brave or Bold / Tough Ones'), who were often
tasked with preempting infantry assaults on the Italo-Austrian frontlines (which is currently the border between Italy
and Slovenia). It was during this period that the 9th earned its reputation as a fierce fighting force. 'Going over the
top', followed by the launch of hand-grenades deep into enemy territory, was commonplace. The 9th was responsible
for the capture of numerous Austrian positions on Monte Grappa, including Col Moschin (or "Peak [of the flies?]"),
and the Col della Beretta ("Peak of the Cap").
The inter-war years saw the demise of the 9th Section, and a similar unit was not reestablished until 20 July 1942,
when World War II was in full swing. Dubbed the X Reggimento "Arditi" ('10th Regiment' "The Bold"), they
conducted patrols in Tunisia; and occupied Sicily, and Algeria under the orders of DUCE. After 8 September, 1943
— the surrender of Italy to the Allies — the 1st Battalion of the 10th Regiment spent the next few years fighting its
way up the Italian Peninsula in the Italian War of Liberation.
Disbanded in 1946, the 9th was reassembled as a company-level unit at the Cesano Infantry School in 1953. On 1 
June, 1954, the unit became the Reparto Sabotatori Paracadutisti ('Saboteur Parachute Section'), and in 1961, it
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mutated once more into the Battaglione Sabotatori Paracadutisti ('Saboteur Parachute Battalion'). Fourteen
years later, it received the standard of the X Reggimento "Arditi", and became the 9º Battaglione d'Assalto
Paracadutisti "Col Moschin" ('9th Parachute Assault Battalion' "Peak Moschin". In June, 1995 the unit
expanded into a Regiment. In 2004, it was integrated into the COFSI - Comando Operativo Forze Operazioni
Speciali ("Operational Command for Special Operations Forces").
As part of the Brigata Paracadutisti "Folgore" ('Parachutist Brigade' "Thunderbolt") — which distinguished itself in
World War II by defending of Italian positions in North Africa so heroically that Winston Churchill dubbed them 'as
fierce as lions' — the 9th Regiment has engaged in numerous post-WWII exploits.
As part of the peace treaty signed by Italy following WWII, Italy could not deploy armed forces outside of Italy for
25 years, except, of course, the destruction of Nazi Germany and her allies. This restriction expired in 1970, but
circumstances did not call upon Italian military participation in foreign missions until 1982. Since that time, the 9th
has been engaged throughout the world.

Modern Operational History
• In 1982, Italian paratroopers of the 9th took part in the multi-national UN-sponsored mission of establishing

peace and security in parts of Lebanon that were shattered by years of civil war. The Italians achieved great
operational success, and were widely praised for their work.

• In May 1991, the humanitarian crisis precipitated by Saddam Hussein led to hundreds of thousands of Kurd
refugees in northern Iraq. The 9th was deployed to assist the people fleeing Saddam, following his defeat in the
1990–91 Persian Gulf War.

• Mafia assassinations of top Italian magistrates in 1992 resulted in the deployment of military forces to Sicily,
including the 9th.

• From late 1992 to late 1993, the 9th was deployed to Somalia in Operation Restore Hope, a UN mission to
alleviate the suffering of the Somali people, who were deeply affected by the on-going civil war.

• The 9th was deployed within the IFOR to keep the peace in Bosnia following the Dayton Peace Accords of 1995.
They served numerous tours of duty. They were also dispatched several times to Kosovo, following the
NATO-Serbian War in 1999.

• Additional recent operations include a tour in Albania, following the near-collapse of the Albanian government in
1997, and an operation in East Timor, following that country's referendum for independence from Indonesia.

• In Afghanistan, the Incursori provides support of Italian troops engaged in ISAF.
• In Iraq, Operation Antica Babilonia (Italian contingent of Multinational force 2003 - 2006) includes a section of

special forces operatives, from the 9th, the Carabinieri's → GIS and the Navy's → COMSUBIN, mostly deployed
for patrol missions, training local police and Army, and to arrest suspects of → terrorism.
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Composition

Seal of the Regiment

The 9th Parachute Assault Regiment "Col Moschin" is
part of the Italian Army's Folgore Parachute Brigade,
which is part of the 1st Defence Forces Command —
composed of the front-line units of the new
professional Italian Army.

The 9th itself is made up of the following subunits
• Compagnia Comando e Supporto Logistico

(Command and Logistical Support Company)
• Compagnia Trasmissioni (Communications

Company)
• 1° Battaglione Incursori (1st 'Raider' Battalion),

which is composed of:

• 110°, 120°, & 130° Incursori (110th, 120th, &
130th 'Raider' Companies)

• 111th Compagnia Guastatori ('Sapper'
Company).

RAFOS - Reparto Addestramento Forze per Operazioni
Speciali (Section for Special Operations Forces Training)

• 101° Compagnia Allievi (101st Cadet Company)

Equipment
• Glock-17
• Glock-19
• Beretta 92 9 mm
• Beretta 8000 Cougar 9 mm
• HK MP5
• Colt M4 SOPMOD
• FN SCAR-L Fn Scar Light (Mk 16 Mod 0) cal. 5.56x45 NATO
• FN SCAR-H Fn Scar Heavy (Mk 17 Mod 0) cal. 7.62x51 NATO
• Heckler & Koch G36 cal. 5.56 mm
• Beretta SCP 70/90
• Steyr AUG
• FN P90 cal 5.7 × 28mm
• HK MP-7 cal 4.6 × 30mm
• Benelli M4 Super 90
• Beretta RS202
• Heckler & Koch MSG90 cal 7.62 × 51 mm
• Accuracy International cal .338 Lapua Magnum
• Sako TRG-42 cal .338 Lapua Magnum
• Barrett M82A1 cal 12.7 mm
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See also
• Military of Italy

External links
• (Italian) 9° "Col Moschin" website [1]

• (Italian) 9° Reggimento d' Assalto Incursori Paracadutisti "Col Moschin" [2]

• (English) Special Operations page [3].
• (Italian) Italian Army Website [4]

• (Italian) Veteran association of 9 th Parachute Assault Regiment [5]

References
[1] http:/ / www. colmoschin. it/
[2] http:/ / corpidelite. info/ ColMoschin. html
[3] http:/ / www. specialoperations. com/ Foreign/ Italy/ Moschin. htm
[4] http:/ / www. esercito. difesa. it/ root/ unita_Sez/ unita_ftrpar_9_colmo_voglio. asp
[5] http:/ / www. incursoriesercito. com/ home%20page%20inc. htm

Italian commando frogmen
See Decima Flottiglia MAS for Italian frogmen during and before WWII.

Italian Navy

Components

Organization
Guardia Costiera
→ COMSUBIN
→ San Marco Regiment

Command

Fleet Command

Equipment
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History and Traditions

Regia Marina
Battle of Lissa
Mare Nostrum

COMSUBIN (Comando Raggruppamento Subacquei ed Incursori Teseo Tesei) is the elite Italian combat frogman
force and one of the → Italian special forces.
Italy was the first nation to use frogmen and human torpedoes.The Italian Naval Assault Divisions are considered to 
be the precursors to modern Naval Special Forces.Their record can be traced back to World War I and the operation 
against the Austrian-Hungarian Battleship Viribus Unitis in Pola Harbour in 1918. Other famous operations are
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Trieste, Suda Bay, Alexandria, Gibraltar, and Malta. Great Britain and Germany soon followed. Italy's frogman
group originated in 1938 as the 1a Flottiglia Mezzi d'Assalto (1st Flotilla Assault Vehicles), which was reformed in
1940 as the Decima Flottiglia MAS (10th Flotilla Assault Vehicles, X MAS).
It is a matter of pride that Italy's Naval Special Forces pre-date both the U.S. Navy Underwater Demolition Teams,
formed in 1943 and forerunners of the better-known SEALs, and the British Royal Marines → Special Boat Service
formed as an offshoot of the → Special Air Service in 1941.

Chronology
See Operations of X MAS for Italian wartime frogman operations.
After World War II ended, the victors forbade Italy from maintaining special operations personnel. The Decima
Flottiglia MAS was disbanded. But the training experience gathered during the war was not lost, but was preserved
in units scattered across the new Marina Militare.
• 1954: Italy joined the North Atlantic Council and the United Nations. The Allied Powers relented. The Decima

Flottiglia MAS was reformed, and had various names as the years passed.
• 1960: Its name was settled as Commando Raggruppamento Subacquei ed Incursori Teseo Tesei (Teseo Tesei

Underwater and Raiding Grouping Command, COMSUBIN) after Major Teseo Tesei.

Personnel of COMSUBIN

COMSUBIN is currently based in three
detachments near the Gulf of La Spezia in
the Liguria region of north-west Italy. In
keeping with its traditions, the command has
long been known for its acquisition and use
of unconventional weapons and small arms,
such as the Armalite AR-10.

Some nations including Italy have continued
to make and keep human torpedoes after
1945.

Components

Though technically referred to as a special
operations force, COMSUBIN is somewhat
different in that it considers itself a naval
specialisation. Perhaps the most storied task of COMSUBIN is the destruction of enemy naval assets, particularly by
sea. However, COMSUBIN's six principal components (described below) all perform markedly different tasks each
as essential as the other.
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The Operational Raider Group
The Operational Raider Group (Gruppo Operativo Incursori) is a unit of some 150-200 men and may be
considered the force most closely associated with naval special operations by the popular imagination. The Raiders
have four specific assignments that they are expected to complete; including:
• Attacks on naval and merchant ships while in port or in activity using a multitude of different weapons systems.
• Attacks on port and/or coastal civilian and military installations and infrastructure up to 40 km from the coast.
• Counter-terrorism operations especially on ships and dedicated to the liberation of hostages.
• Infiltration and long-term stays in hostile territory for reconnaissance and/or long-range naval targeting missions.

The Operational Divers Group
The Operational Divers Group (Gruppo Operativo Subacquei) has 200 or so personnel specialised in free-diving
with air to 60 m, oxygen to 12 m, nitrox to 54 m, heliox to 150 m, and to 300 m with a mini-submarine or a special
suit. Their task after World War II was de-mining most of Italy's northern ports ravaged by years of war and full of
magnetic mines and dangerous explosives and sunken ships. This they largely accomplished by 1949, letting Italy's
economy get back on track relatively quickly. After WWII, they have performed de-mining operations across the
world, especially in the Persian Gulf, the former Yugoslavia, and Albania. A detachment of them operates off an
Italian Navy minesweeper. Also, they specialise in rescuing navy personnel from stricken submarines.

The Special Naval Group
The Special Naval Group (Gruppo Navale Speciale) supports and moves the Raiders and the Divers, with the aid of
four specialist ships, the PROTEO, ANTEO, MARINO, and PEDRETTI.
• PROTEO and ANTEO are specialised in supporting Diver operations and in particular rescue of or from

submarines in distress.
• PROTEO specialises in assisting diver operations to a depth of 150 m.
• ANTEO carries a mini-submarine for submarine-rescue operations to a depth of 600 m.
• MARINO and PEDRETTI are fast-speed ships dedicated to supporting Raider operations.

The Study Centre Group
The Study Centre Group (Raggruppamento Centro Studi) keeps the entire unit up-to-date with the latest equipment
and technological advances in specialist fields. It is divided into four major sections: Arms and Explosives, Materials
and Raider Vehicles, Submarine Experimental Materials, and Submarine Human Physiology. All Italian Navy
doctors specialise at the Submarine Human Physiology section (in Naval submarine pathology). The centre has a
hyperbaric chamber often used for decompression therapy by civilians needing this treatment.

The School Group
The School Group (Gruppo Scuole) is the Diver School and the Raider School and trains all raiders and divers, and
trains non-COMSUBIN personnel in special tasks such as Diver Obstacle Demolition for San Marco Regiment
members (the Italian Navy's Marine Regiment), and divers for other Italian State bodies such as the Police and
Firefighting forces.

The Logistics Group
The crucial Logistics Group (Gruppo Logistico) is responsible for maintenance operations of all kinds and for the
health and well-being of all COMSUBIN members.
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Operational capability
COMSUBIN is first and foremost a secret special operations unit. Its membership is a fairly well-guarded secret.
Estimates put the number of active COMSUBIN men at around 700.
Raiders are composed of volunteer officers and non-commissioned officers with an average age of 29 who are
capable of:-
• surface and under-water swimming
• use of naval units
• assault on stationary and moving naval units
• release from helicopters through various means
• movement during day and night in unknown and rocky terrain
• release from submarines while underwater and on surface
• use of automatic and commanded parachute
• use of arms, explosives and special weapons
• capability to reside in unknown hostile territory for long-term
• use of various land vehicles
After a member has qualified as a Raider, he may take up a number of specialisations including:
• free fall paratrooper
• mountain guide
• aerial photography analyst
• explosives de-activator
• launch director
• Military Mountain Troop Instructor
• Naval and Submarine Photographer
Former COMSUBIN Raiders may join other branches of the elite unit to continue serving the Navy or may join other
parts of the military as instructors.

Overseas Deployment
COMSUBIN Raiders have been deployed to these places:-
• Adriatic Sea, inspecting merchant navy ships due to UN embargo against the former Yugoslav republics.
• Albania, mostly to escort and patrol missions.
• Lebanon, mostly to escort and patrol missions.
• Persian Gulf, inspecting merchant navy ships due to UN embargo against Iran.
• Rwanda, evacuating Westerners from missionary outposts during the bitter civil war in Rwanda in 1994-95.
• Somalia, mostly to escort and patrol missions.
• Afghanistan, in support of ISAF.
• Iraq, in support of Antica Babilonia (the Italian contingent of Multinational force)
The Italian Government has never acknowledged their participation in deep-penetration sabotage missions.
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Equipment
• Glock 17
• Beretta 92 FS
• Beretta AR70/90
• Colt M4
• M203 grenade launcher
• Beretta M12
• H&K MP5
• HK G41, license-manufactured by Luigi Franchi S.p.A.
• FN Minimi
• M60E3
• MG42/59
• Browning M2
• H&K AGS 40mm grenade launcher

External links
• (English) Page about Comsubin, mostly about action on land [1]

• (French) Comsubin images including frogmen & underwater [2]

• (French) Arditi-Incursori (Comsubin) [3]

References
[1] http:/ / students. engr. scu. edu/ ~jabraham/ specwar/ specops/ italy/ comsubin/ page1. html
[2] http:/ / commandohubert. free. fr/ ETRit. htm
[3] http:/ / www. unites-speciales. com/ unites-etrangeres/ arditi-incursori. php
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The San Marco Regiment (Italian: Reggimento San Marco), located in Brindisi, are the Marines of the Italian Navy.
Until the middle of the 1990's the unit was known as the “San Marco Battalion” (Battaglione San Marco), until it was
expanded beyond battalion size because of the new geopolitical situation after the end of the Cold War and an
increasing number of international missions.

History

Beginnings

San Marco Regiment Insignia

The San Marco Regiment traces its history back to the La Marina
Regiment, formed in 1713.[1] During the Wars of Italian Independence
the Italian Marines were known as the Fanteria Real Marina, units of
specially selected sailors who were skilled marksmen.[2] The Regiment
also played an important role in Peking during the Boxer Rebellion and
in the Italo-Turkish War.[3]

WWI

With the beginning of the Italian campaign during World War I, the
unit was named the Brigata Marina (Naval Brigade), and included
two regiments, one infantry and one artillery.[4] The brigade's infantry
battalions were drawn from various Army units, customs units in addition to sailors from the torpedoed Italian navy

cruiser Amalfi who were hastily equipped as infantry.[5] Following the Battle of Caporetto in October-November 
1917, the Italian front had almost collapsed and the Marina Brigade fought in the defence of Venice during the Battle
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of the Piave River. After the war, the grateful city presented a flag with the Lion of Saint Mark, from Venice's coat
of arms, to the soldiers of the Naval Brigade. The Naval Brigade was re-named the San Marco Brigade because of
the connection with Venice.[6]

Interwar
Between the two world wars only a “San Marco Battalion” existed. A special unit of the Battalion was deployed to
Shanhaikwan, China in 1924 and stayed there until it was interned by the Japanese in 1943. The San Marco Battalion
also served during the Second Italo-Abyssinian War.

WWII
At the beginning of the Second World War the regiment increased in size, and prepared for amphibious landings at
Cape Martin in France which never happened. .[7] The Regiment expanded to seven battalions before the final desert
battles in 1943, including the Battaglione Nuotatori who were trained as parachutists in 1941.
The 3rd Battalion of the 'San Marco' Regiment (which became known as the Tobruk battalion [8] repelled landings by
British Commandos at Tobruk during the night of 13/14 September in 1942. As a result, 200 British commandos
were taken prisoner.
The regiment fought at Tobruk and Tunisia, where it defended the Mareth line during April and May of 1943. The
Tobruk Battalion was later destroyed on the night of 5 April 1943 while defending the Oidane-el-Hachana line
against an attack on Wadi Akarit by the British 69th Infantry Brigade and Gurkha units from the Indian 4th Infantry
Division.[9] [10] "When we were about ten yards away we had reached the top of the slit trench and we killed any of
the survivors," recalled British infantryman Bill Cheall , who had just seen his section leader shot down by a San
Marco Marine. "It was no time for pussy footing, we were intoxicated with rage and had to kill them to pay for our
fallen pal." [11] German General Hans-Jürgen von Arnim later said of the San Marco Marines fighting abilities in
Tunisia in 1943, that they were "the best soldiers I ever commanded". [12]

Following the Italian surrender in 1943, many San Marco marines fought for the Allies against the Germans,
however the 4th (Caorle) Battalion fought for the Germans until the end of the war.

Post WWII
The San Marco Regiment was deactivated in 1956 but was reformed on 1 January 1965 to battalion strength (Marina
Battaglione "San Marco") in Venice with 750 personnel.
During the Italian-Yugoslav tensions of Triest and Istria, the Yugoslav head of state Tito requested the Italian
government move the unit from Venice, because he believed it represented a possible aggression against Yugoslavia,
and that it was not necessary for the defense of Italy according to the Warsaw Pact. The battalion was then shifted to
Brindisi in Southern Italy and was integrated completely into the Italian navy.
In Venice the Italian army reconstituted its Lagunari (amphibious) troops. From 1982 to 1984 the battalion took part
in international peacekeeping missions in Lebanon.
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Today

The San Marco parading in Roma, on 2 June
2007

Today the San Marco regiment consists of the Amphibious Battalion
Grado and the Support Battalion Golametto with approximately 1,500
soldiers. Combined with the Logistics and Training Regiment
“Carlotto”, landing boats and helicopters, the San Marco Regiment can
conduct amphibious assaults and landings. If necessary, the San Marco
Regiment can be reinforced by the Army's Lagunari. The naval
command is connected by unified operations staff and is closely
associated with the Spanish marines. The San Marco Regiment has been
active in international peace-keeping operations. Since the early 1980's
the unit has deployed to Lebanon, the Persian Gulf, Somalia, Albania,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Kosovo, East Timor, Eritrea and Iraq.[13]

The San Marco regiment and the Lagunari were used together for the first time in operation UNIVERSITY-FELL
after the 2006 Lebanon war in a peacekeeping mission as the “Initial Entry Force” in September 2006.

Organization

Structure of the Amphibious Forces Command (COMFORSBARC).

• Naval Disembarkation Force

• San Marco Regiment
• Assault Battalion Grado
• Logistic Battalion Golametto
• Naval Operations Company
• Special Operations Company (Compagnia

Operazioni Speciali Andrea Bafile)
• Carlotto Regiment
• Logistic Battalion Cortellazzo
• Battalion schools Caorle

• Disembarkation Group

Support Elements

The support elements of the regiment include a
telecommunications center; a coordination center for
fire support; air observer and coastal defense forces; and staff.

Special Forces
→ Special forces exist in the form of a separate company (“Demolitori di Ostacoli Antisbarco DOA”), tasked
primarily with the clearing of landing zones and the removal of barriers, obstacles and mines. The soldiers can be
landed by helicopters and speedboats. or from submarines. The DOA trains with the commando frogmen of the
Italian Combat Fleet Command COMSUBIN.

Boarding Teams
Another separate company,consisting of about 180 men, the Naval Operation Company, leads the Boarding teams.
These units of about 8 to 10 men conduct boardings and inspections of shipping, e.g. in embargo measures.
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Grado battalion

A detachment of the Grado battalion parading on 2
June 2007

The Grado battalion contains the actual naval infantry component
of the Italian navy. The battalion consists of a staff and supply
company, three naval infantry companies, plus a 'heavy' company.

Each of the three combat companies consists of three 37 man
platoons and a 21 man fire support section. These companies can
be brought ashore with amphibious vehicles and boats or with
helicopters. In other cases they can operate as mechanized infantry
with a modified version of the M113 (“VCC-1”).

The heavy company forms the combat support component of the
battalion with their air defense and anti-tank weapons as well as
with the 120mm mortar .

Golametto battalion
Logistical support is conducted by the Golametto battalion. It contains transport and logistics companies, as well as a
medical unit. The members of this battalion are fully trained naval infantrymen, who give landing operations the
necessary technical and logistic support to the Grado battalion (combat service support). General tasks of support fall
into the scope of responsibility of the Carlotto regiment, which supplies the Golametto battalion before the
employment depending upon situation concerning orders with the necessary materials.

Heraldry
The soldiers of the San Marco regiment are designated as Marine Riflemen. Their rank system is similar to the
Italian Army except that enlisted men are distinguished by a sailor's collar on the uniform and a dark blue or black
beret. Both the Lagunari and the San Marco Marines have the Lion of Saint Mark in their coat of arms. Plans to
consolidate both organizations together were temporarily abandoned in the mid-1990's. Today, however, a close
cooperation exists because of a common operations staff in Brindisi, which has continued to strengthen ties between
the two regiments ( Forza di Proiezione dal Mare ).

Equipment

Small arms
• Beretta 92FS (pistol, 9mm)
• Heckler & Koch MP5 (submachine gun)
• Beretta M12 S2 (submachine gun)
• Beretta AR70/90 (assault rifle, 5.56mm)
• M203 (grenade launcher, 40mm)
• FN Minimi (light machine gun, 5.56mm)
• MG42/59 (machine gun, 7.62x51mm)
• Browning M2 (heavy machine gun, 12.7mm)
• Barret 12,7 mm (sniper rifle)
• McMillan 12,7 mm (sniper rifle)
• Accuracy .388 (sniper rifle)
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Heavy weapons
• Panzerfaust 3(anti tank rocket)
• Instalaza C90 (anti tank rocket)
• TOW (antitank defense guided weapon)
• MILAN (antitank defense guided weapon)
• Stinger (air defense guided weapon)
• Mortar (81mm)
• mortar (120mm)

Armored vehicles
• VCC-1 APC ( M113 )
• VCC-2 APC
• LVTP-7 ( AAV7|AAV7-A1 )

Unarmored vehicles
• VM-90

External links
• Ital Marines at Avalanche Press [14]

• Official site (in English) [15]
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17º Stormo Incursori
The 17º Stormo Incursori (en. 17th Raiders Wing) is the Italian Air Force → Special Forces unit. It is based in
Cerveteri, near Rome and part of the Comando interforze per le Operazioni delle Forze Speciali (COFS - Special
Forces Operations Command). Until April 8, 2008 the unit was named Reparto Incursori Aeronautica Militare
(RIAM - Air Force Raiders Group) but with the expansion and evolvement of the units assignments and its size the
name was changed.
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Gruppo di Intervento Speciale

 Gruppo di Intervento Speciale 

Gruppo di Intervento Speciale Official Insignia
 Active  1978 - Present 

 Country Italy

 Branch Carabinieri

 Type Special Forces

 Nickname GIS, Teste di cuoio ("Leatherheads")

Gruppo di Intervento Speciale (GIS, in English "Special Intervention Group") is a counterterrorism asset inside the
Italian Carabinieri military police, first formed in 1978. In 2004 the GIS evolved into a special forces unit.
The unit has taken part in counterterrorism operations and VIP protection details in Afghanistan and Iraq.

Equipment
• Beretta M92-FS, standard handgun
• Glock 17 and 19
• Smith & Wesson Model 28 .357 Magnum revolver (for backup in VIP Protection duties)
• Benelli M1 Super 90
• Benelli M3 - replaced the older Franchi SPAS-12, Franchi PA-3, Franchi PA-7/PA-8 series and Beretta M3P

shotguns
• Benelli M4 Super 90 - replaced the Franchi SPAS-15, deemed "unsatisfactory" as its detachable box magazine

made it too bulky and compromised maneuverability
• Beretta PM-12 series submachineguns, still in arsenal yet mostly superseded
• Heckler & Koch MP5, the most common weapon to equip GIS operators
• FN P90 (in limited quantities)
• Steyr TMP (employed for VIP Protection duties)
• Heckler & Koch MP7 (in limited quantities, most probably tested to supersede the Steyr TMP)
• Beretta 70/90 Weapons system
• Steyr AUG - adopted for ease of use from vehicles and helicopters, now mostly superseded
• Bushmaster M4 carbine - procured in limited quantities jointly with the "Tuscania" Regiment to supersede the

Steyr AUG
• Heckler&Koch HK-53 - mostly superseded (last seen fielded during Operation Ancient Babylon, sometimes

paired with the British-made Istec ISL-201 40 mm undercarried grenade launcher)
• Heckler&Koch G-36 family of weapons (in limited quantities)
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• M203 grenade launcher, either under-carried or in Stand-alone configurations - interface/mounting system for
weapons, as well as some parts (most notably the receiver) manufactured in Italy by PMAL (Polo di
Mantenimento delle Armi Leggere, Italian Army arsenal) in Terni

• Heckler & Koch PSG1
• Mauser 86-SR
• Barrett M82 - procured in limited quantities jointly with the "Tuscania" Regiment
The wide array of missions and duties tasked to the GIS, its military status and its growing participation in
international peacekeeping/peace enforcing operations, allow the unit a high degree of autonomy in selection and
procurement of weapons and equipments, unmatched by most law enforcement Special units. Some of the weapons
recently tested by the GIS for adoption include the Beretta Cx4 Storm and Rx4 Storm semi-automatic carbines (both
dismissed), the FN Mk-16 SCAR-L and possibly the IWI Tavor, although this remains unconfirmed.
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Japan

Central Readiness Force

 Central Readiness Force 

Official Central Readiness Force insignia
 Active March 28, 2007 - Present

 Country  Japan

 Branch Japanese Ground Self-Defense Forces

 Type Mixture of Special Forces, Aerial Transportation, anti-NBC Warfare and Military Training units

 Role Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, Domestic and International Counter-Terrorism

 Size  4,335 soldiers 

 Part of Controls → 1st Airborne Brigade, → 1st Helicopter Brigade, → Japanese Special Operations Group, Central NBC
Weapon Defense Unit, International Peace Cooperation Activities Training Unit, NBC Countermeasure Medical
Unit and the Central Readiness Regiment

Garrison/HQ
Nerima, Tokyo

 Nickname CRF

Engagements
United Nations Mission in Nepal

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Lieutenant General Josho Yamaguchi

The Central Readiness Force (中央即応集団 Chūō Sokuō Shūdan) was recently established on March 28, 2007,
following the upgrading of the Japanese Defense Ministry from the former Japanese Defense Agency[1] . Based in
Japanese Ground Self-Defense Forces (JGSDF) Camp Asaka in Nerima, Tokyo, the unit has the capability of
responding to any situation in either Japanese or foreign soil. The unit can also be Japan's response to any combat
operations in further peacekeeping missions as a rapid reaction force[2] as a part of the Japanese government's
National Defense Program Guidelines over the need to improve the JGSDF's capabilities to deal with new defense
issues such as foreign peacekeeping operations and anti-terrorist operations[2] .
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The CRF had a formal ceremony in the same base on March 31, 2007. Japanese Defense Minister Fumio Kyuma was
the guest of honor in formally inaugurating the force. Lieutenant General Josho Yamaguchi (山口淨秀 陸将,
Yamaguchi Josho Rikushō) is the first CRF commanding officer.[2]

History

Masked → Japanese Special Operations Group
soldiers attached to the CRF during the ceremony
at the JGSDF's Camp Asaka in Nerima, Tokyo.

Formed on March 28, 2007, the CRF has consolidated the → 1st
Airborne Brigade, the → 1st Helicopter Brigade, the → Japanese
Special Operations Group and the 101st NBC Protection Unit into a
single force meant to conduct operations in domestic and foreign
soil.[2]

On March 31, 2007, the Central Readiness Force had held its formal
ceremony at the JGSDF's Camp Asaka in Nerima, Tokyo, which
included guests such as Fumio Kyuma and Josho Yamaguchi, the
former presiding over the formal establishment of the CRF.[3]

The CRF went to be deployed in its first civil disaster mission to quell
wildfires in the forests of the Yamanashi Prefecture on April 29, 2007
with the → 1st Helicopter Brigade being deployed after its integration
to the force.[4]

The CRF had conducted a military exercise on October 31, 2007 with its subordinate units participating in a wider
range of scenarios from anti-NBC cleanup to personnel transportation and evacuation.[5]

6 officers from the CRF were deployed to Nepal as part of the UNMIS mission on March 7, 2007[6] after a send-off
ceremony was done on March 6, 2007.[7] A CRF officer deployed to Nepal as part of the UNMIN was awarded by
UN peacekeeping officers for completing his duties to monitor the ceasefire between the Nepalese government and
Maoist rebels.[8] The officers had returned on March 18, 2008.[9]

4 CRF officers under the UNDOF's transport unit were deployed to France as Japanese representatives on July 14,
2008 for its annual Bastille Day Military Parade celebration.[10]

Staff

List of Commanders

Name (English) Name (Japanese) Year of Appointment Previous Position

Josho
Yamaguchi

山口 淨秀 (Yamaguchi Josho) March 28, 2007 Western Army Chief of Staff

List of Deputy Commander for Domestic Operations

Name (English) Name (Japanese) Year of Appointment Previous Position

Toshiaki
Tanaka

田中 敏明 (Tanaka Toshiaki) March 28, 2007 Northern Army Vice Chief of Staff
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List of Deputy Commander for International Operations

Name (English) Name (Japanese) Year of Appointment Previous Position

Kouichi Isobe 磯部 晃一 (Isobe Kouichi) March 28, 2007 Eastern Army Vice Chief of Staff

List of Chiefs of Staff

Name
(English)

Name (Japanese) Year of
Appointment

Previous Position

Kizuku Fukuda 福田 築 (Fukuda
Kizuku)

March 28, 2007 Eastern Army Commanding Officer, Defense Plans & Operations
Department

List of Vice Chiefs of Staff

Name (English) Name (Japanese) Year of
Appointment

Previous Position

Toshihiro Honjyo
Hirofumi
Takizawa

本庄 俊弘 (Honjyo
Toshihiro)
滝澤 博文 (Takizawa
Hirofumi)

March 28, 2007 Eastern Army Commanding Officer, Defense Plans & Operations
Department

Structure
The structure of the CRF has been created with the following established for its headquarters:

Chain of Command
• Commander (Lieutenant General)

• Deputy Commander for Domestic Operations (Major General)
• Deputy Commander for International Operations (Major General)

• Chief of Staff (Colonel)
• Vice Chief of Staff (2 officers with rank of Colonel)

Divisions
• Personnel
• Intelligence
• Defense Plans & Operations
• Logistics
• Administration
• Accounting
• Communications
• National Welfare
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Personnel
• Reporting Officer
• Army Surgeon
• Inspector
• Law Officer
• Staff Manager
• Adjutant

Formation

Current
• Headquarters - Camp Asaka, Nerima, Tokyo with 230 personnel

• → 1st Airborne Brigade - Camp Narashino, Narashino, Chiba with 1,900 personnel
• Central Readiness Regiment - Camp Utsunomiya, Utsunomiya, Tochigi with 700 personal
• → Special Forces Group - Camp Narashino, Narashino, Chiba with 300 personnel
• → 1st Helicopter Brigade - Camp Kisarazu, Kisarazu, Chiba with 900 personnel
• Central NBC Weapon Defense Unit - Camp Ōmiya, Ōmiya-ku, Saitama with 155 personnel
• NBC Countermeasure Medical Unit - Camp Asaka, Asaka, Saitama with 70 personnel
• International Peace Cooperation Activities Training Unit - Camp Komakado, Gotemba, Shizuoka with 80

personnel

Symbols
The following are represented in the insignia and patch of the Central Readiness Force:

CRF Insignia

The official insignia of the Central Readiness
Force.

Japanese Archipelago and Red Circle surrounding it - CRF's
mandate to operate in Japanese soil.[11]

Laurel - Hope for a successful mission.[11]

Purple Shadow - CRF's joint cooperation with the Japanese
Ground Self-Defense Forces, the Japanese Maritime
Self-Defense Forces and the Japanese Air Self-Defense
Forces.[11]

The insignia symbolizes the CRF's mandate to operate in Japanese
soil.[11]
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CRF Patch

The official patch of the Central Readiness Force.

Globe - CRF's mandate to operate anywhere around the
world.[11]

Cherry Blossoms - CRF's commanding officer.[11]

Red Circle - Japan.[11]

The patch symbolizes the CRF's mandate to operate in foreign territory
as a representative of Japan in Peacekeeping missions.[11]

Future Plan

Under future plans to unify cooperation between Japan and the United
States, the Central Readiness Force's headquarters will eventually be
transferred out to Camp Zama by the year 2012[12] [13] . This would be
done for the US military and the JSDF to operate with improved

interoperability.[14]

External links
• Official Page [15] (Japanese)

• Official Page [16] (English)
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Special Operations Group (Japan)

 Japanese Special Forces Group 

Official Japanese Special Operations Group Flag
 Active March 27, 2004 - Present

 Country  Japan

 Branch Japanese Ground Self-Defense Forces

 Type Special Forces

 Role Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare, Domestic and International Counter-Terrorism

 Size  300 soldiers 

 Part of Under control of the → Central Readiness Force

 Garrison/HQ Narashino Garrison, Funasbashi, Chiba

 Nickname SOG
TSG (In Japanese)
Special Forces Group/SFGp (New Name)

 Engagements Iraqi occupation

 Insignia 

Identification
symbol

 SOG Pin Badge 

The Japanese Special Operations Group (特殊作戦群 Tokushu Sakusen Gun) is the Japanese Ground Self-Defense
Force's counter-terrorist unit established by the former Japanese Defense Agency to counter terrorist activities and
deter → guerrilla-style attacks on Japanese soil[1] and to conduct military operations, like the → 1st Airborne
Brigade, against → guerrillas or enemy → commandos.[2] [3] The unit is based in Narashino, Chiba garrison[3] in
Funabashi, Chiba with the → 1st Airborne Brigade. They are currently known more recently as the Special Forces
Group.[4]

The SOG has been referred to as Japan's → Delta Force,[5] due to their specialized role in the Japanese Ground
Self-Defense Force. → Delta Force personnel had been responsible for assisting the Japanese Ground Self-Defense
Force in raising the SOG's foundations prior to its establishment.[6]

The civilian counterpart of the SOG is the Japanese National Police Agency's Special Assault Team.
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History
In 1998, the Japanese Defense Agency had proposed the formation of a unit in the JGSDF that would handle tasks
such as Counter-terrorism with a selected group of JGSDF soldiers from the → 1st Airborne Brigade sent to the
United States to be trained by → Delta Force operators.[6] At the same time, two platoons were created from the
brigade as a means of creating the unit's foundations. These consist of the G Platoon (Formation Unit) and the S
Platoon (Research Unit).[6]

The establishment of unit's framework had been completed in 2003, after 3 years of training and organization.[6]

On March 27, 2004, the Japanese Defense Agency had activated the unit as the Special Operations Group with the
mandate under the JGSDF as its Counter-terrorist unit.[6]

In 2005, the SOG had deployed four of its operators to serve as bodyguards for the Japanese commander of the
Japanese Ground Self-Defense Force's contingent in Iraq under the Japanese Iraq Reconstruction and Support
Group.[5]

On March 28, 2007, the SOG had merged with the → 1st Airborne Brigade, the → 1st Helicopter Brigade and the
101st NBC Protection Unit to create the → Central Readiness Force.[7]

The unit had changed its name on March 26, 2008 from SOG to SFG or the Special Forces Group.

Masked SOG soldiers in the opening ceremony marking the
activation of the → Central Readiness Force in the JGSDF's

Asaka base in Nerima, Tokyo, Japan.

Formation

• Commander (Led by a Colonel)
• Executive Officers (Led by a Lieutenant Colonel)
• Headquarters

• 1st Department (General Affairs)
• 2nd Department (Intelligence)
• 3rd Department (Planning)
• 4th Department (Supply)

• Headquarters Administration Unit (Led by 3 Majors)
• 1st SOG Company[8]

• Company Headquarters[9]

• 1st Platoon (Freefall)[10]

• Specialized squads (e.g. Assault, Sniper)
• 2nd Platoon (Maritime)[10]

• 3rd Platoon (Mountain)[10]

• 4th Platoon (Urban Warfare)[10]

• 2nd SOG Company[8]

• 3rd SOG Company[8]

• Training Unit
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Training
All potential recruits to the SFG have mostly been drawn out from the → 1st Airborne Brigade with [Ranger
(Japan)Rangers qualification. As such, all SFG soldiers are airborne qualified.[6]

For specialized training, the 1st Platoon have their freefall training under the → 1st Airborne Brigade with the 2nd
Platoon under the Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Forces.[6]

The SFG has a training facility inside the JGSDF Narashino, Chiba camp to conduct training on various techniques,
especially on CQB tactics.

Weapons

Assault Rifles
• Colt M4A1 SOPMOD Block I[11]

• Howa Type 89

Submachine Guns
• HK MP5SD6

Shotguns
• Remington 870

Pistols
• HK USP 9

Sniper Rifles
• Barrett M95
• Remington M24

Others
• Type 91 MANPAD
• Type 01 Anti-Tank missile
• Howa 84RR recoiless rifle
• Various Hand grenades

Equipment
The SFG has access to equipment used by the JGSDF, such as the Komatsu LAVs and Toyota Koukidoushas for
transport and reconnaissance use. They also work in conjunction with the → 1st Helicopter Brigade to provide
mobility support, though they can be also deployed via C-130 Hercules aircraft.[12]

Unit Features
As part of regulating and protecting the identities of the various soldiers serving in the SFG, their faces are hidden in
balaclavas and cannot be revealed except with authorization from their commanding officers.[3] [13] It is said that
personnel cannot enter certain areas of their Narashino camp, such as the SFG barracks, unless they have the proper
identification with them.
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External links
• Official SFGp CRF Page. [14] (Japanese)
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1st Airborne Brigade (Japan)

 1st Airborne Brigade 

1st Airborne Brigade Shoulder Sleeve Patch
 Active 1958 - Present

 Country  Japan

 Branch Japanese Ground Self-Defense Forces

 Type  Airborne Infantry 

 Role Airborne operations, Direct Action, Reconnaissance, Unconventional Warfare

 Size  1900 paratroopers 

 Part of Under control of → Central Readiness Force

 Garrison/HQ Narashino Garrison, Funasbashi, Chiba

 Nickname Narashino Airborne Brigade, 1AB

 Engagements Iraq occupation

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Toshiya Okabe

Notable
commanders

Hayao Kinugasa, Masanobu Kobayashi, Satoshi Mizuno, Yosihiko Doi, Kenichi Kinomura, Shizuo Sekine

 Insignia 

Identification
symbol

 1st Airborne Brigade Shoulder Patch 

The 1st Airborne Brigade (第1空挺団 Dai-ichi Kūtei-dan), also known as the Narashino Airborne Brigade
(習志野空挺団),[1] is stationed in the Narashino Japanese Ground Self-Defense Forces (JGSDF) Base in Funabashi,
Chiba Prefecture.[2] [3] It is part of the Eastern Army in the Japanese Ground Self-Defense Force[4]

The Brigade serves as Japan's elite paratrooper unit meant to counter against either → guerrillas or enemy → special
forces units[5] . Under the Brigade is the Guide Unit, serving as its NEO (Non-combatant Evacuation Operations)
unit.[2] Currently, they are attached to current homeland defense and international combat operations under the →
Central Readiness Force.
The unit is being likened similarly to the Western Army Infantry Regiment and the → Japanese Special Operations
Group, since these units are some of Japan's only Special Forces units with an offensive capability as some of Japan's
other Special Forces units are assigned to CT or defensive duties.
Their presence in the JGSDF has served the organization as a morale booster.[1]
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History
After the end of World War II and the start of the Cold War, American occupation forces had allowed the temporary
formation of an airborne party from within the ranks of the JGSDF as tensions continued to increase between the
United States and the former Soviet Union in 1955.[6] In 1958, the Airborne Brigade's first platoon was formed after
Hayao Kinugasa was made the first commander of the unit. It continued to increase in numbers as ranger and
free-fall training were added in 1962 and 1969.[6] An additional armed transport unit was established in 1973.[6]

In 1985, the 1st Airborne Brigade was involved in rescue operations of the downed Japan Airlines Flight 123 in the
ridges of Mount Takamagahara in the Gunma Prefecture,[7] marking the first time that the Brigade was seen in the
public eye. Later on, they were also deployed in Yamanashi Prefecture for civil operations[6] and in the Great
Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake in 1995.[7]

A Guide Unit had been established on October 20, 1999 and based at Funabashi, Chiba.[2] Preparations to create a
new special forces unit went underway under the Brigade in 2000.[6]

In 2003, the framework of the Special Operations Group was established as an anti-guerrilla/terrorist unit embedded
in the Brigade,[6] but was established and separated from the Brigade in 2004 and placed under the control of the
Defense Agency via the JGSDF like most of the JSDF's → special forces units.[6]

Brigade paratroopers are involved in Iraq as the Brigade has started to rotate ground personnel as part of the
Japanese government's commitment to Iraq, though they could be withdrawn from Iraqi soil anytime before the end
of 2006. They have been withdrawn alongside the bulk of the Japanese Iraqi Reconstruction Support Group in the
middle of 2006. The brigade was added to the → Central Readiness Force in March 28, 2007.[8]

On October 9, 2006, members of the Oregon National Guard had a hand in assisting soldiers of the 1st Airborne
Brigade in establishing a sniper school to train the unit's first generation of highly skilled snipers during Orient
Shield 07.[9]

Controversy

Firearms Handling

In 1994, Colonel Yasunobu Hideshima had been arrested by JGSDF military police officers for violating both the
Self-Defense Forces Law and the Firearm and Sword Control Law when he allowed three of his friends to use
JGSDF firearms without prior authorization.[10] Lieutenant Colonels Yoshiharu Amano and Michihiko Suzuki were
suspended for 20 days for neglect of duty.[11]

Iraq War

Another scandal had emerged inside the unit when a 38-year old 1st Airborne Brigade paratrooper was arrested in
Inzai, Chiba Prefecture for shoplifting. He admitted to officers that he did it to prove that he was serious in not going
to Iraq.[12] When JGSDF officials heard about this, they told press officials that they require the consent of the
troopers and their relatives. Otherwise, they would not be deployed. The Iraq deployment has caused a national
debate in Japan, and reaching a new public consensus is necessary for the military to develop a modern role and
structure.[12]
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Requirements
Before joining the 1st Airborne Brigade, all potential candidates must be able to pass the following requirements:
• Join the Brigade on or under 28 if a private; otherwise NCOs (usually Sergeants) must join on or under 36 years

of age.
• Have the standard weight and height of 49 kg and 161 cm with chest measurements at 78.5 cm
• Lung capacity of at least 3,200 cm³ or more
• Have no criminal record
• Have the following points from his time in the JGSDF:

• 5 classes or more, 1st method above various eye minimum of 45 points
• Airborne system has been above each minimum of 60 points of 5 items such as suspension stooping jump from

aircraft.
• Must be able to lift objects at 30 kg, under, and above for 50 s
• Blood pressure must be at 140mmHg~100mmHg and 90mmHg to candidates who are 34 years old or less.

Formation

JGSDF Battalion Type flag.

The following structure is as follows:[13]

• Headquarters
• Headquarters Company
• Three Infantry Battalions (Airborne)

• 1st Infantry Battalion (Airborne)
• 2nd Infantry Battalion (Airborne)
• 3rd Infantry Battalion (Airborne)

• Field Artillery Battalion
• Logistics Support Troop

• Signal Company
• Engineer Company
• Airborne School

Weapons
Standard weapons are from the JGSDF, including:
• Howa Type 89-F (Para) rifle
• Colt M4A1 SOPMOD Block I (CQC) carbine
• SIG-Sauer P220 pistol (Licensed as Shin Chuo Kogyo 9mm Kenju, meaning pistol)
• Minebea PM-9 submachine gun
• Remington M24 sniper rifle
• Sumitomo Heavy Industries M249 LMG
• Toshiba Type 91 Mobile SAM launcher
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Ranger qualification
Ranger badges are given out to 1AB paratrooper after completing intensive training, as it is coveted by active duty
SDF soldiers.[1]

Deployment

Local

1st Airborne Brigade forces in Narashino during annual
exercises.

• 1st Airborne Brigade paratroopers have only been seen in
action through annual new year JSDF exhibition shows in
Narashino.[14] [15]

Overseas

• The Brigade has scheduled 170 paratroopers to be sent into
Samawa as part of the JGSDF's commitment in Iraq. Training
had been conducted for a short time with a joint exercise with
soldiers from the Oregon National Guard's 2nd Battalion.[16]

All of them have been withdrawn.

Known personnel
• Akihiko Saito[17]

• Yasunobu Hideshima[10]

• Keisuke Itagaki

External links
• Official CRF Page [18] (Japanese)

• 1st Airborne Brigade Exhibition Page [19]

• 1st Airborne Brigade Unofficial Information page from its training research group [20]
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1st Helicopter Brigade

 1st Helicopter Brigade 

 Active March 20, 1959 - Present

 Country  Japan

 Branch Japanese Ground Self-Defense Forces

 Type Logistics and Transportation

 Role Humanitarian/Materiel/Personnel Transport

 Size  900 soldiers 

 Part of Under → Central Readiness Force

 Garrison/HQ Kisarazu, Chiba, Chiba

 Nickname 1HB

The 1st Helicopter Brigade (第１ヘリコプター団 Dai-ichi Herikoputa-Dan) is based at the JGSDF Kisarazu
Camp in Chiba[1] [2] . Formerly an independent brigade, it was attached on the → Central Readiness Force on March
28, 2007.[3]

The brigade would operate under the → Central Readiness Force as a supporting unit for the → 1st Airborne Brigade
and the → Japanese Special Operations Group if deployed into a combat zone.[4]

History
The 1st Helicopter Brigade was first established on March 20, 1959 by the Japan Ground Self-Defense Force
Aviation School in the JGSDF's Kasumigaura Camp in Kasumigaura, Ibaraki. After the brigade was established, 2
helicopter companies were created on March 1, 1968 in a period of reorganization with one of the companies being
worked out for its establishment[5] .
The 1st Helicopter Company was stationed in the JGSDF Kisarazu Camp on March 22, 1968 with the 2nd Helicopter
Company on June 1, 1968[5] .. A special transport squad was established in the brigade on December 19, 1986.[5] .
Another period of reorganization came through on March 27, 2006 when the brigade had been reorganized again to
have a communications and reconnaissance squad added to the unit. On March 28, 2007, the 1st Helicopter Brigade
had been formally indoctrinated into the → Central Readiness Force.[3]

Deployments

Annual Deployment
As a tradition done in every New Year like most JGSDF units, various aircraft of the 1st Helicopter Brigade would
be deployed to conduct annual exercises from their Kisarazu, Chiba camp.[6]

Pre-CRF integration
Prior to the brigade's integration to the → Central Readiness Force, it had been actively involved in civil disaster
operations on Natural disasters such as forest fires and Earthquakes[5] .

Post-CRF integration
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The brigade had been deployed by the → Central Readiness Force on its first operation to subdue wildfires in the
forests of the Yamanashi Prefecture on April 29, 2007.[7]

Aircraft in Service
The 1st Helicopter Brigade are currently utilizing the following aircraft for the → Central Readiness Force[2] . The
following include:

Aircraft Origin Type Versions Notes

Boeing CH-47 Chinook   Japan Transport helicopter CH-47J

CH-47JA

Built by Kawasaki

Eurocopter EC 225[8]   France VIP helicopter EC 225LP

Kawasaki OH-1   Japan Scout helicopter Under delivery

MD Helicopters MD 500   Japan Scout helicopter OH-6D

OH-6J

Built by Kawasaki

Mitsubishi MU-2   Japan liaison LR-1

Beechcraft Super King
Air

  United States Utility transport LR-2

Sikorsky S-70   Japan transport helicopter UH-60JA Built by Mitsubishi

Formation
• Headquarters

• Headquarters and Service Company (OH-6D)
• 1st Transportation Helicopter Group

• 103th Flight Squadron (CH-47J/JA)
• 104th Flight Squadron (CH-47J/JA)
• 105th Flight Squadron (CH-47J/JA)
• 106th Flight Squadron (CH-47J/JA)

• 102th Flight Squadron (UH-60JA,OH-6D)
• Special transportation helicopter Squadron (EC 225LP)
• Communications and Reconnaissance Squadron (LR-1, LR-2)
• Field Maintenance Party

External links
• 1st Helicopter Brigade's Official CRF Page [9] (Japanese)
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Special Boarding Unit

 Special Boarding Unit 

Official pin badge of the SBU
 Active March 27, 2001

 Country  Japan

 Branch Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Forces

 Type Special Forces

 Role Domestic and International Counter-Terrorism, Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare

 Size 70 soldiers[1]

 Garrison/HQ Etajima, Hiroshima

 Nickname SBU
TKI (In Japanese)

 Engagements Action of 22 December 2001 (Did not intervene)
Anti-piracy operations in Somalia[2]

 Insignia 

Identification
symbol

 SBU Pin Badge 

The Special Boarding Unit (特別警備隊 Tokubetsukeibitai) is a → special forces unit established by the Japanese
Maritime Self-Defense Forces on March 27, 2001 in response to a previous spy ship incursion that occurred on the
Noto Peninsula in 1999.[3] [4] The unit was created to perform similar roles to those undertaken by American →
Navy SEALs and the British → SBS.[1] Its structure is based on the SBS.[5]

Their field involves maritime anti-terrorist duties, including operations where arms are known to be involved.[6]

However, their duties and responsibilities overlap with those of the Special Security Team, the Japan Coast Guard's
counter-terrorist unit.[7]

Since the SBU is a special forces unit, any kind of matters regarding personnel, training and weapons are highly
classified.[8]

History
After a failed Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Forces mission to stop North Korean spy ships that were in the
territorial waters of the Noto Peninsula,[9] [1] [10] the SBU was established[6] with its headquarters based in Etajima,
Hiroshima.[11] The unit had conducted some covert training in Etajima without any public knowledge after its
creation, including exercises on boarding tactics to enter ships.[12] Training was completed in 2000, a year after the
SBU was created. [13] A reported ship that illegally entered Amami Ōshima was seen nearby, which led to the
mobilization of the SBU.[13] The ship, however, was said to have been scuttled while the unit waited for orders from
the Japanese Defense Agency.[13] The unit had made its existence known to the public during a training exercise,
which involved the deployment of Howa Type 89-armed SBU operators via RHIBs and SH-60J helicopters.[14] [15]
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When the unit was created, it had requested training with the → Navy SEALs, but had not been able to do so due to
schedule problems.[13] To resolve this, the SBU had requested training assistance from the → SBS to help in
founding the unit.[13] [5]

Due to the nature of their duties and responsibilities, an amendment had been passed to raise their salaries.[16]

It was announced recently by Yasukazu Hamada that the SBU will be possibly deployed for its first mission to
Somalia to engage in anti-Somali piracy operations.[9] [17] SBU operators had left Japan on March 14, 2009 deployed
on board the Murasame-class destroyer JDS DD-106 Samidare and the Takanami-class destroyer JDS DD-113
Sazanami.[18] [2]

Prior to the SBU's overseas deployment to Somalia, the unit had practiced alongside Japan Coast Guard units in
simulating a raid on a pirate vessel played by JCG officers without any warning shots fired by SBU operators off the
coast of Kure, Hiroshima with a total of 250 people participating, 60 from the JCG.[19] [20]

Controversy
Controversy had interrupted from the SBU involved when a Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Forces cadet had died
during a supposed training exercise prior to admission to the unit,[1] which had consisted of 15 levels of unarmed
combat training.[6] [21] The JMSDF has refused to provide more details on the incident, calling them classified
material.[1] However, a special committee was established to determine whether the cadet's death was either under
murder or an accident.[22] Investigators of the Criminal Investigation Command had assessed the incident.[23]

Reports on the incident have classified the events as a case of bullying by senior JMSDF sailors against junior
sailors.[24] But the committee had suggested that the deceased cadet was killed accidentally after receiving a right
hook punch by his 14th opponent during the exercise,[25] specifically to the chin.[23] A JMSDF official has told
reporters that even though similar exercises are done by other elite forces, the incident itself can be considered as a
severe case of bullying.[25] A statement from the JMSDF Staff Office had suggested that the cadet had died in an
accident in the course of the exercise.[23]

Foreign relations
The SBU has been involved in matters involving Asia-Pacific Defense, with representatives sent to the Asia Pacific
Defense Forum Summer 2002[26] and the Asia Pacific Defense Forum 2004.[27]

Weapons and equipment
It is known that the SBU uses the MP5A5 and the MP5SD6 as their primary submachine guns.[13] Their main rifle is
the Howa Type 89,[14] [5] while their sidearm is the Sig Sauer P226.[5] Sniper rifles were purchased for the SBU
under the 2004 defense budget under the JMSDF, but the model has not been revealed to the public.[28]

The SBU has access to the use of RHIBs in maritime operations[14] while Mitsubishi SH-60s are used for aerial
insertions during shipboarding missions.[15]
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Training
SBU candidates are schooled at the Naval Academy Edashima for around 36 weeks including the Special Security
Program, which is taken for a year and 3 months before one is recruited to the unit.[6] The basic education is done at
the school while the rest is done with the unit prior to recruitment.[6]
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Korea, Democratic People's Republic of

Special Operation Force
The DPRK Special Operation's Forces (SOF) are the specially trained and equipped military units tailored to perform
military, political, or psycholoical operations. The units are active in testing the defenses of the ROK and have been
detected operating in or around ROK many times over the 50 years since the end of the Korean War.[1] [2]

Mission
The missions of Special Operation's Forces are to breach the flank-less fixed defense of South Korea, to create a
"second front" in the enemy's rear area, and to conduct battlefield and strategic reconnaissance.[3]

History
The official date of formation for the SOF is hard to come by, but reports of activity by these forces have been
commonplace since 30 October, 1968. On this date, Maritime commandos landed on beaches from Samcheok to
Uljin, South Korea and after a series of battles retreated back to North Korea.[4]

Tactics and Equipment

Airborne
SOF use the antiquated but effective Antonov An-2 to infiltrate by air.[5] It has been retrofitted with wooden
materials to provide limited stealth ability to reduce detection by radar. The An-2 can deliver paratroopers by airdrop
or airland. With the An-2's small airframe, it is possible to land on a highway and insert paratroopers.

Reconnaissance Brigades
Sometimes known as "sniper" brigades, they are part of the ground intelligence effort of the KPA.[5] These units also
have the ability to perform Direct Action. They train and equip to seize or destroy strategic targets within the ROK.
Additionally, it is suspected that these units carry out assassination attempts.[5]

Light Infantry
KPA light infantry battalions are found in forward deployed and rear-area corps-level units of North Korea.[5] The
light battalions are similar to their amphibious light infantry counterparts except for the additional marine training.
The major focus of the light infantry is the "rapid infilatration and disruption of enemy rear areas through concealed
movement".[5] The missions of the light infantry include seizure of forward area lines of communication, and
destruction of high-payoff targets such as nuclear or chemical sites.[5] In keeping with their name, they are lightly
armed and equipped with small arms and antitank weapons.
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Maritime SOF
Estimates reveal that the North Koreans can deliver over 7,000 SOF personnel to each of the ROK coastlines.[6]

Based on the number of ships available to the SOF, they could deliver 5,000 of these soldiers in one lift
(approximately 102 amphibious craft).[5] It is expected that these special forces once ashore, will attempt to infiltrate
South Korea‘s rugged terrain to attack the ROK in their rear areas just before and during the renewed commencement
of hostilities between the two countries.[5] Further, the added capability of a small ship with "stealthy" characteristics
enables the commandos the ability to ferry to the ROK coast.[7]

Like other special forces around the world, close cooridnation with their sister services provides the needed
transportation around the battlefield. For the Maritime SOF, the most commonly used component for modern
infiltration has been using the DPRK Navy submarines. The DPRK Navy has 24 Romeo class diesel electric
submarines[5] . These submarines are used primarily in coastal areas and are an excellent platform to deposit units
offshore. Specially outfitted Sang-O submarines carry a small crew of nineteen and serve a sole purpose of coastal
infiltration. Finally, the DPRK Navy possesses at least forty-five midget submarines ideally suited to infiltrate two to
five man teams into the ROK.[8] Such small submarines prove difficult to detect among the rugged coastlines of the
Korean Peninsula.
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Korea, Republic of

Special Warfare Command

Military of South Korea

Branches

Army

Navy

Air Force

Marine Corps
Reserve Forces

History

Personnel

Military ranks (comparative)

Equipment

Republic of Korea Army Special Warfare Command (ROKASWC, Korean: 대한민국 육군 특수전사령부) is
the military command of the Republic of Korea Army responsible for their special operation forces. It consists of 7
brigades, and its main tasks include conducting reconnaissance and other tasks, mostly behind enemy lines.
Since 1993, the South Korean military has trained experts by sending officers to various PKO training institutions
such as the Northern Europe United Nations Training Corps (UNTC), Poland, and Ireland. And since 1995, officers
and related government officials have been sent to the Pearson Peacekeeping Center (PPC) in Canada. To lay the
foundation for PKO education domestically, in 1995 the military designated the Joint Services Staff College to be
the lead institution to educate officers to become military observers and staff. In May 1998, the PKO Department
was officially inaugurated within the college. Moreover, the Special Warfare Command's Education Corps was
designated as the institution solely responsible for unit-level education of PKO forces by providing solid education
for infantry and engineer personnel.

Evergreen unit
The Evergreen Unit is an ad-hoc, all-volunteer, amalgamated ROK Army unit (usually of battalion strength),
composed of various members of the South Korean military (including infantry, combat support elements such as
engineers and medics, ROK Special Forces and the ROK Marine Corps.), trained specifically for conducting
worldwide security operations and rendering humanitarian assistance during ad-hoc overseas deployments and UN
Peacekeeping Operations.
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Somalia
The South Korean military participated in UN-led Peacekeeping Operations for the first time ever when it activated
and deployed the "Evergreen" unit in the summer of 1993 to Somalia for the purpose of overseas reconstruction and
humanitarian work. The Evergreen unit is an amalgamated ROK Army battalion-sized engineering unit (named after
Korea's ubiquitous perennial conifers), activated for the first time on June 30, 1993 specifically for the Somali PKO
deployment. The battalion-sized element, consisting of 504 men (rotated annually), participated in repairing roads
and rendering humanitarian assistance during the crisis in Somalia at the time. By the time their mission ended in
September of 1994, the Evergreen unit deployed some 2,700 men and 1,300 pieces of equipment, successfully
linking Balad and Zohar via a rebuilt road, and effectively cooperating with U.S. forces in building another road
from Balad to Afgoa.

East Timor
On August 30, 1999, a UN-mandated referendum for independence in East Timor was held, in which 78.5 percent of
the electorate opted for independence. However, indigenous militias who opposed East Timor's independence caused
devastating violence. Accordingly, the UN Security Council adopted a resolution to grant installation of the
International Forces in East Timor (INTERFET), and the UN Secretary General together with the government of
Australia officially requested the South Korean government's participation, in addition to other UN-member nations
such as Indonesia, who agreed to the deployment of the multinational forces and actively requested the participation
of Asian nations.
In response to the international request to maintain security and restore order, the South Korean government
authorized the formation of a second Evergreen Unit. With a battalion strength of 419 personnel -- 201 from ROK
Special Forces with the balance of personnel from transportation, supply, communications, and medical
specialties—the Evergreen unit arrived in Lautem, East Timor on 1 October 1999. Upon their arrival, the area was
still reeling from post-election violence and 40 per cent of the island's built-up infrastructure—including markets,
schools and housing—had been destroyed by rioters. The population of 50,000 had dropped to 20,000 as a result of
refugee movement in response to the widespread violence. Shortly thereafter, the 2nd Evergreen Unit formally
initiated operations on 22 October 1999 in Lospalos, East Timor. Using its security component, detached from the
5th Special Forces brigade, Special Warfare Command, the Evergreen's area of responsibility covered just 12% of
East Timor's land mass.
After a six-month deployment that ended on 28 April 2000, the original 419 members of the Korean battalion
returned to Korea after conducting a two-week long, in-theater handover and orientation for their replacements. In
February of 2002, the battalion was redeployed to the Oeucci enclave to continue Peacekeeping Operations. In April,
2003, an additional 250-strong element from the 8th ROK BATT, deployed for a six-month peacekeeping mission in
Oecussi, East Timor. In addition to security operations, the unit engaged in public relations and election-related
work, including voter registration, and humanitarian assistance.

Order of Battle
• Special Warfare Training Group
• 1st Special Forces Brigade (Airborne) 'Eagle'
• 3rd Special Forces Brigade (Airborne) 'Flying Tiger'
• 5th Special Forces Brigade (Airborne) 'Black Dragon'
• 7th Special Forces Brigade (Airborne) 'Pegasus'
• 9th Special Forces Brigade (Airborne) 'Ghost'
• 11th Special Forces Brigade (Airborne) 'Golden Bat'
• 13th Special Forces Brigade (Airborne) 'Black Panther'
• → 707th Special Mission Battalion 'White Tiger'
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See also
• Military of South Korea
• Republic of Korea Army
• Republic of Korea Marine Corps
• List of military equipment of Republic of Korea
• Special Operations Command Korea (SOCKOR)
• Combined Unconventional Warfare Task Force (CUWTF)
• → Special Activities Division
• → Delta Force
• SEAL Team Six

External links
• Global Security.org article [1]
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707th Special Mission Battalion

 707th Special Mission Battalion 

 Active  1981 - Present 

 Country   Republic of Korea

 Branch Republic of Korea Army

 Type Special Forces

 Role Domestic Counter-Terrorism and Law Enforcements, Unconventional Warfare, Raids

 Size  Battalion 

 Part of → Special Warfare Command

 Garrison/HQ Seongnam, South Korea

 Nickname White Tiger [1]

The 707th Special Mission Battalion (Korean: 707 특수임무대대, Hanja: 707 特殊任務大隊) is the elite special
forces unit in the Republic of Korea Army → Special Warfare Command. The battalion's nickname is 'White Tiger.'
[1]

The unit also has a small number of female special forces operatives. They are used in counter-terror operations
where the presence of a woman is not seen as a threat to a terrorist. [2]

History
The unit had been formed after the Munich Massacre, which forced the South Korean government to create a
counter-terrorist unit in time for the 1988 Olympics that would be held in South Korean soil. [2]

The 707th SMB has also been called on by the South Korean government to prioritize potential counter-terrorist
operations against any possible Al-Qaeda operation in South Korean soil. [3]

Training
The 707th Special Mission Battalion also trains with foreign partners, such as U.S. Army's → Delta Force, British
Special Air Service, Russian FSB, → Alpha Group, French GIGN, → FBI HRT, Hong Kong SDU, and Singapore
Police Force STAR. The purpose is to experience and increase relationships and exchanges with international
Special Forces communities. [4] [5]

Weaponry and equipment
• H&K MP5 series sub machine gun
• Benelli Tactical Super-90 shotgun
• Daewoo K-1A carbine
• Daewoo K-2 assault rifle
• Daewoo K-3 squad light machine gun
• Daewoo K-7 9mm silencer-mounted sub machine gun
• Accuracy International AWM sniper rifle
• Steyr SSG 69 sniper rifle
• IMI Jericho 941F Tactical pistol
• H&K USP9 Tactical pistol
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Popular culture
• South Korean Special Forces have been featured in the video games Ghost Recon, Mercenaries and

Counter-Strike Online, also SOCOM U.S. Navy SEALs: Tactical Strike
• The 707th appear in Shiri to assist in taking down several rogue North Korean KPA agents.
• The fictional character Jung Park, an ex-707 member, is a primary character in the video game Tom Clancy's

Rainbow Six: Vegas. In addition, Pak Suo-Won is another ex-member of the 707th featured in Tom Clancy's
Rainbow Six: Rogue Spear and along with several other Korean members in Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six:
Take-Down – Missions in Korea.

• Ex-707 squad members are featured as antagonists in the Hong Kong movie Dragon Squad.

See also
• Military of South Korea
• → Special Warfare Command

External links
• Specialoperations.com report [6]
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ROKN SEALs
The Republic of Korea Navy (ROKN) SEALs are regarded as one of the best, most capable and experienced naval
special warfare units in East Asia. ROKN SEALs is heavily influenced by its American counter-parts which have
likely provided funding and expertise in the unit's creation and still continues the strong relationship with its US
counter-parts and regularly undertakes joint training together.
Similar to that of the US Marine Corps and US Navy, the ROKN SEAL teams only take sailors who have proven
themselves in the Navy before being eligible to volunteer for the grueling BUD/S(Basic Underwater Demolition
School)selection process in which the failure rate is on average around 90%. Heavily based on the US Navy SEALs
BUD/S course, ROKN SEAL candidates undertake extreme physical and mental tasks. ROK SEAL instructors push
candidates to the limit and would come across as brutal treatment.
Each team consists of some fifty operators and is divided into SEAL Team One, and Two possessing "conventional"
special warfare tasks, such as intelligence gathering, raid, covert insertions, beach reconnaissance and underwater
demolition, with SEAL Team Three serving as the nations maritime counter-terrorist and hostage rescue unit similar
to that of the Naval Special Warfare Development Group.
ROKN SEALs were involved in defence of the coast from the frequent attempts by the North to infiltrate agents into
the South using mini-submarines. In 1996, ROK Navy SEALs were involved in hunting down North Korean agents
that had been stranded off the east coast of South Korea and in 1998 the unit were involved in the apprehension of a
North Korean mini submarine that had been accidentally snared in some fishing nets.
The weapons and equipment of the ROKN SEALs are mostly US issue. The M16, Heckler & Koch MP5 and
Daewoo K2 5.56mm Assault Rifle are carried by the unit.
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Latvia

Latvian Special Tasks Unit

SUV official seal

The Special Tasks Unit (Latvian: Speciālo uzdevumu vienība (SUV))
is a → special operations unit of the National Armed Forces. It was
established in September 1991. The unit is specially organized, trained
and equipped for the performance of high-danger tasks. The soldiers in
the unit continuously train to enhance their professional preparedness
and are provided with specialized equipment in order to carry out their
tasks efficiently. As a → Special forces group most information about
its actions are based on speculation and rumors.

Structure

The Special Tasks Unit consists of trained professional soldiers who
are specialized in certain areas, e.g. airborne troops, combat divers,
snipers, dog handlers and other.

Mission

Sniper taking aim

The unit is developed in a way, which allows it to provide assistance to state
security and law-enforcement institutions in counter-terrorist operations and
perform special tasks within the entire range of military operations: defense,
attack and detention operations, airborne, sea landing and underwater
operations, operations in a special environment (built-up territories, forests,
limited visibility conditions, mountains,arctic and cold weather conditions,
deserts and hot weather conditions), as well as search and rescue operations in
collaboration with the Naval and Air Forces.

The main mission of The Special Tasks Unit is to:
• Perform special operations for national defense and security interests;
• Participate in counter-terrorist operations;
• Perform search and rescue operations on land and sea.
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Equipment
The Special Tasks Unit's equipment and weaponry includes the Heckler & Koch MP5, Heckler & Koch G36, Steyr
AUG, Glock 17, M249 SAW, L96A1 and many other weapons.

References
• Latvian Ministry of Defense site [1]
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Lithuania

Lithuanian Special Operations Force

 Lithuanian Special Operations Force 

SOF insignia
 Active 2002–present

 Country   Lithuania

 Branch → special forces

 Type specialised infantry

 Role counter-terrorism operations, special missions (direct action, special reconnaissance, rescue of hostages, and
protection of VIPs)

 Part of Lithuanian Armed Forces

 Nickname "Žaliukai" ((English) like “forest / green brothers”)

 Engagements War in Afghanistan (2001–present)

SOF soldiers

The Lithuanian Special Operations Force (SOF)
(Lithuanian: Lietuvos Specialiųjų Operacijų Pajėgos) special
operation unit of the Lithuanian Armed Forces, formed
exclusively of carefully selected, motivated and specially
trained professionals. The main tasks of the Special
Operations Force are counter terrorism, special
reconnaissance, and hostage rescue.

Lithuanian Special Operations Force has been in operation de
facto since 2002 and it was established de jure April 3, 2008,
when amendments of the National Defence System
organisation and military service law came into force. [1] SOF
is formed from the Special Operations Unit.
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Vytautas the Great Jaeger Battalion soldiers

Structure and tasks

The structure of the Lithuanian Special Operations Force
(SOF) is flexible which makes it easy to form squadrons
intended for concrete operations and missions from its
elements. The core of the Lithuanian SOF is:

•  Special Purpose Service (SPS);
•  Vytautas the Great Jaeger Battalion (VGJB);

• Combat Divers Service (CDS);
• Special Operations Element (SOE) (subordinate to the Unit at the level of operations management).
One of the main missions of the Lithuanian Special Operations Force is counter-terrorism operations beyond the
territory of Lithuania. The SOF also carries out other special missions: direct action, special reconnaissance, rescue
of hostages and protection of VIPs. The SOF can be called upon inside the territory of Lithuania when law
enforcement agencies lack necessary capabilities to react to terrorist attacks.

History

Establishment
Soon after Lithuania re-established its independence from the Soviet Union on March 11, 1990, the need arose to
form armed units. One of the first such units was Aukščiausiosios Tarybos Apsaugos Skyrius.[2] One of the main
tasks of this unit was to protect the Lithuanian Parliament. In the following years, the Lithuanian army underwent
various restructuring processes. After the reorganization of Kaunas Vytautas the Great motorized infantry battalion
in 1995, the separate Vytautas the Great Jaeger Battalion (named after Lithuanian Grand Duke Vytautas the Great)
was established, which would become one of the core units of Lithuanian Special Operations Force.[3]

Unofficial formation of the Special Purpose Service was started in 1995; after two more years the Service was
officially established. After the 9/11 terror attacks, the main tasks of the Special Purpose Service became
counter-terrorism, terrorist liquidation and hostage rescue.[4] Members of Special Purpose Service are called
Žaliūkai, meaning green-men and were named after the Forest Brothers.
After a 2007 reorganization, the Combat Divers Service (CDS) was established, whose main task became special
underwater and surface operations.
Among the most secretive Lithuanian Special Operations Force units are squadrons referred to by the codename
Aitvaras (named after traditional Lithuanian mythological spirit Aitvaras). The first public acknowledgment of the
existence of the Aitvaras squadron was in 2000, when Lithuanian sailors were captured in Guinea.[2] Aitvaras carries
out classified missions.
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Operational history
Lithuanian Special Operations Force units have participated in a number of missions. From 2002 to 2004 squadrons
of the Aitvaras were deployed to the "Enduring Freedom" operation in Afghanistan. Excellent preparedness and
execution of tasks by the SOF squadrons have been especially noted by the coalition partners. [5] There squadrons
carried out eyes only operations.
From 2005 to 2006, the Lithuanian Special Operations Force was on the operational half-year stand-by period in the
NATO Responce Force. Since the autumn of 2007, SOF have taken part in the NATO-led International Security
Assistance Force mission in southern Afghanistan. [6] In 2008 soldiers of the SOF continued their service in the
NATO Response Force.

See also
• Military of Lithuania

References

Sources

• Lithuanian Ministry of Defence site [7]

External links
• Lithuanian Special Operations Force official site [8]

• Lithuanian Special Operations Force unofficial site [9] (Lithuanian)

Media

• Video presentation of Lithuanian Special Operations Force [10]

• Video presentation of Vytautas the Great Jaeger Battalion [11]
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Retrieved 2009-04-16.
[5] Lithuanian special force troops returned home upon completing mission in Afghanistan (http:/ / www. kam. lt/ index. php/ en/ 74256/ )
[6] Special Operations Squadron "Aitvaras" carry on with the mission in south Afghanistan (http:/ / www. kam. lt/ index. php/ en/ 186773/ )
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Lebanon

Lebanese Special Operations Command

 Lebanese Special Operations Command 

 Active  2008 

 Country Lebanon

 Type → Special Operations

 Size  planned 3 Brigades 

 Part of Lebanese Army
Command

 Nickname LSOCOM

The Lebanese Special Operations Command (LSOCOM) (Arabic: قيادة القوات الخاصة اللبنانية Kiyadat al
Kouwat al Khasa al Loubnanya) is the joint Special Operations command of the Lebanese Army which groups
Lebanon's elite units. The command is part of the Lebanese Army Command.

Background

Lebanese Armed Forces

Organization

Ministry of National Defense

Lebanese Air Force

Lebanese Navy

→ Lebanese Special Forces

Lebanese Red Cross
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Lebanese Commando Regiment

 Lebanese Commando Regiment 

Lebanese Commando Regiment Flag
 Active 1966 – present

 Country Lebanon

 Type Special Operations Forces

 Role  Special operations 

 Part of Lebanese Army Command, → Lebanese Special Operations Command

 Garrison/HQ Ghassan Ramman military base, Roumieh

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Shamel Roukoz 

Notable
commanders

General François al-Hajj
Major General Mahmoud Tay Abou-dargham
Colonel Saleh Kays

 Insignia 

 Shoulder badge 

 Commando Course Badge

The Lebanese Commando Regiment, also called Maghaweer (Arabic: فوج المغاوير Fawj al-Maghaweer) was
founded in October 1966, and is considered the first → special forces regiment in the Lebanese Armed Forces [1] .
The regiment is also a member of the → Lebanese Special Operations Command and is the largest of the Lebanese
special units.

History
The regiment was founded in October 1966 under the instructions of the commander-in-chief, General Emile
Boustany [1] . During the Lebanese Civil War, the regiment was divided among the different divided commands. A
result of one of the divisions was the foundation of the counter-sabotage regiment or Al-Moukafaha. [1]

The regiment has long been considered the only special unit and the strongest regiment among the other Lebanese
Army regiments. However, with the introduction of the other special regiments, such as the → Navy SEALs
Regiment, this regiment is no longer considered as such. Nevertheless, the term "Maghaweer" still means to civilians
the strongest unit that is available for the hardest tasks, and still refers to this specific regiment.
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Foundation
According to Major General Mahmoud Tay Abou-Dargham, the founder of the regiment [1] , the idea came to
discussions in 1960 by the commander-in-chief of the Lebanese Armed Forces General Emile Boustany. In 1966, the
command took the decision and called after Captain Abou-Dargham who was ordered to start establishing a
commando unit. The initial size was specified to be 250 soldiers, and thus Captain Abou-Dargham started the
recruitment process to achieve that number. In addition to the recruited soldiers, trainer officers were chosen to
conduct the training, among them Colonel Commando Makhoul Hakmé and Colonel Commando Nabih Farhat who
followed commando courses at the Saika school in Egypt [1] . The new unit was equipped with Beretta rifles from the
army reserves, and dressed in a unique uniform.
The first commando course lasted for two months, and the result came up shockingly short to the LAF command.
Only 65 out of the initial 250 soldiers were able to complete the course [1] . The commander of the LAF General
Boustani called after Captain Abou-Dargham inquiring about the result, and complaining about the low numbers.
Subsequently, another course was made, resulting in an increase to 150 commandos.

Main tasks
To conduct specialized operations such as reconnaissance, → unconventional warfare, → Urban warfare, combat
search and rescue, and counter-terrorism. In addition to those, the regiment is tasked to sustain the internal security.

Uniform and insignia

Commando Regiment Tigerstripe
pattern

The official uniform is a digital pattern similar to the MARPAT Woodland. The
regiment also uses a Tigerstripe pattern of dark and light green and very light and
dark brown, that's in addition to the U.S. style Woodland Camouflage fatigues.
Desert boots were newly employed by the regiment. Prior to 2008 the official
boot was a brown one. The beret is a bordeaux beret, as all the "Maghaweer"
units in the LAF, with the regiment's insignia and a metallic LAF logo.

The regiment's shoulder badge, has a red background with a Tiger face and
sword held by a hand behind it. The name of the regiment is placed at the top of
the insignia in Arabic.

Weapons, equipment and vehicles

The units weapons consist of mainly U.S. weapons, various weapons are used
such as the M4 Carbine assault rifle with M203 grenade launcher, M16 and
AK-47 assault rifles, M249 SAW, FN MAG, Barrett M107 .50 Cal. sniper, M24
sniper, Steyr SSG 69, SVD rifle, M72 LAW, At-4, Mk 19 grenade launcher,
M141 Bunker Defeat Munition, various mortars.

The list of vehicles include M113, VAB, Panhard AML 90, HMMWV, CUCV,
M151 MUTT jeep, and M35 trucks. The main camouflage of the vehicles is a
Tigerstripe camouflage similar to that of the uniform; however, woodland and white camouflage are also used.
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Selection and training
A commando soldier candidate is selected based on a sports test, a general information test, and a medical test. After
successfully passing these three tests, the candidates undergo an intensive course in the regiment for one month. This
course includes various sports: climbing, rope-handling, spear-fighting, close combat, aerial journeys, and walking
with full gear. This course intends to prepare the candidates to follow a commando course for two months at the
Special Forces School, after which graduates follow the companies of the commando regiment, and follow additional
specialization training in explosives, effective use of arms, reading maps, signals, and first aid procedures. After that
stage, soldiers are prepared to get used to combat within a squad, then a platoon, then a company. [2]

Annual course for new soldiers
The annual training program for the newly-joined soldiers in the regiment is composed of three stages: [2]

Preparatory stage

This stage lasts one month, it prepares non-commissioned officers trainers after following studies in training
techniques. In addition to preparing the training program, selecting the special studies to be included, and selecting
the training sites. Selecting the sites takes into consideration having a variety of locations with different terrains,
nature, and weather conditions.
Moreover, this stage involves preparing the orientation plans, according to the plans published by the orientation
directorate, in addition to sports competitions based on which companies are evaluated.

Technical training

This stage lasts three months, it prepares the soldiers technically, for this reason they follow various courses such as
driving various vehicles including jeeps, trucks, trailers, APCs, and snowmobiles. This stage also includes training
on arms-handling, in addition to educational sessions on using computers, secretariat, and signals.

Lebanese Armed Forces

Organization

Ministry of National Defense

Lebanese Air Force

Lebanese Navy

→ Lebanese Special Forces

Lebanese Red Cross
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Lebanese Navy SEALs Regiment

 Lebanese Navy SEALs 

Lebanese Navy SEALs Flag
 Active 1997–present

 Country Lebanon

 Type Maritime Special Operations Force

 Role  Maritime and Riverine special operations 

 Part of Lebanese Army Command, → Lebanese Special Operations Command

 Garrison/HQ Byblos, Lebanon

 Motto  "Dare to Join" 

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Colonel Abdel-Karim Hashem 

Notable
commanders

 Colonel George Chraim 

 Insignia 

 Shoulder badge 

 Commando Course Badge

The Navy SEALs Regiment or Navy Commando Regiment (Arabic: مغاوير البحر Maghaweer al Baher) is
Lebanon's elite Maritime Special Operations unit and is a member of the → Lebanese Special Operations Command.
It is regarded as being one of the best Naval Special Forces units in the Middle East.[1] Established with assistance
from the → United States Navy SEALs and the British Royal Marines and tasked with conducting variety of
missions particularly in a maritime environment from sabotage, raids, beach landings and maritime
counter-terrorism. The Navy SEALs Regiment was established in 1997, then got its administrative independence in
July 2001. [2]
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History
Until 1997, the only → Special Operations Force in Lebanon was the → Commando Regiment. However, in 1997, as
part of the reconstruction and the modernization of the Lebanese Army, the army command decided to establish a
designated regiment for Maritime Special operations.
Contacts to establish and train this new multi-purpose special unit started by approaching the U.S. and by contacting
the UK Ministry of Defense. Eventually a number of officer candidates were sent to train with the Royal Marines in
the UK. Lower ranks were put through their paces in Lebanon by Royal Marine commandos especially imported for
the task. On the other hand, it is confirmed that the U.S. Navy SEALs contributed in the training in both U.S. and
Lebanon.[1]

Main tasks
The tasks of the Lebanese Navy SEALs in general are to counter enemy watercraft, conduct under-water raids,
deploy and dispose of naval mines, underwater demolition, conducting joint operations with the the navy, land, and
air forces, and maritime counter-terrorism. In addition, the regiment is tasked with sustaining the internal security
and performing search and rescue missions.

Uniform and insignia
The regiment's uniform consists of black or U.S. style Woodland Camouflage fatigues, desert combat boots and a
bordeaux beret with the regiment's insignia. In 2008, the unit also adopted the U.S. Digital Desert Camouflage to
become a part of their uniforms.
The regiment's trident insignia, which is identical to that of the U.S. Navy SEAL trident with the addition of a Cedar
tree, is usually worn high on the left shoulder.The black uniform has an additional insignia on the right shoulder
consisting of the red sword and the word "commando" in red above the sword.

Weapons, equipment and vehicles

Lebanese Navy SEALs HMMWV with digital
camouflage

The units weapons mainly consist of U.S. weapons. Various weapons
are used such as the M4 Carbine assault rifle with M203 grenade
launcher, Heckler & Koch MP5N submachine gun, AKS-74U and M16
assault rifles, FN Minimi light machine gun, Barrett M107 .50 Cal.
sniper rifle, M24 sniper rifle, Franchi LAW-12 shotgun, M72 LAW,
At-4, Mk 19 grenade launcher.

Their vehicles are the only ones among the other Lebanese Army units
to be in a desert camouflage, which comes in different patterns,
including a digital pattern. Nevertheless, some vehicles are in green
camouflage. The list of their vehicles includes M113, M113 Nagman,
HMMWV, CUCV, Toyota Land Cruiser, M151 MUTT jeep, M35.
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Selection and training
Reference for all this section [3]

Special Forces School
The first step for any commando in Lebanon is at the Special Forces School, where those looking to join any of the
Special Forces units receive their first training. The school is responsible for preparing those members through
special fundamental courses. At the end the graduates join their units, where they will perform, in addition to their
usual tasks, what they have learned during the courses.

Lebanese Armed Forces

Organization

Ministry of National Defense

Lebanese Air Force

Lebanese Navy

→ Lebanese Special Forces

Lebanese Red Cross
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Malaysia

Grup Gerak Khas

 Grup Gerak Khas 

GGK Insignia
 Active January 1960s - First nucleus

7 May 1965 - Malaysian Special Service Unit (MSSU)
1 August 1970 - Rejimen Pertama Gerak Khas Malaysia (1 RGKM; 1st Malaysian Special Movement
Regiment)
1981 - Grup Gerak Khas

 Country   Malaysia

 Branch  Malaysian Army

 Type → Special forces

 Role 11th RGK: Counter Revolutionary Warfare
12th RGK: Disbanded
21st GGK: Commando regiments
22nd GGK: Commando regiments

 Size  Three regiments 

 Part of Malaysian Armed Forces
Malaysian Special Forces

 Garrison/HQ RHQ: Mersing, Johore
11th RGK: Malacca
21st GGK: Malacca, Johore
22nd GGK: Mersing, Johore

 Nickname Gerak Khas

 Motto Cepat dan Cergas (Fast and Agile)

 Color of Beret  Sherwood Green Beret

 Engagements Operation Dawn
Bakhara Market Tragedy, Somalia
UNPROFOR, Balkan
Kosovo War
Operation Astute
Communist Insurgency War
Spratleys Island
Genting Sempah Incident
MALCON - UNIFIL 2007

 Commanders 
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Current
commander

Brigadier General Abd Samad bin Hj Yaakob

 Insignia 

 Beret Badge  Parachute Badge with Wings GGK 

 Abbreviation  GGK 

The Grup Gerak Khas (English: Special Service Group; formerly an Army Special Operations Group) is a brigade
sized formation that acts as the command element which coordinates and deploys the 3 → special forces battalions of
the Malaysian Army, conducts special operations missions for the Malaysian government, such as direct action, →
unconventional warfare, sabotage, counter-terrorism, and intelligence gathering. It is the administrative and
operational group to which the 3 regiments of the → Rejimen Gerak Khas and its supporting units are subordinated.
21 Gerup Gerak Khas is commanded by a Brigadier General and is currently located at Kem Iskandar, in Mersing,
Johor. 21 Gerup Gerak Khas comprises commandos highly trained in special warfare and able to conduct
unconventional warfare in any of its forms - Guerrilla/Anti-Guerrilla Warfare, Escape and Evasion, Subversion,
Sabotage, Counter Terrorism, → Asymmetric warfare and their most highly regarded expertise - Jungle Warfare. [1]

History
→ United Kingdom Special Forces including the → Special Air Service and the Royal Marines 40 Commando made
a significant impact while assisting the Malaysian Armed Forces during the Indonesian Confrontation. British,
Australian and New Zealand → Special Air Service troops made daring cross-border deterrence "Claret" missions.
Royal Marine Commandos help put down the rebellion in Brunei. The experience of such units convinced the
Malaysian Minister of Defence of the usefulness of such special forces and he directed the formation of such units
within the Malaysian Army.
The Special Forces Directorate was established in the Ministry of Defense, late Tun Abdul Razak Hussein on 1960s
to coordinate the operations of the → special forces regiments. This unit is partly based on by the 40th Royal Marines
Commandos and was then called Malaysian Special Service Unit. In January 1981, Markas Grup Gerak Khas was
established in Imphal Camp, Kuala Lumpur to act as the Brigade Headquarters for the 3 special forces regiments.
The headquarters group would also include combat support units and service support units.
Gerup Gerak Khas was renamed 21 Gerup Gerak Khas which formalises the formation as the 21st brigade group in
the Malaysian Army.

Formation of Malaysian Special Service Group
In 1965, the Ministry of Defence called for volunteers from the Army and Navy for → Commando training. On 25
February 1965, introductory training was conducted at Kem Majidee, Johor Bharu by the British 40 Commando,
Royal Marines. The selection was harsh, and from the initial 300 men who volunteered, only 15 were selected to
undergo the six week Basic Commando course. Of these, only four officers and nine other ranks passed.
Such was the beginning of the Malaysian Gerup Gerak Khas (Special Service Group). With assistance from
instructors from 40 Commando Royal Marines, the → Special Service Group expanded and in 1965 alone conducted
six Basic Commando courses. On August 1, 1970 the 1st Special Service Regiment was formed at Kem Sungai
Udang in Melaka.
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Bases
Sungai Udang Fort was the acknowledged "Home of the Commandos" and its spiritual home. Members of the
regiment trained with foreign → special forces units from the United Kingdom, New Zealand, Australia and the
United States of America, further enriching the knowledge base. Under the 3rd Malaysian Plan and the expansion of
the Armed Forces, the PULPAK - Pusat Latihan Peperangan Khas (English: Special Warfare Training Centre) was
established. In 1983, 22nd Commando Regiment moved to Kuala Kubu Baru due to congestion at Sungai Udang
Military Camp.
21 Gerup Gerak Khas and its regiments and support units have moved to Kem Iskandar, the new Special Operations
Force base in Mersing. Situated 15 km south of Mersing, Kem Iskandar covers an area of 2000 acres (8.1 km2).
Facilities include 200 buildings, 20 km of roads, 3 bridges, a harbour, landing pads, parade squares and other
facilities. The project cost was RM422 million. The new base was named Kem Iskandar, after the Sultan of Johor, a
staunch supporter of Rejimen Gerak Khas and its current colonel in chief.

Current organisation and units
The Malaysian Special Forces is subordinated to the Armed Forces HQ and Army HQ. The three regiments of
Rejimen Gerak Khas are grouped under 21 Gerup Gerak Khas. This brigade sized unit also includes supporting units
such as Signals and Engineer units. 11 Gerup Gerak Khas is currently also tasked with the CRW function.
Gerup Gerak Khas faces problems retaining members nearing the end of their enlistment, and finding new recruits to
replace existing commandos once they reached the mandatory age limit.Concerned with high numbers of special
Forces personnel leaving the service, the Malaysian Government increased, as of 1 January 2005, the monthly
incentive payments to RM600 for those who have served between 1 to 10 years, RM750 for theose who had served
between 11 to 15 years and RM900 for those whose service have exceeded 16 years.[2]

Units

21 Gerup Gerak Khas (GGK) Headquarters

21 Gerup Gerak Khas is the operational command structure that coordinates and integrates the activities of the 3
regiments of the Malaysian Army's → Rejimen Gerak Khas. Attached to this command structure are Signals,
Engineers and other support arms units.

Counter Terrorism Regiment or 11th Regiment Gerak Khas

The 11 Rejimen Gerak Khas (11th Special Force Regiments) is called the Special Service Regiment as it specialises
in the more refined special forces arts of sabotage, HRT, SBS, CRW etc. This regiment is smaller compared to 21st

and 22nd Commando, and is organised into 4 Sabre Squadrons. Only those who have served no less than 8 years in
the Commando Regiments are eligible for selection.

Commando Regiment

21st and 22nd Commando are the two commando regiments of 21st Grup Gerak Khas, configured for commando
operations and forced entry assaults. There are approximately 1,800 men in the 2 → commando regiments. The 2
regiments specialises in Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol, Sabotage, Covert Operations, Airborne assault,
Amphibious Assault and other commando operations. They closely resemble the Royal Marines → Commando, and
each regiment has specialised squadrons such as the special boat squadron and mobility squadron.
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Special Forces Directorate
The Special Forces Directorate is a small group of around 20 personnel, tasked with planning and coordination of
resources and equipment of Gerup Gerak Khas. The directorate also provides assistance during operational
deployment of Gerup Gerak Khas units and formulate policy guidelines. The Cell also undertakes Planning and
Intelligence tasks as well as Operational Research Section.[3]

Uniform
The Gerup Gerak Khas wears the same BDU uniforms as other combat elements of the Malaysian Army, but are
distinguished by their Green beret with GERAKHAS insignia, blue lanyard rope on their right shoulder (originated
from 40th Royal Marine Commando), commando dagger engraved with "GERAKHAS",highly folded sleeves, and
their “Gerakhas” shoulder tab. Parachute wings are worn over the left pocket, but only by those who specialise in air
training.

PULPAK / SWTC
Pusat Latihan Peperangan Khusus (PULPAK) or Special Warfare Training Centre was formed on 1 August 1976.
Before its inception, all GGK personnel training was conducted by 1st RGK (now 21 GGK). However, 21st

Commando, 22nd Commando and 11th RGK are still supporting PULPAK by providing manpower and expertise.
The role of SWTC is to provide specialized courses and training for all army personnel in accordance with current
situation:
1. To conduct basic commando training for the Malaysian Army and other services (Navy, Air Force).
2. To train personnel of Special Operations Forces as well as other soldiers in specialized training and special

operations as required by higher authority.
3. To conduct advanced training for Special Operations Forces and army personnel as directed by higher authority.
4. To conduct training evaluation test on Special Operations Forces Units.
5. To provide observers and qualified instructors for specialized assignments in Special Operations Forces Units.
6. To revise and analyze all doctrines pertaining to specialized training and operations.
Courses conducted at PULPAK: (Some advanced courses are still classified)
Commando 

1. Basic Commando Course
2. Basic Sniping Course
3. Basic Hill Climbing Course
Special 

1. Small Patrol Team Course
2. Special Forces Officer Course
3. Combat Intelligence Course
4. Abseiling & Air Rescue Course
5. Close Quarters Combat (CQC) Course
Self Defense 

1. Special Forces Martial Arts (Seni Tempur Gerak Khas)
Rigger 

1. Basic Para Rigger & Maintenance Course
2. Rigger Inspection & Maintenance Course
Parachute 
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1. Basic Paratrooper Course
2. Basic Free Fall Course
3. HALO/HAHO
4. Parachute Instructor Course
5. Pathfinder (PANDURA - Pandu Arah Udara) Course
Medical 

1. Medical Diving Course
2. Small Patrol Team Medical Course
3. Chamber Operator Course
Amphibian 

1. Small Craft Driving Course
2. Basic Diving Course
3. 1st, 2nd, 3rd Class Combat Diving Course
4. Special Explosive Course

Training
GGK train a lot with the → Indonesian Kopassus as their base is less than one hour by helicopter across the Straits of
Malacca from Sungai Udang. The GGK and → Kopassus enjoy a close relationship. GGK also trains with → SAS
(United Kingdom / New Zealand / Australia) as well as US Army's 1st → Special Forces Group (1st Bn, Okinawa,
Japan) and → United States Marine Corps Force Reconnaissance units. 1st Bn/1st SFG usually drops by a few times a
year.
Basic commando course are divided into several phase : Camp Training, Jungle Training, Swamp Training & Long
Range March, Sea Training, E & E (Escape & Evasion) and HALO/HAHO.
Camp Training 

Organized in 5 weeks, this phase is actually the most important level to test and develop individual physical &
mental resistance. Physical endurance, weapon handling, explosive handling, tactics & stratagem
implementation (muslihat), field medical, rappelling / abseiling and map reading skills are among the exercises
conducted. The trainees are also required to undergo several series of long range march with full combat load.
Range will be increased from 4.8km, 8km, 11.2km, 14 km to 16km respectively. Usually, some of the trainees
fail to arrive to designated checkpoint within the stipulated time and they will be sent back to their original
unit or other services ("turun skot" - according to the Army's lingo).

Jungle Training 

This two-week jungle training is a favorite among the trainees. This is where the trainees will be exposed to
practical training, field skills & know-how such as guarding & patrolling, establishing base, survival and
section / troop combat.

Swamp Training & Long Range March

In this phase, all trainees are subject to undergo a tough combat march along with their 15 kg pack (130km in
just 1 and a half day!!). Those who succeed, will continue to live in the swampy area for 7 days without food
supply or proper clothing (they wear only the underwear) . They will practise all survival lessons here.

Sea Training 

The sea training is conducted in 2 weeks, where the trainees are exposed to practical exercises such as small
craft navigation, long range / silent rowing and coastal attack using high-speed inflatable boats and kayaks.
After completing the 'curriculum', they will travel 160 km along the Straits of Malacca using kayaks.

Escape & Evasion (E&E)
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All trainees are deployed in groups and they must report to several agents at designated checkpoints. They
must know how to contact their agents and evade from the "enemy" who controls that area. If they are caught,
they will be tortured and abused. The trainees will then be released and continue their journey until they arrive
at the last checkpoint.

Expansions
The 2nd Special Service Regiment was established on 1 January 1977, based at Fort Sungai Udang, Melaka. In 1979,
Kolonel Borhan bin Ahmad was appointed the Commandant of Pusat Latihan Peperangan Khas (Special Warfare
Training Centre). A separate Special Forces Directorate was established in the Ministry of Defence on 4 April 1980
and the Markas Grup Gerak Khas (HQ Special Forces Group) was established in Imphal Camp, Kuala Lumpur. As
such, supporting units were attached to Gerup Gerak Khas.
The → commando units were then redesignated and 1st Special Service Regiment became 21st Regiment Para
Commando and 2 Special Service Regiment became 22nd Regiment Para Commando. On 1 April 1981, the 11th and
12th Special Service Regiments were formed to provide support to 21st Commando and 22nd Commando. However
12th Special Service Regiment was disbanded soon after during the realignment of the Malaysian Army in the 1980s
and its members were deployed to other combat units. Further to this development, the designation for the Para
Commando Regiment was changed to the Commando Regiment. In 1983, 22nd Commando Regiment moved to
Kuala Kubu Baru due to insufficient facilities in Sungai Udang Camp. All three as well as the → Royal Malaysian
Navy PASKAL will be soon moving out to the new SOF base in Mersing, facing the South China Sea unlike the
Sungai Udang which is facing the very busy waterway of the Straits of Malacca. Sungai Udang Camp is very small
and lacking in many facilities for a good SOF base and training centre. It is also near to a massive oil refinery and
countless condominium projects which make it no good for security and practical reasons. The 3 regiments again had
a name change, becoming known as 11th CRW Regiment, 21st Commando Regiment and 22nd Commando Regiment.
Sungai Udang Camp was certified as the ‘Home of the Commandos’. Its achievements attracted many volunteers
from other corps. Lieutenant Colonel Borhan bin Ahmad was the first administrator of MSSG responsible for
expanding the Special Operations Forces. Various activities including sports and other Army activities were
organized to get the SOF involved. Joint programs are conducted with other countries such as Britain, New Zealand,
Australia and the United States of America to improve knowledge and to get new experience in certain aspects of
SOF operations.
In the Third Malaysia Plan and the expansion of the Armed Forces, Special Warfare Training Centre (SWTC) was
established on 1 August 1976. The function is to fulfill the training requirements for the Special Forces Team. After
the establishment of SWTC, the Second Regiment of Special Service was established on 1 January 1977. All the
three units were based in Sungai Udang, Melaka. In 1979, SWTC was fully established with Colonel Borhan bin
Ahmad as the Commandant.
The Special Forces Directorate was established in the Ministry of Defence on 4 April 1980. Further to this, in
January 1981, Grup Gerak Khas Command Headquarter was established in Imphal Camp, Kuala Lumpur. The
establishment of the Special Operations Forces group also involved other elements such as the combat support units
and service support units. At the same time the names of the commando units were redesignated to 21st Regiment
Para Commando and 22nd Regiment Para Commando.
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GGK First Personals
Here is the list of men who were part of the nucleus team which later formed the GGK :
• Major Abu Hassan bin Abdullah (Colonel Retired)
• Lieutenant Mohd Ramli bin Ismail (Major General Retired)
• Second Lieutenant Ghazali bin Ibrahim (Major General Retired)
• Second Lieutenant Hussin bin Awang Senik (Colonel Retired)
• 6842 Sergeant Ariffin bin Mohamad
• 300152 Sergeant Anuar bin Talib
• 4861 Sergeant Zakaria bin Adas
• 201128 Sergeant Yahya bin Darus
• 202072 Corporal Silva Dorai
• 203712 Corporal Moo Kee Fah
• 13852 Lance Corporal Johari bin Haji Morhd Siraj
• 10622 Lance Corporal Sabri bin Ahmad

Deployments/Missions

Communist Terrorist Insurgency 1966-1990
• During the communist insurgency, Regiment Gerak Khas members had fought bravely in the Malaysian Jungle. A

number of Communist Terrorists were killed and lots of weapons/equipment were seized.

Spratley Islands
• While deployment of Rejimen Gerak Khas units are secretive, it has been understood that Army and Navy Special

Forces have been deployed to back Malaysia's claim to several islets in the Spratly Islands.

Battle of Mogadishu (1993)
• Grup Gerak Khas was involved in the high profile operations including deployment with Royal Malay Regiment

and Pakistan army to rescued trapped US Rangers and → Delta Force in the gunfight at Bakhara Market,
Mogadishu, Somalia by General Mohamed Farah Aidid militant army. As a result, RAMD armored personnel
carriers lost one personnel and bear 7 wounded. GGK lost two personnel during the operations together with US
forces in K4 roundabout.

16th Commonwealth Games
• Grup Gerak Khas was deployed with Pasukan Gerakan Khas (police SWAT unit) to provide security and was on

standby for Hostage Rescue during the 16th Commonwealth Games held in Kuala Lumpur in 1998.

Bosnia Herzegovina
• Grup Gerak Khas members were deployed to Bosnia, the one and only commando unit from South East Asia to

have served in Bosnia.

Timor Leste 2006
• The units were deployed with other troopers from 10 Paratrooper Brigade and Royal Malaysian Police elite team,

Pasukan Gerakan Khas to calm troubles in Timor Leste, in an Australian-led mission called Operation Astute. [4]
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Genting Sempah Incident
• In July 2007, 22nd Gerak Khas co-operated with elite 10 Paratrooper Brigade, PASKAU and Pasukan Gerakan

Khas and supported by the US Navy, police General Operations Force, Fire and Rescue Department, Forestry
Department rangers, Civil Defense Department (JPA3) and villagers were deployed to search and rescue six
missing air force crew who were involved in the Sikorsky S61 Nuri helicopter crash near Genting Sempah, in
Genting Highlands. However, the SAR team found the wreckage of the helicopter, with its rotor blades detached
at 5 km northwest of location at July 17, 1324 hrs. All six RMAF crew on board were killed and their bodies were
found in the cabin.[5]

MALCON - UNIFIL 2007
• Grup Gerak Khas units were deployed with 10 Paratrooper Brigade, PASKAL and → PASKAU involved

MALCON - UNIFIL to serve in Lebanon.[6]

Honours
Many members of the Regiment has been decorated for bravery and gallantry.[7] Notable awards received by
members of the Regiment include
• Seri Pahlawan Gagah Perkasa (SP)

• 19151 Lance Corporal Rusli bin Buang
• Panglima Gagah Berani (PGB)

• Major Ahmad bin Rashid (410336)
• Major Baharin bin Abd Jalil (410560)
• 14812 Warrant Officer II Maamor bin Said
• 23852 Sergeant Ali bin Ahmad
• 16075 Corporal Zaki bin Nordin
• 901370 Trooper Sigal ak Nawan
• 928133 Sergeant Moid bin Mohamad

Regimental motto and crest
The Regimental motto is "Cepat Dan Cergas" (Swift and Agile).
The Regiment Crest, fondly called "Harimau Berjuang" or fighting tiger, comprises a roaring tiger and the
commando dagger. Green signifies the Regiment's status as a Commando regiment. Blue symbolizes the close
relationship between Gerak Khas with 40 Commando Royal Marines. The Tiger denotes bravery, signifying ferocity
and might. The Commando knife defines the commando status of the Regiment - only commandos use the
commando knife.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=10_Paratrooper_Brigade
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Customs and tradition

Green Beret
Members of Rejimen Gerak Khas wear the Green Beret, a common symbol amongst the commando and special
forces community. The "harimau berjuang" cap badge is worn with the green beret.

Blue Lanyard
Members of Gerak Khas also wear the blue lanyard, an honour accorded to them by 40 Commando, Royal Marines.
40 Commando was instrumental in training the original members of 1st Special Service Regiment, the forerunner of
21 Komando. Personnel of both 40 Commando Royal Marine and Gerak Khas wear the traditional blue lanyards.

Shoulder Flash
Members of the regiment also wear a 'Gerakhas' shoulder tab.
Blue 

The blue color symbolizes close relationship between the Malaysian Special Service Group with 40th Royal
Marine Commando (British) . The formation of Malaysian Special Service Group (MSSG) was initiated by
40th Royal Marine Commando which was also responsible for the training and imparting of specialized skills
to these selected personnel. Personnel of 40th Royal Marine Commando and Special Forces Units wear the
traditional blue lanyards.

Green 

All qualified personnel of Special Forces are awarded the green berets. Green beret is also a commonly worn
headgear of the other Special Forces in the world. The green color also symbolizes Islam - the official religion
of Malaysia.

Tiger 

Tiger denotes bravery. The mean and unwaning features of the tiger portrays ferocity and might. These
characteristics are to be possessed and portrayed by personnel of the Special Forces.

Dagger 

The dagger symbolizes the essence of decisiveness, steadfastness and inherent ability of rationalization
possessed by the personnel of the Special Forces. The unsheathed dagger portray the status of combat
readiness of the Special Forces Units which are ever ready for all eventualities at all times. Its vertical
alignment denotes the spirit and aspiration of the Special Forces personnel.

Cepat dan Cergas 

The slogan ‘Cepat Dan Cergas’ (Fast & Agile) is chosen in accordance with the role and tasks of the special
forces. Its personnel must be efficient, nimble and brave

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Lanyard
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Royal_Marines
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See also

Similar army special forces outside Malaysia
•   Australia → Australian Special Air Service Regiment (SASR)
•   Germany → Kommando Spezialkräfte (KSK)
•   India Special Frontier Force
•   Indonesia → Kopassus
•   Iran → Takavar
•   Ireland → Irish Army Rangers
•   Japan → Special Operations Group
•   Mexico → Grupo Aeromóvil de Fuerzas Especiales
•   Netherlands → Korps Commandotroepen
•   New Zealand → Special Air Service
•   Norway → Hærens Jegerkommando
•   Pakistan → Special Service Group
•   Poland → GROM
•   Portugal → Operações Especiais
•   Russia → Spetsnaz
•   Singapore Singapore Special Operations Force
•   South Africa → South African Special Forces Brigade
•   South Korea → Special Warfare Command
•   Sri Lanka → Sri Lanka Army Special Forces Regiment
•   United Kingdom → Special Air Service
•   United States Green Berets

External links
•  Unofficial Malaysian Armed Forces website [8]

•  Unofficial Website of Malaysian SOF [9]

•  Unofficial website [10]
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Rejimen Gerak Khas

 Grup Gerak Khas 

GGK Insignia
 Active January 1960s - First nucleus

7 May 1965 - Malaysian Special Service Unit (MSSU)
1 August 1970 - Rejimen Pertama Gerak Khas Malaysia (1 RGKM; 1st Malaysian Special Movement
Regiment)
1981 - Grup Gerak Khas

 Country   Malaysia

 Branch  Malaysian Army

 Type → Special forces

 Role 11th RGK: Counter Revolutionary Warfare
12th RGK: Disbanded
21st GGK: Commando regiments
22nd GGK: Commando regiments

 Size  Three regiments 

 Part of Malaysian Armed Forces
Malaysian Special Forces

 Garrison/HQ RHQ: Mersing, Johore
11th RGK: Malacca
21st GGK: Malacca, Johore
22nd GGK: Mersing, Johore

 Nickname Gerak Khas

 Motto Cepat dan Cergas (Fast and Agile)

 Color of Beret  Sherwood Green Beret

 Engagements Operation Dawn
Bakhara Market Tragedy, Somalia
UNPROFOR, Balkan
Kosovo War
Operation Astute
Communist Insurgency War
Spratleys Island
Genting Sempah Incident
MALCON - UNIFIL 2007

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Brigadier General Abd Samad bin Hj Yaakob

 Insignia 

 Beret Badge  Parachute Badge with Wings GGK 
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 Abbreviation  GGK 

The Grup Gerak Khas (English: Special Service Group; formerly an Army Special Operations Group) is a brigade
sized formation that acts as the command element which coordinates and deploys the 3 → special forces battalions of
the Malaysian Army, conducts special operations missions for the Malaysian government, such as direct action, →
unconventional warfare, sabotage, counter-terrorism, and intelligence gathering. It is the administrative and
operational group to which the 3 regiments of the → Rejimen Gerak Khas and its supporting units are subordinated.
21 Gerup Gerak Khas is commanded by a Brigadier General and is currently located at Kem Iskandar, in Mersing,
Johor. 21 Gerup Gerak Khas comprises commandos highly trained in special warfare and able to conduct
unconventional warfare in any of its forms - Guerrilla/Anti-Guerrilla Warfare, Escape and Evasion, Subversion,
Sabotage, Counter Terrorism, → Asymmetric warfare and their most highly regarded expertise - Jungle Warfare. [1]

History
→ United Kingdom Special Forces including the → Special Air Service and the Royal Marines 40 Commando made
a significant impact while assisting the Malaysian Armed Forces during the Indonesian Confrontation. British,
Australian and New Zealand → Special Air Service troops made daring cross-border deterrence "Claret" missions.
Royal Marine Commandos help put down the rebellion in Brunei. The experience of such units convinced the
Malaysian Minister of Defence of the usefulness of such special forces and he directed the formation of such units
within the Malaysian Army.
The Special Forces Directorate was established in the Ministry of Defense, late Tun Abdul Razak Hussein on 1960s
to coordinate the operations of the → special forces regiments. This unit is partly based on by the 40th Royal Marines
Commandos and was then called Malaysian Special Service Unit. In January 1981, Markas Grup Gerak Khas was
established in Imphal Camp, Kuala Lumpur to act as the Brigade Headquarters for the 3 special forces regiments.
The headquarters group would also include combat support units and service support units.
Gerup Gerak Khas was renamed 21 Gerup Gerak Khas which formalises the formation as the 21st brigade group in
the Malaysian Army.

Formation of Malaysian Special Service Group
In 1965, the Ministry of Defence called for volunteers from the Army and Navy for → Commando training. On 25
February 1965, introductory training was conducted at Kem Majidee, Johor Bharu by the British 40 Commando,
Royal Marines. The selection was harsh, and from the initial 300 men who volunteered, only 15 were selected to
undergo the six week Basic Commando course. Of these, only four officers and nine other ranks passed.
Such was the beginning of the Malaysian Gerup Gerak Khas (Special Service Group). With assistance from
instructors from 40 Commando Royal Marines, the → Special Service Group expanded and in 1965 alone conducted
six Basic Commando courses. On August 1, 1970 the 1st Special Service Regiment was formed at Kem Sungai
Udang in Melaka.

Bases
Sungai Udang Fort was the acknowledged "Home of the Commandos" and its spiritual home. Members of the
regiment trained with foreign → special forces units from the United Kingdom, New Zealand, Australia and the
United States of America, further enriching the knowledge base. Under the 3rd Malaysian Plan and the expansion of
the Armed Forces, the PULPAK - Pusat Latihan Peperangan Khas (English: Special Warfare Training Centre) was
established. In 1983, 22nd Commando Regiment moved to Kuala Kubu Baru due to congestion at Sungai Udang
Military Camp.
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21 Gerup Gerak Khas and its regiments and support units have moved to Kem Iskandar, the new Special Operations
Force base in Mersing. Situated 15 km south of Mersing, Kem Iskandar covers an area of 2000 acres (8.1 km2).
Facilities include 200 buildings, 20 km of roads, 3 bridges, a harbour, landing pads, parade squares and other
facilities. The project cost was RM422 million. The new base was named Kem Iskandar, after the Sultan of Johor, a
staunch supporter of Rejimen Gerak Khas and its current colonel in chief.

Current organisation and units
The Malaysian Special Forces is subordinated to the Armed Forces HQ and Army HQ. The three regiments of
Rejimen Gerak Khas are grouped under 21 Gerup Gerak Khas. This brigade sized unit also includes supporting units
such as Signals and Engineer units. 11 Gerup Gerak Khas is currently also tasked with the CRW function.
Gerup Gerak Khas faces problems retaining members nearing the end of their enlistment, and finding new recruits to
replace existing commandos once they reached the mandatory age limit.Concerned with high numbers of special
Forces personnel leaving the service, the Malaysian Government increased, as of 1 January 2005, the monthly
incentive payments to RM600 for those who have served between 1 to 10 years, RM750 for theose who had served
between 11 to 15 years and RM900 for those whose service have exceeded 16 years.[2]

Units

21 Gerup Gerak Khas (GGK) Headquarters

21 Gerup Gerak Khas is the operational command structure that coordinates and integrates the activities of the 3
regiments of the Malaysian Army's → Rejimen Gerak Khas. Attached to this command structure are Signals,
Engineers and other support arms units.

Counter Terrorism Regiment or 11th Regiment Gerak Khas

The 11 Rejimen Gerak Khas (11th Special Force Regiments) is called the Special Service Regiment as it specialises
in the more refined special forces arts of sabotage, HRT, SBS, CRW etc. This regiment is smaller compared to 21st

and 22nd Commando, and is organised into 4 Sabre Squadrons. Only those who have served no less than 8 years in
the Commando Regiments are eligible for selection.

Commando Regiment

21st and 22nd Commando are the two commando regiments of 21st Grup Gerak Khas, configured for commando
operations and forced entry assaults. There are approximately 1,800 men in the 2 → commando regiments. The 2
regiments specialises in Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol, Sabotage, Covert Operations, Airborne assault,
Amphibious Assault and other commando operations. They closely resemble the Royal Marines → Commando, and
each regiment has specialised squadrons such as the special boat squadron and mobility squadron.
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Special Forces Directorate
The Special Forces Directorate is a small group of around 20 personnel, tasked with planning and coordination of
resources and equipment of Gerup Gerak Khas. The directorate also provides assistance during operational
deployment of Gerup Gerak Khas units and formulate policy guidelines. The Cell also undertakes Planning and
Intelligence tasks as well as Operational Research Section.[3]

Uniform
The Gerup Gerak Khas wears the same BDU uniforms as other combat elements of the Malaysian Army, but are
distinguished by their Green beret with GERAKHAS insignia, blue lanyard rope on their right shoulder (originated
from 40th Royal Marine Commando), commando dagger engraved with "GERAKHAS",highly folded sleeves, and
their “Gerakhas” shoulder tab. Parachute wings are worn over the left pocket, but only by those who specialise in air
training.

PULPAK / SWTC
Pusat Latihan Peperangan Khusus (PULPAK) or Special Warfare Training Centre was formed on 1 August 1976.
Before its inception, all GGK personnel training was conducted by 1st RGK (now 21 GGK). However, 21st

Commando, 22nd Commando and 11th RGK are still supporting PULPAK by providing manpower and expertise.
The role of SWTC is to provide specialized courses and training for all army personnel in accordance with current
situation:
1. To conduct basic commando training for the Malaysian Army and other services (Navy, Air Force).
2. To train personnel of Special Operations Forces as well as other soldiers in specialized training and special

operations as required by higher authority.
3. To conduct advanced training for Special Operations Forces and army personnel as directed by higher authority.
4. To conduct training evaluation test on Special Operations Forces Units.
5. To provide observers and qualified instructors for specialized assignments in Special Operations Forces Units.
6. To revise and analyze all doctrines pertaining to specialized training and operations.
Courses conducted at PULPAK: (Some advanced courses are still classified)
Commando 

1. Basic Commando Course
2. Basic Sniping Course
3. Basic Hill Climbing Course
Special 

1. Small Patrol Team Course
2. Special Forces Officer Course
3. Combat Intelligence Course
4. Abseiling & Air Rescue Course
5. Close Quarters Combat (CQC) Course
Self Defense 

1. Special Forces Martial Arts (Seni Tempur Gerak Khas)
Rigger 

1. Basic Para Rigger & Maintenance Course
2. Rigger Inspection & Maintenance Course
Parachute 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=BDU
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Close_Quarters_Combat
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1. Basic Paratrooper Course
2. Basic Free Fall Course
3. HALO/HAHO
4. Parachute Instructor Course
5. Pathfinder (PANDURA - Pandu Arah Udara) Course
Medical 

1. Medical Diving Course
2. Small Patrol Team Medical Course
3. Chamber Operator Course
Amphibian 

1. Small Craft Driving Course
2. Basic Diving Course
3. 1st, 2nd, 3rd Class Combat Diving Course
4. Special Explosive Course

Training
GGK train a lot with the → Indonesian Kopassus as their base is less than one hour by helicopter across the Straits of
Malacca from Sungai Udang. The GGK and → Kopassus enjoy a close relationship. GGK also trains with → SAS
(United Kingdom / New Zealand / Australia) as well as US Army's 1st → Special Forces Group (1st Bn, Okinawa,
Japan) and → United States Marine Corps Force Reconnaissance units. 1st Bn/1st SFG usually drops by a few times a
year.
Basic commando course are divided into several phase : Camp Training, Jungle Training, Swamp Training & Long
Range March, Sea Training, E & E (Escape & Evasion) and HALO/HAHO.
Camp Training 

Organized in 5 weeks, this phase is actually the most important level to test and develop individual physical &
mental resistance. Physical endurance, weapon handling, explosive handling, tactics & stratagem
implementation (muslihat), field medical, rappelling / abseiling and map reading skills are among the exercises
conducted. The trainees are also required to undergo several series of long range march with full combat load.
Range will be increased from 4.8km, 8km, 11.2km, 14 km to 16km respectively. Usually, some of the trainees
fail to arrive to designated checkpoint within the stipulated time and they will be sent back to their original
unit or other services ("turun skot" - according to the Army's lingo).

Jungle Training 

This two-week jungle training is a favorite among the trainees. This is where the trainees will be exposed to
practical training, field skills & know-how such as guarding & patrolling, establishing base, survival and
section / troop combat.

Swamp Training & Long Range March

In this phase, all trainees are subject to undergo a tough combat march along with their 15 kg pack (130km in
just 1 and a half day!!). Those who succeed, will continue to live in the swampy area for 7 days without food
supply or proper clothing (they wear only the underwear) . They will practise all survival lessons here.

Sea Training 

The sea training is conducted in 2 weeks, where the trainees are exposed to practical exercises such as small
craft navigation, long range / silent rowing and coastal attack using high-speed inflatable boats and kayaks.
After completing the 'curriculum', they will travel 160 km along the Straits of Malacca using kayaks.

Escape & Evasion (E&E)

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=HALO/HAHO
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All trainees are deployed in groups and they must report to several agents at designated checkpoints. They
must know how to contact their agents and evade from the "enemy" who controls that area. If they are caught,
they will be tortured and abused. The trainees will then be released and continue their journey until they arrive
at the last checkpoint.

Expansions
The 2nd Special Service Regiment was established on 1 January 1977, based at Fort Sungai Udang, Melaka. In 1979,
Kolonel Borhan bin Ahmad was appointed the Commandant of Pusat Latihan Peperangan Khas (Special Warfare
Training Centre). A separate Special Forces Directorate was established in the Ministry of Defence on 4 April 1980
and the Markas Grup Gerak Khas (HQ Special Forces Group) was established in Imphal Camp, Kuala Lumpur. As
such, supporting units were attached to Gerup Gerak Khas.
The → commando units were then redesignated and 1st Special Service Regiment became 21st Regiment Para
Commando and 2 Special Service Regiment became 22nd Regiment Para Commando. On 1 April 1981, the 11th and
12th Special Service Regiments were formed to provide support to 21st Commando and 22nd Commando. However
12th Special Service Regiment was disbanded soon after during the realignment of the Malaysian Army in the 1980s
and its members were deployed to other combat units. Further to this development, the designation for the Para
Commando Regiment was changed to the Commando Regiment. In 1983, 22nd Commando Regiment moved to
Kuala Kubu Baru due to insufficient facilities in Sungai Udang Camp. All three as well as the → Royal Malaysian
Navy PASKAL will be soon moving out to the new SOF base in Mersing, facing the South China Sea unlike the
Sungai Udang which is facing the very busy waterway of the Straits of Malacca. Sungai Udang Camp is very small
and lacking in many facilities for a good SOF base and training centre. It is also near to a massive oil refinery and
countless condominium projects which make it no good for security and practical reasons. The 3 regiments again had
a name change, becoming known as 11th CRW Regiment, 21st Commando Regiment and 22nd Commando Regiment.
Sungai Udang Camp was certified as the ‘Home of the Commandos’. Its achievements attracted many volunteers
from other corps. Lieutenant Colonel Borhan bin Ahmad was the first administrator of MSSG responsible for
expanding the Special Operations Forces. Various activities including sports and other Army activities were
organized to get the SOF involved. Joint programs are conducted with other countries such as Britain, New Zealand,
Australia and the United States of America to improve knowledge and to get new experience in certain aspects of
SOF operations.
In the Third Malaysia Plan and the expansion of the Armed Forces, Special Warfare Training Centre (SWTC) was
established on 1 August 1976. The function is to fulfill the training requirements for the Special Forces Team. After
the establishment of SWTC, the Second Regiment of Special Service was established on 1 January 1977. All the
three units were based in Sungai Udang, Melaka. In 1979, SWTC was fully established with Colonel Borhan bin
Ahmad as the Commandant.
The Special Forces Directorate was established in the Ministry of Defence on 4 April 1980. Further to this, in
January 1981, Grup Gerak Khas Command Headquarter was established in Imphal Camp, Kuala Lumpur. The
establishment of the Special Operations Forces group also involved other elements such as the combat support units
and service support units. At the same time the names of the commando units were redesignated to 21st Regiment
Para Commando and 22nd Regiment Para Commando.
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GGK First Personals
Here is the list of men who were part of the nucleus team which later formed the GGK :
• Major Abu Hassan bin Abdullah (Colonel Retired)
• Lieutenant Mohd Ramli bin Ismail (Major General Retired)
• Second Lieutenant Ghazali bin Ibrahim (Major General Retired)
• Second Lieutenant Hussin bin Awang Senik (Colonel Retired)
• 6842 Sergeant Ariffin bin Mohamad
• 300152 Sergeant Anuar bin Talib
• 4861 Sergeant Zakaria bin Adas
• 201128 Sergeant Yahya bin Darus
• 202072 Corporal Silva Dorai
• 203712 Corporal Moo Kee Fah
• 13852 Lance Corporal Johari bin Haji Morhd Siraj
• 10622 Lance Corporal Sabri bin Ahmad

Deployments/Missions

Communist Terrorist Insurgency 1966-1990
• During the communist insurgency, Regiment Gerak Khas members had fought bravely in the Malaysian Jungle. A

number of Communist Terrorists were killed and lots of weapons/equipment were seized.

Spratley Islands
• While deployment of Rejimen Gerak Khas units are secretive, it has been understood that Army and Navy Special

Forces have been deployed to back Malaysia's claim to several islets in the Spratly Islands.

Battle of Mogadishu (1993)
• Grup Gerak Khas was involved in the high profile operations including deployment with Royal Malay Regiment

and Pakistan army to rescued trapped US Rangers and → Delta Force in the gunfight at Bakhara Market,
Mogadishu, Somalia by General Mohamed Farah Aidid militant army. As a result, RAMD armored personnel
carriers lost one personnel and bear 7 wounded. GGK lost two personnel during the operations together with US
forces in K4 roundabout.

16th Commonwealth Games
• Grup Gerak Khas was deployed with Pasukan Gerakan Khas (police SWAT unit) to provide security and was on

standby for Hostage Rescue during the 16th Commonwealth Games held in Kuala Lumpur in 1998.

Bosnia Herzegovina
• Grup Gerak Khas members were deployed to Bosnia, the one and only commando unit from South East Asia to

have served in Bosnia.

Timor Leste 2006
• The units were deployed with other troopers from 10 Paratrooper Brigade and Royal Malaysian Police elite team,

Pasukan Gerakan Khas to calm troubles in Timor Leste, in an Australian-led mission called Operation Astute. [4]
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Genting Sempah Incident
• In July 2007, 22nd Gerak Khas co-operated with elite 10 Paratrooper Brigade, PASKAU and Pasukan Gerakan

Khas and supported by the US Navy, police General Operations Force, Fire and Rescue Department, Forestry
Department rangers, Civil Defense Department (JPA3) and villagers were deployed to search and rescue six
missing air force crew who were involved in the Sikorsky S61 Nuri helicopter crash near Genting Sempah, in
Genting Highlands. However, the SAR team found the wreckage of the helicopter, with its rotor blades detached
at 5 km northwest of location at July 17, 1324 hrs. All six RMAF crew on board were killed and their bodies were
found in the cabin.[5]

MALCON - UNIFIL 2007
• Grup Gerak Khas units were deployed with 10 Paratrooper Brigade, PASKAL and → PASKAU involved

MALCON - UNIFIL to serve in Lebanon.[6]

Honours
Many members of the Regiment has been decorated for bravery and gallantry.[7] Notable awards received by
members of the Regiment include
• Seri Pahlawan Gagah Perkasa (SP)

• 19151 Lance Corporal Rusli bin Buang
• Panglima Gagah Berani (PGB)

• Major Ahmad bin Rashid (410336)
• Major Baharin bin Abd Jalil (410560)
• 14812 Warrant Officer II Maamor bin Said
• 23852 Sergeant Ali bin Ahmad
• 16075 Corporal Zaki bin Nordin
• 901370 Trooper Sigal ak Nawan
• 928133 Sergeant Moid bin Mohamad

Regimental motto and crest
The Regimental motto is "Cepat Dan Cergas" (Swift and Agile).
The Regiment Crest, fondly called "Harimau Berjuang" or fighting tiger, comprises a roaring tiger and the
commando dagger. Green signifies the Regiment's status as a Commando regiment. Blue symbolizes the close
relationship between Gerak Khas with 40 Commando Royal Marines. The Tiger denotes bravery, signifying ferocity
and might. The Commando knife defines the commando status of the Regiment - only commandos use the
commando knife.
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Customs and tradition

Green Beret
Members of Rejimen Gerak Khas wear the Green Beret, a common symbol amongst the commando and special
forces community. The "harimau berjuang" cap badge is worn with the green beret.

Blue Lanyard
Members of Gerak Khas also wear the blue lanyard, an honour accorded to them by 40 Commando, Royal Marines.
40 Commando was instrumental in training the original members of 1st Special Service Regiment, the forerunner of
21 Komando. Personnel of both 40 Commando Royal Marine and Gerak Khas wear the traditional blue lanyards.

Shoulder Flash
Members of the regiment also wear a 'Gerakhas' shoulder tab.
Blue 

The blue color symbolizes close relationship between the Malaysian Special Service Group with 40th Royal
Marine Commando (British) . The formation of Malaysian Special Service Group (MSSG) was initiated by
40th Royal Marine Commando which was also responsible for the training and imparting of specialized skills
to these selected personnel. Personnel of 40th Royal Marine Commando and Special Forces Units wear the
traditional blue lanyards.

Green 

All qualified personnel of Special Forces are awarded the green berets. Green beret is also a commonly worn
headgear of the other Special Forces in the world. The green color also symbolizes Islam - the official religion
of Malaysia.

Tiger 

Tiger denotes bravery. The mean and unwaning features of the tiger portrays ferocity and might. These
characteristics are to be possessed and portrayed by personnel of the Special Forces.

Dagger 

The dagger symbolizes the essence of decisiveness, steadfastness and inherent ability of rationalization
possessed by the personnel of the Special Forces. The unsheathed dagger portray the status of combat
readiness of the Special Forces Units which are ever ready for all eventualities at all times. Its vertical
alignment denotes the spirit and aspiration of the Special Forces personnel.

Cepat dan Cergas 

The slogan ‘Cepat Dan Cergas’ (Fast & Agile) is chosen in accordance with the role and tasks of the special
forces. Its personnel must be efficient, nimble and brave
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See also

Similar army special forces outside Malaysia
•   Australia → Australian Special Air Service Regiment (SASR)
•   Germany → Kommando Spezialkräfte (KSK)
•   India Special Frontier Force
•   Indonesia → Kopassus
•   Iran → Takavar
•   Ireland → Irish Army Rangers
•   Japan → Special Operations Group
•   Mexico → Grupo Aeromóvil de Fuerzas Especiales
•   Netherlands → Korps Commandotroepen
•   New Zealand → Special Air Service
•   Norway → Hærens Jegerkommando
•   Pakistan → Special Service Group
•   Poland → GROM
•   Portugal → Operações Especiais
•   Russia → Spetsnaz
•   Singapore Singapore Special Operations Force
•   South Africa → South African Special Forces Brigade
•   South Korea → Special Warfare Command
•   Sri Lanka → Sri Lanka Army Special Forces Regiment
•   United Kingdom → Special Air Service
•   United States Green Berets

External links
•  Unofficial Malaysian Armed Forces website [8]

•  Unofficial Website of Malaysian SOF [9]

•  Unofficial website [10]
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Royal Malaysian Navy PASKAL

 Pasukan Khas Laut 

The PASKAL elite logo.
 Active October 1, 1980 - Present

 Country   Malaysia

 Branch  Royal Malaysian Navy

 Type Maritime Special Operations Force

 Role Primary tasks: 
• → Guerrilla warfare
• → jungle warfare
• Direct Action
Other tasks: 
• Unconventional Warfare
• Counter-Terrorism
• Special reconnaissance
• Foreign internal defense
• Explosive Ordnance Disposal
• Infiltration tactics
• Pathfinder

 Size  Two squadrons 

 Part of Malaysian Armed Forces

 Garrison/HQ RMN Naval Base, Lumut, Perak,
RMN KD Semporna Naval Base, Semporna, Sabah

 Nickname KD Panglima Hitam[1]

 Motto  Always The Best 

 Beret Purple Coloured

 March Dari Jasamu Kami Abadikan
(meaning: From Your Kindness We Eternality)

 Engagements Spratley Islands
UNOSOM II, Somalia
UNIVEM II 1998, Angola
Operation Astute, East Timor
MALCON-UNIFIL 2007 - 2008, Lebanon
Operations Dawn, Somalia

 Commanders 

 Colonel of
the Regiment

Rear Admiral Nasaruddin Othman

Notable
commanders

Admiral Sutarji Kasmin
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For other possible meanings, see Pascal.

PASKAL, an abbreviation for Pasukan Khas Laut (Naval Special Forces) is the elite special operations force of the
Royal Malaysian Navy, which conducts → unconventional warfare, → guerrilla warfare, → jungle warfare, direct
action, counter-terrorism, close protection for VIPs, specific enemy assassination, hostage rescue, and special
reconnaissance as well as foreign internal defense.
It was officially established on October 1, 1980, after a five-year setting-up period, with the purpose of enforcing
Malaysia's Exclusive Economic Zone maritime claims through sea, air and land operations (similar to the United
States Navy SEALs).

Organisation
The manpower details of this unit is highly classified. Believed to be a regiment with an estimated 1,000 men
divided into two operations units - PASKAL Unit Satu (PASKAL - First Unit) based in the Lumut Naval base in
Perak on Peninsular Malaysia, and PASKAL Unit Dua (PASKAL - 2nd Unit) which is based at KD Sri Semporna, a
Malaysian Royal Navy base in Semporna, Sabah. A company-strength (detachment) is also based at the Teluk
Sepanggar Naval Base near Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, where the RMN's proposed Submarine Training Centre will be
set up soon.
PASKAL organizes itself operationally into several squadrons of at least four companies (or Platoons) each. Each
company is in turn, organised roughly along the lines of the US Green Berets' structure of Alpha, Bravo, Charlie and
Delta Detachments. The smallest unit for Paskal, however, is the so-called Boat Troop with 7 men. Each PASKAL
companies or Platoons which consist of:-
Alpha platoon 

The Maritime Counter-Terrorism which responsibility in other rescue operations into the cargo vessels and oil
rigs as well as urban terrain. This platoon was equipped with individual covering systems for close quarters
combat.

Bravo platoon 

Which consist of oxygen mcombat diving team and special air operations team which both of this squad was
provided an infiltration tactics to enemy territory quietly. This squad also be trained to carrying and collecting
intelligence data to help assault squad.

Charlie platoon 

An auxiliary team with roles of strengthen special operations capacity from behind the enemy lines.
Basically each squadron contains a mixture of specialists that is usually adjusted by the specifics of the mission or
area it is tasked to operate within.
Each squadron normally carries a Combat Intelligence Team (Malay: Tim Risik Gempur, TRG), trained in maritime
tactical intelligence, counter-intelligence and psychological operations.

History
The history of PASKAL began in 1975, when the Royal Malaysian Navy saw the need for a security regiment
trained in modern maritime warfare. Its main purpose was originally to protect naval bases and national assets all
over Malaysia. At that time, the RMN main base was known as KD Malaya (Kapal Diraja Malaya, His Majesty's
Ship Malaya), formerly known as HMS Malaya before independence, in Woodlands, Singapore (which was later
transferred to the new naval base in Lumut, Perak when it was completed in 1979.
The first batch of 30 officers, led by Captain Sutarji Kasmin (now Admiral, retired), was sent to the Malaysian 
Army's Special Warfare Training Center (Pusat Latihan Peperangan Khas) located at Sg Udang Military Camp,
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Melaka, and were trained by → Grup Gerak Khas army commandos.
They were also trained by instructors from → Indonesian Navy KOPASKA[2] , UK Royal Marines Commando and
→ US Navy SEALs.[1]

In 1979, one of the 69 personnel of RMN failed to complete the course due to broken leg sustained during training in
the Basic Jungle Commando Course in Indonesia. A few men, including RMN officer, Lieutenant Commander
Ahmad Ramli Kardi traveled to Colorado, California and Norfolk, Virginia to be trained by the US Navy SEALs.
Starting April 15, 2009, PASKAL Team Command (PTC) will be known as KD Panglima Hitam. The ceremony
has been done in Naval Main HQ, Lumut Perak by King of Malaysia, Yang di-Pertuan Agong Tuanku Mizan Zainal
Abidin to honour PASKAL braveness and loyalty to the nation. Panglima Hitam is nickname given to brave and
loyal warriors who served during the Malay Sultanate era in Perak, Selangor, Johor and Negeri Sembilan.[3] [1]

Purposes
On October 1, 1980, PASKAL was officially established as the Malaysian Government began to enforce its EEZ
(Exclusive Economic Zone) which covers 200 nautical miles off Malaysian waters. In addition, there was a
requirement to protect Malaysian offshore stations near the disputed Spratly Islands.

Roles
One of PASKAL's roles is to launch offensive operations independently via sea, land and air in enemy controlled
waters. PASKAL operatives were trained to conduct maritime operations such as anti-piracy and anti-ship / oil rig
hijacking.
The security of more than thirty offshore oil rigs in Malaysian waters are solely the responsibility of PASKAL, and
the unit has held regular training exercises on each of those oil rigs.
Although part of PASKAL's mission consists of securing beachheads, deep penetration reconnaissance raids,
structure and underwater demolition and sabotage, their range of training and activity extends beyond.
PASKAL's repertoire also includes in-harbour underwater sabotage, ship-boarding assault, Counter-Terrorist
missions (CT), special infiltration tactics behind enemy lines and mine-clearing operations.
Special joint training with special Army units are also conducted regularly on specialised skills like HALO and
HAHO overwater and overland parachute jumps.[4]

PASKAL detachments are also stationed on sensitive Malaysian offshore stations particularly in Layang-Layang
atoll and a few detachments are also permanently staged on several RMN's ships.[5]

Training
As a Special Forces unit, PASKAL's personnel must be mentally and physically agile. Every new trainee is required
to undergo three months of basic commando training at the Royal Malaysian Navy's (RMN) Lumut Naval Base. As
criteria to join the naval Special Forces, all personnel must be younger than 30 years old and have a good health
record.
Upon completing the course, they will be sent to the Special Warfare Training Centre (SWTC) in Sungai Udang,
Melaka to undergo basic parachuting.
Those who pass the gruelling training process will continue to the Advanced First Class training where they are
given specialised courses in several fields such as medic, communications, explosives and electrical–mechanical
repairing. They are also required to pass a physical test every three months.
Assignment to PASKAL is conditional on passing the PASKAL Physical Screening Test (PST). Prospective trainees
are expected to exceed the minimums. Among others, the PST consists of:
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1. 7.8 km running in 24 minutes (below 24 years of age)
2. 1.5 km swimming in not more than 25 minutes (in a swimming pool)
3. 6.4 km swimming in open sea with full mission load - under 120 minutes
4. Day–night skydiving at high elevation spots i.e. hills, buildings and on ocean surface.
5. Freestyle swimming for 1.5 km under 31 minutes
6. Surviving in water with hands and feet fully tied up (drown-proofing)
7. Diving without breathing apparatus for a minimum of 7 m in depth
Basic Recruitment Course 

1. Pre-Selection/Warm-Up
2. Basic PASKAL commando
3. Diving endurance
4. Basic Sky-Diving
Carrier Development Course 

1. First Class enrollment
2. Underwater Combat Maneuver
3. "Laskar Kanan" enrollment
4. "Bintara Muda" enrollment
5. Diving/Underwater Combat Superior
PASKAL routinely sends officers and men to train with the → SAS/UK, NGSLO, BUD/SEAL, EOD (USA),
Submarine Escape (Australia), Assault Swimmer and Australia, Clearance Diver (Australia/USA), Sniper Supervisor
(Australia), Mountain Climbing (France), SASR Australia, etc.
On 26 August 1991, the National Security Council declared PASKAL as Malaysia's main counter-terrorist task force
for the defense of oil rigs and oil tanker ships and to act as one of the elements in the Quick Reactions Force (QRF),
or the Pasukan Aturgerak Cepat (PAC).

Expertise–Specialist Course
Domestic 

Insertion Techniques 

1. Basic HALO/HAHO
2. Freefall Instructor
3. Fast-roping Techniques
4. Abseiling and Air Rescue Operations
5. Tactical Cliff Climbing
6. Tactical Cliff Climbing Instructor
Combat Technique 

1. Combat Tracking
2. Pathfinding and Jungle Survival
3. Unarmed Combat (Silat and Taekwondo - based for CQC technique)
4. Close Quarters Combat Tactical
5. Sniper
6. Sniper Instructor
7. Unconventional Warfare
8. Section Leader
9. Platoon Sergeant
10. Company Commander
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Intelligence gathering 

1. Intelligence
2. Intel Sergeant
3. Team Intel Officer
4. Photographer
5. C4-I Systems Implementations
6. Long Range Recon Patrol
Task-oriented 

1. Combat, Search and Rescue (CSAR)
2. Operation In Built-up Area - OBUA
3. Combat Medic Specialist
4. Diving Supervisor
5. Small Vehicle Operator
6. Small Surface Craft Operator
7. Survival Night/Mission Test
8. Combat Tracking
9. Foreign Language
10. Combat Medic Specialist
11. Explosive Ordnance Disposal
PASKAL is strongly influenced by the tactics and organization of the British → Special Boat Service (SBS).
PASKAL usually trains with GGK as well as US → Navy SEALs, Indonesian Navy's → KOPASKA and, of course -
the SBS.[6]

Weaponry and equipment
PASKAL's weapon inventory is a confidential subject. Nevertheless, amid rumors of financing from the consortium
of oil companies in addition to ample financing from the navy, PASKAL's inventory currently includes some of the
most advanced and sophisticated equipment in the Armed Forces.
The voluntary contributions from the oil consortium has ensured that PASKAL has sufficient means to procure
weapons and equipment that are much more modern and sophisticated in comparison to the other SOF units in the
Malaysian armed forces.
Pictures taken during national day parades and from local defense magazines indicate the use of the following:
• various night-vision devices,
• lightweight PRO-TEC helmets,
• various thermal-imaging cameras,
• various ground tactical radar MASINT (Measurement and Signature Intelligence) including PSR MASINT,
• various 9mm Glock pistol and Heckler & Koch P11 underwater pistol,
• various sniper weapons Accuracy International Arctic Warfare, AMP Technical Services DSR-1, M14 rifle,

Robar RC-50 and Heckler & Koch MSG-90,
• various sub-machine guns FN P90, Brügger & Thomet and Heckler & Koch MP5 in all types and variants,
• various combat shotguns Remington 870 18.5mm Marine Magnums, and
• various assault rifles including AK-102 (TRG mainly), Heckler & Koch HK416 Maritime Assault Rifle,[7]

standard M4 carbine SOPMOD Block II with Aimpoint and Trijicon's ACOG 4x sight scopes, FN FNC, and Colt
M16A1 (with 20-round Colt-manufactured magazines and M203 grenade launchers).

PASKAL is also known to utilise specialised delivery craft - among others, PASKAL employs high speed
inflatable/collapsible sub-skimmers (also known as UDV - Underwater Delivery Vehicle), for infiltrations into
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hostile areas.
The acquisition of two Scorpene submarines which are jointly being built by DCNS, France and Navantia, Spain
("KD Tunku Abdul Rahman" commissioning January 2009, "KD Tun Razak" commissioning October 2008) is
expected to further add PASKAL's capabilities and range.[8]

PASKAL Emblems and Badges
Purple Coloured Beret 

The purple beret reflects the PASKAL's identity as well as close relationship with the Indonesian Marine
Corps.

Camouflage 

The PASKAL camouflage uniform is identical to that worn by US Navy SEALs. It also reflects the close
relations with this → US Special Forces unit from which PASKAL also receives training.

Trimedia 

The "Trimedia" is PASKAL's main emblem which is worn by every PASKAL trooper. The various
components symbolises:

1. Wing - the traditional symbol for airborne capability
2. Jet Fin & Face Mask Emblem - symbolises seaborne infiltration capability
3. Combat Dagger - symbolises jungle-warfare capability
4. Anchor - the symbol for the Royal Malaysian Navy (RMN).

List of PASKAL Commanders

List of PASKAL Commander

Name Year Remark

Admiral Dr. Haji Sutarji bin Kasmin 1975-2003 PASKAL Commander from 1975 and retired in 2003

First Admiral Nasaruddin bin Othman 2003-Now

Notable PASKAL Members
• Admiral Dr. Haji Sutarji Kasmin (retired) — first commanding officer of PASKAL, considered godfather of

PASKALs
• Rear Admiral Nasaruddin Othman — second commanding officer of PASKAL, replacing Admiral Dr. Haji Sutarji

Kasmin
• Captain Jamaludin Mohd Saman RMN
• Commander Abd Malek Hj Mohd Daud RMN
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PASKAL combat diving operatives (centre) with
10 Paratrooper Brigade, Grup Gerak Khas and
US forces during the CARAT Malaysia 2009,

Terengganu.

• Commander Ahmad Ramli Kardi — honored Ahli Mangku Negara,
Ahli Mahkota Perak medal

• Commander Anuar Alias — honored Panglima Gagah Berani
medal

• Commander George Paul Thomas Rozario
• Commander Jason PASKAL
• Lieutenant Commander Che Adnan Mat Isa
• Sub Lieutenant Mohd Aswad bin Zakerya
• Master Chief Petty Officer Mohd Room Bahari
• Seaman Hairi Mat Balong
• PASKAL Senior Seaman Sukeri Abdullah (1994 - 1997)

Recent Operations
The unit has been deployed in the following operations:

Operation Roles Country Year

Spratley Islands Security Mission   Malaysia 1980s

Gugusan Semarang Peninjau Security Missions   Malaysia 1979

United Nations Operation in Somalia II (UNOSOM II) Peacekeeping Missions   Somalia 1993 -
1995

United Nations Angola Verification Mission II (UNIVEM II) Peacekeeping Missions   Angola 1998

Operation Astute Peacekeeping Missions   Timor-Leste 2006

United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (MALCON-UNIFIL) Peacekeeping Missions   Lebanon 2007

United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon II (MALCON-UNIFIL
II)

Peacekeeping Missions   Lebanon 2008

Operation Dawn Hostage Rescue   Somalia 2008 -
2009
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RMN PASKAL operatives during the counter-terrorism and hostage rescue drill in
MISC merchant vessel.

Operation Dawn (Ops Fajar)

PASKAL operatives were deployed in
the activities subsequent to the
hijacking by Somalian pirates of two
Malaysian merchant vessels,
MISC-owned Bunga Melati 2 and
Bunga Melati 5. The PASKAL
detachment was tasked to
intelligence-gathering and also to
provide security to the Malaysian
team negotiating the release of both
ships and their crew. This operation,
codenamed Ops Fajar (Operation
Dawn) also involved Royal Malaysian
Navy assets comprising KD Lekiu,
KD Sri Inderapura, as well as
supported elements of Malaysian
Army special forces, → Grup Gerak Khas as well as some RMAF assets.[9]

The operation was deemed a success after Malaysian special forces paid a ransom amounting to millions of
dollars to the pirates.[10]

Rescue Operations of Zhenhua 4 and MV Abul Kalam Azad 

December 18, 2008 - The Royal Malaysian Navy swung into action to save a China-registered ship, Zhenhua
4 in the Gulf of Aden on Wednesday, the same day the United Nations Security Council decided to be more
assertive against the Somali pirates. The Zhenhua 4 was attacked by the nine armed pirates about noon on
Wednesday while sailing in the gulf on its way from Djibouti to China.
Called on by the Combined Task Force 150 (CTF-150), the multinational coalition patrolling the
pirate-infested gulf, the RMN's KD Sri Indera Sakti despatched a helicopter (including PASKAL naval
commando) to the scene. The helicopter fired two warning shots at the pirates' skiff, causing them to call off
the attack on the heavy load carrier Zhenhua 4 and flee.[11] [12]

1 January 2009 - PASKAL operatives together with RMN KD Sri Inderasakti, commanding by Captain
Mohamad Adib Abdul Samad experienced its first combat in the new year when its Fennec helicopter drove
off two pirate skiffs pursuing Indian crude oil tanker MT Abul Kalam Azad in the dangerous pirate-infested
Gulf of Aden. Somalia. The 92,000-tonne vessel, with 40 crew members, was heading for the Suez Canal with
a full load of crude oil, sailing in the gulf at 11.37am (Malaysian time) when it was attacked by pirates in two
skifs. One of the boats had seven men in it, all armed with AK-47s and machineguns. They unleashed a
barrage of fire at the bridge and accommodation area of the ship. They also tried to board it, all the while
keeping up the attack.
However, the ship began taking evasive measures and increased speed to the maximum. This was also when it
issued a distress signal, which was picked up by Malaysian navy support ship KD Sri Indera Sakti about 15
nautical miles away. In rapid response, Captain Mohamad Adib dispatched the ship-borne Fennec helicopter
gunship armed with twin general purpose machine guns and an elite Naval Special Forces PASKAL airborne
sniper. The Malaysian helicopter was joined by a Eurocopter AS 365 Dauphine-type helicopter of the Royal
Saudi Navy, effectively scaring off the pirates.
The captain of the Abul Kalam Azad had initially requested to join the Malaysian International Shipping 
Corporation convoy, escorted by the Sri Indera Sakti, but later accepted the offer from a Saudi Arabian naval
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ship to escort it to its destination. International Maritime Bureau Piracy Reporting Centre head Noel Choong
said the crew of the Abul Kalam Azad reported seeing the pirates in military-style garb.[13] [14]

See also
• → PASKAU

Similar Navy Special Forces Units Outside Malaysia
•  Bangladesh Navy Seals,Bangladesh
•  Clearance Diving Team, Australia
•  Destacamento de Acções Especiais, Portugal
•  Escouade de Contre-Terrorisme et de Libération d'Otages, France
•  FORMOZA, Poland
•  Kampfschwimmer, Germany
•  → Komando Pasukan Katak - KOPASKA, Indonesia
•  Kustjägarna Attack Divers, Sweden
•  → Marine Commando Force, India
•  → Marinejegerkommandoen, Norway
•  → Naval Diving Unit, Singapore
•  → Naval Special Warfare Group, Philippines
•  → ROK Navy SEALs, South Korea
•  → Royal Thai Navy SEALs, Thailand
•  → Special Boarding Unit, Japan
•  → Special Boat Service, United Kingdom
•  Special Boat Squadron, Sri Lanka
•  → Special Service Group Navy, Pakistan
•  Underwater Demolition Units, ROC Taiwan
•  → Unidad de Operaciones Especiales (UOE), Spain
•  → US Navy SEALs, United States of America

External links
•  Royal Malaysian Navy website [15]

•  PASKAL [16]KayBeeKoh.com
•  PASKAL [17]SpecialOperations.com
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PASKAU

 Pasukan Khas Udara 

Official PASKAU logo
 Active 1 April 1980 - known as HANDAU

1 June 1993 - PASKAU

 Country   Malaysia

 Branch  Royal Malaysian Air Force

 Type Air Force Special Operations

 Role  Air Base Defense and Air Force Special Operations

 Size  Three regiments 

 Part of Malaysian Armed Forces

 Garrison/HQ RHQ: Banting, Selangor
FHRT: Banting, Selangor
CARS: All Malaysian AFB
FPT: All Malaysian AFB

 Motto Cepat, Senyap, Pasti (English: Fast, Silent and Sure

 Engagements Genting Sempah Incident
MALCON - UNIFIL 2007
Hawk 208 crash
Bukit Batu Tiban incident
Brinchang incident
Piper 28 crash
PASKAU Boat Capsizing
Bukit Galla incident
Gunung Gerah incident

 Commanders 

 Colonel of
the Regiment

 Colonel Haji Zaharin Haji Ahmad 

 Insignia 

Identification
symbol

 Parachute Badge with Wings PASKAU 

 Abbreviation  PASKAU 

PASKAU - (formerly the Malaysian abbreviation of Pasukan Khas Udara, Special Air Service), is an elite force
within the Royal Malaysian Air Force (RMAF). Its main responsibility is to conduct combat search and rescue
missions (CSAR) and the recovery of downed aircrew. PASKAU is also a fully qualified counter-terrorist assault
unit. It has a Hostage Rescue Team (HRT) and can be deployed behind enemy lines to assist in target designation for
RMAF strike missions.
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History
PASKAU can trace its beginnings to the 1970s and a mortar attack by Malayan Communist Party agents from
outside an RMAF airbase; it resulted in the destruction of a RMAF DHC-4 Caribou transport aircraft.
From this incident, a specific directive from the RMAF led to the formation of an elite force for the security of
RMAF airbases which was previously the responsibility of the Royal Military Police Corps (RMPC). An elite force,
it was known as Pasukan Pertahanan Darat dan Udara (English: Air and Land Defence Force) or by its
abbreviation HANDAU; it was established on 1 April, 1980. The new force received training from the Royal
Malaysian Police Pasukan Gerakan Khas, (VAT 69 and UTK) anti-terror forces. They also received special training
from the British → Special Air Service and the US Special Forces.
102 squadron was the first unit to take over security duties from the RMPC at RMAF air base, Kuala Lumpur, on 1
April, 1980. It was followed by the establishment of ten more squadrons up to 1 March 1987.

List of RMAF HANDAU Squadrons

Branch Base Year Formed

102 HANDAU Squadron Kuala Lumpur RMAF
Airbase

1 April 1980

103 HANDAU Squadron Kuantan RMAF Airbase 18 November
1980

104 HANDAU Squadron Butterworth RMAF Airbase 10 January 1981

202 HANDAU Squadron Ipoh RMAF Airbase 9 February 1981

105 HANDAU Squadron Kuching RMAF Airbase 7 April 1981

107 HANDAU Squadron Alor Setar RMAF Airbase 7 July 1981

109 HANDAU Squadron DEBKAT Subang 6 August 1981

204 HANDAU Squadron Kluang RMAF Airbase 19 August 1981

201 HANDAU Squadron Bukit Jugra RMAF Airbase 27 August 1987

208 HANDAU Squadron Subang RMAF Airbase 1 September 1987

106 HANDAU Squadron Labuan RMAF Airbase 1 March 1987

The restructuring of the RMAF, (which was based on the modernisation of the British Royal Air Force), on 1 June
1993, included changing the name HANDAU to Pasukan Khas Udara, (abbreviated to PASKAU). In 1996, the
unit strength was increased and its role expanded to include counter-terrorism, → unconventional warfare and search
and rescue missions.

Organization
Now officially known as the RMAF Regiment, it is better known as PASKAU. Today, it operates directly under
Headquarters, Air Operations and is based at Bukit Jugra Air Force Base, Banting. Below are the three main
squadrons of PASKAU under the Operations Branch of the Regiment responsible for special operations.

Branches PASKAU branches, responsibility and roles
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Branch Responsible Roles

Flight
Hostage
Rescue
Team

Counter-terrorist
force

The Flight Hostage Rescue Team comes under the Combat Wing Squadron (Skuadron Sayap Tempur); it is the
combat arm of PASKAU. Trained in counter-terrorism, hostage rescue, infiltration and sabotage, it can work
behind enemy lines to destroy or disable high value targets. It has a Ground Laser Target Designation (GLTD)
team to provide forward target acquisition and tracking for attacking aircraft. There is also a Hostage Rescue
Team (HRT), that specializes in aircraft hostage rescue operations. Every mission involves a six-man team with
different specialties such as rifleman, sniper, demolitions expert, communications expert and medic. These
personnel are equipped with light weapons, such as the Colt M4A1, the SIG-553 LB assault rifle and the M249
Squad Automatic Weapon (SAW). For Close Quarter Battle (CQB) operations such as hostage rescue or
counter-terrorism, weapons used include the Heckler & Koch MP5 submachinegun and M4 carbine equipped
with EOTech Holo sights (hologram sights that maximizes the target view).

Combat Air
Rescue
Squadron

Combat Search
and Rescue

Combat Air Rescue (CAR) Squadron or Skuadron Penyelamat Tempur Udara (SPTU), is capable of mounting a
rescue operation behind enemy lines. It consist of 6 CAR detachments operating from air bases with a Rescue
Sub-Centre (RSC) at Kuala Lumpur, Kuantan, Butterworth, Gong Kedak, Kuching and Labuan AFBs. The CAR
is also capable of sea rescue through its Maritime Para Rescue Team (MPRT) based in Bukit Jugra.

Field
Protection
Squadron

Base Protections The Field Protection Squadron or Skuadron Kawalan Medan - SKM provides special protection to high value
targets such as air defence radar and forward operating bases. High value target protection not only involves
installation but also close or special escort duty. This team is equipped with the Field Intrusion Detection System
(FIDS) for zone protection. During the insertion operation into enemy territory, they would be the pathfinders and
able to act as Ground Forward Air Controllers (GFAC).

Training

PASKAU commando operatives during survival
training in the jungle.

Every officer and man is presented with a light blue beret when he
passes the PASKAU basic course and a commando dagger on the
successful completion of the PASKAU expert course. They then carry
out advanced training which allows them to take part in all operations.
PASKAU personnel are tested every twelve weeks. These tests are
compulsory.
The tests include

1. 160 kilometre march
2. Australian rappelling (running down a hill or building)
3. Spie-rig techniques (extraction by helicopter)

4. Operating a boat capable of 160 km per hour
5. Jungle commando basic course
6. Special infiltration and reconnaissance course
7. Sniper course
PASKAU operatives are capable of conducting operations using:-
Tactical 

1. Laser-designation - Using GLTD II, units 'paint' hostile targets, marking them for attack by air-dropped
laser-guided munitions such as the Paveway II LGB (laser-guided bomb).

2. Counter-terrorism
3. Unconventional Warfare
4. Sang Moo Doo (multi-technique martial art including Aikido, Judo, Karate and Taekwondo)[1]

5. Close Quarters Combat (CQC)
6. Marksmanship
7. Sabotage
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8. Snipers
9. Combat diving

A PASKAU trainee in the Diving Phase being
supervised by a US Air Force 320th Special

Tactics Squadrons instructor.

 Insertion Techniques

1. HALO/HAHO (high altitude low opening/high altitude high
opening of parachutes)

2. Helo casting
3. Hover jump
Intelligence Gathering

1. Reconnaissance
2. Providing base security to RMAF installations.
 Expertise Oriented

1. Combat Search and Rescue (The recovery of friendly units from
behind enemy lines)

2. Hostage Rescue
3. → FIBUA (Fighting In Built Up Areas)
4. OBUA (Operations in Built Up Areas)
5. Special demolitions
6. EOD (explosive ordnance disposal)

PASKAU and US Air Force Special Tactics
personnel firing the Barret M82A1 rifle during a
tactical long range course as a part of Teak Mint

09-1.

PASKAU is highly capable of carrying-out hostage rescue operations
in any situation and is regarded as the principal anti-hijack response for
civil and military aircraft. This task was taken over from → Grup
Gerak Khas (Army SOF unit). The unit also took part in special
training with the British → SAS and the US → Special Forces, in
October, 2007. Only 20 of 54 trainees successfully completed a
three-month training programme.[2]

From 28 May, 2009, PASKAU participated with the United States Air
Force 320th Special Tactics Squadron in an underwater search and
recovery course as part of a joint training exercise code-named Teak
Mint 09-1. Besides the joint training, the USAF presented Barret M82
anti-material rifles for use by the RMAF special team.[3] Teak Mint 09-1 is a joint training exchange designed to
enhance United States – Malaysian military training and capabilities.[3]

Role
PASKAU's establishment has increased the RMAF capability in special air operations such as Combat Search And
Rescue (CSAR). It must also be capable of securing forward RMAF bases and be able to assist in the execution of
airstrikes using specialist weapons. PASKAU consists of specially selected and trained RMAF regiment personnel.
The role of this unit is very different from army special forces, the Grup Gerak Khas; or the navy's PASKAL.

Weapons
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Light Firearms

Handguns Shotguns Submachinegun Service Rifle Sniper Rifle Machineguns Grenade Launcher

Browning HP Remington 870 B&T MP9 Bushmaster Carbon 15 Acc Int-A/Warfare FN Minimi 249 M203

Glock 18C Benelli M4 Super
90

Colt 9 mm SMG Colt M4A11 Blaser 93 Tactical

Glock 19 HK MP5-K Colt M16A1 Model 653 AMP DSR-1

Glock 34 HK MP5K-A4 SIG-553 LB[4] HK PSG-1

Sphinx S3000 HK MP5SD3 SIG-553 SB

Steyr AUG1

1The US-made M4 Carbine is replacing the Austrian-made Steyr AUG service rifle for all three Malaysian Armed
Forces including PASKAU operatives.[5]

Functions

PASKAU members learn how to do a function
check a Barret M82A1 (M107) .50 caliber sniper

rifle

PASKAU soon became a very important asset to the RMAF. The force
normally deploys by air, both in peace and war. The capabilities of
PASKAU personnel include:

Target marking

To mark a target for an airstrike, such as radar or surface to air missile
(SAM) sites, sub-units must be able to infiltrate behind enemy lines.
The target can then be 'painted' using GLTD II.

Security of Important Assets
The unit must secure critical RMAF areas from enemy ground attack. The task is made harder in forward locations
and other hostile environments where the threat level is higher.

Search and rescue
Search and rescue missions, on land (on both sides of the lines) and at sea, are the responsibility of PASKAU. A
wide variety of circumstances are usually encountered. For instance, when a Sikorsky S61 'Nuri' helicopter crashed
on the slopes of Gunung Gerah in November, 1989, reaching the wreckage required abseiling into the jungle. Other
SAR missions are shown in the 'Recent Operations' section further down this page.
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Counter Terrorism
Incidents involving hijacked aircraft and terrorists throughout Malaysia come under the remit of PASKAU. The unit
is trained to solve the problem with the least effect on the passengers and aircraft.

Capabilities

Mobility
PASKAU is able to be rapidly inserted into an operational area by land, air or sea.

Flexibility
The group is capable of being deployed independently or as part of a joint task force with other special operations
groups.

Sustainability
The unit is able to operate independently and conduct special operations for sustained periods without external
assistance.

Technology
The group has access to high-tech equipment and weaponry to improve its ability to execute complex and demanding
special operations.

Special training
The group employs specialized physical training that exceeds that of conventional forces. This is to ensure that
operators are well-prepared to execute highly demanding SOF-type missions. They are especially suited to classified
missions involving small sub-units.

Mission and the future
The future direction for PASKAU includes the continuous expansion of the team's expertise and roles as well as
enhancing the team's effectiveness with newer and more capable equipment.

Recent Operations

Genting Sempah Incident
In July 2007, PASKAU, with the 10th Parachute Brigade, 22nd Group Gerak Khas and the Pasukan Gerakan Khas
anti-teror police, supported by the United States Navy, police General Operations Force Senoi Praaq, Police Air
Wing, Fire and Rescue Department, Forestry Department rangers, Civil Defence Department (JPA3) and local
villagers, were deployed in a search and rescue operation after a Sikorsy S61 'Nuri' helicopter of the RMAF went
down along with a crew of six near Genting Sempah, in the Genting Highlands. The SAR team located the wreckage
on 17 July at 1324hrs with its rotor blades detached. The bodies of all crew members were found in the cabin of the
stricken aircraft.[6]
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MALCON-UNIFIL 2007
PASKAU was part of a contingent which also included the 10th Parachute Brigade and → Grup Gerak Khas which
were deployed to Lebanon[7]

Hawk 208 Crash
On 27 June, 2006, PASKAU was involved in the search for Major Muhammad Rohaizan Abdul Rahman after his
Hawk 208 fighter crashed into the sea off Rompin, Pahang on 31 May 2006. The remains of the pilot were found on
the seabed 28 days after the crash, 150 meters off the coast of Pantai Lanjut, Rompin, Pahang[8]

Bukit Batu Tiban Incident
PASKAU was involved in rescue operations on 28 July 2005, after a Hornbill Skyway Bell 206 Jet Ranger
helicopter crashed in Bukit Batu Tiban, Ulu Baleh, Kapit, near the Sarawak-West Kalimantan border. Three
passengers and the pilot died, one passenger survived.[9]

Brinchang Incident
On 7 June, 2005, 21 PASKAU and 35 VAT 69 Pasukan Gerakan Khas operators were involved in the search for 4
children who were reported to be lost on Fraser's Hill as well as another 2 persons who were lost on Gunung
Brinchang in the Cameron Highlands. They were all found three days later.[10]

Piper 28 Crash
PASKAU, together with the Department of Civil Aviation (DCA) and the 10th Parachute Brigade of the Malaysian
Army, were involved on 14 March 2004, in the search and rescue of the occupants of a civilian Piper 28 aircraft
which had crashed. The aircraft went down in a heavily forested area 3.2 kilometers south-west of the Langat Dam,
Selangor. The pilot, Captain Nasir Ma Lee, was killed while the passenger, Nazarullah Mohd Sultan, was found
alive.[11]

PASKAU Boat Capsizing
On 19 January, 2003, a fibreglass boat carrying two officers and four servicemen from PASKAU capsized after
encountering large waves in stormy conditions. This occurred during reconnaissance operations in the vicinity of
Sibu Island, Johore at around 10:30am. RMAF Majors Audrey Smith and Damian Sebastian, Sergeants Radzi Abdul
Majid and Saad Che Omar were safely recovered while Corporals Hasnul Abdul Rahman and Ayub Sidek
perished.[12]

Bukit Galla Incident
PASKAU with RMP General Operations Forces, the State Forestry Department, the Civil Defence Department (JPA
3), the Department of Civil Aviation and the Negeri Sembilan Fire and Rescue Department, were involved on 20
February 1999, in search and rescue operations after a civilian Beachcraft BE-36 aircraft crashed into the slopes of
Bukit Galla, Mantin, Negeri Sembilan. The pilot and his passenger, Patrick Dutrey and Natalie Marie Chappate,
were killed.[13]

Gunung Gerah incident
On 14 November, 1989, PASKAU was involved in rescue operations after a TUDM Sikorsky S61 'Nuri' helicopter
went down on the slopes of Gunung Gerah and Gunung Bilah near the Kelantan-Perak border. 21 passengers were
killed, including 15 policemen from the General Operations Force of the Royal Malaysian Police.
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In fiction
In the film Entrapment (1999), starring Sean Connery and Catherine Zeta Jones, Tactical Assault Squadrons from
PASKAU together with RMP Pasukan Gerakan Khas pursued the two stars in and around the Petronas Twin Towers.
PASKAU operators in a RMAF helicopter covered the police counter terrorist force during the pursuit at the end of a
scene.
In 1986, the movie Wira Angkasa (Heroes of the Sky), starring Dato' Yusof Haslam and Sabree Fadzil, depicted
PASKAU operators in a CSAR (Combat Search and Rescue) mission to recover Lieutenant Iskandar, a downed
pilot, from behind enemy lines.

See also
• VAT 69/UTK Royal Malaysian Police

Similar Air Force Special Units Outside Malaysia
•  Air Force Special Tactics, United States
•  → Satgas Atbara, Indonesia
•  → Argentina Special Operations Group, Argentina
•  Combat Search and Rescue Unit, Portugal
•  → Garud Commando Force, India
•  → Special Service Wing, Pakistan
•  → Sri Lanka Air Force Regiment Special Force, Sri Lanka

External links
•  Malaysian Armed Forces website [8]

•  Malaysian SOF [14]

•  PASKAU website [15]

•   Malaysia PASKAU prove the MPRT capabillity [16] (PDF)
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Mexico

Grupo Aeromóvil de Fuerzas Especiales

 Grupo Aeromóvil de Fuerzas Especiales 

Grupo Aeromóvil de Fuerzas Especiales 5th Batallion Shoulder Patch
 Active 1986 - Present

 Country Mexico

 Branch Mexican Army

 Type Special Forces

 Motto  Grupo Aeromóvil de Fuerzas Especiales, ni la muerte nos detiene, y si la muerte nos sorprende, bienvenida sea
(En: Special Forces Airmobile Group, not even death can stop us, if death takes us by surprise, it's more than
welcome.) 

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Classified 

Notable
commanders

 Classified 

The Grupo Aeromóvil de Fuerzas Especiales (Special Forces Airmobile Group, GAFE) is a → special forces unit
of the Mexican Army's Special Forces Corps, trained by the world's special forces. There are a total of nine
battalions, one High Command GAFE unit and one other group is assigned to the Infantry Parachutists Brigade.
Within the structure of the unit there are regular, intermediates and veterans. The regulars usually operate more as an
elite light infantry. The intermediates are mainly instructors with medium ranks such as lieutenants and captains;
they are also known as the COIFEs, and are considered by many the Mexican Green Berets. The veterans or →
Grupo Aeromóvil de Fuerzas Especiales del Alto Mando (High Command GAFEs) carry out the most delicate black
ops. The GAFE motto is "Todo por México" (Everything for Mexico).
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History
GAFE was created in 1986 as the "Fuerza de Intervención Rápida" (Rapid Intervention Force) to provide security
for the FIFA World Cup soccer games in Mexico City. France's GIGN trained the group in special weapons and
counter-terrorism tactics. On June 1, 1990 the group adopted its current name.
Eight years later the GAFEs saw action fighting EZLN guerrillas in Chiapas. There is scant public information about
the operations in which they participated during that conflict. Nowadays the army special forces continue fighting
the war against drug cartels in Mexico. They have successfully captured many big drug leaders such as Benjamin
Arellano Felix and Osiel Cardenas Guillen of the Gulf Cartel.

Training
Since its creation they have received a wide variety of training from different → special forces groups from around
the world. The Army unified all the knowledge by creating in 1998 the Escuela Militar de Fuerzas Especiales (En.
Special Forces Military School). This became the Centro de Adiestramiento de Fuerzas Especiales ("Special Forces
Training Center"), located in the foothills of the Iztaccíhuatl volcano, on 1 May 2002. The basic special forces course
lasts 6 months.
• Special Forces Instructors' Officers Course (COIFE)
• Ranks Officers Training of Special Forces (CACFE)
• Specialized Training for Special Forces Instructors and Officers (CAEIFE)

Training scenarios
• Jungle/Amphibious/Combat Diving: Jungle and Amphibious Operations Training Center, Xtomoc, Quintana Roo.

Training also takes place in different scenarios in the state of Guerrero.
• Urban/Intervention: San Miguel de los Jagueyes, La Casa de la Muerte in Puebla and Temamantla, Estado de

México.
• Mountain: El Salto, Durango, and Guerrero.
• Desert Operations Training Center: Laguna Salada and Baja California
• Airmobile/Airborne: Air Force base of Santa Lucía, Estado de México and Guerrero.
• High mountain: Nevado de Toluca, Iztaccíhuatl and Pico de Orizaba volcanoes.

Transportation
• UH-60 Black Hawk, Mil Mi-17, CH-53 Yas'ur 2000, MD 530F, Bell 212 and Bell 412 helicopters.
• Fast Attack Vehicle/Light Strike Vehicle, HMMWV, customized Dodge Ram pickup trucks, all-terrain vehicles,

off-road motorcycles and inflatable/fast boats.

Weaponry
• FX-05 Xiuhcoatl
• Heckler & Koch G3
• M4 carbine
• Heckler & Koch P7M13
• Beretta 92F
• Colt .45
• CornerShot
• Heckler & Koch MP5
• FN P90
• FN MAG
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• Heckler & Koch HK21E
• M249 light machine gun
• Barret M82 (.50 BMG)
• Heckler & Koch PSG1
• M24 Sniper Weapon System
• Remington 700
• Fusil de Precisión Morelos
• Remington 1100
• Mossberg 500
• B-300
• RL-83 Blindicide
• RPG-7
• M72 LAW
• Milkor MGL Mk 1
• M203 grenade launcher

See also
• → Grupo Aeromóvil de Fuerzas Especiales del Alto Mando
• → Fuerzas Especiales
• Brigada de Fusileros Paracaidistas
• Mexican Special Forces
• Grupo de Operaciones Especiales (Mexico)
• Los Zetas
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Grupo Aeromóvil de Fuerzas Especiales del Alto
Mando

 Grupo Aeromovil de Fuerzas Especiales del Alto Mando 

Beret Insignia 

 Active 

 Country   Mexico

 Allegiance   Mexico

 Branch Mexican army

 Size  100 

 Engagements Capture of Osiel Cárdenas
Guillén

The Grupo Aeromóvil de Fuerzas Especiales del Alto Mando (High Command Special Forces Airmobile Group)
is a special operations unit of the Mexican Army. It's a group with no more than 100 members, carefully selected
from the Mexican Army Special Forces Corps and specially trained in counter-terrorist tactics. The unit's mission is
to carry out the most delicate operations ordered directly by the President and the Secretary of National Defense.
Due to the secrecy that surrounds the High Command GAFE group, very little is known about the unit. They are
analogous in weapons, training, and specialization to other counter terror units like the US Delta Force and Russian
Alfa.
One of the few times its members were seen in public was hours after the successful capture of Osiel Cardenas in
2003, one of the most wanted drug cartel leaders in Mexico and the United States, as they arrived in Mexico City.
They're the only Special Forces group that don't participate nor show up at the Parade of the Mexican Armed Forces
on September 16.
They are rumored to have a 'White Card', which is a license to kill.
Another known mission carried out by the High Command GAFE group was the capture of drug cartel leader Javier
Torres Félix aka El JT in Culiacan, Sinaloa, January 27 of 2004. The commandos left Mexico City for Culiacan at
9:00 a.m. and returned with Félix at 6:00 p.m. that same day. Commanders had scheduled the arrest for another day
but the Secretary told reporters that immediate capture was necessary. One of Félix's hitmen had killed a soldier from
the Third military region while the soldier was on patrol at the outskirts of the town of El Tule.
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Fuerzas Especiales

 Fuerzas Especiales 

FES insignia
 Active  2001 - present 

 Allegiance   Mexico

 Branch Mexican Navy

 Type Naval → Commando

 Size  460 

 Motto Fuerza, Espíritu, Sabiduría (Force, Spirit, Wisdom)

FES insignia

The Fuerzas Especiales (Special Forces), also known as FES (the
initials of their motto), is a special operations unit of the Mexican Navy
officially established in late 2001. Its motto is "Fuerza, Espíritu,
Sabiduría".

Its origin lies in the Marine Airborne Battalion back in the early 1990s.
The unit's mission is to carry out amphibious special operations in
order to protect the nation's maritime interests. The group has 460
members divided in two groups of 230 members for each Naval Force
(Pacific and Gulf). The special forces course lasts 53 weeks. These
forces are capable of carrying out non-conventional warfare in the air,
sea and land, by utilizing all means of infiltration available to develop
the most variable operational incursions with the use of military diving
techniques, parachuting, vertical descent, urban combat, sniping and
use of explosives. They are units organized, trained and equipped to operate independently in maritime, lake,
riverine or terrestrial scenarios.

To fulfill their mission and practice their attributes the unit's members receive specialized training in the following
areas:
• Special operations
• Reconnaissance
• Search and rescue
• Surface warfare
• Anti-aircraft warfare
• Amphibious warfare
• Mine warfare
• Submarine and counter-submarine warfare
• Military intelligence
• General naval forces support
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• Air and ground logistics

Weaponry
• M-16 Rifle
• M-4 Carbine
• FN P90
• H&K UMP
• PSG-1
• M249 Squad Automatic Weapon

See also
• → Grupo Aeromóvil de Fuerzas Especiales
• Brigada de Fusileros Paracaidistas
• → Grupo Aeromóvil de Fuerzas Especiales del Alto Mando
• Ixtoc-Alfa
• Mexican Special Forces

FES
Fes may refer to:
• Fes, Morocco, also known as Fez, a city in Morocco
• Persona 3 FES, an 'add-on' disk for Shin Megami Tensei:Persona 3.
FES is a three-letter acronym that may refer to:
• Functional electrical stimulation, a neurological treatment technique
• Flat Earth Society, an organization that advocates the belief that the Earth is flat
• Freetown Elementary School, an elementary school located on Bullock Road in Freetown, Massachusetts.
• Flywheel energy storage, an energy storage method
• International Fellowship of Evangelical Students, an association of evangelical Christian student movements
• Foundation for Ecological Security, a non-governmental organization based in Anand, Gujarat, India
• → Fuerzas Especiales, the special forces of the Mexican Navy
• Feline sarcoma oncogene, a human gene
• Game Wave Family Entertainment System, a hybrid DVD Player and games console
• Field entry standard
• Foreign exchange student, a student participating in a student exchange program
• "Fez (That '70s Show)", derived from an abbreviation for "Foreign Exchange Student," character from That '70s

Show.
• Florida Engineering Society, an engineering society in Florida, United States
• JJ Finley Elementary School, a school in the Alachua County Public Schools, Alachua County, Florida, United

States
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See also
• Fez
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Netherlands

Korps Commandotroepen

 Korps Commandotroepen 

Uniform shoulder sleeve insignia of the Korps Commandotroepen (depicting a Fairbairn-Sykes Fighting Knife)
 Active March 22, 1942 - Present

 Country Netherlands

 Branch  Army 

 Type Special Forces

 Role Special Forces

 Size One battalion

 Garrison/HQ Roosendaal

 Motto Nunc aut Nunquam ("Now or Never")

 Colors  Black with Dark Green Border 

 Anniversaries  March 22 

The Korps Commandotroepen (KCT) are the elite → special forces of the Royal Netherlands Army. It is one of the
two principal units tasked with special operations in the Netherlands (the other being the Maritime Special
Operations Forces (MARSOF) of the Netherlands Marine Corps), and it is deployable anywhere in the world under
any circumstance, conducting all conceivable missions from the full spectrum of special operations, including
counter-terrorism overseas.

The History of Korps Commandotroepen

World War II
The roots of the KCT go back to World War II. Under the name No.2 (Dutch) Troop, the first Dutch commandos
were trained in Achnacarry, Scotland, as part of No.10 Inter-allied Commando. The unit was formed on March 22,
1942, the birthday of the present KCT. Its purpose was to conduct special operations, which, at the time, were
operations that were considered too complex and too dangerous for conventional military personnel. The unit was
disbanded in October 1945, but its members continued fighting in the Dutch East Indies, while others formed the
Stormschool (1945-1950), located in Bloemendaal. In 1949, the Stormschool relocated itself to the Engelbrecht van
Nassaukazerne in Roosendaal, now the home garrison of the present KCT.
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Dutch East Indies
Korps Insulinde (1942-1945) was tasked with conducting → guerrilla warfare in Sumatra against the Japanese.
After the Japanese capitulation, the Korps Insulinde was tasked with the search and rescue of (Dutch) POWs. In
November 1945, the unit was disbanded, and its members hooked up with Depot Speciale Troepen and former
members of No.2 (Dutch) Troop to form the Regiment Speciale Troepen (1945-1950). This new unit was involved
in the Indonesian independence wars after WW2. After Indonesia's independence was acknowledged by the Dutch
government in 1949, the RST returned to the Netherlands. On 1 July 1950, on parliamentary recommendation, the
RST merged with the Stormschool in Roosendaal to form the present Korps Commandotroepen.

The Modern KCT
After the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, much has changed. Particular events have shaped the organisation and
capacity of the armed forces, and in particular, that of the KCT. With the threat of Cold War belonging to the past,
many new conflicts appeared throughout the world. Nowadays, worldwide terrorism has become the biggest threat,
and there has been a very big demand for specialist counter-terrorism units, able to operate overseas. To keep up
with these demands, the KCT's old role of Commando Waarnemer-verkenner (Commando Force Reconnaissance)
was replaced by that of the modern and versatile Commando Speciale Operaties (co-spec-ops, or Commando Special
Operations).
The KCT switched from a "part conscript, part professional force" to a fully professional unit in 1995. The last
conscripts made place for professional operators in 1996, when the Dutch conscription was suspended. From here,
the KCT had undergone drastic changes in its structure and operational capability, and with great success. It has
grown to a mature, professional and versatile SF unit. And it has built up a considerable reputation. Deployments to
Bosnia, Kosovo, Macedonia, Iraq and more recently, Afghanistan provided many new insights and knowledge.
Successful CT operations in Côte d'Ivoire (2004) and the Middle-East (2006) proved once again that the KCT is an
extremely able, highly independent and versatile unit.

KCT baret emblem.

KCT operators wear a Commando Green beret. This shade of green is
also in use by British Commando Qualified personnel and
internationally often worn by other commando units. The
gold-coloured KCT beret emblem displays a Fairbairn-Sykes Fighting
Knife, hand grenade and a ribbon with the unit's Nunc aut Nunquam
motto on it. The background of the emblem consist of a gothic typeface
"W", indicating the name Wilhelmina, Queen of the Netherlands from
1898-1948. The beret emblem is worn on a black background with a
green border.

Selection and Training

The KCT accepts applications from both enlisted and civilians. All candidates are subjected to an initial 3 day
indoctrination phase where they experience what is demanded from an operator. After initial physical and
psychological tests, prospective candidates are sent to Amsterdam for further tests and evaluation before being
enrolled into a basic 2 week introductory course known as VO (Vooropleiding). The course serves to prepare
candidates for the next phase, called ECO (Elementaire Commando Opleiding). ECO is a 8 week selection phase
held twice a year in the forrests around Roosendaal and De Biesbosch, and is regarded as one of the most demanding
courses of the Military of the Netherlands. Due to the environment and secrecy which the KCT operates under, not
much is known about the course. Among the basic elements thought to be included are live fire exercises, long range
patrolling, speed marches and mock interrogations, during which candidates are subjected to various methods
(temperature, hunger, clothing, exhaustion).
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Successful candidates begin the continuation course, VCO (Voortgezette Commando Opleiding), and are now
aspiring commandoes. The course covers all aspects of special warfare such as, reconnaissance, direct action (DA),
counter-terrorism (CT), HALO/HAHO parachuting and combat diving. Lasting 16 months, it includes jungle
training in Malaysia, mountain and terrain training in Switzerland and arctic training in Norway. In total about 10
different countries are used for training in order to prepare for deployments around the world. Upon completion the
participants are considered operational commandoes.

Mission
• To prepare and to conduct all conceivable missions from the full spectrum of Special Operations;
• To participate simultaneously in two peacekeeping operations with a maximum of four teams each;
• To be self-reliant in combat service support and administration;
• To act as Doctrine Centre for Special Operations;
• To provide internal and external training; [1]

Role of Korps Commandotroepen
Korps Commandotroepen is an extremely capable and experienced unit, as it is an exceptionally "original" unit.
Unlike many prominent special forces units in the world, often modeled upon the British → Special Air Service
(SAS), the KCT however, stands on its own, forming the doctrine centre for special operations in the Netherlands,
and providing "internal" training for its operators, and "external" training for other (specialist) units within the Dutch
armed forces.

Special Reconnaissance
The primary task of the Korps Commandotroepen is to conduct covert special reconnaissance operations. Operators
gather and report intelligence as they infiltrate deep into enemy territory, observing, monitoring, analysing targets
(enemy forces, buildings, infrastructure) and surrounding natural environment. Intelligence that would benefit the
main battle force prior to an invasion, or intelligence that would benefit a direct action.

Direct Action
The second task of the KCT is to conduct so-called direct action (DA): covert offensive actions that are small in size,
conducted violently with surgical precision, in a (very) short amount of time. They come in the form of raids,
ambush, and sabotage/demolition, to take out a specific target. This could be specific individuals, structures,
weaponry, etc. DA is an unconventional method in warfare, because a specific objective is accomplished quickly and
covertly, instead of a mass confrontation in the open, seen in conventional warfare. The ultimate purpose is to bring
the enemy force to its knees through deprival, humiliation and sabotage, not necessarily destroying it (as in
conventional warfare), though the enemy would still have the ability to fight.
Typical DA tactics:
• capture and neutralisation, or destruction, of major facilities and material;
• capture and/or release of particular individuals or material;
• destruction of key infrastructure;
• overwhelming the enemy force by surprise with superior firepower, in the form of ambush and raids;
• sabotage of lines of communication.
The KCT is also tasked with counter-terrorism operations overseas. Domestic CT operations is the task of the →
Unit Interventie Mariniers of the Dutch Marine Corps.
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Collateral Activities
The third task of the KCT is to provide Collateral Activities. The most significant function is training and operating
with indigenous forces, in order to conduct guerilla warfare. Another significant function is to reinforce a battle
force. This means that an operational team is part of a larger whole (for example, a main battle force), although
remaining independent, providing support in firepower and other strategic and tactical advantages, as well as force
protection (protection of coalition troops).
Additionally, combat search-and-rescue (CSAR) and humanitarian aid and disaster relief are other, not unimportant
tasks of the KCT.

Battle Honours
Arakan 1944, Nijmegen 1944, Eindhoven 1944, Vlissingen 1944 and Westkapelle 1944.
Djokjakarta 1948 and Central Sumatra 1948-1949 [2]
Bosnia-Herzegovina (1996-2000), Iraq (SFIR) 2003-2005, Afghanistan (Operation Enduring Freedom) 2005-2006
and (ISAF) 2006-2007

Equipment

Weaponry
• Glock 17M semi-automatic pistol 9x19mm Parabellum (M stands for maritime)[3]

• Mossberg 590DA1 pump action shotgun 12 gauge
• FN P90 submachine gun 5.7x28mm[4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]

• Diemaco C8A1GD assault carbine 5.56x45mm NATO (GD stands for geluiddemper (suppressor))[10]

• Heckler & Koch HK416 assault rifle 5.56x45mm NATO
• Heckler & Koch HK417 assault/designated marksman rifle 7.62x51mm NATO
• Heckler & Koch AG-NL grenade launcher 40x46mm
• Accuracy International Arctic Warfare sniper rifle 7.62x51mm NATO (few arms available)
• Accuracy International AWSM-F sniper rifle .338 Lapua Magnum
• Sako TRG-41 sniper rifle .338 Lapua Magnum (20 arms acquired prior to the Accuracy International AWSM-F

procurement)
• Barrett M82A1 anti-material rifle 12.7x99mm NATO
• FN Minimi light machine gun 5.56x45mm NATO
• FN MAG general purpose machine gun 7.62x51mm NATO
• M2 Browning machine gun heavy machine gun 12.7x99mm NATO
• Heckler & Koch GMG automatic grenade launcher 40x53mm
• Thomson-Brandt Commando Type V 60mm light mortar[11] [12]

• M72A2 LAW light anti-tank weapon
• AT4 anti-tank weapon
• Special Operations Knife (SOK) Standard issue handmade survival knife by Hill Knives Holland.[13]
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Communication
• AN/PRC-148 Multiband Inter/Intra Team Radio (MBITR) with headset

See also
• Marco Kroon, recent recipient of the Militaire Willemsorde

External links
• Korps Commandotroepen Homepage (in Dutch) [14]

• Korps Commandotroepen Homepage (in English) [15]

• Footage of Dutch commandos in Afghanistan (2006) 1 [16]

• Footage of Dutch commandos in Afghanistan (2006) 2 [17]
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Unit Interventie Mariniers

 Unit Interventie Mariniers 

 Active February 22, 1973 - Present

 Country Netherlands

 Branch  Marine Corps 

 Type Maritime Special Forces

 Role Special operations / Counter-terrorism / joint civilian/military law enforcement

 Size  Classified 

 Garrison/HQ Mariniers Training Commando, Doorn

 Motto Sempre Paratus Pro Justitia ("Always Ready For Justice")

The Unit Interventie Mariniers (Unit Intervention Marines, UIM), formerly known as the Bijzondere Bijstands
Eenheid (BBE), is an elite Dutch → special forces unit, which is especially trained for intervention missions. It
consists of a selection of specially trained marines of the Dutch Marine Corps, and it is part of the Maritime Special
Operations Forces (MARSOF), which is the maritime counterpart of the Dutch Army's → Korps
Commandotroepen.

Unit Interventie Mariniers
The Unit Interventie Mariniers is a → special forces unit that is specialized in counter-terrorism operations. It is
able to operate in and outside of the Netherlands, with emphasis on maritime special operations. This also includes
long-range reconnaissance, direct action and military assistance operations, both foreign and domestic, often in
conjunction with SF units of the Maritime Special Operations Forces (MARSOF).
Similar units are the French GIGN and German GSG9.

Tasks
• To conduct special operations on sea and land;
• To conduct quick-reaction counter-terrorism and hostage release operations in the Netherlands;
• To provide quick-reaction maritime intervention (harbours, oil platforms, ships, etc.);
• To assist the Dutch police and Royal Marechaussee in domestic joint law enforcement and counter-terrorism

operations;
• To act as a security detachment on board the Royal Netherlands Navy ships during humanitarian or

peace-enforcing/-keeping missions;

History
On 22 February 1973, the Dutch government officially created a specialist counter-terrorism unit. The reason was
the Munich massacre, when 11 Israeli athletes were murdered by Palestine pro-Fatah militants. The government felt
the urge of protecting the nation against such incidents in the future, and so members of the Dutch Marine Corps
were selected for this special unit. Marines were chosen because, at that time, they were particularly notorious:
Dutch marines are hardened, highly-trained, professional soldiers. The creation of an counter-terrorism unit within
the Marine Corps would help relieve the Corps from this negative image.
On July 1st, 2006, a new government organ, Dienst Speciale Interventies (DSI) was founded. This is a joint 
operations centre for counter-terrorism actions in the Netherlands. Members of the UIM and special police units
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work together, and form a Unit Interventie, which is a joint task force of Defence and police personnel.

Dienst Speciale Interventies
The Dienst Speciale Interventies is the joint operations centre for domestic CT operations, and it combines special
units from the Ministries of Defence and Justice. These units are:
• Unit Interventie Mariniers (UIM - the crack CT unit of the Netherlands Marine Corps);
• Brigade Speciale Beveiligingsopdrachten (BSB - special security unit of the Royal Marechaussee)
• Arrestatieteam (AT - the SWAT-team of the Dutch police)

Operations
The UIM (or BBE Mariniers prior to 2005) has seen a lot of action since its creation. The first real intervention
mission was the recapture of the Scheveningen prison in October 1974. Operators used hand-to-hand combat and
stun grenades against jailed terrorists, who had revolted and held the prison under siege.
The best-known intervention mission was ending the combined siege of a train and a primary school, which was
done by South-Moluccan "independence activists". The UIM managed to kill the 6 captors on the train during a short
but precise raid. Unfortunately, 2 hostages did not survive this. The raid was successful due to the fact that the Royal
Netherlands Air Force was called in, with 6 F-104 Starfighter aircraft making very low flypast manoeuvres in full
afterburn. This was mainly a distraction, allowing for a swift raid and the killing of the six captors on board. The
siege at the primary school ended not long after the train siege had ended.
On 13 March 1978, the UIM responded to a province hall hostage crisis in Assen. The raid came just in time: the
hijackers had almost executed two people.
The last known operation of the UIM was at on 10 November 2004 in The Hague. The police had tried to arrest
Ismail A. and Jason W. (members of the Hofstad Network) in a house at the Laakkwartier, but failed, as three police
officers had been injured by grenades thrown at them by the terrorists. UIM operators were ordered to secure and
maintain the site. After a successful raid, the two young terrorists were arrested.
In 2008, the UIM had been active in the seas near Somalia as an security detachment for the Royal Netherlands Navy
frigate Hr. Ms. De Ruyter, that was tasked with the escort of cargo ships that were contracted by the United Nations'
World Food Programme. The unit was deployed several times to fight off pirates that attempted in raiding the ships,
and some teams were stationed on some of the ships as well.

Equipment
The UIM uses a variety of weapons:
• Accuracy International AWSM-F sniper rifle
• Diemaco C8 carbine
• FN P90 sub-machine gun[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]

• Glock 17 pistol.
• Heckler & Koch MP5 sub-machine gun
• Heckler & Koch MSG-90 sniper rifle
• Steyr SSG sniper rifle.
The Royal Netherlands Navy helicopters provide strategic and tactical airlift, and additional support.
It is important to note, however, that UIM operators have been reluctant to use deadly force in the past, instead
preferring to use non-lethal methods, intimidation, and non-discriminate fire (shoot only when being shot at) that
enable them to capture instead of to kill.
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Norway

Forsvarets Spesialkommando (FSK)

 Forsvarets Spesialkommando 

Forsvarets Spesialkommando Insignia
 Active  1982- current 

 Country Norway

 Branch  Not assigned 

 Type → Special forces

 Role Special Surveillance and Reconnaissance
(SR)
Direct Action (DA)
Military assistance (MA)
Collateral Activities (CA)
Combat Search And Rescue (CSAR)

 Size  Classified 

 Garrison/HQ Rena leir

 Engagements Bosnian war
Kosovo war
2001 Macedonia conflict
Operation Essential Harvest[1]
Operation Enduring Freedom
Operation Anaconda
Operation Jacana

 Decorations    Army Presidential Unit Citation

Norwegian special forces during a
hijacking-exercise.

FSK (Forsvarets Spesialkommando) is a → special forces unit of the
Norwegian Ministry of Defence. The unit was established in 1981 due
to the increased risk of → terrorist activity against Norwegian interests,
especially the oil platforms in the North Sea.
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History

FSK soldiers during Operation Anaconda

FSK was first officially revealed to the media after the military's
comments regarding the hijacking of an airplane at Fornebu in
September 1993.

Outside of Norway

Kosovo

FSK and Kosovo Liberation Army(KLA) cooperated in various
manners, during the Kosovo conflict.[2]

Claims have been made, that the FSK could not have avoided
witnessing war crimes by KLA, given that the FSK were closely monitoring/cooperating with KLA.[3] Questions
asked in connection with FSK's activities, include "How well informed was the Norwegian government about the
cooperation between KLA and FSK? ... Did we help criminals get in to power?"[4]

Afghanistan

FSK supported U.S. Special Forces in Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan. That Norwegian special forces
used newly developed and top secret methods and tools that gave the allied forces important information, has been
alleged by Norwegian media.[5] .
FSK has co-operated with other special forces such as the British → SAS, → Delta Force and DEVGRU of US
Special Operations Command and KSK of Germany.

Organization
The unit was claimed to consist of about 100 → commandos, as of 2003.[6] [7] (These individual commandos are
referred to by various names in Norwegian media, including kommandosoldat, spesialsoldat and spesialjeger.)

Chain of command
Above the FSK's Commanding Officer, the chain of command includes the Ministry of Defence. The unit
commander reports directly to GIH(generalinspektøren for hæren).[8] There is at least one reference claiming the
existence of a Chief of special forces(sjefen for spesialstyrkene)[9] [10]

Relationship with HJK
→ HJK (→ Hærens Jegerkommando) and FSK have at times (if not today) had a Commanding Officer who
officially lead both units at the same time.[11] [12]

FSK and HJK share training facilities at the military base (Rena leir), where both units are headquartered.

The term "FSK/HJK"
The term "FSK/HJK" is in use.[13] FSK/HJK are claimed to be a → special force(s)("en spesialstyrke").[14] FSK/HJK
are also claimed to be responsible for preparing/training soldiers for service in spesialjegerkommandoen and
fallskjermjegertroppen[15]

HJK received its name in 1997, and records are lacking regarding any subsequent change of the unit's name. And
records of FSK, being incorporated into another unit, are lacking.
FSK/HJK is the name of any task force convened, consisting of the two different units, FSK and HJK.
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FSK and HJK, have the capabilities of sharing logistics, training facilities and other resources.

General tasks
In peacetime they are a support element to the Norwegian Police force and law enforcement agencies in allied
nations, acting when requested in serious incidents like hostage situations and aircraft hijacking. During
counter-terrorist operations, FSK operatives are trained to eliminate the threats rather than trying to arrest them.
In wartime, their tasks are mainly:
• to gather intelligence
• to localize and identify enemy supplies and activity
• to carry out offensive operations against very important targets
• to provide support to rescue missions involving important personnel
• to provide protection to personnel and departments.

Selection
Soldiers from any branch of the Norwegian military, can be selected to join FSK. Conscripts can not apply for FSK
selection.
Previously, the FSK only accepted applicants who had served as a conscript in either → Marinejegerkommandoen or
→ HJK.

Training
Candidates for FSK, will go through some of the toughest Norwegian military training. Only a handful finish the
entire training period.
FSK-officers are claimed to receive training at Long Range Reconnaissance School in Germany.[16]

Criticism of the training

Parachute landings on oil platforms in the North Sea

Testimony in court and in the media, indicates that training previously included parachute landings on helicopter
landing-pads related to oil platforms.[17] [18] (The S.A.S. (special forces from Britain) considered such as suicide
missions.)[19]

"Sitting duck" exercises

In the past, the training has included "sitting duck" exercises, where a soldier had to sit still, while live rounds were
fired, missing a soldier's head, by only a few centimeters.[20] Any stated purpose of the exercise, are lacking in
records.
Comments made about the exercise, include: "There probably is a reason why one does not conduct this exercise
today.".[21] [22]
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Fact-Finding Commission

At least one fact-finding commission has been constituted,regarding activities of FSK, specifically the causes as to
why soldier Bjørn Sagvolden was seriously injured during a training mission, in 1983.[23] The conclusion of the
commission, was that "It was found that due to the group's [FSK] special functions, it was not advisable to further
investigate its configuration, tasks, or general training procedures".[24]

Controversies
Claims have been made, that professional psychological help for traumatized FSK-soldiers, has not been adequate
(and sometimes not reasonably available).[25]

Quotes
• "Trained to kill. Afterwards they were left by themselves."[26]

Former Commanding Officers
Former Commanding Officers of FSK,include:
• Oberstløytnant Karl Egil Hanevik(2003)[27]

Weapons
Various types of weapons used by FSK:
•  Heckler & Koch G3 - Assault Rifle
•  Colt Canada C8SFW - Assault rifle
•  Heckler & Koch HK 417 - Battle rifle not approved by photos
•  Heckler & Koch HK 416 - Assault rifle not approved by photos
•  Heckler & Koch MP7 - Submachine gun not approved by photos
•  Heckler & Koch MP5 - Submachine gun
•  Heckler & Koch MSG-90 - Sniper rifle
•  Accuracy International L115A1 - Sniper Rifle
•  Barrett M82A1 - high-powered heavy Sniper Rifle
•  Heckler & Koch USP - Pistol
•  Glock 17 - Pistol
•  AG-C/EGLM - Grenade launcher (fitted to C8SFW)
•  Talley Defense Systems M72 LAW - light anti-armor weapon
•  Carl Gustav recoilless rifle - anti-tank weapon
•  Browning M2 - HMG
•  Rheinmetall MG3 - GPMG
•  FN MINIMI Para SPW - LMG
•  HK GMG (automatic grenade launcher on Mercedes SF vehicles).
•  M320 Grenade Launcher Module(on HK416).
•  M249 SAW
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Vehicles
•  Geländerwagen/MB270 CDI FAV vehicle armoured and EOD protected with 3 weaponstations (2 MG3 and 1

M2 or GMG). Developed in 2002 and later modernized. Used in operation Anaconda. Lot of space and mounts
for equipment and communication.

See also
• → Special Activities Division
• → Delta Force
• SEAL Team Six

External links
• «Hærens Jegerkommando – en prioritert avdeling» [28], from Milnytt.no [29], November 1, 2005 (Norwegian)

• ShadowSpear.com Special Operations Community Website [13] (Norwegian)

• «Åsta-helt døde under anti-terrortrening» [30], from Verdens Gang, October 6, 2005 (Norwegian)

• «Ødelegge og nøytralisere» [31] from Bergens Tidende, February 17, 2005 (Norwegian)

• «Norske styrker øver anti-terror» [32] from Forsvarsnett [33], December 30, 2002 (Norwegian)

• «Taushet om spesialstyrker» [1], from Ny Tid, November 16, 2001 (Norwegian)

• «Spesialkommandoen skulle befri Ostrø» [34] from Verdens Gang, September 23, 2001 (Norwegian)

• «Video of NORSOF» [35]from TVNORGE, January 21, 2007 (Norwegian)

• TV Commercial Video [36] (Norwegian)

• Forsvarets Spesialkommando promo video [37] (Norwegian)

• «The FSK official website» [38]

• Facsimile: «"Regjeringens drapsmaskiner",Dagens Næringsliv,DN Magasinet,16./21.April 2003,p.25 to p.29 »
[39] (Norwegian)

• http:/ / www. janes. com/ defence/ news/ kosovo/ jdw990420_01_n. shtml
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Hærens Jegerkommando

 (HJK) 

Norwegian army special forces logo
 Active HFJS: 1962 - 1971

HJS: 1971 - 1997
HJK: 1997- current

 Country Norway

 Branch Royal Norwegian Army

 Type Army Special Forces

 Role Special Reconnaissance (SR)
Direct Action (DA)
Military assistance (MA)
Combat Search And Rescue (CSAR)

 Size  Classified 

 Garrison/HQ Rena leir

 Engagements Bosnian war
Kosovo war
Operation Enduring Freedom
Task Force K-Bar
Operation Anaconda

 Decorations    United States Army Presidential Unit Citation

Divers from Jegerkommandoen.

Hærens Jegerkommando is a → special forces unit of the Norwegian
military. It is the armed forces competence center for → commando,
airborne and counter terrorist duty in the Norwegian Army. Its
headquarters are located 30 km. north of Elverum in the south east
Norway, at Rena leir military base.

Etymology
Hærens Jegerkommando directly translated to English means:
• "the Army's"( Hærens ) +
• "hunter/huntsman(which in Norwegian military terminology, relates to scouts(involved in reconnaisance)"( Jeger-

) +
• "an administrative/operative command"( -kommando ).
(English translations of the unit's name, include:
• "Army's Special Forces Command", "Army's Reconnaisance Command", "Army's Ranger Command" or possibly

"Army Huntsmen Command")
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History

Name changes
The unit was established as Hærens Fallskjermjegerskole in 1962.[1] The unit was renamed Hærens Jegerskole in
1968, and its location was Trandum (near Jessheim).[1] Today's name was reached in 1997.

Headquarters
Headquarters are at Rena leir military base, which received its first active units in 1997 after the base had been
constructed in 1993–96.

Organization
HJK is a spesialavdeling.[1] (Another spesialavdeling is, → MJK (→ Marinejegerkommandoen). )[1]

HJK has a large HQ unit, a paratrooper unit, which trains personnel from all branches of the Norwegian military
organization in parachute operations, and Spesialjegertroppen, a unit consisting of Spesialjegere(→ commandos).

Training cadre

The Pathfinder platoon is part of the HJK training cadre and consists of conscripts deemed suitable for service in the
unit after a selection period. The role of this unit is to annually train one platoon of jump-qualified recce soldiers.

Relationship with FSK
→ FSK (→ Forsvarets Spesialkommando) and HJK have at times (if not today) had a Commanding Officer who
officially lead both units at the same time.[2] [3]

HJK and FSK share training facilities at the military base (Rena leir), where both units are headquartered.

The term "FSK/HJK"
The term "FSK/HJK" is in use.[4] FSK/HJK are claimed to be a → special force(s)("en spesialstyrke").[5] HJK
received its name in 1997, and records are lacking regarding any subsequent change of the unit's name. And records
of FSK, being incorporated into another unit, are lacking. FSK/HJK is the name of any task force convened,
consisting of the two different units, FSK and HJK.
FSK and HJK, have the capabilities of sharing logistics, training facilities and other resources.

Missions outside of Norway

In Kosovo
HJK was the first special forces unit to enter Pristina. The HJK's mission was to level the negotiating field between
the belligerent parties, and to fine-tune the detailed, local deals needed to implement the peace deal between the
Serbians and the Kosovo Albanians.

In Afghanistan

On 23 July, 2007 HJK lieutenant Tor Arne Lau Henriksen was killed in a short and intense close quarters
engagement between a Norwegian special forces reconnaissance patrol and hostile fighters in Lowgar Province,
Afghanistan.[6] [7]
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Commanding Officers
• Dag Garshol (from 2008 until present)[8]

• Torgeir Gråtrud (from 2004 - 2008)[8] [9]

• Lieutenant Colonel Karl Egil Hanevik(1996[10] -2004)[9] [11]

Weapons
•  Automatgevær 3F2 - Assault Rifle
•  Heckler & Koch HK-416 - Assault Rifle
•  Diemaco C8 SFW - Assault rifle
•  Heckler & Koch G-36C - Assault Rifle
•  Heckler & Koch MSG-90 - Sniper rifle
•  Accuracy International L115A1 - Sniper Rifle
•  Barrett M82A1 - high-powered heavy Sniper Rifle
•  Heckler & Koch MP5 - Submachine gun
•  Browning M2 - HMG
•  Rheinmetall MG3 - GPMG
•  FN Minimi Para - LMG
•  Heckler & Koch USP - Pistol
•  AG36 - Grenade launcher
•  Talley Defense Systems M72 LAW - light anti-armor weapon
•  Carl Gustav recoilless rifle - anti-tank weapon

References
[1] http:/ / www. milnytt. no/ Default. asp?layout=article& id=1034
[2] The Commanding Officer for FSK and HJK, was the same person, in year 2003, at least. Ref: Dagens Næringsliv,DN Magasinet,16./21. april

2003,p.29 ( Facsimile: http:/ / www. dykkersaken. no/ files/ dated/ 2008-11-13/ artikkel_sagvolden_dn_210403. pdf )
[3] Dagens Næringsliv,DN Magasinet,16./21. april 2003,p.29 ( Facsimile: http:/ / www. dykkersaken. no/ files/ dated/ 2008-11-13/

artikkel_sagvolden_dn_210403. pdf )
[4] http:/ / www. mil. no/ haren/ hjk/ start/ Fakta_FSK/
[5] http:/ / www. mil. no/ haren/ start/ org/ fskhjk/
[6] Aftenposten Newspaper article: "Special forces soldier killed in Afghanistan" (http:/ / www. aftenposten. no/ english/ local/ article1900585.

ece) (English)
[7] Aftenposten Newspaper article: "Fallen soldier comes home" (http:/ / www. aftenposten. no/ english/ local/ article1906015. ece) (English)
[8] http:/ / www. mil. no/ start/ article. jhtml?articleID=162458
[9] http:/ / www. mil. no/ start/ article. jhtml?articleID=81191
[10] The reference lists years 1996 and(!) 1997 as the year he started to lead HJK.
[11] http:/ / www. mil. no/ start/ aktuelt/ nyheter/ article. jhtml?articleID=47596
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Marinejegerkommandoen

 Marinejegerkommandoen (MJK) 

 Active  Frogmen: 1953 - 1968 MJK: 1968- current 

 Country Norway

 Branch Royal Norwegian Navy

 Type Naval Special Operation Forces

 Role Special Reconnaissance (SR)
Direct Action (DA)
Military assistance (MA)
Combat Search And Rescue (CSAR)
Collateral Activities (CA)

 Size  Classified 

 Garrison/HQ Haakonsvern Naval Base and Ramsund Naval Base

 Engagements Kosovo war
Task Force K-Bar
Operation Enduring Freedom
Operation Anaconda
Operation Jacana

 Decorations  United States Navy Presidential Unit Citation

MJK specialises in maritime and coastal operations

Marinejegerkommandoen (MJK) (= "The navy ranger
command") is a Norwegian maritime special forces unit. It was
formally established in 1951. It is divided into two operative units,
one of which is located in Ramsund in the northern part of Norway
and the other at the Haakonsvern Navy base in Bergen. MJK is
employed in many kinds of operations, such as → unconventional
warfare, guerilla warfare, special reconnaissance, recovery or
protection of ships and oil installations, various counter-terrorism
missions, hostage rescue and direct action (which includes
sabotage, raids, kidnapping and specific enemy assassinations).

As is expected from any special forces, the training to become an
MJK operative is long and arduous, taking two years and then

further augmented by courses taken during the following contract period, such as field medical training, sniper
training and forward air control (FAC) training. The candidates are put through extremely demanding tests, on one of
the field-tests which is known to the public, each of the candidates (which at this point of the selection consists of
about 6-12 men) must carry 60 kg rucksacks (which translates into roughly 130 pounds) while being hunted by
"enemies" which consists of Home Guard-soldiers and policemen. At some point of the test, they will be caught and
sent to 36 hours of rough interrogation. This is just one of the many tests the candidates will be put through before
becoming an MJK operative.
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As of recently, all MJK personnel are assigned as officers and are put through the required courses to qualify. This is
to maintain a level of authority and operational independence in relation to other, non-special-forces, units. Despite
being less "famous" than e.g. the British → SAS, the → United States Navy SEALs or the Italian COMSUBIN, they
are by many military experts considered to be one of the world's foremost Special Operation Forces units.

Marinejegerkommandoen's role in domestic and international security
"Operatives are tasked to accomplish missions where conventional forces are unsuited. MJK operatives are highly
mobile, with stamina and forceful firepower in terms of their operative size. MJK operatives are specialists in land
and maritime operations. They are trained and equipped to solve missions while under extreme climatic and
environmental stress."[1]
MJK is an integral part of the special operations command mesh that serves to protect Norway’s interests, both
domestic and internationally. As this unit is to be used with maximum efficiency internationally, it is modelled after
the NATO Special Operation Forces definition.

Four Marinejegerkommandoen frogmen in the
water

Domestic security

MJK’s role in a domestic defence situation is multifaceted, augmenting
those of the Forsvarets Spesialkommando (FSK), → Hærens
Jegerkommando (HJK).

International operations

MJK has participated in a number of international operations, most
notably and most recently twice in Operation Enduring Freedom in
Afghanistan, in 2002, as a part of Task Force K-Bar, and in 2003.
MJK’s contribution has largely been kept secret, but from what is available, its missions have included DA (Direct
Action), Forward Air Control (FAC) and SR (Special Surveillance and Reconnaissance), and cooperating with US
SOF in the fight against the Taliban.

Their participation in Afghanistan has been rewarded with the Navy Presidential Unit Citation on 8 February 2005
on grounds of their efforts. The Presidential Unit Citation is the highest unit award given by the US.
MJK is believed to have been the only unit among the other Coalition special forces which has not been air lifted out
of areas due to dehydration and/or altitude sickness in the extreme conditions in Afghanistan. MJK is also the unit
with the highest number of operations among the other special operation forces of the Coalition in the area.

Weapons
•  Automatgevær 3F2 - Assault Rifle [2]
•  Heckler & Koch HK-416 - Assault Rifle [2]
•  Diemaco C8 SFW - Assault rifle [3]
•  Heckler & Koch G-36C - Assault Rifle
•  Heckler & Koch MSG-90 - Sniper rifle
•  Accuracy International L115A1 - Sniper Rifle [3] [4]
•  Barrett M82A1 - high-powered heavy Sniper Rifle
•  Heckler & Koch MP5 - Submachine gun [4]
•  Browning M2 - HMG
•  Rheinmetall MG3 - GPMG
•  FN Minimi Para - LMG [4]
•  Heckler & Koch USP - Pistol [4]
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•  AG36 - Grenade launcher
•  Talley Defense Systems M72 LAW - light anti-armor weapon
•  Carl Gustav recoilless rifle

See also
• Minedykkerkommandoen (Norwegian Navy clearance diver EOD force)
• Kystjegerkommandoen (Norwegian Navy Coastal Ranger Command)
• → Forsvarets Spesialkommando (FSK) (Norwegian Army Special Forces)
• → Special Activities Division
• → Delta Force
• SEAL Team Six
• no:Taktisk Båtskvadron (Norwegian Wikipedia) [5]

External links
• Forsvarsnett: Marinejegerkommandoen [6] The commando's official site (in Norwegian)
• Googlevideo: "Operasjon Sabotasje" [7] 1993 TV2 Docomentary on Marinejegerkommandoen (in Norwegian, 34

min 27 sec)
• Vi Menn video [8] Videos from the annual candidate selection and u-boat and boat training with selected

candidates.
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Special Service Group

 Special Service Group 

Special Service Group Formation Insignia outside their headquarters at Cherat.
 Active March 23 1956- Present

 Country Pakistan

 Branch Pakistan Army

 Type Special Forces

 Size  Six Battalions 

 Part of Pakistani Special Forces

 Garrison/HQ Cherat, Attock

 Motto Faith, Piety, to strive in the path of Allah

 Anniversaries March 23 1956

 Engagements Operation Gibraltar
Indo-Pakistani War of 1965
Indo-Pakistani War of 1971
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
Siachen Glacier
Kargil War
Operation Silence
Counter Terrorism Operations
United Nations Military missions
War In Afghanistan

 Abbreviation SSG

Special Service Group (SSG) is an independent → commando division of the Pakistan Army. It is an elite special
operations force similar to the United States Army Special Forces (Green Berets) and the British Army's → SAS.
According to Indian analyst, Mandeep Singh Bajwa, the SSG "are formidable opponents and easily rank as one of
the finest special forces in the world."[1]

Official numbers are put at 2,100 men, in 3 Battalions; however the actual strength is classified.[2] It is estimated to
have been increased to 4 Battalions, with the eventual formation of 2 Brigades of Special Forces (6 Battalions).
Soldiers of the SSG are commonly known as the Black Storks
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History
Based out of Cherat and Attock, the SSG was created in 1956 with active support from U.S. Special Operations
Forces. That year the 19th Battalion of the Baloch Regiment (19 Baloch) was selected for conversion to a Special
Operation Force. As a result of this, the SSG has inherited many of the traditions and insignia of the Baloch
regiment. Their first CO was Lt. Col. (later Maj. Gen.) Abu Bakr Osman Mitha[3] who commanded it for six years
till 1963.[4] and the first Officer Commanding of its Alpha Company was Major Gaideen Khan Abdullai Mahsud
(Later Lt Col). Their initial training and orientation as regards tactics was based on the US Special Forces pattern
with whom they co-operated closely in the Cold War years.[3] The SSG initially had 6 companies and each company
had specialization units, specialized in desert, mountain, ranger, and underwater warfare.[3] The desert companies
participated in training exercises with US Army Special Forces Mobile Training Team in late 1964.[3] The scuba
company in Karachi was renowned for its tough physical training.[3] Later on Chinese training, tactics, weapons, and
equipment were also introduced.[3]

Indo-Pak War of 1965
The SSG were initially deployed along the Afghan border to repel Afghan incursions into Pakistan but the first major
deployment came during the war of 1965. Around 120 officers and men were dropped on the night of 6/7 September
near the Indian airbases of Adampur, Pathankot and Halwara in an ill-conceived operation to destroy Indian combat
aircraft and put the bases out of action. Badly planned, lacking any solid intelligence, and even more badly executed
the operation ended in a disaster. However the SSG sources declare it as partially successful: according to them all
aircraft from Pathankot airbase were evacuated and 2 Indian infantry brigades (I brigade by admission of Gen J.N.
Chaudary, Indian Army Chief at that time in his autobiography) kept searching for these paratroopers. [3] Due to the
difficult terrain and very low visibility, none of the teams were able to regroup after the drops. The Adampur group
was unable to assemble at night and waited the following day out hiding in the cornfields. However, most of the
commandos were rounded-up and captured including their commander Captain Assad Durrani.The Pathankot group
faced a similar fate and most of the SSG operators were taken as POWs including their commanding officer Major
Khalid Gulrez Butt. Many in the group designated for assault on Halwara actually landed around the air field
perimeter itself but did not have any wire-cutters and were easily captured by the alerted Indian defenders. The
leader of the Halwara team, Captain Hasan Iftikhar was taken prisoner while he attempted to meet up with the rest of
his team. Only a few made it back to Pakistan. Captain Hazur Husnain (2nd-in-command to Captain Hasan Iftikhar)
and a few jawans were able to commandeer an Indian Army jeep and made it back via Fazilka[3] By 1971, the SSG
had grown to 3 Battalions with 1 permanently stationed in East Pakistan (Bangladesh).

Indo Pak War of 1971
The performance of the SSG in the 1971 was much better with 1 Commando Battalion making a spectacular raid on
an Indian artillery regiment and disabling several of their guns besides inflicting casualties.[3]

SSG Involvement in Soviet Afghan War
During the Soviet war in Afghanistan, the SSG deployed there, disguised as Afghans and provided support to the
Mujahideen fighting the Soviets. Author Aukai Collins, in the book My Jihad, gave the Pakistani infiltrators the title
"Black Storks".[5] . They appear to have engaged the Soviet → Airborne Forces in major battles such as the January
1988 Battle for Hill 3234 in which the Russians lost six men while the SSG did not lose a single soldier. Another
battle sometimes reported as having been fought between the Pakistanis and Soviet troops, in Kunar Province in
March 1986, appears to have actually been fought between the → GRU → Spetsnaz's 15th Spetsnaz Brigade, and the
Asama Bin Zaid regiment of Afghan mujahideen under Commander Assadullah, belonging to Abdul Rasul Sayyaf's
faction.[6]
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Siachin and Kargil War
The SSG were also active on their eastern border with India and fought well in Siachen though in one or two
instances taking heavy casualties.[3] In the preliminary stages of the 1999 Kargil Operations the SSG performed well,
infiltrating relatively deep into Indian territory undetected and subsequently were used as stock infantry troops to
hold posts/defensive positions.[3] In 1980, the SSG's Musa Company, which was originally formed in 1970 as a
combat diver unit, was given the anti-terrorist operations role. Musa Company got the best founders in the beginning
like Major Faiz Akbar Shah and Captain Sajjad Ali Shah. They were UDT/Seals qualified from class 79 of American
Navy Seals. Captain Sajjad, who later retired as a Lieutenant Colonel was a salvage expert and had the intensive
training of under water demolition. Musa Company was trained by British SAS advisers in mid-1981.[3] Recently,
SSG has been active in anti-terrorist operations in Pakistan's restive western borders with Afghanistan and fighting
Islamic extremists in Pakistani cities such as the Lal Masjid siege.[7]

Capabilities
The SSG are trained and qualified to carry out missions in unconventional warfare, foreign internal defense, special
reconnaissance, direct action by sabotage and offensive raiding in medium and deep battlespace, Counter terrorism,
counter-proliferation, VIP protection, and information and intelligence gathering operations in deep battlespace.
Other duties include coalition warfare and support, combat search and rescue (CSAR), security assistance,
peacekeeping, humanitarian assistance, humanitarian de-mining, and counter-drug operations. The SSG have also
served as Air Marshals for Pakistan International Airlines.
The SSG has a presence in a large number Arab/Muslim countries through its training/advisory teams in which basic
training, setting up special forces programs, CI ops and VIP security is taught.[3] In 1986, the SSG began large-scale
training of the Sri Lankan Commando Regiment to help them against the LTTE fighters.[3] In 1994, the SSG trained
the Special Services Regiment of the Malaysian Army in high-altitude warfare in preparation for their deployment
and operations in Bosnia-Herzegovina as part of the United Nations peacekeepers.[2] The operational doctrine of the
SSG is a mixture of US, Chinese and British SAS tactics and philosophy with a great deal of experience from the
Afghan War, Siachen, Kashmir and Kargil thrown in.[3] The SSG showed their tough physical conditioning when
they marched past the saluting dais in double time, a very tiring procedure, during the annual March 23 Pakistan day
parade in Islamabad.[3]

Operations

Military operations
• The SSG were first used in 1965 in the state of Jammu & Kashmir. Codenamed Operation Gibraltar, their aim

was continued reconnaissance, sabotage of Indian Military facilities and eventual liberation of Kashmir from
Indian control. [8]

• In the Indo-Pakistani War of 1971 they were once again used, this time in assistance to regular infantry units and
for non-conventional and rescue operations. SSG conducted what would be considered to be "classic special
forces missions" against Indian forces during this war. Eventually faced against massive political and military
onslaught in East Pakistan, the SSG could do little in turning the tide of war.[9] Of note is that Pervez Musharraf
commanded a company of commandos during the war. It's told that it were basically some SSG troops who
arrested Sheikh Mujibur Rahman at the night of 25 March, 1971 during the Operation Searchlight, who sent the
message to Dhaka Cantonment headquarters saying, "Big bird in the cage".

• The SSG was active in Afghanistan in the 1980s during the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, conducting different 
type of covert and direct action missions. Again when the balance of power shifted, it led some covert operations 
against the very Afghan government (Taliban) that Pakistan (along with Saudi Arabia and UAE) had once aided, 
this time as part of the allied forces in operation Enduring Freedom. The SSG has aided in the capture of many
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senior Al Qaeda leaders, most notably Abu Zubaida and Khalid Shaikh Mohammed
• The SSG has partnered with the US CIA's elite → Special Activities Division and has been very active "on the

ground" inside the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) targeting al-Qa'ida operatives for Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Predator strikes. [10] These strike have led to what has been described as highly successful
counterterrorism operations. [11] [12]

• The SSG has also conducted many operations in Siachen Glacier against Indian positions. The most noted one
took place in 1987 when Pervez Musharraf (then brigadier) orchestrated a successful SSG unit assault on Indian
posts.

• In addition, some covert operations in United Nations military missions in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Somalia and
Sierra Leone have also been executed by SSG operators.

• The involvement in the Kargil War involved early gains which were later lost due to determined Indian Army
assaults, resulting in the eventual return of Pakistani forces to the Line of Control.

• SSG Commandos abseiled down from helicopters into Daggar, a town N.West of Islambad, killing up to 50
militants in Operation Black Thunderstorm.

Counter terrorism operations
• On September 1986, Pan Am Flight 73 was hijacked by four Palestinian terrorists while it was refuelling in

Karachi. As negotiations stalled and the terrorists started to kill the passengers, the SSG stormed the plane. The
SSG killed 1 hijacker and captured the rest. 21 passengers died and over a hundred were injured. Many
inadequacies within the SSG regarding such missions were revealed and were later addressed.[2]

• On February 1994, Afghan hijackers took over a school bus with 74 children and 8 teachers because they wanted
the Pakistan government to re-open the Pakistan-Afghanistan border and improve conditions of the Afghan
refugee camps. They drove to the Afghan mission in Islamabad where they released 57 students but kept 16 boys
and the teachers. The negotiations lead nowhere and it was decided to free the hostages by force. The Pakistani
authorities had somehow managed to inform the children of the impending raid.[2] The SSG commandos used a
secondary explosion as a distraction and entered the room at the Afghan embassy where the hostages were being
held, killing the three hijackers.[2]

• On May 1998, three members of the Baluchistan Students Federation took over a PIA Fokker plane because they
were angry at the government for conducting nuclear tests in Baluchistan. As negotiations dragged, the SSG
commandos rushed the plane and apprehended all 3 hijackers. None of the passengers were harmed during the
assault.

• On July 2007, the SSG was the main assault force which re-took the Lal Masjid from Islamic extremists. The
SSG suffered 11 killed and 33 wounded.[13] On September 13, 2007 a suicide bomber killed at least 20 personnel
of the SSG and injured dozens others at the officers’ mess of the sensitive cantonment area of Tarbela-Ghazi.[14]

The blast has reported to been a vendetta attack by the Islamic fundamentalists who were attacked in the Red
Masjid siege in July.[15] According to reliable sources a civilian wearing a white cap with a long beard walked
with his bicycle towards the SSG mess and blew himself up there.[16]

• On 30 March 2009, SSG successfully participated in thwarting the 2009 Lahore police academy attacks.[17] [18]

• On 10 October 2009, militants attacked the Pakistan Military Headquarters, taking hostage 42 civil and military
officials. SSG commandos rescued 39 hostages and killed 9 militants, capturing one.The militants have been
linked to a former SSG operator, Ilyas Kashmiri being a leading Al Quaida commander operating along side
Tehrik-e-Taliban. A total of six SSG commandos and three hostages were killed in the operation.As reported by
ISPR (Inter Services Public Relations) http:/ / www. ispr. gov. pk/ front/ main. asp?o=t-press_release& id=930.
The operation was undertaken by SSG's Counter Terrorism Force. [19] Three more SSG commandos, injured
during the operation, passed away in the hospital on October 12.[20]
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SSG interaction with other elite units
SSG conducts regular (bi-annual) exercises with the Turkish Special Forces which have been designated as the
"Ataturk" series. The first of these exercises was held in December, 1998. The Turkish force included 21 officers and
14 non-commissioned officers. The second exercise of this series was held in November 2000, while Atatürk-III
concluded in September 2002.[21]

During the 1980s and then into the 1990s, SSG held many similar training exercises with US Special Forces called
"Inspired Venture". These exercises were usually held during the early months of January and February with
approximately 150 US troops. The exercises were focused on weapon familiarization and use, mountain-warfare
along with tactics, raids and ambushes, and eventually airborne operations. With a new phase in U.S.-Pakistan
relations, military cooperation has been restarted and joint exercises have already started anew.
The SSG also conducts exercises with Chinese special forces, which is a strong ally of Pakistan. In 2006, China and
Pakistan conducted an eight-day exercise called the Pakistan-China Joint Exercise Friendship-2006.[22]

SSG has also been reported to train with the Jordanian and Iranian special forces and regularly conducts training for
special forces of other friendly Middle Eastern countries who opt to come to Cherat.

Organization
Pakistani Special Forces have 10 battalions (bns):

• 1st → Commando Yaldram Battalion
• 2nd → Commando Rahber Battalion
• 3rd → Commando

PawindhaBattalion
• 4th → Commando Battalion
• 5th → Commando Battalion

• 6th → Commando Battalion
• 7th → Commando Battalion
• 8th → Commando Battalion
• 9th → Commando Battalion
• 10th → Commando Battalion

Each battalion consist of 700 men in four companies, with each company split into platoons and then into 10 men
teams. Battalions are commanded by Lieutenant Colonels
Plus three independent commando companies:
• Zarrar (Jarri)Battalion - Specializes in Counter Terrorism
• Musa (Moses) Amphibious operations company
• karrar (Hadri)Battalion - Specializes in Counter terrorism

Training
SSG officers must have at least two years of prior military experience and volunteer from other formations for
three-year assignments with the SSG; non-commissioned officers and enlisted men volunteer from other formations
to serve permanently in the SSG. All trainees must participate in an eight month SSG course at Cherat. The SSG
course emphasizes tough physical conditioning. Included is a 50 mile march in 12 hours, a gruelling requirement that
was first institutionalized by Brigider Tariq Mehmood Sitara Jurat and Bar over it. They are also required to run 5
miles in 40 minutes with full gear. Following the SSG course, trainees must go through the airbourne training to get
their Commando wing form the SSG Airborne School. The course last four weeks, with wings awarded after seven
(five day, two night) jumps.
Many in the SSG school are selected for additional specialist training. A HALO course is given at Peshawar with a 
"Skydiver" tab awarded after 25 freefall jumps. A "Mountain Warfare" qualification badge is given after completing 
a course at the Mountain Warfare School in Abbotabad; and a "Combat Diver" badge is awarded for the course held 
by the Naval Special Services Group SSGN at Karachi. Three classes of combat swimmers are recognized: 1st class 
to those completing an 18 mile swim, 2nd class to those finishing a 12 mile swim, and 3rd class for a 6 mile swim.
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SSG regularly sends students to the US for special warfare and airborne training. Later on due to Siachen crisis, a
Snow and High Altitude Warfare School was also established in norther area after getting it bifrcated from the Army
School of Physiacal training and mountain warfare located at Abottabad
SSG officers also have a unique record of crossing the Mangla lake at its widest when it was full in the month of
August 1971 as part of their watermanship training, a distance of 6 miles in 2 hours and 35 mins. It was done by
Capts Yasub Dogar, Capt later Commander SSG, Brig Akram, Capt Tolebaz and Capt Habib. This record is yet to be
equalled.

Deployment
Components of the battalions are constantly rotated between Cherat, Attock, and any other hot spots (such as
Pakistan-India border or when Pakistani forces are deployed overseas as part of the UN peace keeping operations) in
order to provide experience to the operators. The SSG are used to provide security to various vital points such as the
strategic nuclear facilities in Pakistan. It is thought that a number of SSG operators are stationed in Saudi Arabia for
the protection of the Saudi royal family. Many SSG Officers and other ranks are routinely seconded to the
Directorate of Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) for clandestine and reconnaissance missions.

Notable members of SSG
• Brigadier Tariq Mehmood (known as the father of Special Services Group Pakistan Army).
• General (retired) Mirza Aslam Beg the Chief of Army Staff of the Pakistan Army from 1987 to 1991. As a major,

Beg commanded an SSG company in 1960 to remove the Nawab of Dir in Chitral in the northern part of
North-West Frontier Province.

• General (retired) Shamim Alam Khan, former Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee. As a major, he
commanded the SSG company in Indo-Pakistani War of 1965, for which he was awarded Sitara-e-Jurat.

• General (retired) Pervez Musharraf former President of Pakistan and a former Chief of Army Staff of the Pakistan
Army. In the Indo-Pakistani War of 1971, he served as a Company Commander in the SSG Commando Battalion.

Naval and Air Force

Naval SSG operating in the Gulf of Oman

The SSG also has a unit in the Pakistan Navy modelled
on the U.S. Navy SEALs and British → SBS called the
Special Service Group Navy (SSGN). The SSGN
currently maintains headquarters in Karachi headed by
the Pakistan Navy Commander. It has a strength of one
company and is assigned to unconventional warfare
operations in the coastal regions. During war it is
assigned to midget submarines. Operatives are also
trained in underwater demolition and clearance diving.
All other training is similar to the army SSG with
specific marine oriented inputs provided at its
headquarters. The strength of the navy commandos is
put at 1,000.

After the 1965 war with India, Air Commodore
Mukhtar Ahmed Dogar SJ who had flown Royal Indian Air Force air crafts supporting the Chindits Operating
behind Japanese lines in Burma was instrumental in creating a special forces unit for the Pakistan Air Force called
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the 312 Special Service Wing (SSW). It was put in suspended animation in 1972 but revived in 1999 The unit was
modeled on the US Air Force's 1st Special Operations Wing unit and the US Army's Rangers. This new component
of the Special Forces of Pakistan has been recently created and fields a force of 1,000 -1400 men. They can under
take Airborne Assaults, heli borne Assault, HAHO Operations, They are trained to take action against the enemy's
Airforce related targets. They can also be assigned for sabotage missions.

Appearance and equipment

Uniforms
The commandos are distinguished by their insignia of maroon berets, a common color for the airborne troops, with a
silver metal tab on a light blue felt square with a dagger and lightning bolts, and a wing on the right side of the chest.
The combat uniform of the SSG is similar to the US woodland pattern camouflage coat and pants. Other uniforms
include camouflage and black dungarees (for the CT team).
SSGN (→ SSG Navy) is distinguished by a dark blue beret with three versions of the "fouled anchor" navy badge for
officers, NCOs and enlisted men. A metal SSGN qualification badge featuring a vertical dagger superimposed over a
midget submarine is worn over the left pocket on dress uniforms. Parachute wings are worn over the right pocket.
While SSW (Special Services Wing) is distinguished by maroon berets with PAf Officer, JCO or Airmen berrit
insignia on the beret, and a wing on the right side of the chest. The combat uniform of the SSW is Olive Drab
camouflage. The also wear their Special service wing insignia on the left shoulder "Winged Dragons and lightning
bolts" .

Equipment
The SSG could be equipped with an array of modern weaponry which includes, Steyr AUG, HK G3, and Chinese
Type-81/56 rifles, Colt M4 Carbines, and FN P90[2] [23] and HK-MP5 Sub-machine guns (many different variants).
Light machine gun in use is Rheinmetall MG3 (locally produced along with HK G3s and MP5s). In sniper or
Marksman role, the SSG CT (Counter-Terrorism) teams are equipped with Steyr SSG 69 and Finnish Tikka
bolt-action rifles and HK PSG1 and Dragunov SVD Semi-automatic rifles. Pistols include various Heckler & Koch
models.

Recommended reading
• Tarikh ke Aine Main (Urdu) By Lt. Col. (retd) Ghulam, Published by Jilani Khan Headquarters SSG, Cherat

Sources and external links
• SSG history and Missions [24]

• More info and pictures on SSG [25]

• Navy SSG information [26]

• Orbit on SSG [27]
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Special Service Wing

 Special Service Wing 

PAF Special Services Wing carrying FN F2000 rifles while on training at the Fort Lewis, Wash. in USA on, July 23, 2007.
 Active 1999- Present

 Country Pakistan

 Branch Pakistan Air Force

 Type Special Forces

 Size  800-1200 

 Part of Pakistani Special Forces

 Garrison/HQ Kallar Kahar, Punjab

 Motto Faith, Piety, to strive in the path of Allah', 'Thunder & lightning is a message
of death for you '

 Engagements Operation Gibraltar
Counter Terrorism Operations

 Abbreviation SSW

Special Service Wing (SSW) is an independent commando division of the Pakistan Air Force. It is an elite special
operations force based upon the US Air Force's 1st Special Operations Wing and the US Army's → 75th Ranger
units. This is the newest component to the Special Forces of Pakistan. The division has recently been revived and is
fielding between 800 - 1200 troops.

History
After the 1965 war with India Air Cdre Mukhtar Ahmed Dogar SJ who had flown Royal Indian Air Force aircraft
supporting the Chindits Operating behind Japanese lines in Burma was instrumental in creating a special forces unit
for the Pakistan Air Force called SAW (Special Airwarfare Wing). SAW was raised in 1966 but in 1972 the unit was
disbanded due to the inaction of the 1971 war. The soldiers were merged with the Special Service Group but some of
its components participated during the Afghan War in the 1980's.
In 1999, the concept of a special forces wing for the Air Force was again revived after the Kargil War with India and 
given name as SSW (Special Service Wing). The unit was made operational in 2002 when the Military of Pakistan 
was impressed in the way that US Special Forces during the initial phase of the war in Afghanistan were able to 
secure targets, set up runways and airstrips for immediate use and direct strategic and tactical air strikes on enemy
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positions so quickly.
The close cooperation between the US and Pakistani militaries in the days immediately following 9/11 allowed many
SSW soldiers to go to the United States to be trained. All members of SSW have to be HALO/HAHO qualified. The
combat troops of special services wing had been carrying out operations during the recent insurgencies inside
Pakistan.

Training
All the SSW members get their initial training from Special Operation School, Cherat. Soldiers wanting to join the
SSW must have at least two years of service before they can join.
First they will be given basic training at Kallar Kahar for a 6-8 weeks. The initial course emphasizes tough physical
conditioning and endurance. This includes a 50 mile march in 12 hours with 20 Kg weight and a 5 mile run in 35
minutes with full gear (60-100lbs) among the many physically demanding challenges. The concept of the initial
training is designed to weed out the weak candidates. Drop out rate is very high and those who survive the initial
training are then sent to Special Operation School for 9-12 Months for specialized training.
The advanced training includes Anti-terrorist & hostage rescue, Minor Ops, basic desert, mountain, water, snow
survival training, unarmed combat, firing with all types of weapons, intelligence, static line equipment jumps, diving
etc. Many in the SSW are selected for additional specialist training. A HALO/HAHO course is given at Risalpur
with a "Skydiver" tab awarded after 30 free fall jumps. For HAHO minimum 150 Free fall jumps along with 10
Night equipment free fall jumps are required. A "Mountain Warfare" qualification badge is given after completing a
course at the Mountain Warfare School in Abbotabad; and a "Combat Diver" badge is awarded for the course held
by the Naval Special Services Group SSGN at Karachi.
SSW soldiers are occasionally sent to the United States for advanced training with the 1st Special Forces Group and
the → 75th Ranger Regiment in Fort Lewis, Fort Bragg and Fort Benning.

Capabilities
The SSW combat members are trained and qualified to carry out missions in unconventional warfare, special
reconnaissance, direct action by sabotage and offensive raiding, Counter terrorism, counter-proliferation, VIP
protection, and information and intelligence gathering operations,They have also carried out Combat search and
rescue (CSAR), security assistance, humanitarian assistance.
They are also trained to be ground operators certified to act as air traffic controllers in hostile and dangerous
environments. They can take over or construct an airstrip, set up navigational equipment, and direct airplanes and
helicopters to a safe landing without the use of a tower or elaborate communications system. They also control air
attacks of fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft from all military services.
They will also have the capability to perform search and rescue, typically of (but not limited to) downed pilots. They
will be trained and able both to fight with virtually any special operations unit and to act as paramedics on the
battlefield.
Some members of SSW will have the ability to gather and interpret meteorological and oceanographic information,
as well as act as forward ground combatants. Their primary mission would be to collect and disseminate forward
observations in denied, hostile, or otherwise data-sparse regions. But can be used for any kind of task as every
member is trained for multiple tasks.
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Organization
Special Service Wing Has Five Squadrons and 01 separate Flight
• No 1 Special Ops Sqn
• No 2 Special Ops Sqn
• No 3 Special Ops Sqn - Anti Terrirost & Hostage Rescue Sqn
• No 4 Special Ops Sqn - VIP Protection Sqn, Islamabad
• Para Training Sqn, Risalpur
• Special reconnaissance Flt
Each Squadron consists of 250-400 men. Squadrons are divided into numerous flights which are further subdivided
into 10-12 men teams. Squadrons are commanded by Wing Commanders/Squadron leaders.

Uniform
SSW (Special Services Wing) is distinguished by maroon berets with PAF Officer, JCO or Airmen berret insignia],
and a wing on the right side of the chest. The combat uniform of the SSW is Olive Drab camouflage. The also wear
their wing insignia.

Equipment
The SSW could be equipped with an different type of modern weaponry which includes FN F2000 and P90. Light
machine gun in use is Rheinmetall MG3 it is suspected that they are may be having MINIMI. In sniper or Marksman
role, the SSW teams are equipped with Dragunov SVD Semi-automatic rifles.Accuracy International 7.62 & 12.7.
Side arm is FN Herstal Five Seven. They may also be equipped with anti aircraft weapons. They are also equipped
with UAVs for reccee.

Operational experience
In 1971 War they operated in Jammu & Kashmir and Dhaka. They were also kept standing by for airborne assault at
different IAF bases. They have also operated alongside Army special forces in areas bordering Afghanistan. They
have also participated in different helo borne and airborne assaults during recent SWAT operations. CAS security is
also looked after by SSW.
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Special Service Group Navy

 Special Service Group Navy 

A member of Pakistan Navy Special Service Group is silhouetted by the setting sun aboard Pakistan Navy Ship PNS Babur (D 182)
while under way in the Arabian Sea Nov. 25, 2007.

 Active 1966- Present

 Country Pakistan

 Branch Pakistan Navy

 Type Special Forces

 Size  700-1000 est. 

 Part of Pakistani Special Forces

 Garrison/HQ Karachi, Sindh

 Motto Faith, Piety, to strive in the path of Allah

 Engagements Counter Terrorism Operations

 Abbreviation SSGN

Special Service Group Navy (SSGN) is the commando division of the Pakistan Navy. It is an elite special
operations force similar to the Royal Navy's → Special Boat Service and → United States Navy SEALs. Official
numbers place the strength between 700 to 1,000 however the actual strength is classified.

Overview
After the 1965 war, the Pakistan Navy created its own commando unit, the Naval Special Services (SSGN) in
1966.[1] Training facilities were constructed in Karachi, Peshawar and Cherat. The current SSGN headquarters are
based in Karachi. They were modeled on the American Navy SEALs and the British Special Boat Service. It is
tasked with unconventional warfare operations in the coastal regions. During the time of war, it is assigned Midget
submarines to conduct offensive and defensive operations against enemy ports, ships and naval facilities. SSGN are
also trained in underwater demolition, clearance and diving. The initial training is similar to the Army's SSG and
they also provides HALO training to the SSGN. After which specific marine oriented training is provided at, PNS
Iqbal, which is the SSGN headquarters located in Karachi. Some students are sent to US for specialist courses.[1]

Since 1970s the SSGN holds joint exercises with the U.S. Navy SEALs and the Imperial Iranian Navy.[1]
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Selection process and training
Soldiers who are volunteering to join the Navy's SSGN force, the Army's SSG force and the Air Force's SSW force
have to go the same basic training which is run by the Army in Cherat. All soldiers volunteering to join any of these
forces including the SSGN must have at least two years of prior military experience and volunteer from other
formations for three-year assignments with the SSGN; NCO and enlisted men volunteer from other formations to
serve permanently in the SSGN.
All trainees must participate in an eight-month courses which includes 36-mile march or more in 12 hours, a grueling
requirement that was first institutionalized by 19 Baluch regiment. They are also required to run 5 miles in 40
minutes with full gear, fully loaded. Following the course, trainees must volunteer for Airborne School. This course
lasts for four weeks and all recruits must pass this course and wings are attained after conducting 5 day and 2 night
static-line jumps. A large number of the SSGN operators are also HALO/HAHO qualified.
Once the 8 month course is complete, troops who are volunteering to join the SSGN are then given specialized
training in maritime and amphibious warfare at the specialized training school located in Karachi. Some are also
send to the United States and United Kingdom for specialized training with the US Navy SEALs and the British
SBS.
Combat Diver badge is awarded for the course held by the Naval Special Services Group SSGN. Three classes of
combat swimmers were recognized: 1st class to those completing an 18-mile or more swim in designated time
period; 2nd class to those finishing a 12-mile swim; and 3rd class for a 6-mile swim.

Capabilities
The role of the SSGN members are predominantly focused on the littoral and riverine domain and are capable in
mounting coastal and covert beach reconnaissance (Hydrographic survey) which could include covert assault route
preparation in advance of amphibious assault and recovery or protection of ships and oil installations subject to
hostile state or non-state (terrorist) action. They are also trained in Maritime Counter-Terrorism, assault on verified
targets and the protection of VIPs.

Appearance
SSGN is distinguished by a dark blue beret with three versions of the 'fouled anchor' Navy badge for officers, NCOs
and enlisted men.[1] A metal SSGN qualification badge featuring a vertical dagger superimposed over a midget
submarine is worn over the left pocket on dress uniforms. Parachute wings are worn over the right pocket.[1]

See also
• → Delta Force
• SEAL Team Six
• → Special Activities Division

References
[1] Pakistan Navy Special Forces (http:/ / www. specialoperations. com/ Foreign/ Pakistan/ SSGN. htm) Global Special Forces
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Poland

GROM

 Wojskowa Formacja Specjalna GROM im. Cichociemnych Spadochroniarzy Armii Krajowej 

Official GROM emblem
 Active July 8, 1990 - Present

 Country Poland

 Branch  Polish Army 

 Type Special Forces

 Role  Counter Terrorism, Direct Action, Unconventional Warfare 

 Size  Said to be 270 to 300 men organised in squads of 4. 

 Part of Before October 1, 1999: Polish Ministry of Interior
October 1, 1999 - Current: Polish Army

Garrison/HQ
Warsaw, Gdańsk, Poland

 Nickname GROM - Polish Operational Mobile Reaction Group "Thunderbolt" of the Cichociemni parachutists of Armia
Krajowa (English version of Wojskowa Formacja Specjalna GROM im. Cichociemnych Spadochroniarzy Armii
Krajowej, rarely used)
GROM
Grupa Reagowania Operacyjno-Manewrowego

 Motto  Tobie Ojczyzno! (eng. For you Homeland !) 

Engagements
2001 Afghan War
Operation Iraqi Freedom

 Commanders 

Current
commander

Jerzy Gut

Notable
commanders

Sławomir Petelicki, Marian Sowiński, Roman Polko
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GROM in sea ops. training

GROM in sea operations during Operation Iraqi
Freedom

GROM (In Polish: Grupa Reagowania
Operacyjno-Manewrowego "Operational Mobile
Reaction Group"; the acronym itself means
"thunderbolt") is the primary → special forces unit
of the Polish Land Forces. It was officially
activated on July 8, 1990. It can be and is deployed
in a variety of special operations and
unconventional warfare roles, including
anti-terrorist actions and projection of power
behind enemy lines.

The unit's full name, in Polish, is Wojskowa
Formacja Specjalna GROM im. Cichociemnych
Spadochroniarzy Armii Krajowej (Special Military
Formation GROM of the Cichociemni parachutists
of Armia Krajowa), although this title is purely
formal and is rarely used. The acronym GROM is
also related to the name of General Gromosław
Czempiński, who, among other actions, managed
to rescue a number of American CIA agents and
personnel from Iraq prior to the onset of Operation
Desert Storm in 1991. In Polish Army
nomenclature, it is called JW 2305 (JW stands for
Jednostka Wojskowa—Military Unit).

History

Early history

In the 1970s and 1980s, there were several
formations of special forces units within Poland,
but these were either trained in purely military
tasks (sabotage, disruption of communications and
such) or in purely counter-terrorist roles. After the Polish embassy in Bern was taken over by militants of the Polish
Revolutionary Home Army in 1982, General Edwin Rozłubirski proposed that a clandestine military unit be
established to counter the threat from → terrorism and other unconventional threats. This proposal, however, was
initially rejected by the Polish People's Army.

In 1989, many Jews were allowed to emigrate from the Soviet Union to Israel. For fear of Islamic extremists
opposed to any increased immigration to Israel, many western European countries opted not to assist in the
transportation of the civilians to Israel. Poland, however, was one of the handful of countries that did indeed provide
aid in the form of organization for the operation, later dubbed Operation Bridge (Operacja Most). After two Polish
diplomats were shot in Beirut, Lt. Col. Sławomir Petelicki was sent to Lebanon to secure the transfer of civilians and
the Polish diplomatic outposts.
Upon his return to Poland, he presented his plan for the creation of a special military unit to the Ministry of Defense,
a force that would be trained in special operations to be deployed in the defense of Polish citizens in situations
similar to the one in Lebanon. Petelicki's ideas were well-received, and, on July 8, 1990, GROM was formally
established as JW 2305.
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Commanders
• Brigadier General Sławomir Petelicki (July 13, 1990–December 19, 1995)
• Brigadier General Marian Sowiński (December 19, 1995–December 6, 1997)
• Brigadier General Sławomir Petelicki (December 7, 1997–September 17, 1999)
• Colonel Zdzisław Żurawski (September 17, 1999–May 26, 2000)
• Colonel Roman Polko (May 26, 2000–February 11, 2004)
• Colonel Tadeusz Sapierzyński (February 11, 2004– February 23, 2006)
• Brigadier General Roman Polko (February 23, 2006– November 8, 2006)
• Colonel Piotr Patalong (November 8, 2006– March 25, 2008)
• Colonel Jerzy Gut
• Colonel Dariusz Zawadka

Organization
Sławomir Petelicki was chosen as the first commander of the newly formed unit. As an officer specializing in
reconnaissance, sabotage, and diversion, he seemed perfectly suited to oversee the unit's initial formation. He
gathered around himself a group of like-minded and professional officers and set about choosing soldiers that would
be fit for special operations. Due to the high risks involved in special service, it was decided that all men should be
professional soldiers. The first batch of recruits all came from a variety of already-existing special units with the
Polish armed forces. Among these were:
• → 1st Special Commando Regiment from Lubliniec (1 Pułk Specjalny Komandosów)
• Special units of various divisions
• 6th Aeromobile Brigade (6. Brygada Desantowo-Szturmowa)
• Polish Navy divers
• Anti-terrorist units of the police
• Mechanised Warfare School in Wrocław
• Reconnaissance units of various divisions
Out of the possible recruits, only a small group passed the training based on → SAS' experiences and the
psychological tests. Many of these initial instructors were trained by the Special Forces of the United Kingdom and
the United States. Currently, GROM is co-operating with similar units of other NATO countries:
• British → Special Air Service
• British → Special Boat Service
• United States Army Special Forces
• United States Army → Delta Force
• Italian 9°Th Special Force "Col Moschin" Parachute Assault Regiment
• German → GSG 9
• German KSK
• → United States Navy SEALs
• Dutch BBE
• Canadian JTF2
• Norwegian KJK
• Norwegian HJK
• Czech Urna
During its formative first few years, GROM remained completely secret and hidden from the public. It was first
reported to the press in 1992 and became known to the public in 1994, after their first major military operation in
Haiti.
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Before 1 October 1999, GROM was subordinate to the Polish Ministry of Interior, after which time command was
transferred to the military.

Training
Candidates applying to serve in GROM have to pass psychological and durability tests, along with the so-called truth
test, a physically and psychologically exhausting field test designed to filter out the weaker applicants. GROM
soldiers train with the best special forces units in the world. As special forces soldiers, they are ranked with the likes
of → SAS, → Recces, → SBS, → Pakistan Army Special Service Group, → Delta Force, → United States Navy
SEALs, → Swedish SSG, → Israeli Sayeret Matkal (The Unit), → 707th Special Mission Battalion, and Israeli naval
commando Shayetet 13.
The training of GROM soldiers includes a variety of disciplines. All of them undergo the same specialized training
in anti-terrorism and special operations, as well as scuba diving, sniping, and parachuting. In four-man teams, each
soldier must be prepared to assume the respective responsibilities of his colleagues, should it become necessary.
GROM has their basic Spec. Ops training provided by the Swedish Navy's Special Command for Tactical Operations
based in Karlskrona. Sweden's primary Naval Base. Approximately 75% of GROM personnel are trained as medics
or paramedics. In addition, each group is supported by several professional physicians. It is also assumed that all
GROM operatives are proficient in at least two foreign languages.
Unlike special-purpose units subordinate to the police, GROM operatives are trained primarily in the elimination of
terrorists rather than capture.
At least two women have served in GROM during War in Afghanistan

Known operations
1991 - GROM operators extract six CIA-agents from Iraq during Operation Desert Storm.
1992 - "Macierewicz briefcases" affair (escorting duty during political problems in Poland)
1992 - Assault on residence and arrest of one of the bosses of Art B (Another great political and economic scandal)
1994 - Operation Uphold Democracy in Haiti.
1996 - UNTAES mission in Eastern Slavonia (East Croatia region) to arrest Slavko Dokmanović - they have since
managed to arrest at least six more Yugoslavian war-criminals)
1996 - Bodyguard duties during US ambassador W.G Walker's mission in Kosovo and Macedonia
1999 - Bodyguard duties during US ambassador W.G Walker's mission in Kosovo and Macedonia. Also they were
(unofficially) reported to operate behind Yugoslavian lines to identify artillery fire targets etc.
2001 - Hunt for war criminals in Kosovo
2001 - Recon mission in Afghanistan before the arrival of Polish troops
2002 - Mission in Afghanistan (VIP bodyguarding and base protecting duties)
2002 - Mission in Persian Gulf. At the beginning of September, some GROM members were seen training on US
ships near Bahrain coast.
2003 - GROM soldiers take part in the Operation Iraqi Freedom.
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Equipment
• Kbk wz. 1996 Mini-Beryl
• Kbs wz. 1996 Beryl
• Colt M4A1 assault rifle (with RIS)
• Bushmaster M4A3 assault rifle (often with M203 grenade launcher attached)
• Glock 17 & 17T
• Steyr AUG
• SIG P228
• SIG SG 551
• Heckler & Koch USP and Heckler & Koch Mark 23
• Heckler & Koch MP5 submachine gun
• Heckler & Koch G36 assault rifles in various versions
• Heckler & Koch HK416 D10RS and D145RS
• Heckler & Koch PSG1
• FN Five-seveN[1]

• FN P90 TR[1] [2] [3] [4]

• FN F2000 Tactical
• FN SCAR
• FN Minimi
• KAC SR-25 sniper rifle
• Sako TRG-22 sniper rifle
• Accuracy International AWM-F sniper rifle
• PGM 338 sniper rifle
• CheyTac Intervention (.408 Cheyenne Tactical chambering) heavy sniper rifle
• Barrett M107 anti-matériel sniper rifle
• PGM Hecate II
• Manroy M2 QCB
• Saab Bofors Dynamics Carl Gustav M3_MAAWS
• Saab Bofors Dynamics AT4
• Rafael Spike

Alliances
•   Poland - → 1PSK - 1st Special Commando Regiment
•   Poland - → FORMOZA - Special Naval Frogman Group
•   United Kingdom - → Special Air Service
•   United States - → 1st SFOD - D (Delta Force) [5]

•   Germany - → KSK - Kommando Spezialkräfte
•   Israel - → Sayeret Matkal
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External links
• Official webpage [6] (Polish)
• Grom [7]

• ShadowSpear Special Operations [5]

• The GROM factor [8]

• Specwar.info - Special Forces Encyclopedia [9]

• "Photos of GROM soldiers in Iraq, 2003 [10]". Archived from the original [11] on 2007-08-29.
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1st Special Commando Regiment

 1st Special Commando Regiment 

Emblem of the 1st Special Commando Regiment
 Active 1988 – present

 Country   Poland

 Allegiance Dowództwo Wojsk Specjalnych (Polish Armed Forces SOCommand)

 Type  Special Operations Unit 

 Nickname 1 PSK

 Engagements Operation Enduring Freedom
Kosovo Conflict
Iraq War
ISAF

 Commanders 

 Commander Col. Dariusz Dachowicz

The 1st Special Commando Regiment (Polish: 1 Pułk Specjalny Komandosów, 1 PSK) is one of the three →
special operations forces currently operating within the Polish military's structure, Special forces of Poland.
Thanks to the unit's high recruiting standards, and a special training programme the Regiment implemented several
years ago, the unit's soldiers display a higher level of skill and professionalism, when compared to other Polish
forces. The Regiment's troops are trained to undertake a wide range of special missions during war, crisis, peace,
with its troops being capable of conducting air assault, helicopter, and parachute operations (including HALO and
HAHO operations); strategic and tactical reconnaissance operations; raids and ambushes; combat diver and
underwater attack missions; providing support to other specialist units during hostage rescue operations; and other
missions as deemed necessary.

Current status
The unit, based in Lubliniec, near Częstochowa, is currently (2008) operating under the command of Col. Dariusz
Dachowicz . The Regiment carries on the traditions of several World War II special mission units. These units,
organised with the assistance of the U.S. and Britain consisted of the 2nd Commando Battalion, of the Special
Motorised Battalion and the "Parasol" (Umbrella) and "Zośka" Sabotage Battalion.
Prior to 1994, the Regiment was composed of a single battalion (1 Independent Special Battalion), but it is currently
organised into three special battalions and an independent combat diver company. Each battalion is composed of
three companies, which are divided into three platoons. Each platoon contains 3-six man teams giving the unit a total
strength of approximately 90 operational teams, plus support staff.
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1 PSK is a fully professional force composed entirely of highly trained and selected soldiers . The Regiment, along
with the → GROM unit and the Navy's Grupa Specjalna Płetwonurków (Special Diver Group) GSP (“Formoza”)
combat diver unit, is slated to fall under a newly build Polish special operations command - Dowództwo Wojsk
Specjalnych .

Recruitment
Candidates wanting to serve in the Regiment must first successfully undertake a basic military training course. They
then move on to a three-month “Junior Specialist” training course. During this phase recruits receive training in close
combat, unarmed combat, fighting with specialised equipment, parachuting, land navigation, weapons handling,
basic survival, and several other military-related skills. Troops who successfully complete the second phase then
move onto the Regiment, where they are assigned to one of the unit's six-man operational teams. Once there,
additional training continues (mountain and cold weather training, sniper, amphibious operations, etc.).

Recent operations
The regiment has been quite active over the last few years with troops being deployed to support NATO operations
in the Republic of Macedonia during the Kosovo conflict. A 13-man detachment was deployed to Afghanistan as
part of Polish support for Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF). Most recently the unit has deployed a 56-man
company to Iraq as part of the Multinational Division Central South. Now detachment of 1 PSK fight in Kandahar
Province and other Afgani provinces, maybe in Pakistan.

Equipment
The 1 PSK armouries are currently in a state of flux as the unit tries to upgrade the equipment used by its operators.
Weapons in use by the unit include the P-83 (9 mm Makarov) and WIST-94 (9 mm Luger) pistols, kbs wz.96 & wz.
04 Beryl 5.56 mm assault rifles, (many of the weapons have been modified with the addition of foregrips, laser
aiming devices, aiming lights/illumination devices, and various optics such as Tasco telescopic scopes and/or night
vision devices), MP5, MP5SD, Uzi, PM-84P Glauberyt (some of which have been equipped with sound suppressors)
9 mm sub-machineguns, PKM/PKMS, 7.62 mm NATO Polish GPMG, UKM-2000 . Unit snipers are equipped with
the Finnish 7.62 mm SAKO TRG-21, TRG-22, and kbw SVD (“Dragunov”) sniper rifles.

Sources
• http:/ / www. wojskaspecjalne. mil. pl
• http:/ / www. specialoperations. com
• http:/ / www. specwarnet. net
• http:/ / www. militaryphotos. net

Regiment WWW
• http:/ / www. psk. mil. pl
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Formoza
Formoza is the name of the Special Operations Sections (Formoza - Sekcje Działań Specjalnych Marynarki
Wojennej) of the Special forces of Poland (by 2008 - of the Polish Navy), which used to operate under the name of
Special Naval Frogman Group. The Formoza was founded in 1974. Its first commander was a retired certified
commander, Józef Rembisz. In 1974, a research team dealing with matters related to naval frogmen was created. The
team was to draw up a concept for the organisation and formation of a special division of naval frogmen.
The unit was originally intended to comprise three sections of frogmen, a technical section, section and management.
But it was necessary to change this premise; a frogman could not go under the water without a safety leash. It was
found possible to omit this regulation. A basic team now consists of a pair formed to safeguard each other, three
pairs create a special group, five groups – a section. At the very beginning, conscripted soldiers served in the unit,
nowadays the unit is entirely professional, which has increased its operating effectiveness. A three-year training
system was preserved, for instance, during the first year, mainly shooting, swimming long distances, driving vehicles
and foreign languages are practiced.
In September 1987, the unit changed its name to Special Operations Department and the Special Naval Frogman
Groups were created in 1990. The unit has formidable striking power, two frogmen may sink or take control of an
enemy’s ship, several of them may block even a large group of ships. The current official name Formoza comes from
a nick-name of unit's training base "Formoza" - a former WW2 German torpedo test platform, 500 m away from
coast in Gdynia Naval Harbour (Formoza means Formosa in Polish).
The Formoza is not an independent military unit, it is stationed in Gdynia, Poland. It is subordinated to the
commander of the Group of Reconnaissance Ships (GORS), which constitutes a part of the 3rd Flotilla of Ships in
Gdynia. Previously, the Formoza had been an independent unit for 15 years. Reportedly, the Special Operations
Sections consist of six groups and a base. The Formoza is prepared for special operations in times of peace, crisis
and war. Its basic tasks include the carrying out of operations on the sea, under water and in on-shore facilities.
Usually the Formoza co-operates with a water unit of the Operational Mobile Response Group (→ GROM), the
frogmen company of the → 1st Special Commando Regiment and some of its equivalents in the navies of the states
belonging to NATO.

A headquarters of Formoza in a former torpedo test platform "Formoza"
54°32′55″N 18°34′02″E.

Equipment

Standard armament of the mariners from the
Special Operations Sections:
• a 9mm SIG-Sauer P226 pistol,
• a 9mm MP5A3 & MP5N pistol,
• a 5.56mm H&K G36KV assault rifle
• a 5.56mm FN Minimi Para machine gun
• a 7.62mm AKM carbine,
• a 7.62mm PKM/PKSM universal machine gun
• a 7.62mm M14 rifle
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References
• Specwar.info - FORMOZA [1]

• Official website - polish [2]
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Portugal

Portuguese Army Commandos

 Portuguese Army Commandos 

Unit Badge
 Active 1962 – 1994; 2002 – Present day

 Country Portugal

 Branch Portuguese Army

 Type Special Operations
Light Infantry

 Size  Three Companies 

 Part of Rapid Reaction Brigade

 Nickname Boinas Vermelhas (Red Berets)

 Motto Audaces Fortuna Juvat (Fortune Favors The
Bold)

For the denomination of "commando" see → commando; for the Argentine special operations unit see →
Amphibious Commandos Group; for other special forces with "Commando" in their names see list of special forces
units.

The Commandos are a → special forces unit in the Portuguese Army. Their motto is "Audaces Fortuna Juvat" (Luck
Protects the Bold) and their war cry is "MAMA SUMAE" (it can be translated as "here we are, ready for the
sacrifice" – taken from a Bantu tribe of southern Africa). They were created as counter-guerrilla special forces, thus
responding to the need of the army to have units specially adapted to the type of war that, in 1961, started in Angola
and later in Portuguese Guinea (current Guinea-Bissau) and Mozambique – the Portuguese Colonial War.
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Origin
In 1962 the army needed units with the ability to:
• conduct special actions in Portuguese territory or abroad
• fight as assault infantry / shock troops
• provide the high political and military commands with a force able to conduct irregular operations
The first objective that the army set out to achieve was that of building a force specially prepared for
counter-guerrilla operations, but the Portuguese commandos also participated in irregular operations, with units
specially organised for each operation, and in assault operations, with conventional warfare characteristics,
especially in the last years of the war, when they operated in battalion strength, backed up by artillery and the Air
Force.
The history of the Portuguese commandos began on June 25, 1962, when, in Zemba (Northern Angola), the first six
groups of those that would be the predecessors of the commandos, were formed. For the preparation of these groups,
the CI 21 – Centro de Instrução de Contraguerrilha (Counter-Guerrilla Instruction Centre) was created, commanded
by Lieutenant-Colonel Nave, and had as instructor, the photographer and former → French Foreign Legion Sergeant,
the Italian Dante Vachi, with experience in the Indochina and Algerian wars.
The six groups prepared in this center achieved excellent operational results. Nonetheless, the military command in
Angola decided to re-evaluate the instruction and integration of these units into the army and, in 1963 and 64, the 16
and 25 Instruction Centres (CI 16 and CI 25) were created, in Quibala, Angola. For the first time, the term
"Comandos" (Commandos) was applied to the troops instructed there.
In February 13, 1964, the first Mozambique Commandos Course was initiated in Namaacha (Lourenço Marques,
now Maputo) and in 23 July of the same year, in Bra (Guinea-Bissau), the first Guinea Commandos Course.

Training
Photo [1]

The commando training course had the objective of preparing for combat and had two characteristics – the practice
and realism – based on two aspects: the combat technique and the psychological preparation. All this having as
foundation the physical and psychic selection with high standards, although these decreased as the war dragged on.
The psychological preparation to war was perhaps the aspect that most distinguished the commandos. Its objective
was to transform the man into a self-disciplined soldier, competent and effective in combat, able to fight in any
situations and conditions. The psychological component was, probably, the most striking component of the
instruction, assuming that its main weapon was one's will.
To perfect the will's domain over all other instincts, the commando instruction's physical demands reached the limits
of the recruit's resistance, aspiring to make each one the master of his own will.
Example of Training exercise: "They would always (for 3 or 4 times) make the same mountain run and about the
same duration, so that you would start to expect what was coming and gain confidence, but at the 4th or 5th time, all
changed and you were in total conflict about what was happening, putting questions in your mind like "What is
going on here, we were supposed to have finished already", then one thinks "Ok, I can do one more run, no
problem"...but, when you were sure that this was it or this was just another game from the instructors to put you
down for one more run, then... when you least expected, you don´t do one... but... two or three more runs. Now this
is called psychological training and at the same time physical training and that is why we are so strong, we always
expect the unexpected and even that just gives us more resolve."
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Organisation and evolution
In its first phase, the commandos organised into independent groups composed of volunteers from infantry
battalions, forming their intervention units. The success of these groups meant that they rapidly started to be used
under the commander-in-chief's and military commanders' orders, to conduct special operations. The groups'
organisation (example):
• one command team (one officer, one signaller, one medic, two soldiers)
• three manoeuvre teams (one NCO, four soldiers)
• one back-up team (one NCO, one RPG soldier, one ammunition soldier, two soldiers)
This organisation of a group with five teams and each team with five men suffered adaptations, but the base-cell, the
five-men team, remained throughout the war.
The war's evolution revealed the necessity of more commando soldiers and independent units, capable of operating
during longer periods and being self-sustained: reasons that led to the creation of commando companies. The first
company was formed in Angola and its instruction started in September 1964. Its commander, Captain Albuquerque
Gonçalves, received the unit's banner on February 5, 1965. The second company had as its destination Mozambique,
commanded by Captain Jaime Neves.
The organisation and organisational principles of the Portuguese commandos, inspired by the → French Foreign
Legion and the Belgian Para-Commandos, are established in great mobility and creativity and in counter-guerrilla
combat techniques, very well defined and able to support permanent innovation.
The composition and organisation of the commando companies were always adapted to the circumstances and
situations, although throughout the war it was possible to verify two main models, that originated what we can call
light companies and heavy companies. The former were composed of four commando groups, each one with four
sub-groups, constituting 80 men and with few back-up components. These companies had little capability to
maintain themselves, independently, during long periods of time, because they were meant as temporary
reinforcements to units in quadrillage, like intervention forces, and received from those units the necessary support.
In these companies, the mobility and flexibility were privileged, and were initially used in Guinea and Mozambique.
The heavy companies had five, five-team commando groups, in a total of 125 men, together with a formation of
service personnel, of about 80 men, with medics, signallers, transport soldiers and cooks. Another type of
organisation was adapted to the companies of African commandos, formed in Guinea and composed of metropolitan
soldiers when needed, a bit like the American special forces did in Vietnam with the "advisers".
The war's evolution, the necessity that started to exist of fighting in large units in Guinea and Mozambique and to,
sometimes simultaneously, conduct special and irregular actions, led to the creation of commando battalions in those
two theatres. This function of mother-unit was, in Angola and since its foundation, performed by the Centro de
Instrução de Comandos (Commando Instruction Centre), that also needed to adapt, separating the instruction activity
and gathering the operational units in a base in Campo Militar de Grafanil (Grafanil Military Camp), near Luanda,
although it was never completely independent of the operational use under a specific command. As larger commando
units the Centro de Instrução de Comandos (Commando Instruction Center), in Angola, the Batalhão de Comandos
da Guiné (Guinea Commando Battalion) and the Batalhão de Comandos de Moçambique (Mozambique Commando
Battalion) were formed.
Although Angola's Commando Instruction Centre was the home and it was in that centre that the main core of
doctrine of use and mystique of the commandos were formed, all battalions gave instruction to their staff and formed
units to intervene in the operations theatre. Beyond this centre, that prepared units meant for Angola and
Mozambique and the first commandos of Guinea, in Portugal a commando centre was also created in CIOE – Centro
de Instrução de Operações Especiais (→ Special Operations Instruction Centre), in Lamego, that instructed units
mobilised to Guinea and Mozambique.
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In its history, the commandos were formed in Zemba, Angola, after June 25, 1962, in Quibala, Angola, since June
30, 1963, in Namaacha, Mozambique, since February 13, 1964, in Bra, Guinea, since July 23, 1964, in Luanda,
Angola, after June 29, 1965, in Lamego, Portugal, since April 12, 1966 and in Montepuez, Mozambique, after
October 1, 1969. After the Colonial War, Portugal gave independence to all of its colonies and all the commandos
started to be instructed in Amadora, Portugal, since July 1, 1974.

Operational units
Served in Angola (1963–1975)
• Commando Companies (CCmds): 1st, 6th, 8th, 11th, 14th, 19th, 20th, 22nd, 24th, 25th, 30th, 31st, 33rd, 36th,

37th, 2041st, 2042nd, 2044th, 2046th, 2047th, 4042nd and 112th/74 – mobilized in Angola and Portugal.
Served in Portuguese Guinea (1964–1974)
• Commando Groups: "Camaleões", "Fantasmas" and "Panteras";
• Guinea Commando Company (CCmdsGuiné), including Commando groups: "Apaches", "Centuriões",

"Diabólicos", "Vampiros" and "Grusinos";
• Commando Companies (CCmds): 3rd, 5th, 16th, 26th, 27th, 35th, 38th and 4041st – mobilized in Angola and

Portugal;
• African Commando Companies (CCmdsAfricanos): 1st, 2nd and 3rd – mobilized in Guinea and composed

entirely of blacks;
• Guinea Commando Battalion (BCmdsGuiné) – created in 1972 to centralize the command and the support to all

commando companies operating in the Portuguese Guinea.
Served in Mozambique (1964–1975)
• Commando Companies (CCmds): 2nd, 4th, 7th, 9th, 10th, 17th, 18th, 21st, 23rd, 28th, 29th, 34th, 2040th, 2043rd,

2045th and 4040th – mobilized in Angola and Portugal;
• Mozambique Commando Companies (CCmdsMoç): 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th – mobilized in

Mozambique and composed of blacks and whites;
• Mozambique Commando Battalion (BCmdsMoç) – created in 1969 to centralize the command and the support to

all commando companies operating in Mozambique.
Served in Portugal (1974–1993):
• Commando Battalion 11 (BCmds11), including commando companies (CCmds): 111, 112, 113 and 114.

BCmds11 was formed with 2041st, 2042nd, 4041st and 112nd/74 CCmds, after coming back from Angola and
Guinea, changing their numbers. CCmds 113 was later deactivated;

• Commando Battalion 12 (BCmds12), including CCmds: 121, 122 and 123 (heavy weapons). CCmds 123 was
deactivated in 1982; CCmds 131 was created later, also of heavy weapons. In this battalion was also integrated
the Commando Company REDES (Raids and Destructions);

• Commando Company 131 (heavy weapons), created in 1982 as the initial company of the future Commando
Battalion 13, which was never activated. It was latter deactivated;

• Commando Regiment Headquarters and Support Battalion (BCS/RCmds), including: Headquarters and Services,
Specialities Training, Maintenance and Transport and Resupply companies;

• Commando Regiment Training Battalion (BInstrução/RCmds), including Training companies: 1st and 2nd.
Serving currently in Portugal (as of 2009)
• Commando companies (CCmds): 1st CCmds "Morcegos", 2nd CCmds "Escorpiões" and 3rd CCmds "Cobras".
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Casualties
Portuguese commando soldiers that participated in active operations: more than 9000 men (510 officers, 1587 NCOs
and 6977 soldiers) served in 67 commando companies.
Combat casualties:
• 357 KIAs (killed in action)
• 28 MIAs (Missing In Action)
• 771 wounded
The commandos constituted about 1% of all the forces present in the Colonial War, but the number of their deaths is
about 10% of the total of the casualties; a percentage ten times more than that of regular forces. It's also generally
known that the commandos eliminated more guerrilla fighters and captured more weaponry than the other forces.
These characteristics made them the only ones to get a mystical aura that remained after the war.

Postwar
After the war, the commandos continued to develop their skills until 1993 when they were disbanded. This decision
was influenced by a number of deaths during instruction. The commando soldiers were merged with the Paratroopers
and these were transferred from the Air Force to the Army. But in 2002, the commandos were reactivated as an
independent unit and the Batalhão de Comandos (Commando Battalion) was created, with two Operational
Companies and an Instruction Company. They are now based in the Centro de Tropas Comandos (Commando
Troops Centre) in Mafra. They were deployed to Afghanistan in 2005, where a sergeant was killed by a roadside
bomb; the first commando KIA since the end of the Portuguese Colonial War. In 2006, Army Chief of Staff General
"Comando" Pinto Ramalho, informed that the Army was developing studies in order to raise a third Operational
Company, with a size force increase; the Centro de Tropas Comandos are actually a garrison in Carregueira.

Selection
1. Must be a Portuguese citizen
2. Must be at least 18 years-old
3. Pass a medical and psychological exam
Physical tests:
• run 2500 m under twelve minutes
• 47 sit-ups under two minutes
• 5 continuous pull-ups (palms forward)
• 20 push-ups
• jump a 3 meter ditch
• jump a 90 cm-high wall
• walk a 5 meter-high portico
• swim 15 meters
The physical tests are easy to complete, which allows the commandos to have large numbers of recruits; useful
because there will be a lot of drop-outs during the instruction. After passing all the tests, the recruits will start the
instruction.
Most of the instruction schedule or nature is unknown to the recruits. That means that they must be constantly ready
and, to the smallest indication, present themselves on the parade ground or where they are ordered to, and follow
whatever the instructors say. It might happen that they stay un-interrupted in instruction for more than a day, or that
they have to conduct their daily lives during the night. The unforeseen and surprise are fundamental characteristics
of the instruction. Each recruit must also be self-controlled: they have to control reactions that, otherwise, might be
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normal if they were not future Commandos. All the demands made in the instruction are not obligations: each recruit
has the right to refuse to do whatever he is ordered to. Obviously, doing this means that he is off the course.
When a recruit successfully completes the instruction he is badged as a commando and receives the famous red
beret. The badging ceremony (like other traditions of the Commandos) is inspired by old Portuguese military orders
(these were forces that, in medieval Portugal, were tasked with surveillance and intelligence in peacetime; first
resistance in the defensive and first attack in the offensive; they were also the strongest forces during wartime).

External links
• Portuguese Army Commandos [2]

• Commandos' Red Beret [3]

• 1st Commandos Company "Bats" ("Morcegos") [4]

• 2nd Commandos Company "Scorpions" ("Escorpiões") [5]

• Quick Reaction Force in Afghanistan [6]

• Former Commandos Regiment [7]

• 2044 Companhia de Comandos Angola 1973/75 [8]

See also
• Portuguese Colonial War
• Portuguese Armed Forces
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Special Operations Troops Centre

 Portuguese Army Special Operations 

Special Operations Troops Center Emblem
 Active 1960 –

 Country Portugal

 Branch Portuguese Army

 Type Special Operations Forces

 Size  Two Companies 

 Part of Rapid Reaction Brigade

 Nickname Rangers

 Motto "Que os muitos por ser poucos nam temamos"

The CTOE - Centro de Tropas de Operações Especiais (Special Operations Troops Centre), based in Lamego, is a
unit of the Portuguese Army with the mission of instructing troops in → unconventional warfare and
Counter-Terrorism. Until 2006, it was known as CIOE - Centro de Instrução de Operações Especiais (Special
Operations Instruction Centre).
The CTOE contains an operational unit called DOE, its the Special Operations Detachment ([1]),([2]), popularly
known as Rangers, tasked with performing missions similar to the US Army's Special Forces or British → SAS.
Some of these missions include conducting Long-Range Reconnaissance Patrols (LRRP), raids against high value
targets, locating enemy command and control centres, targeting and destruction of enemy air defences and radar
systems, and POW rescue operations. The unit can be infiltrated by parachute, helicopter, small boat, or by foot.

History
The CTOE, heir of the historical traditions of Regimento de Infantaria 9 (9th Infantry Regiment), was created on 16 
April 1960 to form units specialised in counter-guerrilla operations, psychological operations, and mountaineering. 
These special, light-infantry units were called Caçadores Especiais (Special Hunters; the regular army light-infantry 
units were just called Hunters) and were the first units in the Portuguese Army to wear a beret (brown) and 
camouflage. They were elite units, with highly-motivated, hand-picked personnel, whose instructors had taken 
courses on counter-insurgency and counter-guerrilla operations in France, Algeria, the United States, the United 
Kingdom, and Spain. When the Portuguese Colonial War began in 1961, there were already four companies of 
Special Hunters in Angola. Early in the fighting, the Caçadores Especiais received updated 7,62 mm NATO small 
arms such as the Espingarda m/961 (Heckler & Koch G3) and the FN/German G1 FAL rifle (known as the m/962); 
the FAL was a favored weapon of the Caçadores Especiais due to its lighter weight and better practical accuracy 
compared to the m/961 G3. The 4th Company Caçadores Especiais in particular was a very active one (their website
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contains lots of photos and detailed mission chronology, [3]). Still, by the end of 1961, the Special Hunters had been
disbanded: some of their training was incorporated into the instruction of the regular army Hunter companies, and
the brown beret and camouflage spread to the whole Army. The CTOE remained, now tasked with giving their
courses to officers and NCOs, and to form commando troops.
After the creation of the special operations unit in 1981, the CTOE ceased to be just an instruction facility but also
served as the HQ for the new Portuguese special operations unit. The unit members wear a grass green beret and are
the heir of the Special Hunters: the beret badge includes a trumpet — a symbol of the Special Hunters; and the unit is
known as Rangers because the instructors of the Special Hunters completed the Ranger Course and adapted the
characteristics of that training to the Special Operations Course. The unit has operated in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
East-Timor, Kosovo, Afghanistan, and Iraq.

CTOE Courses
The CTOE has several courses:
• COE - Curso de Operações Especiais (Special Operations Course): direct action (reconnaissance, raids, hostage

and POW rescues) and indirect action (insurgency and guerrilla, counter-insurgency and counter-guerrilla,
military aid) - 21 weeks.

• Sniper Course (requires previous COE): 14 weeks.
• Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol Course (requires previous COE): reconnaissance and direct action special

operations (8 weeks).
• Irregular Operations Course (only for officers and NCOs of the permanent cadre): organisation, instruction, and

orientation of irregular forces with of the objective of defending the national territory (Portugal) when invaded
and start the resistance (4 weeks).

• Psychological Operations Course.
• Mountaineering Course.
• Terrorist Threats' Prevention and Combat Course.
For those already badged as special operations soldiers, there are also courses outside the CTOE:
• Combat Diving Course
• Forward Air Controller Course.
• Combat Medic Course.
• Signals Course.
• Demolitions Course.
• NBC Course.
• Humint Course.
• Military Parachuting Course.
• Small Boat Handling Course.
Special Operations soldiers also take courses in friendly countries:
• Airborne / Special Forces - United States
• Sniper Course - United Kingdom
• Winter Patrol Course - Germany
• Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol School Course - Germany
• Special Operations Course - Spain
• Cold weather training - Norway
• Jungle Warfare - Brazil
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External links
• Portuguese Army Special Operations Ranger Badge [4]

• Portuguese Army Special Operations Ranger's olive drab green beret [5]

• AOE (Associação de Operações Especiais - Special Operations Association) website [6]

• Promotional video about the Portuguese Army Rangers [7]
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Special Actions Detachment
The DAE - Destacamento de Acções Especiais (Special Actions Detachment) is the Portuguese naval →
commando elite → special forces unit of the Portuguese Navy. Raised in 1985, the unit is one of the smallest special
operations units within the Portuguese Armed Forces. It is responsible for conducting special operations, beach
reconnaissance, Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR), maritime counter-terrorism, demolition operations, and other
missions in support of Portuguese and NATO armed forces.
DAE operatives are drawn from the ranks of experienced Marines. Upon completion of the basic selection phase
prospective recruits then begin the first phase of their training. Phase 1 of their training is conducted at the Navy's
combat diver school. Students receive instruction in: basic combat diving techniques, EOD and underwater
demolitions. Candidates who successfully complete the first phase are assigned to the DAE on a probationary status,
and begin their second phase of training. Phase 2 instruction includes courses on: escape and evasion techniques,
advanced driving, mountaineering, offensive operations and basic English. Once a trainee is permanently assigned to
the DAE he will continue to receive various courses of instruction throughout his career.
The unit is led by a Commander, and is subdivided into a command cell and four combat teams. The command cell
contains the unit commander, his deputy (a Lieutenant Commander) and a small staff of 8. The combat teams are
composed of ten men: petty officers and seamens and a commanding petty officer.
The DAE conducts regular training exercises with its NATO counterparts, including the → United States Navy
SEALs, British → Special Boat Service, French Commando Hubert as well as the respective naval counter-terrorist
units. They were deployed to the Democratic Republic of Congo in 2006, as part of the EUFOR.
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External links
• DAE course badge [1]

• Video about the DAE featuring the mission in the Congo [2]

• Video about the DAE [3]

• DAE site [4]
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Romania

1st Special Operations Battalion

 1st Special Operations Battalion 

 Active 2006

 Country Romania

 Branch Romanian Land Forces

 Type Special Forces

 Garrison/HQ Târgu-Mureş

 Nickname Vulturii (The Eagles)

Soldiers from the 1st Special Ops. Battalion boarding a IAR 330
helicopter.

1st Special Operations Battalion (Batalionul 1
Operaţii Speciale), nicknamed "The Eagles" (Vulturii),
is a Romanian elite → special forces unit.[1] .

In the late 1990s, the Romanian Armed Forces
considered the possibility of creating a unified special
operations force (SOF). The Romanian Joint Chiefs of
Staff had discussions in which they sought to decide
whether to keep the existing orders of battle of elite
units incorporated into each separate category of forces
(ground forces, the air force and the navy), or to create
a new, integrated unit. They decided on the latter plan,
especially considering the (at that time) future
integration of Romania into NATO.

Rapid changes took place soon after the September 11,
2001 attacks, when the decision was made to create this new unit, which would "embed the best soldiers from all
three categories of the armed forces, the ground forces, the air force and the navy" (General Chief of Staff, Gen. dr.
Mihail Popescu).

Selection started in 2003. Four allied nations—the United States, the United Kingdom, Israel, and Turkey—advised
in the selection process, incorporating their experience into the new SOF battalion.
In preparation for the creation of the unit, several elite units were disbanded. These included the 119th Recon
Battalion in Oradea, the 56th Para battalion in Caracal-Deveselu, the 64th Para battalion at Titu-Boteni, as well as
another para battalion in Câmpia Turzii. All but the last were elite units that participated in a large number of
international exercises, as well as deployments abroad.
The "Special Forces Battalion" was legally created in late 2005, after several batches of graduates had already been 
selected. Members of the SOF battalion have benefitted from courses abroad, such as the US Army Special Forces 
(Green Berets) course, the Force Recon course (USMC), as well as other courses. The US Army Special Forces also 
sent several instructors who were stationed in Romania for periods of up to 6 months at a time. The Turkish SF were 
also heavily involved in counselling the selection process, due to the high number of exercises previously held in 
common with various units in Romania. The United Kingdom and Israel also sent instructors, although it is unclear
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from which units they came.
The Special Forces battalion will be fully operational in 2007, while a company has already become operational in
2006.
Asked if members of the unit will take part in real missions abroad, the former Defence Minister Teodor Atanasiu
replied "with certainty"[2] .

References
[1] stiri.rol.ro România recunoaşte că are batalioane de forţe speciale ("Romania admits it operates special forces battalions") (http:/ / stiri. rol.

ro/ stiri/ 2006/ 08/ romania_recunoaste_ca_are_batalioane_de_forte_speciale. htm), August 1, 2006
[2] mapn.ro Minister of Defense - briefing on Romanian DoD site (http:/ / www. mapn. ro/ briefing/ 050315/ conferinta. htm), March 3, 2005
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Detaşamentul de Intervenţie Rapidă

 Detaşamentul Special de Protecţie şi Intervenţie 

DSPI soldiers during an exercise
 Active  1990-Present 

 Country   Romania

 Branch  Special Operations Command 

 Type Special Forces

 Role Counter-Terrorism, Reconnaissance, Explosives, VIP
Protection

 Size  About 145 

 Nickname DSPI/DIR

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Classified 

Detaşamentul Special de Protecţie şi Intervenţie (DSPI, The Special Detachment of Protection and Intervention) of
the Romanian Ministry of Defense is an elite → special operations unit of the Romanian military. It should not be
confused with the Detaşamentul de Poliţie pentru Intervenţie Rapidă (DPIR/SPIR/DIR, Police Rapid Intervention
Detachment) of the Police Force. They are different units, with radically different capabilities and reporting
structure.

History
During the early 1990s, a very small special operations (SOF) detachment was born within the Romanian military. It
was incorporated in what was at that time the 30th Guard Brigade, or Brigada 30 Gardă "Mihai Viteazul".
Referred to simply as "the special operations subunit", this small detachment was relatively unknown, even among
armed forces personnel. In a few years, the unit was renamed Detaşamentul pentru Protecţia Demnitarilor Militari
(DPDM, "Detachment for the Protection of Military Dignitaries"). DPDM continued to be part of the 30th Guard
Brigade. In 1998, the same year when the top-secret Grupul Antiterorist of the Foreign Intelligence Service (SIE)
was born, the DPDM was given its current name, Detaşamentul de Intervenţie Rapidă, and starting with 2009 was
renamed into "Detaşamentul Special de Protecţie şi Intervenţie".
In 2000, DSPI was moved again, from the 30th Guard Brigade to the Military Police. This was followed 5 years later
by the reduction of the 30th Guard Brigade and its transformation into a regiment. The number of DSPI operatives
continued to grow, and the detachment reached company-size soon (145 members in 2003).
In December 2003, the military, which had kept the detachment secret for six years, unveiled it in a public show on 
television. DSPI was presented as being a small detachment of carefully-selected operatives used mainly to protect 
military VIPs in Romania, as well as foreign VIPs visiting the country. However, when interviewed by a reporter, a 
DSPI operative stated that he had participated in several operations abroad, along with similar units from other 
NATO countries. Captain Arthur Elisei also suggested that DSPI has been partially modeled after the British →
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SAS;[1] the detachment has also trained with the Israeli → Sayeret Mat'kal and Italy's → GIS (Gruppo di Intervento
Speciale).[1]

Organization

DSPI is a special unit inside the military, and is formed of highly-skilled
individuals. A very large percentage of its members are champions in martial
arts, kickboxing, athletic disciplines and so on. DSPI was, until December
2003, top secret.

DSPI operatives operate both in small 4- or 6-man teams and in larger teams,
depending on the task to be performed. Although the detachment's main
missions are VIP protection and anti-terrorist intervention, the unit is also
capable of hostage rescue, airborne/seaborne assault and DA (Direct Action),
which make it the Romanian equivalent of the British → SAS, US Army's →
Delta Force or Israel's → Sayeret Mat'kal unit.

DSPI is one of the three structures composing the Special Operations
Command (created in 2005), the others being PSY OPS and the → Batalionul
1 Operaţii Speciale (Special Forces Battalion).

Weapons
Despite Romania being a NATO member, DSPI operatives continue to often sport AK-47 rifles when engaged in
public events[2] ; however they are also equipped with a host of other weapons which are used according to the
mission objectives:
• Assault Rifles: M16A2, FNC Short, SG551, H&K 33E, G3, C7.
• Sub-Machine gun: Mini UZI, MP5 - standard for anti-terrorist engagements, FN P90.
• Support Weapons: Customized G3 with SG1 and SPG1, Mauser customized with 86SR and 93 SR, CZ 700 sniper

rifle.
• Special equipment: Browning MK III pistol, H&K P8 pistol, Smart Gun EP1 pistol.[1]

External links
• (Romanian) Article about the DIR on the Romanian Military Press site [3]
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[1] " Menirea Interventiei Rapide (http:/ / www. presamil. ro/ OM/ 2004/ 20/ pag 14. htm)". Presa Militara Romana. . Retrieved 2009-01-05.
[2] " Photo Gallery for Press Demonstration (http:/ / www. mapn. ro/ fotodb/ 20050622_ziua3)". Presa Militara Romana. . Retrieved

2009-01-05.
[3] http:/ / www. presamil. ro/ OM/ 2004/ 20/ pag%2014. htm
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307th Marine Battalion

307th Marine Battalion Insignia

The 307th Marine Battalion (Batalionul 307 Infanterie Marină) is the light
infantry/reconnaissance/special operations unit of the Romanian Navy. It is
located in Babadag, Tulcea County, and it was formed in the mid 1970s for
the defence of the Danube Delta and Romanian Black Sea shore. Its
operational capabilities are the same as those of the United States Marine
Corps Reconnaissance Battalions, which provided member exchange
programmes and instructors to its Romanian counterpart. Its base is near the
largest military training range in Romania.
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Serviciul de Protecţie şi Pază

 Protection and Security Service 
Serviciul de Protecţie şi Pază

 Agency overview 

 Formed 7 May, 1990
the idea appeared on December 26 1989

 Headquarters Bucharest

 Employees Classified

 Annual budget Classified

 Agency executives Lucian-Silvan Pahonţu, Director
Gabriel I. Creţu, First-Deputy Director
Alexandru Burian, Deputy Director

 Website 

www.spp.ro [1]

Serviciul de Protecţie şi Pază (Protection and Guard Service, SPP) is an institution of the Romanian state. It operates
in the domain of national security and it is specialized in protecting the Romanian officials, the foreign officials
during their stay in Romania, and their families, according to the law. Also SPP guards the buildings in which the
officials work and live, as decided by the Supreme Council of National Defense.
Its motto is Semper Fidelis.

See also
• Secţia Intervenţii Anti-Teroriste, the special unit of the Protection and Guard Service

External links
• (Romanian) Official site [1]
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[1] http:/ / www. spp. ro
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Russia

Spetsnaz
Russian special purpose regiments or Spetsnaz, Specnaz (Russian: Войска специального назначения, (спецназ)
tr: Voyska spetsialnogo naznacheniya, pronounced [spʲetsnas]) is a general term for "→ special forces" in Russian,
literally "special purpose". These Russian → special forces can specifically refer to any elite or special purpose units
under subordination of the Federal Security Service (FSB) or Internal Troops of Russian Ministry of Internal Affairs,
and the units controlled by the military intelligence service → GRU.
Currently, the term is used as well to describe any special purpose units or task forces of other ministries (even the
Emergency Situations Ministry special rescue unit) [1] Foreign special forces are also commonly referred to as
Spetsnaz on Russian television, for example "American Spetsnaz." Spetsnaz specialists have trained the Republican
Guard of Syria, Iraq and Iran and they have been involved in training other special forces units across the world.
Internal troop units of the Cheka were originally raised for internal use against counter-revolutionaries and other
undesirables; the most acclaimed is the Vityaz (MVD), or scarlet berets. Today they carry the same role as
gendarmerie or National Guard units in other countries.
In the Armed Forces, spetsnaz is a term mainly used in connection with GRU-controlled COMINT, ELINT and
radio-surveillance units. Spetsnaz carry out reconnaissance and social warfare missions in "peacetime" as well as in
war. According to Vladimir Rezun, a GRU defector who used the pseudonym "Viktor Suvorov", there were 20
Spetsnaz brigades plus 41 separate companies. Thus, total strength of Spetsnaz forces was around 30,000 troops at
the time, their numbers are unknown today.

Federal Security Service units
The Center of Special Operations (CSN) of the FSB is designed to combat → terrorism and to protect the
constitutional order in the Russian Federation. The CSN FSB consists of 3 different "operative" subdivisions -
Department A (also known as spetsgruppa "Alfa"), Department V (also known as spetsgruppa "Vympel"), and
so-called SSO (Special Operations Service). The headquarters of CSN FSB is a huge complex of buildings and
training areas (dozens of hectares worth of land, 76 training facilities, etc). It is located in the town of Balashikha-2,
only 10 km away from the Moscow ring. The average training of a solid CSN operative lasts about 5 years.
• "→ Alfa" is a well-known counter-terrorist unit begun in 1974. Today "Alfa" is a highly professional unit, which

consists of roughly 700 servicemen. The majority of the unit is stationed at Moscow, the rest of the unit is located
in three other cities - Krasnodar, Yekaterinburg, and Khabarovsk. All the "Alfa" operatives undergo special
airborne and firearms training. Roughly one third of them have special mountain training; another third have
special counter-sabotage diving training. Spetsnaz operatives always improve on their skills in countless exercises
and special operations (including constant service in North Caucasus). The unit utilizes a wide range of modern
Russian and foreign weapons and equipment, some modified from the original versions to fit the unique needs of
the unit.

• "→ Vympel" (the Pennant) – formerly known as an elite cold war-era KGB sabotage unit – is now also a 
counter-terrorist and counter-sabotage unit. But, unlike "Alfa", instead of learning how to storm airplanes and 
buses, they operate in an entirely different environment. They are experts in 18 special disciplines (among which - 
how to infiltrate guarded buildings, extensive marksmanship training, driving APCs and flying airplanes, and 
medical training) and are Russia's last defense against possible terrorist acts involving nuclear plants, 
hydroelectric dams, and other industrial complexes. However, "Vympel" operatives are still heavily used in
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special operations missions in the Northern Caucasus, along with their counterparts from "Alfa" unit. "Vympel"
has 4 operative units, "Alfa" has 5 operative units. One unit from each Department is always participating in
offensive operations in Chechnya. They constantly rotate their troops, and each operative unit is stationed in
Chechnya at least 2-3 times per year. "Vympel" is stationed in Moscow, but it also has multiple branch offices in
virtually every city where there is a nuclear power plant.

Department A and V operatives' standard BDU color is black. However, in Chechnya they use different kinds of
camouflage such as the official woodland camouflage, "Flora".
• Special Operations Service - Not much information about SOS can be obtained, but it is known that they also

participate in FSB special operations in the Northern Caucasus and also act as highly skilled bodyguards for
government officials.

Together with Center of Special Operations and its elite units, there are many FSB special forces units of regional
significance. Such operative detachments are usually called ROSN (Regional Department of Special Designation).
The most powerful ROSNs are said to be at Saint Petersburg (ROSN "Grad") and Nizhny Novgorod.

Ministry of Interior units
Spetnaz MVD includes 15 Internal Troops units, which are of good quality and intended for use to combat
insurgency, border security and for counter-terrorism purposes. These units usually have a unique name and official
OSN number. Here is a list of some of these spetsnaz units (the list is deliberately not full due to obvious reasons):
• 1st PSN (former 6th OSN) VV "Vityaz" - stationed in Moscow;
• 7th OSN VV "Rosich" - Novocherkassk;
• 8Th OSN VV "Rus" - Moscow;
• 12th OSN VV "Ratnik" - Nizhni Tagil;
• 15th OSN VV "Vyatich" - Armavir;
• 16th OSN VV "Skif" - Rostov.
and many others.
They are generally well-trained and equipped, being far superior to the regular Russian infantry. Their missions may
include reconnaissance missions and regular combat operations (mostly house-to-house CQB assaults). They
(especially "Vitjaz") have sometimes served as the back-up team during the counter-terrorist operations by team "→
Alpha". Such as United States Army Rangers working with 1st SFOD-D (aka "→ Delta Force").
Aside from the Interior troops special forces, MVD has plenty of police special forces, which are stationed in
virtually every large Russian city. While OMON units are mostly used as riot police and during drug busts, they are
not really considered a significant counter-terrorist force and simply lack the sufficient expertise. For these reasons
MVD has numerous OMSN units (formerly known as SOBR), which consist of senior ranked police officers and are
properly trained and equipped to combat terrorists, insurgency, and to participate in any kind of high-risk mission in
general.
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Russian Army special forces

Soviet Spetsnaz team prepares for a mission at Kabul airport, in Afghanistan, 1988.
Photo by Mikhail Evstafiev.

Spetsnaz GRU, or Russian army special
forces, are considered the best trained units
of the Armed Forces of the Russian
Federation. The Spetsnaz have created a
fierce reputation as one of the best special
forces in the world today due to the very
harsh standards of their training. They are
controlled by the → GRU. The units of
Spetsnaz GRU have no official names, such
as the case with units of MVD Spetsnaz.
They are generally referred to by unit
numbers, for example, "16th Separate
Brigade of Spetsnaz", much like any other
military unit.

Few details are actually known about the operations of Spetsnaz GRU, but it is known that the units were heavily
involved in operations in Afghanistan and Chechnya. Spetnaz GRU teams usually wear standard-issue VDV
uniforms, light blue VDV berets and unit patches in order to avoid identification. However, they can also wear
different uniforms, for instance, they would wear the uniform of a unit which is stationed nearby, in order to blend
in.

Russian language use
The word "Spetsnaz" is a syllabic abbreviation typical for the Russian language since the Soviet era, with its
proliferation of new organizations. However, the widespread use of this word is actually a relatively recent,
post-perestroika development in the Russian language. The existence of these → special forces units was not known
to the general public during the Soviet era. In a sense, this became yet another state secret that was published during
the glasnost of the Gorbachev's perestroika. There were a number of well-known books written about the Spetsnaz,
the best known of these being "Aquarium" by Viktor Suvorov, a → GRU agent who defected to England.
Suvorov also wrote a book specifically on the subject. The stories about the Spetsnaz and their allegedly incredible
prowess, from the more serious to the highly questionable, have captivated imaginations of the more patriotic, and
perhaps less critical, Russians, particularly being set against the background of a generally known decay in the
Russian military during perestroika and the post-Soviet era. It merits noting that the great interest in all things
Spetsnaz ran parallel to the similarly intense interest in all things related to intelligence, KGB, etc. The popularity of
Spetsnaz was all the more enhanced by the reports of their very real accomplishments during Russia's second
campaign in Chechnya starting in 2000.
At the turn of the 21st century, many of what would be generally considered as inaccuracies were written about
Spetsnaz, → GRU, KGB, and similar "top secret" and "exciting" topics. The word "Spetsnaz" was sometimes
frivolously used to refer to anything the speaker deemed somehow special or exclusive. For example, Vladimir
Zhirinovsky, a well-known populist and nationalist politician, once referred to his and his political party comrades'
going for a swim at a party-organized festival as a "Spetsnaz on the water", while speaking on camera. This
somewhat intentionally extreme incident should give some sense of the extent the term has been debased for many
people.
Nowadays, in Russia "spetsnaz" have become a colloquial term gradually losing its umbrella function; special
operations became much more commonplace, be it a police drug raid, terrorist scenario or military operation. Heavy
news coverage of such events allowed the public to address these units by name - OMON, SOBR, Alfa, Vympel,
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Vityaz and so forth. The Interior Ministry units like OMON are especially close to everyday life now, as they are
acting as riot police and SWAT, so they're even less likely to be called Spetsnaz. The word itself is always spelled in
lower case in Russian, even when referring to the GRU Spetsnaz.
In the United States, despite the focus on the War on Terror in Iraq and Afghanistan, there is still some training
conducted at Fort Irwin's National Training Center and Fort Polk's Joint Readiness Training Center for countering
Spetsnaz in the rear areas of NATO. Spetsnaz is still, twenty years after the end of the Cold War, regarded as a
significant threat.

See also
• → Spetsnaz GRU
• → Alpha Group
• → Vympel
• Rus (special forces)
• Vityaz (MVD)
• OMON
• SOBR
• → Russian Airborne Troops
• Spetsnaz (TV miniseries)
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Alpha Group

 Spetsgruppa A 

 Active  Since July 28, 1974 

 Country Soviet Union
Russian Federation

 Type Counter-terrorism

The Alpha (Alfa) Group (also known as Spetsgruppa A) is an elite dedicated counter-terrorism unit that belongs to
OSNAZ (special-purpose forces) of the FSB (former KGB), or more specifically the "A" Directorate of the FSB
Special Operations Center (TsSN).

Function
Alfa Group's primary function is believed to be to carry out urban counter-terrorist missions under the direct sanction
and control of the Russian political leadership. However, little is publicly known and other plausible missions would
include a variety of paramilitary, policing and/or covert operations, similar to the missions of its secretive pennant,
the "V" Group (→ Vympel).

Training and equipment
Alfa Group has access to state of the art small arms and equipment. They have employed chemical agents in hostage
rescue operations (see Moscow hostage crisis chemical agent) and are capable of functioning in an NBC
environment. Little further information is publicly available. It is assumed that Alpha is equipped with sniper and
counter-sniper capability, tactical emergency medical services, demolitions, tactical intelligence and other functions
typical of both police special teams and the special operations community. It is unknown whether they have
dedicated hostage negotiators.

History

Soviet Union
"Alfa Group" or Group A, a → special forces (→ spetsnaz) or special operations detachment OSNAZ unit attached
to the KGB was created on 28 July 1974 within the First Chief Directorate of the KGB on the orders of Yuri
Andropov, then Chairman of the KGB. It was intended for counter-terrorism operations to give the KGB the capacity
to respond to such incidents as the 1972 Munich massacre on its own territory. However, from the beginning, its
assigned missions far exceeded its formal scope.[1] The Group was tasked with liberating hijacked airliners within
the Soviet Union, such as Aeroflot Flight 6833 as well as making sensitive arrests such as that of CIA spy Adolf
Tolkachev.
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Their most notable mission during the Soviet period was the attack on the Amin's palace in Afghanistan on 27
December 1979, the special operation which began the Soviet-Afghan War. According to many Russian sources of
information (including the memoirs of the Alfa and other special units' officers that took part in the seizure), the
operation was called "Storm-333". The operation involved storming a high hill under extremely heavy fire and lots
of intense close combat resulting in the death of the Afghan president, Hafizullah Amin, and his approximately 200
elite guards. In the operation Alfa group (called Thunder at the time) lost only two men while the other Soviet forces
lost 19. Other governmental buildings such as the Ministry of Interior building, the Internal Security (KHAD)
building and the Darul Aman Palace were also seized during the operation, which Alfa group's veterans called the
most successful in the group's history. The unit served extensively in the following Soviet occupation of Afghanistan
as well.
In October 1985, Alfa was dispatched to Beirut, Lebanon, when four Soviet diplomats had been taken hostage by
militant Sunni Muslims. By the time Alfa was onsite, one of the hostages had already been killed. The perpetrators
and their relatives were identified by supporting KGB operatives, and the latter were taken hostage. Following the
standard policy of 'no negotiation', Alfa proceeded to sever some of their hostages' body parts and sent them to the
perpetrators with a warning that more would follow if the Russian hostages were not released immediately. The
tactic was a success and no other Russian national was taken hostage in the Middle East for the next 20 years,[2] until
the 2006 abduction of Russian diplomats in Iraq.
During the Soviet coup attempt of 1991 the Alfa group (under the command of Major General Viktor Karpukhin)
was assigned the task of entering the White House, Russia's parliament building, and killing Boris Yeltsin and the
other Russian leaders following a planned assault on the entrance by paratroopers. This order was unanimously
refused.[3] Unit members mingled through the crowds and assessed the possibility of undertaking such an operation.
According to their statements in the following months, it could have been carried out with success, and achieved its
main objectives within 20 to 25 minutes, but would have resulted in hundreds if not thousands of civilian deaths.
On March 11, 1990, the Supreme Council of the Lithuanian SSR announced its secession from the Soviet Union and
intention to restore an independent Republic of Lithuania. As a result of these declarations, on January 9, 1991, the
Soviet Union sent in a small team of Spetsnaz Grupp Alfa to quash the uprising. This culminated in the January 13
attack on the State Radio and Television Building and the Vilnius TV Tower, killing at least fourteen civilians and
seriously injuring 700 more. One KGB operative was also killed in. When the media questioned why a KGB officer
was in Lithuania the Soviet Union denied all knowledge.These events are known as January Events.

Russian Federation
According to some Russian military sources, the unit was "degraded" and demoralized by the political manipulation
it suffered in the political battles surrounding the collapse of the Soviet Union, with the KGB seeking to use it in the
hardline 1991 plot against Mikhail Gorbachev, and the Russian president Boris Yeltsin also using it as an instrument
of power when attacking the Russian White House during the 1993 Russian constitutional crisis.[4] Following the
1993 crisis, Alfa and Vympel were briefly transferred to the MVD (Interior Ministry).[5]

The unit continued to exist after the collapse of the Soviet Union and has been used in a variety of crisis situations
such as their highly controversial actions ending the Moscow theater hostage crisis in 2002 (called by the Alfa men
"our first successful operation for years"[6] ) and the Beslan school hostage crisis in 2004 in which the group suffered
its highest official losses in history.
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• → Vympel
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Russian Airborne Troops
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Russian Federation
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Other troops
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The Russian Airborne Troops or VDV (from "Vozdushno-Desantnye Vojska", Russian: Воздушно-десантные
войска = ВДВ; Air-landing Forces) is an arm of service of the Armed forces of the Russian Federation, on a par with
the Strategic Rocket Forces and the Russian Space Forces. First formed before World War II, the force undertook
two significant airborne operations and a number of smaller jumps during the war and after 1945 for many years was
the largest airborne force in the world.[1]

Definition
The word desánt, as used in the Vozdushno-Desantnye Vojska, is a borrowing of the French descente (‘debarkation’
or ‘landing’). It is also used by the Russian Ground Forces for the desantno-shturmoviye batal′ony (Russian:
десантно-штурмовые батальоны), the airmobile assault battalions, and by the Russian Naval Infantry in
voyenno-morskoy desant (Russian: военно-морской десант), an amphibious landing. The airborne, air-assault, and
amphibious troops of all services are referred to as desantniki, which literally means ‘those who land’. The term
desant is defined by Radzievskii as:

Troops intended for landing, or which have already landed on enemy-occupied territory for the purpose
of conducting combat operations. According to the transportation method used, a landing force may be
amphibious, airborne, or combined; and according to its scale and purpose, such a force may be
strategic, operational, or tactical.[2]

The concept of desant is linked with the Russian doctrinal emphasis on flanking maneuvers.

Interwar and World War II
Originally formed in the Soviet Union during the mid 1930s, they were massively expanded during World War II.
They then formed up to ten Airborne Corps with numerous Independent Airborne Brigades, with most or all
achieving "Guards" status. 9th Guards Army was eventually formed with three Guards Rifle Corps (37th, 38th, and
39th) being of Airborne divisions. At the end of the war they were reconstituted as Guards Rifle Divisions.
The Soviet airborne forces were mostly used as 'leg' infantry during the war. Only a few small airborne drops were
carried out in the first desperate days of Operation Barbarossa, in the vicinity of Kiev, Odessa, and the Kerch
peninsula.[3] The two significant airborne operations of the war were the Vyazma operation of February-March
1942, involving 4th Airborne Corps, and the Dnepr/Kiev operation of September 1943, involving a temporary corps
formation consisting of 1st, 3rd, and 5th Airborne Brigades.[4]
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List of Airborne Corps 22 June 1941
Source soldat.ru forums.[5]

• 1st Airborne Corps: Major General Usenko Matvei Alekseyevich (on 23 June - October 1941 year)
Colonel, 19 January 1942 Major General Zholudev Victor Grigorevich (on December 15, 1941 - July 1942)
Major General Alexander Peter Alekseyevich (September - December 1942).

• 2nd Airborne Corps:
Major General Kharitonov Fedor Mikhaylovich (23 June - 9 September 1941)
Colonel Gubarevich Joseph Ivanovich (May - October 1941)
Colonel, since 1942 Major General Tikhonov Mikhail Fedorovich (September 1941 - May 1942).

• 3rd Airborne Corps:
Major General Glazunov Vasiliy Afanasevich (June 23 - 29 August 1941)
Colonel Travnikov Nikolai Grigorevich (September 1941 - March 1942)
Colonel Afanasev Fedor Alexandrovich (February - July 1942).

• 4th Airborne Corps:
Major General Zhadov Aleksey Semenovich (23 June - 2 August 1941)
Colonel, 19 January 1942 Major General Levashev Aleksey Fedorovich (November 1941 - February 23, 1942)
Colonel, 13 May 1942 Major General Kazankin Alexander Fedorovich (23 February 1942 - December 1942).

Russian Airborne major emblem

• 5th Airborne Corps:
Major General Bezuglyy Ivan Semenovich (June - October 1941)
Colonel Gur'yev Stepan Savelevich (3 October 1941 - August 1942)
Colonel Afanasev Fedor Alexandrovich (August - November 1942)
Major General of Shore Duty Parafilo Terenty Mikhaylovich (25
November - December 1942)

• 6th Airborne Corps:
Major General Pastrevich Alexander Ivanovich (October 1941 - August
1942)
Major General Kirzimov Alexander Ilyich (August - December 1942)

• 7th Airborne Corps:
Colonel, since 1942 Major General Gubarevich Joseph Ivanovich (October
1941 - August 1942)
Major General Lyapin Peter Ivanovich (August - December 1942).

• 8th Airborne Corps:
Colonel, 1942 Major General Glazkov Vasiliy Andreevich (October 1941 - August 1942)
Colonel Konev Ivan Nikitin (29 August - December 1942).

• 9th Airborne Corps:
Major General Bezuglyy Ivan Semenovich (October 1941 - March 30, 1942, “for the use of combat aircraft for
personal purposes, the non-fulfillment within the required period of the orders of the military council VDV
(Airborne Troops) about the transfer of aircraft to other formations” removed from the held post, and is from June
lowered in the service rank to Colonel)
Colonel, since 1942 Major General Denisenko Mikhail Ivanovich (March - August 1942)
Colonel Mamontov Aleksey Georgievich (18 August - 29 October 1942)
Major General Travnikov Nikolai Grigorevich (October 29 - December 1942).

• 10th Airborne Corps
Colonel, 1942 Major General Ivanov Nikolai Petrovich (November 1941 - August 1942)
Major General Kapitokhin Alexander Grigorevich (August 29 - December 1942).
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Airborne Corps formed during World War II
During October 1944 the three Guards Airborne Corps were formed into the Independent Guards Airborne Army. In
December this Army was renamed into the 9th Guards Army.[6]

• 37th Guard Svirsk Airborne Corps (19 January - 9 August 1944, and from 30 December 1944, 37th Guards Rifle
Corps):[7]

General Lieutenant Mironov Pavel Vasilyevich (19 January 1944 - May 1946)
• 98th Guards Svirsk Rifle Division
• 99th Guards Svirsk Rifle Division
• 103rd Guards Rifle Division (see ru:103-я гвардейская стрелковая дивизия; formed from 13th Guards

Airborne Division (2nd formation))
• 38th Guard Airborne Corps:

Major General, from November 5, General Lieutenant Kapitokhin Alexander Grigorevich (August 9, 1944 year -
March 25, 1945)
General Lieutenant Utvenko Alexander Ivanovich (26 March 1945 - July 1946)
• 104th Guards Rifle Division
• 105th Guards Rifle Division
• 106th Guards Rifle Division

• 39th Guard Airborne Corps:
General Lieutenant Tikhonov Mikhail Fedorovich (August 1944 - June 1945).
• 100th Guards Rifle Division
• 107th Guards Rifle Division
• 114th Guards Rifle Division (from 14th Guards Airborne Division (2nd formation))

Postwar

HQ 9th Guards Army was redesignated Headquarters Airborne Forces
soon after the war ended. The units of the Army were removed from
the order of battle of the Air Forces of USSR and assigned directly to
the Ministry of Armed Forces of USSR.

The creation of the post-war Soviet Airborne Forces owe much to the
efforts of one man, Army General Vasily Filipovich Margelov, so
much so that the abbreviation of VDV in the Airborne Forces is
sometimes waggishly interpreted as "Войска дяди Васи", "Troops of
Uncle Vasya".

The 37th, 38th, and 39th Corps survived for a while, and in 1946 the force consisted of five corps (the 8th and 15th
had been added) and ten divisions:[8]

• 8th Airborne Corps (103rd and 114th Divisions). The 114th Airborne Division was established in 1946 on the
basis of the similarly numbered Rifle Division in Borovukha (just east of Slutsk) in the Belarussian SSR. The
Division was disbanded in 1956, with two of its regiments (the 350th and 357th) joining the 103rd Guards
Airborne Division.[9]

• 15th Airborne Corps (the 76th and 104th Divisions),
• 37th Airborne Corps (the 98th and 99th in Primorsky Krai)
• 38th Airborne Corps (105th and 106th at Tula),
• 39th Airborne Corps at Belaya Tserkov in Ukraine (the 100th and 107th Divisions (Chernihiv, disbanded 1959))
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However the force was eventually reduced to seven Airborne Divisions, with an Independent Airborne regiment and
up to sixteen Air Assault Brigades.
Airborne units of two divisions (7th and 31st Guards) were used during Soviet operations in Hungary during 1956,
and the 7th Guards division was used again during 1968 operations in Czechoslovakia. The first experimental air
assault brigade - the 1st Airborne [Airmobile/Air Assault] Brigade - was apparently activated in 1967/1968 from
parts of the 51st Guards Parachute Landing Regiment (PDP) (Tula), after the Russian had been impressed by the
American experiences in Vietnam.[10]

By the 1980s there were seven airborne divisions in the VDV (including one training) and several independent
brigades, regiments and battalions although only two divisions were capable of being deployed for combat
operations in the first wave against NATO employing assets of the Transport Aviation of the Military Air Forces and
the Aeroflot.[11]

There was also a mistaken Western belief, either intentional Soviet deception or stemming from confusion in the
West, that an Airborne Division, reported as the 6th, was being maintained in the Far East in the 1980s.[12] This
maskirovka division was then 'disbanded' later in the 1980s, causing comment within Western professional journals
that another division was likely to be reformed so that the Far East had an airborne presence.[13] The division was not
listed in V.I. Feskov et al.'s The Soviet Army during the period of the Cold War, (2004) and the nearest division ever
active, the 99th Guards Airborne Svirsk Red Banner Division based at Ussuriysk, was broken up to form separate air
assault brigades (parts of the 11th, 13th, and 83rd Brigades) in 1973.[14]

In 1989, the Airborne Forces consisted of:
• 7th Guards Cherkassy Airborne Division (Kaunas, Lithuanian SSR)
• 76th Guards Chernigov Airborne Division (Pskov, RSFSR)
• 98th Guards Svir Airborne Division (Bolgrad & Kishinev, Moldovan SSR)
• 103rd Guards Airborne Division (Vitebsk, Belorussian SSR) The division was established in Belarus in 1946 on

the basis of the similarly-numbered Rifle Division. In 1956 the 350th and 357th regiments joined the division
from the disbanded 114th Guards Airborne Division. In December 1979 elements of the division were transferred
to Afghanistan. During the fighting in Afghanistan the division was awarded the Order of Lenin and the Order of
the Red Banner.[15]

• 104th Guards Airborne Division (Kirovabad, Azerbaijan SSR)
• 105th Guards Airborne Division Fergana, Uzbekistan SSR)
• 106th Guards Airborne Division (Tula, RSFSR)
• 242nd District Training Centre of the Airborne Forces (Gaižiūnai/Jonava, Lithuanian SSR) created from the 44th

Training Airborne Division. However, the divisional banner was retained.[16] The division's full designation in
Russian was 44 воздушно-десантная Овручская Краснознаменная орденов Суворова и Богдана
Хмельницкого дивизия - 44th Airborne Ovruch Red Banner Order of Suvorov and Bogdan Khmelnitsky
Division) with three training regiments. The division was established in Pskov in October 1960 as the 4th
Airborne Division, and according to some sources, it was given the Fighting Banner of the 111th Guards Rifle
Division (the wartime 4th Guards Airborne Division), although the Division and its regiments were not guards
units. After the formation of the division was relocated to Lithuania, where it received the number 44.[15]

• 345th Independent Guards Airborne Regiment (Gudauta, Georgian SSR)
• 11th Air Assault Brigade
• 13th Air Assault Brigade
• 14th, 21st, 23rd, 35th, 36th, 37th, 38th, 39th, 40th, 56th, 83rd, 95th, 100th Air Assault Brigades
• 171st Independent Communications Brigade (Medvezhi Ozera, Moscow Military District, RSFSR)
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After the Fall of the Soviet Union

Structure Russian Airborne Forces

With the demise of the Soviet Union,
the number of VDV divisions has
shrunk from seven to four, as well as
one brigade and the brigade-sized
training centre:[17] In 2008 one
division was disbanded and its units
attached to the remaining three VDV
divisions.

• 7th Guards Airborne Division in
Novorossiysk

• 76th Guards Airborne Division in
Pskov

• 98th Guards Airborne Division in
Ivanovo

• 106th Guards Airborne Division
in Tula

• 31st Guards Airborne Brigade in Ulyanovsk
• 242nd Training Centre of the VDV in Omsk
• 45th Detached Reconnaissance Regiment in Kubinka
• 1182nd Guards Artillery Regiment
• 38th Signal Regiment
The 11th Air Assault Brigade in the Siberian Military District and the 56th Air Assault Regiment in the North
Caucasus Military District) are partially infantry formations reporting directly to the military districts they are
stationed in. The VDV's training institute is the Ryazan Institute for the Airborne Troops named for General of the
Army V.F. Margelov.[18] In addition, in the mid-late 1990s, the former 345th Independent Guards Airborne
Regiment was stationed in Gudauta, Abkhazia AR, Georgia. It later became the 10th Independent Peacekeeping
Airborne Regiment. The unit was further designated the 50th Military Base.
In the early 1990s, General Pavel Grachev, the first Russian Defence Minister, planned for the VDV to form the core
of the planned Mobile Forces. This was announced in Krasnaya Zvezda ('Red Star,') the Ministry of Defence's daily
newspaper, in July 1992. However, the Mobile Forces plan never eventuated. The number of formations available
for the force was far less than anticipated, since much of the Airborne Forces had been 'nationalised' by the republics
their units had been previously based in, and other arms of service, such as the GRU and Military Transport
Aviation, who were to provide the airlift component, were adamantly opposed to ceding control of their forces.[19]

After an experimental period, the 104th Parachute Regiment of 76th Airborne Division became the first Russian
ground forces regiment that was fully composed of professional soldiers (and not of "srochniki" - the conscripted
soldiers aged eighteen). It was announced that the 98th Airborne Division is also earmarked for contract manning,
and by September 2006, it was confirmed that 95% of the units of the 98th Division had shifted to contract
manning.[20]
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Original ensign of Russian Airborne
service uniform after collapse of USSR

The VDV divisions are equipped with armoured fighting vehicles, artillery
and anti-aircraft guns, trucks and jeeps. Thus VDV units possess superior
mobility and firepower with these vehicles. Each division has both regiments
equipped with them and their derivatives. (Each division used to have three
regiments, but the 106th was the last, and lost its third regiment in 2006.)
With the reduction in forces after 1991, the 61st Air Army, Russia's military
air transport force, has enough operational heavy transport aircraft to move
one airborne division, manned at peacetime standards, in two-and-a-half
lifts.[21] The single independent brigade, the 31st at Ulyanovsk, however, is
not equipped with its own armor or artillery and may be equivalent to
Western airborne troops, in that it functions as light infantry and must walk
when reaching their destination. The 31st was the former 104th Guards
Airborne Division.

VDV troops participated in the rapid deployment of Russian forces stationed
in Bosnian city Ugljevik, in and around Pristina airport during the Kosovo War, surprising NATO. They also were
deployed in Chechnya as an active bridgehead for other forces to follow.

Russian airborne troops had their own holiday during the Soviet era, which continues to be celebrated on the 2nd of
August. One of their most prized distinguishing marks is their Telnyashka shirts (another, maybe even more
emblematic, is a blue beret. VDV soldiers are often called "blue berets").
Notable former Airborne Forces officers include Aleksandr Lebed, who was involved in responses to disorder in the
Caucasus republics in the last years of the Soviet Union, and Pavel Grachev who went on to become the first
Minister of Defence of the Russian Federation. PRIDE heavyweight mixed martial arts fighter Sergei Kharitonov,
went to the Airborne Troops academy in Ryazan', and remains on active duty with the Russian Airborne Troops.

Armament

Older sleeve ensign version of Russian
Airborne field uniform

As of 2007 the VDV is armed with following equipment.
Personnel firearms

• AK-74M, assault rifle of the Russian Army (5.45x39mm)
• AKS-74, main purpose assault rifle (AK-74 with folding skeleton

buttstock) (5.45x39mm)
• AKS-74U, special purpose and self-defence assault rifle carbine (AKS-74

with shortened barrel) (5.45x39mm)
• RPK-74, light weight machinegun (5.45x39mm)
• PKM, general purpose machinegun (7.62x54mm)
• 7.62mm “Pecheneg” machinegun, currently replacing PKM as general

purpose machinegun throughout the Russian Armed Forces

• Dragunov SVD, sniper rifle (7.62x54mm)
• Dragunov SVU, modified SVD in bullpup configuration and its variants are in a limited use
• GP-25 and GP-30, under-barrel 40mm grenade launchers for fragmentation and gas grenades
• AGS-17 “Plamya” (Flame), automatic grenade launcher
Armoured Vehicles

Unlike the rest of the mechanized units, which use variety of APCs and IFVs, the VDV uses exclusively BMD 
family vehicles. There are over 1800 armored fighting vehicles, mostly BMD-1 and BMD-2. There were also over
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100 BMD-3, but it is unknown if they were upgraded to BMD-4 level. All of them are amphibious, moving at around
10 km/h in water. BMD-4 is also capable of full, continuous fire while in the deep water, unlike any other vehicle
with such heavy weaponry (100mm gun and 30mm auto cannon).
Various BMD are configured and modified to act as search and rescue, medical, communication and other special
purposes vehicles to allow specialists to operate in battle more safely and with much higher mobility.
Artillery

• Airborne self-propelled artillery guns ASU-57 and ASU-85, have light armour and limited anti-tank capability,
but provide invaluable fire support for paratroopers behind enemy lines (the caliber of the gun is the number next
to ASU designation in mm)

• 2S9 “Nona-S” configuration of 2S9 Anona, 120mm self-propelled mortar
• 2S25 Sprut-SD a 125mm self-propelled artillery/anti-tank gun based on BMD-3 hull.
• 2A18 “D-30”, a 122-mm gun howitzer and anti-tank weapon, towed by truck, not amphibious, unique capability to

make 360 degree turns as it is deployed on tripod
• ZU-23-2, is either mounted on an amphibious hull, usually based on a PT-76 light tank, or it can be towed by a

jeep or truck as it has wheels.
Other Vehicles The VDV is equipped with numerous types of airborne capable trucks and jeeps: Ural, GAZ,
KamAZ and UAZ for transporting cargo, specialist crews and equipment (e.g. mortars, ammunitions), but not
infantry (all fighting paratroopers are transported in armoured vehicles).
In January 2007, VDV commander-in-chief General Colonel Aleksander Kolmakov announced that within next 3
years, the VDV will be re-equipped with new equipment. It includes the new BMD-4 “Bahcha-U” airborne fighting
vehicles, also approximate 100 BMD-3 vehicles will be upgraded to BMD-4 level, 125mm self-propelled
anti-tank/artillery guns 2C25 “Sprut”, new anti-aircraft self-propelled gun vehicles BTR-D3 “Rakushka”, airborne
trucks “KamAZ-43501” as well as new parachutes “D-10” and new firearms and other personal equipment for
conventional and special purposes.

Sources
• Austin, Greg, & Muraviev, Alexey D., Red Star East: The Armed Forces of Russia in Asia, Allen & Unwin,

Sydney, 2000 [22]
• Bonn, Keith E.(ed.), Slaughterhouse: The handbook of the Eastern Front, Aberjona Press, Bedford, PA, 2005
• Brinkster.com VDV at Brinskster.com [23]

• Feskov,, V.I.; K.A. Kalashnikov, V.I. Golikov. (2004). The Soviet Army in the Years of the 'Cold War'
(1945-1991). Tomsk: Tomsk University Press. ISBN 5-7511-1819-7.

• Isby, David C., Weapons and tactics of the Soviet Army, Jane's Publishing Company, London 1988
• KMS Ltd in association with "RYAZAN" International Airborne and Special Forces Veterans Organisation

RUSSIAN VDV [24]

• Schofield, Carey, The Russian Elite: Inside Spetsnaz and the Airborne Forces, Stackpole/Greenhill, 1993
• Simpkin, Richard, Red Armour: An examination of the Soviet Mobile Force Concept, Brassey's Defence

Publishers, London, 1984
• Staskov, Lt. Gen. N.V., 1943 Dnepr Airborne Operation: Lessons and Conclusions, Military Thought, Vol. 12,

No.4, 2003 (in Russian)
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External links
• Unofficial website of VDV [25] Russian Only
• Десантура" [26] Russian Only
• Website of "For VDV!" [27] Russian Only
• Association of VDV veterans [28] Russian Only
• History of VDV on pobeda.ru [29] Russian Only
• SovietAirborne.com - Uniforms, Equipment, Weapons and More [30] "English site"
• SovietArmyStuff.com - Uniforms, Equipment, Badges, Patches and More [31] "English site"
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Vympel
See NPO Vympel for the Russian air-to-air missiles designer

Emblem of Vympel

Vympel (Russian: Вымпел, meaning "Pennant" from German "Wimpel", also
known as KGB Directorate "B" ,Vega Group or Spetsgruppa V, Group B
(cyrilc for V)) is a Russian → special forces unit.

The exact lineage is not known but the unit was formed in 1981 by the KGB
Gen. Drozdov within the First Chief Directorate of the KGB as a dedicated
OSNAZ unit specialised in deep penetration, sabotage, universal direct and
covert action, embassy protection and espionage cell activation in case of war.
Most of the Vympel operatives mastered two or three foreign languages, for they
were supposed to act in foreign countries, deep behind enemy lines.

Vympel quickly gained the reputation of being the best Soviet special forces
unit, surpassing its → GRU and MVD counterparts. However, after the collapse
of the USSR, Vympel was decimated by endless re-organisation and
re-definition: it passed under the aegis of the Security Ministry before being
receded to the GUO (both institutions were short-lived offspring of the ex-KGB
during the Boris Yeltsin era) and finally passed to the MVD. The militsiya had
no use for such a unit. The bulk of the Vympel operatives could not stand the
humiliation of being subordinated to the police, and duly resigned (of 278 officers, only 57 accepted to remain
within the MVD). The unit was re-named Vega.

In 1995, the FSB Special Operations Center (TsSN FSB) was logically granted control over Vympel. Vympel
regained its original name and was re-integrated in the Intelligence Service structures. The emphasis shifted from
covert and clandestine sabotage operations to counter-terrorism and nuclear safety enforcement. Vympel operatives
undergo special training related to improvised or special explosive devices, permitting them to use 'terrorist-like'
tactics to carry out their operations. Physical training includes close hand combat, parachute training, diving,
underwater combat techniques, climbing, ropetech alpinism. Regional groups of Vympel were deployed in cities
with especially important nuclear objects.
Vympel (i.e. the Directorate "V" of the TsSN FSB) is still a classified and secretive unit. It took part in Russia's
Chechen campaigns and on 4 October, 1993 in storming the Supreme Soviet building. Little is known about its
current operations and activities, the exception being the capture of the Chechen terrorist and rebel leader Salman
Raduyev in March 2000 and the assault on the school in Beslan in September 2004.

See also
• → Alpha Group, a sister KGB/FSB unit specialised in counter-terrorism

External links
• Boris Volodarsky, License to Kill [1], Wall Street Journal, 20 December 2006
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GRU

 GRU Generalnogo Shtaba 
Glavnoje Razvedyvatel'noje Upravlenije

Главное Разведывательное Управление

 GRU emblem (unofficial) and sleeve ensign 

 Agency overview 

 Formed  1918 

 Jurisdiction Government of Russia

 Agency executive Lt. Gen. Alexander Shlyakhturov, Director

GRU or Glavnoye Razvedyvatel'noye Upravleniye is the acronym for the foreign military intelligence directorate of
the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, (formerly the Red Army General Staff of the
Soviet Union). GRU is the English transliteration of the Russian acronym ГРУ, which stands for "Главное
Разведывательное Управление", meaning Main Intelligence Directorate of the Russian Armed Forces General
Staff. The full name is GRU GSh (GRU Generalnovo Shtaba (or "GenShtaba"), i.e. "GRU of the General Staff").
The GRU is Russia's largest foreign intelligence agency [1] . It deploys six times as many agents in foreign countries
as the SVR, which is the KGB intelligence successor. It also commanded 25,000 → spetsnaz troops in 1997.[2]

The current GRU Director is General of the Army Alexander Shlyakhturov.[3]

History
The GRU was created on October 21, 1918 under the sponsorship of Leon Trotsky, who was then the civilian
overseer of the Red Army[4] ; it was originally known as the Registration Directorate (Registrupravlenie, or RU).
Simon Aralov was its first head. In his history of the early years of the GRU, Raymond W. Leonard writes:

"As originally established, the Registration Department was not directly subordinate to the General Staff 
(at the time called the Red Army Field Staff — Polevoi Shtab). Administratively, it was the Third 
Department of the Field Staff's Operations Directorate. In July 1920, the RU was made the second of 
four main departments in the Operations Directorate. Until 1921, it was usually called the Registraupr 
(Registration Department). That year, following the Soviet-Polish War, it was elevated in status to 
become the Second (Intelligence) Directorate of the Red Army Staff, and was thereafter known as the 
Razvedupr. This probably resulted from its new primary peacetime responsibilities as the main source of 
foreign intelligence for the Soviet leadership. As part of a major re-organization of the Red Army, 
sometime in 1925 or 1926 the RU became the Fourth (Intelligence) Directorate of the Red Army Staff, 
and was thereafter also known simply as the "Fourth Department." Throughout most of the interwar 
period, the men and women who worked for Red Army Intelligence called it either the Fourth 
Department, the Intelligence Service, the Razvedupr, or the RU.[...] As a result of the re-organization [in
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1926], carried out in part to break up Trotsky's hold on the army, the Fourth Department seems to have
been placed directly under the control of the State Defense Council (Gosudarstvennaia komissiia
oborony, or GKO), the successor of the RVSR.Thereafter its analysis and reports went directly to the
GKO and Politburo, even apparently bypassing the Red Army Staff."[5]

It was given the task of handling all military intelligence, particularly the collection of intelligence of military or
political significance from sources outside the Soviet Union. The GRU operated residencies all over the world, along
with the SIGINT (signals intelligence) station in Lourdes, Cuba, and throughout the former Soviet bloc countries,
especially in Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia.
The first head of the GRU was Janis Karlovich Berzin, a Latvian Communist and former member of the Cheka, who
remained in the post until 28 November 1937, when he was arrested and subsequently liquidated during Stalin's
purges.
The GRU was well-known in the Soviet government for its fierce independence from rival power blocs, even the
CPSU and KGB. At the time of the GRU's creation, Lenin infuriated the Cheka (predecessor of the KGB) by
ordering it not to interfere with the GRU's operations. Nonetheless, the Cheka infiltrated the GRU in 1919. This
planted the seed for a fierce rivalry between the two agencies, which were both engaged in espionage, and was even
more intense than the rivalry between the FBI and CIA in America would be in a future time.
The existence of the GRU was not publicized during the Soviet era, although documents concerning it became
available in the West in the late 1920s and it was mentioned in the 1931 memoirs of the first OGPU defector,
Georges Agabekov, and described in detail in the 1939 autobiography (I Was Stalin's Agent) of Walter Krivitsky, the
most senior Red Army intelligence officer ever to defect.[6] It became widely known in Russia, and the West outside
the narrow confines of the intelligence community, during perestroika, in part thanks to the writings of "Viktor
Suvorov" (Vladimir Rezun), a GRU agent who defected to Britain in 1978, and wrote about his experiences in the
Soviet military and intelligence services. According to Suvorov, even the General Secretary of the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union couldn't enter GRU headquarters without going through a security screening.
The GRU is still a very important part of the Russian Federation's intelligence services, especially since it was never
split up like the KGB was.[3] The KGB was dissolved after aiding a failed coup in 1991 against the then Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev. It has since been divided into the SVR (Foreign Intelligence Service) and the FSB
(Federal Security Service).

Activities
According to the Federation of American Scientists: "...Though sometimes compared to the US Defense Intelligence
Agency, [the GRU's] activities encompass those performed by nearly all joint US military intelligence agencies as
well as other national US organizations. The GRU gathers human intelligence through military attaches and foreign
agents. It also maintains significant signals intelligence and imagery reconnaissance and satellite imagery
capabilities." [7] GRU Space Intelligence Directorate had put more than 130 SIGINT satellites into orbit. GRU and
KGB SIGINT network employed about 350,000 specialists.[8]

According to GRU defector Stanislav Lunev, "Though most Americans do not realize it, America is penetrated by
Russian military intelligence to the extent that arms caches lie in wait for use by Russian special forces". He also
described a possibility that compact tactical nuclear weapons known as "suitcase bombs" are hidden in the US[9] [10]

and noted that "the most sensitive activity of the GRU is gathering intelligence on American leaders, and there is
only one purpose for this intelligence: targeting information for → spetsnaz (special forces) assassination squads [in
the event of war]". The American leaders will be easily assassinated using the "suitcase bombs", according to
Lunev.[9] GRU is "one of the primary instructors of terrorists worldwide" according to Lunev[9] Terrorist Shamil
Basayev reportedly worked for this organization.[11] [12] [13]
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During the 2006 Georgian-Russian espionage controversy several officers (allegedly working for GRU) were
accused by the Georgian authorities of preparations to commit sabotage and terrorist acts such as arson. GRU
detachments from Chechnya were transferred to Lebanon independently of the United Nations Interim Force in
Lebanon after the 2006 Israel-Lebanon conflict "to improve Russia’s image in the Arab world", according to Sergei
Ivanov.[14] Zelimkhan Yandarbiyev was assassinated by two GRU officers. GRU officers have also been accused of
creating criminal death squads.[15]

Miscellaneous

A → Spetsnaz GRU unit prepares for a helicopter
mission at Kabul airport in Afghanistan in 1988.

Photo by Mikhail Evstafiev.

Chechnya

Dmitry Kozak and Vladislav Surkov from the Putin administration
reportedly served in GRU.[16] Two Chechen former warlords
Said-Magomed Kakiev and Sulim Yamadayev are commanders of
Special Battalions Vostok and Zapad ("East" and "West") that are
controlled by the GRU. Each battalion included close to a thousand
fighters,[17] until their disbandment in 2008.

Baranov

In 2002, Bill Powell wrote Treason,[18] an account of the experiences
of former GRU colonel Vyacheslav Baranov. Baranov had been recruited by the CIA and agreed to spy for them, but
was betrayed to the Russians by a mole in either the FBI or the CIA and spent five years in prison before being
released. The identity of the mole remains unknown to this day, although speculation has mounted that it could have
been Robert Hanssen.

Historic agents
• Whittaker Chambers, an American journalist and ex-GRU agent who broke with Communism in 1938
• George Koval, a scientist who stole atomic secrets from the Manhattan Project.
• Eugene Franklin Coleman
• Arvid Jacobson
• Joseph Milton Bernstein
• Boris Bukov
• Lydia Stahl
• Robert Osman
• Harold Glasser
• Mary Jane Keeney and Philip Keeney
• Hede Massing
• Irving Charles Velson, Brooklyn Navy Yard; American Labor Party candidate for New York State Senate
• William Spiegel
• Vincent Reno
• Ward Pigman
• Richard Sorge
• Tanner Greimann
• Adam Priess
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GRU "Illegals"
• Boris Devyatkin
• Moishe Stern
• Joshua Tamer
• Alfred Tilton
• Alexander Ulanovsky
• Ignacy Witczak
• Yakov Grigorev

Naval GRU

• Jack Fahy (Naval GRU), Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs; Board of Economic Warfare;
United States Department of the Interior

• Edna Patterson Naval GRU, served in US August 1943 to 1956

GRU defectors
• Viktor Suvorov (Vladimir Bogdanovich Resun)
• Stanislav Lunev
• Oleg Penkovsky, a GRU officer who played an important role during the Cuban Missile Crisis
• Igor Gouzenko, a GRU cipher clerk who defected in Canada
• Walter Krivitsky, a GRU defector who predicted that Stalin and Hitler would conclude a Nazi-Soviet

non-aggression pact
• Juliet Poyntz, a founding member of the Communist Party of the United States, allegedly killed for an attempt to

defect
• Iavor Entchev, a communist member of GRU; defected to United States during Cold War.

Further reading
• David M. Glantz. Soviet military intelligence in war. Cass series on Soviet military theory and practice ; 3.

London: Cass, 1990. ISBN 0-7146-3374-7, ISBN 0-7146-4076-X
• Raymond W. Leonard. Secret soldiers of the revolution: Soviet military intelligence, 1918-1933. Westport, Conn.;

London: Greenwood Press, 1999. ISBN 0-313-30990-6
• Stanislav Lunev. Through the Eyes of the Enemy: The Autobiography of Stanislav Lunev, Regnery Publishing,

Inc., 1998. ISBN 0-89526-390-4
• Viktor Suvorov Aquarium (Аквариум), 1985, Hamish Hamilton Ltd, ISBN 0-241-11545-0
• Viktor Suvorov Inside Soviet Military Intelligence, 1984, ISBN 0-02-615510-9
• Viktor Suvorov Spetsnaz, 1987, Hamish Hamilton Ltd, ISBN 0-241-11961-8
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External links
• Reuters factbox on GRU [19]

• The Cold War International History Project (CWIHP) [20] for new evidence on Soviet espionage in the United
States from GRU/KGB archival sources

• History of military intelligence [21] from the Agentura.ru project (in English)
• Information from FAS.org [22]

• Another FAS site [23]

• President Putin visits new GRU headquarters [24]

• GRU High Command and leading GRU officers [25]

• Ivan Ilyichev – Head of GRU [26]

• GRU structure [27]

See also
• Farewell Dossier
• Vatutinki
• Active measures
• SMERSH
• Leopold Trepper, an organizer of the Soviet spy ring Rote Kapelle (Red Orchestra) prior to World War II
• Pavel Sudoplatov
• Nuclear suitcase bomb
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Spetsnaz GRU

 Spetsnaz GRU 

 Active  Origins Second World War; first units formed 1949 

 Country   Russia

 Branch  → GRU
 Type Special Forces

 Role Reconnaissance
Direct action
Assassination
Sabotage
Capturing

 Size  ~15,000 

 Part of Soviet/ Russian Armed Forces

 Engagements Soviet War in Afghanistan
First Chechen War
Second Chechen War
2008 South Ossetia War

The Spetsnaz GRU, or Russian army → special forces, are the original → Spetsnaz and are generally considered the
best trained units of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. They are a special unit under the control of →
GRU (Glavnoye Razvedyvatel'noye Upravleniye is the acronym for the foreign military intelligence directorate of
the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation). GRU is the English transliteration of the Russian
acronym ГРУ, which stands for "Главное Разведывательное Управление", meaning Main Intelligence
Directorate of the Russian Armed Forces General Staff. The full name is GRU GSh (GRU Generalnovo Shtaba (or
"GenShtaba"), i.e. "GRU of/for the General Staff").
Spetsnaz soldiers function in much the same way as the British → SAS or the United States → Delta Force. They
specialize in reconnaissance, sabotage and assassination.

History
During World War II reconnaissance and diversionary forces were formed under the supervision of the Second
Department of the General Staff. These forces were subordinate to the commanders of Fronts.[1] The situation was
reviewed after the war ended, and between 1947 and 1950 the whole of the GRU was reorganised. The first
'independent reconnaissance companies of special purpose' were formed in 1949, to work for tank and
combined-arms armies. In 1957, the first Spetsnaz battalions were formed, five to eliminate enemy nuclear weapons
systems such as MGR-3 Little John and MGM-1 Matador. The first brigades were formed in 1962, reportedly to
reach up to 750 kilometres in the rear to destroy U.S. weapons systems such as the MGM-52 Lance, MGM-29
Sergeant, and MGM-31 Pershing. Two 'study regiments' were established in the 1960s to train specialists and NCOs,
the first in 1968 at Pechora near Pskov, and the second in 1970 at Chirchik near Tashkent.
Later operations included Operation Storm-333.
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Organization
Here are the Spetsnaz Brigades and the location at which they are stationed:[2]

• 2nd ObrSpN - Promezhitsy, Pskov Oblast; strength around 960 (Leningrad Military District)
• 3rd Guards ObrSpN - Roshinskiy, Samara Oblast; (Volga-Ural Military District)
• 10th (Mountain) ObrSpN - Molkino, Krasnodar Krai; activated July 1, 2003 (North Caucasus Military District)
• 12th ObrSpN - city of Asbest-5, Sverdlovsk Oblast; (Volga-Ural Military District) transferring: Chaikovskyy

(Perm'). Began 1990s at Lagodekhi in the Transcaucasus Military District
• 14th Separate Brigade Ussuriysk, Primorsky Krai; (Far Eastern Military District)
• 16th Spetsnaz Brigade - formerly Teplyi Stan, suburb of Moscow, now Chuchkovo, Moscow Military District
• 22nd Guards ObrSpN - Kovalevka Rostov Oblast; (North Caucasus Military District)
• 24th Spetsnaz Brigade - Kyakhta, Siberian Military District;
• 67th ObrSpN - Berdsk, Novosibirsk Oblast; (Siberian Military District)
• 216 INDEP SPETZNAZ BN Moscow (Moscow Military District)

Equipment

Spetsnaz Knife
A specialized ballistic knife was developed for the use of Spetsnaz. A powerful spring installed within the grip
allows the blade to be ejected. Another form of Spetsnaz knife is the NRS-2 (Knife Reconaissance, Shooting) knife
with a built in handle single-shot firearm able to fire SP-4 silenced cartridge (the same used in PSS silenced pistol).

See also
• → Alpha Group
• → Vympel
• Rus (special forces)
• Vityaz (MVD)
• OMON
• SOBR
• → Russian Airborne Troops

External links
• kamouflage.net [3] Camouflage uniforms used by Russian Federation armed forces
• Russian Army [4]

• Russia Military Guide [5] Includes satellite photos of bases
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[5] http:/ / www. globalsecurity. org/ military/ world/ russia/ index. html
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Singapore

Singapore Armed Forces Commando Formation

 Singapore Armed Forces Commando Formation 

 Active 1 December 1969 - Present

 Country Singapore

 Branch Army

 Type Special Forces

 Role Airborne operations, Unconventional Warfare, Counter-Insurgency, Counter-Terrorism

 Size  One battalion 

 Part of Singapore Army

 Garrison/HQ Hendon Camp

 Motto For Honour and Glory

 Engagements Operation Thunderbolt

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 COL Lam Shiu Tong 

Notable
commanders

LTC Tan Kim Peng Clarence, LTC James Chia

The Singapore Armed Forces Commando Formation (abbreviation: CDO FN; Chinese:
新加坡武装部队(特攻部队)) is an elite branch of the Singapore Armed Forces. An offensive unit, it specialises in
pre-emptive operations involving small groups of specially-trained soldiers in enemy territory. Designed to be
executed quickly in anticipation of a reaction by the enemy, these Commando operations are normally short-term
and intensive due to their lack of service support in hostile environments.
The → commandos are usually entrusted with two main roles. Strike missions may involve firefights with the enemy
and the destruction of specific enemy targets. Reconnaissance missions are conducted by smaller groups of
commandos who may need to camp for longer periods surveying the target in enemy territory.
In recognition of the consistently high training and operational standards in which the formation has achieved over
the years, its one and only active battalion, 1st Commando Battalion (abbreviation: 1CDO; Chinese: 第一突击营),
has won the Singapore Armed Forces Best Unit Competition's "Best Combat Unit Award" for a record 23 times
since the competition was introduced in 1969.

Early history
The effort to create an elite unit comprising regular servicemen began in earnest in 1967, when two officers Major 
Tan Kim Peng Clarence and James Chia were given the task to begin recruiting eligible candidates from any unit in 
the SAF, thus forming the SAF Regular Battalion on 1 December 1969 under the direct command of the Ministry of 
Defence. Captain Tham Chee Onn was selected as acting Commanding Officer for the new unit of 20 men, with nine 
other officers assisting him. MAJ Tan subsequently joined the unit as its Commanding Officer, who was responsible
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for establishing its training programme. A second recruitment drive was launched in early 1970 particularly aimed at
beefing up the strength of officers.
In early 1971, the unit was renamed as the Singapore Armed Forces Commando Unit. The red-coloured berets which
the unit is most visibly famous for was introduced on 3 May 1971 with the SAF's initiative in replacing the jungle
hats with berets across all units. Red was chosen as it was synonymous with many other → special forces around the
world. It is also the official beret colour for paratroopers.
On 16 July 1971, the unit moved from its first home at the old School of Infantry Specialists's Advance Specialist
Training Wing building at Pasir Laba Camp to Changi Camp. At the same time, the unit was renamed as the 1st
Commando Battalion (1 Cdo Bn), with one company fully composed of regular soldiers.
With National Service (NS) introduced in Singapore in 1967 and constituting a large part of the SAF's manpower,
the talent pool from which the unit could draw from was greatly restricted. Thus, the decision to allow full-time
national servicemen (NSFs) to join the unit was made in 1972, and on 15 January 1973, the pioneer batch formed the
new Second Company under the command of CPT Gwee Peng Hong and with WO2 Kiong Kian Khoon as the
Company Sergeant Major. The success of the first company helped to accelerate the program and the establishment
of the Third, Fourth and Fifth companies from July 1973 to January 1975 under the command of CPT Boon Hon
Lin, CPT Lim Siang Tong and LTA Dominic Teo respectively. Sixth company or "Wolf Company" was formed in
2005 with CPT Arnold Low as Officer Commanding and 2WO Kasinathan as Company Sergeant Major.
With its six companies, consisting of one regular company and four NSF Rifle companies, and a headquarters
company involving men from both regular and NSF servicemen, the 1 Cdo Bn was restructured and placed under the
command of the 3rd Division in April 1975. It came under the command of the newly-formed 7th Singapore Infantry
Brigade (7SIB) together with two → Guards Battalions in 1977 under an initiative to turn 7SIB into an elite
formation, and received its State and Regimental colours on 22 January 1977 by then Minister for Defence, Dr Goh
Keng Swee, on behalf of the President of Singapore, Dr Benjamin Henry Sheares.
On 1 July 1980, the 1 Cdo Bn was transferred out again when the decision was made to turn 7SIB into a Guards
formation, and it came under the direct command of Headquarters Infantry. The Headquarters School of Commando
Training (SOCT) was established on 1 October 1980, and took over the command of 1 Cdo Bn. The newly
reorganised unit was presented with a new formation sign by then Acting Chief of the General Staff, BG Tan Chin
Tiong, incorporating the Winged Stiletto as the new emblem of the Commandos and with the new unit motto, "For
Honour and Glory".
The all-regular composition of the 1 Cdo Bn's First Company meant it was entrusted with critical counter-terrorism
responsibilities, as well as helping to train their NSF counterparts. It began to induct NSFs from 17 December 1984,
however, thus turning 1 Cdo Bn into a full NSF Battalion. In 1986, another tradition of the Commandos was created
when the stiletto was presented to graduants of Second Company during their Red Beret Presentation ceremony in
December 1986, a practice which has been continued ever since.
The need to form a governing policy-making body since the mid-1980s led to the establishment of Headquarters
Commandos in November 1989, and received its State and Formation Colours from the then President of Singapore,
Mr Wee Kim Wee, on 20 October 1991. The Changi Camp facilities began to restrict the unit's growth, and BG (NS)
Lee Hsien Loong, currently serving as the Prime Minister of Singapore, instructed for the "best camp in the SAF" to
be built nearby at a site near Sungei Selarang east of Loyang. The new camp, Hendon Camp, was officially
inaugurated on 27 January 1994 by then Chief of Defence Force, LTG Ng Jui Ping, and remains its home till this
day.
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Heritage and traditions

Symbolism
Like many of its counterparts, the elite status of the Singapore Commando Formation utilises various artifacts or
elements to build a unit identity and to foster greater camaraderie amongst its members. These include:
• The Formation Motto: For Honour & Glory. This motto entreats each Commando to achieve each and every

mission he undertakes for the honour and glory of the Formation and Nation.
• The Formation Insignia. Prior to 1981, Commandos wore flashes identifying them with the Formation to which

they belonged. As part of the inauguration of HQ SOCT, the Winged Stiletto was introduced as the emblem of the
Commandos. The wings and stiletto denotes their elite airborne status.

• The Red Beret, won by all Commandos is given great prominence, with a formal Red Beret Presentation
ceremony held at the Passing Out Parade for all training graduants. Sometimes worn even when in battle gear in
place of the jungle hat, they are also worn during military parades and formal ceremonies.

• The Stiletto Knife. Razor sharp from edge to edge, the Commando knife is a weapon well suited for silencing the
enemy quickly and effectively. Otherwise known as the Stiletto knife, or the Fairbairn and Sykes Commando
Dagger, it is unique to the Commandos and is just what they need in close quarter, one to one combat. The blade
measures 20 cm and features the Commando Formation Insignia.

• The Silver Wings. The Parachutist Badge awarded upon successful completion of the Basic Airborne Course
conducted by the Parachute Training Wing, School of Commandos, is also known affectionately as the Silver
Wings. First awarded to the pioneering graduating batch of 27 NSFs from Second Company, 1st Commando
Battalion (1 Cdo Bn), it comprises a pair of outspread wings on both wigs of a deployed parachute, with the
words "SINGAPURA" below the canopy. With the design sanctioned by 1 Cdo Bn's Commanding Officer, Tan
Kim Peng Clarence, it is differentiated by a crimson velvet backing for only for Commandos, while those of the
Commando Parachute Jump Instructors have a golden velvet backing. The "red backing" signifies that only
Commandos are operationally capable to jump into battles.

Traditions
1st Commando Battalion organises an annual Commando Skills-At-Arms Meet, where by companies vie for honours
on an inter-section basis. A practice begun in 1992, it tests Commandos in executing a range of skills which may
range from marksmanship, to demolition, and the completion of the Standard Obstacle Course in Full Battle Order.
During Skills-At-Arms, a part of the camp will be cordoned off and made available to the public, so that the families
and friends of the commandos are able to witness the event.
The Singapore Commandos was the first SAF unit to have an alliance with a foreign unit, the 1st Battalion, Royal
New Zealand Infantry Regiment, in 1982. An annual Alliance Parade was first held on 14 March 1982, until the
return of the unit to New Zealand on 2 August 1989. Ties are maintained, however, by the annual exchange of
officers since 1993.
The Commandos are a regular feature in the SAF's major parades and events, such as the annual Singapore Armed
Forces Military Tattoo and the Singapore Armed Forces Day Parade. They also appear in various national events,
including the National Day Parade where they form one of the four Guard of Honour contingents after winning the
Best Combat Unit awards in the preceding year. They have appeared in various mass display segments, often by
displaying their rappeling skills. The Singapore Armed Forces Parachute Team has appeared in the parade since
1989.
Commandos have also formed up the Guard of Honour for important visitors to the Istana, although this task has
been increasingly taken over by the Singapore Armed Forces Military Police Command due to the irrelevance to its
official duties.
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Manpower

Recruitment
From an all-regular unit, the 1 Cdo Bn became an all-NSF battalion on 17 December 1984, with equal expectations
from the NSFs as with their regular counterparts. The recruitment process is thus equally stringent, with NSFs
hand-picked through a vocational assessment, even before they formally begin their National Service liability, this
taking precedence over most other units of the SAF as well as that of other organisations. Medical examination
reports and physical fitness results taken prior to enlistment were taken into account, amongst other criteria, and
shortlisted candidates were subjected to more tests prior to selection. These criteria included above average
intelligence and excellent eyesight, although the latter has been loosened somewhat as the number of myopic
Singaporeans increase. After successfully completing an interview, the candidate will be enlisted into a company and
go through his Basic Military Training phase.

NSmen
The reservists, or known locally as "Operationally Ready National Servicemen", form the largest manpower source
for the Commando Formation, as is the case for the rest of the SAF. NSmen are similarly called up for In-Camp
Training (ICT), and receive refresher courses where necessary at the School of Commandos, including the two-day
Basic Combat Training course which is conducted several months prior to the commencement of the ICT itself.
NSmen are expected to meet the same standards in their annual Individual Physical Proficiency Tests as their NSF
and regular counterparts.

Training
Due to the operationally different requirements of the Singapore Commandos, training of Commandos to-be are
conducted separately and away from that of other recruits, with basic training held at company-level at the
Battalion's Hendon Camp. More advanced training are conducted at the School of Commandos (SOC), which every
Commando trainee will pass through at least once since compulsory courses such as the Basic Airborne Course are
conducted there. It takes about one year to train a newly-enlisted soldier into a full-fledged Commando, with
specialists and commanders requiring an even longer time to train.

Basic training
All newly enlisted Commandos to-be undergo Basic Military Training (BMT) in Pasir Ris Camp, the Commando
Training Institute (CTI). While the training syllabus is largely similar to that of regular BMT conducted SAF-wide,
these recruits are pushed further, with constant reminders of their roles as elite soldiers. Putting much emphasis on
physical fitness. As a result, the unit, for example, has an unbroken record of 100% passes in the annual
marksmanship tests.
Upon successful completion of the BMT, candidates who display unsuitable attributes may be posted out to other
units, which may include attitude, aptitude, and medical reasons. Otherwise, they proceed on for Vocational Training
(VT) where each individual is separated to undergo specialized courses namely the Leader, Demolition & Boatmen,
Signal, Medic and Weapons Course. Physical training becomes increasingly demanding, as Commando trainees have
a higher physical fitness level to attain as compared to their peers.
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Vocational training
Commandos are assigned specific tasks when functioning as a section, and are thus trained to specialise in each of
them. These roles may include signallers, medical specialists, weapons specialists, small boat operators, snipers, and
demolition experts. Outstanding trainees from the BMT and BCT may be trained as Section Leaders at the
Commando Training Wing. All trainees must also go through the Basic Airborne Course at the Parachute Training
Wing, where they earn their silver wings after five jumps, of which two must be conducted after dusk.
Skills taught during vocational training are then fused with skills taught in the BCT, with the aim of building trust
and team bonding between members. These are put to the test when the company goes on its overseas exercise in
Brunei, where multiple exercises are conducted in the jungles over several weeks of intensive training.
Upon their return to Singapore, the trainees mark the completion of their one-year-long training stint with a gruelling
72km route march, and become full-fledged Commandos. The Red Beret Presentation ceremony is held as part of
their Passing Out Parade, and the newly-trained Commandos will then begin operational duties, where further
training may also be conducted on more advanced and specialised skills.

Advanced training
Most advanced and leadership training course for Commandos are conducted at the School of Commandos (SOC),
which was formed as the Commando Training Centre (CTC) in 1982 before being given its present name in January
1994. It comprises two wings, namely the Commando Training Wing (CTW) and the Parachute Training Wing
(PTW).
Courses conducted by the CTW include the Commando Section Leaders' Course (CSLC), the Commando Small
Boat Operators' Course, the Commando Officer Conversion Course (COCC), and the highly esteemed Singapore
Armed Forces Ranger Course. The PTW is responsible for the Basic Airborne Course, the Parachute Jump Instructor
Course, the Military Free Fall Course, and so on.

Special Operations Force
An elite among the elites. The all-regular SOF are specially trained to operate in longe-range deployments and
special missions. All team members are able to be inserted by air/land or sea, with specialised skills in demolitions,
explosives and special tactics. Selected members are sent to the United States for the US Army Special Forces
course, as well as the US Navy SEAL course.

Accidents and safety issues
As is the case for other SAF units, training safety is accorded high priority, particularly due to the sensitivity in
handling the well-being of national servicemen who constitute a large part of the Commando Formation. Serious
training incidents are relatively rare, but they were also rarely publicised or discussed in the media until recently. In
2003, training safety standard began to come under increased scrutiny when Second Sergeant Hu Enhuai of the →
Singapore Guards died during a Combat Survival Training course conducted by the Commandos on 21 August [1].
Four Commandos were charged in court a year later [2] for carrying out the "dunking" procedure deemed
inappriopriate for training purposes.
Other recent incidents include the death of a regular serviceman, Second Sergeant Rajagopal Thirukumaran of →
Singapore Guards after a run during the selection for the Ranger course conducted by the CTW on 3 September 2003
[3], and a heli-rappelling incident on 14 July 2005 in which a regular Commando, First Sergeant Shiva s/o Mohan,
and a foreign serviceman were killed. [4]
On 15 June 2005, another regular serviceman, Second Sergeant Ong Jia Hui, 24, drowned during training, even 
though four instructors were within visible range from him at the Changi Naval Base. [5] He was training as a 
member of the Maritime Counter-Terrorism Group in the Special Operations Force at the time of this death. [6] On
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20 June 2006, a 24-year-old commando officer died while undergoing training at a swimming pool in Hendon Camp.
[7]

Controversies
The 1st Commando Battalion was the subject of controversy in 2003 when it was barred by Ministry of Defence
(MINDEF) from the annual Best Unit Competition, due to the discovery of irregularities in late 2002 within the
logistics records of one of the sub-units of the battalion. There were also discrepancies in the individual fitness test
scores reported by two of the unit's specialists, who handle the stores. Army inspectors unmasked the cover-up
during a logistics readiness inspection at the battalion. The inspection, which assess the level of competence of
storekeepers in SAF units, is part of the selection process in the Best Unit Competition.
A ministry spokesman stated: 'The SAF takes a serious view of such matters. As a result, the unit was disallowed
from participating in the Best Unit Competition for the year. This is to uphold the integrity and high standards of the
competition.' Disciplinary action was reportedly taken against the individuals concerned.

Operations

Laju Ferry Incident
In peace-time Singapore, the Singapore Commandos are rarely called into action, only occasionally activated to
assist in major operations related to the maintenance of law and order. The outbreak of the Laju incident on 31
January 1974 involved four Commandos in a 12-men party accompanying the four terrorists to Kuwait.

Operation Thunderstorm
On 8 May 1975, the Commandos, together with the Republic of Singapore Navy, stormed several vessels with
Vietnamese refugees intruding into Singapore's territorial waters, and kept watch on the refugees and crew until they
were resupplied and escorted out of Singapore two and a half days later.

Cable Car Incident
When an accident struck the Singapore Cable Car system on 29 January 1983, rescue plans included the activation of
Commandos to crawl along the suspension wires to rescue stranded passengers in a cable car, although it did not
materialise after a successful rescue by air using the Republic of Singapore Air Force's helicopters was conducted
instead.

Operation Thunderbolt
The commando's specialist unit, the Special Operations Force, is most well-known for the rescue of all 129
passengers and crew when Singapore Airlines Flight 117 was hijacked on 26 March 1991[8] . The successful
operation led to the awarding of the Medal of Valour to the commandos involved in the operation, along with a unit
citation to Headquarters Commandos.[8]

Recreation and sports
The physical operational requirements expected of each Commando has a spin-off effect in their non-operational
pursuits. The formation organises the Commando Biathlon annually, although it started off as the Commando
Triathlon in 1984 until the exclusion of the cycling component in 1988 onwards to encourage all Commandos to
participate in it. The Commando Formation dominated the Singapore Armed Forces Sports Association's annual
sports championships, having won 5 out of 6 times from 1988 to 1993.
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The commandos have also participated in various competitions either as a unit, or on an individual basis. Two teams
are typically registered to compete in the Singapore Marathon, and in 1989, a platoon took part in the run in Full
Battle Order, taking nearly 6 hours to complete. In 1991, SSG Francis Toh and SSG Robin Chan became the first
Commandos to complete the Ironman Triathlon in Hawaii, United States, doing so in 11 hours and 50 minutes.

Weapons
Part of the Singapore Commandos' arsenal is classified, top secret information. What is revealed to the general public
are the following weapons used in operations:

Assault rifles
• SAR-21, 5.56mm
• Ultimax 100, 5.56mm
• M4 Carbine, 5.56mm
• M16, 5.56mm

Shotguns
• various

Submachine guns
• Heckler & Koch MP5, 9mm
• FN P90[9] [10] [11] [12]

Sniper rifles
• Steyr Mannlicher sniper rifles, 7.62mm
• PGM .338 LM (mini-Hecate), 8.6mm
• Heckler & Koch PSG-1

Pistols
• FN Five-Seven, 5.7mm[11] [12]

• FN Browning Hi-Power, 9mm
• SIG P226
• Vektor pistols

Grenades
• Colt M203 grenade launcher, 40mm
• SFG-87 hand grenades
• Various smoke grenades
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Alliances
•   New Zealand - The Royal New Zealand Infantry Regiment

In popular culture

Fictional television programs

• The Reunion (顶天立地), 26 December 2001
• For Honour and Passion (保家卫国), 2007
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Special Operations Force (Singapore)

 Special Operations Force 

 Active 1984 (existence acknowledged only in 1997) - Present

 Country Singapore

 Branch Army

 Type Special Forces

 Role Counter-Terrorism, Intelligence Gathering Operations, Land, Air and Sea deployable Special Operations.

 Size  Classified 

 Part of → Singapore Armed Forces Commando Formation

 Nickname Rumoured by some personnel within the army to have the codename Land Eagles

 Motto We Dare

 Engagements Operation Thunderbolt

The Special Operations Force (SOF) is part of the Singapore Army's Commandos arm. It is highly trained, and
trains regularly with the United States → Delta Force, U.S. Army Rangers, and Navy SEALs. They also practice
free-falling in all terrains and weather conditions.

Role
The Special Operations Force is made up of an unspecified number. It is an elite Special Force which deals with
situations such as hostage-taking, counter-terrorism and its war-time role of reconnaissance and strategic special
operations. As with other such organisations, the identities of its personnel are closely guarded. The most prominent
SOF personnel (due to high profile appointments after active service) is Colonel (Ret) Lo Yong Po, who often bears
United States Navy Seal badges and service medals.
Non-active former SOF personnel can be spotted sometimes with a "SPECIAL FORCES" tab on the right sleeve of a
combat uniform, or a smaller semicircular badge on ceremonial uniforms, though most prefer to be discreet and
choose not to wear the tabs.
Troopers are trained in jungle-warfare, reconnaissance and counterterrorism, and are deployable by land, airborne
assault and amphibious assault, specializing in free-falling, diving and long-range land insertion. They are each
cross-trained to operate all types of weapons and equipment, though each trooper is assigned a specialist
appointment in his team.
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History

SOF exhibition booth displaying their equipment
during the National Day Parade celebrations of

2005 at Marina South

Before SOF

On September 27, 1972, a flight engineer aboard a Boeing 707
operated by Greek airline Olympic Airways accidentally flipped a
'hijack alarm'. The plane, Flight 472, had taken off from Sydney,
Australia bound for Paya Lebar Airport in Singapore with 31
passengers and 11 crew members at 10:30 am, Singapore time.

Local authorities were not informed of the situation until four hours
later. Following a flurry of conflicting reports, Australia's Department
of Civil Aviation warned Paya Lebar Airport "to be ready for a
possible hijacking."
Flight 472 landed at Paya Lebar at 6:25 pm and was immediately surrounded by police, before the authorities could
confirm that it was a false alarm. Nonetheless, the incident highlighted the lack of hostage-rescue commandos at that
time to deal with hijack and hostage situation.

Incident in 2005
In June 2005, a regular with the SOF, Second Sergeant Ong Jia Hui, 24, drowned during training. State Coroner Tan
Boon Heng criticised four instructors, Master Sergeant Tan Kang Choon, Master Sergeant Julian Tan, Staff Sergeant
Alex Chan and First Warrant Officer Ho Yin Choy, for failing to notice that Ong had gone under water, contributing
to his death. The incident also raised public awareness of the unit's existence and the counter-terrorism training
which was being conducted. The Minister of Defence Teo Chee Hean said it was the first such incident in the SOF.
As of 2006, the SAF was investigating the incident.[1]

Equipment and Weapons
The SOF uses weapons that include the SAR-21 Assault Rifle, MP5 submachine gun, M4 carbine, FN P-90
submachine gun, various shotguns, Vektor and SIG-Sauer pistols, several kinds of sniper rifles and a wide variety of
classified weapons.
The SOF also employs many typical equipment associated with counterterrorism to clear rooms and breach
doors/locks, though much of it is classified.

Selection and Training
It takes approximately four years to complete SOF training, including training in overseas deployments and freefalls,
to qualify as an SOF trooper.

Operations

Operation Thunderbolt
Known operations include the 1991 rescue of Singapore Airlines Flight 117 at Singapore Changi Airport.
The SIA Airbus A310 was hijacked by Pakistani militants on March 26, 1991, en route from Kuala Lumpur to
Singapore. Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) commandos stormed the Airbus at 6:50 am on March 27 with the
operation over in 30 seconds and 123 passengers and crew were freed with no injuries to hostages or SOF
commandos[2] . All four hijackers were killed by gunfire.[2]
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This was the first time the SOF was revealed to the public.
The operation was unique on two accounts: first, it marked the first time Singapore resolved an aircraft hijacking
with the use of deadly force. Second, it was the first time that an SAF unit had been sent on operations even before
its existence had been officially acknowledged. The Ministry of Defence (MINDEF) and the SAF did not take the
wraps off the SOF even after the black-clad commandos were photographed storming the SIA plane. They would
consistently refer to them as commandos. MINDEF only acknowledged the SOF's existence on February 20, 1997.
This was 13 years after they were formed and six years after they first went into action.

See also
• → Naval Diving Unit (Singapore)
• Special Tactics and Rescue (Singapore)
• List of special forces units
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Singapore Guards

 Singapore Guards 

Singapore Guards Official Emblem
 Active  January 1975 - Present 

 Country Singapore

 Branch Army

 Type Elite Infantry, Rapid Deployment Force

 Role Air Assault, Coastal Operations, Heli Operations, Spearhead Operations, Raids

 Size  Two battalions 

 Part of  HQ Guards 

 Garrison/HQ Bedok Camp II Complex (1 Guards, 3 Guards)
Dieppe Barracks (HQ Guards)

 Nickname The Elite Guards

 Motto Ready to Strike

 March  The Guards March 

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 BG Tung Yui Fai 

Notable
commanders

Col. D.R. Jambu[1] , Col. Kwan Yue Yeong, BG Goh Kee Nguan, LTC Mohd Fahmi Aliman, Col. Nelson Yau
Thain Hock,

 Insignia 

Identification
symbol

 Guards Tab, Khaki Beret with cap badge 

In the Singapore Armed Forces, the Guards are an elite infantry formation specializing in rapid deployment. The
formation traces its roots back to the 7th Singapore Infantry Brigade and has been actively involved in several
National and Army Day events since the establishment of the modern Guards unit.

History
The formation was initially formed on 1 January 1975 as the 7th Singapore Infantry Brigade (SIB), with a total
personnel strength of four officers and five Other Ranks[1] [2] . The Brigade took command of the Infantry Training
Depot (ITD) on 1 January 1976 and the 7th and 8th Battalions of the Singapore Infantry Regiment (SIR) on 9
February 1976. On 1 July 1976, the 7 SIB was officially declared operational[1] . In view of its operational role, the
ITD was removed from the Brigade and the Singapore Armed Forces Guards Unit (SAFGU) was added to the 2
remaining battalions[1] [2] .
On 1 July 1977, the SAFGU was renamed as the 1st Battalion, Singapore Guards. A year later on 1 April 1978, the 8 
SIR became the 2nd Battalion, Singapore Guards[3] . The 7 SIB was officially accorded Elite Status on 1 April 1978.
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With the award of elite status, the 7 SIR was transferred to the 3rd Singapore Infantry Brigade in 1978, leaving the 7
SIB with the following sub-units:
• 1st Guards Battalion
• 2nd Guards Battalion (Disbanded)
• 1st Commando Battalion
• 10th Commando Battalion (Disbanded)
• School of Commando Training
This make-up lasted until 1980, when it was decided to make the 7 SIB into an an all guards formation. The →
Commando units were transferred out, and the 7 SIR returned to the 7 SIB. It was renamed as 3rd Battalion,
Singapore Guards[3] .
On 17 Dec 1991, the 7th Brigade Training School (7 BTS) came under the command of the 7 SIB. However, from
Sept 1996, all Basic Military Training (BMT) were taken over by Basic Military Training Centre (BMTC), and the 7
BTS was closed down. 11 Oct 1994 marked the formalisation of Guards as the Guards Formation[2] .
On 6 Apr 1979, a special parade was held to present the beret with a new Cap Badge Backing to the 7 SIB. The then
Chief of General Staff (CGS), MG (NS) Winston Choo, explained that the backing was designed for the use of the
Guardsmen as a symbol of elitism[2] . The three battalions received their first Colours 11 Jun 1983. All Guardsmen
wear a "Guards" Tab on their left shoulder sleeve. The "Guards" Tab was presented to the Guardsmen on 23 Jun
1989 as a form of recognition of their elite status. On 9 June 1994, the Khaki Beret was presented to the Guards
Formation. While the infantry green beret was worn with the Cap Badge Backing previously, all Guardsmen have
since donned their distinctive Guards Khaki Beret with a deep sense of pride[2] .

Role
As an elite formation, the brigade is called to fight in certain areas, such as urban locations with FIBUA (Fighting in
Built Up Areas)[4] and FOFO (Fighting On Fortified Objectives)[5] tactics. Trained in amphibious warfare, Guards
units may also be tasked to seize important objectives such as airfields, beach heads, depots as well as enemy
strongholds, thereby establishing a foothold for the rest of the army.

Training
The Guards are infantry soldiers who are proficient in helicopter operations[6] . All Guardsmen are taught and trained
to be comfortable working with helicopters. They are proficient in Terminal Air Guidance, in the setting up of
landing sites as well as communicating with the pilots.
To achieve such high standards, trainees are put through some of the most rigorous training within the Singapore
Armed Forces. To be worthy of adorning the coveted "Guards" shoulder tab and the Khaki beret, trainees have to go
through the gruelling Guards Officers Conversion Course for officers and Guards Specialist Conversion Course for
Specialists. The enlisted men go through the Guards Advanced Continuation Training (GACT) to earn their mark as
Guardsmen[6] . These conversion courses signify the conversion from regular infantry to the elite Guardsmen and
push every soldier physically and mentally to the limit. Only those who qualify will be given the right to be called a
"Guardsman", wearing the coveted khaki beret.
Part of the conversion requires the soldier to undergo a timed 12 km fast march, a 2 km coastal swim and an
advanced obstacle course known as the Guards Assault Course (GAC). The GAC is a team course that requires the
group of soldiers to swim 50 meters, to climb a high tower, rappel down a tower and complete a 5 km run with a
standard SAF obstacle course and carry an "injured" teammate on a stretcher for the last 1.5 kilometers. The entire
course is done in full battle order (FBO) with packs packed with sandbags to reach the required weight requirement.
Guardsmen are also required to maintain a strict physical fitness regime throughout their careers.
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The Guards are trained to be inserted and extracted from the combat zone by helicopter, hence the term "heliborne".
They can do this either by rapid disembarkation while the helicopter is landing, or by "rappelling" (descending by
rope while the helicopter hovers) and fast roping straight into battle zones, or onto rooftops[6] . As a nice landing area
may not always be available, the Guards have to master many kinds of rappelling from cliffs and buildings[7] . In one
method, they come down a cliff head-downwards. In case they are wounded in a leg and cannot use their legs to
brace themselves against the cliff face, they also learn to come down with their backs facing the cliff, and also in a
stretcher[7] . Another dangerous method, but at times necessary for a fast and decisive strike, would be "running"
down a cliff. This method is known as the "Australian rappel"[8] .
Guards are also specialised in seaborne assault such as coastal hook, which is an offensive manoeuvre initiated by
army forces and executed by forces embarked in surface water craft using the coastal sea or river as an axis of
movement, to outflank the enemy in order to accomplish the assigned tactical mission.

Equipment

Singapore Guardsmen and U.S. Marines examine
a SAR-21 prior to a joint small-arms live-fire

exercise during CARAT 2009.

Spider LSV with SPIKE ATGM launcher
extended.

Weapons

The Guards utilize all small arms known to be in use with the
Singaporean army, such as the SAR-21 assault rifle family, the
Ultimax 100 Mark 3 LMG[9] , FN MAG[9] , M203[9] , and the Matador
anti-tank rocket launcher.

Vehicles

Apart from the helicopters, the Guards also utilize The Light Strike
Vehicle (LSV), a lightweight vehicle that is extremely mobile and agile
procured by the Army to replace the jeeps which formerly carried their
106 mm recoilless guns[10] . Manufactured in Australia based on an
American design, the vehicle is able to access difficult terrain, and
provide greater mobility and added firepower to the Guardsmen and
Infantry soldiers[10] . Weighing 1,500 kg, the LSV can be rapidly
deployed by slinging it underneath a helicopter and inserting it into
enemy territory.

The LSV, which functions with an automatic gear, can go to more
places than normal wheeled vehicles; for example, cross-country,
going into closed terrain, capable of pushing down small brush and
trees. Even in muddy areas the LSV is able to negotiate the conditions
better than other vehicles like Jeeps and Land Rovers.

In 2008, the Guards formation began to utilize the PLUV(Protected
Light Utility Vehicle) which is an armoured version of the Ford Everest, the Ford Everest is also a replacement
vehicle for the aging Land Rovers.
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LSV Capabilities

The LSV actually allows for different weapon configurations. It can be mounted with other weapon systems such as
the 40 mm Automatic Grenade Launcher (AGL) or the advanced Anti-Tank Guided Missile (ATGM)[11] . The latest
addition to the LSV armament is the Israeli SPIKE ATGM, giving the Guards the capability to destroy tanks at a
4 km range. Fitting the LSV with an Infra-Red adaptor gives it night vision capabilities as well[10] .

Speed and Efficiency

The LSV, which can move at a maximum speed of 110 km/h[11] , significantly enhances the mobility of the foot
soldiers. The soldiers can now bring heavier and better firepower systems into operations. With the help of the Light
Strike Vehicle, the Guardsmen are able to move faster than ever before, and with more potent firepower.

Symbols of the Guards
Ready To Strike - Motto of Guards, to be ever prepared to strike against enemy forces[12]

The Wings - Represent the guards heliborne capabilities
Bayonet & Laurel - Symbols of guards superior skills as infantry soldiers[12]

Gold Color Foreground - Loyalty to the nation, devotion to duty and dedication to the task set before us[12]

Maroon Backdrop - Brotherhood and esprit de corps within the formation[12]

Khaki Beret - Instituted on 9 June 1994 as a mark of Distinction as Guardsmen Vocationalists.
Beret Backing - Presented on 6 August 1979 as a symbol of the Guards' status as Elite infantry Soldiers. It is worn
by everyone who is currently serving within the formation.
Guards Tab - On 23 June 1989, BG(NS) Boey Tak Hup, presented the Guards Tab to 7SIB. Worn on the left sleeve
to identify the soldier with skill sets unique to Guardsmen soldiers.
Stable Belt - Presented on 31 July 1980 to the men of 7SIB by LG(Ret) Winston Choo (then MG and CGS). It used
to be worn with the Temasek Green uniforms but was respectively withdrawn from service when the new
camoflauge uniforms were introduced.

Guards Creed
The Guard's Creed details the values and motto of the Guards Formation "Ready To Strike" It also showcases the
rapid deployment nature of the Guards formation as well as the Elite Status conferred upon them.

“WE are GUARDSMAN WARRIORS.
Resolute in loyalty, Steadfast in commitment.
We fight for our country, our Home and our Family.

Land warriors from Air and Sea,
Unfailing in Toughness,
Valiant in our Actions.
We destroy all foes who challenge our Mission.

We are ELITE warriors,
With Daring Initiative,
We Rule the Day,
And we Rule the Night!
Always Ready!
Ready to Strike!

”

[13]
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External links
• Official site [14]

• Unofficial Site [15]

• Guards History Page [16]
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Naval Diving Unit (Singapore)

Operatives of the NDU with the SAR-21 rifles
during training exercise with U.S. Navy.

The Naval Diving Unit (NDU) is a Special Forces unit of the Republic
of Singapore Navy, and is regularly tasked in salvage operations,
underwater mine demolition and commando-type warfare.

Basic training includes:
• drown-proofing training
• pool competency
• fast roping
• improvised explosive device disruption
• underwater mine disposal
• explosive ordnance disposal

• special land operations
NDU divers are also regularly sent overseas for training, in particular, with the US Army Special Forces (Green
Berets), US Navy SEALs and the British → Special Air Service. In 2001, naval officer Captain Wong Foo Chan
became the first foreigner to top his class in the Green Berets course, and received a commendation medal for this
achievement. He had also completed the Navy SEAL course in 1999.

NDU divers were sent to conduct salvage operations after the crash of SilkAir Flight MI185 on 19 December 1997,
which killed all 104 people on board.

See also
• Special Tactics and Rescue (Singapore)
• Singapore Special Operations Force

External links
• Official NDU Website [1]
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Slovenia

Specialna Enota Policije
Specialna Enota Policije (Special Police Unit, SEP) is a detachment of the Slovenian national police forces that is
utilised for Counter-Terrorism and other high-risk tasks that are too dangerous or too difficult for regular police
units. It counts 88 members, including one female.

History
The establishment of the first unit started in 1973 as a direct response to the hostage crisis at the 1972 Summer
Olympics in Munich and the infiltration of the armed → terrorist groups inside the Yugoslav territory in the same
year.
After the break-up of the former Yugoslavia, the unit continues with performing the tasks and missions it was
established for.

Functions
• Anti-terrorist tasks like arresting of dangerous criminals and hostage situations.
• VIP guarding.
• Securing locations.
• Fugitive hunting.
• Co-operation with other Police units and their training.

Selection and training
The candidates who want to enter this special unit must be in service at last three years. They also need a good rating
of their work. Special knowledge like martial arts, shooting, skiing, etc are also welcome.
Then the candidates are medically examined and then they need to pass various psychological and physical tests. If
the candidate passes these tests he is sent to the unit for six months where his training begins. After the completed
training he is sent to the unit. He then performs the tasks according to the capabilities he showed in the training.

Common weaponry
• H&K MP5 submachineguns
• H&K G36(E,K) assault rifles
• H&K HK416 assault rifles
• H&K HK417 assault rifles
• SIG SG 551 assault rifles
• Zastava M70 assault rifles
• H&K MP7 PDW
• Beretta M92 pistols
• SIG Sauer P226 pistols
• Steyr sniper rifles
• Blaser Tactical 2 sniper rifles
• SIG SSG 3000 sniper rifles
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• Barrett sniper rifles
• Ultimax 100 light machine gun

Unit organisaton
• Command plans and controls the work of the whole detachment.
• Sector A is intended for most difficult security missions.
• Sector B is mainly intended for the support of Unit A's members (EOD, instructors, logistics).

External links
• Police of the Republic of Slovenia [1]

• Specialna Policijska Taktika: Book about the SEP tactics (in Slovenian language) [2]
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Spain

Unidad de Operaciones Especiales (UOE)

 Spanish UOE 

Spanish UOE Insignia
 Active 1952 (officially 1967)-present

 Country Spain

 Branch Spanish Navy and Marines

 Type Special Forces

 Role  Maritime Special Operations 

 Size  130 (approx.) 

 Part of Naval Special Warfare Command (Mando de Guerra Naval Especial)

 Garrison/HQ Tercio de Armada

 Nickname La Unidad (The Unit) Boinas Verdes (Green Berets)

 Motto  "Entra quien puede, no quien quiere" (He who can enters, not he who wants) 

The Unidad de Operaciones Especiales (Special Operations Unit - UOE) is the elite special operations force of the
Spanish Navy and Marines. The unit is garrisoned in the Tercio de Armada in San Fernando, Cádiz, and is under the
direct control of the Admiralty and Naval Special Warfare Command. It is thought to comprise approximately 100
men organized into three Operational Teams (Estoles) as well as command and support personnel.
The UOE is tasked with Special Operations in maritime, coastal and inland environments usually up to 50 km from
the sea, though this is not a restriction and its teams are known to have operated deep inland. The unit's remit covers
all aspects of modern Naval Special Warfare, including: Maritime Counter-Terrorism, shipboarding (MIO-Non
Compliant), combat diving and swimming, coastal infiltration, airborne insertion, Special Reconnaissance, Direct
Action, VIP protection and escort, and Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR).
For these purposes the UOE employs a wide range of naval and other military platforms, including submarines,
frigates, soft- and rigid-hull inflatable boats, land vehicles, as well as helicopters and airplanes for airborne
insertions.
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History

Origins of the UOE. (Source: Armada Española)

La Unidad ("The Unit"), as it is informally known in Spain, traces its
roots to the Amphibious Climbing Company (Compañía de
Escaladores Anfibios), established in 1952 as an all-volunteer unit
tasked with coastal assaults and infiltration. In 1967, using the → US
Navy SEALs and British → SBS/→ SAS as its guides, the unit
expanded its mandate and range of skills to include combat diving,
underwater demolitions, airborne insertions and direct action missions.
In 1985 the UOE was re-designated COMANFES (Comando Anfibio
Especial), but reverted to its original name in the early 1990s.

Today the UOE collaborates and trains closely with similar NATO units, such as the United States Navy → SEALs,
the Italian Navy's → COMSUBIN, the French Commando Hubert, and the Portuguese → DAE, as well as with
special intervention units of the Spanish police forces (→ UEI and → GEO).
The UOE is one of only three units in the Spanish military formally tasked with Special Operations, along with the
Army's → MOE and the Air Force's EZAPAC.

Selection & training

UOE commandos rendezvous with submarine.

After completing basic training and having served in a conventional
unit, candidates aspiring to attain the coveted "green beret" must
undergo comprehensive medical and psychological reviews as well as
physical trials, and then, if approved, pass a rigorous selection course
(Capacitación). The course is divided into Basic and Advanced phases
and is staffed exclusively by UOE officers and NCOs, all of them fully
qualified in Special Operations.

The Basic phase lasts for about four weeks and is aimed at testing the
physical and psychological endurance of candidates through a
gruelling combination of intense physical exercise, long-distance marches carrying up to 50 kg of weight, and
numerous trials at sea and in mountain environments. The Advanced phase of selection lasts for about two months
and, though the physical rigor of the course steadily increases, candidates also receive more specific training in basic
naval → commando skills:

• Combat swimming
• Small-craft navigation
• Shipboarding
• Mountaineering and rappelling
• Demolitions
• Marksmanship
• Communications
• Hostage rescue
• Orienteering
• Escape and evasion in enemy territory
• Land/maritime survival techniques
• Battlefield medicine
Candidates are free to drop out of the course at any moment, from the first day to the last. Though some drop-outs 
result from physical injury (or even death), most instances are voluntary. The attrition rate for the UOE selection
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process can occasionally be as high as 100% and averages from 70-80%—the highest failure rate of any course in
the Spanish armed forces. It is not uncommon that by the end of the course the instructor-candidate ratio is 3:1. The
unit's harsh entrance criteria has furnished its official motto, "Entra quien puede, no quien quiere." ("He who can
enters, not he who wants.")
Successful candidates are immediately sent to parachuting school upon arrival at the UOE and proceed to more
advanced and specialised training in Naval Special Warfare skills (diving, sniping, intelligence, etc.).[1]

Deployments

UOE team boards North Korean vessel. (Source:
Armada Española)

The UOE always maintains one of its three operational teams on
maximum alert (Alpha-1) for immediate deployment on a rotational
basis.

The UOE was first deployed overseas in 1969, just two years after it
was founded, when it spearheaded the evacuation of Spanish citizens
from the former Spanish colony of Equatorial Guinea in Africa. Since
then, the unit is reported to have participated in the fight against
Basque ETA → terrorists operating inside Spain[2] (though today this
is strictly the preserve of civilian police forces).

More recently, among its publicly known missions, the UOE was
deployed to the former Yugoslavia as part of the Spanish IFOR and SFOR contingents. Also, in December 2002,
while participating in Operation Enduring Freedom in the Indian Ocean, UOE → commandos stormed a suspect
North Korean vessel, the So San, transporting a shipment of SCUD missiles destined for Yemen.[3] The unit is also
known to have recently deployed its teams on undisclosed missions in the Middle East.

The UOE is a central element of the Spanish Maritime Counter-Terrorism capability.

Weapons

UOE commandos with German Heckler & Koch
G36KE carbines.

Weapons held at the UOE armory include, but are not limited to, the
following:
• Sound-suppressed Sig-Sauer P230 pistol
• MP5 submachine gun
• HK G36E assault rifle
• HK G36KE carbine
• Remington 870 shotgun
• HK MG4 light machine gun
• Ameli light machine gun
• M60 machine gun
• MG3 machine gun
• Accuracy AW sniper rifle
• Barrett M95 heavy sniper rifle
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See also
• List of special forces units
• Spanish special forces units
• Spanish Navy

External links
• (Spanish) Official website (Spanish Navy) [4]

• (Spanish) UOE veterans website (unofficial) [5]

• (English) ShadowSpear Special Ops Website (includes UOE video) [6]
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Special Operations Command (Spain)

Special Operations Command sleeve insignia.

The Special Operations Command (Spanish: Mando de Operaciones
Especiales) is the command charged with overseeing the various
Special Operations Groups (Grupos de Operaciones Especiales or
GOE) of the Spanish Army.

Organization

The three Special Operations Groups are subordinated:
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Insignia
Group 

Grupo de Operaciones Especiales "Valencia" III

Grupo de Operaciones Especiales "Tercio del Ampurdán" IV

Grupo de Operaciones Especiales "Maderal Oleaga" XIX - Formerly Bandera de Operaciones Especiales de
la Legión (Legion Special Operations Flag, BOEL), GOE XIX is the special operations unit of the Spanish
Legion.

External links
• Mando de Operaciones Especiales [1] (official site)
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Unidad Especial de Intervención

 Unidad Especial de Intervención 

 Active  February 3, 1982 - 

 Country Spain

 Branch Gendarmerie

 Type Special Forces

 Role Hostage crisis, Counter-terrorism

 Part of Guardia Civil

 Motto Celeritas et Subtilitas Patrio
Speed and Precision for the
Fatherland

The Unidad Especial de Intervención (English: Special Intervention Unit, UEI) is the emergency response unit of
the Spanish Guardia Civil. Its motto is Celeritas et Subtilitas Patrio.
The unit was created on February 3 1982. It comprises approximately fifty people, admitted after a rigorous selection
procedure at the Special Training Centre (established on 6 August 1980), where candidates also receive intensive
training in special tactics. The UEI's equipment is among the most modern and sophisticated in the Spanish security
services, and includes: Ruger 44 revolvers, Glock pistols , Uzi and Heckler & Koch submachine guns, Accuracy
International Arctic Warfare Sniper rifles, Heckler & Koch G41 Winchester sniper rifles with telescopic sights. On
operations UEI personnel wear black uniforms; otherwise, for security reasons, they wear nothing that identifies
them as unit members.
The scope of UEI operations and total number of personnel are unknown. But it is known that the unit has
participated in operations against terrorism. One of its first operations was an assault on a prison following the
kidnapping of 6 prison workers by 5 inmates.
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Equipment
• Glock-17
• MP5 different versions
• G36K and G36C
• Franchi SPAS 12

See also
• Spanish special forces units
• Counter-terrorism
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Grupo Especial de Operaciones

 Grupo Especial de Operaciones 

Badge of the Grupo Especial de Operaciones
 Active  5 April, 1978 - Present 

 Country  Spain

 Branch Police

 Type Special Forces

 Role Domestic counter-terrorism, Hostage crisis, Organized crime, Diplomatic protection service

 Size  200 operatives 

 Part of Cuerpo Nacional de Policía

 Garrison/HQ Guadalajara

 Anniversaries  1 April 

 Engagements Rescue of Julio Iglesias, Sr., attempted arrest of Madrid train bombings suspects and many other operations

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Félix Antolín 

 Insignia 

 Abbreviation  GEO 

The Grupo Especial de Operaciones (English: Special Operations Group), commonly known as GEOs, are the
Special Operations Forces of the Spanish Cuerpo Nacional de Policía. They are stationed in Guadalajara[1] near the
capital, Madrid. The GEO has special response capabilities and is responsible for VIP protection duties, as well as
countering and responding to → terrorism. Designed, set up and organised along the lines of many other special
counter-terrorism units throughout Europe, the GEO is specifically focused on dealing with terrorist attacks,
including aircraft hijackings as well as maritime threats and hostage taking.[2] The GEO can also be utilised in a
support role for Spanish Police operations outside the realm of terrorism, and is active in protecting visiting heads of
state and providing security for high-profile events such as the 1992 Summer Olympics held in Barcelona.[3]
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History
With the intention of fighting against → terrorism and several organized crime groups from Spain in the 1970s,[4] on
November 1977 the third section of Spanish military staff announced for members of the Policía Nacional vacancies
which could be accessed freely for the newly formed Grupo Especial de Operaciones. The first training course began
on March 1978.[5]

A select group who had been months before in the → GSG 9 base in San Agustín del Guadalix were selected to train
this new unit. Colonel Ulrich Wegener, along with some members of his unit, took care of the equipment, the
training and techniques which this new special unit in Spain would use.[5]

Members of the GEO on a sham fight of what would be an assault on
a building.

The first access course of the GEO ended on 19
January 1979, with a ceremony attended by Juan Carlos
I and Queen Sofía of Spain. It wasn't until 23 February
of that year when the unit was announced to the
press.[5]

Its first planned operation took place at Madrid Barajas
International Airport on August 1978 but they didn't
have to enter into action because the conflict was
solved before their arrival. The GEO's first action took
place in Bilbao, the 7 February 1981, in which five
hostages were freed from two armed criminals in a
branch office of the bank then known as Banco Bilbao
Vizcaya. None of criminals, hostages or police officers
were hurt during the mission.[5]

GEO has had some noteworthy successes over the last decade. It was responsible of rescuing Dr. Iglesias Puga,
father of singer Julio Iglesias as well as foiling an attempt by ETA to attack the 1992 Summer Olympics in
Barcelona.[3] Aside from that, the GEO has unarmed several organized crime groups, arrested forty-one armed
members of different terrorist groups, freed 424 persons who had been kidnapped or taken as hostages[6] and boarded
twenty ships used to carry narcotics to seize their load and arrest their crew.[7]

During the 27 years it has been active, five members of the GEO have died.[5] The unit has had only one casualty in
combat, which occurred during the assault on the Leganés flat where the suspected perpetrators of the Madrid train
bombings of 11 March, 2004 were hiding. Having realised that they were trapped, the terrorists detonated bombs in
the flat killing themselves and GEO Subinspector Francisco Javier Torronteras Gadea.[8] This fatality was caused
probably by the fact that the agents who entered the flat didn't know that the terrorists could have explosives.[9]

As of 2005, the GEO was having problems with the number of members, which was below the necessary quantity.
This meant that riot control units had to be sent to Iraq instead of GEO members, as originally intended.[10]
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Organization

Members of the GEO during a police assault
demonstration riding a VAMTAC vehicle.

The GEO reports officially to the General Operative Subdirector
of the Policía Nacional and its commander is a police
superintendent. Its 200 members are divided into an Operative
Section and a Support one.[3]

GEO's Operative Section is formed by two Operative Action
teams, a group of Training and Specialities and a Techniques and
Experiences team. The action teams are called 40 and 50 and are
under the command of an inspector.[11]

Each group, led by a subinspector, is split into two subgroups
formed by three operative commandos of five men each. Every
operative commando includes two snipers, a lock picking
specialist, an explosives expert, a combat diver and a special
environment technician.[11]

The Training and Specialities operative team features the instructors of the training and refresher courses. The
Techniques and Experiences team tests new equipment and looks for new possible → terrorist objectives.[11]

Administrative, medical and transport personnel act as members of the Support Section.[11] The vehicles of the GEO
depend on this section.[3]

Access and training
Joining the GEO isn't easy and is only accomplished by approximately 8% of the candidates every year. To join the
GEO it's necessary to have been a member of the Policía Nacional for two years,[12] and to have at least one of the
following skills: expertise in a martial art, scuba diving, being a marksmanship instructor, being an explosives expert
and having worked in one of the operative groups the Police has in some province capitals.[13]

The trial features both physical fitness and psychological tests. Its physical fitness test includes arm flexions on a
bar, vertical jump, an obstacle course, running three kilometres in eleven minutes and a half, fifty meters of freestyle
swimming, a strength test, a speed race and a last challenge which tests the candidates' decision-taking capacity. On
the psychological and intelligence test the mental capabilities of the candidates are checked.[13]

Specialization
After having passed the access trial, GEO potential members go have to go through a specialization course in
Guadalajara which is not passed by all successful aspirants. It's hard, technical and very structured.[13]

There are four areas which all candidates must master: instrumental, juridical, socio-professional and police sciences
and techniques. Police science and technique features high-speed and off-road driving, lock picking techniques,
abseiling and climbing techniques, maneuvers with helicopters, transmissions, explosives and knowledge about
terrorist groups. Instrumental area is the one that deals with physical aptitudes such as marksmanship, obstacle
courses, martial arts, physical fitness, swimming, sniping, diving and proficiency with motorcycles. The remaining
areas are the ones that are focused on rights of terrorist groups and exchanging experience with members of similar
groups of other countries.[13]
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Equipment
The basic uniform of the GEO includes: anorak, jacket, sweater, t-shirt, pants, boots and beret. Overalls are used as a
complementary clothing piece. During summer, GEO members use a short-sleeved shirt instead of the sweater and
the jacket.[14]

Aside from their uniform, GEO members also use protective gear which features helmets, Bolle Commando
protective goggles, balaclava, Draguër gas mask, ballistic vest, Safariland sheaths for SIG P226 and gloves.[15]

They also use vision-enhancing devices. They employ MATIS thermographic cameras, daylight thermographic
cameras, binoculars, PalMIr 250 night vision cameras, Philips BM8028A1 binocular night vision goggles, ITT
AN/AVS-9 binocular night vision goggles, ITT Pocket F6010 night vision visor and laser rangefinders.[15]

To communicate between them they use the Matra SIRDEE (Sistema Integral de Radiodifusión Encriptada del
Estado),[16] Motorola MXR-1000 and MXR-2000 models and VHF/UHF portable repeaters.[15]

For operations underwater they use other special gear. It includes: neoprene suits of different thicknesses, dry suits
for dives in contaminated water, "twin-hose" and "single-hose" open-circuit scubas, dive computers, underwater
robots for dives up to 200 meters and different dive support equipment.[15]

The vehicles the GEO uses on its operations include different types of cars and bikes, special boats, Police
helicopters and if necessary, CH-47 Chinook heavy helicopters of the Spanish Army.[3]

Weapons
GEOs utilize a wide range of firearms. The most common sniper rifles used by the group are the Mauser SP66,
Heckler & Koch PSG1, AMP DSR-1, Sako TRG-41 and TRG-21, Sako A-II (silenced) and Heckler & Koch
G3SG/1.[17] Their assault rifles are the SG 551 SWAT and SG 552, Heckler & Koch G41TGS and HK33.[18] They
use Franchi, Remington and Heckler & Koch shotguns. MP5 and FN P90[19] [20] are the submachine guns of choice.
Their pistols are the SIG P226 (9x19mm Parabellum) and the USP Compact.[15] GEO members also employ
electroshock weapons, which caused some controversy when Amnesty International denounced the use of such
weapons by the Policía Nacional.[21]

To increase shooting accuracy they employ several shooting support devices. Currently, they make use of Holosight
sights, AMT holographic sights, Schmidt & Bender 1.5 - 6 x 42 daylight sights, Simrad KN250F night vision sights,
Zeiss Diavari daylight sights, Varo AN/PVS-4 night vision sights, EDS laser sights and Sure-Fire flashlights.[15]

Bibliography
• (in Spanish) Fuerzas Especiales del Mundo. Alcobendas, Madrid: Editorial LIBSA. 2004. ISBN 84-662-0891-7.

External links
• (Spanish) Official website [22]

• (Spanish) Unofficial website [23]
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South Africa

South African Special Forces Brigade

 South African Special Forces Brigade 

Special Forces Compass Rose insignia
 Active 1972–present

 Country South Africa

 Type → Special forces

 Role Reconnaissance, Sabotage, Underwater demolition, Counter-terrorism

 Garrison/HQ Speskop, Pretoria, Gauteng

 Nickname Recces

 Motto We fear naught but God

The South African Special Forces Brigade (popularly known as "Recces") is the main Special Forces unit of the
South African National Defence Force (SANDF).
On October 1, 1972, 1 Reconnaissance Commando was created at Oudtshoorn, South Africa. It was relocated a few
years later to Durban, South Africa. This was the first South African Special Forces unit.
The South African special forces played a significant role in the country's 30 year long border war in Namibia and
Angola.
South African Special Forces now consists of Special Forces Headquarters in Pretoria, 4 Special Forces Regiment in
Langebaan, 5 Special Forces Regiment - Phalaborwa and the Special Forces School in Murrayhill.
4 Special Forces Regiment specialise in maritime-related activities, whereas 5 Special Forces regiment specialises
more in overland techniques, especially long-range infiltration.
Though an infantry unit, the Brigade is not a part of the South African Army and instead falls under the authority of
the Joint Operations Division of the SANDF.
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History
The first South African Special Forces unit, 1 Reconnaissance Commando, was established in the town of
Oudtshoorn, Cape Province on 1 October 1972. On 1 January 1975, this unit was relocated to Durban, Natal, where
it continued its activities as the airborne specialist unit of the special forces.
Later, two additional Reconnaissance Commandos were formed:
• 4 Reconnaissance Commando, specialising in seaborne operations, was established in the coastal town of

Langebaan, Cape Province.
• 5 Reconnaissance Commando was established at the Duku-Duku camp in Northern Natal, but was later moved to

Phalaborwa in the Transvaal province.
On 1 January 1981, a re-organisation of Special Forces took place, as part of which the Reconnaissance Commandos
and other special forces were transformed into an independent formation, directly under the command of the (then)
South African Defence Force (instead of the South African Army). As part of the re-organisation, the various
Reconnaissance Commandos were also given the status of regiments. In the latter part of the same decade, a Special
Forces headquarters and a Special Forces stores depot were also added to the Special Forces structure.
Between the years 1981 and 1990, Special Forces was home to unconventional operations such as Project Barnacle,
the Civil Cooperation Bureau and a variety of other operations conducted under the aegis of 7th Medical Battalion.
In 1991, the structure of the special forces underwent another change, when the special forces headquarters was
disbanded and a Directorate Reconnaissance, reporting directly to the Chief of the Army, was established instead.
Another organisational change followed in 1993, when the Directorate Reconnaissance became 45 Parachute
Brigade. As a result of this, all the units were renamed: 1 Reconnaissance Regiment became 452 Parachute
Battalion, 4 Reconnaissance Regiment became 453 Parachute Battalion and 5 Reconnaissance Regiment became 451
Parachute Battalion.
As a result of the changes that took place in South Africa after the first fully democratic elections, the special forces
organisation was changed to its current structure in 1996. The Special Forces Brigade, as it is presently known,
consists of 4 and 5 Special Forces Regiments as well as 1 Maintenance Unit, which provides logistic support.
Designation of these forces as being of "brigade"-size, however, is highly misleading. Total fighting manpower of 4
and 5 Special Forces Regiments combined does not approach even the strength of a regular infantry battalion.
As part of the military transformation process, 1 Special Forces Regiment was disbanded in 1996.

Operations
The South African "Recces" were deployed to many local hot spots during the late 1970s and early 1980s,
particularly Angola.
The main enemy then was a group known as SWAPO (South West Africa’s People Organization). It was an all-black
→ guerrilla organization fighting for an independent Namibia and SWAPO proved to be a formidable enemy.
One of the "Recces"' most effective operations came in 1982: Operation Mebos penetrated deep into Angola and
destroyed the SWAPO Headquarters. In Operation Askari, in the winter of 1984, the "Recces" cut off almost all
supply lines to and from the SWAPO in Angola. In 1985, a "Recce" team undertook the controversial Cabinda
Operation, a failed attempt to sabotage Angolan oil installations run by Gulf Oil.
Due to the peacekeeping and other duties which the South African National Defence Force have been tasked with in
recent times, new opportunities for the deployment of the special forces are continuously presenting themselves,
which promises a major growth potential for these units.
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Selection
The Ultimate Challenge, as South African Special Forces Selection is often called, is considered one of the harder
special forces selection courses in the world. A soldier must meet very high requirements to even attend Special
Forces Selection. In accordance with SANDF regulation, only South African citizens are permitted.

Pre-Selection Training
This includes all aspects of psychological and physical tests. For the psychological tests, soldiers will be given
written tests and oral interviews with Special Forces NCOs. A soldier must be self-controlled and mature. Soldiers
are ejected from the course if there is any suggestion of mental instability. The Physical Test includes 40 continuous
push ups, 67 sit ups in two minutes, fireman lift, three-kilometre run in full gear in thirteen minutes, a rope climb (to
show upper body strength ), 40 shuttle runs in 95 seconds and wall scaling. A student must scale a ten-foot high wall,
complete a fifteen-kilometre march in less than 120 minutes and perform 120 shuttle kicks.

Parachute Selection Course
Basic Parachute School is one of the most demanding. All Special Forces candidates who aren't parachute-qualified
will have to attend this course.

Special Forces Orientation Course
This is a time when a student will learn what Special Forces are and what they do. He will be told about what to look
forward to in training. He is made to train every day to get into shape for the toughest part of Selection yet.

Special Forces Selection
Selection is an event during which candidates are placed in an extremely mentally and physically demanding set of
situations and circumstances, through which they must pass. It is in duration approximately a week. For the duration
of Selection, the candidates do not sleep or eat, and have no rest period at all. Only an extremely small percentage of
persons who begin Selection ever pass it. In some years, no-one has managed to pass Selection, and there are other
cases where only 1 or 2 persons out of an entire Selection group pass.

The Cycle
Once past the Selection process, he will be placed on a training cycle to acquire the skills required. These include: air
co-operation, water orientation, obstacle crossing, bushcraft, tracking and survival, demolitions and tactics in urban
as well as rural areas.
Advanced Airborne Training: a recruit will be taught about military free-fall such as HALO and HAHO. They will
also learn about helicopter operations – how to rappel fast down a rope out of helicopters. Combat extraction is also
taught, along with learning how to set up a LZ.
Land training consists of many things: including sniping, demolitions and reconnaissance. Bushcraft and survival is
also taught. Climbing and photography are taught to new recruits. Urban and rural combat is perhaps the newest
training – developed quite recently, this training provided South Africa with a new counter-terrorist force. Medical
and communications training is also given to those who wish to become qualified.
Maritime training consists of the use of small boats, underwater demolitions, swimming, diving, beach
reconnaissance and navigation. It is thought to be based on the → SBS training.
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Operator's Badge

Gold Operator's badge

All South African Special Forces operators receive the Operator's Badge, which is given
only to those members who have completed all the qualifications as an Operator. It
consists of an inverted Commando Knife within a laurel wreath, which is meant to
symbolise both special forces (the knife) and victory (the wreath).
Standard operator badges are silver, but a gold badge with an embedded diamond is
awarded to Operators with more than 10 years of active service.

See also

• → Delta Force

• SEAL Team Six
• → Special Activities Division

References
• Peter Stiff The Silent War, Galago Publishing Pty Ltd 1999 ISBN 0620243007

External links
• South African Special Forces League website [1]

• Specwarnet.com report [2]

• Specialoperations.com report [3]

• Training account [4]

• Samples of recces emblems [5]
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Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka Army Special Forces Regiment

 Special Forces Regiment 

 Active  December 1986 - Present 

 Country Sri Lanka

 Branch Sri Lanka Army

 Type Special Forces

 Role Reconnaissance,
→ Unconventional warfare

 Size  Three Regiments 

 Part of  Special Forces Brigade 

 Regimental Centre Seeduwa

 Nickname SF

 Motto “Determined, Dared and Done”

 Colours  Red and Black 

 March  Quick 

 Engagements Sri Lankan Civil War

 Decorations 1 Parama Weera Vibhushanaya

 Commanders 

 Colonel of the
Regiment 

 Vacant 

 Centre-Commandant Lt Col H.P. Ranasinghe RWP, RSP, GW (Offtg)

Notable
commanders

Col A.F. Lafir PWV RWP RSP   †

 Insignia 

Identification
symbol

Black beret with regimental cap badge with Jolly Roger skull-and-crossed-bones arm patch "Special
Forces" shoulder tab

The Sri Lanka Army Special Forces Regiment (SF) (Sinhalese: විශේෂ බලකාය) is the elite → special forces unit of the
Sri Lanka Army. This Regiment is specialized in hard-hitting encounters with the enemy using superior skills and
fire power. The Special Forces Regiment has the distinction of taking part in almost all major offensives conducted
by the Army since 1986. Their motto is “Determined, Dared, and Done”. The four arrows in their cap cadge depict
the four-man team regularly used for covert strikes and its deep penetration capabilities.
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Sri Lanka Army Special Forces Regiment 866

The SF forms the Special Forces Brigade of the Sri Lanka Army. This force is very much similar to the United States
Army Special Forces ("Green Berets").[1]

History
The Sri Lanka Army Special Forces evolved from organization initially known as “Combat Tracker Team”. This
group at the inception in 1985 had two Officers and 38 men and was to be tasked to carry out small group operations
which have capability of operating deep in enemy territory against LTTE terrorism in time of war. This Combat
Tracker Team led by the dedicated and devoted leadership of Maj Gen (retired) G. Hettiarachchi, WWV, RWP, RSP,
USP, psc (Then Major) and Col A.F. Lafir, PWV, RWP, RSP, (posthumous) (Then Lieutenant). Subsequently with
the formation of the Special Service Group (SSG) the Combat Tracker Team becomes the reconnaissance element of
the SSG. Later as the SSG concept failed to materialized, the Combat Tracker Team changes its name as Rapid
Deployment Force (RDF) (Special Force) and operated independently. With the massive successful results of the
RDF it was gradually expanded to 04 squadrons. In December 1988 the RDF (SF) was officially designated as 1 st
Regiment Special Forces. At present the Special Forces consist of a Regimental Centre, SF Brigade, Training
School, 3 Battalions and Regimental Headquarter Battalion –Special Forces.

Function
Current SF roles are believed to include
• Intelligence collection in the deep battlespace.
• Battlespace preparation by sabotage and offensive raiding in the medium and deep battlespace([LRRP/LRP]

missions).
• Counter Terrorism operations
• Conducting unconventional warfare and special Ops in remote, urban or rural environment, both overt and covert.
• Rapid deployment force to meet unforeseen circumstances.

Joining the SF
Passing selection training to join the Sri Lankan Army Special Forces is extremely tough. The regiment does not aim
to break the men or shatter their morale, rather, it aims to build recruits with initiative and a strong drive of
determination to accomplish mission objectives. To this end the regiment has devised a very thorough shifting
process, one that ensures that only the highest quality applicants are selected. Training is punishing to ensure that the
Sri Lankan Army Special Forces Regiment remains a high caliber fighting unit.

Selection and training
Special Forces Training School was established on 15 th February 1992 and it is conducting the basic and
specialized training for all Special Forces personnel. It also conducts special courses to train instructors from other
battalions in the Army and has also helped to train Navy Special Boat Squadron personnel and → Sri Lanka Air
Force Regiment Special Force.
Selection criteria for the Special , advanced medical aid, tracking the enemy, leadership skills etc.
All SF personnel(regardless of their rank) have to undergo a refresher course (lasting one month)every year. There
are no permanent members of SF, an individual will serve as long as he can live up to the set standards. Once
declared unfit for their specialized duties, soldiers will be posted out of Special Forces.
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Units

A Combat Rider team of the Special
Forces.

• 1st Regiment Special Forces, has a Combat Rider Squadron which consist
of highly trained Special Forces soldiers who are mounted on motorcycles
which cross country capability. They are proved be forces to reckon-with,
due to their quick reaction capability.

• 2nd Regiment Special Forces, was initially raised on 1994 with 3
Squadrons. Today it is a fully fledged battalion with 04 fighting squadrons.
Its has a diving Team with assault boats and consisting of highly trained
divers specialized in beach reconnaissance, surveillance and limited strike
ops closer to beaches, and also under water demolition capabilities.

• 3rd Regiment Special Forces, which was established on 1996 as a Sea borne/combat diving force has now been
tasked to operate on the ground role as another SF battalion as that role has been taken up by Special Boat
Squadron of the Sri Lanka Navy. Today the 3rd Battalion Special Forces conducts special missions.

• 4th Regiment Special Forces,which was established on 2008.
• 5th Regiment Special Forces,which was established on 2009.

Insignia

The insignia depicts Eagle has been regarded as symbol of courage and warlike
qualities, a sing qua non for any member of the Special Forces. The superior
imposition of the eagle indicated the ability the unit of scooping towards its prey. It
is well equipped for its task with its hooked beak. Wonderful keen eyes help to
locate the target, powerful wings help to rush to the target, curved talons help to grab
the target and hooked bear help to destroy the target. All those magnificently adapted
to its requirements.
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Brig. G. Hettiarachchi was a Major when
he raised the Special Forces Regiment

Four Sharp Arrows- Placed on the background of the insignia and pointing to
either side, depict the regiments basic concept of a 4 – man team and its
capability of deep penetration(LRRP) in to enemy territory and operating in
small groups whose skills and have been sharpened as and arrows head.
Placing them crossing each other is intended to give the idea of combined
strength and mutual support within as well as with other forces in all types of
operation.

Recipient of the Parama Weera Vibhushanaya

• Colonel A.F. Lafir PWV, RWP, RSP   † - Former Commanding Officer of
the 1st Regiment Special Forces

Notable Members

• Major General G. Hettiarachchi, WWV, RWP, RSP, USP - Father of Sri
Lanka Army Special Forces.

• Lieutenant Colonel J.A.L Jayasinghe, WWV, RWP, RSP   † - Former Officer Commanding of M Sqn, 3rd
Special Forces Regiment.

Order of Precedence

Preceded by:
→ Commando

Regiment

Order of Precedence Succeeded by:
Military Intelligence Corps

Further reading
• The Perfect Soldier: Special Operations, Commandos, and the Future of U.S. Warfare by James F. Dunnigan[2]

See also
• Military of Sri Lanka
• Sri Lanka Army
• Military ranks and insignia of the Sri Lanka Army
• → Sri Lanka Army Commando Regiment
• Special Boat Squadron
• → Sri Lanka Air Force Regiment Special Force
• Special reconnaissance
• Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol (Sri Lanka)
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External links
• Ministry of Defence Sri Lanka [3]

• Sri Lanka Army [4]

• ShadowSpear Special Operations - Sri Lanka Special Forces [5]
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Sri Lanka Army Commando Regiment

 Commando Regiment 

Beret flash of the Commando Regiment
 Active  1980 - Present 

 Country Sri Lanka

 Branch Sri Lanka Army

 Type → Commando

 Role Special operations
Counter-Terrorism

 Size  4 Regiments 

 Part of  Commando Brigade 

 Regimental Centre Ganemulla

 Motto Nothing is Impossible

 Colors  Maroon 

 Engagements Insurrection 1987-89
Sri Lankan Civil War

 Commanders 

 Colonel of the Regiment  Maj Gen S M De A Rajapakse RWP RSP ndu Ldmc 

 Centre Commandant  Lt Col B P S de Silva RSP 

 Insignia 

Identification
symbol

 "COMMANDO" shoulder tab Maroon beret with regimental cap badge 

The Sri Lanka Army Commando Regiment (CR) (කොමාන්ඩෝ රෙජිමේන්තුව) is an elite special operations unit which is a
Regiment of the Sri Lanka army. Within one of the four Army Commando Regiments there is a 140-man
counter-terrorist unit that provides the primary Counter-Terrorism response for Sri Lanka. This unit was created in
1980 and is based in Ganemulla, a suburb of Colombo.[1]
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History
In 1977 Lt. General J.E.D Perera, founder of Commandos, issued a call to combating terrorism in Sri Lanka, a
decision was made by the Army HQ to raise a special counter-terrorist unit. Maj. Sunil Peris from 1GW, Capt.
Sarath Handapangoda from 1st SR and three other ranks were selected as a Core Group and training commenced in
the Ella Camp, Army Training Centre, Diyatalawa.
On 9 February 1978 the first ever commando training course commenced, Lt U. Edirisinghe and Lt. L.
Chandrawansa, and 24 Other Ranks were drawn from the Armoured Corps, Artillery, Engineers, Sri Lanka Light
Infantry, Sinha Regiment and the Gemunu Watch on a volunteer basis. Lt Percy Fernando was drawn from Officer
Cadet School to assist in training. Lt. Srinath Rajapaksa, Lt. Vijitha Walikala, and four Officers volunteered for the
second training course conducted at Diyatalawa. All trainees of both courses, except for aforementioned Officers,
returned to their parent units after training.
A Commando squadron was formed in Gemunu Watch ‘B’ Camp at Diyatalawa and Maj S.D. Peiris GW was
appointed officer commanding, and Capt. Sarath Handapangoda was appointed as 2nd In Command. Shortly after
that, the Squadron received specialized training in anti-terrorist and anti – hijack techniques conducted by the
members of the elite Special Air Services Regiment of Britain. The Commandos were later trained in parachuting at
Agra, India and they performed their maiden display during Army Day celebrations on 10 October 1980. 04
December 1980, the Squadron moved to its new premises in Ganemulla. In 1981 the Commandos were employed in
counter terrorist operations in Jaffna for the first time. It also performs special duties in the Presidential Security
Division. To meet the operational requirements the Commando Regiment was expanded and a Commando Brigade
was formed on the 18th of March 1997. A third regiment was formed August 1 2007 with Maj Udith Bandara as
officer commanding.

Organization
The units used 20 man teams which are split into four 4-8 man assault units. They have received training from Great
Britain, India, Israel and Pakistan. Approximately 40 per cent of the Regiments are airborne qualified. The three
Commando Regiments and three Special Forces Regiments are grouped into an Independent Brigade under the
command of a Brigadier. Approximately 40 percent of the two Commando Regiments are airborne qualified, either
in Pakistan (training now discontinued), India or at the commando training school in Ganemulla. It may operate in
conjunction with the Special Boat Squadron of the Sri Lanka Navy, although this has not been confirmed. The
Commando Regiment has only 4 Regular Units.
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Function

Enactment of a hostage rescue scenario by
Commandos.

Current CR roles are believed to include
• Protection of senior Sri Lankan dignitaries, military officers and

VVIPs.
• Intelligence collection in the deep and medium battlespace.
• Battlespace preparation by sabotage and offensive raiding in the

medium battlespace.
• Anti–hijack and Counter Terrorism operations inside Sri Lanka

territory in conjunction with police forces.
• Hostage rescue-related operations.

Units

Lt.Col. S.D. Peiris was a Major first commanding
officer of 1st Commando Regiment.

Regular Army

• 1st Commando Regiment
• 2nd Commando Regiment
• 3rd Commando Regiment
• 4th Commando Regiment
• 5th Commando Regiment
• HQ BN Commando(RFT)
• Commando Regiment Training School [2]

Military operations

Operation Thoppigala

The 3rd Commando Regiment participated in the military
offensive which was launched to capture the Thoppigala (Baron's
cap) from LTTE during the period of June/July 2007. They
managed to seize the rocky plateau which had been named by the
LTTE as Tora Bora. Around 200 LTTE cadres were killed during
the entire offensive.[3]
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Reconnaissance missions
• Periyamadu rescue (November 22, 2001): An eight man reconnaissance team was surrounded by the LTTE at

Periyamadu, Vanni region 20 km inside the enemy lines after an anti-personnel mine blast which injured one of
them. The trapped team was rescued by the Helicopter Squadron deployed from the Hingurakgoda Air Force
base.[4]

Notable members
• Major General Janaka Perera RWP, RSP, VSP, USP, rcds, psc, CR - former Chief of Staff of the Sri Lanka Army,

a Leader of Operation "Riviresa", former Sri Lankan High Commissioner to Australia & Ambassador to
Indonesia

• Major General Percy Fernando RWP, RSP, psc, CR   † - former Deputy commanding officer of 54th Division
• Major M.D. Manjula Sarathchandra, CR   † - attached to Commando 2 Regiment killed during the "Operation

Jayasikurui" July 1997.[5]

• Capton C.Manoj Daniels, CR   † - attached to Commando 1 Regiment killed during a LRRP mission deep in the
Eastern jungles in October 1995.

Order of Precedence

Preceded by:
President's

Guard

Order of Precedence Succeeded by:
→ Special Forces Regiment

See also
• Military of Sri Lanka
• Sri Lanka Army
• Military ranks and insignia of the Sri Lanka Army
• → Sri Lanka Army Special Forces Regiment
• Special Boat Squadron
• → Sri Lanka Air Force Regiment Special Force
• Sri Lankan Civil War
• Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol (Sri Lanka)

Further reading
• The Perfect Soldier: Special Operations, Commandos, and the Future of U.S. Warfare by James F. Dunnigan[6]

• Sri Lanka Army, 50 YEARS ON - 1949-1999, (1st Edition)[7]

External links
• Sri Lanka Army Commando Regiment [8]

• Sri Lanka Army [4]

• Ministry of Defence Sri Lanka [3]

• Sri Lanka, Special Operations and Counterterrorist Forces [9]

• Commando Regiment Opens New Chapter in History:when it pinned the parachute badge (para badge) on
twenty-four Maldivian officers and soldiers [10]
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Special Boat Squadron (Sri Lanka)
The → Special Boat Service of the British Royal Marines was also known as the Special Boat Squadron
between 1977 and 1987.

 Special Boat Squadron 

 Active  1993 - Present 

 Country Sri Lanka

 Branch Sri Lanka Navy

 Type Naval Special Forces

 Role Special operations
Maritime Counter-Terrorism

 Part of Special operations,Sri Lanka Navy

 Nickname SBS

 Engagements Sri Lankan Civil War

The Special Boat Squadron (SBS) (In Sinhalese: "Wishesha Yathra Balaghanaya") is the Sri Lanka Navy's elite →
special forces unit. It forms part of the Sri Lanka Special Forces, alongside the → Commando Regiment (CR), →
Special Forces Regiment(SF), and → SLAF Special Forces (SLAFSF). Unlike any of the other Sri Lankan special
forces units the SBS is a naval special forces unit.
Established in the 1993 the SBS was modeled after the → Special Boat Service of the Royal Navy. In its role as a
naval special forces unit it takes up wide variety of operations such as amphibious raids, Maritime
Counter-Terrorism, Reconnaissance and target indication, combat swimmer missions and small boat operations. As a
Special Forces unit, its role is not limited to water-borne operations. SBS conducts operations on land, either with →
Commando Regiment (CR),→ Special Forces Regiment(SF), regular ground combat units of the Navy and the Army
and in many occasions separately.

History
The SBS was inaugurated on 18 January 1993 at SLNS Elara in Karainagar, Jaffna with three officers and 76 able
seamen. Shortly after completing special training the first Special Boat Squadron consisting of 25 was established.
The first operation carried out by the SBS was in November 1993, when it took part in the recapturing of the Navy
camp in Pooneryn which had been attacked by terrorists. The SBS was the first to penetrate the camps defences
shortly after the camp was captured. The SBS has taken part in many major operations carried out by the Sri Lankan
military including operations like Rivirasa, Dirithara and Agnikheela. In recent months with the resumption of
hostilities the SBS has been actively deployed.
In recent years SBS units have been deployed for small boat operations against sea tigers boats and suicide crafts.
SBS units are variously equipped with vessels including Arrow speed boats.
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Special Boat Squadron (Sri Lanka) 876

Role
The roles of the Special Boat Squadron are predominantly focused on, but not restricted to,
• Small boat operations in support of littoral operations
• Covert beach reconnaissance (Hydrographic survey) in advance of amphibious assault.
• Covert assault route preparation in advance of amphibious assault.
• Recovery or protection of ships subject to terrorist action.
• Maritime Counter-Terrorism
• Reconnaissance and target indication in the deep battlespace
• Assault on verified targets
• Protection of senior naval officers.

See also
• Military of Sri Lanka
• Sri Lanka Navy
• Military ranks and insignia of the Sri Lanka Navy
• → Sri Lanka Army Special Forces Regiment
• → Sri Lanka Army Commando Regiment
• → Sri Lanka Air Force Regiment Special Force

External links
• Ministry of Defence Sri Lanka [3]

• Sri Lanka Navy [1]

• Three Intakes of Sailors along with Elite SBS Contingent pass out at SLNS Nipuna [2]
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Sri Lanka Air Force Regiment Special Force 877

Sri Lanka Air Force Regiment Special Force

 SLAF Regiment Special Force 

3rd passing out parade of RSF.
 Active 2003 - Present

 Country Sri Lanka

 Branch Sri Lanka Air Force

 Type Special Forces

 Role Special operations,
Air Base Defence

 Part of  Directorate Of Operations, Sri Lanka Air Force 

 Garrison/HQ SLAF Hingurakgoda

 Anniversaries  7 July 

 Engagements Sri Lankan Civil War

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Wing Commander Harishchandra Herath 

Regiment Special Force is an elite Special Forces unit of the Sri Lanka Air Force, part of the SLAF Regiment. This
was formerly Air Base Defence Rescue Squadron established on 7 July 2003. This squadron was formed due to the
Bandaranaike Airport attack by the LTTE.
Fourth flight of the Regiment Special Force of passed out on 17 February 2007.
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Sri Lanka Air Force Regiment Special Force 878

Role
The task and role of RSF's Squadrons involves;
• Recapturing air bases.
• Provide defenses in an enemy attack as a rapid deployment force.
• Rescue operations and recovering of downed air crew in enemy or friendly terrain.
• Protection of senior air force officers.
• Assist civil authorities in national emergency.

Training
The units personal are trained in air base rescue operations, field craft, bomb disposal, fire fighting, water survival
and rescue operations. Advanced training is carried out at the → Sri Lanka Army Special Force training school at
Maduruoya.

See also
• Military of Sri Lanka
• Sri Lanka Air Force
• Military ranks and insignia of the Sri Lanka Air Force
• → Sri Lanka Army Commando Regiment
• → Sri Lanka Army Special Forces Regiment
• Special Boat Squadron

External links
• Ministry of Defence Sri Lanka [3]

• Sri Lanka Air Force [1]

• Passing Out Parade of Regiment Special Force, Air Force News [2]
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[1] http:/ / www. airforce. lk
[2] http:/ / www. airforce. lk/ news/ para2007. htm
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Special Task Force

 Special Task Force 

 Active  1983 - present 

 Country Sri Lanka

 Branch Sri Lanka Police

 Type Special Forces/Light Infantry

 Role Special Operations Force, Domestic Counter-Terrorism and Law Enforcement

 Size Approx. 6000 personnel[1]

 Nickname STF

 Motto  Niyatha Jaya(Certain Victory) 

 Engagements Sri Lankan civil war

 Commanders 

 Commandant  Deputy Inspector General of Police K.M.L. Sarathchandra 

Inspector General of Police  Jayantha Wickramarathne 

The Special Task Force (STF) (Sinhala: විෙශ්ෂ කාර්ය බළකාය Tamil: சிறப்பு அதிரடிப் படை) is an elite →
special forces unit of the Sri Lanka Police specializing in Counter-Terrorist and Counter-Insurgency operations. It
was formed in 1983 not as a military force but rather as a highly-specialised police unit. The STF heads
Counter-Terrorist missions and – as the most highly trained police organisation in Sri Lanka – it would be the lead
unit whenever law enforcement forces engaged the Tamil Tigers (LTTE). The STF is mostly stationed in the Eastern
Province of Sri Lanka where the LTTE was wiped out. Some small number of units have placed in Mannar District
and Vavuniya District. Other units are based in Colombo and provide VIP security. The STF is internationally
recognized for its expertise in these areas and it is often invited to assist foreign law enforcement agencies with
planning major events such as the 2008 Beijing Olympics and in dealing with possible terrorist threats.[2] [3]

History
Following the insurrection in Sri Lanka in 1971, in which many Police Stations were targeted by JVP insurgents,
there were suggestions to train and equip the Police for duties above normal Police functions. However, nothing was
done until 1983 when the outbreak of violence convinced the government to form a special Counter Terrorist and
Counter Insurgency police force called the Special Task Force.

Formation
When the Special Task Force (STF) was formed in 1983, it comprised mainly of existing policemen. Trained by the
Sri Lankan Army in the handling of Infantry weapons and were given basic training in → Jungle warfare, They
deeply resemble a para-military organisation and later separate training facilities for the Special Task Force have
been established in Kalutara, 96 kilometers south of Colombo. The first platoons formed were deployed in the North
of Sri Lanka to provide additional support for Police Stations and to stem the LTTE separatists.[4]

The STF was enhanced considerably in 1983 when former British → Special Air Service (SAS) crack teams were 
brought in to provide specialized training in all aspects of Counter Terrorism and Counter insurgency operations.[5] 
August 11 1984, that the Israel Internal Security Agency Shin Beth was involved in the training of the Sri Lankan 
armed forces. Many officers belonging to Israel were also involved in the training of the Sri Lankan soldiers in
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Special Task Force 880

Colombo.[6]

Recently, the STF has received from Indonesia P2 APCs made by Sentra Surya Ekajaya to help the unit conduct
their counter insurgency operations against the LTTE.[7]

Operations
By 1987, heavily involved in the Sri Lankan civil war, the STF was in control of the area from Kiran to Potuvil in
the Batticaloa Division. The STF was deployed in Company formation into 15 separate camps. When the Indian
Peace Keeping Force was moved into the Batticaloa in 1987 as part of the ongoing peace process, the STF was in
complete control of Batticoloa, and had restored a level of normalcy to the area. From 1983 to 1987 when the STF
was in control over Batticoloa not a single STF camp had come under attack from the LTTE.[8]

Operation Niyathai Jaya (Definite Victory)
In its first major operation since the signing of the ceasefire agreement in 2002, Special Task Force troops launched
a limited offensive named "Definite Victory" (In Sinhala: නියතයිි ජය) on January 4, 2007 against LTTE rebels in the
Kanchikudichcharu and Thoppigala south regions of the Ampara District, as a reaction to the child abductions in
Bakmitiyawa, Ampara and abduction of two teachers and 23 Tamil children in December 2006 while they were
returning from extra classes to their homes.[9] [10] [11]

As a result of this offensive, the elite police commandos were able to overrun more than fifteen (15) rebel camps[12]

including the Stanly Base, which was the main LTTE camp in the Ampara District[13] and a regional intelligence and
supply camp of the LTTE,[14] Bagayadi Base, where local and foreign foodstuffs and sanitary material was stored,
Janak Base, which made clothing identical to Sri Lanka Army and Special Task Force uniforms,[15] Jeewan Base,
which was another supply camp from which the STF was able to recover four vehicles and the Diana Base where
LTTE leaders meet. This camp was furnished with luxury items which were denied to the ordinary LTTE cadres.[16]

After the fall of Stanly Base, STF troops were able to find an explosive laden truck and a motor cycle that the rebels
were planning to use to carry out suicide attacks in the capital of Colombo. And it is also reported that LTTE was
housing a large number of child soldiers conscripted by them in this camp.[17] [18] Other than that, STF troops were
able to recover a large quantity of arms and ammunition, coffins, large number of anti-personnel mines[14] ,
vehicles[19] , satellite and radio receivers, global positioning systems, power generators, boats with name and logo of
the Non Governmental Organization "Save the Children", tents with the logo of "UNHCR" and a fully equipped
hospital donated to the militants by a Dutch INGO named ZOA Refugee Care[20] This NGO donated hospital is
named by the tigers as Thileepan memorial hospital. STF also said that they also found a water tanker truck donated
by, the Tamil Rehabilitation Organization (TRO) which is a front organization of the LTTE, who collect funds
especially in the United States and Canada purportedly for civilians, but actually for the terrorist group.[14] .[21] [22]

However, aid workers argue that the supplies must have been taken after they evacuated their office due to heavy
fighting. Jeevan Thiagarajah, the head of the Consortium for Humanitarian Agencies, has stated that the matter is
simply a misunderstanding.[23]

As a result of this mission STF troops able to kill four rebels and the STF commented that the militants were fleeing
from the area without retaliating against their troops.[24] [25]
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Criticism
The Special Task Force has been accused of various human rights abuses including extrajudicial killings and
involvement in the disappearance of individuals.
According to a United Nations commissioned study conducted in 1997, the STF was the arresting agency in 5% of
the 1219 reported cases of disappearances in the Batticaloa district in North Eastern Province between 1988 and
1996.[26] Additionally, after a visit to Sri Lanka from 24 August to 5 September in the same year, UN Special
Rapporteur Bacre Waly Ndiaye reported the existence of allegations that individuals had died "while in the custody
of the Special Task Force of Sri Lanka in Colombo"[27]

At least two incidents of extrajudicial killings involving members of the STF have also been noted by the Sri Lankan
government or outside observers. Following the newest round of fighting between the government and the LTTE
starting in April 1994, the mutilated bodies of between 21 and 31 Tamil males were discovered in rivers and lakes
near Colombo. On August 17, 10 STF officers (and 15 others) were charged with committing the murders, which
allegedly took place at the STF headquarters in Colombo. In addition, at least 17 extrajudicial killings were carried
out by Sri Lankan security forces (including the STF) in Eastern Province in retaliation for LTTE attacks. Human
rights monitors "determined" the deceased to be "civilians", but security forces maintained that they were LTTE
members.[28] [29]

Commandants of the Special Task Force
• SDIG Bodhi Liayange
• SDIG Zerney Wijesuriya
• SDIG Lionel Karunasena
• SDIG Dharmasiri Weerakoon
• DIG Nimal Gunatilleke
• DIG Nimal Lewke
• DIG K.M.L. Sarathchandra

Equipment
Land vehicles 

• Pindad APR - Armoured personnel carrier.[30]

• Unibuffel - Mine-protected APC
• Land Rover Defender
Mortars 

• Type 84 (W84) 82 mm mortars
• Type 89 60 mm mortars
Small arms 
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Handguns

• Glock 17
• Beretta 92
• Smith & Wesson

M&P
• Webley Revolver

Assault Rifles

• Type 56 Assault rifles
• AK-47 Assault rifles
• M4 carbine

Sub-Machine guns

• H&K MP5 Submachine Guns
• Uzi Submachine Guns

Sniper Rifles

• Heckler & Koch PSG1 Sniper Rifles

Grenade launchers

• M203 Grenade launcher

Rocket launchers

• Type 69 RPG Rocket launchers (Chinese version of
RPG-7)

See also
• Sri Lankan Civil War

Further reading
• The Perfect Soldier: Special Operations, Commandos, and the Future of U.S. Warfare by James F. Dunnigan[31]

External links
• President of Sri Lanka [32]

• Government of Sri Lanka [33]

• Ministry of Defence Sri Lanka [3]

• Sri Lankan Police Official Website [34]

• Official History [35]

• SpecialOperations.com [9]

• 'You give us courage, fortitude to safeguard country's unity and territorial integrity' [36]

• Sri Lanka Police Official Website excerpt [37]

• 21st Commemoration of STF war heroes : 'You give us courage, fortitude to safeguard country's unity and
territorial integrity' [36]
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Sweden

Fallskärmsjägarna

 Fallskärmsjägarna (FJS) 

 Active 1952 - Present

 Country Sweden

 Branch Swedish Armed Forces

 Type Special Operations

 Role  Long range reconnaissance, sabotage and tactical diversion 

 Size  Classified 

 Part of Under the direct command of the Supreme Commander of the Swedish Armed Forces

 Garrison/HQ Karlsborg, Västergötland

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Classified 

The Fallskärmsjägarna, in English Parachute Rangers, also known as Fallskärmsjägarkåren in English Parachute
Ranger Corps, is a Swedish parachute unit.
The unit is based in K3 Karlsborg at the → Fallskärmsjägarskolan (Parachute Ranger School, commonly known as
FJS) and is a Swedish military Special Operations unit.

History
→ Fallskärmsjägarskolan (FJS) was created in 1952 by Captain Nils-Ivar Carlborg and modelled after the British
post-World War II airborne commando forces such as the Parachute Regiment and the → Special Air Service (SAS),
with the objective to create a highly mobile force which had the flexibility to operate behind enemy lines and carry
out long range reconnaissance missions to passively gather military intelligence[1] .

Organization
FJS is organized under Livregementets husarer at K3 but under the command of Överbefälhavaren, the Supreme
Commander of the Swedish Armed Forces. K3 is also the home of the Air-mobile Battalion (LBB or luftburen
bataljon in Swedish), airmobile infantry similar to the US 101 Air Assault Division, the Special Protection Group
(→ Särskilda Skyddsgruppen or SSG) and → Särskilda Inhämtningsgruppen (Special Reconnaissance Group or
SIG), but there is no official coordination of training or operations between these units. Recent reorganizations of the
Swedish armed forces have given the unit a more international profile, although details of foreign engagements
remain classified. Members of FJS are conscripts.
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Around 2001, the Swedish armed forces organized a new special forces unit, called FJS IK, or
Fallskärmsjägarskolans Insatskompani, which consisted of contracted former FJS conscripts for international
deployment. In 2002, FJS IK were deployed to Afghanistan, and in 2003, FJS IK were deployed alongside SSG in
Congo during Operation Artemis. In 2006 FJS IK was renamed → Särskilda Inhämtningsgruppen (SIG), which
along with SSG makes up Sweden's special forces. Their operations and structure are classified. The unit recruits
primarily commissioned officers from units across the armed forces. Public information on SIG is extremely limited
although according to the information on the Swedish Army website, it is claimed that they master every aspect of
intelligence gathering[2] .

Operations and training
FJS's operational field of expertise is in intelligence gathering deep inside enemy controlled territory and have
secondary duties in sabotage and tactical diversion[3] . The unit has special training in Arctic warfare and can sustain
operations for extended periods (in excess of one month) deep inside enemy territory without resupply or support
from other parts of the armed forces. Main mode of deployment is by parachute but the unit can also be deployed via
helicopter and boats. The 6 men teams operate in small autonomous groups trained for long term independence and
autonomy. Each group consists of a group leader and a deputy group leader, a sniper, demolitions expert, medic and
communications expert. If required for the mission, an interpreter may be assigned to the unit to handle local civilian
interaction or interrogations.
The unit is made up of conscripts who have all volunteered for the special service, commissioned officers and
reserve officers who in most cases are former FJS conscripts. The complete training program is for 12 months
(previously 15) and is a very condensed and demanding program. It is considered to be one of the most physically
and mentally demanding training programs within the Swedish Armed Forces. Selection to the unit is one of the
toughest in the Swedish army, including a two-day pre-selection and three induction weeks in addition to the regular
armed forces recruiting process[4] . The unit also recruits commissioned officers from other military units which have
to undergo a rigorous selection program and training, culminating in the “Eagle March”. The Eagle March is
preceded by a number of group tasks after which the units are deployed via parachute and set out to complete a
60-70 km march with a 30kg combat pack in rough terrain followed by a ~10 km individual navigation test-course
carrying combat gear and weapons. The march and navigation test must be completed within 24 hours and without
being captured in order "graduate" as a Fallskärmsjägare. Note that "The Eagle March" must be successfully
completed by all military personnel serving at FJS once a year. Commissioned officers wishing to serve at FJS must
pass a special program known under the code-name "0231" ending with the march to be eligible for the service.
Successful candidates who complete the march within the prescribed time frame is awarded the "Golden Eagle".
Officers from other units who successfully complete the program may receive a position in the unit. The Golden
Eagle is not the unit's insignia but an official training badge (utbildningstecken) awarded to those who complete the
FJS training program. Selected conscript soldiers from the unit have the option after having completed the whole
training program to complete a reserve officer program and become officers in the reserve placed with the unit. A
candidate can at any time during the training program (and in particular during the induction weeks) be separated
from the unit and sent home or transferred to other units in case standards are not met. Injuries are common and
injured candidates are frequently given the opportunity to come back the following year if desired.

International Involvement
FJS have been involved in low intensity conflicts under UN flag notably Kosovo and Bosnia where they served as
the intelligence platoon to KFOR primarily working with personal based intelligence gathering (“HUMINT”)[5] and
also in Afghanistan as support for the International Security Assistance Force as well as in Congo[6] . It is believed
that this force from FJS became the foundation for the newly formed → Särskilda Inhämtningsgruppen (Special
Reconnaissance Group).
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Insignia

The golden eagle badge - M/51-60

The unit’s insignia (förbandstecken) is a parachute circumscribed by laurel
leaves. This is worn in the maroon beret, which is awarded after the first
parachute jump. The maroon beret is common head wear for parachutists in the
western world's armed forces. The individual sign of having passed the unit’s
training program which culminates in the “Eagle March” is the Golden Eagle in
metal which is worn on the left hand beast pocket – on the field uniform a
textile version is worn on the upper part of the right hand sleeve. The eagle is
considered the “real” mark of a Fallskärmjägare as it is only given to those who
completed the training program whereas the beret with the insignia is worn after having completed the first parachute
jump. The eagle can be worn on uniforms in any unit as it is an award for completed training whereas the insignia
shows the affiliation to a particular army unit.

Motto
“Vilja, mod och uthållighet” – Will, Courage and Perseverance

See also
• Swedish Armed Forces
• Special Forces
• → Särskilda Skyddsgruppen
• Kustjägarna

External links
• The Parachute Ranger School - Swedish Army Website [7]

• (Swedish)Swedish Armed Forces description of the unit [8]

• (Swedish)Fallskärmjägarna Alumni website [9]

• (Swedish)Fallskärmjägarna information website [10]
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Fallskärmsjägarskolan

The coat of arms of FJS.

Fallskärmsjägarskolan, commonly known as FJS, is the Swedish Army's
Parachute Ranger School and the home of → Fallskärmsjägarna (Parachute
Rangers) and → Särskilda Skyddsgruppen (Special Protection Group). The
school was founded in 1952 by Captain Nils-Ivar Carlborg with the intention
of creating and training small specialized units no bigger than platoons which
were capable of operating deep behind enemy lines and inside enemy
controlled territory. Training is provided for both normal static line jumps
using the C-130 Hercules aircraft.

Current activities

The school is currently responsible for all parachute training within the
Swedish Armed Forces. Since the 1980s, FJS became more focused on
training units focused on long range reconnaissance which is →
Fallskärmsjägarna's main objective today. The school also trains the elite
force → Särskilda Skyddsgruppen - Special Protection Group which is an
equivalent of the US Delta Force and British 22.SAS - only part of their
training is provided by FJS.

See also
• → Fallskärmsjägarna
• → Särskilda Skyddsgruppen
• Swedish Armed Forces

References
• "Fallskärmsjägarskolans historia [1]" (in Swedish). Swedish Armed Forces. 24 November 2005. Archived from

the original [2] on 1 October 2006. Retrieved 10 December 2006.

External links
• Official presentation of Fallskärmsjägarskolan [3] (Swedish)
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Särskilda Inhämtningsgruppen

 Särskilda Inhämtningsgruppen (SIG) 

 Active  2006 - Present 

 Country Sweden

 Branch Swedish Armed Forces

 Type Special Operations

 Role  Intelligence gathering through Long range reconnaissance, HUMINT, covert surveilence and special
reconnaissance. 

 Size  Classified 

 Part of Under the direct command of the Supreme Commander of the Swedish Armed Forces

 Garrison/HQ Karlsborg, Västergötland

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Classified 

Särskilda Inhämtningsgruppen (Special Reconnaissance Group, SIG) is one of the two Swedish special operations
units and was created in 2006, when it broke out of the Parachute Ranger School → Fallskärmsjägarskolan. The
exact number of operatives is classified but is thought to be between 50 and 70, with an average age of 30. Its main
tasks are intelligence gathering, reconnaissance and operations behind enemy lines of varying kinds and
counter-terrorism.
SIG is actively recruiting women. Women are particularly useful for HUMINT operations when they are likely to
encounter women of different cultures who are uncomfortable to interact with men.
By 2011, the SSG and SIG would be merged into a single unit.[1]

See also
• Swedish Armed Forces
• → Särskilda Skyddsgruppen
• → Special forces
• → Fallskärmsjägarna
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Särskilda Skyddsgruppen

 Särskilda Skyddsgruppen (SSG) 

 Active  1990s - Present 

 Country Sweden

 Branch Swedish Armed Forces

 Type Special Operations

 Role  Direct action, Long range reconnaissance, Counter-terrorism, VIP-protection, Personnel recovery. 

 Size  Classified 

 Part of Under the direct command of the Supreme Commander of the Swedish Armed Forces

 Garrison/HQ Karlsborg, Västergötland

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Classified 

Särskilda Skyddsgruppen (Special Protection Group, SSG) is a Swedish special operations unit created some time
during the early 1990s. The exact number of operatives is classified but is thought to amount to between 60 and 80,
with an average age of 31. Its main tasks are intelligence gathering, hostage-rescue, reconnaissance, protection of
military VIPs and military installations of high strategic value, operations behind enemy lines of varying kinds and
counter-terrorism.

Recruitment and training
The SSG draws its personnel from officers of all three branches of the military, however mainly from →
Fallskärmsjägarna (Parachute Rangers), Kustjägarna (Coastal Rangers) and Attackdykarna (Combat Divers).
Because of its level of secrecy, the time it takes to train a recruit has not been made public, but according to the
armed forces´ website, basic operator training takes more than one year. Each soldier receives common training
including parachuting, scuba diving and VIP protection. As an operative he will also receive special training within
different areas such as high HAHO/HALO parachuting, explosives, first aid, sniping and special weapons training.
An SSG operative has the ability to insert and extract by several means such as on foot, paradrop, submerged, and by
boat and vehicle.
Applications from both sexes are accepted, and women have to meet the same standards as male applicants.
Training is often held in countries other than Sweden, and joint exercises with other countries´ special forces are
frequent.
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Recent history
Some part of the unit is always held in a state of alert in case of an urgent situation within Sweden. The unit was also
deployed in Afghanistan in support of the NATO group ISAF, responsible for security in Kabul and other areas, and
to Congo under French command, where it engaged enemy forces several times without any losses of their own
during Operation Artemis.
On November 25, 2005, four SSG operatives were wounded during a reconnaissance mission in northern
Afghanistan. Of the wounded, Jesper Lindblom died due to his injuries on December 9, 2005 and Thomas Bergqvist
died after having been airlifted to a hospital in Europe.
In 2008, SSG and → SIG were deployed to Chad, to prepare for the Swedish contribution of marines to EUFOR.
By 2011, the SSG and SIG would be merged into a single unit.[1]

See also
• Swedish Armed Forces
• Särskilda Inhämtningsgruppen (SIG)
• Special Forces
• → Fallskärmsjägarna
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Switzerland

Army Reconnaissance Detachment 10

 Army Reconnaissance Detachment 10 

 Active  2003 - Present 

 Country  Switzerland
 Branch Swiss Army

 Type Special Forces

 Role Domestic and International Counter-terrorism, Direct Action, → Unconventional warfare

 Size 30 (2003)
91 (by 2011)

 Part of Swiss Grenadiers

 Nickname ARD 10 (English)
AAD 10 (German)
DRA 10 (French)
DEE 10 (Italian)

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Major Daniel Stoll 

 Insignia 

 Badge of ARD 10

The Army Reconnaissance Detachment 10 (German: Armee-Aufklärungsdetachement 10, French: Détachement de
reconnaissance 10, Italian: Distaccamento d'esplorazione dell'esercito 10)[1] is a → special forces unit of the Swiss
army responsible for conducting counter-terrorist activities in Switzerland and abroad. The full cost of maintaining
the ARD-DDR-DEE in 2011 will approximately be 16 million francs.[2]

History
As part of the Army XXI reforms,[2] a report on October 24, 2001 to the Federal Assembly of Switzerland called on
the formation of a → special forces-trained unit that would be able to conduct counter-terrorist-type actions in the
Swiss Army to protect Swiss nationals and soldiers living abroad.[3]

In 2003, the unit had been created with Major Daniel Stoll as the unit's first commanding officer with 30 soldiers as
its nucleus with → Special forces training[2] [4] with its internal structure based on the → British SAS.[5] In 2007,
ARD 10 commandos had joined in Exercise Cold Response 2007.[2] The unit had been unveiled to the public during
Army Day 2007 in Lugano from November 20 to November 25, 2007.[2] [6]

By the year 2011, its expected that the unit will have 91 soldiers in active duty.[2] [6]
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It is suggested that the first batch of ARD 10 operators had been given training by foreign special forces
instructors.[7] They include instructors from the → United States Navy SEALs, → American Special Forces and the
→ Special Air Service.[8]

There has been calls on the Swiss government to deploy ARD 10 operators to combat Somali pirates with no
consensus in Parliament,[9] due to an evenly divided vote against it.[10] The planned mission called for 30 ARD 10
operators to be deployed[11] with a spokesperson for the Swiss army saying that the ARD 10 is ready to be deployed
if given the order.[12]

Criticisms
Critics had blasted the creation of the ARD 10, saying that that unit might conduct anti-terrorist missions that may
put civilians in harms way contrary to their mission.[13] The Zeit Fragen also claimed that the ARD 10 would be a
blow to Swiss neutrality,[14] saying that crisis situations involving Swiss nationals are always solved through
negotiations.[13] There are concerns that the ARD 10, like all special forces, can be used covertly against politically
active people instead of conducting their missions to their mandate.[5]

An article criticized the planned mission to Somalia, questioning on who should ARD 10 operators shoot as pirates
when they are on anti-piracy operations since most of them are ex-fisherman and criminals.[15] Furthermore, an
article from the Berner Zeitung insists that the ARD 10 deployment is not the solution, but calls for political
solutions.[16]

Unit tasks
The ARD 10 has certain tasks to fulfill as part of their mandate:[2] [17]

1. Procurement of key facilities
2. Protection of Swiss nationals, troop and facilities if endangered
3. Securing Swiss nationals from crisis areas
4. Direct Action
5. → Unconventional warfare

Requirements
Among the minimal qualification requirements for potential candidates in 18 weeks, these include:[2] [18]

1. 50 press-ups
2. 60 sit-ups
3. 10 pull-ups
4. 5km cross-country run in under 24 minutes
5. 8km walk in full combat gear (15kg pack) in less than 58 minutes
6. 25km walk in full combat gear (25kg pack) in less than 3.5 hours
7. 300m swim in under 10 minutes
Other potential requirements include the following:[18]

1. Good command of the English language
2. Good command of another language aside from English
3. Leadership skills
Candidates who must wear eyeglasses must have a visual acuity of at least 0.80 in order to be accepted.[18] [19]

The Swiss Army does not institute an age limit for soldiers who wish to join the ARD 10.[20]
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Equipment
ARD 10 operators are equipped with the SIG SG 552 (in-service designation Sturmgewehr 90 kurz (Stgw 90 kurz))
assault carbine attached with various tactical and night vision scopes, depending on the operator.[21] Their main
sniper rifle is the Sako TRG-42 (in-service designation Scharfschützengewehr 04 (SSGw 04)). The MP5SD3
submachine gun is the standard SMG used by the ARD 10.[22]

Their equipment consists of knee protectors, kevlar helmets and anti-splinter vests.[21] The ARD's main light infantry
vehicle is the AGF.[23]

Training

Chart on how ARD 10 candidates are selected and
trained.

Potential candidates must attend 18 full months,[24] with 6 months
dedicated to basic training, of → special forces training after
completing their compulsory service with the Swiss Army, which
is then followed by 40 weeks with infiltration technique
training.[25] Candidates will be assessed prior to training their
physical and mental state, as well as their health if they are fit to
be qualified as ARD 10 soldiers.[26] [18] Candidates must also have
clean records from their time after attending compulsory
service.[18]

Upon ending of training, all ARD 10 soldiers are required to be on
standby in case of deployment.
Over 300 soldiers who apply for a position in the ARD 10, only 10

prospective soldiers are chosen for training as ARD 10 operators.[14]

Among the specialist courses being taught to all prospective ARD 10 operators include the following:[5]

1. Mountain Specialists
2. Amphibious Specialists
3. Parachute Specialists
4. Motorized Specialists

Work conditions
All ARD 10 soldiers are allowed to have a maximum of 20 days off from active service with the unit, as well as an
addition of 5 days if required.[27] Accommodations in terms of living quarters and food are taken care of by the unit
itself without having the individual soldier pay. ARD 10 soldiers stay in the unit for 5 years. Efforts are underway to
raise it up to 10 years of service with the ARD 10.
ARD 10 soldiers are paid, depending on their marital status and economic standing. Extra pay ranges from 397 to
5,156 Swiss francs.[28] Others are paid 4,111 Swiss francs if they have children with extra pay that includes 2,654
Swiss francs.[28] ARD 10 soldiers are also paid if they are deployed abroad, depending on the nature of their
mission.[28] Soldiers are paid aditionnaly 6.17 Swiss francs per hour for participating in night duties.[28]

All ARD 10 soldiers have insurance as provided by the Swiss military.[29]

In addition, ARD 10 soldiers are to reimbursed according to federal law with an accommodation maximum of 130
Swiss francs.[30]
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External links
• Official Site (in German, French, Italian) [31]
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Parachute Reconnaissance Company 17

 Parachute Reconnaissance Company 17 

 Active 

 Country   Switzerland
 Branch Swiss Air Force

 Type Special Forces

 Role Direct Action, → Unconventional warfare

 Part of  Air Force training unit 31 

 Nickname FSK-17

 Insignia 

 Badge of PRC 17 

The Parachute Reconnaissance Company 17 (German: Fallschirmaufklärer Kompanie 17, Fsch Aufkl Kp 17;
French: Compagnie d'éclaireurs parachutistes; Italian: Compagnia di esploratori paracadutisti),[1] also known as
the Fernspah-Grenadiers, is Switzerland's principal → special forces unit. They are organized as an militia LRRP
scout type unit, unlike the full-time counterterrorism ARD 10 unit. Formed in the 1970s, they fall under the
operational control of the Swiss Air Force.[2]

History
The Parachute Reconnaissance Company 17 (FSK-17) of today, comes from the Remote Reconnaissance Company
17 (Fernspäh Kp 17) which came from the first and only Swiss parachute company, the Parachute Grenadier
Company 17 (Fallschirmgrenadier Kp 17). While the names have changed, the number 17 has been a constant in
Switzerland's only parachute company leading current and former members to refer to themselves as a "17-er".[3]

Training

FSK-17 Training program for NCO and Officer

FSK-17, like most of the Swiss Air Force, is a militia based service,
which makes selection and training different than in most militaries. At
about age 16 a candidate will register online for the SPHAIR course
with the Aero-Club der Schweiz.[4] About 500 to 700 candidates will
generally apply.[5] Over the following year the candidate will provide
documentation to prove their Swiss citizenship and will attend a 1 day screening in Dübendorf near Zürich. About
300 candidates will pass the screening and educational requirements and will be allowed to enroll in the parachute
courses.[5]

At age 18 the candidate will attend the first 2 week parachute course. While most of the cost of the course is covered 
by the Swiss Army, candidates have to buy some of their own equipment and books, which cost the candidate about 
CHF 750.[6] Successful completion of the first parachute course allows the candidate to attend the second course 
when they are about 19 years old. This course also costs the candidate about CHF 500.[7] Following two successful 
parachute courses the candidate will have to pass a series of physical and psychological exams of which only about
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20 will pass[5] Throughout all this training the candidate is still a civilian.
If the candidate is successful in their pre-military training, they then enter either a 43 week (enlisted) or 59 week
(officer) training program. Following recruitment into the military the candidate attends a 5 week selection training
course. This course includes firearms training as well as physical fitness, obstacle courses and marching. While
portions of the standard Swiss Army basic training is included, this course focuses on the elements that are relevant
for the company. There are weekly marches of increasing length and difficulty, culminating in the "Ironman"
exercise which must be passed by each candidate. Those that fail the training at this point are shifted into another
specialization.[8]

Following the 5 week course a candidate then enters the second selection phase, a 4 week examination of their
parachute-related abilities. This course also builds on their civilian parachute experience to train them in military
parachuting. Therefore, inn the first week they complete a night parachute jump.[8] The course also includes further
weapons training, physical training and computer-aided intelligence training. At the end of the course, some
candidates will be dismissed from the training and will complete their military service in another speciality.
The remaining training time is spent working mostly as part of a team. Some individual training relates to building of
bivouacs, behaviour and patrolling in the hostile area as well as approaches with contact with dogs. They train with
round-canopy T-10 parachutes for low altitude jumps (about 200 m (660 ft) above ground level) as well as
HALO/HAHO from over 7000 m (23000 ft).[8] Training also includes parachuting into landing zones in the
mountains as well as in water. The culmination of this training is a multi-day training exercise in which the different
elements of the training in the general context are used. Following successful completion of the entire training course
the candidate is breveted and joins the company.

References
• The Encyclopedia of the World's Special Forces by Ryan, Mann and Stillwell (2003) ISBN 0-7607-3939-0

External links
• (German) fallschirmaufklaerer.ch - Official Website [9]

• Recruitment Website – in French, German, Italian [10]
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[2] Ryan, p. 69
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Thailand

Royal Thai Navy SEALs

 Royal Thai Navy SEALs 

Royal Thai Navy SEAL insignia
 Active  1956-present 

 Country   Thailand

 Branch  Royal Thai Navy

 Type Special Operations

 Role Intelligence-gathering,
Reconnaissance missions,
Direct Action,
Unconventional Warfare
and Counter-Terrorism

 Size  144 

 Part of Royal Thai Armed Forces

The Royal Thai Navy SEALs is a 144-man Sea, Air and Land (SEAL) unit (Thai: หน่วยซีล or
หน่วยทำลายใต้น้ำจู่โจม) of the Military of Thailand. The unit was set up in 1956 with the assistance of the U.S.
Government and has trained with United States Navy SEALs. A small element within the Royal Thai Navy's SEAL
Teams has been trained to conduct Maritime Counter-Terrorism missions. This unit has close ties with the U.S.
Navy's own SEAL teams.[1] Recruits go through training lasting 7 months, this includes a 'hell week' where
individual and team stamina and fitness are vigorously tested, only 30% of initial recruits are able to pass the final
training.
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History

This Royal Thai Navy SEAL is part of a six-man
group boarding a container ship during the annual

Southeast Asia Cooperation Against Terrorism
(SEACAT) exercises, 2008.

During World War II, Navy troops fighting for both the Axis and
Allies used special warfare forces. They were small elite groups of
soldiers trained to destroy ships, buildings, and other strategic locations
as well as conduct sabotage and other clandestine missions. After the
war finished, the special warfare mission continued and through
improved training and equipment, increased the ability of the military
to fight using new tactics to achieve missions previously unthinkable.

In 1952, the Thai Ministry of Defence started thinking about
organizing Underwater Demolition Teams. Representatives of the Thai
Ministry of Defense met with officers from the United States Military
Assistance Advisory Group to discuss the possibility of training. Based
on the meetings, a resolution was passed directing the Royal Thai
Navy to set up training for the unit but unfortunately at the time there
were not enough instructors from the United States to make the project
happen and so it was temporarily put on hold.

In 1953, Sea Supply, a CIA front company, was tasked with supporting
the initial training of the Royal Thai Navy's Underwater Demolition
Team and also the Royal Thai Police Aerial Reinforcement Unit. The
first group to take part in the UDT/SEAL training included seven Thai
Naval Officers and eight members of the Royal Thai Police. This

training started on March 4, 1953 on 'Z island (ZULU)'. After 61 days, only 15 of the recruits successfully passed the
training.

In 1956 the Royal Thai Navy formed a small combat diver unit, based on the U.S. Navy's Underwater Demolition
Teams. In 1965 the unit was reorganized. It was expanded and divided into two separate units, with a U.S. Navy
Mobile Training Team providing assistance. The first group was organized into a Sea, Air and Land, or SEAL team.
The second group formed a UDT. The SEAL team was assigned intelligence-gathering, and reconnaissance
missions.[2]

See also
• → Delta Force
• SEAL Team Six
• → Special Activities Division

External links
• Official Site [3] (Thai)

References
[1] http:/ / www. rtn-seal. com/
[2] Thailand: Royal Thai Navy SEALs (http:/ / www. nationreligionking. com/ defense/ royalthainavy/ navysealudt/ )
[3] http:/ / www. rtn-seal. com/ main. html
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Taiwan

MPSSC

 MPSSC 

Arm patch of MPSSC
 Active  1978 - present 

 Country  Republic of China

 Branch Military Police

 Type  Special operation force 

 Role  Sea, Air and Land Special Operations/Counter-Terrorist force 

 Size  Classified 

 Part of Republic of China Military Police

 Nickname Yeh-ying (Nighthawks)

 Commanders 

Current
commander

 Classified 

MPSSC, officially Military Police Special Service Company (traditional Chinese: 憲兵特勤隊), is a special
operation unit stationed at Wugu, Taipei[1] under the Republic of China Military Police. Little is known about this
unit, since informations regarding it are classified by the Ministry of National Defense.[2] It has been reported that
some members have been trained by the Ranger School at Fort Benning.[3]

MPSSC is nicknamed the Nighthawks unit (traditional Chinese: 夜鷹部隊).

References
[1] 陳宗逸 (2008-07-03). " 模擬機場攻台 中國準備好了？ (http:/ / www. newtaiwan. com. tw/ bulletinview. jsp?bulletinid=81113)" (in

Traditional Chinese). New Taiwan News Weekly. . Retrieved 2008-07-03.
[2] 中華民國～憲兵特勤隊 (http:/ / www. geocities. com/ Pentagon/ Camp/ 3592/ ROC_MP. htm)
[3] 大紀元 士官長陳永昌美突擊兵訓畢業 亞洲首例 (http:/ / www. epochtimes. com/ b5/ 6/ 7/ 12/ n1383228. htm)
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Turkey

Su Altı Taarruz
Su Altı Taarruz (SAT) is one of two special operations units of the Turkish Navy (the other being the → Su Altı
Savunma, or SAS).
The missions of the Amphibious Assault [Su Altı Taarruz (SAT)] include the acquisition of military intelligence,
amphibious assault, counter-terrorism and VIP protection. They are trained and organized in a similar way to the
U.S. Navy Seals who have close training relationships with them.
The first S.A.T. and S.A.S. units were established in 1963 in the city of Iskenderun, following a joint training
program with the U.S. Navy Seals from San Diego. The original name of the S.A.T. unit was Su Altı Komando
(S.A.K.), while the original name of the S.A.S. unit was Su Altı Müdafaa (S.A.M.), and they were bound to the
Kurtarma ve Sualtı Komutanlığı (K.S.K.), or Rescue and Underwater Command. In 1974 the S.A.T. and S.A.S.
group commands became bound to the Turkish Navy's General Command, and participated in the Turkish military
landing in Cyprus later that year.
The S.A.T. and S.A.S. are based in the Foça Naval Base near İzmir, on the Aegean coast of Turkey.

See also
• Marine (military)
• → Special forces

External links
• ShadowSpear Special Operations Community Website [1]

• Promotional/Training video of unit [2]

References
[1] http:/ / shadowspear. com
[2] http:/ / www. youtube. com/ watch?v=2OGMDX8B3OY
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Su Altı Savunma
Su Altı Savunma (SAS) is one of two special operations units of the Turkish Navy (the other being the → Su Altı
Taarruz, or SAT).
The missions of the Su Altı Savunma (SAS) include coastal defense operations, such as clearing mines or
unexploded torpedoes, and disabling enemy vessels or weapons with underwater operations; as well as
counter-terrorism and VIP protection.
The first S.A.S. and S.A.T. units were established in 1963 in the city of Iskenderun, following a joint training
program with the U.S. Navy Seals from San Diego. The original name of the S.A.S. unit was Su Altı Müdafaa
(S.A.M.), while the original name of the S.A.T. unit was Su Altı Komando (S.A.K.), and they were bound to the
Kurtarma ve Sualtı Komutanlığı (K.S.K.), or Rescue and Underwater Command. In 1974 the S.A.S. and S.A.T.
group commands became bound to the Turkish Navy's General Command, and participated in the Turkish military
landing in Cyprus later that year.
The S.A.S. and S.A.T. are based in the Foça Naval Base near İzmir, on the Aegean coast of Turkey.

See also
• Marines
• → Special forces

External links
• ShadowSpear Special Operations Community Website [1]

• Promotional/Training video of unit [2]
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